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CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARY.

VOLUME II.

Maurice, F. D.
the eve of the impending move-

ment, I

sketch of the powers and qualities
of the leader, 2, 3

his eloquence not oratory, 3
but sometimes more powerful, 3
instances of its influence, 3, 4
characteristic peculiarity of his let-

ters, 4, 5
on co-operation and Christian com-

munism, 6, 7

his vocation that of a Church re-

former, 7
Church and social reformation, 8

the State Conservative, the Church

communist, 8, 9
a proposal to protest against the

attacks of the Record, II, 12

on the Professorship of Divinity at

Cambridge, 14
his letter to Mr. Hort on Eternal

Punishment, 15-23
on the personality of the devil, 21-23

opposed to the formation of a health

league, 23-27
his wish to work in his own place,

26
on Sidney Herbert's emigration

scheme, 28

after some reluctance, goes to the

dinner at which it is determined
to set up Co-operative Work-

shops, 31
asserts that selfishness or competi-

tion is not the law of life, 32
desires the withdrawal of his name

lii mi the
'

Saint's Tragedy,' 32
on a series of tracts on Christian

Socialism, 33-36

Maurice, F. D.
on a course of philosophical read-

,
ing, 37-39

his views on co-operation, 40, 41
declines to become a member of the

Central Board for organising and

regulating co-operative associa-

tions, 42
his reasons for so doing, 40-45
agrees to continue to act with the

original co-operative promoters,45
his reply to certain objections

against co-operation, 46-49
he is assailed by the "religious"

press with a storm of obloquy for

participating in co-operation, 50,

.51
visits Germany, 53
on men of talent taking orders, 53
resigns his office of Chairman of

Committee at Queen's College, 54
on his connection with Kingsley, 54
his contributions to, and dealings

with the other contributors to,

the Christian Socialist, 55
makes a tour through Lancashire, 56
his labour in connection with the

Council of Promoters, 56
his advice for studying the Alexan-

drian schools, 56, 57
on the Canaanite wars, 58
on '

Yeast,' 58
on the characteristics of the first

half of the present century, 59
writes to Kingsley regarding him-

self and Greg, 59
desires to have nothing to do with

the Chartist-Socialist movement,
60

on the National Society, 60
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Maurice, F. D.
what the clergy might do if they
would, 6 1

at Hastings
—recollections of his

sister Emma's death, 63
on utilising an institution at Step-

ney, 63, 64
his visit to Ulleswater, 65-67
his desire for the "spirit of a

learner," 67
is the key-note of his life, 67
his studies as a student, 68
his mode of dealing with his fellow-

men, 69
his reverence for the opinions of

minorities, 69
and contempt for

"
public opin-

ion," 70
his defiance of the editor of the

English Review, 70
and that of the Record, 70

J. Wilson Croker's attack on him,

71-74
a characteristic letter of, to Mr.

Ludlow, 76
Dr. Jelfs letter to, on his connec-

tion with Christian Socialism
and with Kingsley, 78-80

his reply to it, 80-82
a further defence of himself, 83-86
a committee of inquiry appointed,

86
his account of, and expectation of

its decision, 86
Dr. Jelfs letter to, conveying the

report of the committee, 90
his reply, explaining what he and

his friends meant by
" Christian

Socialism," 91-96
he is requested to apologise to

King's College for having de-

fended Kingsley, but declines,

98-100
he receives the resolutions of the

Council of King's College, 100
the great strike in the iron trades,

103
his unwillingness to urge immediate

co-operation on the men, 104-
107

his comparison with the little boy
and Gamaliel, 106

his idea of the importance of the

trial of Hampden, 107
on Augustine and his influence on

the modern world, 109-m

Maurice, F. D.
his anxiety as to the next step of the

engineers on strike, in
his dislike to discussions on capital
and labour, 113

human relationships, not "
capital

"

or "labour," the basis of society,

113-116
this his creed of association, 116

his remarks on trade unions, 116
his ideal is men, not measures, 118

opposed to exacting Parliamentary

pledges, 118, 119
his admiration for Burke's speeches

at Bristol, 1 19

negotiates for the publication of
'

Phaethon,' 123, 124
letters to his sister Priscilla, and his

father and mother, 124, 125
his suppression of Lord Goderich's

pamphlet, 125-130
his views on monarchy, aristocracy,
and democracy, 1 28-132

literary criticism on '

Phaethon,'

132-136
his vocation as a theologian is to

show the influence of theology
on all other studies, 136-138

his distrust of death-bed stories, 139

literary criticisms and suggestions
on 'Hypatia,' 140-143

becomes godfather to Tennyson's
child, 143

on the tendency to reaction in Uni-

tarians, 143
on Sabbath observance, 144
on the effect of deep sorrow, 145
his views on the Athanasian creed,

146-149
dedicates his

'

Prophets and Kings
'

to Mr. Erskine, 150
the maxim of all his books—"God

all in all," 151— 153
on the Articles, and his present

views of subscription, 154
preparing a book for Unitarians, 156
success of his labours on behalf of

co-operation, 156 et seq.

on a new constitution for the co-

operative society, 159
publication of his

'

Theological

Essays,' 164
an expression of his deepest

thoughts, 164
feels as if their publication would

be a crisis in his life, 165
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Maurice, F. D.
on the composition of his

'

Essays,
'

167, 168

and on the power of the Prayer-

book, 168, 169
on the consequences likely to result

from the publication of his
' Es-

says,' 170
his continual tendency to resign, 1 72
his correspondence with his friends

regarding his dispute with the

King's College authorities, 174
et seq.

declines to resign
—awaits dismissal,

177, 178
the real issue between Jelfand him-

self, 179, 180

his impression as to a coming crisis

in belief, 182

Hare's view of the dispute with

Jelf, 182-184
his influence on his contemporaries,

184
result to the Church if he is con-

demned, 184
Colenso dedicates his Sermons to,

184

JelPs letter to the Council, and
Maurice's reply, 186-190

decision of the Council—dismissal,

190-192
cause of his strong feeling in the

matter, 192 ft.

his own account of what took place
at the meeting, 192-194

unfair action of the principal and

secretary, 200, 201

Bishop of Oxford's "formula con-

cordise," 201

difficulties regarding his resignation,
202

his feeling as to the Bishop of Lon-
don's share in the matter, 202
and n.

popular view of the case, 203
final correspondence and resolution

on the subject, 205-207
the answer of public opinion and

the press to the doings of the

Council, 210-213
letters to his friends on the subject,

213, 214
severs his connection with Queen's

College, 215
letter from the committee of, to,

216

Maurice, F. D.

presentation of a silver inkstand to,

by the pupils of, 218

explanation of his ideas as to time
and eternity, 219

influence of the word college on his

mind, 220
first idea of a "

working men's col-

lege," 221

address from the working men of

London to, 221-223
and from the members of Lincoln's

Inn, 223
his reply to the latter, on his princi-

ples of preaching, teaching, and

learning, 225-228
on the utility of Articles, 228
on revelation in the world and in

the Bible, 229
on one and many mediators, 229,

230
on a Divine Spirit and a Mediator,

230
desires to originate a series of

' Tracts for Priests and People,'

231, 232
draws up a scheme for, and organ-

izes, the Working Men's College,

233
.

his estimate of the Evangelicals,
234

peculiarity of his mode of writing,
235

his motives frequently misunder-

stood, 235, 236
how he acquired his knowledge of

prevalent doubt and unbelief,

236
Dr. Candlish's attack on him, 237
his answer, 237 n.

death of his mother and sister Pris-

cilla, 238
his reply to an address accompany-

ing a present of books, 238
produce of his lectures on behalf of

the Working Men's College, 239
on Mahomet, Atheism, and the

Crimean war, 239
on the occupations and nature of a

future state, 242, 249
delivers the inaugural address to

the Working Men's College, 250
lectures in Edinburgh and Glasgow,

250
on "

Nationalities," and England's

part in history, 251
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M.VURTCE, F. D.
his impressions of people in Edin-

burgh and Glasgow, 251
on Bunsen, Niebuhr, and the anti-

English school of thought, 251-
253

on the death of Hare, 255, 256
on the Crimean war, and on that

"true gospel preacher, /Eschy-
lus," 256

on his book on Sacrifice and on

Hare, 257, 258
on the province of suffering and

sorrow, 258
delivers a series of lectures to ladies,

260
on some doubts and difficulties,

260-264
on the union of the spiritual with

its manifestation, 264
visits Germany, 265
on national feeling and human feel-

ing, 266
his opinion of Goethe, 266
on the Bible and Greek myths,

267
on the true means of emancipating

the nations, 269
on the doctrines of M. Talandier,

268-271
on the Church Catechism, 271
the Bible and the formularies of

the Church, 272-274
on the past and "nowadays," 275
he preaches at Cambridge, 275
his views on history and on the

Civil Wars, 276-278
on Carlyle as an historian, 277
and on Cromwell, 277
on another unity than the Adamic,

278
his Introduction to Hare's Charges,

278, 279
on his

' Moral Philosophy,' and on
Froude as an historian, 279

his views on the Christian and the

Jewish Sabbath, 280-283
description of his home life and

habits, 284-294
his curious habit while dictating,

280
contrast between his theories and

practice with beggars, 287
his health, personal appearance,

and manners, 288-290
his habit of fasting, 290

Maurice, F. D.
bis decision regarding Sunday walk-

ing, 290
power of his personal influence,

291-293
marvellous effect of his praying,

292, 293
his manner when fired with a sense

of wrong, 293, 294
his pamphlet on the Sabbath-day,

294
on Colenso's work in Africa, 295-

297
on Edwards, Knox, and the atone-

ment, 298
on the Inquirer, and on the Church

of England, 299
resumes his connection with Queen's

College, 301
his Lincoln's Inn sermons printed

by subscription, 301
on his book on the Gospel of St.

John, 302
his 'Moral Philosophy,' and the

immense labour bestowed on it,

301-304
_

his difficulties connected with the

Working Men's College, 305-309
his lectures on the Epistles of St.

John and his antagonism to Man-
sel, 310-312

on "strait is the gate," &c, 312
thoughts on the Indian mutiny, 313
on the cold and formal prayers for

the day of humiliation, 314
his visit to Dr. Moberly, 314 .

declines to stand for the preacher-

ship of Lincoln's Inn, 315
on the need for reformation in the

teaching of the clergy, 316
on the reformation of Calvinism,

317
on the Sunday question at the

Working Men's College, 318-
321

his aversion to anonymous period-
ical writing, 321

two imaginary reviews of Froude,

332 > 3 23
on the "I "

and the "We" as

symbols of sectarianism in jour-
nalism, 324-326

his view of the meaning of the

word "
Revelation," 328 et seq.

his conception of preaching, 330
Christ the image of God, 331
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Maurice, F. D.
the central point of his theology,

331
points of difference between Man-

sel and, 332
Dr. Telf had failed to see the issue

raised by ; Mansel clearly realised

it, 332
effects produced by Mansel's lec-

tures on, 333, 334
his disadvantages in beginning the

controversy, 335
two stages of the controversy, 336,

.337
his efforts to fight for truth against

himself as much as against any
one else tends to cause him to be

misunderstood, 337, 338
has the advantage in the later

stages, 339
change of opinion as to the merits

of the question, 339
incurs animosity for his resistance

to Agnosticism, 339
biographical importance of the con-

troversy, 340, 341
his views on eternal punishment
and on the word "eternal," 341,

.342
his personal humility in contro-

versy, 343 -.344
on the preaching of Spurgeon, 346
on the existence of evil, 347
on the three Persons in the Trinity
and their actions on the spirit of

man, 349-354
on the Revision of the Prayer-Book,

356
reasons against revising the Liturgy,

357-361
on the Act of Uniformity, 357-361
appointed to St. Peter's, Vere

Street, 361
storm raised about this by the Re-

cord, 362
the Bishop of London petitioned

not to institute him, 363
explanation of his principles and

course in life, 364-368
on the power and importance of

the atonement, 365
how he differs from Mansel and

Jowett, 367
Rev. E. Geoghegan's exposition of

the view of, as to eternal punish-
ment, 368, 369

Maurice, F. D.
his reply approving this, 369
address to, signed by 332 clergy-
men and 487 laymen, 371, 372

his reply to it, 373~377
reads himself in at St. Peter's,

377
publishes two sermons preached at,

377
engages in originating Working
Men's College, 377

saves a large amount of property,
378

his practical difficulties with the

Working Men's College, 379-
38r

on the theology of the creeds

against the world, 380
his view of the storm raised by the

'

Essays and Reviews,' 383
danger of orthodoxy becoming a

cover for atheism, 38.3
on the principle of sacrifice, 384
on toleration, 383-386
toleration based on a certainty of

truth, 3S4
unbelief the cause of persecution,

385

proposal for a series of ' Tracts for

Priests and People,' 386
criticism of the first draft of the

scheme for them, 387
on the doctrine of the Trinity and

its definition, 388
looks upon the '

Essays and Re-
views

'

as a genuine statement of

confusions, but no settlement,

389, 390
thinks that the unbelief shown in

the answers to them is as terrible

and more dangerous, because
more popular, 390, 391

on the '

Essays and Reviews ' and
the Quarterly reviewer's denuncia-
tion of them, 390

on the best mode of aiding the

victory of Truth, 391, 392
on the use and abuse of the

Athanasian Creed, 392, 393
on the fulness and perfection of

Christ's sacrifice, 393-395
the Communion for all—not for

"
the converted

"
only, 394

the Jewish prophets, 395
on Mill, 396
on a son's studies, 396
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Maurice, F. D.
on Dr. Lushington's judgment on

Mr. Heath, 398
on the advantage of the Articles

having been composed in the six-

teenth century, 398
his view of the Jowett controversy

at Oxford, 400
on inspiration, 401

publication of his
' Moral and Meta-

physical Philosophy,' 402
on the personality of, and

" belief"

in, the devil, 402
on Mrs. Oliphant's

'

Life of Irving,'

403
on Carlyle

—a profound theocratic

belief the basis of his mind,

404
on Irving as a theologian, 405
his contributions to ' Tracts for

Priests and People,' 405
his feelings regarding Bishop Wil-

berforce, 406
his tract on ' The Grace of God,'
and on kings reigning by it, 406

his autobiographical letter to Mr.

Hutton, 406-409
on the Incarnation and Pall, 406,

407
on the redeeming power of Christ,

408
on a conversation of Mr. Jowett's,

410
on the self-condradiction of great
and thoughtful men, 410

on the value of legends and facts,

411
on the Athanasian Creed, 412-417
the true meaning of eternal, 413-
414

on "lost souls," eternal life, and
eternal death, 415

on the damnatory clauses of the

Creed, 416
on the Trinity as regarded by the

Fathers and mediaeval writers,

416
on the calling of the clergy, 417
and on that of the soldier, 417-420
on Ruskin, and on tColenso's

"
be-

wilderment," 421, 422
his interview with Colenso and its

result, 422
his own account of it, 423
as the result he resolves to resign

Vere Street, 424

Maurice, F. D.

opposition of his friends to this,

425, 426
his answers to their remonstrances,

426-430
his views misunderstood by the

public, 430
the Bishop of London (Tait) op-

posed to it, 431
his resolution suddenly changed,
432-434

on the appointment of Trench to

Dublin and Stanley to West-

minster, 43 S, 436
publishes his

'

Dialogues on Family
Worship,' 436

proposes to write a series of letters

on apologetic theological teach-

ing, 437
.

characteristic instance of his mode
of treating other men, 437

his views on the American Civil

War, 438-440
on Matthew Arnold and his essay
on Spinoza, 441

controversy with Dr. Pusey regard-

ing the prosecution of Mr.

Jowett in the small debts Court,

442
correspondence with Father New-
man on Tract XC, 442

on the Church and her position
as the witness of a human union,

443
on the nature of God, and on

Christ as the only escape from

atheism, 444-448
on Juvenal, 448
his opinion regarding Exodus and

Genesis, 449
on the evidence for the Resurrec-

tion, 450
on Paley's

'

Evidences,' 450
is requested to reply to Colenso, 451
does so in a series of letters, pub-

lished as • The Claims of the

Bible and Science,' 451
his reading of the word "Revela-

tion," 452
on the object and teaching of the

Old Testament, 452
on miracles and myths, 453—455
attends the meetings at Mr. Kempe's

rectory, 456
startling scene at one of the dis-

cussions, 457
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Maurice, F. D.
"on fire" at a mercenary view of

the functions of the clergy, 457,

458
on Renan and on '

Romola,' 458,

on Renan, a Unitarian, and the

Trinity, 459-461
on the nature of Renan's influence,

461-465
contributes an article to Macmillan
on Renan's '

Life of Jesus,' 463
on the Christ of Renan, 464
storm raised by the Privy Council

decision in the cases of Williams

and Wilson, 464
" Declaration of Faith," put forth

by the aggrieved parties, 465
his Protest against the

" Declara-

tion," 466
result of the response to the two

appeals, 467
on the meaning of "eternal" and

"eternity," 471-473
on the eternal and the temporal

life, 469-473
on eternal death, 474
advice to an unbeliever, 475
on Kingsley's dispute with New-
man, 476

his opinion of Kingsley's
' The Ro-

man and the Teuton,' 476
advice to a lady on some " torment-

ing thoughts," 477-480
on the meaning and teaching of the

Athanasian Creed, 480
is opposed to removing it from the

Prayer-Book, 482
on commerce and Christianity, 482
declines to meet Bishop Colenso,

485
but defends him in the Times

against the Bishop of Capetown's
prosecution, 486, 487

elected a member of the Juridical

Society, 487
advice to a clergyman in South

Africa as to how he should treat

Colenso, 487-491
on subscriptions, 491
on Lord Ebury's bill as to the

l'rayer-book, 492
on theology

—God in the Living
Word, 493

on sacraments as the means of

Revelation, 494-496

Maurice, F. D.
on baptism into the Divine Name,

495. 496
on inspiration and the Word of

God, 499-501
on the preaching of God as the

deliverer, 501

regards Protestantism as unfriendly
to art, favourable to science, 502

on subscription and the Articles,

503-5 7

his appreciation of Robertson's

'Life and Letters,' 508
on the general unbelief as to God's

influencing nations or their

policy, 509-511
on the prevalent worship of mere

testimony, 510
on Butler and his

'

Analogy,' 510
on the book called

' Ecce Homo,'
511

on his position toward the Record,

5H
and the nature and falsity of its

attacks on him, 515, 516
on Pusey's

' Eirenicon
'

and New-
man's 'Letter,' 517

on the spirit and scope of the
'

Eirenicon,' 5 1 7-5 19
reads a paper before the Juridical

Society on bribery at elections,

520
advocates the transfer of the trial of

election petitions to the judges,

520
on the force and meaning of the

words 'eternal life,' 520-523
on the possibility of sorrow in

heaven, 523
on some Methodist preachers wish-

ing to join the Church, 523
on the Church as a universal fellow-

ship, 524
the heaven to learn to think of, 524

quaint misunderstandings of him,

526
difficulty of classifying a man who

positively refuses to be classified,

527
he is dubbed a Broad Churchman

by some, 52 7
one source of supposed knowledge

of him— the attacks of so-called

religious newspapers, 526 et seq.

respect in which he was held by
people in all parts of the world, 527
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Maurice, F. D.
confusion produced by the con-

flicting ideas of him, 528
effects of the popular misconception

of him on the faith of the time,

528
how it became convenient for

drawing-room purposes "not to

understand him," 529
certain elements in his writings

which tended to produce this,

530
difficulty of defining his place on

the principle of dividing the

world into " those who are

right
"

and " those who have

gone wrong," seeing that his life's

protest was against that division,

531
other elements in his character

which lead to misunderstanding,
532-534

anecdote of one phase of "public
opinion

"
regarding him, 534

an instance of Punch's dealing with

him, 535
Mr. Leslie Stephen's misconception

.
of, 535. 536

his objection to learned, scientific,

and literary "saints," 536
had learned lessons at sick-beds no

learning could teach, 536
Mr. Ellis's and Mr. M'Leod Camp-

bell's strange misconception of,

537T54i
the guilt of sin a tremendous reality
was a fact he was continually

inculcating, 539-541
instances of this from his works,

540
his mode of studying an author,

541 n.

and method of ascertaining the

meaning they attach to the

special words they used, 541 n.

his state of feeling in 1866, 542
becomes a candidate for the Pro-

fessorship of Moral Theology and
Moral Philosophy at Cambridge,
544

the works put forward as his claim,

544
is elected to the Professorship at

Cambridge, 545
receives congratulations from all

quarters, 545

Maurice, F. D.
reflections on the " moral courage

"

of the electors, 546
his own feelings on the subject, 547,

.548.
his opinion of Mazzini, 549
severs his constant connection with

the Working Men' College, 549-
55 1

farewell meeting at, and memorable

speeches, 550
delivers his inaugural lecture at

Cambridge, 552
his own account of it, and of his

reception, 553
continues to preach at Vere Street,

554.
the fatigue of the double duty tells

on him, 554
his lectures and sermons at Cam-

bridge, 554
his venerable personal appearance

at this period, 554
Kingsley's account of him, 555
his remark regarding Leonardo da

Vinci's St. John, 555
establishes the "

Girls' Home "
at

Vere Street, 556
on the sacrifice of Christ, and the

mode of accepting it, 556-558
on Gladstone's face, and what it

indicates, 558
on Democracy and Aristocracy,

558-560
on Christ as the High-priest of

humanity, 560
on his "joy" on earth and in

heaven, 560
on being in Christ, 561
St. Paul's view of the order of the

Resurrection, 562
conscience the starting point of his

moral instruction, 561, 562
on the meaning and teaching of the

Athanasian Creed, 564
on his view of hell, 565
his appeal to Scripture and the

Articles as to the effect of Christ's

death, 567-570
life not death after

"
this life,"

570
on the Catholic faith and popular

heresies, 571-573
the substitution of dogma for God,

the tendency of the time, 572

on faith and trust—Christ in God,
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Maurice, F. D.
and man in God's righteousness
manifested in Christ, 572, 574

on God guiding this age and all in

it, 575
on the Kingdom of Heaven, 576
on his Hope sermons, Disraeli's

premiership, and the fall of the

Irish Church, 577
on the conscience—the man him-

self, 578
on an article on the Christian aspects

of Comtism, 579
on the illness and death of a friend's

mother, 580
on the Protestant and Roman faith,

581-583
contributes a series of letters to the

Daily News on Church and State,

584
explanation of what he means by

the Union of Church and State,

585
the State conservative of property—the Church "

Communistic,"
586

reflections on the death of a young
lady, 587

on recognition in heaven, 587
on Louis XI. and Calvin, 589-590
on the nature of a Sacrament, 590
on the injurious effects of competi-

tive examination, 591-593
he resigns his charge at Vere Street,

.593
his farewell sermon, 593, 594
men of all political and religious

parties regular attendants at Vere

Street, 595
peculiarity of his position in the

Church, 595
on the meaning of the word " Re-

velation," 597
' Meditations and Prayers

' on the

Church, 597
his work on ' National Morality,'

597
on Locke, Kant, and Mill, 598
supports female suffrage in the

Spectator, 598
corresponds with Mill on the sub-

ject, 598
is assumed by Mr. L. Stephen to
be a Broad Churchman, 599

and represented as holding a mix-
ture of opinions, some his own,

Maurice, F. D.
some utterly inconsistent with
his own, 599, 600

his regard for, and his opinion of,

Dean Stanley, 601
his refusal of the leadership of the

Liberal clergy, 601
the pain he felt at Dean Stanley's

accepting it, 601
his relationship to Stanley, and of

both to Liberal Churchmen

brought to a crucial test, 602
his letter on Mr. W. G. Clark's

pamphlet, 602

explains why no dogma on the in-

fallibility of the Scriptures ap-

pears in the Articles, 602
on the reverence of Luther and the

Reformers for the Scriptures, and
for St. Paul, 602, 603

explains his view of, and defends,
the Articles, 603

as the groundwork of a more com-

prehensive humanity, and a more

spiritual theology than was pos-
sible in the 16th century, 603

instance of how he was often mis-

understood, 604
what he really said in reference to

the Articles, 604
his explanation to Dean Stanley, 605
motives of his repudiation of the

title Broad Churchman, 606
his protest against the term, 607 n.

his intense love of truth and readi-

ness to recognise it everywhere,
608

his attitude towards the scientific

agnostics, 608
his views on secular and denomi-

national education, 610
on some merits and defects of

Mill's, 610
on the prosecution of Bennett, 614
his article in the Contemporary on
Newman's 'Grammar of Assent,'
6l 5

public agitation to obtain him
Church promotion, 616

his sentiments on the subject, 616,

617
on English torpor and money wor-

ship, 617
Have the departed a knowledge of

those who remain behind ?—his

answer to the question, 619-626
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Maurice, F. D.
on "disembodied spirits," 623
apparitions, 624
ministering angels, 624
and death as the bond of com-
munion between heaven and

earth, 625
on Ritualism and the Ritualists, 626
his health much impaired, 627
a member of the Royal Commis-

sion on the Contagious Diseases

Acts, 627
accepts the stipendless living of St.

Edward's, Cambridge, 627
his reasons for accepting it, 628
his delight in his little grandson,

628, 635, 636
his mode of teaching little children,

629
his dealing with the undergraduates,

630
his consideration for others and

disregard of himself, 630
his home life as an old man, 631
his intense desire for unity, 632
his appearance and manner as a

lecturer at Cambridge, 632

Maurice, F. D.
enthusiastic incident at one of his

lectures, 632, 633
anecdote of Kingsley's regard for

him, 633
his views on the Purchas and Voy-

sey judgments, 634
his good-bye to the Working Men's

College, 634
undertakes the Cambridge Preacher-

ship at Whitehall, 637
the extra work tells fatally on him,

.637
his last visit to Oxford, 637
continues to preach at Cambridge

and in London, 637
his last public appearances, 638
and last illness, 638
is removed to London, 638
resigns St. Edward's, Cambridge,
638

his last days, 638-643
his death, 643
and burial, 647
public feeling on the subject, 646,

647





LIFE
OF

FREDERICK DENISON MAURICE.

CHAPTER I.

"The Times are great ; what time is not?"—Spanish Gypsy.

1849, LATTER HALF—REMEMBRANCES OF F. D. M. AT THIS TIME

BY PROFESSOR BRENTANO AND OTHERS THE MEETINGS

WITH WORKING MEN RESUMED—TENDENCY TOWARDS CO-

OPERATION—LETTER FROM STUDENT ON NEWSPAPER

ATTACKS—MAYHEW'S LETTERS ON " LONDON LABOUR AND
THE LONDON POOR "—LETTER TO MR. HORT ON QUESTION
OF FUTURE PUNISHMENT—PERIOD OF HESITATION BEFORE

COMMITTING HIMSELF TO ACTION BEGINNING OF THE CO-

OPERATIVE MOVEMENT—THE NAME CHRISTIAN SOCIALIST—
PRACTICAL DIFFICULTIES AND ACTION ON THEM—EXPLA-

NATION OF OBJECTS AND VIEWS OF CHRISTIAN SOCIALISTS.

The time had come, in my father's life, when it was certain

that a movement of which he would be the leader must begin.

Friends were gathered round him. They and he believed that

the times were out of joint, and were anxiously watching for

some mode by which, within their own sphere, they might

help to put them right. They had come into actual contact

with the working men
; they were hearing the men's own

difficulties and their own proposals. It remained as yet un-

settled in what way the friends could offer their best help,

but the body of professional men—lawyers, doctors, clergymen
and others—were resolved not to disperse without offering their

services to any cause which, after careful examination, might
seem to deserve support.

VOL. II. B



2 Herr Brentands Recollections. 1849. f. m. 44.

At such a moment, just before the movement begins, it is

well to give a sketch of the leader as he appeared to a

distinguished foreigner who was about this time visiting

England. On the whole, I believe, it will be better to de-

scribe my father's home life and habits after the story of his

life has been followed through the storm, into which he was

now about to plunge, and into somewhat calmer waters.

Herr Brentano, the present Professor of Political Economy
at Strasburg, has recently thus recorded his own and Mr.

Hiiber's remembrance of my father.

After speaking of the dangerous severance of classes which

had at this time shown itself in England, and tracing with

great skill the causes of this national weakness, he goes on.

' In this condition of things arose Frederick Denison Maurice.

B. A. Hiiber has described him as " a man, whom very few of

his contemporaries and countrymen equalled in inward piety,

genuine patriotism, intellectual gifts, and in a cultivation, many-

sided, free, and altogether thorough ;
whom not many of them

equalled in disposition, character, and life, and especially in

that true sweetness of character which was the result of the

proportion and harmony of so many gifts and efforts." I can

thoroughly confirm this statement from my personal knowledge.

The characteristic of the man which left the deepest impres-

sion on me was a striking union of severe earnestness of pur-

pose with irresistible kindliness. These two qualities were at

once the cause and the effect of the complete drenching of his

whole being in Christianity. It is necessary to explain quite

clearly what this implies.
'

Nothing is more common than to meet people who em-

phatically describe themselves as Christians, and talk about

Christianity. Nothing is more rare than men who in all their

decisions and acts are naturally guided by the Christian spirit.

'

People believe in Christianity in general ;
but in each

separate case they believe in self, with all its interests, inclina-

tions, prejudices, and whims. Maurice was not merely guided

in his general views of the world by Christian doctrines
;

it was



chap. i. Eloquence not Oratory. 3

impossible for him to think of any aspect of nature or of

social life otherwise than from the Christian point of view, nor

could he enter into any relation with men in which that Christ-

ianity which had transfused itself into his flesh and blood, did

not find expression in the simplicity and gentleness which com-

bined with his earnestness to form that loving sympathy which

was so free from any trace of arrogance or self-seeking.
1 Such a man was evidently marked out by his whole nature

to exercise the influence of an apostle.'*

The influence which he exercised was certainly in no way
due to oratory. Of oratory as a faculty of persuading men, he

had the most profound dread, partly due to his thinking that

it had been a bane and injury to Sterling. It was characteristic

of him to say of one for whom he had respect as a states-

man,
" but I fear he is too much of an orator to be good for

him as a man." But though he neither had nor cultivated

any of the ordinary arts of speaking, there were times when

the intensity of his feeling, the outpouring of his spirit under

conditions which powerfully wrought upon him, produced an

impression on an audience that hardly any oratory could have

done. "
I never heard such eloquence," is an expression used

of him on many occasions by various letter-writers.
" He left

us all trembling with emotion," writes Miss Fox of a lecture

at Queen's College! It was, however, always the eloquence of

the intense expression of a great spirit rather than that of

carefully chosen words. It came forth like a delivered message.

It was no attempt to play upon the passions or to wield the

wills of any present audience. His whole power as a chairman

or president lay in his faculty of bringing out the best that

had been said by each, and giving some harmony to the most

discordant elements; never in leading some popular cry and

giving it language. The most perfect expression, given to

the feeling he produced, came off-hand one day, in a street in

* I quote from an unpublished translation, by my brother, of Herr

Brentano's most interesting history (just published) of the Co-operative
Movement in England.

B 2
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Cambridge, from Dr. Thompson the present Master of Trinity.

Meeting Canon Norris, who had just returned from hearing

a University sermon by my father and was speaking of it,

" Yes !

"
said Dr. Thompson

"
there is about that man Oeiov tl

7ra8o<i." The words would not be so expressive as they are if

their full force could be given in a translation. They convey
the sense of a man speaking forth under the influence of a

divine possession.

His letters present a peculiarity very characteristic of him.

I must warn all who read them from drawing too exact in-

ferences as to the nature of the letters to which they are

answers. The very same quality of sympathy which made
men value him as a leader in the peculiar sense I have just

spoken of, gave also a peculiar quality to his answers to letters.

He always cared for the man who was writing to him, not for

the particular questions put to him. He was in no wise ready
or willing to supply answers that would save his correspondent
from seeking for truth as it might present itself to the corre-

spondent himself.

He writes always in eager sympathy with his friend in the

difficulties he believes to be troubling the man himself. Often

he does not exactly understand precisely what these are. As
a rule he carefully avoids a specific answer to the specific

question put to him. He does this deliberately and on prin-

ciple ; dreading lest he should thereby substitute himself as

leader and answerer for Him to whom he believed that it was

his duty to turn the eyes of all men. Most of those to whom
he wrote have been anxious to own the help which he thus

gave them. Here is a representative sentence, written from a

layman to a brother, about some words of my father's, the like

of which lies in many forms before me. "
Giving you no

definite directions what to do or how to act—suggesting no

cry
—with no taking points for use in smashing Romanists,

High Churchmen, or Evangelicals, and yet somehow giving

you far more knowledge of the whole thing than any one else

has or can do." But those who came to him or wrote to him,
not wanting this at all, not wanting to clear their own road to
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truth, but wanting to find some solution which would enable

them to repeat the old religious formulae, to them unreal, and

in some kind of way to reconcile the philosophy which was for

them real with these shadows—these men sooner or later gave

him up with disgust, and with a disgust that was passionate

and unreasoning in proportion to the disappointment they had

experienced. From them, even more than from the religious

formulas-mongers, came those direct mis-statements of what he

said and of his line of thought, which made so much of the

surrounding atmosphere of foggy misconception through which,

from the time in which he began to be a conspicuous figure in

London and in England, it was his fate to move.

It will be convenient, before returning to the thread of the

history of the movement, to illustrate, by a specific instance,

the tendency, which my father's letters sometimes have, to

leave a false impression of the nature of the letters to which

they are answers. On page 517, Vol. I., there is a letter to

Mr. Kingsley on Mr. Froude's ' Nemesis of Faith/ in which

occurs this passage :

"
I know what you mean about the

passages which tormented and upset you. Do not suppose
that I do not expect them to have that effect and that I did

not feel them myself." From which it might seem that Mr.

Kingsley had acknowledged that the book had troubled his

own faith. That was not the case. He had spoken only of

the effect he feared it would have on others. There are letters

in this volume written to Mr. Kingsley to meet difficulties of

his own, of the kind recorded in the ' Letters and Memories,'

but in this sense the ' Nemesis of Faith
'

never troubled him at

all. This is only one illustration out of many that I might give.

I believe that this fact will be found to give to the letters both

a peculiarity and a value of their own. They are letters

written to actual men often in actual trouble, and though they

do not deal always accurately with the detail of the matter

now long since become quite unimportant, they meet the case

on human grounds of general human interest.

To return to the history of the movement which was now

about to begin.
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As the conferences with the working men proceeded at the

Cranbourne Tavern the subject of co-operation was more and

more forced upon the attention of those who there met the

working men. It is by no means easy now to realize the aspect

under which co-operation presented itself in 1849. ft was

completely identified in the minds of the workmen themselves

with anti-Christian views. To the general public in England
all proposals for co-operation came branded with the stigma

of anti-Christian Revolutionary Communism. But as the dis-

cussions went on it became more and more clear to the clergy-

men and laymen who took part in them that ideas had been

connected together which were in reality not allied but

opposed to one another. More and more clearly they began

to see that it was impossible to resist the truth of much that

was said by the working men, although it was confused with

much that was false. At first an effort was made to regulate

the subjects of discussion ;
but the question of forming co-

operative societies for workmen forced itself upon them, more

especially at a conference which took place shortly before my
father left London in the summer.

To Mr. Ludlow.

'

Bradley, Newton Abbot, August 13, 1849.
' My dear Friend,

' .... I am now fixed here and cannot leave for the

present. Pray tell our friends how very much it has grieved

me to break my engagement with them, and how many points

I would have strained to keep it. Pray take the chair your-

self, and speak for yourself and from yourself your thoughts
about Home Colonisatian and Communism both, which will be

worth many bushels of mine. I cannot blame the speakers
for leaving the original subject. I think Kingsley's denun-

ciation (right or wrong) of pauper proprietors forced the

question of Communism upon us, and I fancy that if one

started from any point of Cooper's we should inevitably in

this day be brought to that topic. There was the most

remarkable, and it seems to me instructive and edifying
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inconsistency in the speakers. I never heard a stronger

witness for the power of the will to regulate and command
circumstances than came from those Socialist worshippers of

circumstances. I think they should be made to feel that

Communism, in whatever sense it is a principle of the New
Moral World, is a most important principle of the old world,

and that every monastic institution—properly so called—was

a Communist institution to all intents and purposes. The

idea of Christian Communism has been a most vigorous and

generative one in all ages, and must be destined to a full

development in ours.

'
P.S. I have called on the writer in the Record (through Mr.

Bickersteth) to come forward and accuse me to the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury as visitor of King's College. I hope
that will bring things to a crisis.'

He went up, however, and did preside at this meeting.

But he was unable to attend the next meeting on August

28th, as he was in the house of his wife's mother, who was

dying.

To Mr. Ludlow

'Bradley, Newton Abbot, August 25, 1849.
' My dear Friend,

I should have liked very much to be with you on the

28th. It is the eve ofmy birthday. I have been about 44 years

in the world and I feel that I have done almost nothing of the

work that I was sent into it to do. The strong sense of a

vocation—I may say, for you will not misunderstand me and

set down the words to mere vanity
—of a vocation to be a

Church Reformer has struggled in my own mind with great

natural indolence and despondency, and in my social inter-

course with the incapacity of joining those who see Reforma-

tion, but who give a meaning to the word which seems to me
frivolous and false. I cannot enter into a party for the sake

of compassing an end which involves the destruction of party.

I have therefore been more delighted than most other persons

would have been at the opportunity of meeting earnest
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people as friends and not as allies who must assuredly be

agents, perhaps the main agents, in bringing about whatever

changes, good or evil, take place during the next ten years.

I am most thankful to be able to connect Church Reforma-

tion with social Reformation—to have all one's thoughts
tested by their application to actual work and by their power
of meeting the wants of suffering, discontented, resolute

men. Whatever will not stand that trial is not good for

much. I am sure that all which is of God in my desires and

methods will
;
that what is my own will be exposed and cast

out as it ought to be.
'

I should wish to have told poor Hetherington, who asked

me in so touching a manner to use my influence with the

Government on behalf of their plans, that if I wrote to Sir

George Grey as he did, I should be sure of meeting with the

same treatment, and with much better excuse
;

I do not see

why a busy secretary of state may not throw the suggestions
of a theorist like me into the fire, though he is bound to heed

the cries of one who tells what he has suffered, and what he

fancies would be a means of redress. But though I have

not the slightest direct power of acting on the minds of

statesmen, I do not think myself the least absolved from the

duty of helping all I can to give the Communist principle a

fair trial. On the contrary, I am convinced that the obliga-

tions of clergymen in this respect are stronger and their

opportunities greater than those of Sir George Grey and

Lord John Russell. The State, I think, cannot be Com-
munist

; never will be
;
never ought to be. It is by nature and

law Conservative of individual rights, individual possessions.
To uphold them it may be compelled (it must be) to recognise
another principle than that of individual rights and property ;

but only by accident
; only by going out of its own sphere,

as it so rightly did in the case of the factory children. But

the Church, I hold, is Communist in principle ; Conserva-

tive of property and individual rights only by accident
; bound

to recognise them, but not as its own special work • not as

the chief object of human society or existence, The union
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of Church and State, of bodies existing for opposite ends,

each necessary to the other, is, it seems to me, precisely that

which should accomplish the fusion of the principles of

Communism and of property. A Church without a State

must proclaim Proudhon's doctrine if it is consistent with

itself; a State without a Church is merely supported by Jew
brokers and must ultimately become only a stock exchange.

Those who on High Church, Low Church or Dissenting

grounds cry out for the abolition of this union are working

unconsciously towards one or other of these ends, or rather

towards the most tremendous struggle of two opposing, and,

in their separation, equally destructive and godless principles.

What I say is : To accomplish the best objects of those who

desire this dissolution—to remove the fearful mischief which

they rightly see follows from our present condition—we want

the Church fully to understand her own foundation, fully

to work out the Communism which is implied in her exist-

ence. She has been for a long while looking upon herself

merely as a witness for the principle of property, merely

as a second State instituted to embody and protect it. So

far as her outward position is concerned this ignominious

theory has involved all the degradation and state-subser-

viency of which, on different grounds, Mr. Denison and

Baptist Noel complain. But it has led to worse inward

consequences of which they do not complain, but which they

both in their different ways have been promoting ;
to a low

view I mean of spiritual blessings, to a habit of regarding them

as the property of an exclusive body or of the individual elect
;

not as treasures like the light and air of which all may partake

together : hence to a misunderstanding, contraction, or under-

realising of the truths of God's Absolute, Fatherly Love, of

the Incarnation, of the Sacrifice for all, which are the great

elements of Christianity as the Revelation to mankind and

the universe.
' Church Reformation therefore, in its highest sense, I con-

ceive involves theologically the reassertion of these truths in

their fulness apart from their Calvinistical and Tractarian limita-
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tions or dilutions
; socially the assertion on the ground of these

truths of an actual living community under Christ in which

no man has a right to call anything that he has his own but

in which there is spiritual fellowship and practical co-opera-

tion
; 7iationally the assertion of a union, grounded not on

alliances and compromises but on the constitution of things,

between this Universal Community and the State of which

the principle is Personal Distinction and the symbol Property.

For this I desire to labour in all ways, being most careful to

choose none by self will or from mere calculations of expe-

diency, and to avoid none, which God points out, because it

may seem dangerous to oneself or to mere formal onlookers.

I believe whoever enters on this path must lay his account

with opposition, active or passive, from all quarters ;
must

eagerly welcome and set down for gain all tokens of sympathy ;

must have no confidence in himself; must cultivate entire con-

fidence in God and in the certainty of His purposes. It will

and must be a long battle, in which many, even standard

bearers, will fall. But the issue is not to be doubted
;

let us

work and trust for it.

'

P.S. Brewer (63 Queen's Road, Bayswater), who takes the

liveliest interest in our meetings, would I am sure preside, or

would only be deterred by an unreasonable modesty from

doing so, at the next meeting, if you think it important to

have a clergyman. Mr. Elliott would also do exceedingly well,

or Hughes's friend at Paddington.'

Ultimately
"
Hughes's friend

"—Mr. Septimus Hansard—
took the chair, and a very curious scene ended the meeting.
The National Anthem was started as a finale. A number of

the still rampant revolutionary chartists began to hiss. • Mr.

Thorn. Hughes sprang on to a chair, and in a voice that all

could hear, announced that the first man who hissed the

Queen's name would have personally to settle accounts with

him. As Mr. Hughes's fist was well known as one not to be

despised, this gave a moment's pause. Mr. Hansard desired

the pianist to strike up loudly ;
and any further attempts at
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hissing only added force to the tumult of enthusiastic singing

with which the words were given forth by the loyal members

of the meeting.

From an old Pupil of F D. M. to one of the Professors

of King's College.

' Reverend and dear Sir,
'

September 10, 1S49.

' After much deliberation, I have resolved to write to

you on a subject which, for many months, has caused very

great pain to many of my fellow-students and myself; but one,

which—while we were strictly speaking
" in statu pupillari

*'

—it would not have been becoming in us to have asked your

kind advice upon. But now I can preserve silence no longer,

and the article in last Monday evening's Record has made

me so indignant, that I have resolved to trouble you with this

letter.

'

I can sincerely assure you, that, while Mr. Maurice was

being abused in that wicked and shameless way, in which

the English Review on the one side, and the Record with its

friends, the Morning Herald and the Standard, on the other,

strove to outvie each other, many of us were so enraged

that we really burned to be able ourselves to do something

to stem the torrent of falsehood and malignity ;
but you will

readily see that then our hands were tied. I write to ask you,

are they thus tied now ? It is useless to correspond with the

Record's editor, for, without committing the slightest breach

of charity, I must be allowed to declare that he seems, poor

unhappy man, to labour to mis-state facts, and tell falsehoods,

and to link men and their teaching together
—to whom I

fear, in his very heart, he knows he is doing an injustice.

Were any of us to write to him there is no trusting him

to insert our letter fairly
—so this plan I have never seriously

contemplated adopting.
' The plain state of the case seems to be this. Ought

hundreds (can I not say thousands ?) of Christian families who

think so highly of the Record, really to be under the delusion

that Mr. Maurice has been teaching us Infidelity, Pantheism,
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Sabellianism, Universalism, and the like?—all of which he

has been again and again, and week after week, accused of.

I have myself read the articles wherein his teaching has

been so wilfully and wickedly perverted. It is not right, it

must not be, that these well-meaning people should be thus

deceived. Forgive me, my dear sir, for writing thus strongly.

I am simply giving utterance to what has for months been rank-

ling within me—and you know how we all love and reverence

our dear professor.

'What I have to propose for your kind consideration is

this : would it be of any avail for a considerable number

of us students to state plainly and shortly how indignant we

have felt while Mr. Maurice has been thus maligned ;
what

were also the general characteristics of his teaching, and how

he strove in all his lectures to stir us up to love and revere

that word of God—his belief in the inspiration of which the

Record so unscrupulously charges him with denying. Things

ought not to be allowed to remain as they are.

' Allow me to state that the feelings which I have described

as actuating so many of us, were all but unanimously expressed.

Can we then in any way, either those who have left the

college (consisting of those of us who are daily striving to

teach others, while daily benefiting from Mr. Maurice's own

teaching, and those who are still preparing for the sacred

ministry), or can we in a body, both old and present stu-

dents— and with what delight would we do this! — come

forward and state the simple truth, so that all candid people

may rightfully judge on this painful and solemn subject?
Our own theological department is now suffering, and will

hereafter suffer, from these abominable attacks. I freely con-

fess to you that I bless God daily that I went to King's

College : for I have learnt from all our professors lessons

which have deeply sunk into my heart
;
and if. with all my

manifold imperfections, God does call me into the ministry, I

shall be, hour by hour, in my ministrations to others, but re-

flecting back the light, humanly speaking, which was so freely

shed on us there.'
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Mr. Ludlow paid a visit to Paris during the summer vacation

and came back full of the " then really magnificent movement
of the Associations Ouvrieres which," as he says,

" seemed to

meet the very mischiefs we were anxious to grapple with."

Whilst the conferences were being carried on, a series of

articles were begun by Mr. H. Mayhew in the Morning
Chronicle on " London Labour and the London Poor." They

presented a picture of misery and destitution
; they showed an

impotence on the part of the working classes, in many trades at

least, to make fair terms for themselves, an utter failure of the

principle of demand and supply to regulate with satisfactory

results the relations of employer and employed, which startled

those who knew most of the poor of London. Even in the

statements put forward by the working men themselves no such

complete evidence had been given. The men for the most part

knew very little of the circumstances of any trade but their own,
and were able to give only their personal experiences.

Most of those who were working with my father were be-

coming under these various stimulents anxious for some vigorous

action. My father was divided between many feelings : any ex-

treme dread of becoming the leader of a party and of stepping

beyond his proper sphere of work
;
a strong feeling of the

gravity of the crisis and of the impossibility of its being met by

politicians alone
;
a fear of adopting some course, that should

not be the right one, from the mere notion that something must

be done; a determination not to be deterred from adopting the

best course from any fears of personal loss or of public opinion.

The weekly meetings at his house continued throughout the

autumn.

On September 25th, one of the Morning Chronicle articles

gave an account of the condition of Bermondsey so appalling

that for the moment the energies of all were diverted into the

direction of sanitary reform. Mr. Kingsley came up to their

meetings and threw himself vigorously into the cause.

Whilst this subject was mainly occupying them it happened
that the Regius Professorship of Divinity at Cambridge fell

vacant. To this matter the next letter refers.
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F . D. M. to Archdeacon Hare.

' My DEAR JULIUS, 'November 2, 1849.

1

Many things besides the falling of the horses seem to

point in the direction of the professorship
—if you can but make

up your mind to become a resident in Cambridge, which I

think from what I hear will be necessary. It would be a great

and noble sacrifice for a noble end, but one which I could

not urge you to make, sure as I am that you will be rewarded

if you do.

' Bunsen has just been here. I was out when he came
;
when

I returned he said he must have some private conversation

with me. It seems that he was with Prince Albert yester-

day; the Prince had just received a letter from the Bishop
of Oxford pressing Trench's great merits and fitness for the

professorship. He asked Bunsen's opinion. He agreed in

all that Wilberforce had said, but maintained that I was the

fitter man. The Prince, according to his report, was much
interested by his panegyric, and begged to see my books or

some of them. I told Bunsen at once of your intention to stand.

He was of course exceedingly surprised and delighted. It had

never entered into his head, he said, that you would give up
Hurstmonceaux. I asked him if that was necessary. He
said he thought it would be. At all events he will write

at once to the Prince unsaying his recommendation of me
and hinting that it is possible you may be induced to come
forward. I told him that I was quite out of the question.

I belong now to Oxford and am to preach there on Advent

Sunday. Men at Cambridge would not think of me, nor

should I wish them to do it. Some day or other I may set

up for private tuition at the other school—I mean when I

am driven from King's College and suspended by the Bishop
of London. I begged Bunsen to say, as he was well inclined

to do, that if you did not stand no one could be so good as

Trench. He feels with me the all-importance of keeping out

M. The mischief he will do to those who receive and to those

who reject this teaching is unspeakable. I hope, therefore, there
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will be no—even accidental—collision of interests. Nor do I

fear it, for I am sure you and Trench will perfectly understand

one another. I have not written to him. I am sure he will

retire at once if you are announced.'

To Mr. F. J. A. Hart.

'21 Queen Square, Bloomsbury, Nov. 23, 1849.
' My dear Sir,

'

Perhaps I shall best show my interest in the subject

which is occupying your mind, and my gratitude for your confi-

dence, if I tell you something of the processes ofthought through
which I have myself passed, while endeavouring to arrive at the

truth.

'

I was brought up in the belief of universal restitution ; I was

taught that the idea of eternal punishment could not consist

with the goodness and mercy of God. When I came to think

and feel for myself, I began to suspect these determinations.

It did not seem to me that the views I had learnt respect-

ing sin accorded with my experience of it, or with the facts

which I saw in the world. I had a certain revolting, partly

of intellect and partly of conscience, against what struck

me as a feeble notion of the Divine perfections, one which

represented good nature as the highest of them. Nor could

I acquiesce in the unfair distortions of the text of Scripture

by which, as I thought, they justified their conclusions
; for

I had always learnt to reverence the Scriptures, not to set

them aside. I did not see how atwvios could mean one thing

when it was joined with KoAacris, and another when it was joined

with
tfiyq,

'

I do not mean that these were very deep, vital convictions ;

they were honest opinions as far as they went, though mixed

with much intellectual pride. I despised the Universalist and

Unitarian as weak
;

I do not know that I found anything at all

better.

' When I began in earnest to seek God for myself, the

feeling that I needed a deliverer from an overwhelming weight

of selfishness was the predominant one in my mind. Then, I
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found it more and more impossible to trust in any Being

who did not hate selfishness, and who did not desire to raise

His creatures out of it. Such a Being was altogether differ-

ent from the mere image of good nature I had seen among
Universalists. He was also very different from the mere

Sovereign whom I heard of amongst Calvinists, and who it

seemed to me was worshipped by a great portion of the re-

ligious world. But I thought He was just that Being who was

exhibited in the cross of Jesus Christ. If I might believe

His words,
" He that hath seen me hath seen the Father;"

if in His death the whole wisdom and power of God did

shine forth, there was One to whom I might fly from the

demon of self, there was One who could break his bonds

asunder. This was and is the ground of my faith. The more

I have thought and felt, the more has the Scripture met my
thoughts and feelings, by exhibiting God to me in Christ, re-

conciling the world to Himself; the more have I been sure

that I was meant to trust this Being absolutely, universally
—

that my sin was not trusting Him. The certainty of one abso-

lute in goodness whom I could call father, has more and

more obliged me to believe in a Son, to believe Him, as the

Church believes Him, to be consubstantial with the Father
;

the more have I recognised the impossibility of a perfect all-

comprehending unity, or of any living fellowship between me
and my fellow-men, or of any practical faith in myself unless

I confessed a Spirit proceeding from the Father and the Son,

distinct from them, perfectly one with them.
'

I can say, I did not receive this of man, neither was I taught

it. Every glimpse I have of it has come to me through great

confusions and darkness. With it has come the belief that

God has redeemed mankind, that He has chosen a family to

be witnesses of that redemption, that we who are baptised into

that family must claim for ourselves the title of sons of God
must witness to others that they have a claim to it as well

as we.
' You may think I am going a long way round to get at

your question ;
but I really know no other road. The starting-
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point of the Gospel, as I read it, is the absolute Love of God :

the reward of the Gospel is the knowledge of that love. It

is brought near to us by the Gospel, so the Apostles speak j

the kingdom of God is revealed to men
; they are declared

to be inheritors of it. The condemnation is declared to be

choosing darkness rather than light,
"
hating Christ and the

Father." A rebel state of will, at war with God, is the

highest, completest misery. So far I think all go, in words

at least. All will admit that damnation is in some sense

loss of God's presence, that the curse lies in the rejection of

love, separation from love, abandonment to self. All admit

that God has sent His Son to save us from this perdition ;

from every other as included in this or the consequent
of it.

'

St. John repeating our Lord's most awful prayer takes me
a step farther.

"
This," he says,

"
is eternal life, that they

may know thee the only true God, and Jesus Christ whom
thou hast sent." At first we shrink from the strict meaning
of these words. We suppose they do not mean that eternal

life is the knowledge of God, but only that those who obtain

that knowledge or that life will retain it through eternity.

But when I ask myself,
" Do I then know what eternity is ?

Do I mean by eternity a certain very, very long time ?
"

I

am shocked and startled at once by my want of faith and

want of reason. Our Lord has been training us by His

beautiful, blessed teaching to see eternity as something alto-

gether out of time, to connect it with Him who is, and was,

and is to come. He has been teaching me that I have a

spirit which cannot rest in time, which must strive after

the living, the permanent, the eternal, after God Himself.

He has been telling me that He has come to bring me into

this state, that He is the way to it How dare I then depart

from His own definition ? How dare I impute my own low

meaning of " eternal" to Him, and read myself into His words,

when He is raising me to another meaning infinitely more ac-

cordant with the witness of my conscience, not involving the

contradictions which my own does ?

VOL. II. c
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'

Now, believing from my heart that the words in the twenty-

fifth of St. Matthew are quite as much our Lord's words as those

in the seventeenth of St. John, I am bound by reverence to Him
—and if not by that, even by ordinary philological honesty—to apply to the former the meaning which I have learnt

from the latter, this being the strictest I can get. I am bound

to apply that meaning to both cases in which the word is

used, getting rid of the difference which our translators have

(not honestly, or with great carelessness) introduced between
"
everlasting

" and " eternal." I am bound to believe that

the eternal life into which the righteous go is that knowledge
of God which is eternal life

;
I am bound to suppose that the

eternal punishment into which those on the left hand go, is

the loss of that eternal life—what is elsewhere called "
eternal

death."

1

Now, if you ask me on the strength of this passage, or

of any similar one, to dogmatise on the duration of future

punishment, I feel obliged to say,
"

I cannot do so. I find here

at least nothing on the subject. I cannot apply the idea of

time to the word eternal." I feel that I cannot
; everybody

feels it. What do the continual experiments to heap hundreds

of thousands of years upon hundreds of thousands of years,

and then the confession,
" After all we are no nearer to

eternity," mean, if not this ? Do they not show that we are

not even on the way to the idea of eternity ? Might we not

just as well have stopped at the hundredth year or the first?

But this trifling becomes very serious and shocking, if there is

a great and awful idea of eternity which our Lord would teach

us, which belongs to our own inmost selves, and which we are

flying from by these efforts to get it into another region. For

the idea of enjoying God or being without God, we unawares

substitute that Mahometan felicity or Mahometan torment

which you speak of, and the whole of Christianity becomes

depraved in consequence.
' And yet do I then dogmatise on the other side ? Do I

fall back on the theory of Universal Restitution, which in my
early days I found so unsatisfactory ? No

3
I find it cold and
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unsatisfactory still. I cannot speak of God punishing for a

number of years, and then ceasing to punish, or of the wicked

expiating their crimes by a certain amount of penalties. The

idea of a rebel will is, to those who know in themselves

what it is, far too awful for such arrangements as these. A
man who feels what sin means, who feels it as the contra-

diction to God's nature, the perfectly holy, and blessed, and

loving nature, cannot find any comfort in the thought of God

leaving men alone, or hold out such a prospect as a comfort

to his fellows. He feels that God is altogether Love, Light

with no darkness at all. But then that which is without

God, that which loves darkness, that which resists Love,

must not it be miserable? And can it not fix itself in

misery? Has it not a power of defying that which seeks to

subdue it ? I know in myself that it has. I know that we

may struggle with the Light, that we may choose death.

But I know also that Love does overcome this rebellion. I

know that I am bound to believe that its power is greater

than every other. I am sure that Christ's death proves that

death, hell, hatred, are not so strong as their opposites.

How can I reconcile these contradictory discoveries ? I can-

not reconcile them. I know no theory which can. But I can

trust in Him who has reconciled the world to Himself. I

can leave all in His hands. I dare not fix any limits to

the power of His love. I cannot tell what are the limits

to the power of a rebel will. I know that no man can be

blessed, except his will is in accordance with God's will. I

know it must be by an action on the will that love triumphs.

Though I have no faith in man's theory of Universal Re-

stitution, I am taught to expect
" a restitution of all things,

which God who cannot lie has promised since the world

began." I am obliged to believe that we are living in a

restored order ;
I am sure that restored order will be carried

out by the full triumph of God's loving will. How that should

take place while any rebellious will remains in His universe

I cannot tell, though it is not for me to say that it is impos-
sible

;
I do not want to say it, I wish to trust God absolutely,

c 2
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and not to trust in any conclusion of my own understanding

at all.

' My duty then I feel is this : 1. To assert that which I know,

that which God has revealed, His absolute universal love in

all possible ways, and without any limitation. 2. To tell my-
self and all men, that to know this love and to be moulded

by it is t/ie blessing we are to seek. 3. To say that this

is eternal life. 4. To say that the want of it is death.

5. To say that if they believe in the Son of God they

have eternal life. 6. To say that if they have not the Son

of God, they have not life. 7. Not to say who has the

Son of God, because I do not know. 8. Not to say how long

any one may remain in eternal death, because I do not know.

9. Not to say that all will necessarily be raised out of eternal

death, because I do not know. 10. Not to judge any before

the time, or to judge other men at all, because Christ has

said, "Judge not that ye be not judged." n. Not to play

with Scripture by quoting passages which have not the

slightest connection with the subject, such as " Where the

tree falleth it shall lie." 12. Not to invent a scheme of

purgatory and so take upon myself the office of the Divine

Judge. 13. Not to deny God a right of using punishments
at any time or anywhere for the reformation of His creatures.

14. Not to contradict Christ's words, "These shall be beaten

with few, these with many stripes," for the sake of main-

taining a theory of the equality of sins. 15. Not to think

any punishment of God's so great as His saying
" Let them

alone."
' These rules I have laid down for myself, and have tried to

act upon, how imperfectly God knows. One remark I would

wish to make further on this point. You speak of the Liturgy

and Athanasian Creed as if they laid upon us some new burden.

But they merely adopt the language of Scripture respect-

ing eternal punishment. Whatever meaning you give it in

the New Testament that you must of course give it in our

services. And I am very sure that in this case, as in others,

they are instruments of deliverance from the corruption
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and materialism of the popular theology. They do lead us

to feel practically that the knowledge of God is eternal life,

and the loss of God is eternal death. If we use them faith-

fully, we shall be educated out of the carnal into the Christian

idea of eternity. Do you not find that it is so with bed-

ridden women and humble peasants ? They know inwardly

that Christ does not mean millions of billions of years of

enjoyment by eternal life. They are not good at numera-

tion. But they worship the Fadier of an infinite majesty,

His honourable, true and only Son, and the Holy Ghost

the Comforter. Thus they find his promise made good to

them, and they are not afraid of His ever ceasing to make it

good to them.

'You think you do not find a distinct recognition of the

devil's personality in my books. I am sorry if it is so. I am
afraid I have been corrupted by speaking to a polite congrega-

tion. I do agree with my dear friend Charles Kingsley, and

admire him for the boldness with which he has said that the

devil is shamming dead, but that he never was busier than now.

I do not know what he is by theological arguments, but I

know by what I feel. I am sure there is one near me accusing

God and my brethren to me. He is not myself; I should go
mad if I thought he was. He is near my neighbours ;

I am
sure he is not identical with my neighbours. I must hate

them if I believed he was. But oh ! most of all, I am horror-

struck at the thought that we may confound him with God
;

the perfect darkness with the perfect light. I dare not

deny that it is an evil will that tempts me ; else I should

begin to think evil is in God's creation, and is not the

revolt from God, resistance to Him. If he is an evil will,

he must, I think, be a person. The Word upholds his

existence, not his evil. That is in himself; that is the

mysterious, awful possibility implied in his being a will. I

need scarcely say that I do not mean by this acknowledgment
of an evil spirit that I acknowledge a material devil. But does

any one ?

' When I spoke in the first edition of my
'

Kingdom of Christ,'
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of satisfaction offered by Christ to the devil, I was quoting

from Bishop Hooper, and I wished to startle the admirers

of our Reformers with the thought how vast a difference

there must be between a theology which described the devil

as demanding a price of blood, and God as demanding it.

I did, however, recognise a deep practical meaning in

Hooper's statement. It seems to me that in sore conflicts

with the tempter one may find great comfort in saying,
" Thou hast no claim on me

;
thou hast been paid full

measure, pressed down and running over." And if justice

is done to the feeling which is implied in this language, I

believe the mind is freer to receive the full idea of that

satisfaction which the Son made [to the Father, that perfect

reflex of His own love which He presented to Him, when He

gave up His soul and body to death
;
when He showed forth

the fulness of the Divine love in human suffering. I cannot

think there is any object so perfectly satisfying to Him who
is absolutely and perfectly Love as this sacrifice. Though
I see but a very little way into its meaning, I do feel that

it is the atonement of God and man
;
and that to feed upon

it must be the communion between God and man, the bond

of fellowship between all creatures, the rest of each soul.

In that sacrament, and in the acts of trust and charity

which belong to it, we shall, I think, enter into the deepest

sense of Christ's substitution—by which I mean His entire

identification of Himself with our sufferings and sorrows
;

His intense feeling and endurance of our sins, as only One

perfectly pure and loving could feel and endure them
;
His

representation of us as the living, victorious Head of

humanity at the right hand of His Father. There may be

more, must be infinitely more, in it than I perceive ;
but

this I am sure is there. If he has redeemed men from the

devil and atoned them to God, He has done for us that

which we need—that is eternal life—we may be content.

And to return to the first subject, I believe that in prayers,

sacraments, sorrows, works for our fellow-men, we shall see

more than wc can ask or think, more „han all the theories
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in the world can enable us to ask or think, of that ransom made

for all, to be testified in due time. . . .'

Cholera was raging throughout the country. Sanitary neglect

had manifestly increased the severity of its ravages.

Most of those who were now working with him became

anxious to set on foot a " health league." Mr. Kingsley had

warmly approved. In order to realise the experience which

prompted the next letter, which gives my father's reasons for

resisting the scheme, it is necessary to recall the enthusiasm

with which, in 1838, he had thrown himself into what was

practically an education league, the resuscitated National

Society. That experiment had, as it seemed to my father,

culminated in the rowdy scenes which he has described in his

letters to Miss Hare. It seemed to him, however, that, in that

case, he had only seen from within the same evil against which

he had been all his life fighting, in the various High Church

and Low Church party unions—all started with many noble

aspirations, but all condemned, as he believed, by the results to

which they had led.

To Mr. Ludlow.

1 My DEAR FRIEND, '21 Queen Square, Nov. 24, 1849.

'
It was with much self-suspicion and a grievous sense of

inflicting pain upon you that I threw cold, or, what is worse

perhaps, tepid water over your plan last Monday. I should

have to go into a long personal history if I undertook to

explain how the dread of societies, clubs, leagues, has grown

up in me, how I have fought with it and often wished to

overcome it, how it has returned again and again upon me
with evidences which I cannot doubt, of being a Divine not

a diabolical inspiration. Yet whenever a suggestion of the

kind you have made comes to me, I have the strongest feeling

that all my conclusions may be wrong, that I may be merely

gratifying a do-nothing instinct which no one is more conscious

of than I am, and which no one has yielded to more shame-

fully.
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'

I feel the force of very much of what you say, especially

of your remarks about the shilling subscription and the im-

portance and the possibility of making the people feel that

they are not done for, either in the matter of health or

education, but are fellow-workers with the rich in procuring

both. A member of the Bible Society, still more a Wesleyan

Methodist, might tell you that your complaint did not affect

them, that their penny a week subscriptions were an anti-

cipation of your project. Still I believe that you have

touched a sore place in the proceedings of the National

Society especially, and that we should all earnestly consider

the right remedy.
' But the more I think of it the more it seems to me that

this is only a symptom of the disease which lies deep in the

vitals of all our societies, whether for religious or economical

purposes. You have not understood my objection to them.

If by the Church I meant the bishops plus a certain number

of dignified and undignified clergymen and certain represen-

tatives of the laity, the National Society would answer well

enough to my conception : I should say the Church had taken

cognisance of the want of teaching in the country. But

meaning by the Church a body sacramentally united to

Christ, this combination of Right Reverends and Reverends

meeting in the Sanctuary at Westminster to legislate for the

people of England, is in my eyes a very secular body. When
it was trying to work by means of the diocesan and parochial

organisation of the country, I overlooked the radical vice of

its own constitution and hoped that it would call into

existence that which would supersede itself. That dream

has faded away. The meetings for party agitation, the lists

of subscriptions intended to excite competition and appealing
to the lowest feelings, should have warned me of what has

followed and of what is to follow. The National Society

will either become a mere dead log or it will be inspired

with a false demoniacal life by a set of Church clubs which I

do believe will ten years hence have left the Jacobin club

and every other at an immeasurable distance behind them
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in the race of wickedness. I speak what I feel
; would that

I trembled ten thousand times more than I do at my own

prophecy !

' To all you say about the rapid success of the Anti-Corn Law

League, I answer in the words of the Bhagavad-Gita :

" Those

who worship the Devatas obtain speedy answers to their

prayers." Cobden, Bright, Fox, are the veiy specimens of

this kind of worshipper. They laid their sacrifices on the

altars of the evil spirit called Public Opinion, and they have

or have had their reward. I grant you that the living and true

God worked His own ends by their means, but their idolatry

has produced curses and I greatly fear will produce more.
' But I am not going to evade your appeal to my conscience

by these gloomy forebodings about the results of other people's

doings. If they are true they are calls to earnest exertion,

not reasons for shrinking from it. I will tell you then at

once what I should like to substitute for your League. That

is too big language. I do not like using it
;
but if you take

Christopher Sly from his alediouse, put robes upon him and

address him as a king, you must reckon upon his giving

himself airs and in due time learning to order you about in

very regal style. It is your own doing, and you must take

the consequence.
' So far from thinking that men who are conscious of their

obligations are to wait till certain authorities of the State or

of the Church begin working for one object or another, I

believe that there is a sphere within which we all are Church

and State authorities and are bound to act as such. The
duties of neighbourhood I confess

;
and think that I ought to

do far more than I have ever begun to do for Ormond Yard.

If you will come to me, as many of you as please, at any time

to think what may be done for that place as to health or

teaching, I shall be most glad to see you. I speak in this

cold way because my mind is just now possessed with another

thought, to which I wish to draw your attention, even at

the risk (though I do not think that will be the effect) of

neglecting the other.
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' When you first spoke to me it was as the Chaplain of

Lincoln's Inn. You wished that I could do something there to

unite such young men as would be disposed to join in working

for the poor in that locality. Your (I scarcely have courage to

say our) Ormond Yard meetings grew out of that suggestion.

I think my discouragement or inactivity led you to change

your original conception for another. My present proposition

then is yours not mine, modified only by the circumstances

which have occurred since and by an inward sense of the

responsibilities of my position, which I owe under God chiefly

to you. It seems to me more and more that my preaching

once a week is a poor thing if it bear no fruit in action ;

that I may talk about the Church as a family for ever if I do

not try to show that it can, ever under any circumstances,

fulfil some of the obligations of one
;
that the Devil will not

the least object to my saying that the Church has a bearing

upon all common life, if I take no pains that my particular

Church should bear upon it at all
;

that he will be very

grateful to me for telling my flock on the thanksgiving day
that we could all find duties if we looked for them, provided

neither my flock nor I look out for any. Lincoln's Inn is a

very powerful body of cultivated men in the midst of as bad

a neighbourhood for health and probably education as most

in London. If a small body of us could unite to do some-

thing for that place our bond would be surely a quasi-

sacramental one—a much better one than that of any club

or league, even if it did put D.G. on its tickets. We might
work in good fellowship with the clergy, Redwear and Auriol,

both worthy and useful men, of the surrounding districts
;
we

might call in our brethren in the Lord, Walter Cooper,* Shorterf
and others, to help us and to tell us what the people want

;
we

might ally ourselves with the medical men of King's College

Hospital, health or the dwellings of the poor being one

primary object j
we might also have our inspectors of educa-

tion
;
we might set on foot our ragged schools

;
we should

* Ex-Chartist tailor.

t Ex-Chartist watchmaker.
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have the aid of your ally, Self.* I should be bound by my
office to take any position you like to assign me ; though I

should desire that my colleages Andersonf and Hawkins,

who I am sure would cordially favour such a movement, and the

latter of whom has a very desirable share of radicalism, might
take their proper precedence of me and give such help as they

can. It seems to me that such a movement as this, which as

I said before is yours not mine (I will take the shame or honour

of my "league" name, though I do not remember when I

bestowed it, if you will father this enterprise), must spread

by degrees into different circles
;
that the Templars may come

to feel their obligations ; King's College also
;
and that thus

by degrees we shall have a living, primarily local, ultimately

universal organisation which may not only do much more

work, much more abiding work than a league, but may serve as

a powerful counteraction to those godless, exclusive no-church

Church unions that are springing up, and also which may
supply the place of the Exeter Hall societies when they die

of inanition, as in due time they must. I speak as a clergy-

man to you as a lawyer. May we not by God's blessing help

to secure both our professions from perishing ?

'

P.S. A word about Kingsley
—I did not dream that you

were stimulating him to work in which he was not more than

ready to engage ;
I am never afraid of your hurting him

; but,

thinking as I do that he is a Thalaba with a commission to

slay magicians and put the Eblis band which possesses our

land to rout, I am jealous of anything which is likely to turn

him out of his predestined course and may make him waste

the God-given strength. I am sure the dark spirit must be

at work to divert so dangerous an enemy, and God keep us

all from being agents of the Evil One in this or any of his

devices.'

Sidney Herbert had been led by the revelations of the con-

dition of the needlewomen made in
" London Labour and the

* A Scripture-reader.

t The Preacher of Lincoln's Inn.
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London Poor
"

to propose a scheme for their emigration. Mr.

Mansfield, strongly possessed by the belief that co-operation

and not emigration was the remedy for the evils exposed, wrote

a letter to the Morning Chronicle declaring that adequately

paid work ought to be found and could be found for the women
in London. It was in reference to this letter that the next

was written.

To Mr. Ludlow.

1 My DEAR FRIEND,
' December 6, 1849.

' Mansfield is right in saying that Sidney Herbert's

scheme ought not to make us comfortable and leave us free to

eat, drink and be merry. He is wrong in his assumption that

these women must be better and happier on their own soil

than in Australia, or that it is not a good and noble thing

to help people who will work to begin the world in a clear

open country if they like it, or that they will of necessity

not like it, or that it is more right to send out lazy people

who will not do any good than those who will do much.

That, I hold to be an accursed doctrine, on which it will be

a sin and shame to act. Colonisation is not transportation ;

it is a brave, hearty, Saxon, Christian work. To stir up
women or men to engage in it is to stir them up to feel that

they are women and men in the highest, truest sense of the

words.
'

I do not like this endless protesting and treading upon other

people's toes. It is not acting, however it may seem to be

acting. It is only swelling the confused noises of the world

and hindering action, which, if not the best possible, is good
for something. I can see a hundred blunders in every
scheme that is proposed if I sit down to look for them, but

is not that precisely the very thing we have been all doing
and are to leave off doing ? If we are to have more charity,

in God's name let us begin with showing a little of it towards

one another and, bearing with the weakness of good sugges-

tions, helping them forward and trying to make them better.

I like Mansfield's spirit exceedingly, and wish I had more of
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it
;
but let him not waste it in hysterical utterances about

past wickedness, our own or other people's, but contribute

his help to the solution of the problem, without despising any-

poor brother who may be tasking his faculties to the same

purpose. I could go mad too
;

and these bewildering

charges and counter-charges and protests and objections

upset my head and heart more even than the evils which

upon such terms can never be remedied. " Ten grains

of calomel." "
No, Bleed ! Bleed !

" " Fool ! Mesmerism

is the only thing."
" How dare you say so ?

" " There is

Hydropathy ;
there is Homoeopathy."

" Thank you, doctors,

one and all. You may draw the curtain. The patient is

gone." Poor England ! its tongue is foul
;

its pulse flutter-

ing ;
it is dying of inanition and repletion ;

and we are

debating and protesting ! Let us devise a Socialist home
Colonisation as soon as you please ; provided only we give it

a ground to stand upon, the sooner the better. But in the

meantime here is this emigration. The sea is not an evil

element for English men or women. They do not think it

so. You have no business to put it into their heads. You

destroy a part of their life if you do. Therefore let us help

Sidney Herbert and Lord Ashley, say I, and get them, if

they will, to help us when we have anything to ask their

help in.

'

P.S. Written at night. Somewhat surly; but true on the

whole, and confirmed by my morning's judgment. Friday.'

To Mr. Ludlow.
' My DEAR FRIEND, 'December, 1849.

'
I am very thankful to you for reproving me. If I have

been unjust to Mansfield, or have checked his ardour, or shown

want of sympathy with him, I have done a great wrong for

which I desire to repent. I am a cold-blooded animal, very

incapable, I know, of entering into the enthusiasms of better

men, and often likely to discourage them greatly. The con-

sciousness of this often keeps me aloof from them, as I feel

I am doing them harm. But I have sometimes thought that
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I might be of use in warning those for whom I feel a deep

and strong interest, against a tendency which I feel in myself

and which I have seen producing most melancholy effects.

I mean a tendency to be quick-sighted in detecting all errors

in the schemes of other men, and to set up their own in

opposition to them. Oh ! the bitter scorn which I have seen

Newmanites indulging at the schemes of Evangelicals, scorn

in which I have been well inclined to join ; and now the frost

which has come on themselves, their incapacity of all

healthy action. I could get the good will of you all very

soon by flattering that habit of mind, and I am often tempted
to do it. But God will not let me : and therefore He will not

let me ever be the leader or subleader of any school or party

in this land. For the only condition of the existence of such a

school or party is the denunciation and execration of every

other. I find myself becoming more and solitary. I see

that I am wide as the poles from Hare about the baptismal

question. He wishes to make every one comfortable in the

Church
;
and I want no one to be comfortable in it, so cross-

grained am I. Yet I seek for unity in my own wild way. He
will be here to-night if you can possibly come in to meet him.

Tennyson may also perhaps be here.'

There does not appear to be anything in either of the two

letters last given to imply that my father was unwilling to

enter into any scheme for helping forward co-operation

among the working men. They appear to show that he was

only anxious not to make co-operation an excuse for interfering

with any work that might be done by others
;
but Mr. Ludlow

says :

" The way in which Mr. Maurice [in the last two letters]

seemed to check our efforts in this new direction was a great dis-

appointment to us. We had yielded as to the
'

Health-league,'
which would no doubt have transcended the powers of nobodies

like ourselves, and which indeed only excited any very strong

feeling amongst a few of us. But the sense that something
must be done towards promoting associated labour was strong
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in almost every one of us who were then grouped round Mr.

Maurice. It was admitted by all that the conferences held

with the working men had unmistakably shown this subject to

be one uppermost in their thoughts and desires. We could no

longer remain content either with, mere talk on the one hand,

or with evening schooling and some individual visiting of the

poor on the other."
"

It was determined that I should ask a few friends to dinner

one day to consider the subject of setting up some co-operative

workshops."
"
Having regard to his late expressions of opinion, it was

decided not to ask Mr. Maurice, but simply to tell him what

we proposed to do. To our surprise and delight he invited

himself, and not only offered no opposition, but entered

heartily into the plan."
" This dinner, which took place in December, is referred to

in Hughes's
' Tract on Christian Socialism.'

"

' My DEAR KlNGSLEY, 'January 2, 1850.

'

I cannot tell how I have been able to go on till the

second day of the New Year without wishing you and your

wife and your children all Christmas blessings and all good

things in the next half century. But one gets into such a

stupid, helpless way of neglecting one's best friends, even those

with whom I exchanged such cordial greetings the beginning

of last year, and from whom I have received so many benefits

in the course of it. We both have good cause of thanksgiving

for what has befallen us individually since we parted at

Ilfracombe, and must take in a stock of heart for the national

troubles that are coming, and that must surely reach us and

affect us deeply. However, late or early, here I am wishing

you God speed.
'

I like your tract exceedingly.* So far as it is done it is as

good as can be. One or two words may perhaps be spared

which one would like for one's own sake, but which may
damage the cause in some people's eyes, whom we would wish

* '

Cheap Clothes and Nasty.'
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if possible to have with us. I like your method of dealing

with the subject, because you do not commit yourself to any

specific social plan or any approbation of the partnership

scheme for its own sake. I do not see my way farther than

this. Competition is put forth as the law of the universe.

That is a lie. The time is come for us to declare that it is a

lie by word and deed. I see no way but associating for work

instead of for strikes. I do not say or think we feel that the

relation of employer and employed is not a true relation. I do

not determine that wages may not be a righteous mode of

expressing that relation. But at present it is clear that this

relation is destroyed, that the payment of wages is nothing
but a deception. We may restore the whole state of things :

we may bring in a new one. God will decide that. His

voice has gone forth clearly bidding us come forward to fight

against the present state of things ;
to call men to repent-

ance first of all, but then also, as it seems to me, to give

them an opportunity of showing their repentance and bring-

ing forth fruits worthy of it. This is my notion of a Tailors'

Association, which I see must lead to something serious and

should not be undertaken except with great seriousness
;

which may or may not lead to any new arrangement about

work and profit. Given a moral state, and it seems to me the

Morning Chronicle revelations are rather in favour of the

conclusion that the old position of master and labourer

might be a healthy one. But it is no old position we are

contending with, but an accursed new one, the product of a

hateful, devilish theory which must be fought with to the

death.
'

By the bye the English Review contains an article on the

"Saints' Tragedy" full of high praise both of your political

economy and your poetry, though very rightly denouncing

my vanity for putting myself forward to introduce you to

the world, and very wisely advising you to have as little to

do with me as possible. It seems a very good article, this

put of it especially, which I am sure ought to determine us,

when the play come to a second edition, to strike my name
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out of it altogether. I have had the pleasure and honour

which was all I desired, of sharing any obloquy you might

incur from Romanists and Puseyites : and now I feel I am

only doing you a serious injury by letting it be supposed that

your poetry, which is so free and hearty, has anything to do

with a set of opinions. I shall always be glad to think I have

even the least claim of sponsorship for such a title, but it can

now answer for itself, and I have no business to be leading it

in my strings. Love to my true godchild* and his sister, and

also to your dear wife, from Mrs. Maurice and my children.

Their message is too long for my paper, including kisses and

New Year's blessings unspeakable.'

To Mr. Ludlow.

' My DEAR FRIEND,
'

Saturday, January 5, 1850.

'

I have been thinking about our series of tracts. It has

struck me that this is a branch of the business which we must,

for the present at least, take into our own hands. I do not

mean that we should not ask help
—all possible help from

Walter Cooper, Le Chevalier and others, but that the tracts

should not be discussed at our general Association meetings, but

rather at our select Monday evening meetings. We can then

give them a determinately Christian character-—dertermined

in the sense in which the ' Politics for the People
' had that

character, without in the least obliging ourselves to any ex-

clusiveness in our fellowship with tailors and others. These

are the two conditions I want to secure. 1st. Full power of

expressing all we believe and of making that which we believe

the foundation of our acts. 2nd. Full freedom to unite for

practical purposes with all whom we may find it expedient

to bring into our circle, viz., all men of honest purpose, what-

ever their intellectual confusions may be. If we have tracts

to present at our meetings of tailors, I have no doubt of

their being all the more acceptable for their Christian and

Church tone, because it will be an agreeable surprise to our

* Maurice Kingsley : "true" as compared with the 'Saint's Tragedy,'
which he is disclaiming.

VOL. II. D
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friends that we should bring that tone to bear upon their

wants and upon the social doctrine. But if we became

partners in authorship with them we should get into a great

many unnecessary conflicts or at all events questions, which

might embarrass all our proceedings. I do not think there

will be any difficulty in this arrangement if it is well de-

liberated on before we meet on Tuesday.'

The next letter is one of great importance, because it shows

the feeling which prompted the adoption of the name
" Christian Socialist." It will probably seem to many now that

when the object of the friends was simply to set up a number

of working-men's co-operative associations, in order to enable

the men to free themselves from their slavery to the cruel

"Sweaters" system, it was a mistake to adopt a name like

"
Socialism," which conveyed a number of ideas with which

my father had no sympathy ; but the fact is that it was the

very idea of co-operative societies—the very bodies which are

now looked upon as so essentially conservative in their

character—that offended society in 1850. As will be seen in

the course of the narrative, there was no absurdity connected

with equal wages, or the national workshops in Paris, or any
of the extravagances of democratic socialism which were not

assumed as necessarily involved in the mere fact of establish-

ing these associations. Everything that was most distinctly

repudiated by all the words and acts of my father and his friends

was asserted to be the thing they were preaching and prac-

tising. There is not the smallest evidence that this was due to

the adopted name. It was due to hostility to the very

thing to which, under the patronage of the Queen and Prince

in 1 883, every newspaper writer m England is cap in hand.

Tjo Mr. Ludlow.

'

Hastings, Wednesday Evening, 1850.
' My dear Friend,

'
I see it clearly. We must not beat about the bush.

What right have we to address the English people ? We
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must have something special to tell them, or we ought not to

speak.
' Tracts on Christian Socialism

'

is, it seems to me,

the only title which will define our object, and will commit

us at once to the conflict we must engage in sooner or later

with the unsocial Christians and the unchristian Socialists.

It is a great thing not to leave people to poke out our object

and proclaim it with infinite triumph.
"
Why, you are

Socialists in disguise."
" ' In disguise ;' not a bit of it. There

it is staring you in the face upon the titlepage !

" " You
want to thrust in ever so much priestcraft under a good

revolutionary name." "
Well, did not we warn you of it ?

Did we not profess that our intended something was quite

different from what your Owenish lecturers meant." This is

the fair play which English people like, and which will save

us from a number of long prefaces, paraphrases, apologetical

statements which waste time when one wants to be getting to

business.'

To Mr. Daniel Macmillan.

' My dear Macmillan,
'

February 7, 1850.

'

I do not know whether I ever thanked you for sending

me that kind Scotch review of my friends and me, which it was

very soothing to all our vanities to read after the shocks they

sometimes suffer on this side the Tweed. I do not know

either if I told you how glad I should be of any introduction

to any King's College youths from you or any of your friends.

I fancy I omitted to tell you so, because it was the end of term

when you wrote and I was not likely to benefit by your letters

then. Now I should be exceedingly glad if you will tell

me of any you would like me to know.
' Those Morning Chrotiicle letters have set us all grieving,

thinking, and I hope in some measure acting. One association

of tailors in which the working-men are to receive the profits

has been started, I hope with a real prospect of co-operation
and success : it begins operations on Monday in Castle

Street, Oxford Street. We shall send you a list of prices ;

pray make it known in Cambridge, and say how much I feel

interested in it to any who may take the least interest in me.

P 2
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I hope also that a Needlewomen's Association on the same

principle, only with more superintendence from ladies, will

be begun shortly. It is but a first start ; perhaps we shall

fail utterly ;
but the principle I think is sound, and will

spread and bear fruit hereafter. Our great desire is to Chris-

tianise Socialism. We wish to begin working on a small scale,

but also to explain what we mean by a series of tracts. I

have written the first, which is a dialogue. The series we

have called boldly
' Tracts on Christian Socialism.'

'

Is there any chance of circulation ? It is what we have

talked of so often coming to some expression. Let me know

what you think would be the best method of proceeding.'

'21, Queen Square, February 28, 1850.

' My dear Kingslev,
' Has Ludlow told you of our Chartist poet* in Castle

Street ? He is not quite a Locke, but he has I think some

real stuff in him. I hope he will not be spoiled. All our

tailors seem to feel themselves so much better and freer men

since they began to think better of the gentlefolk that I am
afraid for their sakes more than for any one's else, lest we

should be too ferocious. I know how hard it is to find the

exact point where righteous wrath ends, and unrighteous

bitterness begins, still more to know how much of the first

it is wise, and therefore godly to pour out
;
but I am sure God

can teach us the limit, and that He will not leave us to our own

random conclusions and acts. I have caught myself tripping

so often that I have become very self-distrustful and sometimes

think that it is better to hold one's tongue and buy clothes.

' Our needlewomen have not struck at all, but are very

thriving. We had a momentary hitch in the Committee.

Now all is right and our Prime-Minister, who is a very capital

one and exceedingly well able to manage a Cabinet, returns

to office on her own terms. I have every certainty that

we are on a right tack
;
of success I am hopeful. We have

admitted nine women, who are all promising.'

* Gerald Massey.
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To Mr. F.J. A. Hort.

(Who had consulted him as" to a course of philosophical

reading, and told him of that prescribed by Dr. Whewell.)

'March 5, 1850.

'

. . . I do not pronounce whether that which Dr. Whewell

has marked out for you is abstractedly the best or not. But

the benefit of yielding up one's own judgment in such a case,

of not being compelled to make a line for oneself with the

imminent risk of changing it twenty times a month, always

getting a glimpse of a better which turns out to be a worse, is

unspeakable. It is one of the acts of obedience which carries,

I believe, the surest reward with it. Alas ! I know it chiefly

by the punishment of disobedience.
' But I am not at all sure that you could materially improve

the list of books the Professor has given you. My own taste

and feeling would have led me to omit Stewart. I am afraid

I am not just to him
;
for he has admirers at whose feet I

should be glad to sit. But he does, I confess, fill me with

wind. I do not get strength and nourishment from him.

Perhaps on that account I might be all the better for taking
a dose of him occasionally and you, if you agree with me
in any measure, will not suffer from that which you find

unpalatable.
' For this slight and moderate penance you have the richest

compensation, as wholesome and strong diet as a man could

desire. I am not acquainted with the
' Charmides ';

I doubt

if I ever read it. But I never have taken up any dialogue of

Plato without getting more from it than from any book not

in the Bible. I do not think it signifies much where you

begin. The attempts to systematise his writings seem to me
in general unfortunate

;
his own beautiful and wonderful

method is contained in each one, and any one thoroughly
studied is the initiation to the rest. I would advise you to

reject no helps. Cousin and Schleiermacher will both be

very useful : but Plato is the commentator on Plato, and

it is a great mistake, I am sure, to fancy that any one else can
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interpret him as well. I think too that our English judicial

and dramatical habit of mind is more akin to his than either

the French or the German, great as the skill of the former is

in catching his points, and of the latter in tracing out the

course of his thought. I should conceive an ordinary German

would have failed utterly in translating him, from his con-

fidence in his own knowledge of philosophical terminology

and his passion for system. Schleiermacher is a happy

exception in both respects, at least so it strikes me
;
he was

content to be a learner and he sought for method, not system.

Still I cannot think that he or any one of his countrymen
could follow the windings of the dialogue with the thorough

delight and sympathy which seem to me possible for a very

third-rate English student. Plato's humour in Cousin's hand

often becomes persiflage, yet on the whole the clearness of the

French style, if it be shallow, seems to me to reflect the

image better than the other. I am, however, no judge of this

matter, and I rather speak in parable to tell you what I

believe is true of the moral science itself. There is nothing
I desire more than that we should be Englishmen and not

either Scotchmen, Frenchmen, or Germans in our studies of

whatever kind they be. For this reason, if for no other, I

should adhere to my principle of keeping metaphysics in

entire subordination to ethics. We may, I think, be most

successful ethical students in virtue of those practical habits

which we always cast aside when we plunge after Frenchmen
or Germans into metaphysical speculations. I do not admit

for a moment, when I talk of plunging, that they must needs

go deeper into spiritual questions than we do
;

I believe the

deepest philosophy is that which lies under the business of life

and explains it.

'

I have always contended that Plato is quite as practical as

Aristotle; nay, that if he is rightly studied as he would have

us study him, in connection with the life and purposes of

Socrates, he is more practical. But I am sure Aristotle has

excellences of a very high kind which Plato has not, and I

am very glad that Dr. Whevvell has given him so conspicuous
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a place in his curriculum. I would advise you to study the
'

Politics,' as well as the Nichomachean Ethics
;
and not to

forget the Rhetoric, though I should not be disposed to give

it as much time as one might be tempted to do by its remark-

able acuteness, vivacity, and variety. The '

Politics,' though
it may be difficult always to trace the course of the thought,

seems to me a book of the highest value
;

I am most thankful

for what it taught me. It should be combined with the study

of the Republic by any one who is meditating on ecclesiastical

or civil polity. I think I learned to feel the preciousness of

the Bible as a history and the absolute impossibility of a

Church which had not a divine history for its basis—supposing

it to have the finest philosophy in the world—very much

through these books illustrated by the experience of my own

life and of our own times.

'

I am glad you are taught by the Professor to connect

politics with ethics and international law with national law,

through Grotius or any other medium. I know scarcely any-

thing of Grotius, but I dare to say he may serve better

than a deeper philosopher for the purpose of suggesting

questions which he is not likely to answer : on the whole I

should hold fast to Plato and Aristotle, and make the other

books of the course illustrative of them. Our modern Socialist

questions which, as you say, must press more and more upon
us will, I conceive, present themselves to you again and again

while you are busy with these ancients. And it is a grand

thing to read the newspapers by their light, and them by the

light of the newspapers.
'
I send you my tract in this letter. You shall have the

second soon. I do not suppose they will be read much, but

they may set some people thinking who will do something
better themselves. I do not wish to represent it as any merit

in the working men to join a trading fraternity ; but neither do

I think it is any merit to join a purely religious or benevolent

fraternity. It seems to me the right thing to do both one

and the other kind of work according to the Gospel, and that

is all I see about it.'
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Walter Cooper, the ex-Chartist, a tailor who had paved
the way for the conferences at the Cranbourn Tavern, had

been naturally selected to organise the first association, that

of the tailors. That was opened and began work before

any other. But as fresh opportunities presented themselves

and the working-men of different trades began to ask for

help in setting up associations, it became necessary to give

to the movement a more regular form. The friends organised
a "

Society for promoting Working-men's Associations," the

principles and rules of which were set forth in one of the
' Tracts on Christian Socialism.' The friends themselves,

with one or two of the working-men and others who were

added from time to time, formed a " Council of Promoters
"

for this society. Virtually, therefore, at this time there were

two sets which met weekly at my father's house on different

days, viz. the old body of Lincoln's Inn men, who came now

ostensibly only for the Bible class
;
and the more general

" Council of Promoters," which met for business and included

several besides those who came to the other meetings.

The heterogeneous character of the more private meeting
has been already explained, and new elements made the
" Council of Promoters

"
even more markedly diverse in its

composition, and in the views and opinions of its members.

In order, however, to follow the letters which will be given,
and to understand, so far as is necessary, for the purposes of

my father's life, the nature of the problems discussed in

them, it will be convenient here to make clear three lines of

thought which gradually came out more and more, and the

relation of which to one another determined at least my
father's action.

First of all there was the pure business side of the question.
From time to time this assumed different degrees of importance,
and different members took different views about it. From
this point of view the main thing was to make the associations

succeed, and to take such steps as would lead to this

result.

Secondly, there was what may be called the Christian
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Socialist view par excellence. Those who took this view desired

to reconstitute society on the basis of co-operation as a great

Christian and true social principle, and to banish out of society

everything which opposed itself to these principles.

Thirdly, there was my father's point of view. He applied

to the case before him precisely the same principles as had

guided him in each successive stage of his manhood. He
found it declared as a principle that selfishness was the basis

of society and the law of the universe. He eagerly accepted
"
co-operation

"
as a practical protest against that assumption.

But in his tract, in his many lectures, in all that he ever

uttered on the question of co-operation as well as in the

letters to be given, he maintained that all the great work that

has been achieved by society in its existingform has been

achieved by the mutual co-operation of men, and that it has

been where selfishness has intruded itself that rottenness and

mischief have followed in its train.

He dreaded the tendency to make " Christian Socialism," as

such, an excuse for denouncing all who were not Christian

Socialists, and equally the temptation for himself to leave his

own proper business and become involved in matters which

would altogether prevent him from asserting the principle he

had at heart. Beyond all things he dreaded becoming the

head of a. party of Christian Socialists. His great wish was to

Christianise Socialism, not to Christian-Socialise the universe.

He believed that there were great truths involved in the

principle of co-operation which were essentially Christian

truths, and that as these had acquired a bad name because of

the falsehoods that were mixed up with them, it was pre-

eminently the business of a man who was set to preach truth

to face the personal obloquy that would attend the task of

separating the true from the false and defending the true.

The first question of practical business that presented itself

for solution to the " Council of Promoters
"

forced my father

to express some of these thoughts more strongly than before.

The working managers of the associations considered it essential

to have a central organisation which should form a bond between
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the individual associations, and serve as a check upon irregu-

larities. Mr. Ludlow wrote to urge my father to become, with

himself and others, a member of the "Central Board" to be

thus formed. My father's reply was as follows :
—

4 My dear Friend,
' March 17, 1850.

'

I should have been as much affected by the arguments

as I am by the tone of your letter, if I had not seen Sully and

conversed with him on the subject of the central board this

morning.
' How much pain it caused me to feel that I was crossing a

scheme of his, which was as dear to him as his life, and was

incurring all the dislike and contempt from him and his

friends which you say must be your portion if you follow me

in my reactionary course, I will not say.
' How much additional conviction I gained from his words

that the line I have marked out for myself, for no one else, is

the right one
;
that any other would involve me in a fatal

desertion of the principles upon which I have for years striven

to act, and above all of that principle of fellowship and brother-

hood in work which I have felt called to assert with greater

loudness of late, I will attempt to explain.
' He said plainly

—I appeal to Hughes and Campbell whether

I am misrepresenting him,—that the associations were actuated

by a thoroughly mercenary, selfish, competitive spirit ;
that

they aimed merely at a more successful rivalship than is

possible on the present system ;
that consequently they would.

of course, produce results much worse than those which the

present individual competition was producing unless they
were directed by a central board which would organise them

efficiently and
scientifically, or at least set before them an

efficient and scientific mode of organising themselves.

'This is the doctrine of a man whom you believe and I

believe to be one of the honestest and noblest specimens of the

English Socialist school. Now, do I complain of him for

believing in this power of organisation to make sets of men
with an evil moral purpose good and useful ? Certainly not.
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It is part of the creed which has grown with his growth and

strengthened with his strength. It must be the hardest

thing in the world for him to throw it off. Nor do I believe

that he does really hold these men in whom he takes so

earnest an interest to be the mere devils he describes them

as being ! I believe no such thing. I am certain he knows

that there are higher, truer impulses and desires with them,

and that these are leading them to co-operation and brother-

hood in spite of all the selfishness which is drawing them

asunder. But the more I entertain this conviction the more

solemnly am I bound not to confirm him in what I ever have

held and do now hold to be a lie, the more am I bound to bear

witness for that truth which is at work in his mind, and

which must work itself out there if he is really to help his

brethren out of bondage into freedom. If I join his central

board, I say, he teaches me to say,
" My purpose is to turn a

number of warring forces, each seeking the other's destruction,

into harmony, by certain scientific arrangements of mine

concerning production and consumption." Now, what I have

said, and so long as I have breath in my body hope to say, is

this,
"

I acknowledge in these warring creatures an element

of peace and harmony, the work of God's Spirit. To that I

speak in each of them. I can speak to nothing else. If the

Son of Peace be there my peace will rest upon them
;

if not, it

will return to me again. I have no hope of entering into

terms of peace with the devil. I have no notion that I can

make him my servant by a mere ingenious and extensive

combination. I believe the more skilful and large the com-

bination of such elements, the worse and the more deadly will

be the result."

'Talk as much as you like about putting the hand to the

plough and drawing back. I never did put my hand to this

plough. I have put my hand to another from which I should

draw back at once and for ever if I tolerated by any word or

act the maxim which Sully distinctly avows and upon which he

rests the necessity of a central board. Talk as you like about

my system-phobia. It is this which I mean by system, it is
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this which I have hated in the Church, the State, the family,

the heart, and which I see coming out more fearfully every

day
—the organisation of evil powers for the sake of producing

good effects. Sully, who had to my surprise read some

parts of my
'

Kingdom of Christ,' saw and said at once, with

his usual honesty, that I was consistent with myself and was

acting on the maxims I had avowed there, though he seemed

to have hoped that I had by this time seen their folly and

futility. That I have not done. God's order seems to me

more than ever the antagonist of man's systems ;
Christian

Socialism is in my mind the assertion of God's order. Every

attempt, however small and feeble, to bring it forth I honour

and desire to assist. Every attempt to hide it under a

great machinery, call it Organisation of Labour, Central

Board, or what you like, I must protest against as hindering

the gradual development of what I regard as a divine purpose,

as an attempt to create a new constitution of society, when

what we want is that the old constitution should exhibit its

true functions and energies.
' For that distinction I exist only to testify. The sooner God

pleases that I shall finish my testimony for it, and that some

other and more faithful and more wise protestant shall appear,

the less will be my sorrow. For having considered and tried

to count the cost, I see this only before me, ever increasing

misunderstanding, ever increasing incapacity of being a

fellow-worker even while I desire to be that and nothing

else. To guide and govern is not my business ;
I am ashamed

to think that you should, any of you, allow the notion in your

minds that it is. Sganarelle might be beaten into a doctor,

but Christopher Sly could only be made a king when he was

drunk. I am not quite drunk and I don't want to be a king,

though I am thankful to claim to be one of a family of kings

and priests, and am bound to assert the authority of the

true King by whom, and not by central boards, associations

are prevented from breaking into atoms. And in His name

and in assertion of His rights, I will with God's help continue

to declare in your ears, and in the ears of the half-dozen who
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are awake on Sunday afternoons, that no Privy Councils,

National Councils, or (Ecumenical Councils ever did lay, or

ever can lay, a foundation for men's souls and God's Church

to rest upon. That is what I said in my sermon. I did

affirm distinctly that Christ had used councils and might

use them when and how He pleased, as He may, for aught I

know, construct central boards for the management of trade

fraternities. But I do say that neither the Council nor the

Central Board can make the fraternity, or establish the law

or principle of it, and that if we build churches upon the

decrees of councils, or associations upon decrees of central

boards, we build upon the sand, and that when the rain

comes our houses will fall, and that great will be the fall of

them.
' What you say about the influence over the working men,

coming from you, if you formed part of a central board, is I

am sure mere delusion. Sully has a strong will and has all

the theory of organisation at his finger's ends. He must guide

and you follow, or if not, you must be continually making
a vexatious and painful resistance to him upon points, main-

taining a useless and expensive war of posts while the real

difference of principle between you is kept out of sight.'

To Mr. Ludlow.

'

Ephraim Lodge, Mount Ephraim,
' My DEAR FRIEND,

'

Tunbridge Wells, March, 26, 1850.

'

I had a conversation with Le Chevalier before I left

town which seemed to me to set the whole question between

us in a much clearer light than I had before seen it. His

great wish seems to be that the original promoters of the first

Association should continue to act in the character which was

at first assigned them and in no other, at least for the present.

This position with whatever responsibilities it may involve, I

think is a reasonable one, and one to which we are already

pledged, and so far as I am concerned I have not the least

desire to shrink from it. I judge from a paper of Hughes
which he has sent me this morning, that this is the hint upon
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which you are all at present disposed to act. I am very

thankful if I am righ\t in my conjecture.
'

I feel with you that we need light and that God is most

willing to vouchsafe it if we seek it humbly. Passion week

and Easter week have for me an indescribable stillness and

awfulness, from all that they are in themselves and have been

in my own history. Yet I have chiefly to confess my own

utterly dull and hardhearted use of them, and to thank God

for teaching me that I must depend wholly on Him, and not

on thern—a lesson slowly learnt, very imperfectly received,

but worth all the suffering and humiliation by which it has

been, in a measure, forced upon me. May God bless you

abundantly in this time and all times, and make you a true

associate of Christian brotherhood and fatherhood wherever

you are.'

As a consequence, the " Central Board
"
was formed of the

managers of the several associations, and dealt with pure

questions of business detail, the "promoters" remained a

generally superintending body, engaged in furnishing assist-

ance and advice, in acting as referees and arbiters when

called on, in defending and promulgating their principles, in

gathering and disseminating information.

'

Ephraim Lodge, Mount Ephraim,
'My DEAR Mrs. RICH,*

'

Tunbridge Wells, March 28, 1850.

1
1 am very much obliged to you for letting me see the

letter of your friend Mr. Schwabe. It expresses intelligently

and benevolently the feelings and opinions of a large, respect-

able and powerful class of our countrymen, whose arguments
and whose experience are entitled to great attention, even

when they are presented in a much more dogmatical and

intolerant form. He has, you will have perceived, entirely

* A French translation of this letter has already appeared in ' Richard

Cobden. Notes sur ses Voyages, Correspondances, et Souvenirs, recueillies

par M me-
Salis-Schwabe,' Paris 1879, p. m, where will also be found the

letter to which it is an answer, and a further letter addressed to Mrs. Rich
in response to a letter of my father's here given.
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mistaken our plan, when he assumes that an association of

workmen must pay all equally. There is no occasion to dis-

cuss his views of human nature or working nature as they bear

upon that point, because with the exception (I believe, but am
not sure) of Louis Blanc, I do not know that any supporter of

co-operation urges or recommends that course.
' Le Chevalier, who for twenty years has been mixed up with

every Socialist thing, and has been more engaged in working
them out than most, not only advocates the weekly payment
of labourers according to the work they do, but thinks that

the ultimate division of profits ought to follow the same rule.

'
Little as I know about the subject, I am quite inclined to

agree with your correspondent, and to acknowledge the force

of his argument against making the industrious pay for the

idle. When- he makes the valuable and important concession

that competition may be excessive, it seems to me that he

gives up the whole question. It is not then the law upon
which trade or human life is to be regulated. Let it come in

under whatever modifications he thinks reasonable, it must

come in as a mere make-weight or additional stimulus to act

upon men who are primarily moved by some quite different

inspiration. If we can settle what that inspiration is, I have

no fear that we shall allow competition more than its legitimate

influence, or that it will claim it for itself. At present it

boasts to be the one governing motive of human-beings.

Reason declares, the most painful experience proves, that if it

does govern it is destructive of Society
—that it sets up every

individual against his neighbour. The good master, by your

correspondent's showing, is the one who allows least influence

to the principle of competition in determining his own acts

towards the workmen, and the one who is most careful that

he shall rule competition, making it, as he says, a competition

for excellence instead of cheapness, and that competition shall

not rule him. I accept the definition and fully believe that

the more encouragement we give to the principle of associa-

tion, the more of such masters we shall form. Your corre-

spondent thinks so too, only he tacitly encourages the work-
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men to associate for strikes instead of for labour. I apprehend,

speaking of course in profound ignorance and merely from

common sense, that every successful strike tends to give the

workmen a very undue and dangerous sense of their own

power, and a very alarming contempt for their employer, and

that every unsuccessful strike drives them to desperate and

wild courses. In urging them to direct their passion for

association, which can never cease among them, and is just

now especially rampant, into a different'^ channel, I think we

are favouring the cause of order, diminishing the rage against

capital and helping the manufacturers much more than they

will help themselves if they merely raise a wild cry against

Socialism.
' There is much no doubt, as a very distant and ultimate

consideration, in what your correspondent says about the

impossibility of large enterprises with present loss being

risked by associations of mere workmen. We certainly shall

not be able, if we wished it, to apply the principle except to

those trades which do not require those long waitings for

returns, or where these merely lead to extravagant and

ruinous speculations. If a healthy tone is restored to those

occupations by the unspeculative labourer taking the main

interest in them, I must think that the benefit to morality will

be very considerable. If great commercial enterprises require

the co-operation and predominance of the capitalist, as I

am not at all disposed to deny that they do, then the

capitalist will find his proper field. He will be obliged, I

believe, in due time to admit his workmen to a share of his

profits, but I question exceedingly whether he will find those

workmen at all disposed to controvert his judgment about

the best way of realising ultimate advantages, if he gives
them an adequate support commensurate to their services,

such support of course to be deducted from their future gains.
In the meantime, so far as I can observe, the workmen are

most glad, only too glad, to defer to the experienced and

intelligent capitalist, if they see that he has their interests

at heart as well as his own.
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' The principle of association, I am convinced, has taken

too strong a hold on the minds of the working classes for

any power directly to fight against it. It may be worked well

or ill, destructively or savingly. It seems to me that every

man is bound to ask himself, every member of the middle

or manufacturing class especially, What can we do to lessen

the present evils ?
'

vol. ir.
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CHAPTER II.

' ' Look back along the great names of history ; there is none whose life

has been other than this. They to whom it has been given to do the really

highest work on this earth, whoever they are—Jew or Gentile, Pagan or

Christian, warriors, legislators, philosophers, priests, poets, kings, slaves—
one and all, their fate has been the same—the same bitter cup has been

given them to drink."—Froude's England's Forgotten Worthies.

1850 continued—185 1, 1852
—a general storm of obloquy

ASSAILS MY FATHER AND HIS FRIENDS IN THE MIDST OF

IT MR. SLANEY'S COMMITTEE REPORTS TO THE HOUSE OF

COMMONS IN FAVOUR OF CO-OPERATIVE SOCIETIES—MR.

HOLYOAKE LEADS THE ATTACK ON CHRISTIAN SOCIALISM

AND IS FOLLOWED BY BOTH '

QUARTERLIES
' THE COUNCIL

OF KING'S COLLEGE, ETC.

Mr. Schwabe's letter to which that given at the end of the

last chapter was an answer, marks the attitude assumed at this

time towards the Christian Socialists by one large body of the

political economists of the day. A letter given in the course

of that chapter will have suggested that the religious news-

papers and their followers in the daily press had not been

slow to seize the moment, when the motives and views of my
father and his friends were specially misunderstood, to begin
a regular crusade against his theological views ; not that the

writers were in the abstract anxious to oppose the efforts to do

good, for the sake of which not a few of the Christian Socialists

had sacrificed all personal prospects, had alienated many of

their dearest friends, and had in some cases made even

severer sacrifices than these
;
but on the broad principle,

which, with unbroken regularity, so far as I have come across

it historically, marked the conduct of these self-styled
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"religious,"* anonymous writers, that the time when it is most

righteous to denounce a man, from whom you differ in opinion,

is the moment when you know that he has no chance of

having a fair hearing, and when every mis-statement that you
make against him will be greedily swallowed.

At this particular moment it had become the correct thing

to do to denounce every effort, no matter what, by which my
father had endeavoured to do service.

The lectures which had been delivered by him and others

at the opening of "Queen's College" in 1848 had been pub-
lished in the course of 1849.

His contributions had consisted of,

(a)
'

Queen's College, London, its Object and Method.'

(b)
' On Theology.'

(c)
* Address at the End of the First Term.'

With these had been published lectures by Messrs. Kingsley,

Brasseur, Bernays, S. Clark, A. D. Strettell, C. G. Nicolay,

O'Brien, Jackson, Hullah, W. Sterndale-Bennett, H. Warren,

and T. G. Hall.

In the March, 1850, number of the 'Quarterly' (No.

CLXXIL), a fierce denunciation of all these lecturers appeared.
To this, in behalf of them all, my father replied in

' A Letter
'

to the Bishop of London, which was published in the spring of

1850. It would be useless to go into such a controversy now :

but any one who cares for a specimen of the possible reckless-

ness of a Quarterly Reviewer in levying charges against public

men, may find it worth while to compare the article and the

reply.

Whilst the newspapers were for the most part denouncing
* I use the term here, as elsewhere, of those journals only which are

written on the assumption that they and their readers represent all that

is good among men, and that the fact of differing from them is a sufficient

excuse for bringing every kind of accusation against other men. There were

other journals, which, whatever name they assumed, believed that the fact of

their calling themselves "
religious

"
did not absolve them from the ordinary

rules of justice and of right. To these my father was often able to appeal ;

they, often more readily than others, did justice to his appeal to truth and

right as larger than their shibboleths.— Vide p. 85, infra.

E 2
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Christian Socialism, and all connected with it, a member of

Parliament, Mr. Slaney, obtained a Committee to inquire into

the " Investments for the savings of the middle and working

classes."

As soon as the Committee began work they found that the

witnesses from whom they could obtain most information were

he barristers, who had been engaged in the conferences with

the working men and had been endeavouring to enable the

latter to secure the fruits of their own industry.

Mr. Ludlow was the first witness examined
; Mr. Hughes,

Mr. Vansittart-Neale, and others of the "
promoters," followed.

This led to the examination before the Committee of Messrs.

Millbank, one of the secretaries of the Association, Walter

Cooper, James Clarkson, a baker, and others of the working

men concerned in the associations, so that the subject was

thoroughly ventilated and brought under the cognizance of

Parliament.

Finally John Stuart Mill was examined and gave some of

the strongest evidence that was recorded as to the Conservative

character of co-operative associations, e.g. :

"
I think there is

no way in which the working classes can make so beneficial a

use of their savings, both to themselves and to society, as by
the formation of associations to carry on the business with

which they are acquainted, and in which they are themselves

engaged as work-people, provided always that experience should

show that these associations can keep together."

At this time the great practical difficulty in the way of

working-men's associations was the fact that they could not

form themselves without extravagant cost into legally corporate

bodies. There was, therefore, nothing to prevent a dishonest

member from cheating, or even ruining a society. On this

rock many of the associations set up by Owen, and others, had

split. No adequate security could be offered for borrowed

capital. On being asked whether he would think it well that

legislative facility should be offered to the men for associating,

and "
for preventing fraud among themselves, by summary

jurisdiction before a magistrate," Mr. Mill answered :

"
I should
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think that hardly anything which the legislature can do in the

present state of society, and the present state of the feelings

of the working classes, would be more useful than that."

The report was printed on the 5th of July. But it in no

way moderated the fierceness of the attacks by which the

promoters were assailed, for the simple reason that it was not

read by the reviewers. The '

Edinburgh
' which fully accepted

John Stuart Mill as the great political economist of the day,

published six months later an attack upon the attempt to give

co-operation a fair trial, in an article which absolutely ignored

the existence of the Blue Book which dealt with the subject.

In July my father went abroad and spent several weeks at

Godesberg and Heidelberg with his family. He went with

Mr. Trench on a trip to Baden-Baden, Frankfort, Strasburg,

visiting the Murgthal from Baden.

He was passing through the press his sermons, soon after-

wards published, on ' The Church a Family,' and ' The

Patriarchs and Lawgivers of the Old Testament,' and was, as

in all vacations and spare moments, engaged on the
' Moral

and Metaphysical Philosophy.'

He saw something of Dorner and other "German thinkers,

and was especially glad to hear what he could of the " Innere

Mission," but no records of the visit of any interest remain.

'My DEAR KlNGSLEY, 'October 20, 1850.

'

I am satisfied that this is a time in which men of talent

should be encouraged to take orders if they can do it honestly.

I would have all laymen feel that they are called by God to

their different offices, but I do not think they will feel it if

we do not feel our call more distinctly, and assert it against

all doubts in our own minds and apparent contradictions from

without. We are called, and we may believe that we are;

anything that the devil says to the contrary in any wise

notwithstanding. If X. has not great moral objections,

which he should never stifle, but which he should not either

presume to be unsurmountable, I should say to him with all

my heart,
"
Join us

"—and especially would urge him to be
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your curate. Love to Mrs. Kingsley ;
I hope I may believe

your report of yourself ;
but do not come on Wednesday.'

' Alton Locke '

had been published in the spring of 1850.

The Record led off the attack against it. In order to protect

Queen's College from the imputation of being associated with

its author, and partly frightened no doubt by the general

attack on Queen's College made by the '

Quarterly,'

Mr. Nicolay, one of the professors, wrote to the Record to

explain that Mr. Kingsley no longer belonged to the college
—

the fact being that my father had only proposed Mr. Kingsley's

joining them when he hoped that Mr. Kingsley would have

been appointed as his assistant at King's College, and that

Mr. Kingsley had found the strain and expense of coming up
for the Queen's College lectures from Eversley too great to be

borne for that object alone, and had accordingly resigned.

As soon as Mr. Nicolay's letter appeared, my father at once

resigned his office as chairman of the committee which managed
the affairs of the college. Hitherto no governing council had

been created, but my father was anxious that one should be

appointed. Subsequently a charter was obtained, which Mr.

Ludlow drew up for them, and a council independent of the

professors was appointed.

To Mrs. Maurice.

' My DEAREST MOTHER,
' November 14, 1850.

'

I think if I could explain the reasons of my conduct to

you as I hope to do when I see you, it would not seem to you
that I acted merely upon a sudden impulse in resigning my office

at Queen's College. It was quite necessary for me to take

care that I was not committed to expressions of opinion re-

specting Kingsley and his book, which would have made the

working men consider all my language about them hollow and

insincere, and that I should on the other hand not take

advantage of the confidence which the supporters of Queen's

College had gained from Nicolay's statement in the Record,

when I did not concur in it.

' He has, however, made an explanation which I think satis-
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factory, and I have agreed to act as chairman of the committee,
till the new council is appointed, it being understood that the

office is vacant and that they have power to fill it up as they

please. If they choose me I shall accept it, because they

will do it with their eyes open. I have seen more reason

since I have conversed with different members* of the

committee, and found how much their views and mine differ

respecting the course which Kingsley and I are taking, to

believe that some step of the kind was indispensable. But I am

very anxious not to set up my own judgment against that of

friends, and I hope I have now satisfied them that I had no wish

to leave the College if I could do it any good by remaining.'

The necessity for some organ which should serve as a means

of communication between those who in all parts of the king-

dom were becoming interested in the subject of co-operation

was now generally felt among my father's friends. His own

profound dislike to newspaper writing made him at first resist

and afterwards reluctantly submit to the necessity. Mr.

Ludlow agreed to become editor, and the Christian Socialist

appeared for the first time on November the 2nd, 1850.

My father wrote very little for it. Some long letters on

education in the form of a correspondence between himself and

an M.P., and a tale, 'The experiences of Thomas Bradfoot,

Schoolmaster,' were his only considerable contributions.

Occasionally he interfered on some issue which he regarded
as a matter of principle. He was ordinarily in this and

other matters so anxious that opinions widely differing from

his own should not be checked by any expressions of his about

them, that it not unfrequently happened that his friends fancied

for some time they were carrying him along with them, and

then when he was called on for his personal sanction, suddenly
found themselves brought face to face with a decisive objection

on his part. In each of these cases his decision was finally

accepted. There were at this time monthly
"
conferences,"

between the promoters and working-men "associates," at

which all points connected with the movement were discussed.
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To Archdeacon Hare.

' My DEAR JULIUS, 'December 5, 1850.

'
. . . .We had a conference which would have interested

you very much. The people told us very frankly their suspi-

cions of -us, and proclaimed their democratical dislike of our

managers. But they called out a strong counter-feeling, which

showed how much they are learning by association.'

In the beginning of January 185 1, Mr. Hughes, Mr. Lees,

and my father went on a tour throughout Lancashire, be-

ginning at Manchester on January 1st, to gather and spread

information in relation to working-men's co-operative societies.

Walter Cooper had made a similar tour in September 1850,

and a second in December. The idea was being taken up and

associations formed in many towns throughout the country.

My father delivered lectures in various places
—London,

Southampton, etc.—in defence of the cause.

Various questions in connection with the several associations

were being continually referred to him. Correspondence with

all parts of the country was continually increasing. As each

association was set up in London its circumstances had to be

discussed by the Council of Promoters. It was his special

business to prevent the very great divergence of view which

often existed among them from rendering all common work

impossible, and to endeavour to carry out on this small scale

the principle which he had been advocating at each crisis in

the history of the Church, that of giving to each active idea

full play, and of resisting the "
negative

"
efforts to crush it.

Mr. Kingsley was beginning his study of the Alexandrian

schools with a view to the production of '

Hypatia,' and con-

sulted him as to the books to be read.*

'My dear Kingsley, 'January 15, 1851.
' To understand the Platonists of the fourth century I

conceive you should read the Enneads of Plotinus, who belongs
* The letter is that to which the one in Mr. Kingsley 's

'

Life,' vol. i.

p. 204, smaller edition, is an answer.
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to the third. He is, I apprehend, immeasurably the greatest,

and the lawgiver of the rest. The life of Apollonius of Tyana

by Philostratus will give you a notion of their efforts to

combine miracle-working and a semi-divine person with

philosophy. You should also read Clemens to see the

working of the tendency in its highest Christian form, and

you must go back to Philo to see its earlier Jewish starting-

point. The Christian Alexandrian school is worthy to be

thoroughly restudied, I should think: its influence on

Athanasius and the Arian controversy was very great

indeed. By all means read the noble little book of Atha-

nasius against the Gentiles if you have it
;

it is full of deep

wisdom. . . .

'

P.S. Holyoake has declared war : the ' Eclectic' on behalf

of the Dissenters is inclined to be hostile (though polite to

' Alton Locke
') ; the '

Edinburgh' will no doubt be a broadside.

You young men must fight, if it is necessary. Consule Planco,

I might have borne arms, but not now.'

The close personal acqaintance, which my father and his

friends had now begun to form, with the more thoughtful

spirits among the working men of London, and the freedom

with which they had succeeded in inducing the men to speak

their thoughts to them, led to the discovery of a feeling about

the God whom they supposed to be the object of Christian

worship, which was one simply of bitter hostility and re-

pugnance. Scoldings had only driven them away, and at the

easy platitudes of many of the clergy they had simply laughed.

Mr. Kingsley undertook to tackle the actual points which were

raised by the 'Reasoner,' the anti-Christian publication of

which Mr. Holyoake was the editor. He wrote a series of

articles in the '

Christian Socialist,' under the title
" God

justified to the People," and while preparing the third,

which was on the massacres of the Canaanite nations by
the Jews, he wrote to ask my father for his thoughts on the

subject, subsequently sending him the letter which he intended

to publish. To this my father's next letter refers.
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' My DEAR KlNGSLEY, 'January 30, 1851.

'

I shall not fulfil my promise of saying anything to you

about the Canaanites, because you have told me more than I

ever knew, and have cleared up the whole subject to me marvel-

lously. I approve of your letter, and I think Ludlow will :

you have managed it so skilfully and in a way so much to

conciliate his prejudices. The only thing I should wish you
to bring out more distinctly in these letters (it

does not

apply more to this one than to any other of the series), is that

God according to the Scripture view of His character and

dealings, cannot make men right by any exercise of omni-

potence. Of course, everything you are writing presumes
this

;
but it must be repeated in plain words again and again :

people do so cleave to the notion of naked power being able

to act upon wills, and it is such a justification of God to the

people that He educates the will and does not crush it. I

think I first saw light about the Canaanites in this way.

My dear brother-in-law, John Sterling, had convinced me
most clearly that Alexander, instead of deserving to be

denounced, was doing a mighty work in bringing Greek

civilisation to bear upon Asia
; yet he was utterly horrified

at the Jewish wars. I asked myself why ? what was the end

of each ? and if it was an end for humanity, and a higher end

than the other, was it wrong to say God was the author of it ?

Could it be any one else? But this you have worked out

more clearly than I did then, or have done since. You see

the Chronicle made one or two alterations in your letter to

show that they and we are not in the same boat.'

' My DEAR KlNGSLEY, 'February 6, 1851.

'

I duly forwarded each chapter of ' Yeast
'

to Parker

the day I received it. I cannot easily tell you how deeply they

have interested me. I should not have had the courage to

write them if I had had the power, but I dare not alter any-

thing or recommend the suppression of anything. I hope and

believe they will not merely reveal the thoughts of many hearts,

but carry healing to them. The last chapter touches fibres
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which will quiver in every one, but they must be touched,

and you have done it with real gentleness and wisdom. God
bless you.'

'My DEAR KlNGSLEY, 'February 25, 185 i.

'
I am sure that you are right, Wordsworth's Prelude

seems to me the dying utterance of the half century we have just

passed through, the expression
—the English expression at least

—of all that self-building process in which, according to their

different schemes and principles, Byron, Goethe, Wordsworth,

the Evangelicals (Protestant and Romanist), were all engaged,

which their novels, poems, experiences, prayers, were setting

forth, in which God, under whatever name, or in whatever

aspect He presented Plimself to them, was still the agent only

in fitting them to be world-wise, men of genius, artists, saints.

For us there must be something else intended —either the mere

science millennium of Comte, from which good Lord deliver us,

or the knowledge and life of God as the ground of all human
and earthly knowledge and life. You have a right then to

wind up the biography of a sporting man with the Trinity

better than Berkeley has his tar-water treatise. Let no one

rob you of the right.'

'MY DEAR KlNGSLEY, 'March 23, 1851.

' Be quite sure that you must not, cannot, and shall not

leave the Council of Promoters. The notion of our being

injured by association with you, or not expecting to be pelted

by High Churchmen, Low Churchmen and no Churchmen ! If

you go on that ground I must leave all the societies I have

anything to do with. The truth is, I am afraid
' Yeast

'

is

going to be rather too popular and respectable. After your

civil speeches to the Guardian I should not wonder if they

discovered it to be, what it is, a specially orthodox book.

After all, our greatest enemies will be of the Newman* and

Greg school.

*
I.e., F. W. Newman (not J. H.). Mr. Greg was the writer of the

'

Edinburgh Review '

attack.
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'

Talking of that, I mean to write to Greg and claim all the

merit of your letter about veracity and gentlemanly feeling.

I have done so to H. Merivale, who is angry at the allusion to

him. It is rather too bad that, when you are so courteous and

well-bred in your own newspaper outcomings, you should

be pelted for adopting my ferocities. I shall tell Mr. Greg
that I hold myself fully entitled to impeach the veracity of

any anonymous critic who says that black is white, though the

moment he drops his mask and becomes an ordinary fiesh-and-

blood Englishman, I instantly acknowledge his claim to the plea

of " invincible ignorance," and every other for that case made

and provided
—which is no fiction, for I do respect Greg the

manufacturer, though not the reviewer.'

The following was written on the last sheet of an article by
Mr. Ludlow, which was therefore suppressed.

'My dear Friend, 'April, 1851.

' No ! No ! No ! Don't insert this for the world. It is

wrong in all ways. Wrong because it shows a sensitiveness to

opinion which we ought to keep down in our hearts, wrong
because it really perverts the meaning of the Times and appro-

priates words to ourselves which may not have been intended

for us, wrong, above all, because it brings us into connection with

that Chartist-Socialist movement with which Thornton Hunt
wishes to connect us, and from which, for the sake of truth, we
must be as free as possible. I do not rejoice in that attempt
to unite Socialism with Chartism. I believe it is a silly sham.

You will repent deeply of the letter, if it goes in, for many a

long day.'

To Mr. F. J. A. Hort.

'May, 1 85 1.

' .... In 1838, when T. Acland told me of the plan which

he and his friends had formed, of restoring the educational

efficiency of the parochial and diocesan system of the Church

through the National Society, I asked him whether anything
could be done through that effete body. He said he thought
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much might be done with it. I admired the effort though no

one could help seeing how it was marred by vulgar political

agitation, which they I believe in their hearts disliked, but

which was set on foot to galvanise the central body. They

kept it to its work till 1842. Then it made a convulsive

struggle for schoolrooms by pleading that they were meaning
to put down Chartism. What could be a more fatal sign of

want of faith in education itself than this eagerness to draw

arguments for it from the selfishness of the higher classes ?

'

. . . . Three years ago I was induced, by a very ingenious

and able speech of the Bishop of Oxford, to think that it might
be useful in securing better terms for the schools, and in saving

the conductors of them from a sacrifice of independence. But

the more I have reflected on the subject since, the less have I

been able to maintain that opinion.'

Also to Mr. F. J. A. Hort.
'

June, 1851.

'

. . . . Our parishes we believe indicate the idea of co-

operation between the clergyman and every class of those

committed to him. It is for him as God's servant and soldier

to work out the idea, believing that no management clauses will

be the least obstruction to him, if he knows how to use spiritual

power with his people ;
and that no Denisonian Chartism about

the rights of the clergy will help him the least, if he has faith in

a system instead of faith in God. The management clauses put

the clergy upon their mettle : they try whether the real moral

power of rule is in them. But they do not really do this as

much as the old system
—which people pretend to worship,

without understanding it—did. The clergyman, I suppose
has a legal supremacy in vestries

; why in the name of wonder

do so few exercise it ? The truth is, no legislation can make a

man, or endow him with the faculties of a man.'

On June n, 185 1, Miss Caroline Fox was present at one of

the Associates' Tea-meetings at St. Martin's Hall, and thus
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records in her Journal the impression it made on her :
—" Our

chairman, F. D. Maurice, is at his post behind the urn, but he

springs up to welcome his friends. He seemed nervous, for

there was no arranged plan of the evening. In listening to

the workmen's speeches, especially Walter Cooper's (cousin to

the author of the '

Purgatory of Suicides '), we could not help

feeling very thankful that such fiery spirits had been brought

under such high and holy influences, leading them to apprehend

self-sacrifice as the vital principle on which all successful co-

operation must be founded. One hopeful feature in this

associative experiment is that they are prepared and expect to

make mistakes in application, but the principles of sympathy
and self-sacrifice they hold by for ever. Archdeacon Hare

was delighted at the spirit and genius of some of the speakers ;

there was so much of calm practical wisdom, so much of

applied Christianity, humbly acknowledging its origin, as made

it altogether a deeply interesting and thank-worthy occasion."

—
-Journal of Caroline Fox, ii., 170.

To Mr. Ludlow.

'My dear Friend, 'June, 1851.

' Mr. James Marshall has written me two notes to urge

that I would, if possible, persuade you to join Kingsley and me

at dinner at their house next Saturday (I suppose seven, but I

will ascertain exactly). It is strictly for Socialist purposes.

They have 2000 men in their employ and really want to talk

with us about them.'

The dinner was "
for Socialist purposes

"
in a sense of which

my father was not aware when he wrote. A number of the

political economists of pure blood, who were at that time the

fiercest in opposition to co-operation, had been invited to

meet the defenders of it, and a battle royal had been designed

by the hosts. But as Mr. Ludlow describes the dinner :

"
James Marshall was a very shy man and never dared enter

on the subject, no more did any one else, each standing on

the defensive. So that from first to last the conversation was
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of the most general description, one of the oddest incidents in it

being, that Mr. Maurice set both the M.P.'s right on some point

of parliamentary practice. Had Mrs. Marshall been present,

things would have no doubt turned out quite differently."

In July he went down with his youngest son (seven years

old) to visit his sister Priscilla, then very ill, at Hastings.

To his Wife.

'

Hastings, July 9, 185 1.

' E has been on the beach with me the last two

hours, and very good. He says he likes the sea much more

than he did
;
he used to care only about the ships and reading

the names on them
;

I think he was conscious of a new kind of

feeling at sight of the waves.
' This day twenty years ago, about the time I am writing, my

sister Emma died. I believe she has been with me often

when I did not know it
;
and that we are really surrounded

by all that we have lost. I do not think we bring them to us

by our thoughts and recollections, but that they are present

with us, and that we should believe it more if we believed that

God was with us.'

To Mr. Ludlow.

1 My DEAR FRIEND,
'

Hastings, July II, 1851.

'

I have just been writing to Hullah upon a subject in

which I think we also ought to take an interest, and which may

ultimately, if not immediately, help us in our special objects.

Old Barber Beaumont, it seems, shortly before his death,

established an institution at Stepney which was to promote

the civilisation of working men in that neighbourhood and in

London generally. A house was built containing a room

capable of holding 1200 people, a concert-room with an organ

in addition, and some apartments for a curator. His direc-

tions were so indefinite that the present Mr. Beaumont applied

l.o the Court of Chancery for a plan. It was decided that

the whole fell to him by the statute of mortmain. But he is

very desirous of doing justice to his father's intentions. They
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have been prevented during the progress of the suit (he being

very busy in his own fire-office work at the other end of the

town), the room being used partly for dancing, partly for some

infidel lectures, partly for anti-Papal meetings, &c.
1 There is about ^"300 a year for the support of the institu-

tion, which may be increased by contributions, if a reasonable

and extensive scheme can be suggested. Mr. Beaumont, who

seems to be a very worthy man, has applied to a clergyman

who is staying here to give him a plan, and he has asked my
help in concocting one.

' The nature of the building made me think at once of

Hullah as a man who could do most and least violently to

turn it from a mere place of popular amusement into one of

valuable instruction. But along with this there may be much

else done, either in the way of lectures or classes, which must

be brought directly home to the working-men's feelings and

interests. The population, you know, consists to a great

extent of sailors. Will you send me suggestions? Would

Mansfield give a chemical, Walsh a sanitary, Penrose an

architectural lecture ? and could we make out something
of a programme of lectures for the year ;

not all of promoters,

but with a proper mixture ?

' The clergyman I have spoken of is from Northampton.
He is much interested in the Socialist movement. I hope we

may get through him at the Northampton shoemakers and the

Leicester stockingers. He speaks of the immense loss the

Church has suffered in Anderdon and Bathurst, who would

have thrown themselves into this or any great Christian

movement for labourers, but have now thrown themselves into

Romanism. The other clergy about him he has not much

hope of.

1 There is a young man named Dimsdale, a barrister, living in

Half Moon Street, with great desire to be useful and means

of being so, very shy, who, I am told, has written a review of
' Alton Locke '

for the ' Westminster ' and goes out seeking for

knowledge about the working men. I shall call upon him

when I come to London. Can any of you make him out?'
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Lectures were as a consequence of this proposal delivered

by several of the promoters.

In July an attempt was made, chiefly by Mr. Ludlow, to set

on foot an " East-end Needlewomen's Workshop." It was set

up under a joint committee of my father's friends and of out-

siders.
"
Mostly," says Mr. Ludlow,

"
big folk who took, with

the exception of one City missionary, no trouble whatever in

the matter. The workshop was established in Wellclose Square,

and was the first and last attempt we made at this kind of

joint work."

To Mr. Ludlow.

1 My dear Friend, 'July 24, 1851.

'
I like the plan very much. Mrs. Maurice hopes you

will think about a school for Red Lion Square : she fancies it

will be more important than a creche there. Mrs. H. was very

anxious for a school.

'
I think you had better not put my name on the committee.

It seemed to me providential that Kingsley and I were out of

the way, as our names were likely to disgust Lord Shaftesbury

and his friends. But do as you think best for the cause. I

had thought of proposing to take the rent of the house in Red

Lion Square, for which I am responsible, upon myself. But

perhaps you would wish it to be self-supporting, and this might

destroy its character in that respect. Will you therefore put
me down at present for ^25 ;

I hope to give more by-

and-by.'

He spent the summer vacation in a cottage lent him by Mr.

Marshall of Patterdale.

To Mrs. Maurice.

' Old Church Cottage, Ulleswater, near Penrith,

' My dearest Mother, 'August 8, 1851.

' We reached this beautiful cottage about three o'clock

yesterday, and found our servants, who had arrived a few hours

before, and had everything ready for us. The dwelling is far

prettier than we had expected, covered with plants and flowers,

vol. 11. r
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and in a garden going down to the lake. The lake is here

very shallow, so that the children could come to no harm if

they fell into it in any place within our domain
;
but we shall

of course not allow them even to get a wetting if we can help

it, and I do not think they are at all anxious for one. We
are not quite at the most striking part of the lake, but it is

very lovely, and at the back of the house we see the hills

around in great glory.
' Miss Holdsworth and the Sterlings are in great delight

with their quarters, and the boys, I need not say, equally so.

We are, however, setting to work this morning with lessons,

and they seem rather anxious for some employment. I hope
we may not look out merely for recreation, but really to

receive some good, from all the beauty about us, that we may
impart to others hereafter.'

To Archdeacon Hare.
'

September, 13, 185 1.

' The lake and hills are looking gloriously in this bright

weather, though they will bear clouds well, and perhaps are

the better for them. We have been reading Ruskin's chapters

on clouds and water, trying a little to verify his observations.

I do not know that we have done that, but at all events he is

very instructive and sharpens one's own faculty of seeing,

which I find is naturally very dull.'

To Rev. M. Maurice.

' Old Church, September 25, 185 1.

1 My dearest Father,
'

. . . . We hope to leave this beautiful place early on

Monday morning, and to come homewards through Carlisle,

Newcastle, Durham, York, Lincoln, and Cambridge. We shall

then, if all be well, reach London late on Wednesday evening.

I wish to show Georgina and the rest of our party some of the

remarkable things in the north, as we may not soon come to it

again ;
and Georgina has an especial wish to see Cambridge.

The distance is not very much greater now that there are

railways in all directions, and we shall see something of
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your old country, of which I had a glimpse a few years ago

that made me wish to know more of it. We have had a very

beautiful time here
; September till to-day has been nearly as

fine a month as I ever remember. Now the weather is

breaking up, and we shall probably see little more of the sun.

But the hills are glorious in all seasons.

'
I have been busy looking over the proofs of some sermons

on the Old Testament, which I hope soon to present to you.

I am also writing on the Gospels. It will be a great delight

and cause of thankfulness if I may give these to you all, as I

have thought much of them, and there is nothing I so much

wish to bring out. Those which are printed I should like to

come and read to you if we are permitted to meet again.

May God bless you, my dearest father.'

It will be convenient here to bring to a focus some of the

views and thoughts which, at this and all times, determined

my father's course through life.

The letters to his sister Priscilla, in early life, contain the

frequent expression of an aspiration for the "
spirit of a

learner." Now this tone of mind—this desire to consider

whatever came before him in the "
spirit of a learner

"—is the

key-note of my father's life. This constant condition of his

mind, that of a man looking up to a divine teacher, his Father,

which is by no means always expressly avowed by him, pre-

cisely because it was so habitual with him, explains two very

opposite observations in regard to him made by his friends.

Dean Stanley, in the eloquent sermon preached on the Sunday
after my father's death, spoke of the way in which every incident

in the history of Europe and the world, and every wave of

thought which passed over them, produced their impression and

left their mark upon my father's mind and spirit. Yet some

have said that his great characteristic was that he was entirely

uninfluenced by other men. There is a sense in which both

these statements are true, though I think that those who follow

this life closely will see that the Dean's is very much the more

true of the two. My father was not influenced by any other

F 2
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man in this sense, that he accepted as oracular their utterances ;

or that because of his regard and admiration for them he

believed anything to be right, which if it had been brought

before him by some very inferior person would not equally

have impressed him. He was no respecter of persons. But

no one who ever saw him among a knot of other men of what-

ever age, and whatever class, no one who ever sat with him

whilst he was reading a newspaper, a novel, or the most learned

of treatises, could have failed to notice this of him as his

distinctive characteristic—that the thought that was always

present to his mind was,
" what are we to learn from this ?

what truth is there here ?
"

Mr. Kingsley has said of him :

"
if that character had a

fault, it was this : that his humility was carried to an extreme
;

that unaware alike of his own intellectual and his own practical

and governing power, he would submit at times when he ought
to have ruled, and listen where he ought to have commanded.
Save on one point

—wherever the interests of duty, honour

chivalry, pity, mercy were, or even seemed in the least at

stake, then the humble man became terrible, the docile man

uncompromising, and from the gentlest of lips came forth a
• Thou shalt not

'

of noble indignation, even of noble scorn."

But it was not merely of thoughts as they came from other

men's lips and pens that he was a "
student." The course of

events seemed to him quite as much a part of the divine and

fatherly education of the world, and he modified his position

on many questions as he found reason to believe that certain

of his ideas and thoughts had been proved not to be in ac-

cordance with the will of God, as it revealed itself in the pro-

gressive history of the time. His letters about the admission

of the Jews to Parliament, and the succession of his letters

about the relation of the clergy to education, will I think best

illustrate this influence on his mind
;
but it was always potent.

Again, precisely because of the readiness with which he

admitted any truth which was presented to him, it followed

inevitably that at certain times certain truths pressed on him
more forcibly than others, and though the central thought was
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never changed, the forms in which it found expression varied

very much from time to time. This is somewhat quaintly shown

in his correspondence, his letters to each of his friends having

a generic type of their own, and in some cases his letters from
the houses of different friends being also generically distinct.

Now, speaking broadly, of all this he was fully conscious.

He was firmly convinced that no two men's education is exactly

alike, and that it is not intended to be alike. Therefore he

dreaded at all times lest he should make the thoughts which

he felt he was bound to deliver as true, the authority which

other men were to accept. Alike in his conversations, in his

ordinary letters, and in his controversies, he endeavoured to

place himself at the point of view of the man he was addressing.

His appeal was not " here is this truth which I deliver to you
as complete, and to be received by you without modification,"

but this :

"
you yourself must from your own premisses neces-

sarily go with me thus far." His desire thus to deal with all

other men as being under the same Teacher as himself, but

having each been dealt with differently according to the

method which was best for them, led him habitually to that

form of an "
argumentum ad hominem " which men in general

almost resent as something inadequate if not unfair. From

the same faith he resisted on all occasions the attempt to

suppress opinion, no matter how much he might differ from it

himself, lest in its suppression truths which had been brought

home to other men, and which he had not seen so clearly,

should be crushed. Though this motive will be seen con-

stantly determining his action, his thoughts on the subject

could scarcely be more fully illustrated than in the two con-

secutive letters on pp. 463 to 47 1, Vol. I. One of these is to

Dr. Barry on the representative thinkers of the past, among
whom he carefully selects as best worth reading many from

whom he strongly differed : the second is to Mr. Scott on the

question of working with men who took an altogether different

standpoint from his own. He had, as a consequence of this

desire for the free expression of opinion, an extreme reverence

for the opinions of minorities, believing that truth when it first
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comes into the world is always to be found amongst minorities,

and only gradually conquers the votes of majorities.

It follows that from his earliest years, and with an ever-

increasing determination, he was the declared antagonist of

what he considered the great idolatry of the day, the worship

of Public Opinion and of the tendency to trample down those

whose opinions do not coincide with what is supposed to be
" Public Opinion." The contest on both sides became more

and more bitter from the mode in which, on more than one

occasion, those who professed to be the exponents of public

opinion privately endeavoured to coerce him into submitting to

their dictates by threatening him with the consequences which

would follow to himself if they turned their whole battery upon
him. In every instance of the kind his resolution to fight to

the last such an iniquitous perversion of a pretended appeal to

the public conscience was instant and unchangeable.

The '

English Review ' had begun this mode of warfare. The

editor had in a short paragraph about one of my father's books

made charges which, when called to account for them, he had

been utterly unable to substantiate. Unwilling to apologise

publicly for the mistake, but obliged privately to confess that he

could find no passages to justify his charge, he sent my father

a message threatening that, if pressed, he would make a sweep-

ing attack upon the theological teaching at King's College. My
father had at once defied the editor to do his worst, saying that

only good could come to any of his colleagues from any expo-

sure of their teaching that might follow. To this the editor

had replied by the article which drew forth from Archdeacon

Hare his letter,
" Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy

neighbour."

Similarly during a long course of years, whilst the Record was

directing against my father one attack after another, the chief

writer was continually making to him private overtures for

place. But my father caring very little for the injuries

which the Record was certainly able to inflict upon prospects,

which as has been seen he distinctly refused to set before him-

self, and with evidence continually coming before him of the
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moral mischief which the Record was doing
—the envy, hatred,

and uncharitableness, and the infidelity which it was spreading

among the religious families to which it was admitted—utterly

repudiated these overtures, and left to this man the consistent

course of representing him publicly as a person of a kind

whom no one ought to have as a friend, while privately he

assured my father that he did not think he had an enemy in

the world.

In September 185 1, a fresh attack of a yet grosser kind

appeared in a very different quarter.

It would nowadays be no surprise to most Englishmen to be

told of any article, no matter how immoral or mean, having

appeared in a "
religious

"
newspaper, but that which I am

about to give appeared in the most grave, Conservative and

respectable of all the organs of public opinion. If these things

were done in the green tree it may be judged what was done

in the dry, and what measure of truth there was in the hailstorm

of calumny with which at this time my father and his friends

were assailed.

My father's letter to the Bishop of London appears to have

hit somewhat hard Mr. J. Wilson Croker, who at that time

held a peculiar position in relation to the '

Quarterly Review.'

He was not editor, but he had the right to insert certain

articles whether the editor wished it or not. He had not, I

believe, been himself the author of the article on "
Queen's

College
"
in the '

Quarterly Review,' but he had been annoye

by the reply, and as the special friend of Lord Lyndhurst he

had no doubt resented my father's opposition in 1840. In the

September number for 1851 Mr. Croker took his revenge.*

The article is headed "
Revolutionary Literature," and collects

a long list of French books, giving as the only English works

except a Government report :

" '

Politics for the People,' London, 1848.
' The Message of

the Church to Labouring Men,' C. Kingsley.
' Alton Locke,

*
It should be said that Lockhart, who was editor at the time, made no

secret of his disgust at the article. But then that fact did not reach one

reader of it in a hundred.
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Tailor and Poet : an Autobiography,' C. Kingsley.
' Yeast : a

Problem,' C. Kingsley.
' Reasons for Co-operation

'

: a lecture

delivered at the office for Promoting Working Men's Associa-

tions. To which is added ' God and Mammon' : a sermon to

young men preached in St. John's District Church, St.

Pancras, by F. D. Maurice, M.A., Chaplain of Lincoln's Inn,

1851."

After a number of pages devoted to showing that Socialism

was the evil in the existing condition of France, Mr. Croker,

turning to England, proceeds as follows, the italics being in

every case in the original :

1 The number and infamy of the cheap publications in which

these principles are preached to the people, forbid one entering

into any detailed examination of them : we rather choose to

borrow a rapid, but able and accurate, sketch of their general

aspect, which appeared in the leading article of the Times of

the 3rd September last. Though it was then read, no doubt,

by most of our readers, as well as by thousands of others, we

are glad to reproduce and recall it to a somewhat less ephemeral

existence. After some observations on the subject of national

education, not dissimilar in general from those we have hereto-

fore ventured to suggest as to education in Ireland, the writer

proceeds
—

' " At the present moment, in the very heart of this apparently

well-ordered community, there is an amount of evil teaching

actively going on, quite enough to startle, if not to alarm the

most firm-minded man among us. Systems the most destructive

of the peace, the happiness, and the virtue of society, are

boldly, perseveringly, and without let or hindrance, openly

taught and recommended to the acceptance of the people with

great zeal, if not with great ability. Cheap publications

containing the wildest and most anarchical doctrines are

scattered broadcast over the land, in which religion and

morality are perverted and scoffed at, and every rule of conduct

which experience has sanctioned, and on which the very

existence of society depends, openly assailed
;
while in their
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place are sought to be established doctrines as outrageous as the

maddest ravings of furious insanity
—as wicked as the most

devilish spirit could by possibility have devised. Murder is openly

advocated—all property is declared to be robbery
—the rules by

which marriage is declared sacred and inviolate are treated as the

dreams of dotage
—obedience of every description is denounced as a

criminal cowardice—law, as at present constituted, is asserted to be

a mere device for enslaving mankind—and morality is described

as an efficient auxiliary to law, for the same mischievous

purpose."

[The quotation is continued through a couple of pages more,

during which the Times reviewer gives extracts from the lowest

possible type of inflammatory papers; then Mr. Croker resumes.]

'
All this seems, to use the eloquent writer's expression, so

terrible as to admit of no aggravation, and yet there is some-

thing worse behind—not, to be sure, in the doctrines themselves

—worse is impossible ;
but in the means by which they are

propagated.
' Incredible as it may appear, there is, it seems, a clique of

educated and clever, but wayward-minded men—the most

prominent of them, two clergymen of the Church of England—
who from, as it seems, a morbid craving for notoriety or a

crazy straining after paradox, have taken up the unnatural and

unhallowed task of preaching, in the press and from the pulpit,

not indeed such open, undisguised Jacobinism and jacquerie as

we have just been quoting, but, under the name of " Christian

Socialism," the same doctrines in a form not the less dangerous
for being less honest. The first productions of this sect, or

school, that attracted our notice, were the periodical tracts

(since collected into a volume) called 'Politics for the People.
1

We are informed that the names of most of the contributors to

this work are no secret, any more their respective shares in it.

But we shall only mention those of the Rev. Frederick Maurice

and the Rev. Charles Kingsley, who have affixed their names
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to other publications which seem to us of similar character and

principles. Mr. Maurice, we understand, is considered the

founder and head of the school, and it certainly adds to our

surprise to find the reputed editor of '

Politics for the People
'

and the avowed author of other works, theological as well as

political, of a still more heterodox character, occupying the

professorial chair of Divinity in King's College, Loudon.'

It may perhaps be thought that Mr. Croker was here simply

misinformed, that he was not aware that the extracts in the

Times article were taken from the very literature the hope of

resisting the evil influence of which had produced the "Christian-

Socialist
"

movement. Unfortunately the remainder of the

article absolutely belies this idea. Mr. Croker quotes freely, in

order to pervert their meaning, from papers which must have

made him perfectly aware what the objects of the " Christian

Socialists
"
were. The article was a conscious and deliberate

attempt to represent the men who were at death-grip with these

evils as if they were aiding and abetting them. And this was

done at a time when, under the mistaken assumption which

Mr. Croker's reading of their paper must have removed from

his own mind, the advertisements of the Christian Socialists

were refused insertion in most newspapers, and when most

booksellers refused to keep copies of it, so that the '

Quarterly
'

reviewer could securely trust that his inversion of the fact

would be received throughout the English world without a

chance of reply. Mr. Croker figured before the world as

specially anxious to conquer this particular mischief. The one

contribution which he in fact offered to the fight was to bring
false accusations against the men who had made real sacrifices

to attain the very end he professed to aim at ; men who had

begun to work whilst he was sleeping.

Meantime, amid the hailstorm of which I have just given
a specimen, the

"
promoters

"
worked on. It was extremely

unlikely that any men would join such a body in the teeth of

such a storm who were not pretty earnest in their convictions,

and such earnestness is apt to be qualified with a tendency to
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assert with great fervour the importance of each man's personal

opinions.

Every question, therefore, was discussed with no little warmth,
and the process of drawing up the original constitution of the

society had been a slow one.

For that purpose the promoters had met morning after

morning at 6 a.m. at 458 New Oxford Street, not for the most

part progressing more rapidly than some three or four words per

hour. By this means a constitution had at length been drawn

up which was embodied in No. 5 of the tracts on Christian

Socialism.

By this constitution the Council of Promoters, which (vide

p. 40) had been in existence long before the details were

settled, was formed of twelve ordinary members besides the

President, and an unlimited number of honorary and corre-

sponding members
;
a constitution was provided for any body

of workmen wishing to form an association, the great object of

which was to assist the men to obtain as much protection

from the law as the existing state of legislation permitted
until a modification of the statutes on partnership could be

obtained.

After the friends had begun work, Mr. Vansittart-Neale

joined the council, ready to expend capital in the cause, and

with many new ideas on the subject. Amongst other things,

he suggested the formation of a central co-operative agency

which, in his view and in Mr. Hughes's, was, as nearly as the

law then permitted, a model of the great wholesale co-operative

society which now does business with 1000 stores throughout

the country. But in the then existing state of the law it

appeared to them necessary, for the security of the money
lent upon it, to form this agency into a trading company.
Mr. Neale and Mr. Hughes became trustees for it. It had

been for some time in existence when Mr. Ludlow, who had

always disliked its form, had his attention directed to a circular

which had been issued by this agency without reference to

the Council of Promoters. On his return from a tour through
the provinces in behalf of the movement, he brought the
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subject of the relationship of this agency to the council before

the latter body. Not being able to attend the meeting of the

council at which the matter was discussed, he wrote my father

a letter to lay before the council. To this letter the following

was an answer.

To Mr. Ludlow.

' My DEAR FRIEND, 'November 7, 1851.

'
I did not deliver your letter last night to the council,

but tore it up. For this very irregular proceeding I am open to

any censure you please. I take upon myself the responsibility

of it. I am sure that I did what was right. And now I

call upon you frankly to say that what you did was wrong.

I know well what a semblance there was in it of truth and

adherence to principle. The devil deceives us continually

with such semblances; by how many thousands have I been

deceived ? But you were really risking a principle
—the whole

principle of association and brotherhood, for the sake of a parti-

cular notion of yours respecting the necessary way of carrying

it out.

'
I believe that the result to which we came last night goes

really much farther than your
" severance

"
would have done,

because we shall now put our independent working upon a

principle which we can and shall explain to the world, while

yours would have looked very like a mere suspicion of parti-

cular persons.
' We have solemnly declared, and shall tell the central board

and the public, that we are distinct from the agency, and

are not responsible for any of their acts. I am appointed
on my own responsibility to say why this is so. This is

accomplished without a schism, Neale and Hughes perfectly

concurring in it. We are not pledged in any way indi-

vidually or collectively to support the agency. I resisted

Furnivall's proposition that we should give any such pledge,
as being an unfair compulsion upon members of the council,

even supposing they were a minority, who might disapprove
of the agency or any of its doings. If we cannot work with
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the members of the agency upon these terms, they or we
must resign. We are bound to give them credit for a con-

scientious willingness to do so. I, at least, will not be a

party to any excommunication of them, which I believe would

be a schismatical act on our parts, most injurious to the work-

ing men.
'

I earnestly implore you to work with me, that the dividing,

warring, godless tendencies in each of our hearts which are

keeping us apart, and making association impossible, may be

kept down and extirpated. We cannot be Christian Socialists

upon any other terms.

'
I am continually discovering fresh evils and heresies in

myself. I want your help in destroying them.'

King's College was founded at the time when the need for

a University, to which the sons of dissenters might be admitted,

had led to the establishment of the University of London

and of University College. The object of its founders had

been to have a college distinctively to represent the teaching

of the English Church in the heart of the Metropolis, in which

the new college unconnected with her teaching was to be set

up. As, however, it was necessary to collect funds by private

subscription, it was essential that a place in the governing body
should be given to the original subscribers. Hence in the

constitution of the college two elements were introduced into

the governing council. Twenty-four members of it were elected

from the general body of the shareholders and members of

the college. Eighteen consisted of governors, either ex-

officio, viz. the Lord Chancellor, the Archbishop of York (the

chairman), the Bishop of London, the Chief Justice of England,
the Speaker, the Home Secretary, the Lord Mayor, the Dean
of St. Paul's, and the Dean of Westminster; or personally

named in the original charter, or the successors of those who
were so named, as Sir Robert Inglis, the Duke of Rutland, the

Marquis of Bristol, Marquis of Cholmondeley, Earl Brownlow,
Earl Home, Earl of Harrowby, Lord Radstock.

Thus the majority consisted of wealthy peers of sufficiently
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strong ecclesiastical and religious feeling to have contributed

largely to an institution intended to support the Church of

England against dissent. It was tolerably certain, therefore,

that such a body would pretty faithfully represent the current

opinion of the wealthy classes upon religious subjects, and that

at this particular period the current opinion represented would

be that of which the Record was the travestie. Under such

circumstances, the following correspondence represents what

might naturally have been expected to occur after such an

article as that in the
'

Quarterly.'

It will be seen that Dr. Jelfs letters were laid before the

council, so that I use them as public documents addressed to

my father. His letters are from drafts, not in all cases com-

plete, and from which some trifling alterations may have been

made in the copy that was sent by him.

From Dr.Jelfto F- D. M.

'K. C, L., November 7, 1851.

' My dear Professor Maurice,
'

It is with great reluctance that I write to you on a sub-

ject which has for some time engaged my painful and anxious

attention.

' After the last meeting of the council, just as the members
were departing, a conversation arose, in the course of which

great uneasiness was expressed about you. The immediate

occasion of the discussion was the article of the '

Quarterly,' which

had just then appeared ; but what was said referred not so much
to the article itself—which few had read— as to the uncom-

fortable feeling which, independently of the article, was

manifesting itself in various quarters. The impression seemed

to be that you were unconsciously identifying yourself with

language and designs of which you would be the first to

disapprove.
' The result was, that I was requested in an unofficial way

to consider the matter carefully. In compliance with that
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request I have, at such intervals of leisure as I could command,
looked into the publications bearing upon Christian Socialism.

'

Setting aside the question as to the truth or falsehood of

the economic theory which you are advocating, I have simply

inquired whether your mode of handling the subject is such as

to deserve the harsh language used by the reviewer, and I

frankly declare that, while there seems much cause for regret

that you should be devoting yourself to such an object, and

while many of your expressions appear open to grave objections,

yet I see nothing in any writings avowedly your own, incon-

sistent per se with your position as a professor of divinity in this

college.
'
I wish I could end here, or that I could speak in similar

terms of Mr. Kingsley's writings ;
but it is unfortunately a part

of my duty to speak plainly about him, and I confess that I

have rarely met with a more reckless and dangerous writer.

His mode of using Scripture is, to my mind, indescribably

irreverent (I allude more particularly to the sermon* to which

your letter is prefixed), and in general his arguments and

language strike me as in a high degree inflammatory, such as

without curing the rich of their faults, must set the poor

against the rich—in fact, his language is occasionally almost

insurrectionary.

'Now you may very likely differ from Mr. Kingsley with

regard to the tendency of such language. But forgive my
saying that, while you are found on several occasions side by
side with Mr. Kingsley

—so much so that your name, with

your designation as Professor of King's College, is paraded in

conjunction with his on large placards in inky characters in

Fleet Street—you never, so far as I can discover, express the

slightest disapprobation of what he says. T need not enlarge

*
Strange how reverend critics disagree ! This was the sermon which

Bishop Blomfield, after he had read it, so entirely approved that he with-

drew a censure he had pronounced on it before he had read it. It was the

one which led to the shameful scene in which a London incumbent, who
had invited Mr. Kingsley to his pulpit, with a full knowledge of Kingsley's

views, publicly denounced his guest in church.
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upon the consequences which such presumed approbation,

unless openly disavowed, is likely to bring, not only upon the

theological department, but even upon the department of

general literature and science, and by implication upon the

whole college.
1 All this is serious enough ;

but I will confess that my fears

of the consequences have been much increased by what I read

in yesterday's Guardian. It is there stated that Mr. Kingsley
is avowedly associated (and paraded in a placard) with several

notorious infidels, as contributing articles to the Leader, a

paper, I believe, advocating Socialism and Communism. In

that paper a report is given of a funeral oration delivered by
one of these associated writers over an infidel adulteress, in

which he speaks of the "
distorted memory of our own Paine."

'Now it is to be hoped that Mr. Kingsley will openly
disavow this connection, or that you will openly disavow Mr.

Kingsley. Otherwise it may be said justly,
" Mr. Maurice is

identified with Mr. Kingsley, and Mr. Kingsley is identified

with Mr. Holyoake, and Mr. Holyoake is identified with Tom
Paine. . . . There are only three links between King's College
and the author of the '

Rights of Man.'
' Let me entreat you to take prompt and decisive measures

to vindicate your character, to vindicate ours, from these

horrible imputations. It may not be too late. But the

council is thoroughly alarmed, and unless you are prepared to

allay their just apprehensions, the best advice which your most

sincere friend could give you, would be to resign your office

without delay.'

' 21 Queen Square, November 8, 1 8 .

'My dear Mr. Principal,
'
I found your letter on my return from the country this

afternoon. I lose no time in answering it.

'
I do not wonder that you should have been astonished and

alarmed by the article in the Guardian. I heard of its

existence first from Mr. Kingsley this very morning : I have

not seen it myself, but he tells me that the moment he read it
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he wrote an answer to this effect :
—that he had never in his

life written an article in the Leader, except a letter in refutation

of some communistic and Owenite opinions which were de-

fended by one of its contributors
;

that the publication of his

name on the list of its contributors was an impudent attempt to

involve him in opinions which he utterly disclaimed and hated
;

that Mr. Holyoake had personally attacked him on several

occasions
;

that he (Mr. Kingsley) had in a very marked

manner, in letters expressly addressed to those who were

likely to be Mr. Holyoake's readers, denounced his doctrines.

I was perfectly aware of these facts before. I knew that Mr.

Kingsley lived for no other purpose than to assert the truths

which Mr. Holyoake and tlje writers in the Leader deny. I

knew that he had been the means of delivering some directly

from the infidelity which has spread so widely among the

working classes, and that he had led numbers to feel an

affection towards Christianity and the Church which they

never felt before. Of course it is a matter of opinion
—in

some measure also a question of experience
—whether he is

taking a right or wrong method to effect these objects.
' Those who have adopted an opposite method will of

course condemn his. Those who have adopted an opposite

method successfully can bring reasons for condemning him.

But that these are the objects which are dear to him beyond

any others in the world, I am certain. If I were to use any

language, or to do any acts which should convey to the

minds of any men the impression that I admitted any of the

charges which have been made against him in the
'

Quarterly

Review '

or elsewhere, I should be guilty of a dastardly

falsehood.

' Mr. Croker's article in the '

Quarterly Review '

was

denounced in two newspapers of the highest respectability, the

Morning Chronicle and the Spectator, as containing a series of

shameful misrepresentations. With neither of these papers

have I or has Mr. Kingsley the slightest connection, nor have

they any sympathy with our economical views. An eminent

judge told a near connection of mine that he ought not to

VOL. II. G
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answer the 'Quarterly' article in my behalf, or to let me

answer it, because its iniquity was so very obvious. But if the

council really believes any one of the charges which that

article contained, I am ready to expose its statements sentence

by sentence.

'Permit me to say, my dear sir, that these are far too

serious to permit of my adopting the course which you as a

friend have kindly suggested to me. I cannot resign my office

while such insinuations are current respecting me. I should

be unworthy of the position which I have occupied in your col-

lege, utterly unworthy to be a minister of the English Church,

if I took such a step. I ask for a full examination of anything

I have ever written or uttered in any way. If it should be

found that I have been unfaithful to my trust, the council is

bound to deprive me of it. If not, I ought to have a full

acquittal.
'

I do not ask the least mercy of the council
;

but I ask

them as English gentlemen not to [pronounce judgment before

they have received any but anonymous evidence].
'*

'K. C, L., November 9, 1851.

' My dear Professor Maurice,
'

I must just thank you for your letter, which I need not

say most triumphantly refutes all imputations connected with

the Holyoake notion, and I am thankful to say completely

annihilates any apprehensions on that score. The residuum

of my anxieties I shall now be able to deal with more calmly ;

and as soon as I have leisure I will communicate with you

again.

'I presume you will have no objection to my imparting to the

council on Friday the substance, if not the letter, of your
answer. I hope you do not fancy that I advised you to

resign
— I only put it as an alternative. With respect to the

Holyoake affair you have taken the other alternative.

'

I think we might still devise some method (without any

*
Incomplete.

— F. M.
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compromise of your high-minded resolves) to bring the remainder

of the suspicions against you under the same alternative, i.e.

that of "
allaying the just apprehensions of the council."

' Be assured that as no one would rejoice more than myself

at such a solution of our embarrassments, so no one would more

sincerely deplore the severance of our connection.'

' 21 Queen Square, November 12, 1851.
' My dear Mr. Principal,

'
I write these lines in consequence of some remarks

which fell from you in the course of our conversation this

morning.
1
It has been objected to me and to some of my friends that

we are countenancing doctrines, and promoting practices, which

are connected in a great many minds with a disbelief in

Christianity, which are connected in the minds of most with

the subversion of order and property. I answer that we

have tried to teach the working men in our words what we

have tried to show them by our acts—that Christianity is

the only means of promoting their well being and counter-

acting the moral evils which lie at the root of their physical

evils. I answer again that we have protested against the

spirit of competition and rivalry, precisely because we believe

it is leading to anarchy, and must destroy at last the property

of the rich as well as the existence of the poor.
'

It is objected that we do not fully believe in the Bible as an

authoritative teacher, and seek for some modern rationalistic

way of explaining its origin, or its doctrines, or its facts.

'

I answer—we have found an unbelief in the authority of

the Bible very common among the working men
;
we have

found infidel notions of all kinds prevailing among them
;
we

have found these notions gaining immense strength from the

notion that the Scripture refers to a future world, and not to the

present.
' Our great object has been to encounter this infidelity, by

showing them that the Bible, taken in its most simple literal

sense, declares God to be the present ruler of the world, and

g 2
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that if they have faith in Him and in His word, they will

find a help and teacher in their daily perplexities, in their

common life, which will save them from resorting to dema-

gogues as ignorant as themselves. We are therefore obliged

to discredit all fantastical neological notions of the Bible, and

to present it as the authentic declaration of God's mind and

will to His creatures.

'

It has been objected that there is a strong public opinion

against us, and that it is exhibited in the attacks which have

been made upon us in different journals. I answer that there

is a strong opinion against us, and that the journals faithfully

represent the nature and quality of it. I will, therefore, enu-

merate the opponents who have helped most to form this

public opinion.
1 First we were denounced in the first article of the '

Edinburgh
Review

'

for last January
—an article which was much praised

and pronounced to be decisive in a great many circles. It

was written by Mr. Greg, a gentleman, I believe, of un-

exceptionable character and much benevolence, but who has

since published an elaborate attack on the Old Testament

and the inspiration of the Scriptures. Secondly, we have

been bitterly and perseveringly assailed in the Daily News,
a paper of considerable circulation, supporting the views of

Mr. Cobden, and as hostile to the English clergy as any
which appears in Great Britain. Thirdly, we have been

much abused in the Tablet, the most ferocious of Roman
Catholic organs. Fourthly, we have been thought worthy
of more than one attack by the Eclectic Review, the organ
of the most democratic English dissenters. Lastly, we have

been mixed up with the revolutionary writers of France in the

last
'

Quarterly Review '

by Mr. Croker, who, if he has been

somewhat more openly and outrageously unscrupulous in his

false quotations of us than of those whom he has previously

reviewed, yet has had the honour of libelling nearly every

person (Mr. Wilberforce and Mr. Harcourt were among them)
who have made earnest efforts for the good of every class of

their fellow-creatures—who has the further honour of being
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the chosen friend and agent of a nobleman who ....
These have been our assailants. The journals which have

spoken with toleration and kindness of us have nearly all been

strongly religious journals, and of different schools—a High
Church 'Quarterly Review' (from which personally I had no

right to look for any favour) ; a Scottish Quarterly Review

established by Dr. Chalmers and Dr. Brewster, the organ of

the Free Church party ;
and the Watchman, the most moderate

of the Wesleyan papers. It has been objected to me indi-

vidually, that as a professor in a college I have no business to

occupy myself with associations of working men. I answer :

both my colleagues in the theological department are occupied
most beneficially to themselves and to others, out of college

hours, in parochial duties, one in London, the other in the

country; both of them in writing books, one of them in

special labours for his Hebrew brethren. One of my col-

leagues in the general department has the care of the soldiers

of London
;

all I believe have some duties or other which

bring them in contact with persons of a different rank, besides

those whom they teach in the college.
' Their classes in the college I believe are infinitely the better

for their labours and studies out of it. I think it should be

shown, not taken for granted, that mine are the worse for any
humble tasks in which I may have been engaged.

' If they can be shown to be evil in themselves, I am con-

demned of course. If not, I venture to submit that they are

not made evil by my connection with the college. Should the

council see fit to decree that I should cease to aid the efforts

of those friends who are striving to improve the physical and

moral condition of the working men, or cease to be a professor

in the college, I shall, without a moment's hesitation, take the

latter alternative.

1 For there are hundreds of men in the English Church ready

and able to fill the honourable offices which I should vacate.

There are not at present many (I have no doubt there

will be soon a great number) who feel as strongly as I do,

that, unless we on our side strive heart and soul to show the
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working classes that the Church is their best friend, and is

ready to make every sacrifice for their sake, we shall not

only lose all hold over them, but over the upper classes to

which we have sacrificed them. Of course this conviction of

mine is nothing to the council or to any one else, but it is

everything to me, and therefore, with God's help, I shall act

upon it.'

'K. C, L., November 14, 1851.

' My dear Professor Maurice,
' The correspondence which has passed between us was

read to-day in the council, and a clerical committee of inquiry,

to include myself, was named. No one will rejoice more

cordially than I shall do, if the result is such as to
"
allay the

just apprehensions of the council."
'

To Archdeacon Hare.

' MY DEAR JULIUS,
' November 19, 1851.

'

Very hearty thanks for Esther's letters and yours. I

entirely agree with you about my own duty in this business. I

think also with you that I ought to be very thankful that the

secret mutterings have brought forth an open act, and that I

have an opportunity of explaining myself. I am perfectly

satisfied with the tribunal to which my conduct is submitted ;
if

I had had to choose, J should have made scarcely any altera-

tions. I expect all justice from them, but I do not expect

that I shall retain my place in the college. They are ap-

pointed to consider what may be done to
"
allay the just

apprehensions of the council." Now I can do nothing

whatever to allay them. If I gave up the working associa-

tions, which I believe would be a great sin, I should feel

myself obliged to begin some similar undertaking the next

day. I cannot promise to be less responsible for the teaching

of the society than heretofore. I shall probably be more

responsible, as the promoters wish to make their teaching

more definitely Christian, and therefore propose to put it

under my direction. I shall confess no imprudences, for
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though I may have been guilty of thousands, the word might
mean one thing to the council and quite another to me. I

shall not disclaim any friend or consent to give up the name
" Christian Socialism," or pledge myself to avoid any acts in

future which have given offence in time past. I should

merely patch up a momentary reconciliation if I did any of

these things, and be accused continually of violating the

compact. Therefore my best hope is that the clerical com-

mittee should express general approbation of my behaviour as

far as the college has been concerned, should speak honourably
of the Socialist movement, and should then recommend me to

depart ;
which recommendation, upon these conditions, I

should at once comply with. For I should get a clerical, even

an Episcopal sanction for the associations
;

I should cease to

be under a government which will never regard me except

with suspicion ; and the Church would not be committed with

the working men, and the freedom of my colleagues could not

be prejudiced by any unfair treatment of me. This, therefore,

is the result which I look forward to as both probable and

desirable. At the same time, I hope that I shall do nothing

to precipitate a decision of this kind. And I am quite sure

that God will manage the matter better than I should.
1 There is not the least reason why you should come to town,

and I hope you will not think of it, at least not till you come

naturally in December. I am sure the judges will be inclined

to be only too partial to me. I do not fancy that of the

laymen in the council; but the clergy, with the exception

perhaps of Harrison, have not I should think an atom of

prejudice against me. The Bishop of London may suspect

me occasionally, but I have no reason to think that he has any

habitually unkind impressions about me.
'

Georgina sends her best love, and joins with me in the

desire that you will not interrupt better employments out of

kindness to me. I cannot say how much I care about your

love, but I foresee no issue for which all who love me may not

unite with me in being thankful.'
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'My DEAR JULIUS, 'November 22, 185 1.

'
I have not the least dream of becoming editor of the

Christian Socialist, I have been too often burnt in the periodi-

cal fire not to have a reasonable dread of it. I opposed the un-

dertaking at first, but was overruled by Ludlow's strong feeling

of its necessity. What will be done with it now is uncertain.
' The tract which I enclose, and which you may not have

seen, was written to meet some difficulties which have arisen

recently in our movement. In conformity with the maxims

of it, one of the promoters, the least definitely Christian

among them, wishes me to undertake the responsibility of

all the publications issued by the society, in order that it

may have a thoroughly Christian character, and yet that

individual members may not be held to more than they

believe. I have asked him to suspend his proposal for the

present, and he has done so. But I do not know that I can

ultimately refuse to assume a position which I certainly did

not seek, but which may have the effect of making our

purposes and methods more consistent. I should not do more,
I should only suggest works to others and overlook them.

'

Many thanks for all your kind words. I am delighted that

you and Esther think with me that I must give up everything

rather than the work of association.'

To Mr. J. N. Ldngley.

'21 Queen Square, Bloomsbury, November 26, 1851.

' My dear Sir,
'

Letters come like all things else under a divine guidance—
just when they are wanted. I should have to tell you a long

story if I explained why yours reached me just at the moment
when I was in need of the encouragement which it brought.
A little before, some rather hard words which had their own

commission, and I hope executed it, had crushed me rather

more than was right : yours were a message of another kind,

and showed me how wonderfully wounds and smarts are

weighed and tempered by the Great Physician.
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'

However, that is a somewhat selfish way of looking into

the deeply interesting annals of your experience which you
have furnished me with. It is exceedingly comfortable to

think how individual that experience is, and yet how general ;

how each person has to go through it himself, and to feel it as

his own, and yet how much it is the type of his age
—of his

nation, of his kind. It is that kind of discipline we are all

undergoing
—that kind of lesson each of us has to learn—that

we may be Independents and Churchmen, neither without the

other, distinct beings and members of a body. If I have

helped you through any steps of the process, God be thanked.

The human agency is a very blessed part of His economy ;

still the best any one of us can do is to teach his brother

how he may do without him, and yet not cease to care for

him.
'

I should think from your direction that you must be living

with an old acquaintance of my family
—at least the elders of

his with the elders of mine—Mr. Dowson. You will judge
from this that I have some connection and early sympathy
with Unitarians as well as other dissenters

;
one which I be-

lieve binds me to the fulfilment of some tasks which I have

much and sinfully neglected. I think I know the evil of Uni-

tarianism and the good which might be brought from beneath

that evil better than many. The deeper my conviction of the

truth of the name into which we are baptized as the ground
and reconciliation of all truth has become, the more have I

felt a desire to recognise that which I believe they hold or are

trying to hold
; the more strongly and passionately I believe in

a universal atonement and sacrifice, the more do I desire to

extricate them from some of the confusions into which the

narrow and dark representations of that master-principle and

key-note of social harmony have driven them.
'
I shall be delighted to hear from you on these and all

kindred topics, and all that are interesting you. My answer is

very unworthy of the letter which called it forth, but you must

excuse it as I have a good deal of business, and some of a

rather trying kind, just now on my hands.'
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From Dr. Jelf.

'King's College, London, December 20, 1851.

' My dear Professor Maurice,
'
I am requested by the council to forward to you the

report of the committee appointed to inquire into the tendency

of certain of your own writings, and also of certain others which

appear to have been sanctioned by you ;
the copy which I

enclose having been furnished to me by order of the council

for that purpose:
—

'"The Committee appointed the 14th of November, 185 1,

for the purpose of considering, in conjunction with the Prin-

cipal, the tendency of certain works alleged to have been

published by the Rev. F. D. Maurice, resolve to make the

following report :

' "
1. The Committee desire in the first place to record their

grateful sense of the value of Professor Maurice's services, of

the earnest zeal with which he discharges the duties of his

office, and especially of the beneficial influence which he

exercises over the students of the college generally, and of the

theological department in particular ;
and they see no ground

for an abatement of confidence in the soundness of his

theological teachings as a professor in this college.
' "

2. With respect to the particular subject which the

committee were appointed to consider, they are well assured

that, whatever may be the merits or demerits of what is called

' Christian Socialism
'

considered as an economic theory, the

scheme which has been set forth under that designation
— a

designation in their opinion not happily chosen—is believed

by those who have devised it to be the most effectual antidote

to
' Socialism

'

commonly so called ; and the committee cannot

-doubt that Professor Maurice has lent his aid to the carrying

out of that scheme, under a deep sense of his responsibility

to the Church, and in a spirit of genuine Christian philan-

thropy directed to the removal of great social evils, the

existence of which is acknowledged and deplored.
' " The Committee entertain a high sense of the feelings
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and motives which have prompted him to such efforts
; and

allowance being made for occasional obscurity or want of

caution in certain modes of expression, there appears to them

to be nothing in his own writings on this subject, which does

not admit of a favourable construction or which is inconsistent

with his office as professor of divinity in this college.
I "

3. At the same time the committee cannot refrain from

expressing their regret at finding that Professor Maurice's

name has been mixed up with publications on the same

subject which they consider to be of very questionable ten-

dency, so as to give rise to a general impression in regard to

him which the committee are persuaded is not warranted by
the character of his teaching in the college."

'

'21 Queen Square, December 20, 1851.

' My dear Mr. Principal,
'

I beg to thank you for forwarding to me the report

which was received and adopted
* at the meeting of the council

yesterday.
'
I cannot be sufficiently grateful for the language in which

that report was expressed, and for the kindness with which I

have been treated by you and by the council on this and on

every other occasion.
'

I cannot think that individually I have any right to the

approbation which the council has bestowed upon my teaching,

but I thankfully accept it as a testimony of the confidence which

the governing body of the college has in those to whom the

care of the students is committed. I hope to show by greater

zeal and diligence how much we all feel the value of such

encouragement.
I

I thank the council also most sincerely for their remarks

upon my proceedings out of the college. Nothing can be more

generous, I must add more just, than their explanation of the

reasons which have led me and others to adopt the phrase
" Christian Socialism

"
as descriptive of our opinions.

* This was a mistake of my father's ; the report of the clerical committee

had not been adopted by the council.— Vide infra.
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' Our object has been to separate, in what seemed to us the

most effectual way, that Socialism, which Mr. Southey
* and

other eminent Conservatives believed to be the best solution of

the practical difficulties of England, from Communism, Red

Republicanism, or any anarchical opinion whatsoever.
' We did not feel ourselves justified in giving even that modi-

fied support to some of Mr. Owen's economical views which

Mr. Southey so freely tendered to them, unless we could bear

a more emphatic and decided protest than he bore against Mr.

Owen's religious sentiments and theories. We did not adopt
the word " Christian

"
merely as a qualifying adjective. We

believe that Christianity has the power of regenerating

whatever it comes in contact with, of making that morally

healthful and vigorous which apart from it must be either

mischievous or inefficient. We found, from what we know
of the working men in England, that the conviction was

spreading more and more widely among them, that Law and

Christianity were merely the supports and agents of capital.

We wished to show them both by words and deeds that Law
and Christianity are the only protectors of all classes from

the selfishness which is the destruction of all. So far as we
can do this, we are helping to avert those tremendous social

convulsions, which, as recent experience proves, may be the

effect of lawless experiments to preserve property, as well as of

violent conspiracies against it.

'

I certainly felt when I engaged in those tasks that I was

carrying out the main principle of the college, which treats

the Church as the great instrument of intellectual and social

improvement ;
and though I felt no temptation to use my

lectures for the purpose of preaching any opinion which was

peculiar to myself, I have felt that I was practically illus-

trating the lessons which I have learnt myself and endea-

voured to teach my pupils in national and ecclesiastical

history. If I have committed any serious mistakes or have

led others to commit them while I have been pressing this

* The point of this reference to Southey is that Southey had been

himself the Editor of the
'

Quarterly.'
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object, I am glad to receive the correction of judges so able

and so impartial as those to whom my conduct has been

submitted. In any trifling efforts which I have
' *

The next letter is a public one, which was read and entered

on the minutes of the council.

'

13 Beacon, Exmouth, December 30, 1851.

' My dear Mr. Principal,
'
I received an official intimation from the Secretary of

King's College, that the council, on the 14th of November last,

had appointed a committee to examine into certain parts of my
conduct respecting which you had written to me previously.

I expressed to you at that time, in a private interview, my
gratitude to the council for their compliance with my wish,

conveyed to them through you, that my acts and words in and

out of the college might be submitted to a thorough investi-

gation. As you have transmitted to me, by direction of the

council, the report which embodies the judgment of the

committee, I may now venture to express more formally my
thanks for the kindness with which I have been treated, on

this and on every other occasion, by the governing body of

the college.
' The part of the report which alludes to my relations with

the students of the general and theological departments will, I

trust, have the effect of urging me to labour more diligently,

so long as I am connected with the college, that I may
deserve a commendation which I feel has been far too

liberally bestowed, and with too little knowledge of the

defects of which my conscience bears witness. The passages
which allude to those proceedings out of the college which

have exposed me to especial animadversion, I feel to be most

generous. The one which explains the reasons that have

induced me and others to adopt the name of " Christian

Socialists," I must also claim as most just. We certainly

* Remainder not in draft.
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believe that the Socialism which Mr. Southey, and other

eminent Conservatives, accepted as a solution of some of the

greatest practical difficulties of England, if it were based

upon Christianity, might be the most powerful protection of

the land against anarchical notions and practices, whether

taking the name of Socialism or adopted as precautions

against it. We have formed small associations among
working men for the carrying on of their own trades, in

which the Sunday is a day of rest, intemperance is checked,

political agitation is discouraged. We know that by so

doing we have led some workmen to see the folly and

danger of strikes, that we have provoked the hostility of

many incendiaries, that we have especially offended those

who were using the distresses of the lower orders as argu-

ments for infidelity. The efforts in which I have taken part

for these objects are very limited and inconsiderable. As an

individual I have done almost nothing to aid them. I believe

that the fact that a clergyman holding office in your college

is connected with them has helped to diminish some pre-

judices which a portion of the working class entertained

against his order, and to make their minds more ready for

the reception of Christian teaching. If there is any singu-

larity in my position, no one would rejoice so much as myself
that it should be removed by the general co-operation of my
brethren, and that I should be as little noticed in the crowd as

I ought to be.

' The report speaks with great kindness of some responsibility

which the committee believe I have incurred in the opinion
of the public for the statements of other persons. 1 am
bound to say that if I have ever put myself forward pre-

sumptuously and unnecessarily as a defender of my friends,

I have done so, not in consequence of their solicitations, but

in spite of them. I had the strongest convictions, from

my intimate knowledge of them, that their objects were

thoroughly Christian, that they were earnest and devoted

members of the Church of England, that they abhorred

revolutions as much as I did. If any expressions of theirs
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had led good and wise men to a different conclusion, or had

given those, who were neither, a handle for misrepresenting

them, I wished to assert what I felt to be the truth respecting

them, the more because I was certain that they possessed

talents and powers of usefulness which did not belong to me,

and that their temptations, though not greater than mine, were

of an entirely different kind.
'

Though I cannot retract one word which I have said in

their favour, I am convinced that it would have been better

for them if I had been silent. I ought to have known that

I had no credit or popularity of my own, which could make

me fit to be a voucher for others. If I offer this conviction to

the committee as a security against the danger to which I have

exposed, as they think, the college and myself, rather than

any direct pledges as to my future conduct, it is because I am

persuaded that such pledges when special, are not applicable

to new circumstances, when general, are open to a number

of different interpretations. The tenderness with which the

committee has treated my conduct, even when it seemed to

them blameable, might tempt me to use phrases which

would express my desire to conform in all respects to their

wishes. I believe real gratitude to them rather obliges me
to indulge in no vague professions. I am sure I am not

worthy to continue one of the teachers of the college a

moment longer than I retain the confidence of those who have

shown such anxiety to allow for my mistakes and defend my
intentions.

'

I cannot expect or even hope that the organs of public

opinion in the religious world will treat me more favourably
than they have done hitherto, or will hesitate to identify me
not only with friends whom I honour and love, but with those

whom they and I feel that we are solemnly pledged to resist.

Should it seem to the council that the censures of the press
are so detrimental to the college that it cannot retain a

professor who is subject to them, I shall at once bow to that

judgment and resign my office. But I hope they will find that

one who does not acknowledge the authority of newspapers is
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most willing to submit to yours, and most rejoiced that he is

bound to obey the chairman of the council* as his father in

God!
'

It may be right to mention that the paper called the

Christian Socialist, to which I said in a former letter that I

had contributed, will, after the beginning of the year, cease to

contain any political or general articles, and will be entitled the

Journal of Association.'

'My DEAR JULIUS, 'December 31, 1851.

' All blessings of the old and new year be with you all.

I had hoped this letter would have reached you on New Year's

Day. But I am afraid it is not possible, as you have no day

post, but the second has a good mark in my calendar,! and

every day in the year I trust may be a holy one to us and you.
' My interview with Dr. Jelf led me to think that he was afraid

of venturing a step beyond the strict direction of the council, I

suppose because he knows that some members of it are in

nowise well-affected to me, and might make any overdoing of

his an excuse for opening the question again. All he said of

me and my teaching was most kind; but he seemed annoyed
that I should dictate to the council in what way they ought to

deal with me. Under these circumstances I do not think it

would be fair to him, or safe for myself, to write to the Bishop
of London. I enclose the letter which I sent yesterday to the

Principal, and which he will read on Friday week (I presume)
to the council. I have altered my previous letter, not only

because it assumed that the council had adopted the report,

but because Dr. Jelf seemed to think that I had evaded the

intention of the report in the passage respecting responsibility

for the writings of others. It did not refer, he said, to the

Christian Socialist, but to the letters and prefaces I had written

in support of Kingsley. My impression is that I shall not be

meddled with
j

if I am, the testimony of the clerical members

of the council in my favour is of far greater worth to me than

any censure from the rest.

*
Bishop Blomfield.

f The clay lie became engaged to marry Miss Hare.
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'
I can think of nothing more terrible than the combination

of Louis Napoleon, the representative of the triumph of money
and the sword over law, order and faith, with Montalembert

and the whole priest party. It is a nearer approximation to

that complete embodiment of Antichrist which our prophets

look for in our time than I was prepared for; though I have

long thought that many of their guesses have a kind of inspira-

tion which is totally unconnected with any wisdom, or truth,

in the interpretations.'

To Rev. M. Maurice.

'13 Beacon, Exmouth, December 31, 1851.

' My dearest Father,
'
I hope this letter will reach you on the first day of the new

year, and will bring you all the best and dearest wishes which

we can offer you for the time that is coming. Julius says we

ought to wish every one a happy old year instead of a happy
new one

;
that is to say, I suppose, we should wish that all the

time which is past should be full of good recollections, and so

should be a pledge of good hopes. I cannot desire anything

so good for you, my dearest father, or for myself and all that

are dear to me, as that we should know the blessings which

do not belong to one or another, but which are the same

yesterday, to-day, and for ever—which are very near us, and

which are stored up in Christ for all who will receive them.

I have felt more of late than ever before how close the

invisible kingdom is to us, and how strange it is that we do

not more enter into it and apprehend the treasures of it.

May God teach us all how Christmas explains to us the years

that are past and those which are to be, here or in another

world.
' You said you should like to see the judgment of the com-

mittee appointed by King's College upon me. I enclose it

for you. I am very grateful for it, as much for the sake of

those who love me as for my own.'

VOL. II. H
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" Do penance at the altar of opinion !

"

From Dr. /elf.

'King's College, London, January 17, 1852.

' My dear Professor Maurice,
' In your official letter addressed to me there is a pas-

sage which is open to misconstruction, and to which I think it

right to recall your attention.

1 You say :

"
Although I cannot retract one word which I

have said in their favour, I am convinced that it would have

been better for them if I had been silent."

' Now you will see that in the point of view taken by the

council it is no part of their business to consider whether your

defence of certain writers was better for those writers. All the

council are concerned with is, the question whether it would

not have been better for King's College if you had been silent

—and I would submit to you, whether it would not have been

Aviser for you to look at the matter as if you were in the

council's place, and whether you might not even now add the

words,
" as well as for King's College." This would surely be

as true a statement of your convictions as that which you have

made
;

in fact, it would make your statement complete. As it

now stands you seem to ignore the fact that your silence would

have been better for the college.
' While on the subject of your letters, I could honestly

mention another point on which there is something I could

desiderate. Would it be too much to expect of you, consider-

ing the delicate treatment you have received of the committee,

that you should add somewhere,
" that will do your utmost to

bear in mind the duty and importance of not compromising
the college ?

"

' You would give no further pledge by words like these,

than what every professor impliedly undertakes virtute
officii.

But this insertion would remove the impression felt by some

(forgive my candidly stating that impression) that you are

too proud or too obstinate to condescend to allay the just

apprehensions of the council. You will understand that

this communication is the result of my own reflection alone ;
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and made in the earnest desire that this unhappy business

may by common consent be brought to a satisfactory con-

clusion.'

'My dear Mr. Principal, 'January 21, 1852.

'

If I had alluded to the opinions or interests of my
friends, or of myself, for any other purpose than that of allaying

the apprehensions of the council, I should have been guilty of

more than all the impertinence which you impute to me. I

said that my friends did not desire my apologies, and I believed

that I had done them harm, to prove that I was not likely to

repeat the acts which the committee had complained of.

' Practical men I knew valued practical securities more than

vague professions. I could offer no greater security than this,

that my defences of my friends had in my judgment failed

of the purpose for which I made them. If I had said that

they injured the college, I should have said what I did not

know. If I had said that they might prove injurious to it, I

should only have repeated what the committee had said with

an authority to which I bowed, and to which my words could

add no weight. You ask me to give a pledge that I will not

hereafter do anything to compromise the college. I should be

most happy to use those words if I could attach to them any
definite meaning.

' But it seems to me that an unconscientious man would

readily take such a pledge, because he would be sure that he

could always explain it away, that a conscientious man who had

taken it could scarcely preach a sermon without asking himself

whether there were no words in it which might offend some

person, who had a son in the college, or who might think of

sending one to it. The generous treatment I have received

from the committee does not appear to me a reason for resort-

ing to ambiguous language, when the language of the report is

so grave, distinct, and courteous.
' The council requires that its professors should be citizens,

churchmen, in some cases clergymen. It assumes that, in

these characters, they have contracted certain general obliga-

h 2
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tions, before they contracted the special obligations which

belong to them in virtue of their office. I have always felt

that these special obligations are very real and binding. I

have never fancied that I had the least right to allow any

theories of mine respecting education, any plans respecting

the particular department entrusted to my care, any caprices,

tastes, private convenience, to interfere with the principles,

administration, harmonious working of the society into which

I had sought and obtained admission. These elder duties I

have endeavoured to consider and fulfil on their own grounds ;

though I have never forgotten that the council had the fullest

right to remove me from my position in the college at any

moment, if on any account whatsoever I had lost their confi-

dence. If you have found me "
proud and obstinate

"
in that

sphere of action, in which, during eight years, you have

had an opportunity of observing me closely, I am sure you will

call upon the council, for that reason, to dismiss me from my
office. But I submit that there are other motives, besides

pride and obstinacy, which may make me desirous that the

council should determine, after a strict examination of my con-

duct, and not in consequence of any pledges general or special,

whether they can or cannot continue to trust me as a teacher

in this college.
'

P.S.— I would earnestly request that this letter, with the one

to which it is an answer, may be laid before the council at their

meeting on Friday.'

From the Secretary.

' DEAR SlR,
'

King's College, London, January 23, 1852.
'

I beg to forward to you the enclosed resolutions passed
at a special meeting of the council held this day.'

Extracts from the minutes of the Council of King's College,

London, held January 23, 1852 :
—

'

Resolved,
' That the council receive with satisfaction the report of the
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committee "that Professor Maurice's services have been of

great value, that he has discharged the duties of his office with

earnest zeal, and that he has exercised a beneficial influence

over the students of the college, and that there is no ground
for an abatement of confidence in the soundness of his theo-

logical teaching as a professor in the college.
' That with reference to the tendency of certain writings of

Professor Maurice, the council are relieved from much anxiety

by the assurance of the committee that allowance being made

for occasional obscurity, or want of caution in certain modes

of expression, there appears to them to be nothing in Professor

Maurice's own writings on the subject of Christian Socialism

which does not admit of a favourable construction, or which is

inconsistent with his office as professor of divinity in this college.
' That the council participate in the regret expressed by the

committee at finding that Professor Maurice's name has been

mixed up with publications on the same subject, which they

consider to be of very questionable tendency, so as to give

rise to a general impression with regard to him which the

committee are persuaded is not warranted by the character of

his teaching in the college.
' That the deepening or simple continuance of such impres-

sion on the public mind would be likely to produce con-

sequences to the college which the council are persuaded no

one will regret more seriously than Professor Maurice, but they

feel warranted in entertaining a confident hope from the tenor

of his letter to the Principal of December 30, 1851, as well

as from the zeal which he has always displayed for the interest

of the college, that, by increased caution for the future on his

part, any further measures on theirs will be rendered un-

necessary.'

The differences between the report of the committee and

the resolution adopted by the council are very suggestive. It is

evident that the hostile Lords had never calculated that an

investigation gravely conducted by the Bishop of London

(Blomfield), Dr. Jelf, the Dean of St. Paul's (Milman), Arch-
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deacon Harrison, Rev. J. S. M. Anderson, could result in a

decision which would be so diametrically contrary to the

dictates of current public opinion. As will be seen hereafter,

they did not forget the lesson, and resolved that in future they

would incur no such risks of a judicial investigation of facts

interfering with the carrying out of the righteous decrees of

current popular religious periodicals. Even this modified re-

solution of the council was not carried without considerable

opposition, despite the report of the committee.
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CHAPTER III.

' '

Many of us persuade ourselves, all of us have probably at one time

yielded to the opinion that reputation is necessary for the sake of usefulness.

Every hour, I think, will show us more and more that the concern about

reputation is the great hindrance to usefulness
;
that if we desire to be

useful, we must struggle against it night and day."
—F. D. M.

1852. THE GREAT IRON TRADES STRIKE UNWILLINGNESS TO

URGE IMMEDIATE CO-OPERATION ON THE MEN
;
OR TO DO

ANYTHING TO MAKE THE SPLIT BETWEEN EMPLOYERS AND

EMPLOYED MORE PERMANENT MR. KINGSLEY's ' WHO ARE

THE FRIENDS OF ORDER?' RENEWED CONFERENCES WITH

WORKING MEN—MR. SLANEY'S BILL AT LENGTH GIVES LEGAL

FORM TO THE CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATIONS THE CHARTER

OF QUEEN'S COLLEGE OBTAINED SOON AFTERWARDS MR.

KINGSLEY'S 'PERSEUS
' AND ' PHAETHON ' LORD GODERICH

ON " THE DUTY OF THE AGE "
F. D. M. ON DEMOCRACY—A

DIGGER.

A great strike and lock-out on an enormous scale throughout
the engineering and iron trades of the country now occupied
the attention of the promoters. Some of the men had threat-

ened a strike for December 31, 185 1. The masters replied by
a general lock-out on January 10, 1852.

A year earlier representatives of the executive of the men's

amalgamated society had consulted the Council of Promoters

as to the most profitable mode of employing their accumulated

funds
;
and for more than eighteen months the question of

co-operation had been discussed in the iron trade.

The promoters had thus become personally acquainted with

many of the men engaged in the new struggle.

Some of the promoters endeavoured to bring about a recon-
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ciliation between masters and men
;
others wished to urge the

men to join all together in a grand co-operative society ;
others

wished the men to take advantage of any offers made them by
individual masters, since the employers were by no means

united, and to form associations only of picked men.

My father was very anxious to prevent any false step from

spreading ruin and injuring the future relationships of employers

and employed, under pretence of offering a nostrum to the

acceptance of the men. He had no small amount of resistance

to encounter from some of the more eager champions of co-

operation as the immediate remedy for every ill.

Mr. Ludlow had given up the editorship of the Christian

Socialist to Mr. Hughes at the beginning of the new year, when

it became the Journal of Association. A very powerful appeal

to the men of the amalgamated trades, which appears in the

number of the Journal for January 24, was forwarded to my
father by Mr. Ludlow, and to this the next letter refers. Mr.

Ludlow was surprised that my father should have forwarded

this letter (which is written strongly in behalf of co-operation,

but is at the same time an appeal to all the self-sacrifice, pluck,

and character of the men), whilst yet my father himself was at

the council urging patience and moderation. Like most of my
father's friends, he assumed at the time that my father's wish,

that an earnest and honest expression of thought should not

be checked, implied that he agreed with the conclusions arrived

at by the writer. Intellectually it was a misunderstanding of

the same kind as that of the religious newspapers. The

consistency, with which my father adhered throughout life to

the principle of aiding the expression of opinions from which

he differed, was not easily recognised in each separate instance

of it.

To Mr. Ludlow*

'My DEAR FRIEND, 'January 28, 1852.
'

I kept your letter back for one or two posts, that I

might do nothing hastily. I feel sure, however, that nothing
but good can come from words so full of love and sincerity.

I have therefore sent it on. It does express faithfully what
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seems to me at present the best, I should say the only possible,

course. If God opens my eyes to see that I am wrong I hope
I shall at once confess it

;
if He shows me any way in which I

can lawfully give help, I think I shall not be slow to take it.

I may be nervously afraid of overdoing. I know you think I

am, in a great many cases ;
but I have suffered from the

overdoing of others, and I have sinned in that way not once

or twice myself. I hope it is not altogether cowardice, though

I may have a great leaven of it, which makes me tremble to

run where I have no message, or am not sent. I know God
is working ;

If I may work with Him, it is a blessing unspeak-

able
;
but to let His working by mine is terrible. However,

I have infinite reasons for asking forgiveness of my friends, as

well as of Him, for omissions, as well as commissions, innu-

merable. I shall in time wear out their patience, not, I trust,

that which is absolute and eternal.'

Also to Mr. Ludlow.
' My DEAR FRIEND, January 31, 1852.

'

I did not at once answer your letter, for the task of

self-justification becomes every day more irksome to me, and

I am beginning in most cases to prefer that judgment should

go by default against me. But as far graver matters than

my character, are at stake, I will say a few words on the points

to which you allude

'
I am urging that we should not in any case run before we

are sent, or till we have a message, and that it requires very

great and earnest consideration to know where we are sent,

and what our message is. It seems to me that the event of

ten thousand being thrown out of employment has struck

you by its imposing vastness
;

that you have felt as you

ought to feel the immense importance of the crisis
;
but that

you have concluded as you ought not to conclude, that, because

it is vast and important, therefore we should be in a hurry

to proclaim our conclusions upon it, or should decide that it

must be meant to give us an opportunity of announcing broadly

and nakedly what we believe to be the remedy for the evil.
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' This may be a call of God, it may be a temptation of the

devil, it may be—I am satisfied it is, both. I wish, therefore,

to see how we may obey the call, and resist the temptation,

and when I am trying to do so, I cannot be merely talked

down by being told that I am afraid of my own shadow—when

possibly it is not that, but the shadows of ten thousand gaunt

and starving men, with their wives and children, that I am
afraid of, or what is to me scarcely less terrible, the shadow of

the principle of co-operation exchanged for its substance. I

am obliged to speak much more determinately, authoritatively

and insolently than I have any liking to do, specially when

Louis and Furnivall are present, because I must make them

understand that it is not folly or cowardice at times to sit still,

and that they are not absolute judges a priori what are and are

not those times.
' A little boy whose elder brother had set him up on a great

heap of stools to act Gamaliel, while he sat at his feet as

Paul, when the stools came down, and he fell on his head,

cried out,
"

I won't be 'Maliel any more." I have often made
the same resolution, having as little right as the little boy
to my insecure position, and tumbling as awkwardly. But

as long as you choose to pretend that I am, for my office

sake, in any sense a Gamaliel to any of those who I trust

will some day be almost as unlike me as Paul was to his

master, so long I must take my chance of being considered

an obstructive, of being charged with flying from my shadow,
of being thought to be under evil influence, of being suspected
of aiming to stop, or make obstructions to the movement in

which I have taken part. Such experiences are not new
;

often those who have to pass through them deserve much
heavier accusations, and need them. I am sure I am not an

exception.'

Also to Mr. Ludlow.
' My dear Friend,

'

1852.
'
I have not been urging the amalgamated iron trades to

an unconditional surrender. I have not seen Newton, or any
one who represents their interests. What I said to the council
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was that I believed an unconditional surrender might be the

right way of showing the brute force there was in capital and

of bringing the case of the working men fairly before the

public, as a struggle of human beings against mere money
power.

' But I will not ask the men to starve, unless I can starve

with them. I will not put the cause of association in hazard

by pressing it upon them as a remedy, when they may not have

the means of making it a remedy. I will not deceive them

by false promises and hopes, and call upon them for sacrifices,

which they may not be morally or physically able to make.

I am certain that I am right in this : we have an awful respon-

sibility as counsellors of the working men, and as defenders of

the principle of association. I will not give up a real good for

a seeming one. I did not suppose the iron-workers could be

induced, or ought to be induced under present circumstances,

to surrender
;
but I did think, that that alternative might be

set before them, in quite a different way from that in which it

has been presented to them hitherto, not as an escape from

what is right, but as a way of enforcing it. Of course, I know
that what I said had a sound of compromise in it. I don't care

a fig for sounds. I did not mean compromise, but the very
reverse of it. I did not mean the dereliction of a principle,

but the assertion of one.
'

P.S.—Newton, I understand, meant to propose a course at

the meeting to-day which was much better than mine. He
was ready to give up circulars, or any point of honour, if the

masters will concede, as the Times said they would, the

principle for which they are contending.'

It will, perhaps, illustrate my father's view expressed in the

foregoing letter, if I mention that he used often to refer to the

trial of Hampden during the civil wars, as the all-important

point in determining for the time the national feeling on the

subject of the king's government, because Hampden was con-

demned. He always maintained that the conviction was by
this means forced home upon the national conscience, that the
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law courts could not be depended on to enforce justice and

ancient law, because power lay with the king to override them :

and thus the law-abiding sense of the nation was driven over

to the side opposed to the king. Now, such an instance as

this was in my father's mind an historical lesson, which he, the

student of the great Educator, felt bound to accept, and would

often apply. I cannot give proof for my assertion
;
but I am

convinced that it was present to his mind on this occasion.

'Fraser's Magazine
'

for January, 1852, contained an attack,

not specially severe, upon the ' Christian Socialists.' Mr.

Kingsley was at the time contributing successive portions of
'

Hypatia
'

to Fraser. To these facts the next letter refers.

' My dear Kingsley,
'

February 7, 1852.

'

Hughes has shown me your letter to the editor of
'

Fraser.' I do not think you ought to send it. So far as I can

interpret the code, or the unwritten law, of magazine ethics, no

easy task I admit, there is no obligation in one contributor to

respect the faith of another, nor any call for one whose faith

has been maligned to strike work in consequence. What I

think you have the right, and, which is perhaps more to the

purpose in any questions relating to the press, the power to

do is, to insist upon John Parker or the editor, whoever he

may be, inserting an article of yours (to be signed, if you will

follow my recommendation, not C. Kingsley, but " A Christian

Socialist "), stating very quietly, temperately, and decisively,

the real faith which we profess, why it is Conservative and

not destructive,* why it is necessary for the present crisis,

what we have and have not to do with the Inquirer* Such

a paper, written as you could write it, would be valuable

to us just now in many ways—as a lecture to friends as

well as enemies, as a sotto voce hint to Louis and Ludlow,
no less than an open admonition to the Times, Chronicle,

* Which newspaper had attacked the Christian Socialists ; ergo
' Fraser

'

had assumed, that there must be some leaning towards the sceptical views

of the Inquirer, among the Christian Socialists ; just as Dr. Jelf had, on

similar grounds, made the assumption that they agreed with Mr.

Ilolyoake.
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'

Fraser,' &c. I am very thankful that the imprudent garrulity

of Fraser's man has laid him open to this infliction, and fixes

you as the person to administer it. We might never have had

such a chance anywhere but for this very bearable and on the

whole convenient kick.
'

Hypatia
'

seems to me very powerful,

and in general true. The world has become very undramatic,

and will therefore, of course, mistake your meaning, and give

you credit for what you do not mean.
' Do not tread needlessly on any one's toes

;
and sometimes

sacrifice a tempting description, that you may avoid the

reputation of being voluptuous, which will hinder people from

doing you justice. I do not recommend you ever to make

any real sacrifice to prudence of dramatical truth, for I be-

lieve the age needs it. One character I miss which seems

necessary to complete the picture of the age, an earnest

Latin, not of Italy, but probably with a mixture of African

blood.
' Read Augustine's

' Confessions' again, note their entire con-

trast with the modern methodistical confessions : the confession

of God is always in him, and the search after Him.'

' My DEAR KlNGSLEY,
'

February II, 1852.
' You will not arrive at the differentia of the Latin merely

from the '

Confessions,' important as they are. If you have

time to take a glance at the De Civitate Dei, especially the

metaphysical parts of it (that on the homo secundum Deum and

the homo secundum hominem taught me more than all the meta-

physical books I ever came in contact with, and threw back a

wonderful light on Plato), you will, I think, discover, far better

than I can tell you, wherein the Latin excelled the Greek, and

was the witness and prophet of a regenerate social order for

the universe, not merely, which is the best that can be said of

Cyril or of Chrysostom, a brave antagonist, as a regenerate

individual man, of a detestable social system. The real

strength of Augustine was acquired, I conceive, through his

early baptism in the Styx of Manichasanism, and his discovery

that God must be the deliverer from it. I do not say that he
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ever shook off the distemper ;
it came back again frequently

in his battle with Pelagius, and I think also with the

Donatists, to whose real conviction I should suppose he never

did justice, but was content to produce an unsatisfactory-

exposition of the parable of the good and bad fish against

them. Nevertheless, he did learn and believe inwardly,

however he might waver, that the world which God has

made must be good. And therefore he had to believe also

that there is an order at the bottom of it, and that this may
and must vindicate itself some day. This inward persuasion

belonged, as I hold, to Augustine qua Latin, though it was

rooted in him by peculiar experiences, and was affected, on

the whole not expanded or improved, by his African birth and

education. And therefore the Latin mind could meet the

Gothic and combine with it, while the Greek regarded it as

merely uncouth and frightful. The reverence for women
and the dream of a domestic life, however alien from the

existing condition of the Western Empire, were capable of

assimilating with those older parts of the Latin character

which the Christian Church educated and again made

mighty. From this union I need not tell you the modern

West has been born, and a very glorious birth I hold it to be,

though the child may have passed through rickets, croup,

scarlet fever, and every other disease to which flesh is heir,

and many to which spirit is heir, after it went to school and

since it has been stalking about as a full grown gentle-

man. The love of order and concentration in the Latin may
have given birth to popedoms, empires, military despotisms,

without end
;
the savage old Goth may have had his indepen-

dence, private judgment, Germanic conceits, and all the rest of

it
;
but the two together make something better than has yet

been, though, I trust, to be hammered into Greek and Jew in

the days which are to be. Now what strikes me is, that as

you have different Greek and Jew specimens of the expiring

world, you ought not only to have a Gothic specimen of the

new world. Merely as a lively contrast to Alexandrian

civilisation and corruption he may be sufficient, not as a
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complete picture of the elements out of which God would

make a Christendom. But though I speak decisively, I have

a very strong secret opinion that you know infinitely more
about the laws of dramatic art, and the demands of your own

subject, than I do, and I should be sorry if I tempted you to put

any figure upon the canvas, which would disturb the grouping
of those which are there already.'

' My DEAR KlNGSLEY,
'

February 21, 1852.
' Parker has sent me the letter. I quite approve of the

publication, and so does Hughes upon my representation of its

contents : he has not yet read it. I think it may do much

good. But I made a stupid blunder when you returned the

two sheets on Monday.
'

Thinking one was only my own nonsense which you had

copied, with improvements, I burnt that one in a great hurry
and found to my horror that the next sheet did not connect with

the previous one. As I knew it was important that Parker should

have it that day, I wrote in two or three sentences which I

think made the whole good sense, and were in the spirit of

those which I recollected. Still it is hardly fair to you that

you should not have your own say. Shall I send back the

MSS. to be filled up ? There cannot be much omitted, but

I will send it you if you please on Monday, or else give it at

once to a printer, and send you the proofs, in which you can

make alterations if you find them necessary. Will you describe

it (I like the first title very much),
" A Letter to

'

Fraser's

Magazine
'

in Answer, &c," or how otherwise? However, you
can settle that by-and-by.

'

I wish you were in London. I am very anxious about the

next step of the engineers. They purpose to call a meeting
of all the trade societies to ask for their help and sympathy.

They asked me, through Hughes, to preside. I said that if I

had a case to go with, I would at once call on the Bishop of

London and ask him what he would like me to do, but that

I did not think I had a case
;
that it seemed to me too much

like throwing away the scabbard, and proclaiming that the
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war with capitalists was begun. Neale thought that they

might change the meeting into one for a petition to the

Legislature asking them to support their own law, permitting

combinations, against the determination of the masters to make
it nugatory.

'
I saw Newton yesterday and told him that this was the

suggestion of the council. He gave, I think, very good
reasons why that would be a hopeless course, and might lead

the House to repeal, or at least restrict the law, instead of

enlarging it
;

but I was not convinced by his arguments
in favour of the meeting, though they were able and such as

gave me a very favourable opinion of his sense. Especially I

urged him not to bring forward the plan of a great bank for

co-operation, without the most careful consideration of the

principle and the details.

'
I am sure the men are gaining ground now through the

wildness of the masters, but a false move may be ruinous.

Tell me what your opinion is. I want to get at the clergy

and see if they can do anything. Hughes had agreed to go
with me to the Bishop of Oxford. Your letter may do much

good in this way ;
but it should be a pamphlet to the upper

classes, not a tract for the lower.'

It would appear, however, that ultimately Parker declined to

publish the letter, for it bears on its title-page the names of

E. Lumley and J. J. Bezer, the latter a man who had been

set up as a publisher by the promoters, no living publisher

venturing to commit himself to the risk of publishing, in the

teeth of the storm of public opinion, either the Christian

Socialist or the ' Tracts on Christian Socialism.' The title

adopted by Mr. Kingsley for his letter was,
" Who are the Friends

of Order ? A reply to certain observations in a late number of
'

Fraser's Magazine.'
"

The conferences with working men which had taken place

in 1849 had, on the setting up of the various associations,

gradually merged in the conferences between the promoters and

associates. At first, whilst all the questions connected with
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association were new, it had been more convenient to discuss

them among those who were interested in them. But as soon

as these had been pretty thoroughly threshed out, the associa-

tion conferences lost their interest, and became concerned with

mere matters of business, in which my father, at all events, felt

that he was not engaged in his proper work. But very many,
both of his friends and of the working men who had not joined

them, had been very much interested in the more general con-

ferences. A strong wish was expressed for their revival, and

accordingly due notice was given that on the 10th of March,

1852, the conferences would be resumed in the cutters' room of

the Tailors' Association at 34, Castle Street. A " Hall of Asso-

ciation
" was in course of being built, but the only conferences

of which any record survives took place before it was finished.

The meetings were held on alternate Wednesdays. My father

presided at all of them. The first was a purely preliminary

meeting. A subject was proposed for the next—" What are the

relations which should exist between capital and labour ?
"

No such conference took place. The discussion was set

aside at my father's intsiance because he disliked discussions

on "
capital,"

" labour
"

; wishing instead for discussions on men,

their duties and relationships. The first meeting was on the

subject of "
Trades-unions, their effects on the condition of the

working classes in past times, and their probable future as

connected with the co-operative movement." It had not taken

place when the following letter was written, but the subject

for the meeting had been announced. He had given two

lectures at the Greenwich Literary and Scientific Institute on

Co-operation.

' My dear Friend,
' March 21, 1852.

'

I thank you very heartily for your letter. I do not

think I can at present make my feelings respecting Christian

Socialism intelligible to you. But I am glad you have read

my Greenwich lectures (there is not to be a third), because

I have expressed in them, not clearly, but more clearly than

elsewhere, what is the ground upon which I stand myself, and

vol.. 11. 1
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upon which I believe we must all stand. So long as it is a

question between capital and labour, I am satisfied there will

be endless controversies. You will take one side, Neale

another, Le Chevalier a third. You will all feel that you are

supporting a principle ; you will be very apt to give that

principle an exaggerated; exclusive, distorted character. For

you will not be clear whether you are supporting a new and

juster arrangement of things, or whether you are conteuding

for the rights and relations of persons. What I have tried

to say in the lectures is that the reorganisers of society and

the conservators of society are at war because they start from

the same vicious premisses; because they tacitly assume land,

goods, money, labour, some subjects of possession, to be the

basis of society, and therefore wish to begin by changing or

maintaining the conditions of that possession ; whereas, the

true radical reform and radical conservation must go much

deeper and say :

" Human relations not only should lie, but

do lie beneath all these, and when you substitute—upon
one pretext or another—property relations for these, you

destroy our English life and English constitution, you intro-

duce hopeless anarchy."
' Of course we have all said this in a hundred ways ;

but "we

have not, it seems to me, said it distinctly and emphatically

enough. We have tampered with the foreign Socialism,

saying it would be good if Christianity were at the basis of

it. We have tampered with the English capitalism, saying
" Lord Derby and his followers—Cobden and his followers—
would be right if only they respected the working men's

interests as well as those of the upper class, of the middle

class." We have not said,
" The Foreign Socialism is good,

just because it is a tremendous protest against an abuse of

the first laws of human society, which must be stopped, and

Christianity can only set it right by striking at that foun-

dation. The English capitalism is only good so far as it

affirms the veritable existence of a right and true order
;

it

is false, utterly false, in its theory of what that order is, and
so far from wishing to see it extending its lines that it may
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comprehend the working classes, on their behalf and our own

we denounce any such extension. We say that the working
classes exist to assert the dignity of man, and to be witnesses

against that glorification of things which has destroyed the

other two." Everything, it seems to me, depends upon the

clearness with which we see this to be the issue to which

all social struggles are tending, and upon the decision and

moderation with which we assert it to be so.

'

I do not wonder if the world takes less interest in us than it

did a year ago. I am glad if it does. The world has never

understood what we are about, because we have not under-

stood it. I feared the Christian Socialist Journal because I

feared it would embarrass the question more
; strongly assert-

ing the religious principle, being very busy with the commercial

details
; leaving the public in doubt whether we were pressing

a commercial scheme upon religious maxims, or introducing
a new religion into commerce.

' The evident disagreement of the persons concerned in the

work on these fundamental points embarrassed its readers

more. I did prefer, as you say rightly, that it should become

merely commercial, just that it might not lead any one to fancy
that Christianity or politics were commercial.

' For the same reason I opposed your motion for bringing

the agency under the control of the council of promoters, and

was eager that it should work out its own problem in its own

way. I may have been right or wrong, but I have, more or

less distinctly, kept that object always before me.
' To set trade and comtfierce right 7oe must find some ground,

notfor them, but for those who are concerned in them, for men to

stand upon. That is my formula. I do not wish pedantically

to obtrude it, or to make it contract other people's work,

but it has more and more presented itself to me as the

one to which all our failures, oppositions, feeblenesses, are

driving us.

'

I resume the conferences solely in hopes of getting that ac-

knowledged by the working men
;

I would have resumed the

'Politics for the People' precisely for the same purpose. If

1 2
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we are to be teaching by books and lectures, I would try to

give them that shape and character. It is for this end I

would support a slop-working tailors' association. I will stand

by the engineers just as far as this is their end
;
and just

so far as I see they have mere commercial ends, however

respectable, I will leave them to fight their own battles as they

may.
' You know now my creed of association and my scheme of

policy. I cannot say how earnestly I should wish you to act

with me in it, or how painful it is to me to be at variance with

you about anything. But from this line I mean, with God's

help, not to swerve, though I will gladly work with any person

who seems to me aiming at right, even if I cannot adopt his

maxims, nor he mine.'

The reports of the conferences which are given in the

Journal of Association are so brief that it is very difficult to find

in the records of the speeches in which my father summed up
the discussions, any sentence which can be recognised as his

own. In several instances, however, the report represents

faithfully the line he took, and it is often very characteristic

of him. The Conference on trades-unions took place on April

21, 1852.
" The President, in summing up, recapitulated the charges

which had been made by the opener and other speakers against

the trades-unions, and the manner in which these charges had

been met. The result which all that he had heard left upon
his mind was, that this was only part of a much larger question,

one which involved the relations of labourers with one another,

and with capitalists as well as labourers. Trades-unions had

been called aristocratic societies. He thought that that de-

scription of them was true. But he thought that their ex-

clusiveness, though it might be made the pretext for all sorts

of selfishness, was not essentially a bad one. He admitted the

equality in which men should stand to one another
;
but then

they must be truly men, something more than mere animals

following blindly the animal instincts of their nature. You

I
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could not put the latter on an equality with thoughtful self-

denying men. He could not, therefore, agree with Mr.

Hughes that because they were exclusive they were essentially

bad. That exclusiveness might rest on false grounds ; if so,

they would be surely punished for it. He urged those who
felt that they were men to bear in mind that others had the

same capacities with themselves, and that they should endeav-

our all they could to make those, whom they found themselves

obliged to exclude, better men, and to bring them into fellow-

ship. Mr. Jones had asked the question, was it fair to demand

of working men that they should exhibit qualities which we did

not find in any other class of society, which we did not practise

ourselves ? He would say
'

no.' Such a demand was monstrously

unfair. But he thought there was another way of looking at

the matter. They might say to working men, and he thought

it would be kind to say to them : We have been selfish, we
have been exclusive, and we have suffered in consequence of

being so. Now do you benefit by our experience. Only in

that sense could he call upon working men to be better than

other men. He would say to the" members of trades-unions,

if you have the principles of fellowship at heart, you must

diffuse them as widely as possible, and thus convert the union

into an association."

To Mr. Mansfield on his leaving Englandfor Paraguay.
' My dear Mansfield,

'

May 8, 1852.

'

I did not know of your plan. Ludlow said something
to me about it, but I understood him that you had abandoned

it. May God bless you in it, and bring you back to be as

useful, as I am sure He means you to be, in your own land !

'

I shall miss you very much
;
more than you would easily

believe, seeing I have done so little to help you, and to show

that I had some interest in your troubles and in your works

May we all be drawn much more closely to each other in

spirit, and be rid of all the wrong which keeps us asunder. I

have much to confess, and much to repent of, before that

prayer will be granted me.'
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The question
" What should be the conduct of Co-operators

in the present state of the affairs of the country
"
was debated

in a conference on May 5, and again on May 19, on which

occasion the chairman (F. D. M.), in summing up, said,
" he

felt bound to state that he entirely disagreed with a statement

put forth by more than one speaker during the two evenings

that the discussion had lasted, that we are to put forward a

certain set of measures to which we are to require candidates

to pledge themselves. However excellent those measures

might be in themselves, or however fully he might agree with

them, the doctrine of '

measures, not men '

was one which he

must protest against with all his might. It was one which led

to great practical dishonesty. Constituents were deceived by

candidates, and it was inevitable that they should be. Young
men were sent into Parliament, pledged to particular measures
—

growing men, acquiring wisdom, gaining experience, and

who, as a consequence, were often compelled to change their

opinions upon the very measures to which they stood pledged.

What they wanted was not men tied down to certain measures,

but above all things men of principle. The impression which

the discussion had left upon his mind was, that there was one

principle which they were bound to maintain ; that a man was

worth more than a thing. The object which he would propose
to himself to find out if possible in voting for a member of

Parliament would be this :
—is this a man who sets up money

as the supreme thing ;
or does he regard man as being of

higher importance than any of the things by which he is

surrounded? In the tests by which he might seek to find

this out, he might be deceived again and again, but that would

be his aim. He would rather vote for a man who agreed with

him on this principle, though dissenting from every one of his

measures, than for a man who agreed with all his measures,
but who did not recognise that principle. And in the next

place, he would wish him to be a man of common sense,

who would understand the means by which the objects he

sought to attain could be best carried out. He would have

members go to Parliament unfettered, believing that they
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would ultimately come to the right conclusion. At all events,

that appeared to him the safe course, and the only safe course

to pursue. This he thought would reconcile the views of

different speakers. On the one hand, it seemed reasonable

that, having a definite principle, they should make all other

questions subordinate to that ;
and on the other hand, that they

should interest themselves in the various important public

questions that were brought forward. He did not shrink from

any application of the doctrine he had laid down. One

speaker, for instance, considered it necessary to pull down the

church of which he was a minister. He would say to him,

Certainly, by all means pull it down if you can
;
if it has a basis

in the nature of things, you will not succeed. It must have

something to stand on, or it will not stand. He believed that

it had something to stand on, that it was here to teach men
what he had just been telling them—to teach man the dignity

of his nature, to raise him out of all bondage, so that things

might not exercise a lordship over him." No more charac-

teristic speech than this could have been delivered on a

political subject by him. It has evidently been much spoilt in

the reporting ;
but this wish to make members of Parliament

"
representatives, not delegates," to keep Parliament a real

consultative assembly ; this sense of the moral iniquity of the

attempt to bind members by pledges ;
and of the moral wrong

done by members who make their way into Parliament by

swallowing pledges, was one of the strongest faiths of his life.

He was never tired of referring to Burke's speeches at Bristol

on the 3rd November, 1774, and that previous to the election

in 1780, as the grandest of political deliverances. He believed

the moral ground taken in them to be impregnable.

Soon after Mr. Slaney's Committee had reported in 1850,

Mr. Labouchere, the Home Secretary of Lord Russell's

Government, had requested Mr. Ludlow to draft a Bill which

should legalise the co-operative associations. On seeing the

draft Mr. Labouchere seems to have been alarmed by finding

that the change in the law would be more serious than he had ex-

pected, and whilst expressing friendliness had postponed action.
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On February 20, 185 1, Mr. Slaney obtained a new Commit-

tee " to consider the law of Partnership, and the expediency

of facilitating the limitation of liability, with a view to encour-

age useful enterprise, and the additional employment of labour."

On February 17, 1852, Mr. Slaney again brought forward

the question, expressly referring to the co-operative societies,

and to the evidence which his Committee had received on the

subject. In reply, Mr. Labouchere promised a Commission

to inquire into the law of partnership. A few days afterwards

the Conservatives replaced the Liberals in office.

The delay had been largely due to the fact that the working

men had been trained for years by agitators to distrust all

government ;

* the living generation of them had only within

the few years since 1848 been brought into actual contact with

men, who, not for the purpose of party political ends, were

seeking to remedy their practical difficulties
; every effort had

been strained by the press to induce them to distrust these

men : moreover, a certain shyness of what to them was new

and strange prevented them from following the advice of the

promoters to join in orderly petitions through the several

members for their towns and counties. The only form of

petition to which they had been trained by the agitators was

a mass petition, intended to terrorise by an exhibition of

physical force. Petitions depending for their effect on the

honest setting forth of a practical grievance on a specific

subject, and assuming the honest desire of the House to put

*
I am only recording, almost entirely from contemporary evidence, the

influences which actually affected the conduct of the men at this time, and

that conduct as it actually was. I am most anxious not to discredit many
other efforts, with which this history is not concerned. But the shortness of

men's memory as to past services is sometimes startling. In the Inter-

national Trade Conference in Paris on October 29, 1883, an English repre-

sentative, Mr. Burnett,
"
pointed to the example of England as conclusive

"

against anything being ever done, by any but working men, to regulate the

employment of women and children. "There all had been done by the

organisation of the men themselves." Such is the remembrance of all

Lord Shaftesbury's services ! It is not therefore surprising, that, at this

time, the promoters had practically to deal with men who acted as if all

outside their own ranks had till then been enemies.
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them right, were an altogether new and untried thing. Hence

the most earnest appeals of the promoters to the men, to

adopt the only course that would ensure the early passing of

a bill, met with no response at all corresponding to the actual

strength of the feeling among the body of working men. The

Liberal Government had been afraid of many of their sup-

porters, and had been glad enough to shirk the question.

Nevertheless, thanks to the nature of the evidence produced
before Mr. Slaney's committees, and the vigorous pressure

brought to bear by the promoters on individual members,

from whom amidst the storm of newspaper misrepresentation,

they never met with a single rebuff when the rights of the case

had been fairly set forth, the question was silently making

way. When in February 1852, Lord Derby's Government

came into power, the Bill was promised the support of the

Ministry, and being brought in as a private measure, under

the title of the " Industrial and Provident Partnerships Bill,"

by Messrs. Slaney, Tufnell and Sotheron, two of them Liberals,

the latter a Conservative, it was by the nth June read a third

time in the House of Lords and passed.

Mr. Ludlow had been engaged in drafting the charter for

Queen's College, and in doing so, protested to my father

against the self-denying ordinance by which the professors

were transferring the government of the college, till then

vested in their hands, to an independent council.

' My dear Friend,
'

Summer, 1852.

'
I did not write to you till I had seen the bill and got

the charter. I heartily agree with all you say on the first

point, and am rejoiced that you should say and feel it. If

God puts it into into our hands, let us rejoice with all thank-

fulness, and ask to be taught how we may work in it with all

zeal and union. I hope not to shirk any task which He lays

upon me, though I believe I have scattered the few hints

which I had to scatter, and that silence would often be most

fitting for me on that and most other subjects.
' There is much in what you say about Queen's College ;
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but the exceeding awkwardness and difficulty of judging each

other has decided the professors to desire thai all jurisdiction

should be vested in the council
; they retaining the really

practical power of teaching, and whatever appertains to it. I

think, indeed I know, there are possible and probable evils in

such a self-denying ordinance, but on the whole they seem to

me less than those from which we are suffering at present.

The bishop would be very glad to have a principal, and that

would perhaps be the best course, but the committee of educa-

tion have a kind delicacy about suspending me in my office

of chairman, and, with the present feeling about me in various

quarters, I would never consent to be anything else.'

'

Ely Cottage, Lee Road, Blackheath,
' My dear Kingsley,

'

July 12, 1852.

'

I have thought often of your
'

Perseus,' and shall delight

to see it in full glory. I want to talk with you some time or

other about a way in which it seems to me possible to gratify

safely Ludlow's and Louis' desire for a periodical. The

present state of parties seems to me to demand, some way or

other, a work which shall honestly and deliberately set itself

to do what you have declared in your letter on Order to be

the function of the Christian Socialist. Hitherto we have

been mere Ishmaelites, not only by position but too much in

spirit. We shall be much stronger, and be much more terrible

to the oppressors and dividers of the world, if we resolutely

undertake the office of reconcilers
;
reconciliation being, as I

believe, the destruction of compromise. Our kindest love to

Mrs. Kingsley and the three children
;
the youngest may

receive it in some concrete shape ;
it is in the blessed state of

not comprehending abstractions.'

The "
dialogue

"
which the following letters discuss was

that afterwards published as ' Phaethon
;
or Loose Thoughts

for Loose Thinkers.' No others of the intended series ap-

peared.
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'

Blackaller's Lodgings, Littlehampton,

'My DEAR KlNGSLEY,
'

August 6, 1852.

'

I only got your
"
dialogue

"
last night. I am on my

way to Hurstmonceaux, and I hope by scribbling these lines in

a little pot-house by the station, I may save the Brighton post.

Georgina has tried to say what she felt to Mrs. Kingsley.

I must stick to business.
'

I think Macmillan, when he has read your
"
dialogue,"

which I will take care shall be packed—if it needed such com-

mendations—with all high words from Hare and me, would

publish the dialogue with or without your name, and would

give you at once all that a magazine editor would give for it,

in hopes that it might be the beginning
—

though you need not

pledge yourself to this, and must not think of it till
'

Hypatia
'

is done—of a series of blows to Chapman and Co., which you

might deal out by yourself, and in which I might be bottle-

holder. I know you have dark designs of the kind, and

Cambridge is just the place for such a fight, certainly the place
where a Platonic dialogue would be best understood. May I

manage the negotiations ?
"

To Mr. Daniel Macmillan.

4
Blackaller's Lodgings, Littlehampton, Sussex,

'My dear Macmillan, 'August 9, 1852.
'

I propose to send by the train from this place to-day

another batch of my sermons from the 6th to the 20th.* You
will find with them another MS., of which I must speak at

greater length, as I believe its value is much greater. Before

last Easter, Kingsley received a letter from a young man who
had been much perplexed by the Chapman doctrines about

truth being merely subjective. He wrote off this dialogue,

which he read to me about three months ago. I was exceed-

ingly delighted with it. He sent it to me one day last week.

The next day I was going over to Hurstmonceaux and I took

it with me. Though Hare is in a sadly broken state, hardly

able to take an interest in anything, he read it with exceeding

* On the "
Prophets and Kings of the Old Testament."
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delight, and spoke of its great beauty and excellence, both as

an imitation of Plato and for its direct purpose. He is

the best judge I know on such a subject, and my opinion

entirely coincides with his. I think it may be and ought to

be one of a series. If the rest were written with anything

like the same power and spirit, they would be most valuable

agents in the
"
restoration of belief," and in striking deadly

blows at what Kingsley and I agree in feeling to be th

plague of this time. I feel this so strongly, and that Cam-

bridge is the place to bring out such a series, and that

you would be carrying out all your noblest plans if you
commenced it, that I wrote to Kingsley saying I should

propose it to you. I send you his answer, which came

by return of post to-day, which is himself all over
'

' My dear Kingsley,
'

August 13, 1852.

'
I spent a few hours in London to-day, and saw

Macmillan, who is there. His brother has read the dialogue,

and is much delighted with it. He only objects for business

reasons to its shortness, and as to whether it could not be

somehow introduced by or into a story
—I suppose in the kind

of setting which Tennyson has devised for some of his gems,
and which is often as perfect as the gem itself, or like

Christopher Sly and the '

Taming of the Shrew.'
' A modern envelopment might explain the transition from

Athens to Cambridge or Edinburgh, which you contemplate.'

To Miss Prisrilla Maurice.

'

Prees, Salop, September I, 1852.

'. . . . I waited till I got into these friendly quarters

to thank you for your very kind letter, and for the present

you design for me.
' Your letter was very welcome indeed. It told me at least

what I ought to have been and to be ; very little what I have

been and am. I am afraid I have watched very little as one

who is to give account. I have a very strong feeling of the

duty of testifying for the name and kingdom of God
;
a very
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deep conviction that Protestants and Romanists alike are

setting up a religion in place of God, and are often shame-

fully maligning Him. I feel that if ever I do the work which

I am sent into the world to do, I must more earnestly call

upon the Church to believe in God the Father, the Son, and

the Spirit, and not to confound Him with the Evil Spirit. If

I did this faithfully and heartily, I should think that I was

labouring for the salvation of individual souls, and of the

whole Church and of mankind. But the feebleness and in-

sincerity of my witness in words and life often appal me, and

would make me despair if I were not thoroughly convinced

that God is His own witness, and He will use us when His

good time comes, and that we are to wait for it, and believe

that in spite of all that one is and is not.'

To Rei>. M. and Mrs. Maurice.

'

Prees, Shrewsbury, September 2, 1852.

' My dearest Father and Mother,
'

I rejoice that God permits me once more to write to

you on this day, and to desire that it may yet return with the

same mercies and pledge of blessings to us all. I am sure

that the repetition of such days is an ever renewed token that

He is with us seeking our good, and desiring to bind us in

closer bonds to Himself and to each other. All union is, I

am certain, of Him
; everything that breaks it, and mars it,

of ourselves. I have need every day to confess how much I

have set at nought and trifled with the blessed ties by which

He has knit me to dear friends and relations
;
sometimes the

thought is appalling. But above all, and beneath all, is the

sense of a reconciling love which is stronger than all one's

selfishness, and which will overcome it at last
'

The circumstances to which the next letters to Mr. Ludlow

refer will best be told in the words of a letter from Mr. Hughes.
It is necessary to explain that the pamphlet by the then Lord

Goderich, which probably differed somewhat in its printed

form from that which it had taken in manuscript, is in its
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printed form a strong assertion of democracy as the great fact

of the age, and of " the duty of the age
"

to recognise this, to

help it forward and to bring the democracy into accord with

the government of Christ. The writer expressly calls himself

a " democrat
" and urges the working men, whom he more ex-

pressly addresses, to strive by all honest means for universal

suffrage and to make themselves worthy of it.

It will perhaps be well also to premise that my father at all

times considered it to be the duty of statesmen to look forward

with hope to the time when all men should be Jit to take their

own place in the Commonwealth, and a further duty to do their

utmost to help forward such a time, but he looked upon it as

equally their duty to endeavour not to admit men to the

franchise before they were fit for it. It is not, however, to

suffrage questions that the letters directly refer.

Letterfrom Mr. T. Hughes.

' As you know, the " Tracts by Christian Socialists
"
were

coming out, under the care of a publishing committee on which

were Ludlow, I, and Kingsley
— I forget whether any one else,

but with your father as supreme authority, no tract being

published without his sanction.

'

Well, this being so, Goderich (as he then was) sent me
the MS. of his

'

Duty of the Age.' I was the only one in

town, and, unless I am much mistaken, your father was out

of England. At any rate I didn't know where to get at him.

So I sent the tract down to Kingsley and received it back

with a perfect song of triumph, that a young lord should at

last have taken his place frankly in the front line of the

people's army, &c, &c. Without waiting for your father's

sanction, I sent the MS. to be printed by Bezer, the one-

eyed Chartist costermonger whom we— Heaven save the

mark !
—had set up as our publisher ! Goderich consented

to bear the extra expense, so I ordered it to be printed

on good paper, with ample margin (see copy by this book

post), and put upcn the title-page my two favourite quotations,

and we all thought millennium was a coming with a wet sail !
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1 When lo ! and behold your father turns up, and I, in gayness
of heart, wrote to obtain his sanction to publication, just as a

matter of form ! I got in reply a precious wigging (the only
one I ever had) with orders to suppress the whole edition, and

it was consequently carried ignominiously up to my chambers

in Old Square by Movoif/ (as we used to call the one-eyed

Chartist), and there remained for years until, on moving, I

sent it to Lord Ripon's (some dozen huge square brown-paper

packages), where it remains, I take it, to this day. I kept,

however, some few copies, one of which I send you by book

post, as it is a sort of literary curiosity ;
never having been

entered at Stationers' Hall.

' But what I want to impress on you is that this is the most

crucial test of your father's pluck, more so a great deal than

the central agency business, for every man of us was against

him. It was a perfect thunderbolt when your father came

down with his peremptory veto. On every other occasion, as

on the agency business, he had a strong minority, at any rate,

on his side
;
but in this not a man, so far as I remember.

However, he had his way, as you see—and on the whole I

think a very good job too.'

Mr. Ludlow doubts if so many of the council read the

pamphlet as Mr. Hughes supposes to have seen it. He did

not himself know who the author was till after he had read and

approved it.

To Mr. Ludlow.
* My dear Friend,

'

September, 1852.

'

I submit thankfully, or, at least, I wish to do so, to

any reproof you may administer. I have perhaps too quickly

forgotten the letter and all about it, for I at once explained to

Lord Goderich why I had written it, and how certainly I

should not have written it, if I had not had the fullest

confidence in his honesty and manliness. I have never

received so many proofs of kindness and trust from him as

since he saw it ;
if any annoyance remains in his mind, I am

much grieved.
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1 But I do not think there can be. I did not recollect that

I had mentioned you in the letter. I might have said—I

daresay I did—that I wished you to see it, because though

I have no hope of being understood by people generally, I

am anxious not to be misunderstood by those with whom
I am acting, and especially not to get credit with them for

agreement when I see things differently. It is quite un-

necessary to enter into the general question. I have often

explained to you that monarchy with me is a starting-point,

and that I look upon Socialism as historically developed out

of it, not absorbing it into itself. You, as far as I see, begin

with democracy, and develop something like a monarchy out

of it. The difference is one of method
;
and differences of

method are to me very practical and important. But I do

not want to convert you ;
I only want you to see whereabouts

I am standing. I did speak vehemently to Lord Goderich,

as I should not speak to Walter Cooper, because I hold it a

primary article of faith that every Christian man should hold

the ground God has given him. How intensely that is my
conviction I cannot easily explain.'

'

Rodington Rectory, Shrewsbury. September 8, 1852.

' My dear Friend,
*F *£ 'F 7T- ?(f

' Anent democracy—I did not mean, and I certainly ex-

pressed myself very blunderingly if I left the impression on

your mind that I meant, to denounce that which bears that

name in your mind or even in Lord Goderich's.
'

I said expressly in my letter to him that Socialism—or

the acknowledgment of brotherhood in heart and fellowship

in work, seemed to me the ;

thing which you were aiming at,

the special craving of this time
;
the necessary fulfilment of

the principle of the Gospel. What I complained of was that

you had given this truth a bad name, which bad name is

much better restricted to a bad thing which certainly does

exist, and of which Christian Socialism is I believe the legiti-

mate and appointed cure. I cannot get rid of the feeling
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that whenever you use the word democracy you fall into an

equivoque. Those to whom you speak believe that you wish

the people to govern themselves. "Yes," you say, "we do.

That is, we wish them to restrain themselves
;
that is, we wish

them to submit to Christ and have Him for their king." Well,

but what I wish to know is, do they make Christ their king ?

Might they choose another if they liked ? If not, your demo-

cracy is not what other people intend by it, and what they

have a right to intend by it. Twist the word as you will, it

must imply a right on the part of the people to choose,

cashier and depose their rulers. It must imply that power

proceeds from them, that it does not find them. Lord Goderich

adopts Carlyle as his voucher for democracy ; though Carlyle

is always raving about the king and hero whom people must

obey. You do not swear by him at all. But how can you

escape from the endless contradictions and cross purposes in

which he is involved—from his recognition of two great truths,

that the king is given, and the people is given, and his inability

to reconcile them because he does not confess the giver
—

unless you frankly cast away the phrase which is the plea for

all inversion. I do not want to rob you of a single conviction
;

I want you only to dismiss what sets all your convictions, it

seems to me, ajar, and prevents them from bearing, as they

ought to do, upon the conscience and heart of the English

people. A king given, an aristocracy given, and I can see

my way clearly to call upon them to do the work which God
has laid upon them

;
to repent of their sins, to labour that the

whole manhood of the country may have a voice, that every
member of Christ's body may be indeed a free man. But recon-

stitute society upon the democratic basis—treat the sovereign
and the aristocracy as not intended to rule and guide the land,

as only holding their commissions from us—and I anticipate

nothing but a most accursed sacerdotal rule or a military

despotism, with the great body of the population in either case

morally, politically, physically serfs, more than they are at

present or ever have been.

vol. 11. K
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'

I admit all you say of my unfitness to govern. But it

certainly does not arise from my unbelief in democracy, and

would not be corrected if I embraced it. I am naturally by

birth, education, everything, a democrat. I have arrived at

my convictions about monarchy and aristocracy by sheer force

of evidence, reflection on history, belief in God's revelation.

I can prove, as you do, one process by the opposite. But I

must begin from the Father if I am to acknowledge the Son ;

from the head if I am to acknowledge a body, from the one

Spirit if I am to see life in the many members. History is to

me the most beautiful unfolding of God's purpose for mankind,

amidst all. contradictions of human self-will, when I take it as I

find it, and do not slip in a theory at the back of the facts
;

it

is a most horrible dissonance, when I look upon all the past

as only existing to destroy itself, and to bring forth the many-
headed monster in our day.

' What displeases me most in Lord Goderich's pamphlet, if

it is in print what it was in manuscript, is what offended me

years ago in an anti-slavery speech of O'Connell's. I mean

the indignation expressed at the Americans, not because they

violate Christ's Gospel, but because they outrage the principle

of democracy, by keeping slaves. What can be so unfair as

this mode of speaking ? Prove if you like, and if you can, that

democracy may exist without slavery. Confute the evidence

which leads superficial people like me to doubt if it can
;
but

to take for granted their repugnance, with so many facts in the

old world against it, and with the startling phenomenon which

the Northern States just as much as the Southern present in

modern days (see on that point
' Uncle Tom's Cabin,' passim)

does seem to me flagrantly unjust to the people of the United

States, and a flagrant outrage upon all fair reasoning. The

triumph which the liberated negro, according to Mrs. Stowe,

who is evidently an honest and hearty republican, feels when

he sets foot on the free soil of Canada, is only an echo of my
own deepest convictions that the voice of the deliverer must

come as the voice of the king ;
and that, where you have what

is called self-government, and much better and more truly
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democracy, there you must have a subject race through which

the citizen may realise his own stature, and by which he may
be admonished—most ineffectually no doubt—of the peril of

sinking into mere animalism. Let the true idea of aristocracy

as the witness of the lordship of the spirit over the flesh express

itself legitimately ;
let it have its recognised place in the com-

monwealth, or it must and will come in illegitimately as a

Plutocracy or a Chromatocracy. I stand upon my old English

ground. I don't want a Blackstonian balance of powers, a

negation of results, any absurd via media in State or Church.

But I must have Monarchy, Aristocracy and Socialism, or

rather Humanity, recognised as necessary elements and con-

ditions of an organic Christian society. If you keep any one

out it will avenge itself fearfully, as Aristotle says the women

did in Sparta for the neglect of them by Lycurgus.
'

I know how hard you will find it to stomach these pro-

positions, chiefly because you have so much more political

learning than I have, and are so much more up with the times

that you cannot go back as I do to what strike you as anti-

quated constitutional dogmas which we have outgrown. I am
in my second babyhood, and am still in my alphabet and

primer. I think you will have to begin your elements again,

and when you have got them well by heart, all your higher

knowledge will be of unspeakable worth to you. I envy it

now more than I like to confess
;
then I shall not envy it, but

shall be most delighted to profit by it, and fill up in some little

degree the immense chasms in my information and experience.

I do hope that I may be of some little use, not in my own

person but in giving a foundation to the minds of some who
have materials for building, and a knowledge of order which I

am utterly wanting in. That is my vocation. You will find

more and more that I can do something when I remember it,

and nothing at all when I lose sight of it and try my hand at

some work which you, and much less wise men than you, will

perform when the time comes, as I hope and believe, famously
well. I fear I shall always seem to you only an obstructive,

though in my heart and conscience I do not believe that 1 am
k 2
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one. I would not willingly burn up any of your wood, hay or

stubble
;

but for my task neither that nor your gold and

precious stones are of much avail. I am only a digger. God

bless you.'

4

Rodington Rectory,

'Saturday, September n, 1852,
' My dear Kingsley,

'

I cannot easily explain to you how much I am cheered

and delighted with the prospect which your series of dialogues

opens to me. My sympathies are naturally most strong with

the epilogue : it expresses so much of what I have felt and

have wished to say. But for that very reason I am more

suspicious of my own judgment and have determined to be

more watchful and exacting.
'
I almost fear that you will be thought not to have bridged

over with sufficient care, for ordinary readers, the passage

between dialectics and Catholic faith, which looks to the

majority such a hopeless chasm. You have also very naturally,

considering the cause you were engaged in, thrown, which

is not your usual temptation, an overweight into the High
Church scale, and have perhaps made the Evangelical a little

too light, at least so it will appear to many over whom you

might have a healthful influence. Thirdly, you have scarcely

allowed sufficiently for the kind of reaction to which Emer-

sonianism (though it may as you say be descended on the

father's side from Calvinism) is owing, against the broad

money-getting materialist tendencies of the United States. I

should have been disposed, but I leave the hint for your con-

sideration as it may not be so easy to work out, to start from

this point ;
to try to make, perhaps through Templeton, an

acknowledgment that he and his school had been dazzled by
the vision of a spiritual world suddenly bursting upon them in

the midst of the cotton plantations and in the cotton markets,

that the discovery of such a spiritual world as having to do

with them was likely enough to turn their brains, seeing that

all their religious teachers had led them to think that it was
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intended only for a certain elect class the most alien from

them.
' In this way you might, I think, less offensively connect the

new and the old, and it might enable you to develop the two

sides of Puritanism, viz. the strong assurance of a divine

calling and of God as a personal ruler to which America owes

the felling of her trees and the building up of her society : an

assurance, it should in all honesty be added, which enabled

them to assert a real divine government of the world in

opposition to the Laudian government by rope and cope, but

which led them to the tyrannical confusion of outward law

and inward morality
—this first, then secondly the exclusive

arrogation to themselves of a property in all invisible and

divine treasures. Justice should be done here also to the

reality of their convictions, to their actual perception of that

which eye hath not seen, though it ended in their mistaking
this perception for the thing seen, and so denying it to exist

except for them. I am only expanding your own thoughts,

but I believe you may expand them with advantage, some-

thing in this way.
'And then it seems to me the transition would be easier

both to Templeton's pathetic and most true statement of his

own experience, which I would not alter at all, and to the

development of your own doctrine, both respecting the creeds

and dialectic's. The creeds assert truths for mankind, truths

in themselves, which the Calvinists assert for those who dis-

cover them. Templeton and Lady Jane cannot understand

one another because she has keener spiritual perceptions and

affections than he has, and because her pastors and masters

tell her that these perceptions and affections are divinity

and that she belongs to a world from which her husband is

excluded.
' She cannot doubt the veracity of her spiritual organs. He

sometimes fancies that they belong only to women ;
sometimes

he is tempted to claim his rights in the Emersonian fashion by

talking of a great comprehensive humanity, and the like
;
but

his English sense revolts, and lie betakes himself to venison
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and claret. You tell him that what he wants is the truth for

humanity, of which these are the counterfeits
;
that if he finds

that, he and his wife will understand each other— she will defer

to his guidance and will quicken his sloth. The occupation of

dear Mr. Hunt-the-Slipper in teaching a special female Christ-

ianity, and preparing ladies for the Romish priest whom he at

the same time denounces as the child of the Devil, will be

gone, though he may pursue honester and nobler occupations,

may assert, against the mere High Church and old English

formalist, the reality of spiritual apprehensions and com-

munications, and call Scribes and Pharisees to repentance,

without pretending to decry earthly realities of which in

practice he makes only too decided an acknowledgment, or

actually decrying spiritual realities, the Catholic truths, the

truths for every one, which alone prevent the apprehensions
and experiences from being mere hysterical emotions. If he

will not do that, the Gulf of Emersonianism and Romanism is

before him
;
he must choose one or the other for himself and

his disciples. But those who, instead of adopting Proclus and

the Neo-Platonists as their guides with Emerson, will take the

old Plato and his master to help them in sifting their own

words and thoughts, will find in the old Catholic creeds the

substitute for all mere decrees of fathers, councils, popes, as

well as for all the froth of modern humanitarians. That is my
general notion, the object being to make the connection more

obvious and felt between the different subjects which are

touched in your dialogue, and to make the purpose of dialectics,

in the Platonic sense of the word, more intelligible. I should

like also that great tenderness both to the old Calvinists and

the Lady Janes of the time should accompany the necessary
denunciation of their exclusiveness. I almost think I should

hold out the subject of baptism, rather as one to be considered

hereafter, than give so much prominence to it here.'
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'

Rodington, Sunday, September 19, 1852.
' My dear Kingsley,

'. . . . I was delighted and surprised beyond measure

to find your epilogue in proof, and altered more entirely to my
mind than I could have imagined possible. ... To me it was

a great satisfaction, for I had many misgivings about my criti-

cisms. I read your MS. to Mrs. Maurice after I had written

them, and she was so exceedingly delighted with it, that I

began to fancy all female inspiration, for which I have a

German reverence, was against me. But I believe she admired

the whole for the sake of the part which she was best able to

appreciate, and that I desired to see unaltered.
' About the dialectics I was, perhaps, the best judge, and

you have done all, and more than all, I wished, in reference to

them. In fact, I can see nothing to amend except certain

printers' blunders, which I have not meddled with. I am
rather glad you do not commit yourself, as much as you had,

to a panegyric on the American Episcopalians. I have a great

respect for them, but without more accurate information I

would rather express hopes of what they may do, and assurance

of what they can do, than confidence as to the actual. ... I

We had two charming days for Beddgelert and Snowdon,
which Mrs. Maurice was not well enough to mount.

' A letter from Ludlow—very interesting, learned, and full of

kindness—convinces me how much his constructive and well-

furnished mind needs the dialectics you are recommending,
but also how much it will be disposed to nauseate them. He

complains of me sadly for professing to be merely a digger.

He says a Christian ought to build and not to be always

looking after foundations, which I doubt.
'

I wish Socrates would explain to some Lacedaemonian how
he should think about Brasidas and his death, and that Lady

Jane Templeton might be taught that the Bible has not a

double standard for judging of departed men—one a secular

(the honest belief), one a religious (a conventional)
—but

would speak of Gideon, or Samson, or Wellington, though
none of them immaculate, as having done that which is right
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in the sight of the Lord, so far as they did anything worthy of

our praise.'

To Mr. J. M. Ludlow.

' The Keble Beau, Shrewsbury,
'

September 24, 1852.
' My dear Friend,

' You treated my anti-democratical heresies with great

tenderness, of which I should not have been worthy, if I had

really given myself credit for any antiquarian knowledge which

I suspected you of wanting. I have little enough of that, as

well as of that acquaintance with the present condition of

legal, political, and economical science, which I have always

envied you for. And that was nearly what I meant by calling

myself a digger merely. If I had not been afraid of your

mistaking me, 1 should have given myself the grand title of

a theologian, and said that, leaving other spheres of thought
and activity to those who were destined for them, and had

been furnished with the gifts appropriate to them, I had taken

my ground on that one study in which most people would say

that I had a professional interest, but which most regard as

hopelessly barren. But such a statement would have been

misleading, unless I had impressed you with my own deep
conviction that theology is not (as the schoolmen have repre-

sented it) the climax of all studies, the Corinthian capital of a

magnificent edifice, composed of physics, politics, economics,

and connecting then as parts of a great system with each

other—but is the foundation upon which they all stand. And
even that language would have left my meaning open to a very

great, almost an entire, misunderstanding, unless I could ex-

change the name theology for the name God, and say that He
Himself is the root from which all human life, and human

society, and ultimately, through man, nature itself, are derived.

I tried to express all in that one phrase that I was a digger,

intending distinctly this, that I fear all economics, politics,

physics, are in danger of becoming Atheistic : not when they

are worst, but even when they are best
j

that Mill, Fourier,
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Humboldt, are more in danger of making a system which shall

absolutely exclude God, and suffice without Him, than any less

faithful and consistent thinkers—that, just so far as we are

chiefly constructive, this danger becomes more imminent and

tremendous, that the destructive analysis of the last century is

not so alarming as the synthesis of our own.
' Therefore let people call me merely a philosopher, or

merely anything else, or what they will, or what they will not;

my business, because I am a theologian, and have no vocation

except for theology, is not to build, but to dig, to show that

economy and politics (I leave physics to dear Kingsley, who

will in that region, and in every other, carry out my hints in a

way I could never dream of, and which I admire with trembling,

hope, and joy) must have a ground beneath themselves, that

society is not to be made anew by arrangements of ours, but is

to be regenerated by finding the law and ground of its order

and harmony, the only secret of its existence, in God. This

must seem to you an unpractical and unchristian method
;
to

me it is the only one which makes action possible, and

Christianity anything more than an artificial religion for the

use of believers. I wish very earnestly to be understood on

this point, because all my future course must be regulated on

this principle, or on no principle at all. The Kingdom of

Heaven is to me the great practical existing reality which -is to

renew the earth and make it a habitation for blessed spirits

instead of for demons.
' To preach the Gospel of that Kingdom, the fact that it is

among us, and is not to be set up at all, is my calling and

business. Because I have preached it so uncertainly—like one

beating the air— I have had an easy, quiet life
;

far too much
of the good opinion of my friends

; merely a few lumps of not

hard mud from those who, now and then, suspect that I have

hold of something which might make me their mischievous

enemy. But if ever I do any good work, and earn any of the

hatred, which the godly in Christ Jesus receive, and have a

right to, it must be in the way I have indicated, by proclaiming

society and humanity to be divine realities, as they stand, not
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as they may become, and by calling upon the priests, kings,

prophets of the world to answer for their sin in having made

them unreal by separating them from the living and eternal

God who has established them in Christ for His glory.
' This is what I call digging, this is what I oppose to build-

ing. And the more I read the Epistle to the Corinthians, the

more I am convinced that this was St. Paul's work, the one by

which he hoped to undermine and to unite the members of the

Apollos, Cephas, Pauline, and Christian (for those who said

"we are of Christ" were the worst canters and dividers of all)

schools. Christ the actual foundation of the universe
;
not

Christ a Messiah to those who received Him and shaped Him

according to some notion of theirs
;
the head of a body, not

the teacher of a religion, was the Christ of St. Paul. And such

a Christ I desire to preach, and to live in, and die in. Only

let us each work in the calling whereto God has called us, and

ask Him to teach us what it is, and we shall understand one

another and work together.'
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CHAPTER IV.

"
O, 'tis writ large, the thing I have to do !

"—
Spanish Gypsy.

HYPATIA AND AUGUSTINK THE DANGER TO UNITARIANS OF A

VIOLENT REACTION THE SABBATH QUESTION AT THE CRYSTAL

PALACE THE ATHANASIAN CREED THE ' PROPHETS AND
KINGS

'—LETTER INDICATING INTENTION TO GIVE SOON A

FULLER EXPRESSION TO HIS THOUGHTS—PRESENT VIEW OF
' SUBSCRIPTION NO BONDAGE '

MENTIONS TO HIS SISTER A

FORTHCOMING BOOK ADDRESSED TO UNITARIANS THE RE-

CONSTITUTION OF THE FRIENDS OF CO-OPERATORS UNDER
THE NEW ACT—HOSTILITY OF POPULAR AGITATORS—CON-

FLICTING VIEWS.

'

Rodington, September 29, 1852.
' MY DEAR KlNGSLEY,

' As a general rule I distrust death-bed stories, and I

believe clergymen and medical men, whose experience is more

extensive than mine, distrust them more. I do not see any a

priori impossibility or even improbability that a man should

have felt what the tract writer says the dying father described
;

the sin is in deducing a doctrine from a morbid and miserable

state of mind into which a man could not have come, or at

least could not have warned his children of, if the Spirit had
deserted him : for who else could put into his heart any con-

cern for their welfare, or could preserve him from wishing that

they should share his ruin ? A grave and fearful moral might
be extracted from such a narrative as to the blindness and

darkness into which a. man may bring himself respecting God's

will towards him ; but, anyhow, it is blindness to a truth which

the teacher should have declared to him, instead of accepting
and indorsing his falsehood. The wretched attempt to found
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an argument on the text from Genesis requires no comment,

except as it illustrates the common method of first deducing a

law from a code of disease, and then pretending to discover it

in the Bible.

! Now as to Raphael and Augustine, I am always afraid of

injuring your story by my hints, but such as I have I give them.

Suppose Victoria or her father got him in the first place to

hear one of Augustine's sermons
;
the subject is a Psalm. He

refines and allegorises without mercy. Nearly all the common
sense of David evaporates in mysticism ;

now and then there

is a sentence of pure gold. He puns upon the Latin version
;

extracts the meaning of a Hebrew from Latin etymologies.

This statement, which I purposely exaggerate a little, or rather

understate the amount of wheat amidst the chaff to show the

impression which this sermon would make on a Jew, you may
verify in its general outline by turning to the " Enarratio in

Psalmos
"
almost anywhere. Raphael of course is disgusted ;

he thinks David is treated by Christian preachers much as

Homer was treated by Hypatia ; however, it all serves to draw

forth a good deal of sound Hebrew feeling which his Neo-

Platonism and his subsequent despair had crushed. Next by

way of experiment (I suppose it would be possible without any
direct profession of a design to be converted

;
but this you

must ascertain from Bingham or Augusti), he goes among the

Catechumens to hear a lecture which some young deacon of

Hippo is giving. The poor fellow is bungling sadly ;
he talks

about the creed, quotes texts, produces authorities from this

and that father
; Raphael thinks the poor swarthy people had

better have been left to their old gods. Augustine conies in,

listens for awhile to this deacon, who becomes rather frightened,

bites his lips ;
he proposes to take the class. The change is

magical ;
in a few moments all eyes are fixed upon the cate-

chist. Out of those same words which had seemed to contain

a scheme of religion as hard and exclusive as those which

were falling to pieces, he draws the revelation of a God of

absolute love, of a Son manifesting this Being and fulfilling His

purposes, of a Spirit carrying illumination into the heart, peace
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into the world. And it is the natural sense of the words !

And the Africans confess it and drink it in, clods and brutes as

they are, with an intelligence which transfigures their counte-

nances, and raises them into human beings ! What did Raphael
ever see like it or feel like it at an Alexandrian lecture ? It is

very different, too, from any old Jewish discourse—different,

but, he thinks, not in kind. There is no violent contrast here,

such as he felt in the sermon. The God of the Creed might

be the God of Abraham. He might be the Lord who was to

gather all nations under His yoke. Read " De catechizandis

rudibus." It will justify this part of the picture, I think.

' The next step is a personal interview
;

the means of

bringing it about, whether it is to be accidental or sought

for, I leave to you. Raphael soon finds that he is in the

presence of a real man. There may be niaiseries in the

opening of their conversation which annoy him
;

but when

they come to close quarters he finds that Augustine knows

what evil is, not by the hearing of the ear
; that he has had

it in him and has wrestled with it to the death. He knows

it too in its palpable outward forms. He is altogether prac-

tical, and all the controversies of the schools about evil have

been translated into facts and realities by his experience.

Moreover, Raphael perceives, to his wonder, that he knows

God, not by the hearing of the ear. No Neo-Platonist ever

could speak of God near him, within him, more than he does,

but not as a fine conception, a beautiful dream into which he

is some day to be absorbed. This God, in whom he is living

and moving, is as personal and substantial as any Hebrew

could believe Him to be, the Warrior with Evil, the Conqueror
of it, the Being in whom the Spirit of Lies wishes men not to

believe and trust.

' This is enough, I think, for the Jew's conversion so far as

Augustine has a share in it. He on his side is not discomfited

by finding that his new-born son is not the counterpart of

himself. He is thankful to have begotten him in God's image,

not in his own. There is a freedom and toleration in Augustine,

quite equal to bear with his heresies on marriage, and with
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many other great practical differences. The effect of these

differences on their subsequent intercourse, I take it, is this :

Augustine believes that the City of God, a body wholly sepa-

rate from the plague city
—the ungodly world, which is hasten-

ing to destruction—will somehow triumph and establish itself.

He knows in whom he has believed
;
he can commit himself

and perhaps the Church of Africa to God, though Boniface

has deserted, and the Vandals are approaching. But it is an

utterly dark prospect as far as the earth is concerned. The

only hope is in keeping oneself as much from meddling with

it as possible. One cannot altogether. The Donatists are

all wrong that the Church here is to be spotless. Only the

true elect members of it are that, and they not altogether ;

there must be a sifting of the net, and a casting away of the

bad fish—then, in some other state of things, all will be right.

This does not satisfy Raphael : the City of God, he affirms

with Jewish pertinacity, is to subdue this world. He admits

that it is a Kingdom of Heaven; that the Jews expected such

a kingdom, and that it was not revealed till the Son of God
took flesh and overcame death

;
that the Neo-Platonists are

dreaming, and not falsely, of such a kingdom as existing. It

is as pure as the Donatists say it is
;
men are impure for not

living as members of it. The earth does not make it impure.

Everything on earth is good and is to be claimed by it as good

potentially, and to be made actually good. All these coming
Gothic and Vandalic triumphs are steps to its triumph. The
old tyranny of Rome is to pass away ;

but oh ! beware Augustine,
that a new tyranny, more detestable and accursed, does not

spring out of its ruins
;
a tyranny built upon the attempt to

set up a kingdom of Heaven on the earth in the name of Christ,

on the denial that Christ has set it up already and that He is the

foundation of it.—There is one of the most impertinent inter-

ferences with a man's hero on record. But I am not guilty,

like Steele, of thrusting in a bit of Sir Roger de Coverley when
Addison was away. You have drawn it upon yourself.

'

I hope to be in London on Tuesday. Alfred Tennyson
has done me the high honour of asking me to be godfather to
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his child, who is to be baptized on that day. I accept the

office with real thankfulness" and fear. It was to please his

wife he asked me.'*

To Rev. J. Compton, at this time a Unitarian, subsequently in

English Orders.

' 21 Queen Square, Bloomsbury,
'October 7, 1852.

' My dear Sir,
'

I hope you have attributed my silence to the right

cause. I only returned home from Shropshire on Tuesday,

and I only found your pamphlet and letter at my father's last

night. If I had got it sooner, you would have received my
grateful thanks at once.

'

I read the two sermons hastily before I went to bed, and

found very much indeed to interest me in them most deeply.

You will easily suppose that anything relating to Unitarians

or their movements touches me very nearly, even if there

were not so much in your present experience with which I can

sympathise. I should very much like to talk with you, and

correspond with you if you had leisure, on many of the topics

you have introduced into your discourses. Perhaps I may be

wrong—it is always dangerous to comment on the course which

any minds are taking, since the Spirit is no doubt leading them

in ways we know not—but I cannot help feeling sometimes as

if you and others of those brought up in Unitarianism were

striking rather vehemently into the opposite direction to that

point from which you started
; that, experiencing the deficiency

of your former creed in its assertion of a divine Spirit, you have

overlooked what I believe I learnt from it and have heartily to

thank it for—an acknowledgment of a God whom I was taught

to call the Father distinct from ourselves, and very far indeed

too distant from us. There was an infinite peril, it seems to

me, of making this God a mere God of nature, removed from

human sympathies, merely beneficent, not in the highest sense

benevolent
;

but there was also the great truth which devel-

* See foot-note, p. 162.
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oped itself in my mind, through many struggles, and a deep
sense of evil, into that which we call—you must forgive me a

phrase which you do not like—the Catholic Creed. I felt and

feel that, precious and invaluable as the truth is, that the Spirit

guides us into truth, the truth exists whether we are guided
into it or no, and the Bible seems to me to bring it out from

the opposite side
;

to start from a Revelation of God, and to

exhibit Him coming into fellowship with His creatures. I have

come strongly to think that the subjective faith of F. Newman
and others will never be Catholic though they wish it [to] be,

that it will be only a refined individualism, and must terminate

in various individual superstitions ;
that Truth must come to

us, not of course visibly or verbally, in order that we may
embrace it

;
that it must come to mankind in order that each

man may be the better for it.

' This is the text of a very long discourse, upon which I

must not enter. But your kindness and frankness encouraged
me to open it when I ought perhaps only to have thanked you
for the suggestions and hopes your note and sermons have

supplied me with.'

To Mr. Daniel Macmillan.

( 2i Queen Square, October 25, 1852.
' My dear Macmillan,

'

Just now this Sabbath question is much disturbing me.

My dear and excellent friend Grove is the secretary of the

New Crystal Palace, and is greatly agitated by the violent

denunciations of the Evangelical clergy against him and it.

'

They are trimming the pulpits for a regular assault. They
command us all to preach against the Palace on peril of our

souls. I feel the crisis is a very serious one. My own reve-

rence for the Sabbath would seem to many extreme. I believe

England and Scotland would perish if they lost it, or began to

regard it as Protestants and Romanists abroad do. But I also

see that there is an infinite danger of those very views becoming

accepted as orthodox and Scriptural which our Lord struggled
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with, which drew from Him the anger at their Pharisaic hard-

ness of heart of which St. Mark speaks, and His opposition

to which caused the conspiracy against His life. The modern

fanaticism will drive hundreds of literary men far from ill-

affected to Christianity (such as Thackeray) into positive

hatred of Christianity. They will see that we are setting up
the new moons and Sabbaths above righteousness and mercy.
Yet it requires the greatest caution not to trample upon the

earnest and truthful feelings to which the pulpit agitators are

addressing themselves. The attempt must, I think, be made
;

and I sometimes have a glimpse of the way in which it ought
to be done.'

To Rev. F. Garden on the Death of his Wife.

' November 22, 1852.
' My dear Garden,

' There is no measuring the sorrow which God has

called you to bear. I know that it will not be less deep or

terrible because you may have long been expecting it, because

God may have sent you merciful warnings and preparations.

We do not, cannot, receive them as warnings ;
it is impossible

to believe really that the nearest and dearest part of our own

being is going to be severed from it. But it is the unfathom-

ableness of the grief which drives us off from all expedients

for allaying it, and sends us to the one source of consolation

and sympathy. The belief of a Man who suffers with us

becomes then not a theory but a fact
;
one which we may

recognise, though we may feel very little of the joy or satis-

faction which it might seem to be full of. For all deep truths

must be found out, I think, slowly. They lie beneath all

experiences of pleasure or pain. We are to grow with them,
and in due time they will work upon us and mould us after

their own likeness. May God be with you, and make you
know more of Himself than any words can tell ; then by

degrees we may I hope know also more and more of those

VOL. II. L
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we have lost—especially while we are trying to work as they

would have had us work
'

On the Athanasian Creed; to one hesitating to take orders.

'21 Queen Square, Bloomsbury, November 23, 1852.
' My dear Sir,

'

I began a letter to you long ago, but I was hindered

in writing it, and I was very anxious not to reward your kind

confidence in me, which I greatly value, by a hasty answer

which might have done you harm. I shall do you great harm

if anything I say is accepted by you merely as a lull of your

scruples. Much as I should wish to see you, and all earnest

men who feel they have a vocation for the priesthood, entering

into it, I would not for the world be accessory to your taking

that step without the clearest, simplest conviction, not that

I have said something plausible about your doubts, but that

you can, either because they are removed, or because they do

not affect you as they did, ask God who sees the heart to send

you forth to His work.
'
I have seen so much of the misery of tampering with the

conscience, of accepting mere arguments as solutions of diffi-

culties (which often entangle parts of our being far out of the

reach of arguments), that I would rather be silent for ever

than lead any one I care for to adopt my explanations, as if

they were good for anything but as hints which he must

meditate on himself.

' You remember probably a saying of Dr. Arnold's that

the early Church was utterly wrong and foolish in making the

nature of God, which is so far out of our reach, the ground
of its belief and confession

;
whereas some doctrine directly

concerning our own human life ought to be the uniting bond.

A more plausible statement was never made, nor I think one

more directly at variance with experience, reason, and Scrip-

ture.

'

Experience shows us that confused and partial notions

about God have been the root of all the divisions, supersti-
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tions, plagues of the world. Our highest human reason asks

for the knowledge of God as the ground of itself—as that which

is to deliver us from the notions, conceits and imperfect appre-

hensions which belong to us as individuals. Scripture is either

the gradual unveiling of God, or it is nothing.
' On the other hand all experience testifies that what Dr.

Arnold would call the religious truths that concern our souls

are apprehended by us as individuals (e.g. our personal evil,

our need of a justifier, the fact of justification), and that when-

ever they are made the grounds of felloivship they lose their

meaning and acquire a new and even false character. Reason

says that what refers to each man (as each) cannot be the

foundation for humanity to rest upon ; Scripture is addressed

to nations, to Churches, to man.
' Here then is my justification of the old Church, or rather

of that which the history of the Church shows not to have

been its work at all, but the necessity of its existence. Be-

cause it was for man, and had a Gospel coming from God to

man, its creeds were declarations of His nature
; they could be

nothing else.

' Now the key to the life of Athanasius (I am not of course

speaking now of the creed which is attributed to him but of

the man) is this. He clearly saw that all idolatry lurked in

Arianism
;

that it was a distinct return to creature-worship ;

that it was the substitution of a pseudo-philosophical dogma
for a living God ;

that it destroyed all basis for union among
men. Therefore it was worth while to incur all the misery of

seeming to fight for a name and a letter
;

it was worth while

to be banished from his see, to be hated by five-sixths of the

Church, to be the enemy of emperors, to be an outcast among
men. He was, I do believe, in the truest, simplest sense of

the words, one of the most Catholic of men, who would have

quarrelled with you about nothing but that which he believed

would rob mankind of its greatest treasure.
'
I am not sure that he would have written the creed

;

perhaps not. Nor in this day ought any one to write such a

creed, because he would be conveying a false impression of

L 2
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what he meant. But need that creed convey a false impres-

sion to us ? Should we not have a more false impression if we

were without it ? Is it not a false impression which makes us

wish to be rid of it ? What it teaches me is this : to know

God is eternal life
;
not to know Him is eternal death. That

belief thoroughly and heartily entertained, instead of making
us uncharitable, would be the very ground and root of our

charity. God is the perfect charity. The Father dwelling

with the Son in one Spirit is that absolute and eternal love

which is the ground of all things, that upon which we may

repose our hopes for ourselves and the universe. Take away

any part of this full idea ; throw me upon some meagre

conception of a God—and I fall into idolatry, first into the

worship of an evil spirit
—a mere selfish being at last. This

is what I regard with such infinite horror; this is the abyss

which I see, not at the feet of some Arian or Unitarian, but at

my own
;

this is what I warn myself and my country and the

whole Church of. It is a real, not an imaginary danger.
' The language of the creed often startles me. If I could

use it to condemn any single human being, it would outrage

my conscience and my faith. I dare not repeat it because I

should feel how monstrous
[it was] -to be using Christ's name

with my lips while I was outraging His express command :

"
Judge not that ye be not judged." But I take that command

with me to the recital of the creed. I am never more im-

pressed with the awfulness of it and the duty of recollecting it

than when I am saying the creed. I do- not ask whether the

person who wrote it reconciled it with his obedience to Christ.

I hope he did, but I cannot tell. If I can, and if I can lead

others my contemporaries to do it, that is all my concern. I

see frequently persons who object to this creed, yet who do

not object to judge their brethren for some words and some

acts. It is only this kind of condemnation which is so

shocking to them. But He who would not condemn the

woman taken in adultery does not authorise us to condemn,
that is to determine the state of mind of any person taken in

any act whatsoever; only to condemn the evil, only to con-
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sider what the effect of it would be upon us, and how it would

affect the community. When I speak of our being more false

without that creed, I mean this, that I think we should be

attaching a less serious, a more carnal, sense to the words

eternal life and eternal death than that creed would lead us

to ; that we should feel ourselves more free to judge erring

individuals a little, because we had thrown off what sounds

like a very harsh judgment upon them—so harsh that we must

regard it as not meant for any individual offenders at all except

ourselves. I must plainly say that there are passages in

Arnold's sermons respecting future punishment, and the way
we are to think of our friends and those around us, which I

could not have uttered for the world. I believe if he had had

more sympathy with the idea of the creed he would not have

uttered them, they would have shocked his heart and con-

science and reverence for God's word. But looking at the

future merely in the light of a visitation for transgressions, not

as interpreted by the words "This is life eternal," &c, such

words were to him natural, almost inevitable.

'If anything I have said confuses your mind throw it into

the fire, and pray to God that He will teach you without me.

If there is anything on which you would like further informa-

tion, I shall be heartily glad to write to you, or to talk it over

with you.'

To Mr. Daniel Macmillan.

' November 30, 1852.
' My dear Macmillan,

'. . . You would, I know, have faced the obloquy of

printing my "Sabbath Sermons"; but I thought, on the whole,

it was better not to put your friendship to that proof. Parker

had been very good-natured about the Duke's funeral, and if

his father was not afraid, I thought he would be pleased if I

asked him. It is more a London than a country or university

question, so it is perhaps better, and Mr.
,
I am afraid,

would never have forgiven you. I have however taken a

stronger view of the obligations and blessings of the Sabbath
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day, than I think any denouncer of the Crystal Palace
;
but I

have spoken some hard words about our inability to hold our

flocks together because we have not a Gospel for them, which

will not be gratifying in some quarters. A sermon on the

Duke is added, because, having not enemies enough, I thought

it worth while to fly at Cobden and Co., and one on the inter-

pretation of history which will be denounced as subverting

the true meaning of the Apocalypse; I believe it was right to

publish them just at this time—but I would rather have let

them sleep.'

To Mr. T. Erskiiw.

'21 Queen Square, December 21, 1852.
' My dear Friend,

' You will see by a book * which will reach you by this

post that I have taken a great liberty with your name. I was

afraid you would refuse me if I asked you beforehand, or that

I should make you responsible for what I said. 1 have longed

to do what I have done for many years, when an occasion

should offer. I wished to tell others how much I believe they,

as well as I, owe to your books
;
how they seem to me to

mark a crisis in the theological movements of this time. I

would rather take another less public way of saying what I

owe to your personal kindness and your conversation ;
but you

will, I hope, forgive me and believe that I did think it a duty
to express what I feel towards you, in connection with the

task which God has shown me that I am to perform for His

Church, that of testifying that the grace of God has appeared
to all men.

'

Accept our best and most cordial Christian greetings to

you and all your circle. I was much delighted by seeing news

of the marriage of your nephew to Miss McNab. Pray express

to Captain and Mrs. Paterson how heartily we desire all

blessings upon their union, and that she may be well enough
in health to participate in them.'

* ' The Prophets and Kings of the Old Testament.'
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To Mr. Daniel Macmillan.

' December 31, 1852.
' My dear Macmillan,

'

I enclose a letter which you can, if you see fit, forward

to Mr. . But just as you please. It expresses my most

inward convictions, and somehow or other they must come

out next year, if they have not this
;
that is if God preserves

to me faith and reason. I do not say
"

life," for wherever one

is, in one world or another, that, it seems to me, must be one's

work, performed I trust hereafter freely and bravely, not as it

has been here, timidly and inconsistently.
'

I am out of town, and only got your letters yesterday.

Many thanks for them. I should like to write your name and

your brother's and Hort's in co; ies of my
" Sabbath Sermons."

Pray tell me what your judgment of them is, looking at them

with vigilant, Scotch eyes. I feel nearly sure I am right, but I

should like your criticism. The more confident one is about

principles the more one trembles at rash applications. But to

resist the clamour was a duty which I could not shrink from.
'
I am staying near Kingsley with my wife and children, who

love him almost as much as I do. He showed me your kind

letter. It will not do-—I must be a fighter, not a builder.

I hope my boys will have a better time of it. Only think of

worthy old Canon Townsend writing me a most kind letter to

ask that I would write a book on the metaphysics of St. Paul !

Talk of putting down the Chapters after that !

'

To Mr. Daniel Macmillan.

' December 31, 1852.
'My dear Macmillan,

'

I thank you for sending me Mr. 's letter. What-

ever he may think of me, it expresses a conviction in which I

most cordially sympathise. If I have said in any passage of

my books that a man is the author of his own salvation, if I

ever had such a thought in my heart, if every word I have

spoken with my lips or set down with my pen has not been for

the assertion of the doctrine that God is the only source of
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man's righteousness, holiness, redemption, he has a right to

call me heretic, soul-destroyer, anything he pleases, and I will

join him in doing so. Instead of regarding Calvinists, so far

as they are the assertors of this truth, as monsters, I have

always believed them to be the greatest witnesses for the

divinest of all principles, and have honoured them accordingly.

Those lectures on the prophets and kings are from first to last

an attempt to ground human life and human acts on that

principle. The maxim of them is,
"
Nothing good in man but

what was first in God," and this,
" All men are righteous so far

as they confess a calling from the righteous God and yield to

it." From which I deduce, or rather find in Scripture this

further doctrine deduced for me,
" That all false religion

proceeds from the notion that man is to make his way up to

God by certain acts or by a certain faith of his, instead of

receiving God's witness of Himself and yielding to His govern-

ment."
'
It is just because I find the teaching and the practice of re-

ligious men—not Calvinists only, but Calvinists more formally,

theoretically, consistently than others—in deadly contradiction

with these principles, that I fight against them, and by God's

grace will fight against them, for His honour, for the sake of

the morality of my country, for the sake of multitudes of young
men whom they are driving to Atheism, as well as young
women whom they are driving to Rome. Mr. asks what

right he or I have to know why God does this or that? I

have no right, that is to say, I have no power to penetrate the

depth of His wisdom ; moreover I have no wish to do it
;

I

am content to be lost in it. But that is because He has been

pleased to reveal to me in His Son the brightness of His glory,

His absolute love; because He has shown me that in Him
there is no darkness at all. On that point I have a right to

be certain ; he who says I have not, rejects the Bible, and

disbelieves the incarnation of our Lord. I will not give up an

inch of this ground ;
it is a matter of life and death. I find as

many puzzles in the world as Mr. does
;

if I thought I

could explain them by my experience or my reason, I might
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be a Calvinist or any other theorist
;

I cannot
;

I am baffled,

and therefore my heart and reason accept the solution which

the incarnation, death, resurrection of Christ offer me. They
tell me that whatever else is not certain, God's absolute love is

certain. They tell me that if any man pretends to have more

love than God, to care more for His fellow-men than God
cares for them, he lies. For that there can be no love which

does not come forth from God's love and is not the image of

it. If then there are any persons caring for the shopmen of

London, for the working men of London, for the prostitutes of

London, I say it is absolutely certain that God cares for them,

and that I am setting man above God if I think otherwise or

fear to say this. And I must proclaim that all protests against

slavery or any other abomination have an utterly false and

godless ground if they don't proceed from this Gospel of God's

love to mankind set forth in the only begotten Son. And

again that if we do not accept St. John's explanation of those

melancholy facts, which Mr. dwells upon,
—" This is the

condemnation that light is come into the world and men love

darkness rather than light because their deeds are evil:" in

other words, that though men do not save themselves they do

destroy themselves, by yielding to the devil and rejecting their

Father in heaven—we deny the Bible, however much we may
talk about it. Will you worship the God and Father of our

Lord Jesus Christ, or the Devil ? Will you acknowledge that

Christ is the express image of God's substance? or, will you

say that the Father and the Son are utterly unlike in nature

and mind? These are the awful questions which are set

before us now, and every one must answer them. Those who
take the answer from the religious newspapers, and those who
take it from the Bible, will, I believe, preach on opposite sides

in this great controversy.'

To Rev. M. Maurice.

* MY DEAREST FATHER, <

Winchfield, January 1, 1853.
'

I write a few lines this first morning of the year, which

I hope will reach you in the course of the day, to wish you all
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possible new year's blessings. You have seen a number of

new years and a number of changes in each, but I am sure the

real witness which they bear as they pass on, is of One who is

the same yesterday and to-day and for ever. I do not think

anything in the world or in ourselves preaches to us of altera-

tion, without preaching still more of that which abides and

cannot alter. May we all learn that lesson and rest with all

our hearts in the love which is with us at all times and in all

places ! And we, who have had so much of abiding affection

from our own parents, should desire more earnestly that we

and they should always remember from whence it has come

forth.'

To Mr. Daniel Macmillan,

'January 27, 1853.
' Your brother told me that you had some thought of re-

publishing my "Subscription no Bondage." I have been led

to reconsider—though without re-reading
—what I said in it,

and I believe that it ought not to go forth without a statement

to this effect. 1. That I am more convinced than ever that

the Articles are not terms of communion, and that their use

for academical education is what I represented it to be in my
pamphlet. 2. That I am more convinced than ever that any
Articles which are to bear upon general education should be

theological. 3. That I am more convinced than ever that the

Articles are more comprehensive (being also less loose and

capricious) than the dogmas of our different parties, and that

we should be far more at the mercy of the most intolerant

private judgments and public opinion if we lost them. But,
'

1. That I think I was wrong in deducing from these pre-

mises the opinion that subscription ought to be enforced at the

universities.

'
2. That I do not think they are accepted practically or by

any great number in the sense in which I urged that they

ought to be accepted, but in a different sense, which is dan-

gerous to honesty.
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'

3. That the experience of the last few years has convinced

me that the Articles are not likely to be accepted and under-

stood and applied to the purposes for which I believe they are

meant, when subscription to them is demanded at the outset of

the university course or previous to taking any degree.
'

4. That on other grounds I object to the Cambridge test

of being a bona, fide member of the Church of England.
'

5. That though the change of opinion is partly in my own
case the result of experiences which I have passed through
since I wrote the pamphlet, I believe I ought not to have

deduced the conclusion I did from any premises which I then

acknowledged, and that I was warned by several friends that I

had not proved the doctrine which my title affirmed.
'

I will make this partial recantation in any form you think

best, provided the pamphlet were to appear again.
'

Shall I return Mr. \s letter ? I do not like any more

controversy, though perhaps he will conclude as he did in

Kingsley's case, that I am afraid to answer the charge of not

believing what I profess to believe. The notion of accusing

Kingsley of innuendo ! or of any language, or acts but the

most straightforward. He certainly, and I hope I, come forth

in a new character, with Mr. as our manager.'

To Miss Priscilla Maurice.
( Then almost dying at Hastings. )

'

February 12, 1853.
'

Lucilla says that you will like to have letters, though I hope

you will never try to answer them. I did not think when we

parted that you would have been called to pass another Lent

on earth, though I did and do hope to see you and speak with

you. I should have been at Hastings last week, but Lucilla

thought I had better not, and that a short visit might only
excite you. You know how gladly I will come at any minute,

and I could easily get excused from a lecture if it were neces-

sary. On Friday afternoons I am always free till Sunday, and

when St. Matthias' day comes I shall have a holiday from

Wednesday at one, to Friday. But let it be just as you wish.

I know God will be with you during this time and will help you
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to do good work for all sufferers, confessing for them, if it be in

silence, and giving thanks for them too. If you should be able

to think of the prayers, I am sure there will be a great blessing

on them
;
but God will teach you what you can do. I have

been much grieved, among other neglects which press heavily

on me, by reflecting that I have never really performed Miss

Harker's dying wish about a book for Unitarians, though I

have tried to make my sermons bear upon them. I have felt I

must do it, however much else I may have to do
;
and I am

trying this Lent, though I would not mention it to any one

except you and Georgina till I have accomplished something.

I hope you will recollect sometimes what I am striving to do,

and how many errors I am likely to commit, and how little I

have of the true spirit for such a work. But I do wish that it

should not be my book at all. My plan is to preach sermons,

which I can with a little alteration make into essays, on the

questions in which they are most interested. I have written

the first, and am to preach it, if God will, to-morrow.'*

The passing of the new Act made it necessary to modify the

constitution of the Society for Promoting Working Men's Asso-

ciations. Virtually, now the associations of working men would

be legally recognised. The "
Society

" which embraced them

all, and of which the council was the head, was not a body

contemplated by the Act, nor could it easily be brought under

legal definition. Practically the work of the promoters had

been already accomplished more completely than they them-

selves recognised at the time.

When they took up the cause of co-operation, co-operation

was not merely outside the law, unable to obtain legislative

protection, but it was regarded both by public opinion and by
the working men as inextricably connected with anti-Christian

and revolutionary ideas. When, by the process of letting in

the light of day upon the whole facts of the case, and receiving

the whole battery of the newspaper press upon their devoted

* The sermon referred to was the first of the series afterwards converted

into the
'

Theological Essays.'

I
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heads, they had succeeded in obtaining calm investigation by-

House of Commons Committees, the Bishop of London, and

the King's College clerical committee, the fight was virtually

won. It had taken three years to get the Act passed, which

gave legislative sanction to what the newspapers had denounced

as "
revolutionary nonsense." It was not till eleven years

later, that the exponents of public opinion came so com-

pletely round that within the same twelvemonth both the great

quarterlies proclaimed the essentially
" Conservative tendency"

of the "movement" ('Quarterly Review,' No. 228, October,

1863, p. 448,
'

Edinburgh Review,' No. 246, p. 407 (note),

October, 1864) which each had done its utmost to denounce

and oppose.*

But whilst the Act was passing both Houses without any

opposition, the force of the resistance to the movement came

from a new quarter. The stock agitators felt that they were

losing their hold on the working men. Mr. Ernest Jones had

seen from the first much more clearly than the ordinary news-

paper writers what the effect of such a body of men honestly

throwing themselves into the work they were engaged on, must

be. He and Mr. Holyoake, the editor of the Rcaso?w, had been

fighting hard for a long time to warn off the working men from

all sympathy with the Christian Socialists. Whilst the Act was

passing through the Houses, Mr. Jones f entered on a regular

* The final recognition of society has perhaps been reserved for this year

(1883), when both the Queen and the Prince of Wales formally expressed
their pleasure in the progress of the great society now working under rules

originally submitted to my father for his approval. The secretary is now
Mr. Vansittart Neale, and one of the chairmen at the conference was this

year Mr. Hughes. Both Mr. Hughes and Mr. Neale have continued

working on in the same cause since they first joined my father and his

friends. I ought, however, to say that I believe that, during the worst

fury of the newspaper and social storm, valuable orders were received from

members of the Royal Family for execution by some of the men's co-

operative societies.

t Mr. Ernest Jones had at this moment his influence increased by the

fact that he had been, according to the evidence supplied by an almost

unanimous debate in the House of Commons, very badly treated. He had

been imprisoned for two years after 1848, and had been exposed to unfair

treatment in prison.
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crusade against co-operation. Telling the men that if they had

only adhered to the points of the Charter, a Universal Suffrage

Parliament would have extracted 100 millions from the pockets

of the rich to present to them, he asked them to compare such

a prospect with that which co-operation held out, and after this

brilliant offer, on a show of hands being called for, no single

hand among the men, at a great final meeting at Padiham, was

held up for co-operation.

At the same time the men who throughout the country had

formed themselves into co-operative bodies without monetary

help from the promoters, were, generally speaking, thriving, and

slowly extending their business. Those that had been assisted

by the promoters, chiefly in London, were, one by one, failing.

The reasons for this were various. In the first place the former

class were in most cases, at all events in the first instance,

associations for distribution and not for manufacture, while

those in London were mostly attempts at manufacturing
societies. It is not difficult to realise the far greater difficulty

which the latter class of bodies would present to effective

working under the co-operative system. In the next place the

men in London knew much less of one another than was the

case in the smaller towns
;
mutual jealousy and suspicion were

much more rampant, and the selection of the best men for

important posts much less easy. Above all, the very fact of

having to struggle through the early difficulties of scraping

together enough capital to start a store, gave to the indepen-
dent co-operative societies an advantage over those that were

nursed by outsiders
;

the members became known to one

another
;

those men who could not be depended on at a

pinch were not tempted to join ;
mutual respect and esprit de

corps were developed ;
the different office-holders were trained

little by little for larger work.

Everything therefore tended to lead the promoters to the

conclusion that their most useful function for the future lay in

supplying the best advice they could to the men, in combating
the false assumptions both of the Ernest Jones and Holyoake

type of men, and of the more fashionable public opinion of the
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day, and above all in combating the ignorance and suspicion

which on both sides interfered with a healthy relation between

different classes. The promoters' work in fighting for a fair

trial for co-operation was done. Its future success depended
on the workmen themselves and on their intellectual and moral

fitness for the work.

For the moment, however, all the promoters' attention was

taken up by the questions which arose in the reconstitution of

the society. It was inevitable that the divergency of view, the

existence of which has been apparent throughout, should come
out into full prominence in this work.

A series of resolutions had been agreed upon by the council

as indicating the principles on which a committee should draw

up the new constitution. Mr. Ludlow was very anxious that

the name " Christian
"
should be in some form so retained as

to imply a conviction that the work on which they were en-

gaged was the carrying out of Christian principles. My father,

in addition to the determination which is expressed in the next

letter, not to go beyond the resolutions of the council, was, as

usual, afraid lest any act of his should tend to constitute a new
sect. The more he believed in the soundness of any principle,

the more anxious he was to prevent its being made a shibboleth

for other men. He was determined not to exclude any men,
who were willing to co-operate with him in what he believed to

be Christian work, because they would not give that name
to it.

To Mr. Ludlow.

'

Wednesday Morning, March 9, 185^.
1 My dear Friend,

' You are most fully entitled to know the course which I

mean to take this evening. If I did not volunteer the informa-

tion, it was because I did not think we should either of us be

the better for another argument on the subject, and I hoped
that what I should say might not be quite as offensive to you
as you seem to expect that it will, T shall tell the council that
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I am solely responsible for the delay in the presentation of the

report; that I intruded myself into the committee, and took

part in its deliberations, claiming that right as president, and

wishing to exercise it, because certain resolutions which I had

proposed were to be the foundation of the new constitution. I

shall say that you proposed a scheme which in many respects

I approved, and part of which we have, by your kind permis-

sion, adopted ;
that part of the scheme was framed in con-

formity with an idea which was not the idea of my resolutions ;

that part of it gave me—as president
—powers which I did not

believe that I could rightly or safely exercise. That one of

those powers was that of pronouncing on doubtful moral ques-

tions. I seized that right beforehand which you would have

given me in all cases, and applying it in your particular case, I

pronounced solemnly, as in the sight of God, that we had no

moral right, as a committee, to go beyond the powers with

which we had been intrusted, and to frame a constitution which

was not in accordance with the maxim on which we were

directed to frame it. To such an act I could be no party, be-

cause in my conscience I believe it to be wrong. I could not

have looked the council in the face if I had, in the name of

Jesus Christ the righteous, practised a fraud upon them. The.

case is perfectly different, I shall tell them, if they choose to

accept the amendment you have now proposed. That is brought

fairly and manfully before them as a body. If they can accept

it honestly and heartily, I shall be very glad, for I most heartily

subscribe to it myself. But I will not make their acceptance or

non-acceptance of it any test of what they actually believe, or

of the principles upon which they act. However, there are

many reasons, besides disbelieving, which may make them

unwilling to adopt a particular formula. And I would

rather cut off my hand than tempt them to do anything
which they do not feel they can do ex animo in God's sight.

Whatever the decision is on this point, which I do not mean to

influence, I shall equally persist in the course we have fol-

lowed, fully believing it to be in accordance with the gospel

of Christ, and that I am fulfilling my duty as minister of His
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Church. This is what I am going in substance to say. For

all you tell me about your fears for me, I am heartily thank-

ful. I am sure it is one of the many most awful perils which

beset us round. I hope to profit by your warnings, though
I hope also by God's grace that no fear of offending my best

and dearest friends will keep me from proclaiming that truth

of Christ as the actual Head of Man, which I was sent into the

world to proclaim, and which it seems to me that you have

never yet taken in—or at least, which is a much smaller

matter, have not apprehended my language on the subject.'

To Mr. Ludlow.

•Friday, March (?) 1853.
4 My dear Friend,

' You must forgive me
;

I am quite sure you will. I

know I have said hard words to you which have given you

pain. It gives me very great pain to recollect them, and to

think that I have in any way alienated you. I want to say

this before to-morrow, that you may know that whatever

course you take, or however wrong you may think me, it can-

not make the least difference in my affection to you.
' If I have done anything inconsistent with that, do attribute

it to myself, or the evil that is in me, and not to want of

thankfulness for your warnings and your faithfulness, or to the

least distrust of you. I shall esteem it a good if any weakness

or wrong which you see or suspect in me, prevents you from

holding that exaggerated opinion of what I am, and what 1 am
to do, which I am sure has been hurtful to you, and has

caused you such bitter disappointment. Cease ye from man,
whose breath is in his nostrils. Believe on the Son of God—
this is the lesson for us all.'

' 21 Queen Square, April 21, 1853.
' My dear Mansfield,

'
I heard with great wonder of your return the day

before I received your note. I do most heartily welcome you

home, though I fear it is to deep and unexpected sorrow.
' But our friends are not really separated from us, either by

VOL. II. M
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seas, or by what some call the dark river. The bond is

stronger and closer which unites us than they have power to

break. God give us more of His spirit of love, that we may
feel it and know it. God bless you, my dear friend. I hope
we shall soon meet.'

It will be well to record here the enormous success which

now (1883) attends the co-operative movement among work-

ing men. There are now 660,000 heads of families, represent-

ing it is said a twelfth of the whole population of the kingdom,

members of working men's co-operative societies. The whole

movement is avowedly Christian, orderly, loyal. It is steadily

growing. As an illustration of its beneficial effects it has been

noticed that in those towns in which it is established dis-

training for small debts hardly exists. Strangely enough, our

modern English historians, with all their interest in social

movements, have devoted no word to this one. Abroad a

wider interest in it is shown in many ways, notably by the

appearance a few weeks ago of Herr Brentano's admirable

historical sketch. There are still men like Mr. Hodgson Pratt

and others, working with devoted enthusiasm in the cause.

Its avowed enemies are the enemies of order, who, in some

instances, that they may the better attack it, have adopted the

name of Christian Socialism, which my father bestowed on

the co-operative movement, a name claimed for it amidst

applause at the late great conference at Edinburgh.

Foot-note to p. 143.
—In the letter to Mr. Kingsley which ends on p. 143,

my father mentions that Tennyson had asked him to be godfather to his

son Hallam, and assigns as a reason,
"

It was to please his wife he asked

me." I am indebted to Mrs. Paine for Mrs. Tennyson's version at the

time, which differs materially from my father's.
" He (Tennyson) said he

might not live till Hallam was grown up, and if he ever heard his father

called an unbeliever he should like him to be able to reply,
'

My father

asked Mr. Maurice to be my godfather because he was the truest Christian

he knew in the world.'
"
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CHAPTER V.

" The '

Charge' was made out against him somewhat after this fashion :

"
1st Count.—Socrates does not reverence the real spiritual powers,

whom men reverence on Change, but introduces other quite inferior

spiritual powers.
"2nd Count.—He corrupts the youth."

—Memorabilia.

"
It will be with sin, as it is with so many other things in this day, a

question of profit and loss."—Dr. Jelf (Final Letter).

"
I believe that it is the God of Salvation who pleads His cause in the

heart of every one of His creatures, and so pleads the cause of that

creature against the enemies which are assailing him." "
It is not a safe

thing, whatever we may be told, to tempt men into thinking of God as

their enemy ; it is a safe thing at all times, in all places, among all people,

to say,
' He is for you, whoever may be against you.'

"—F. D. M.

PUBLICATION OF THE 'THEOLOGICAL ESSAYS
'—CORRESPOND-

ENCE WITH DR. JELF—ACTION OF KING'S COLLEGE COUNCIL—
LONG CONTINUED ' RECORD ' ATTACK MIXING CO-OPERATION

AND THEOLOGY AS CONCURRENT OFFENCES—EXPULSION

FROM KING'S COLLEGE.

In many forms and for many years there had reached my
father cries for help from men in moral and mental confusion.

Miss Fox has well described one series of the letters which

were sent him, as exhibiting
" most touchingly, most vividly,

most truly, the struggle of doubt, the turbulence of despair, the

apathy of exhausted effort so frightfully general among the

mechanics of large towns, a something which tells that the

present attempts at teaching do not meet the wants of the

time, and which shrieks inarticulately enough, but with agony,
for guidance, and for a God-inspired lesson on Belief and

Duty." But the sources of his knowledge, partly shown from

time to time in these volumes, were many and various, and

M 2
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extended to all classes. He had now resolved to endeavour

to supply the need thus made known to him. The Unitarians

had a special claim on him. To them he addressed his book.

Long before it was published he had quite made up his mind

that, with the feeling already existing against him at King's

College, the result of its publication would be his dismissal

from his professorship. Dr. Jelf had been much alarmed by
the attacks of the party religious organs. The Record played

upon his fears. Dr. Jelf, after a certain number of con-

demnatory articles had appeared, wrote to the paper to ex-

plain that he was examining into the character of the book.

To Miss Prisci/Ia Maurice.

'

Richmond, Whit-Tuesday, 1853.
'
I can write to you with some comfort to-day, whatever sad

thoughts, mixed with thoughts of thanksgiving, your birthday

may cause to you and to all of us. For Whitsuntide brings

with it such pledges of the continual presence of the Com-

forter, of a life rising out of death, of fellowship with all in

Heaven and all in earth, as must needs make every birthday

a beautiful witness and symbol of the new birth of ourselves

and of all creation, of the ultimate deliverance from everything

that has in it decay or death.*****
' My mind has been more filled with the Essays, by day and

sometimes by night, than has been quite good for me. I

should like very much if you were able to look at them some

day, as they are in fact my letters which express the deepest

thoughts that are in me and have been in me, working for a

long time. I have hardly felt able to write any others
;
not

for want of time, but from a kind of preoccupation, which has

made me afraid I should not write of what interested those I

was writing to, and especially that I should trouble you on

your sick-bed with a multitude of things that might worry
and weary you. But I hope now to throw them off, and to be

less shut up in my own modes of thinking. I do long to get

out of them and to sympathise with every one, especially with
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my own relations, and with those who are in suffering. But

they must pray for me, that I may not be possessed and

crushed by my own thoughts. I believe I was to write this

book, and could not honestly have put it off. Indeed I have

been surprised at the way in which it has grown up under my
hands, and have felt it less and yet more my own than any I

ever wrote. God will do with it what He sees fit, but I some-

times feel as if the publication of it would be a great crisis in

my own life, if it affects no other people. There is more

solemnity to me about it than about anything else I have

done. Perhaps I have said most of what I have to say in it.

' We saw Mrs. Augustus yesterday at Sheen. She is certainly

very much better than I ever expected to see her
;

far better

than when I was at Hastings. Once more, many many blessed

returns in this world or some other, of your birthday, my
dearest Priscilla.'

Also to Miss Priscilla Maurice.

'June 21, 1853.

'

I did not write when I sent you my book* through Hurst-

monceaux, for I did not want to speak of that, and I had not

courage to speak of your voyage, knowing what it must be to

you both in the anticipation and retrospect. I never know

how to encourage you in such undertakings, though I am sure

you were doing right, whatever you have had to suffer. But

unless I could suffer also, it seems like mere emptiness to seem

as if one understood it. The fear of being a mere utterer of

empty phrases which jar upon the ear and heart, grows, I

think, upon me. It makes me silent when my wishes as well

as my duty would lead me to speak. I wonder how I dared

to minister so long in a hospital ; still more do I wonder that

I learnt so little there. Some day I hope really to understand

visiting Christ in those sick and in prison, and to do it; at

present I seem to myself the hardest and least sympathising of

* The '

Theological Essays.'
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all people. I have, however, been enabled to speak some

words which may, I hope, teach some of my brethren how they

may do what I have not done, and be what I have not been.

And God is glorified, I believe, sometimes in its being seen

how paltry and helpless we are.'

'June 27, 1853.
1 My dear Kingsley,

'A dishonest clergyman, eight years ago, abstracted

the volume of my set of Augustine which contains the " De
Civitate." I had a separate copy of the treatise, but where it

is I know not. That contains the passage (I think about the

13th or 14th book) to which I refer. It is not a statement

about original sin or the fall. But it distinctly lays down the

proposition that man is not in his normal condition unless

he is looking out of himself, walking secundum Deum. Suppose
that to be true, and that the prelapsanan state was a normal

state, which all assume, it cannot have been a state in which

the man had some goodness of his own (as our doctors teach).

It must have been a state in which he neither had nor pre-

tended to any. And his fall must have been when he began
to set up some, and not to walk secundum Deum. Justification

by faith (to use the speech of these doctors) must be a pro-

vision against the fall, a contrivance invented because man
could not stand by himself any longer; it must be the only
law for men in paradise or anywhere else.

' As for Augustine, I am wont to distinguish his post-baptismal

life into three parts (they exist chronologically, but the dis-

tinction is essential, not chronological. He was all three parts

always, though each may have come into greater light in its

own time). First, the wrestler with Manichasanism. He sees

that God must be absolutely good, that all goodness in man
must proceed from Him, and is realised in proportion as the

man does not try to be good in himself. This is his highest

condition. Second, the opposer of Donatism. He never appre-

hends the true ground of the opposition ; never sees that the

Church is holy in Christ, not in its individual members
;
con-
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tradicts the Donatists only by maintaining that certain people

in the Church are holy, certain unholy, and that the last must

be borne with. Third, anti-Pelagian. He is terribly right and

terribly wrong. He is inclined at first to sympathise with

Pelagius because he asserts God's goodness and free-will as he

had done against the Manichasans. He is startled by dis-

covering that he supposes some good to be in the man himself,

which is in opposition to his own fundamental conviction about

the Kara Oeov. He is bothered with his own anti-Donatist,

individualising, doctrines, and can see no way out of the scrape

but by asserting God's absolute calling and decrees. And this,

instead of being what it was in his anti-Manichaean fervour,

becomes little more than a wilful call and decree
;
not the

will of a perfectly good Being carrying out one blessed purpose.

So he was obliged to make all sorts of theories about original

sin
;
hard enough I dare say. But the root of the matter,

an essential acknowledgment of God's absolute goodwill and

nearness to us, was in him and justifies all you have said in

"
Hypatia." Never mind his dogmatism,'

Also to Rev. C. Kingsley.

(In answer to the letter on p. 372, vol. i., of Mr. Kingsley's
'
Life.'

Dr. Jelfs letter, referred to in each of the next two, had been written on

JulyS.)
'

Clyro, South Wales, July 19, 1853.
' Your letter came to greet us on my first Sunday here, and

right welcome it was. It went ill with me to be obliged to

leave London without seeing you, and I longed much to hear

how you were all going on. I will not conceal it that I also

wanted to know your judgment of my Essays, which you have

given me so faithfully. I suppose I should generally demur to

any such sentence as that the book might make an era in our

ecclesiastical history. But on this occasion I don't. Though
it would not surprise me if it fell flat on its back, and did not

rise again, I also should not be surprised if it did reveal the

thoughts of many hearts, if it were for the falling and rising
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again of many in Israel. If it should lead to a schism, woe to

me, should I be the cause of the offence ! But I do not know

how we are to rise out of schism, unless some one proclaims

Christ as the centre of unity to each man and all men ; and

voices of the living and of the dead ringing continually in my
ears, with, I think, a diviner voice of One that liveth and was

dead, tell me that I ought to do that, whether men hear or are

deaf. Many thanks for what you say of the style. I am
ashamed of myself for not having spoken more intelligibly ; if

I did believe what I feign to believe, that Christ is in every

man, I am sure I could hold communion by words or signs

with every man. So the fault is a moral one. But, indeed, I

have tried to overcome it. I have deliberately given up the

long sentences which, misled by Coleridge's judgment, I used

to approve. And in direct defiance of him, I never talk of

objective and subjective, and always give and demand change
for technical phrases instead of seeking out a new terminology.

Still I have not done what I ought. You shall write notes for

me living or dead, if you have not something much better to

do with your time ; but God has other work for you, I know.

Don't speak of it to any one but Mrs. Kingsley, if you please,

for I have not said a word about it to any of my relations or to

Hare, but your praise of " wariness
"

is very ill bestowed. I

knew when I wrote the sentences about eternal death, that I

was writing my own sentence at King's College. And so it

will be. Jelf is behaving very fairly, even kindly; but the

issue is quite certain. I hope to be shown how I may act, so

that my tumble may involve no loss of liberty to any English

clergyman, but rather a growth of boldness and conviction.

But this must be as God sees it best for us. I know I have

done a very serious thing, but I am more than ever convinced

that it was necessary. Never mind whether there are passages
in the Prayer Book that you find difficult or not. I would

never strain any conscience a hair's breadth to bring them into

consent with a conclusion of mine. I am convinced that, on

the whole, that Book raises me above my private judgment,
and the private judgment of the religious and the irreligious
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world. I am convinced that my allegiance to it saves me
from superstitions into which I must fall if I obey Mr. Chapman
or myself. I am convinced it preaches a Gospel to mankind

which no dissenters and no infidels preach. I am convinced

that God will take it from us, if He sees it does not help us

but harms us. Till then, I turn to it for protection against

Record, Guardian, King's College Councils, His Grace the Arch-

bishop, Mr. Emerson, the brothers Newman, Dr. Cumming
and Pius IX. And, as I have told Dr. Jelf, Scotch Kirk (State

and Free) men and orthodox Dissenters and Unitarians are

looking with much doubt and misgiving, yet wistfully, towards

us, and will find a home with us if we do not make the English

Church into an Evangelical Alliance, and call upon the world

to fraternise in the belief of everlasting punishment, but in the

belief of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. Hard fighting is

in store for us, dearest friend
;
but those that are with us are

stronger than those who are against us, though we ourselves

may be often among the latter. Let us hope mightily for the

future. There will be a gathering of Christ's host, as well as

the Devil's, out of the ranks of Pharisees and Sadducees, of

publicans and harlots. We shall not have to choose our own

ground, it will be fixed for us
;

all we shall have to do is to

keep it. Meantime the present with me is agreeable enough.

We are in a comfortable parsonage, a beautiful country, and I

hope among a friendly, open-hearted people. Mr. Venables

has left us all we can wish in the way of carriages, so that

Georgina is able to get about, without fatigue, in the country

round, and she trusts she shall be able to make friends in the

cottages near. She sends her kind love and hopes to write

soon to Mrs. Kingsley. Love to all of you.'

The "
letter to Hort "

referred to in the next letter is that

given on p. 15, etc. It represents exactly my father's stand-

point, from which he never varied throughout the correspond-

ence with Dr. Jelf, which had now begun.
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'Clyro, South Wales, August 2, 1853.
' My dear Kingsley,

'
I am sure that you are right as to the line which I

ought to take. I have always purposed to stand on the

Articles, and to assert my privilege to reject all popular

notions while I adhere to them. But it has seemed to me

that the battle is not yet begun. I do not think Jelf feels

himself competent to engage in it. He merely states his own

fears and asks for my explanations, which I have given him.

My letter to Hort was more definite than anything you have

read, and that he has. It says distinctly, in istly, 2ndly,

3rdly, in this and that : I will not bind myself, and no one can

make me, unless he is able to change our forms ! My reason

for arguing the point to the extent I have argued it is this : I

feel that if it is to be an open question, we must take a higher

ground than merely saying it is one. It ought to be open

because neither I nor anybody else has a right to force a

definition of the word eternal or a theory of punishment on

any man, the Articles being silent.

' But I must plainly declare that I cannot preach the Gospel

at all if I am tied to the popular notions on the subject ;
that

I cannot use the prayers, that I cannot call the Bible God's

book. The Unitarians and Spiritualists may say what they

like; but those who compel me to use the language of the

Record and Guardian on this or any of the topics I have

discussed in my essays, compel me to renounce the formularies

I have subscribed.
'
I appeal to Caesar against the Jews, and the Felixes and

Festuses if they decide for the Jews. I do not merely claim

a right to interpret Caesar's decrees in a certain way. Your

own belief that it must be an offensive war will lead you, I

think, to the same conclusion. I feel the tremendous re-

sponsibility of maintaining this position ;
it must appear to be

the condemnation of other men. But I cannot help it. God

must see to His own cause. He knows well enough that I

cannot defend it, but if He chooses that I should just at this

moment maintain the truth that He is the deliverer of men
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and not their destroyer, I suppose He knows best. The

question becomes more serious and awful to me the more I

think of it. I feel more astonished at the crisis to which we

have come. I can only ask that the Church may be brought

through it, and that I may not do mischief by doing anything

out of my own head. We do indeed require to pray that we

may do the right thing. The religious people, High Church

and Evangelical, will be as much blessed ultimately if they get

their minds cleared on this subject (very many after a long

process will) as the infidels. Of course one looks to be

trodden down by the hoofs of both, but that cannot signify

much
;
nor even if they should agree to be indifferent

;
for the

truth will worry them, if they are ever so careless about my
way of stating it. I send you the two last missives on the

subject; please return the former. My last note is written

with a knowledge that Jelf is particularly sensitive about his

Orthodoxy on the Arian Controversy, and will be somewhat

perplexed by finding how nearly he has brought himself into

the grip of the Arian formula;. Yet who can escape it, who

will confuse time with eternity ? Possibly the Bishop of

London will come into the field before very long
—he is

chairman of our King's College Council—and this will be

the time for availing myself of your advice. I trust I

shall be preserved from shirking out at any back door. I

think I shall call upon him to see whether he objects to

my preaching in his diocese, telling him that, if he does, I

shall not stand on my position as a chaplain of Lincoln's

Inn, which is nominally out of his jurisdiction, but will

resign at once. That will bring the question to an issue
;

but till I see how he acts, it would be rash to resolve upon

my course.
' Have you seen the Morning Advertiser 1 S. (our old

friend), I suppose, from the line he takes.'

Life is not of the simple character that it would be repre-

sented to be if I gave the history of this correspondence
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without a break. Inextricably interwoven with it were other

troubles, which came on him at the same time.

In the new constitution of the Society for Promoting

Working Men's Associations it fell to my father to appoint
two "

assessors
"
to occupy the chair when he was absent. He

appointed Mr. Ludlow and another. Mr. Ludlow objected to

the appointments, on the ground that he himself, having

objected to the actual constitution, would not carry the con-

fidence of the society with him. He suggested Mr. Hughes
and Mr. Walter Cooper, the tailor, instead. My father was,

as his friends complained, afflicted with " a cholera of resigna-

tions," being always excessively shy of the prominent position

in which he found himself, and equally determined not to

maintain his position an hour longer than it was of service to

the cause he was engaged in, or to retire from it whilst it

meant only that it was his duty to receive the hardest knocks.

His conviction, however, that he had already provoked so

much hostility from many quarters that his name was only an

injury to any cause he aided, was so strong, that the smallest

indication that any of his friends thought they could dispense
with him, induced him to propose to resign his position ;

so

that, as Mr. Hughes puts it,
"

it was awful work having to fix

him up again against his will every three or four months in

one post or another which he thought he might slip out of."

On this occasion, convinced as he was that the result as to

King's College was a foregone conclusion, he had no hesita-

tion as to his course about the promoters. He believed that a

dismissed professor would not be a protection to them ; the

worst of the obloquy had been fought through and a legal

triumph had been won
; he could have no fear, therefore, that

he was yielding to any temptation to desert, from any fear of

consequences to himself.
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To Mr. J. M. Ludlow.
'

1853.
' My dear Friend,

' No one who knows my feelings towards either Cooper
or Hughes would suspect me of omitting either of these from

any other cause than the fear of doing them an injury. There

are no men I should have liked better for assessors, but I did

not venture to introduce one working man, when I knew not

how many I might pain by omitting them. I chose the

assessors not to please myself at all. Your letter leaves me
but one alternative. With a pain greater than you can easily

know, unless you knew exactly how I am feeling for other

reasons at this time, but with far less fear of doing injury to

the cause than I ever had before, I resign the presidentship.

To retain it when I have lost the confidence of the society,

and when they have so little confidence in each other as your
letter proves that they have, would be a contradiction of all

our professions. I quite submit to the justice of your charges

against me personally. I have neglected work, which I doubt

not I ought to have performed. I cannot, for the mere sake

of self-accusation, say that I have neglected the working
classes. I believe I have thought of them and striven for

them, not as I ought, but more this year than in any previous

one. But I have not done the things that you had a right

to expect from me. Added to many humiliations which God
has seen that I need and has sent, I accept this as perhaps the

most needful of all. I do not know that I need write more—
I might fall into self-justification, if I did, which I am anxious

to avoid. Thank you for your kindness in getting Huber

what he wanted.'

'Clyro, Hay, South Wales, August 10, 1853.
' My dear Friend,*****

'

I have cancelled your two appointments and named

Cooper and Hughes assessors. I have signified, at the same

time, to Shorter,* that as soon as the council is appointed I

* The Secretary of the Council of Promoters.
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hope they will depose me. I could not of course resign when
I found I should embarrass all the movements of the society,

but I have lost the confidence of you, and, no doubt, of others,

and I am sure I am better out of the way.'

Also to Mr. Ludlow.

'Clyro, Hay, South Wales, August 19, 1853.
My dear Friend,

1
1 found your letter on my return from Manchester,*

and was greatly cheered by it. I should have written to thank

you for it yesterday, but I had several rather long letters which

I was forced to send off, and our post does not leave us much
time for answering. The conference went off, I think, re-

markably well. There was some fighting about the profits of

workers not associates, but the feeling on the whole was good
and friendly, though there were signs enough that a more

stringent moral code to put down, or at least denounce,

positive breaches of honesty in trade, is needful, as well as a

higher and more inspiring principle. Neale's lecture was very

good, and he came out with a quickness and cleverness in

his answers to the questions which were asked by different

persons in the room, when it was over, that surprised me. I

think perhaps Newton took rather too prominent a share in

all the discussions. Do you think his land scheme is one that

can safely be recommended ? I am a little afraid about it, and

was exceedingly anxious that the conference should not be in

the least committed by it. Ultimately it was only presented
for consideration.'

To Archdeacon Hare.

"'
Clyro, August 20, 1853.

' My correspondence with Dr. Jelf is swelling into a volume
;

and is to be concluded, he tells me, with something almost

amounting to a theological essay from him. I have told him
that I do not see how argument can now make much differ-

ence, as far as my position is concerned. If he, as Principal,

* Where he had been presiding at a great "Co-operative Conference."
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disapproves of a professor, and says that he cannot work with

him, said professor must be dismissed—the discipline of the

college could not otherwise be maintained, and the council

have no choice. But I have said also that I shall not antici-

pate their decision by resigning, first because I do not want to

evade any censure they may see fit to pass upon me; secondly,

because I must have it clearly understood that I do not leave

the college because I object to any single Article, doctrine,

phrase, to which I have subscribed, but solely because I object

to a certain popular construction of a certain theological term,

which construction I hold to be twt the simple, natural, and

orthodox one; thirdly, because I demand it as an act of

justice from the authorities of the college who have used the

Record as their organ of communication with the public, that

they should say whether they agree with the Record in regard-

ing me as a scoundrel, or whether, after their experience of

thirteen years, they esteem me an honest man.
1 This I have the same right to ask as any footman has who

is turned off by his master, certain persons having said that

he was dismissed for a habit of drunkenness and robbing the

pantry. More I do not wish. So I hope to make it clear

that an English clergyman has full liberty to maintain every

position which I have maintained in my essays, and that a set

of new Articles must be framed before he can be deprived of

that liberty.'

To Archdeacon Hare.

'

Clyro, August 22, 1853.
' My dear Julius,

'
I wrote my last letter before I received your very kind

one. I told you the substance of my communication to Jelf ;

the enclosed has just come to me in answer. I wish very much
for your judgment upon it; of course if Stanley is kind enough
to give me his also, I shall be grateful. The question as to

me is settled, but the steps I take may seriously affect other

men and the Church. I do not wish to embarrass the council

or the bishops, who have always been kind to me
;

I am very
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anxious not to injure the position of Trench or of Edward,*

whom I have purposely abstained from consulting or writing

to in any part of the business; and I may save anything

approaching to, or having the appearance of, an ecclesiastical

censure upon the principle I have maintained by giving in.

But, on the other hand, it is very important that it should be

understood I do not admit the force of a single argument of

Jelfs, and that I leave the college simply because he cannot

work with me. His present letter is polite enough, and

stronger than he often is ; but I do not want that he should

put into the mouth of the council words about my
"
unhappy

publication," 6°c.'

To Mr. J. M. Ludlow.

'Clyro, Hay, South Wales, August 24, 1853.

'. . . . The King's College business is nearly concluded.

The only question is now whether I shall resign or wait for

dismissal. Jelf, of course, urges the first course as most con-

venient to him and to the college, and I am well inclined

for my own sake to adopt it. But the question is, which is

the right thing to do for the sake of the Church and of the

great principle which I am certain is at stake. I cannot and

would not teach under a principal who objects to my teaching,

but I must bear what testimony I can for the right of English

divines, to preach the gospel of God's love to mankind, and to

maintain that Lord Shaftesbury and the Bishop of London

do not care more for the outcasts of the race than He does, if

Humanity and Theology are not to be for ever apart, [and] the

regeneration of the working classes is not to be given up by
Christians to infidels. This point must be settled somehow.

That which stirred the heart of Europe in the 16th century

is not more vital. I think I may be in town next week to talk

over the subject with Hare, and, if we can meet, with Kingsley,
and I should like very much to have your advice.'

* Rev. E. II. Plumptre, his brother-in-law.
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'August 29, 1853.
' My dear Julius,

'

Many thanks for your kind advice, which I arn sure is

also wise, and which I intend to follow. I had, as you saw,

decided not to resign. I was shaken for a very short time

in that resolution by considering the inconvenience to which

I should put the college, if they had no lectures in two depart-

ments at the beginning of their session
;
and also by the hope

that their language might be explicit and satisfactory in taking

leave of me even then. But when I further reflected on Jelf s

letter, and saw that he spoke of himself as the person who

would probably express the mind of the council, and that he

held it out as a kind of boon that my theology should not be

inquired into, I saw the necessity of taking the course you
recommend. Before I got your letter, I had written to him

saying that I should reserve my answer to the substantial part

of his till I had received his final communication, but that in

the meantime I protested against the phrases "unhappy pub-

lication,"
"
fallen into error,"

"
entangled in subtleties

"—that

if the publication (of which at present he had noticed only

two or three sentences) was unhappy, all I had ever written

was so, and all my teaching in the college had been so
;
that

if I was in error I had not fallen into it since I came into the

college ;
that there was nothing in this book which was not

implied in books I had written before he asked me to be

theological professor, and of which he had due notice
; finally

that the subtlety of distinguishing eternity from time was one

which I have learnt from St. Paul, Athanasius and Augustine,

and (this I had told him before) that I did not see any escape

from Arianism if I abandoned it. But though I am clear that

you are right so far, I should wish it clearly to be understood

by all my friends, that I would not, if I could, avert the final

decree of the college that I ought to resign. I should hold

them to be very wrong if they decided otherwise. I do not

desire to continue in the college. I cannot continue after

my superior has declared my theology to be unsound. It

could only be a question whether they should banish him or

VOL. II. N
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me, and I should be a madman to try that issue. The safe

course and the right one is to show that I am not fighting for

the privilege of maintaining a false position or of driving out

another person, but for my right as an English clergyman to

hold and to teach what I have held and taught. The immense

importance of the object makes every other seem to me utterly

insignificant. It is well enough to say that King's College

is a post of usefulness. To me it would be a post of useful-

ness no longer, but of exceeding mischief, after I had found

myself at war with the Principal. So that I give up the battle

as to the college, and wish every one to give it up on my
behalf, that I may fight it at better advantage as to the Church.

I want a direct declaration from the council to this effect—
We request you to resign because you are at variance with the

Principal, in whom we have confidence, not because we hold

you to hold or to teach that which a clergyman subscribing

to the Articles and the Prayer Book has no right to teach.

They may have their own private opinions how far I am right

or wrong ;
but I think they will understand that if we have

Articles, and I profess my adherence to them, I am as little

bound by their private opinions, or Jelf's, as they are by mine.

And that I wish to have plainly declared.'

To Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice.

'

September 2, 1S53.
' My dearest Father and Mother,

'
I hope this will reach you on the fifty-ninth anniversary

of your wedding-day, and may find you both as well as we can

dare to hope for those who have lived so long and been per-

mitted to diffuse so many blessings around them. May God

bless you both abundantly in all the years to come, whether

they are spent in this world or in some better one.
'

I cannot tell you, my dearest mother, how much your good
and brave words about King's College cheered me. I am

quite sure that I shall be dismissed from it, and I do not wish

to remain in it, because I believe my giving up will do more

to promote the principles I have maintained than my stay in
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it could do. Therefore I shall go, when the time comes, with

hearty good will and, I hope, in charity towards all men.'

'

Clyro, September 2, 1853.
' My dear Julius,

' Thank you very much for your letter, and the Bishop's

[St. Davids], which I return. I am very thankful for his kind

judgment, but he will be in a small minority among the bishops.

I was surprised and gratified exceedingly that there was some

hope the Bishop of Oxford might not greatly object. I dare

not expect his sympathy, but I am sure he will be very kind

under the circumstances. I believe my stay at King's College

would weaken my position in the Church, and would make

the protest I have borne for some principles that seem to me

all-important, nearly ineffectual. J elf will accept some of them,

"in a sense," others he will repudiate as dangerous. I must

show that I am pleading for a simple natural sense—not for

one that I would impose upon any, for I think the formularies

are better than my explanations, or any others that are likely

to be offered of them—but a sense which I have not only a

right to hold but to publish. I have been free at King's

College, hitherto; henceforth I should be "cabined, cribbed,

confined," every moment subject to the hint of some "
high

authority," or liable to be canvassed on the charge of some

newspaper. It would be a false position altogether for any
one who has to teach teachers. And therefore the sooner the

council rid me of it—provided they recognise my rights as

a clergyman, and the rights of all who think as I do, to speak
what we say in the church though not in their college

—the

better for us all.'

On September 6, Dr. Jelf, in order that as little time as

possible might be lost before the question was brought to an

issue, sent my father the beginning, in printed slips, of his final

letter. These slips disclosed in the clearest manner possible

the fact that Dr. Jelf looked upon that view of " eternal life
"

which makes it synonymous with an endless future state, as

the only true one to the exclusion of all others, and that Dr.

n 2
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Jelf did so because nothing seemed to him so important for the

interpretation of Scripture and for the establishment of a sound

theology, as that the notion of rewards and punishments, and

not the revelation of God, should be felt to be the end of the

Divine dispensation. I have, in the above statement of Dr.

Jelf s position, which is, I believe, a perfectly fair one, chosen

the wording, so that it is in express terms the exact inversion,

as will be seen by reference to p. 398, Vol. I., of my father's

words in 1845 as to what seemed to him to be more important

than anything else in these matters. This was for my father

the crux of the whole matter. As long as it had been a

question whether he had or had not clearly conveyed to Dr.

Jelf the conviction that he had himself no wish to dogmatise

on the question of the " endless duration of future punish-

ments," and that he only protested against all dogmatism on

the subject, he was anxious to continue the discussion
;
he was

diffident as to his own expressions ;
he was anxious for the

suggestions of friends. From the moment that it became clear

that Dr. Jelf believed that the one business of a preacher was

not to proclaim a good news of God to mankind, but to trust

for the efficiency of his preaching to the terrors of future

punishment and the hopes of future reward he was able to

awaken, he wrote as follows :

'

September 8, 1853.
' My dear Julius,

' Could you kindly look over these,* sending them back

by Sunday's post. I have drawn the sword and thrown away
the scabbard, telling Jelf plainly in a note to-day that I see the

differences between us are wider and deeper than even he

supposes ;
that they affect the essence of the Gospel and the

whole interpretation of the Bible ; that I shall say to the

council :

" Do you hold your professors to the Principal's inter-

pretation of our formularies? If you do, on that ground
'

our

connection is dissolved ;"
—to the bishop :

" Do you hold me

bound to accept the Principal's interpretation, if I officiate in

your diocese? if you do, you silence me. Will you turn to the

*
I.e. Dr. Jelfs slips.
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passages in St. John's Epistle about eternal life, which Jelf

affirms— simply as a thing to be taken for granted
—concern

the future state of the blessed. I will send you my answer

as soon as it is written. A great deal is at stake, and I feel

the responsibility very much.
'

I hope you will nutice the defence of the translators of

Matt. xxv.—" The rhythm of the passage, and the love of

Saxon." This is the morality and reverence for God's word

we are to teach our pupils !

'

'

Clyro, September 15, 1853.
' My dear Julius,

'

I expressed myself very ill if I led you to suppose that

I meant to insist upon my interpretation of the Bible or the

Articles, and to call upon the council to repudiate Dr. Jelf's.

I wish most strongly to protest against the claim on his part

or mine, or anybody's, to impose new Articles upon the Church.

I am content with what are given us. I adhere to them. I

say it is enough that he and I should make this profession ;

if the world or the Church thinks we, either of us, do not

make it honestly, the world or the Church is not our judge,

and it is a great fool if it contracts its own liberty by seeking

to forge chains for us. But I must draw the sword (it may
be more correct to say he has drawn it first, but I do not

quarrel about that) and throw away the scabbard in this sense :

that I will not submit to his construction of Scripture, and of

our forms
;
that I will show why submission to it would " throw

an atmosphere of doubt
"
upon the plainest passages of Scrip-

ture
; upon the Gospel we have to preach ; upon the nature

and eternity of God. That is no reason why he should not

adhere to it, and be a Principal, and be made a bishop. I

shall not stand up to oppose at Bow Church when his Si quis,

or whatever the form of the farce may be, is read. But it is

a reason why I should tell the council that they silence me,
and numbers besides me as preachers of the Gospel, if they
will insist upon our denying that God wills all men to be saved,

and to come to the knowledge of the truth.
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' A crisis, I am convinced, is at hand which will bring the

question to an issue, whether we are believing in what Dr. Jelf

calls a religion of mercy (proved to be such because phrases

about salvation are to phrases about damnation as 57 : 8—
the Bible being a great betting book, where the odds on the

favourites are marked as at Doncaster or Newmarket), or

whether we believe in a Gospel of deliverance from sin and

perdition. We cannot avert this crisis. I did not willingly

do anything to hasten it, God knows. But I saw from the

multitudes that are throwing off belief—all belief, on this

ground
—and the multitudes that are pretending to believe

in God, while they mean the Devil, that it must come and

that it was safer to meet it. Having this conviction, I feel

all gratitude to the Bishop of Oxford for his kind and generous

efforts to save me or to avoid scandal. But it cannot be. The

scandal is there
;

tne old scandal or rock of offence which

cannot be removed, and over which I fear numbers among us,

as among the Jews, will stumble and fall, and be broken in

pieces. I dread that calamity for myself as much as for any,

but I am sure that I shall not escape it by trying to maintain

a position in the college which is untenable. Dr. Jelf and the

Record must have their prean over some man, that they may
not have to boast of a victory over the whole Church and

over God's truth. It is a very small Jonah to throw to the

whale.'

I give next the following letter, because a statement of the

case from another pen than my father's, will, perhaps, show

the broad issues more clearly than any single one of his own.

From Archdeacon Hare to a Laxman.

' October 4, 1853.
' Of course I cannot but feel a strong personal interest

in the question. For it is impossible to know Maurice, as

T have done intimately for thirty years, without admiring and

loving him
; indeed, taking him altogether, his head and his
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heart, he is incomparably the grandest example of human

nature that it has ever been my happiness to know. Still I

have not the slightest wish that the decision in this matter

should be influenced by any motive but a strict regard to truth

and justice, and to the good of the Church
; nay, if the laws

of our Church require that Maurice should be expelled from

his professorship, let him be so, although I can anticipate

nothing but the most disastrous consequences from his con-

demnation.
' The one point in the 'Essays' on which Dr. Jelf grounds

his denunciation, is the passage about eternal death, pp. 432-

442 ; which, however, cannot be understood except when taken

along with the dozen pages just before, nor fully except in con-

nection with the whole volume.
' From taking them solely by themselves Dr. Jelf has fallen

into such an utter misunderstanding, as to charge Maurice with

teaching that impenitent, unbelieving sinners will ultimately be

saved, whereas the doctrine which runs through the whole book

is, that this itself is damnation—impenitence and unbelief, and

that the only possible salvation is that communion with God to

which we are raised through penitence and faith. Nor will

Dr. Jelfs metaphysical capacity allow him to frame any other

conception of eternity than as an indefinitely long time, so that

he deems Maurice a heretic, for deriving his conception of

"eternal life" from our Lord's words in John xvii. 2. 3, the

only conception which will enable us to understand all the

other passages where St. John uses the expression.
1 With regard to the legal question, it seems to me pretty

nearly decided by the omission of the 42nd Article of the series

of 1552
—-which condemns all such as teach the doctrine of

universal salvation—at the revision of the Articles in 1562.

How this omission was brought about I know not
;

it seems to

be one of those providential interpositions of a higher wisdom,
which were so often granted to the Reformers of our Church.

But by the omission, the Church seems to have declared that

she does not condemn the doctrine of universal salvation. Now
what Maurice teaches is far short of this. He merely says that
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the opposite doctrine is a human tradition, resting on no ade-

quate scriptural authority. As to what will be, he does not

presume to pronounce any dogma, but winds up with that

beautiful conclusion in p. 442.
' An additional reason which makes me look with dread on

anything having the character of an ecclesiastical condemnation

of this book, is the terrible shock which such a condemnation

would give to that large portion of the intelligent minds in all

classes whom he has powerfully influenced by his teaching and

his writings. I do not believe that there is any other living

man who has done anything at all approaching to what Maurice

has effected, in reconciling the reason and conscience of the

thoughtful men of our age to the faith of our Church. I am

continually meeting with instances of persons whom he has

brought to a lively reception of the truth, whose reason and

conscience would otherwise have driven them into infidelity ;

and I believe it is in great measure owing to him that the intel-

lect of the rising generation is with us rather than against us.

This arises not merely from his intellectual powers, but from

the moral grandeur which goes along with it and sanctifies it.

Now it will grievously disturb all these men if they find that

the Church rejects him whom they revere as her wisest teaclier.

Many of them will probably fall away from her, sorae
;

it is to

be feared, into some of the forms of rationalising or sentimen-

talising unbelief. Meanwhile the Record and the slaves of the

Record will set up a shout of triumph which will be taken up
and prolonged by all the Unitarians and other contemners of

our faith, who will exclaim,
" Here is a man who has been

labouring with all his heart and soul, and mind, to show that

the doctrines of your Church are not repugnant to the reason

and conscience of mankind
;
and you have immediately cast

him out."
'

At this moment Dr. Colenso was Bishop-designate of Natal.

He at this time differed from my father's view that the words
" eternal punishment

"
did not necessarily involve the idea that

the subjects of it are in endless torture. He had been ac-
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cepted as a divine in all respects concurring in the "
popular"

views on theological subjects. But, in bringing out a series of

sermons, just before his consecration, he prefaced them with a

warm dedication to my father, avowedly doing so as a protest

against the attacks at this time made by the Record upon my
father.

'21 Queen Square, October 7, 1853.
' My dear Colenso,

' When I returned here two days ago my eyes were

greeted by the sight of your volume and of the dedication to

me. I really do not know what to say to you about that. If

I told you that it delighted me beyond any praise I almost ever

received, I should express but half the truth. I should convey
a very inadequate impression of my own feelings of the

generosity and courage which your words manifest, and of the

strength and hope which they imparted to me. But I should

also not let you see the real fear and distress which your kind-

ness occasioned me. When I consider the great work to which

you are called, and the troubles which must, at all events, await

you in it, I could not but tremble lest I had been the means of

causing you a new and unnecessary hindrance. I am afraid

the English bishops
—to say nothing of the religious press

—
will visit upon you the offences which a large portion of them

is willing to charge upon me. And I could have wished that

you had stifled all your regard for me rather than run this risk.

Nevertheless, I do so thoroughly and inwardly believe that

courage is the quality most needed in a bishop, and especially

a missionary bishop, that I did at the same time give hearty

thanks to God that He had bestowed such a measure of it upon

you.
' You see I am very contradictory in my thoughts about your

letter. But I am most harmonious in my thoughts and wishes

about you. I am sure God is sending you forth to a mighty

work, in which you will be able wonderfully to help those who
are toiling in poor old England ;

and I do, from my heart, desire

for you and your dear wife, and your children, all earthly and

heavenly gifts. May God bless you abundantly; so prays one
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upon whom you have conferred a greater kindness than you
can estimate—for it has come to me when I wanted it most.'

' 21 Queen Square, October 8, 1853.
' My dear Julius,

'

I have only Dr. Jelf s letter in scraps, and the last

scraps only reached me two days ago ;
such as they are I send

them to you. I wish I could send you also my defence, which

has been written under some disadvantages, and has had to

undergo additions and alterations as the charges took a more

definite shape.
'

Nevertheless, I am quite content that it should go in as it

is, and I have begged that there may be no further delay. To

expedite matters, I have taken the MS. to a printer to-day. I

hope for proofs on Tuesday, which you shall have at once.

I shall, I hope, have a copy for each member of the council

ready on Friday. They will meet, but I should suppose can

decide nothing at present. They will probably adjourn to

consider, for I trust they will not be satisfied with the secretary's

reading of the documents which will be submitted to them. I

have followed your advice—not resigning, striking out anything
which seemed harsh or merely personal to any who heard the

letter, asserting Jelfs full right to hold his opinion, and only

maintaining mine to be equally strong, according to the

Articles. I have, however, stated so distinctly the radical

difference between his theology and mine, that it is impossible

we can work longer together. Trench, who thought differently

the day before yesterday, has, I believe, come round to that

opinion since he read the indictment and the replication.

Then the battle will have to be fought over again by the publi-

cation of the letters, which I demand. The importance of the

subject and of the crisis has become so manifest to me since I

have talked more with other persons on the subject, that I am
more than ever desirous to avoid anything of sharpness or

recrimination. Dr. Jelf's last note, you will perceive, is amic-

able, though he has thrown out a rather curious insinuation

about the probability of other Anabaptist tenets (promiscuous
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marriages and confiscations) growing out of my doctrine about

eternity. That will tell upon Sir Robert Inglis and Lord

Radstock. I long to see you, but I do not know when it is to

be. All here, especially my colleagues, are very kind, and the

work at King's College is much less trying than I expected.

Colenso, yet unconsecrated, has had the kindness and courage,

I am afraid the rashness, to dedicate a volume of sermons to

me. I hope it will not set him at war with the English

bishops.'

'October u, 1853.
' My dear Julius,

'
I should like very much to go to Hurstmonceaux this

week, but as the council meets on Friday, I fear I cannot go
down that night. I have no doubt they will adjourn, but still I

may have to answer inquiries on Saturday ; possibly the bishop

may wish to see me. I think, therefore, I must put it off. I

shall be free enough soon, and then I shall hope to see you. I

did not tell you what a pleasant visit, though only of one night,

we had at Abergwille. The bishop was full of kindness.*****
' He wanted to take me to see a sunset from the hill

;
his

servant was bent upon counteracting the plan, partly from fear

we should be too late for dinner, and proposed by way of sub-

stitute that we should go to see the pigs, which edified the

bishop exceedingly. I was very sorry we could not stay.'

To Mr. Ludlow.

'

Queen Square, October 13, 1853.
'

. . . . The essays, and the one to which you allude espe-

cially, have, I am told, relieved the minds of some of a heavy

load, and for that I must be thankful. I am sorry that they

have given you pain. I have no doubt they have themselves,

or rather me, to blame for the greater part of it, though I

cannot help thinking that the persons you say you have chiefly

associated with may partly be the cause. I do not think you
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could look favourably on any book which you heard praised.

If you had been with those who called me a heretic and a devil

I have no doubt I should have had you for a far too partial and

zealous champion.'
> *

1 have been kindly furnished by the present council of

King's College with the following extracts from their minutes.

A few sentences are included here and there which are irrele-

vant to the purpose of this book. This is done because the

council very naturally furnished the papers on the understand-

ing that, if published, they should be given entire.

Extractfrom the Minutes of a Meeting ofthe Council, held Friday,

October 14, 1853.

The following letter from the principal, a copy of which had

been sent by the secretary to every member of the council, was

read and ordered to be entered on the minutes.

'

King's College, London, October 8, 1853.
' My Lords and Gentlemen,

'

It is my painful duty to call your attention to a book

lately published, which bears upon its title-page
"
Theological

Essays," by Frederick Denison Maurice, M.A., Chaplain of

Lincoln's Inn, and Professor of Divinity in King's College,
London. The part which I would especially bring under your

notice, as in my opinion very dangerous and unsound, is the

conclusion of the last essay, from p. 432 to p. 449.
' The nature and ground of the objections which I entertain

to the statements therein contained, will be learnt by a perusal
of the enclosed "

Correspondence
"

(printed privately ;
confi-

dential). To my last letter I have received no other reply than

that Mr. Maurice wishes the cause to pass into other hands.

He had previously informed me that I was not to expect any

* Mr. Ludlow's objections were by no means the common ones. The

letter, I think, helps to set forth the relationship between the two friends ;

but, like must of my father's letters, it exaggerates the amount of dis-

:oval of himself expressed in the letter to which it is an answer.
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explanation or retractation. He has, however, intimated to me
his intention to lay before the council a printed reply.

'

It is, I hope, superfluous in me to express a hope that the

professor may be allowed ample time for his defence.'

A copy of the correspondence alluded to by Dr. Jelf was

laid upon the table.

The following letter, dated October 12, 1853, from Professor

Maurice to the Principal, enclosing his reply to the final letter

of the Principal, dated September 1853, was received.

'21 Queen Square, Bloomsbury,

Wednesday evening, October 12, 1853
' Dear Mr. Principal,

'

I enclose the answer to your last letter, which reached

me in its complete and official form between six and seven

o'clock this evening. You are aware that the important

passage in it respecting the Articles, together with all the

concluding part of it, which most affects my character, was not

sent to me till the middle of last week. Had I received the

fragments of your letter sooner, I conceive I should not have

acted respectfully if I had forwarded my reply, which has been

in the printer's hands for two days, before I had seen your

charges in the shape in which you desire that they should be

considered by the council.

'

I would respectfully request that this note may be laid

before that body, as it explains a statement in your printed

address, of which you have desired the secretary to send me a

copy. That statement must, I think, lead the members of the

council to suppose that I have refused or delayed to answer the

charges which you have brought against me, or that I have not

chosen to address my answer to you.
'

I wish certainly that the whole cause should pass into the

hands of the council, who I am satisfied will deal fairly with

it
;
but I think our correspondence will show that I have not

declined to afford you any explanations which may enable you

to understand my meaning, however you may dissent from it.
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'

Copies of my letter will be sent to the secretary's office, for

the use of the council on Friday. Other copies will be sent by

post to the members who may not be present on that day.

'

After deliberation it was ordered that copies of all these

documents should be sent to every member of the council, and

that the council should be specially summoned for two o'clock

on Thursday, October 27, to take the same into consideration ;

no other business to be brought forward. The Principal

requested that should the council think fit to require from him

any explanation beyond that contained in the pamphlet, they

would kindly permit Professor Maurice to be present at the

time of his making such statement.'

J. W. Cunningham, Sec.

Extractfrom the Minutes of a Special Meeting of the Council

held Thursday, October 27, 1853.

The letter from Dr. Jelf to the council dated October 8,

enclosing his correspondence with Professor Maurice, was read.

The letter from Professor Maurice to the Principal dated

October 12, enclosing his answer to the Principal's final letter,

was read.

The secretary stated that in a letter to Professor Maurice he

had requested him to be in attendance in case the council

should wish to see him, and had also asked whether, in the

event of the council not wishing to see him, he would desire to

have an interview with them. Professor Maurice's reply was

read promising to be in attendance, and stating that, although

he did not wish to make any formal application to the council

for permission to be heard before them, there was one point

on which he should perhaps be glad to make a very short

explanation.

Professor Maurice being called in explained that having

heard complaints made of the tone* in which he as a professor

* This will be more clearly explained in a letter of my father's to be

given immediately- The brief report hardly conveys the meaning of either

my father's or Dr. Jelf's speech.
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had addressed the Principal, in his
" Answer to the Principal's

final letter," he had written that letter as an answer to an

indictment, and not as a letter to Dr. Jelf ;
and that if it was

thought that there was anything wrong in the tone of that com-

munication, he sincerely apologised for the same, and asked

the Principal to state what had always been his conduct at

King's College.

Dr. Jelf cordially accepted Professor Maurice's explanation

and bore high testimony to the uniform courteousness of his

conduct towards himself, as well as to his unvarying attention

to his classes, and zeal for the college.

After long and anxious deliberation the following resolutions

were moved and seconded :

The council having taken into consideration an essay lately

published by the Reverend Frederick Maurice, Professor of

Divinity in King's College, and also a correspondence between

the Principal and the Professor on the subject of the said essay,

and having been informed by Professor Maurice that he does

not wish to make any statement in addition to his
" Answer to

the Principal's final letter," resolve

1. That in their judgment the opinions set forth and the

doubts expressed in the said essay, and re-stated in the said

answer as to certain points of belief regarding the future

punishment of the wicked and the final issues of the day of

judgment, are of dangerous tendency, and calculated to unsettle

the minds of the theological students of King's College.

2. That the council feel it to be their painful duty to declare

that the continuance of Professor Maurice's connection with

the college as one of its professors would be seriously detri-

mental to its usefulness.

3. That the council, while it laments the necessity which

constrains them to adopt this resolution, are bound in justice

to Professor Maurice to express the sense which they entertain

of the zealous and able manner in which he has discharged the

duties of the two offices which he has held, and the attachment

which he has at all times manifested to the college.
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Whereupon the following amendment was moved and

seconded :

That the Lord Bishop of London be requested to appoint

competent theologians to institute an examination into the

question how far the writings of Professor Maurice, or any

propositions contained in them, which have been brought
under the [notice of the] council, are conformable to or at

variance with the three creeds and the formularies of the

Church of England, and to make a report thereupon, and that

the Lord Bishop be requested to communicate the resuits of

this examination to the council.

The amendment being put from the Chair, was lost upon a

division.

The original propositions were then put and carried.

'21 Queen Square, October 28, 1853.
' My dear Julius,

' Your kindness in sending me the letter which I return

prepared me for the decision of the council yesterday. Georgina
has kindly written it out for me. You will see that it contains

not only my dismissal, but a direct censure on the book. The
last resolution is merely taken (I presume) from the common
forms in the secretary's office, which are used on such occa-

sions.

' As the resolutions left me in doubt whether I should con-

tinue my lectures to the end of the term or suspend them at

once, I was obliged to ask the Principal's decision on that

point.* He determined at once that I was not to appear again

*
I find that the cause of my father's strong feeling on this subject has

not been understood. It was the end of the year. What remained to be

done was simply to gather up the year's work prior to the examinations.

My father's letter, asking for the decision of Dr. Jelf, had been written

under the impression that he would as a matter of course be told to

complete the preparation of his class and leave at the end of the year. Tt

was this circumstance which made it seem to him, when he was told to

absent himself from his class instantly, as if he was almost treated as a

leper. Moreover, as my fa'hcr's classes had been steadily increasing in
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before either of my classes. It was very foolish, but I confess

I felt this sentence much more than the previous one. I went

before the council to make an explanation, which I had wished

to make, respecting the alleged rudeness of my last letter to

the Principal. I stated, that I had told the Principal before

hand, that I must regard that letter, though addressed to me,

as an indictment against me ;
that when I answered it I should

consider the characters of principal and professor as merged in

those of accuser and accused. I said that if I had seemed to

write a theological treatise instead of merely replying to a

charge, I did so because the Principal had given that form to

his letter. I said that if I had, under these circumstances, used

any language which could seem disrespectful to the Principal or

to them, I was heartily sorry for it, and I asked the Principal

to tell the council whether he had any reason to complain of

me for want of respect or subordination during the eight years

I had served under him. He therefore made a very nattering

and handsome speech respecting me, and said that if he had

used any expressions in his letter not involving some great

truth which caused me pain, he regretted it (I had referred to

some personal allusions which I had carefully passed over in

my reply, that I might not give so great a subject a personal

character). I then spoke of his allusion to the other tenets of

the Anabaptists—which he introduced, after the letter had

gone to the press, as a special correction, and sent me notice

of it. I said that I certainly believed he did mean by those

words to revive the charges which had been brought against me
two years ago in the

'

Quarterly Review,' of which the council

had I thought acquitted me, and that I felt such an insinuation

or such an accusation to be ungenerous and unfair. He

numbers up to the moment of his dismissal, he could not but feel that his

personal honour was involved in not deserting without a protest those who
had been drawn to the college by his reputation. He had created the

classes. That it was his personal influence which had made them success-

ful, was forcibly brought home to the council by the financial difficulties

into which the college afterwards fell, till Dr. Jelf was succeeded by my
father's old pupil Dr. Barry.

VOL. II. O
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solemnly disclaimed any intention of the kind, regretted that

his words would bear that construction, and defended himself

about the Record nearly in the terms he had used in his letter

to me. Then I withdrew. The bishop, who was in the chair,

looked more cold and stern than usual, Harrison more like

marble. The others I scarcely saw, except Dr. Watson, who
covered his face with his hands, and who, I felt, was sympa-

thising with me. Green was there. I will not say that his

letter did not, at first, cause me much pain : afterwards I was

thankful for it. I see it is not to philosophers, however in-

telligent or accomplished, that I must appeal. He may sit in

his study, drink his claret, edit the
'

Logosophie,' and talk of a
" one probation

"
for the multitudes who have never been

taught the difference between right and wrong. The humble

preacher of the Gospel who sees men perishing cannot talk

so
; nor the medical man who is actually living among men,

not speculating about men. Coleridge would not
; for, besides

being a philosopher, he was a penitent, who knew that, though
his crimes might be less than those of open reprobates, his

sins were greater, and prayed, God be merciful to me ! To
these I confidently turn, and I know that they will understand

me sooner or later.

'

I wish I could show you a statement which the Bishop of

Oxford, objecting to many points in my letter, and not pledging
himself to agreement with me, drew up, of what he conceived

to be my doctrine ; it was as lucid and beautiful as anything I

ever read. I accepted it unreservedly, but, at his request, I

returned him his letter that he might make use of it. I hope I

shall recover it.******
'

Captain Sterling has proposed to me to give up the

guardianship of his nieces into our hands. I have accepted
the trust. It has been a very rapid business, only settled

finally on Wednesday night. The responsibility is very serious,

though it will not last many years, except in H.'s case
;

still I

am most thankful that it is to be so.'
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Mr. W. E. Gladstone to Lord Lyttelton.

'October 29, 1853.
' My dear Lyttelton,

' The subject of your letter is not new to me. I remained

in town last Thursday in order to attend the council of K. C.

and, as far as I could, to see fair play. I was afraid of a very

precipitate proceeding, and I regret to say my fears have been

verified. The motion carried was the Bishop of London's, but

I am bound to say he was quite willing to have waived it for

another course, and the proceeding is due to a body of laymen,

chiefly lords. The motion carried is to the effect that the

statements on certain points contained in Maurice's last essay

are of a dangerous character, and that his connection with the

theology of the college ought not to continue. I moved as an

amendment that the bishop be requested to appoint competent

theologians, who should personally examine how far the state-

ments of Mr. Maurice were conformable to, or at variance with,

the three creeds and the formularies of the Church of England,

and should make a report upon them, and that the bishop

should be requested to communicate with the council.

' For myself, I find in different parts of what Maurice has

written things that I cannot, and that I am quite certain the

council had not, been able to reconcile. This consideration

alone seemed to me to show that they were not in a condition

to proceed with a definitive judgment. I do not feel sufficiently

certain what his view as a whole may be, even if I were other-

wise competent to judge whether it is within or beyond the

latitude allowed by the Church in this matter. And indepen-

dently of all this, I thought that even decency demanded of the

council, acting perforce in a judicial capacity, that they should

let. the accused person know in the most distinct terms for

what he was dismissed, and should show that they had dis-

missed him, if at all, only after using much greater pains to

ascertain that his opinions were in real contrariety to some

Article of the faith. I also cherished the hope, founded on

certain parts of what he has said, that his friends might be

o 2
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able in the meantime to arrange some formula concordice

which might avert the scandal and mischief of the dismissal.

Sir J. Patteson, Sir B. Brodie, and Mr. Green supported the

amendment, but the majority went the other way, and much
am I grieved at it. I am not inclined to abate the dogmatic

profession of the Church—on the contrary, nothing would

induce me to surrender the smallest fraction of it
;
but while

jealous of its infraction in any particular, I am not less jealous

of the obtrusion of any private or local opinion into the region

of dogma ; and, above all, I hold that there should be as much

rigour in a trial of this kind, irrespective of the high character

and distinguished powers of the person charged in this par-

ticular case, as if he were indicted for murder.'

Mr. E. B. Denison to F. D. M.

'The Castle, Eccleshall, 31 October, 1853.
1 My dear Maurice,

•

By the bishop's leave I write to tell you that he was

not at the meeting of the K. C. council last Thursday, solely in

consequence of the secretary's neglect in not sending him the

notice
;
and that having read your book, and the correspond-

ence between you and the principal, he has great doubts

whether he should have concurred in the decision of the

council. He is unwilling to speak more strongly without

having heard what other members of the council might have

to say : but that, of course, could only have affected his judg-

ment on the question of the expediency of getting rid of you in

deference to external clamour, and not his opinion on your

theology.
' He wrote to Cunningham last Wednesday to ask when the

meeting would be, in order that he might make his arrange-

ments to be able to attend
;
and he was surprised to receive

an answer saying that the meeting had taken place the day
it was written (Thursday), and that the clerks assured the

secretary the notice hail been sent to the bishop. The next

day Cunningham wrote again, certainly a very remarkable
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letter : for he says, by way of excuse for the letter not having
arrived here, that, the bishop having some time ago desired

that his K. C. letters might be sent to 39 Harley Street, where,

as you know, he lived until this year during the time when

bishops are in London, the notice was sent there
;
but he

adds—"
Knowing that your Lordship was at Eccleshall, I gave

special orders that the two pamphlets should not be sent to

Harley Street, because I feared they might not be forwarded."
' The said secretary also expresses his opinion that the very

existence of the college was at stake in the decision.

' You may make known in any way you like, that I have told

you all this. And seeing that the Bishop of Lichfield* is the

very man who above all others ought to have been specially

invited to be present at such a meeting, I think these facts will

not be without weight in the opinion of impartial people.'

Sir Benjamin Brodie to Archdeacon Hare.

'

Briscome, Betchworth, Surrey, November 2, 1853.

' My dear Archdeacon,
' There was a pretty full meeting of the council on

Thursday, but the only clerical members present were the

Bishop of London and Archdeacon Harrison.
' One member of the council proposed the dismissal of

Professor Maurice. The Bishop of London gave it as his

opinion that this could not be done without giving reasons for

doing so, and read a paper which he had prepared, having

previously stated his opinion that Mr. Maurice was preaching

dangerous doctrines, contrary to those of the Church of

England. Mr. Gladstone stated that this was a dangerous
mode of proceeding, and suggested that the first thing to be

done was to appoint a committee of competent persons to con-

sider whether the doctrines taught by Professor Maurice were

improper or not (I forget the words, but this was the sub-

stance). Mr. Gladstone's suggestion was supported by Patte-

son, Green, and myself, and by no one else
;
and I took the

* He had been the former Principal of King's College.
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opportunity of stating that the matter was much more im-

portant than it seemed to be in the eyes of the council
;
that

the clergy themselves were by no means unanimous in their

opinion on the subject, and that the great mass of the laity

would be found to agree with Professor Maurice. A long dis-

cussion followed, not on Mr. Gladstone's motion (for really the

other members of the council did not seem to think that it was

worthy of consideration at all), but about the wording of the

Bishop of London's resolution. I stayed two hours, and then

finding that there was not the smallest chance of my doing any

good, and it being really a matter of necessity that I should

leave London by a particular train, there being none after-

wards until a late hour, I went away. I understand that after

my departure the Bishop of London's proposition was carried

as a matter of course, and that it was somewhat to this effect,

—
[as already given.]
'

I own that this seems to be the most unwise and impotent
conclusion at which the council could have arrived : and I

greatly wonder that so clever a person as the Bishop of

London is, should not have sheltered himself, as he first pro-

posed to do, by assuming (as Dr. Jelf has done) that Professor

Maurice's doctrine was contrary to that of the Church of

England, instead of taking on himself to determine what that

doctrine ought to be. By the first mode of proceeding he

would have confined the discussion very much to the clergy
and professed theologians, but as it is he has thrown it open to

the whole world. If he loves discussion he will have enough
of it

;
for I am much mistaken if this affair does not produce

more controversy, and more heart-burning, and more un-

christian feelings than either that of Hampden or that of

Gorham. I must also say that I am not a little vexed with

Professor Maurice that he should have brought us into this

difficulty. He must have felt that in his situation at King's

College he was doing a very great deal ofgood ; he knew the

kind of person with whom he had to deal, and it would have

been very much better if he had avoided connecting himself

with the Christian Socialists, and discussing questions on
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which it was plain that persons having great influence in the

college would be at variance with him. This may be called

worldly wisdom, but the fact is that a little worldly wisdom is

necessary to enable any of us to do good in this world. I

attribute to him no other blame than this, at the same time

that I most fully appreciate his abilities,' &c.

Mr. W. E. Gladstone to Sir B. Brodie.

'

Hawarden, North Wales, November 3, 1853.
' Mv dear Sir,

' When I saw you quit the room at King's College on

Thursday last, I not only assumed, as I now know, that you
had a sufficient cause, but I was also aware that my amend-

ment could not be carried, and that it had received at your
hands what, under the circumstances, was alone of importance,

namely, your express approval and support.
' Had the matter been one of secondary consequence, and

had the objections to the course taken by the majority been of

a lower order, I should not have pressed my opinion. But as

the case actually stood, I felt and feel that the proper course

was clear, alike in policy and justice. For even assuming that

Mr. Maurice might rightly be dismissed for some of his state-

ments if they stood alone, yet they in point of fact stand in

connection with others, by which they are either practically

overthrown, or at the least essentially modified. It was not just

that the council should carry the matter to a final issue upon
this conflicting evidence, without having made every effort to

bring it into a state of congruity with itself. Justice also

demanded, as I think, that the issue should be brought to a

form much more pointed than that of a bare reference to the

statements contained in a certain essay. I have no doubt

many of the majority (but not all) would say, in laying down

conditions of teaching, we did not lay down conditions of com-

munion : but this hand-over-hand mode of dealing with such

questions will never do, and I sorrowfully agree with you in

anticipating much and prolonged mischief from the measure of

last Thursday. It was matter of the greatest satisfaction to me
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to find myself in agreement with you, and with other persons

of so much weight.'

The letter to the secretary from the Bishop of Lichfield had

been in the secretary's hands on October 27, the day of the

meeting. It was not read to the council, though in it he, the

former Principal of the college, stated that he had been care-

fully studying the whole subject, and that he was very anxious

to be present at the meeting of the council, which he presumed

would be held on the subject.

A letter from Mr. Anderson, the Preacher of Lincoln's Inn,

to the Principal, was in the hands of the latter at the time of

the meeting. In that letter Mr. Anderson stated that, to his

^reat regret, he was prevented by private trouble from being

present at the meeting of October 27, but that he was con-

vinced that it was impossible for the council to arrive at a

definite conclusion on that day with respect to the difficult

subject submitted to them.

The Dean of St. Paul's, Milman, had misapprehended the

summons, having taken for granted that the council could not

proceed with such haste as they exhibited.

These facts are the more important because Mr. Gladstone

now expresses his absolute conviction that had it been known

to the council that the letters from the Bishop of Lichfield and

Mr. Anderson had been received, the majority would have

accepted his proposal for further consideration.

It must, however, be stated that though Mr. Anderson's

letter had not been made known to the council, it certainly

and probably the Bishop of Lichfield's had been mentioned to

some members of the majority. The question of Christian

Socialism had been carefully connected with the one before

the council, by the Record throughout an attack, which had

been continued almost without intermission for nine months.

The leading members of the majority, Lord Radstock and Sir

R. Inglis, were the same men who had in the previous year

been bitterly annoyed by the result which had followed a

reference of my father's writings to a clerical committee.
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That committee, called together to anathematise, had blessed

instead. It is of course possible that the Bishop of London,

whom Mr. Gladstone, in his letter of October 29, represents as

wavering, might have been unable to resist the argument in

behalf of delay which these letters, if publicly known, would

have put into Mr. Gladstone's hands, and as the members

present were in all fifteen, it is possible that the evidence

that seven members of the council took Mr. Gladstone's view

of the proper course to be pursued, might have induced others

to think it unavoidable to delay arriving at a final decision.

But it is practically certain that the motive for securing a vote

at once whilst they were sure of a majority, which chiefly

actuated the more strenuous of the theological lay lords, was

the fear of that very thing which made delay seem the only

righteous course to Mr. Gladstone—the possibility of a favour-

able verdict as the result of a judicial inquiry by a body of

clergy ; nor, considering that the Bishop of London could

hardly have avoided appointing the cleric.il members of the

council, can their fears be considered to have been groundless.

The " formula concordias," which Mr. Gladstone desired,

bad, as it has been seen, been actually drawn up by the Bishop

of Oxford. My father had unreservedly accepted it. It will

be found on pp. 210-213, Vol. II., of Bishop Wilberforce's

life. Bishop Wilberforce, a former member of the Council of

King's College, had, partly in that capacity, partly as a brother

bishop, forwarded both his own letter and my father's to

Bishop Blomfield with an expression of his belief that they had

an important bearing "on the question which is to come before

the Council of King's College to-morrow." Bishop Blomfield

made no mention whatever to the council of his having

received the " formula concordise
"
or my father's acceptance

of it. Neither did he state that he had received a letter from

Bishop Wilberforce expressing his own belief
" that Professor

Maurice is entirely orthodox," and urging that precisely the

proposal of Mr. Gladstone should be adopted, viz. that the

Council of King's College should appoint a committee ot

divines. That these various suppressions helped to secure
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Bishop Blomfield's object at the moment is beyond question.

How far they will redound to his honour hereafter is a

question not for me to determine.

'21 Queen Square, November 5, 1853.
' My dear Julius,

'Your letter is altogether in accordance with my feel-

ings. If I followed them I should at once send in my resigna-

tion as you recommend. The Bishop of Oxford and Baron

Alderson were so strong against this course that I have with

some hesitation drawn up a letter, in what I suppose to be

their sense.

1
1 send you a copy of it. Could you let me have it back

by return of post? A letter must go in before the next

meeting of council (on Friday), and I think perhaps I had

better print some copies and send one to each member a day
or two before the meeting. If you do not like it, and still

think an unqualified resignation best, I shall be greatly dis-

posed to adopt your plan. Of course I shall resign instantly, if

the council will declare that they do not meddle with the

theology of the matter, but merely think my continuance in

the college generally inexpedient. They will then put them-

selves in the right position, from which the unhappy feebleness

and temerity (qualities wonderfully combined in him) of the

Bishop of London has drawn them.*

*
It must of course be remembered that this is a private le'ter to a

brother-in-law. I believe this is the only expression of irritation in any
letter I have, and I give it because I am not trying to paint my father

other than he was, but just as he was. The feeling, however, which

prompts the expression is simply this : that the Bishop, whilst really

yielding only to popular clamour, would not frankly acknowledge this.

Had he done so my father would not only have been quite content to

leave the college, but would never have attempted to resist that result,

which he had anticipated from the first. But the Bishop—not liking

simply to put the matter on the footing, on which, as a perusal of Dr. Jelfs

previous letters from the time of his appointment as Principal, will show
that it really stood always, namely one of the popularity of the college-

brought in the question of orthodoxy, whilst he evaded every means of

arriving at a trial which would have satisfied a Court of Petty Larceny.
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'
I feel so deeply and unceasingly the importance of the

question at issue, that I long to see the present accidents of it

altogether ignored, and it gives me exceeding pain when the

kindness of my friends gives even a tinge of personality to so

great a controversy. How much interest it is exciting you may
learn from the enclosed note, which is curious and interesting.

I have a most interesting letter from Langley, and some

most touching and gratifying from the students. I am going

out to see if I can catch the Bishop of Oxford, but I am

afraid he is fled. If not, I will tell you before post. I promised
to send my letter to him before I sent it in. I think the course

he recommends is likely to offend the Bishop of London and

the Archbishop, and probably to bring me within their clutches
;

but if it is the right one, I must not mind that.'

The "
curious and interesting

"
inclosure was as follows.

From Mr. F. f. FurnivalL

'

Thursday night.
' Dear Mr. Maurice,

'

I was at J. H. Parker's at eight o'clock this evening,

and the head shopman said the correspondence was not out,

and they did not expect it before the end of the week
;

it was

being printed at Oxford. I said,
" Do you hear much about

the matter?" the man said, "I've heard of nothing else the

last day or two, either in the shop or out of it. You may
depend upon it, sir, there are thousands taking the deepest

interest in it. We don't know what other points the dispute

is on, but if it's only about everlasting punishment, I've had it

from all the clergy I've seen, from the archdeacon to the curate

this day, that it isn't a Church doctrine, and if they dismiss

Mr. Maurice for this only, it is most unjust; but, almost all

The irritation, therefore, was not personal ; but was felt against an effort

at the suppression of truth ; against a means by which popular or rather

noisy clamour was treated as if it was in itself a righteous court of judg-

ment,
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think there must be something more, a general charge of

Socinianism or something of that sort
;

if it's only the eternal

punishment, there'll be thousands sympathising with Mr.

Maurice. The people we serve are all High, not bound up
with Mr. Maurice, as J. W. Parker's people are, and nine out

of ten are clergymen, but they'll all be with Mr. Maurice :

they all say it isn't a Church doctrine
;
and if you take the

Bible and common sense to judge by, why sir, it's the most

abominable and horrible doctrine ever preached."
' The man volunteered all this, and a good deal more, to

my occasional, "ah, indeed !" before he asked where he was to

send the pamphlet.
'

Coming from Jelf's publishing place, I was glad to hear this

report.'

Sir B. Brodie to Archdeacon Hare.

"
14 Savile Row, Friday.

'

I have just time to say that there has been a meeting of

the council, at which the Bishop of Lichfield, Dean of St.

Paul's, and Mr. Anderson were present, and expressed their

great regret at the late proceedings of the council as to Mr.

Maurice
;

at the same time they seemed to be of opinion that

the resolution having been once passed could not now be

rescinded. They were all three quite in earnest on the subject.

An unfortunate combination had led to their being all absent

on the former occasion.'

It may be well to notice that Mr. Gladstone and others of

those who had voted with him, were unable to be present on

this second occasion. The decision of a body such as the

Council of King's College is, of necessity, usually determined

by the men of least occupation, who can best afford the time

to attend.*

* In the first edition I printed here in small type some minutes of the

council, giving details of the arrangements made to supply the immediate

loss of my father's services. They are of no interest now, and I only

inserted them in order to fulfil the condition, naturally imposed by the

council of 1873, that if any extracts were made from their minutes the
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To the Council of King's College.

'21 Queen Square, Bloomsbury, November 7, 1853.

'

(C) My Lords and Gentlemen,
'

I have received from the secretary of King's College

a copy of certain resolutions respecting me which were adopted
at the last meeting of the council.

' Under ordinary circumstances it would be my duty at once

to resign offices which the legislative body of the college has

declared that I cannot hold without serious detriment to its

usefulness.

' But the council is aware, and the public is now also aware,

that certain definite charges have been brought against me

by the Principal, upon the strength of which he asked that

I should be excluded from my professorship. These charges

amounted to a declaration that I had departed from the

orthodox faith. He alleged, as his reasons for this grave

charge, that I did not accept a meaning of the word " eternal
"

which he considered to be the only right one, and that I

refused to draw certain consequences from that meaning, or to

pronounce an opinion upon a subject on which the Articles of

the Church of England have not pronounced one.
1 The decision of the council, as it avowedly takes cogni-

zance of the opinions which I expressed on this subject in

my
'

Theological Essays,' and in my correspondence with the

Principal, can be understood to amount to nothing less than

a condemnation of me upon the grounds which are expressed
in the Principal's letter. The council must be deemed to have

whole should be published. On one point, however, I wish to offer an

explanation at the request of Archdeacon Browne, the only survivor of the

three professors, who, as recorded in those minutes, received the thanks

of the Council of King's College for undertaking to prepare my father's

classes for their examination. He wishes me to point out that both he

and Mr. Hall acted as much out of friendship to my father as out of

"loyalty
"

to the college. They were both aware of the strong sense of

obligation to his pupils, to which I have referred in the note to p. 192,

and were therefore anxious as far as possible to relieve him from all sense

of having violated an implied pledge.
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accepted the propositions in that letter, and to require that all

its professors should accept them likewise.

' The Principal evidently shares this opinion. When I wrote

to inquire whether my lectures were to be continued till my
successors were appointed, he answered that I had better dis-

continue them from the day on which the resolutions of the

council were passed. He pronounced this decision though he

had officially commanded me to be present at the opening of

the term and to commence my usual courses, retracting an

unofficial letter in which he had recommended me to ask for

leave of absence. I submit that a person ordinarily so courteous

to the professors of the college, and so tender of the interests

of the students, would not have thus summarily suspended a

teacher whom, with a full knowledge of his opinions, he had

invited to be a lecturer in the theological department, and who

had served the college in the other department for thirteen

years
—that he would not have interrupted the studies of the

term and forced me to break an implicit engagement with

those who are taking part in them—if he had not believed

that he was executing an ecclesiastical sentence upon a con-

victed heretic.

'

I cannot, my lords and gentlemen, believe that, great as

are the privileges which the right reverend bench has conceded

to the Principal of King's College, their lordships, the bishops,

ever intended to give him an authority superior to their own,

superior to that of the Articles by which they are bound; I

cannot think that they wished to constitute him and the council

arbiters of the theology of the English Church. Such a claim

would be as alarming, I apprehend, to the public as to our

ecclesiastical rulers. If some parents have been suspicious of

the influence which I might exercise over their sons, I believe

that there are few parents in England who will not complain
that the college has departed from its original principle when

it gives such a scope to the private judgment of its chief officer,

or even to the judgment of the body which manages its affairs.

'
I think it due, then, to my own character as a clergyman,

to the interests of the college, and to the liberties of the
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English Church, that I should call upon the council, if they

pronounce a theological sentence upon me at all, to declare

what Article of our faith condemns my teaching. I conjure

them not to use any phrases in condemning me which they

would reject as loose and vague if the property or the life of a

fellow-citizen were in question. Whether I have unsettled the

faith of my pupils by giving an interpretation of the word
"
eternal," which I had maintained to be true—and especially

important for students in divinity
—before I was asked to join

the theological department, the after lives of those pupils must

determine. But if I have violated any law of the Church, that

law can be at once pointed out—the nature of the transgression

can be defined without any reference to possible tendencies

and results. It is this justice, and not any personal favour,

my lords and gentlemen, which I now request at your hands.

'

P.S.—I have requested the secretary to lay before the

council some copies of my letter to the Principal, to which I

have added some notes. I would respectfully call the attention

of the council to the Note B., page 31, of the pamphlet.'

After reading this letter the council decided that they did

not think it necessary to enter further into the subject, and

declared the two chairs held by Mr. Maurice in the college to

be vacant.

To the above the following letter of Mr. Gladstone's, which

was inserted as a fly-leaf in part of the first edition, adds an

important piece of evidence.

' 10 Downing Street, Whitehall,

'Good Friday, April n, 1884.
' Dear Mr. Macmillan,

'

I read through the whole of the Life of Maurice which

you were so kind as to send me.
' The picture of him as a Christian soul is one of the most

touching, searching, and complete that I have ever seen in
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print. He is indeed a spiritual splendour, to borrow the

phrase of Dante about St. Dominic.
' His intellectual constitution had long been, and still is, to

me a good deal of an enigma. When I remember what is said

and thought of him, and by whom, I feel that this must be

greatly my own fault.

' My main object in writing to you, however, is to say a

word for Bishop Blomfield, with regard to that untoward

occurrence, the dismissal from King's College.
' The biographer treats the bishop as virtually one of the

expelling majority. And this on the seemingly reasonable

ground that, as it appears, the bishop was the author of, or

a party to, the expelling motion. But he was an impulsive

man, too rapid in his mental movements : and a man not

ashamed to amend. I think I can bear testimony not only
that he was satisfied with my amendment, but that he would

have been well pleased if it had been carried : in a word,
that if he had ever taken the ground of the Radstock-Inglis

majority, he had abandoned it.

'
I should be glad if it were thought right, in any reprint, to

say a word to this effect, or let it be known at any rate that

such an opinion is entertained.
' Yours most faithfully,

' W. E. Gladstone.'

I have thought it better simply to give Mr. Gladstone's

letter, without any modification of what I had previously
written. It will be fairest that both should be read together.

For thirty years Bishop Blomfield's name has been used to

crush my father with the whole weight of episcopal authority.

In Dr. Rigg's book which, I am told, has been accepted as the
"

classical
"
authority by all those who thought they did God

service in endeavouring to destroy my father's influence, Bishop
Blomfield is, in the most specific manner, declared to have

been the author and chief actor in the whole matter. No word

of public denial has ever been put forth by Bishop Blom-

field's representatives; and though this may have been due to
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their not being aware how the bishop's name has been used,

it compels me to say more than would otherwise have been

necessary. I find that they now wish that because of Mr.

Gladstone's letter I should modify my account of Bishop

Blomfield's part in the transaction. It is necessary therefore

to point out that all that Mr. Gladstone says is that Bishop

Blomfield had come to see the impropriety of the hasty

decision arrived at. There is nothing to show that Bishop

Blomfield took any step to give effect to his changed views.

He did not produce either : 1. Bishop Wilberforce's letter
;

2. The formula concordias
; 3. My father's letter accepting it.

He apparently did not require the secretary to announce to the

council the receipt of Bishop Lonsdale's letter. I have care-

fully gone over this chapter and suppressed a few sentences

which I thought might inflict unnecessary pain upon the friends

of those who were then opposed to my father. But I have

modified no statement of fact. It may be noticed that on

pp. 200, 201, I had carefully distinguished between the part

played by Bishop Blomfield and that played by the lay lords.

The passage in Dante referred to by Mr. Gladstone is as

follows :
—

" L'altro per sapienzia in terra fue

Di cherubica luce uno splendore."
Canto xi. 38, 39.

I have not been satisfied with any translation, but perhaps

the sense may be given thus :

" The other—Wisdom guiding from his birth—
Shone with a spirit's splendour on the earth."

It must however be confessed that, in the very striking

passage in which the lines occur, "cherubica" is expressly

contrasted with "
serafico

"
in a preceding line.

VOL. 11.



2IO The Light of Day on the Late Transactions.

CHAPTER VI.

" Now that which especially distinguishes a high order of man from a

low order of man, that which constitutes human goodness, human great-

ness, human nobleness is surely not the degree of enlightenment with

which men pursue their own advantage ;
but it is self-forgetfulness

—it is

self-sacrifice—it is the disregard of personal pleasure, personal indulgence,

personal advantages remote or present, because some other line of conduct

is more right."
—Froude, The Science of History.

1853-1854 PUBLIC OPINION DECLARES ITSELF AGAINST ITS

WORSHIPPERS F. D. M. RESIGNS HIS POSITION AT QUEEN'S

COLLEGE, AND OFFERS TO RESIGN LINCOLN'S INN—CAUSES

LEADING TO THE FOUNDING OF THE WORKING MEN'S COLLEGE
—DR. CANDLISH'S ATTACK—SERMONS ON SACRIFICE LONG

LETTER ON THE OCCUPATIONS OF THE FUTURE STATE—VIEW

OF RELATION OF BUNSEN'S LINE OF THOUGHT TO HIS OWN.

Between the first and second meeting of the Council public

attention had been attracted to these proceedings. It was

the time immediately preceding the Crimean War. Yet,

despite the absorbing nature of public events, the newspapers
not only in London but throughout the country teemed with

articles on the subject of "
King's College and Mr. Maurice."

Mr. Sharp, whose father had been a friend of my father's,

informs me that, meeting my father soon after October 27, the

date of the first Council, he (Mr. Sharp) told him that an

article warmly espousing his cause had appeared in the Daily
News. " Indeed !

"
replied my father, as his eyes filled with

tears.
"

I did not think there was a newspaper in London
that would have said a word in my favour." Both he and the

majority of the Council had utterly miscalculated the effect of

their action upon public opinion. The forecast of Archdeacon

Hare's letter on p. 184 was accurately verified. The Council
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were as little likely to be pleased with their admirers as with

their denouncers. The Reasoner, Mr. Holyoake's paper, put

forth a warm eulogy upon Dr. J elf ;
the Inquirer, the organ of

the Unitarians, in less savage terms, but also from avowed

hostility to the Church of England, took the same line. The

most powerful attack on the Council appeared in a letter in

the Guardian, by a man who had never seen or spoken to my
father.* Several other newspapers notably the Spectator, the

* Dr. JelPs mind apparently belonged to that rather numerous class

which take public opinion as a kind of conscience. He did not so much

yield to public opinion as change his own actual view of right and wrong
according as the wind set at the time. He evidently had had no doubt at

all that public opinion would approve without hesitation when he adver-

tised in the Record what he was doing. He very soon became aware that,

at least as to his action in regard to the Record, men's feelings were pretty
much what were expressed after the first meeting of the Council in this

letter in the Guardian (signed O. P.) : "It ought to be known that the

accusation which has procured this condemnation from the Council, was
first made by that newspaper, gathering many vulgar and scurrilous

accidents from such a vehicle of communication. And the readers of that

print must have been much struck, as your readers no doubt also were, to

know that Dr. Jelf, a dignitary of the Church and Principal of King's

College, thought it consistent with his position and his dignity to insert

an advertisement in that journal, reassuring it by the statement that

Mr. Maurice's orthodoxy was under consideration, and affording room for

the hope that the utmost requirements of the Record would ere long be

satisfied."

From the time that Dr. Jelf became aware of this feeling, he was most

anxious to apologise for this part of his conduct. His letters to my father

on the subject are almost pathetic.
"

I despise the Record," he wrote to

Bishop Wilberforce. Especially he took it almost as a wrong that my
father should have said in one of his letters that if Dr. Jelf should think

proper to carry on the controversy in the columns of the Record, my father

must decline to reply. But Dr. Jelf took no step more public than his

apology before the Council, to deprive himself of such advantages as he
had thought it his duty to seek for the College by his submission to the

Record.

One of the points most insisted on in much of the private correspondence
of this time is the degraded position in which a college places itself by

entering into a commercial calculation as to whether or no it can afford to

resist a wave of unpopularity. This feeling was most strongly expressed
in some of the letters from public school-masters. It was inevitable that

the contrast with Arnold's bold facing of a somewhat similar, though, no

doubt, not so fierce, a storm should stiike many men.

P 2
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Daily News, and the Globe, all of which had been till then in

strong opposition to him as the leader of Christian Socialism,

indignantly denounced the action of the Council.

Mr. Ludlow, with his usual devotion to my father when in

trouble, prepared and published a careful statement of "the

facts
"
of the whole case. This was largely read throughout

the country. On my father's writing to offer to resign his

position as Chaplain of Lincoln's Inn, he received a most

cordial reply from the Benchers, expressing their wish that he

should remain. As he also received an informal intimation

from Bishop Blomfield that the Bishop did not wish to take

any further step, he had no occasion to carry out his intention

of refusing to claim the protection afforded him by his position

at Lincoln's Inn.

The manifestation of public feeling in the press was as

nothing to that which was made to my father personally.

Letters poured in from all parts of the country, many of them

from people he had never heard of before. Almost every one

of these letters represents a whole circle of friends. Almost all

his correspondents write of letters received by them from

others, expressing a sense of personal love and indebtedness,

gratitude for light where darkness had been before. Then

came also more public, demonstrations. The post, one morning,

brought a letter containing the Poet Laureate's lines of

sympathy, and the invitation, to visit his young godson, which

Whewell declared to be the most perfect specimen of its kind

in the language. There came also in succession an address

from the co-operating working men of London to their Presi-

dent, an address from forty Dissenters of all denominations,*

an address and separate and enthusiastic letters from his old

pupils at King's College, an address from Queen's College,

part of a correspondence published at the time, which records

the facts as to his action in relation to that body ;
and finally

an address from the members of the congregation of Lincoln's

Inn. I give some of these in the order of their dates, not for

*
I am only prevented from publishing his answer to this address by its

length. In itself the letter is among the most valuable of his answers.
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the sake of the merely complimentary portions, but because

each of them has a special characteristic of its own, and con-

tains matter that will be found valuable in itself. For similar

reasons I give his answers.

To his late Pupils at King's College.

'21 Queen Square, Bloomsbury, November 3, 1853.
' My dear Friends,

'

I thank you very heartily for your affectionate parting

words, which have given me very great pleasure. If I thought

they implied the least disrespect to the authorities of the

college, I could not have acknowledged them, however per-

sonally grateful they might have been. But I know that you
have no such feelings, and that you will be as earnest and

faithful in all your college duties as you have been in my
lecture-room. May God bless you each and all and every

one with whom I have been connected in this work which is

now ended.'

To Rev. J. Compton.

'21 Queen Square, Bloomsbury, November 5, 1853.
'

I did not write to you before, because I really was afraid I

should confuse you by my tidings. The decree has now gone

forth against me; but it is not a decree of the English Church,

not even of the Bishops. It is an act of private judgment ;

my appeal throughout has been to the formularies of the

Church. I am condemned by those especially who wish the

religious newspapers to be the great court of ecclesiastical

appeal.
' But do not, I beseech you, think of such a trifle as this.

The loss of pupils who have been throughout attentive and

affectionate, and never showed their affection more than now,

is of course a trying one
;
but if it leads other men to think

more earnestly, deeply, and devoutly, the compensation is

enormous. I can say confidently that I counted the cost. I

said when I finished that particular essay,
" This will end my
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work at King's College." I have therefore had no surprise

worthy to complain of. But I have had rewards that I did

not dream of; tokens of sympathy, proofs that words spoken
in weakness have had a power not their own, which have

surprised me more than I can tell. Your own letters have

been a very great help and encouragement to me. And I

am sure that nothing which happens to me, if it be a thousand

times worse than this, ought to shake you in any one hope you
have cherished, or to give you a moment's doubt that the

Church is standing upon a rock, even if the sand which has

drifted over it sometimes looks as if it were the only founda-

tion.'

'21 Queen Square, November II, 1853.

My dear Langley,
'. . . . My censure has a quasi-ecclesiastical character

from the connection of the Bishop of London with the Council

of King's College, and from the fact that he proposed the

resolution against me ;
but it is not a decree of the Church

;
it

will not be if he should follow it up, as he may or may not do,

by suspending me from my ministerial duties. I appeal to the

Articles against their glorification of private judgment. They
cannot drive me out of the Church of England ;

for it is not to

drive any one out to make him incapable of receiving the

revenues which are accidentally attached to it. Those revenues

may be turned to sectarian uses, wholly turned, perhaps, some

day ;
but the Church will remain. That has been my reason

for insisting so vehemently on the Articles and the Prayer
Book as a protection against the religious newspapers. I have

not changed my ground in the least, and I believe this event

will lead numbers to understand it who have been perplexed
hitherto. Although, therefore, I would by no means urge you
to take any sudden step which might be more like a renuncia-

tion of the position you have, than the acquisition of a safer

ground, I do believe that ultimately all that has happened and

may happen to me will show you more clearly that there is a

Church of England, and that you may claim your place in it.'
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F. D. M. to the Committee of Education {consisting of the

Professors) of Queen's College.

'21 Queen Square, November 15, 1853.
' My dear Friends,

' You will allow me, I am sure, to dispense with ordinary

formalities in bidding farewell to the Committee of Education,

with which I have worked so happily for nearly six years.
' When I was dismissed from King's College I felt that I

might subject you to serious misrepresentations from the public,

and, perhaps, to a rebuke from the Visitor, if I remained among

you. I did not, however, feel that I should be justified in

resigning altogether, and I understood it to be the wish of

many, perhaps most of you, that I should not. I took this

course : I announced to the deputy-chairman, that if I was

elected unanimously by the Council, I would continue to lecture

in the college on moral philosophy and English literature, but

if there was any dissentient voice I should act as if I were

rejected. I said, at the same time, that under no circum-

stances could I retain the office of chairman of your committee.

It seemed to me a very different thing to be a teacher in the

college, and to represent the body of its teachers before the

Council and the Visitor.
'

It has been announced to me that a majority of the Council,

at their meeting yesterday, decided that I should continue to

hold my lectureships, but that there were dissentients who
stated their reasons for thinking that I ought to be dismissed.

I am, therefore, bound in honour to fulfil the promise I gave
in my letter to Mr. Nicolay, which, at my own request, he

communicated to the Council.
' But were I free from that obligation I should still feel that

I could not be the one teacher in the college upon whom a

stigma has been fixed, the single person who could be pre-

sented to the Visitor under a protest from members of the

Council, to whose opinion he would probably attach great

weight. I should be putting myself in a dishonourable position :

what is of much more importance, I should be bringing you,
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who have kindly given my name a prominence to which it was

not entitled, into unfair suspicion.
' There is, therefore, but one course open to me. I am

thankful that the sharp pain which it costs me to sever a con-

nection so affectionate and cordial as ours has been, will not

be increased by the reflection that the college will be a sufferer.

Previously to the appointment of a council, even a single with-

drawal might have shaken you ; now, I trust you will become

stronger every day. My moral philosophy class, though it

has increased this term, is still the smallest in the college. In

literature, I was merely acting as Strettell's substitute. The
office of chairman you will be able to supply admirably, even

if the zeal and efficiency of the excellent deputy did not make

it now, as it has always been, a very easy office. What a

pleasant one your confidence has made it I do not trust

myself to say even in a letter
;

I had not courage to tell you
in person this evening.

'

I wish I could leave behind me some token of my affection

to an institution which I have had the great honour and

privilege of watching from its birth. I fear I must be con-

tent with asking you to consider my share of the fund raised

for paying for the charter, and for discharging our obligations

to the Governesses' Society, as the property of the college.
'

Ever, my dear friends, affectionately yours.'

Answer of the Committee by their Chairman, Professor

Treneh.

'

Queen's College, November 29, 1853.
4 Dear Mr. Maurice,

' The circumstances detailed in your letter sufficiently

convince us that you did not leave us while it was possible for

you, consistently with your own high sense of delicacy and

honour, to remain
;

and we are grateful for the self-denial

which retained you with us so long. If in one respect it

increases, in another it diminishes our regret at this your

separation from us, that your resignation, both of the chair
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at our committee and your professorships, was voluntary. And
now there is nothing which need hinder us from saying freely,

and without reserve, how great the reverence and affection

are with which we as a body, and each one in particular,

regard you. Recent experience has shown us that in saying

this, we express not our own feelings only, but those of the

pupils, and of all connected with the college, wherein you have

exercised an influence deep and lasting, which they only can

rightly measure who have had the opportunity of witnessing

its operations, and observing how many were the subjects of

it, besides those who had the happiness of being your im-

mediate pupils.
'
It is indeed a grievous blending of sorrow with joy, when

amid the congratulations natural on the completion of a long

and tedious work, on the fulfilment, after four vexatious years,

of a hope, which it was you who first bid us to entertain, this

very fulfilment is the signal for your loss. At such a moment
that which we would more willingly have said to others, we

must say to yourself
—

namely, that you were our guide during

all that period of doubt and uncertainty ;
it was your fore-

sight and moderation which prevented difficulties from arising ;

by your firmness, difficulties, when unavoidable, were met and

overcome
; your wisdom has been throughout the best bond of

our counsels.
1 Nor does it fail to be some satisfaction to us, as your letter

assures us it is also to you, that you have, before withdrawing
from the work, set the key-stone to the arch, that you have

left this college, the infancy of which you nurtured, with

matured government and legalised authority, and may reflect

hereafter that you have been the main instrument in securing

for it the first charter which the Crown of Great Britain has

ever granted solely for the furtherance of female education
;

with which event for the future your name must be indissolubly

connected.
' We accept with gratitude the generous donation which you

have made to our funds. We trust that in some way or other

your name may be permanently bound up with it, though it
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is not for us at present to say in what manner this result may
be most effectually accomplished.

' And having received so many and so great favours from

you, we yet cannot conclude without asking one favour more
;

this namely, that, lest the circumstances which have compelled

you now to leave us should continue to act, and make the

separation final, you would allow us to perpetuate, not your

memory only, but, so far as may be, your presence among us.

Your portrait placed in our hall of meeting, if you will permit
it to be taken, will there constantly remind us of one, the

freest that we have ever known from every sordid aim
;
the

readiest that we have ever known to spend himself in all self-

denying labours for others
;
the most forgetful of himself, and

who therefore may least of all be forgotten of us. Nor will

this be our only gain ;
we shall thus, as we would fain hope,

be also reminded that only as we carry on our work in the

spirit which you would have imparted, which we trust you have

bequeathed to us, only while we regard it first and chiefly as a

labour of faith and love, can we look for any true success, any

lasting blessing upon it.
—

Signed on behalf of the committee,
' Richard C. Trench, Chairman.'

Mr. Maurice's letter to the Pupils 0/ Queen's College on their

presenting him with a Silver Inkstand.

'

21 Queen Square, December 15, 1853.
' My dear Friends,

'The beautiful inkstand which you have given me, in

recollection of the many happy hours I have passed in Queen's

College, will be always very precious to me. I only hope that

I may have been able to teach any of you as much, or half as

much, as you have taught me. The blessing of this mutual

instruction is one that I looked for even more in a college of

ladies than in any other
;
and I can truly say that, so far

from being disappointed, I have felt it in a way I had not

dreamed of. It is, I am sure, the experience of my dear and

excellent friends who are still working in the college, of whose
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affection to the pupils I can testify, and who, I know, will

receive their affection as richly as I have done, for they deserve

it better. I believe that we are all acting as the feeble and

erring witnesses of a Higher Teacher, who is always with you,

of whose guidance no circumstances can deprive you. To
make you, each and all, aware that you have such a friend,

and that He deserves an infinite confidence and love, has, I

think, been the object of us all. To effect it would be a higher

reward than to obtain any sympathy for ourselves
; though I

can answer for one, how great a cordial that sympathy is.

' And so, dear friends, good-bye
—a simpler and better phrase

of parting than farewell, because it means God be with you.
'

Very sincerely and affectionately yours.'

To Rev. D.J. Vaughan.

' December 2, 1853.
'

. . . . You are quite right in your interpretation of my
words. I never dreamed of merging time in eternity. The

phrases which suggest such a thought belong to the popular

theology and seem to me most unsatisfactory.
'

I maintain that time and eternity eo-exist here. The difficulty

is to recognise the eternal state under our temporal conditions
;

not to lose eternity in time. This difficulty which we all feel

and confess, and to which preachers so continually allude, has

been illustrated I think in my recent controversy with Dr. Jelf.

I cannot perceive that he has ever, even for a moment, con-

templated eternity as anything but the future state contrasted

with the present. This mighty denial, I suppose, death will

put an end to. We must some day know that we are living

and moving and having our being in God
;
we cannot always

act upon the strange lie that the things which we see are those

that determine what we are. But though I may speak of death

as bringing us acquainted with eternity, face to face with it, I

have no business, as far as I see at present, to speak of death

as ending time. I do not exactly understand what that means.

The eternal state I apprehend is the state of a spiritual
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being, out of time, living in spiritual relations, enjoying or

suffering a spiritual inheritance. Its actual conditions will be

determined by these, so at least I gather from Scripture, not

the inward by the outward, as they seem to be (though they

are not really) here.

' Do I express myself intelligibly ? Pray tell me if I do not
;

for there is nothing I desire more than to be understood by

others, except to understand myself and to be understood by

my Creator and Judge.'

The difficulties which had been met with in setting up
Associations had brought home to the promoters the need for

raising the standard of education among the working men of

London. Throughout the year 1853 a series of lectures had

been given and classes had been taught at the " Hall of Associa-

tion," in Castle Street, under the superintendence of "a Com-

mittee of Teaching and Publication." The Association move-

ment from various causes was no longer pursued with the same

vigour and unity of action by the promoters as it had been at

first. Several of the London Associations had been robbed by
their treasurers and ruined. To a great extent the centre of

gravity of the movement had been shifted from the promoters,
as the advisers of the men and the apostles of a principle, to

Mr. Neale and the "Central Agency" as providers of the

needed capital. Mr. Neale remained one of the Council of Pro-

moters, but his chief influence was altogether independent of

them and due to his readiness to lend to any Association that

wanted money. My father's great motive throughout the move-

ment had been always the wish for national unity, the desire

to bring together classes that had been alienated from one

another. Now as always he was acted on by the dread lest a

sect of Christian Socialists should arise which should become

separated from other men by the very effort to proclaim, as

its distinctive creed, the fellowship of all men under the Head

of Man.

The name "
college

"
attracted him greatly. It seemed to

him to imply an association of men as men—an association
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not formed for some commercial purpose and not limited by-

coincidence of opinion, and to represent, therefore, that union

which he was always striving to bring about. The very diffi-

culties which the associations had met with in London as well

as the success which had attended some associations in the

provinces, suggested the need in London of bringing men into

more intimate relations with one another, if the evils which

had in the first instance provoked the setting up of associations

were to be successfully met.

All these different influences were pressing on him just at

the time when his connection with King's College was, as

during many months of 1853 he well knew, coming to an end.

It is not very clear at what date the name "
Working Men's

College" was first presented to his mind. On December 27,

1853, a large body of working men met at the Hall of Associa-

tion to present him with a testimonial, and in one of the

speeches then made, a hope was expressed that he might not

find it a fall to cease to be a professor at King's College and

to become the "
Principal of a Working Man's College."

The address from the working men of London was as

follows :
—

' Dear and respected Sir,
' The undersigned members of the working class of

this metropolis desire to express to you those feelings of

admiration and regard with which your conduct has inspired

them.
' To the greater number you are known chiefly from the

service you have rendered to the class to which they belong

by your efforts to improve their condition and introduce a

higher and purer tone into their daily life, and from the

sacrifices you have made for the maintenance of what you
conceive to be vital and essential truths. Those only among
them who have enjoyed the pleasure and the privilege of

personal communication with you, can fully understand the

extent to which those services have been enhanced by the
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urbanity of manner and kindliness of heart which your inter-

course with them has uniformly exhibited.

'
It is with pain and bitter regret that they have become

acquainted with recent events connected with your position as

a public teacher in one of the chief educational establishments

of this country ;
and while they desire to avoid any expression

of opinion as to the theological aspects of the dispute which

has unfortunately arisen, they are convinced that that establish-

ment will be less favourably regarded in consequence of its

results
;
and the authorities in connection with it having looked

upon you as unfit to rank among its most honoured teachers,

working men will come to the conclusion that those authorities

are not entitled to their respect.

As working men living among working men, knowing their

views and feelings, they assert with confidence that the affec-

tionate regard for you which they have attempted to express,

may be accepted as a faithful reflex of the feeling entertained

by many thousands of their fellows
;
and they believe that if

anything tends to bring the many into real communion with

the Church, it is that it numbers among its members men like

yourself.
' That you may long continue to pursue your useful and

honourable career ;
that the eminent services you have con-

fessedly rendered to the Church and to the cause of education,

may meet with a more generous and grateful appreciation ;

that those who at present misunderstand and misrepresent you

may learn by your example and that they may at least emulate

you in the wisdom and zeal with which you have advocated

the cause of the working man, is the sincere and earnest desire

of those whose names are hereunto appended.

'THE COMMITTEE.
' Mr. Charles Allen, Pianoforte-maker.

Mr. William Allan, Engineer.

Mr. Charles Bowen, Tailor.

Mr. William Burgess, Lithographer.

Mr. Walter Cooper, Tailor.
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Mr. Robert Curtis, Pianoforte-maker.

Mr. Daniel Harris, Compositor.

Mr. Frederick Kent, Shoemaker.

Mr. Henry Jeffries, Shoemaker.

Mr. William Newton, Engineer.

Mr. Joseph Pickard, Carpenter.

Mr. Thomas Shorter, Watch-case Joint finisher.

Mr. William Livesy, Smith.

. Mr. W. Turley, Tailor.'

Then follow in addition to the committee 953 names of

working men of every variety of employment, ninety-five

different occupations being represented.

To the Reverend F. D. Maurice, M.A., Chaplain of Lincoln's

Inn.

'Lincoln's Inn, December, 1853.
' Reverend Sir,

'We, the undersigned Members of the Honourable

Society of Lincoln's Inn, and members of the congregation of

Lincoln's Inn Chapel, beg leave to express to you our senti-

ments of deep sympathy under the circumstances connected

with your dismissal from the Professorships of Divinity, and of

English Literature and Modern History, at King's College,

London.
'

It would be out of place for us, we consider, to enter into

the theological questions at issue between you and the

Reverend Principal of King's College, even though we might
cover our presumption by the example of the very mixea body
of laity and clergy composing the Council of that college, by
which sentence has virtually been pronounced in the matter.

But we cannot forbear observing that the materials for a charge

against you had to be sought for in your clerical ministrations

amongst ourselves, and in the contents of a volume of essays,

delivered originally as sermons in Lincoln's Inn Chapel \
thus

showing demonstrably that no such materials were to be found

in your teachings as professor at the college, which has lost

the benefit of your services.
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'
Still less would it become us to animadvert on the forms of

proceeding adopted in this matter. But it has been impossible

for us to notice without surprise, amongst other things, that

in a matter of such moment to the accused and to others, a

single discussion should have been held sufficient by men, all

of whom could scarcely be familiar with the subject in debate,

for the disposal of the many abstruse points of theology

involved in the controversy ;
and that a priest of the English

Church, a Professor of Divinity, a theologian of acknowledged

eminence, after a decision (which appeared to him to declare

"that he had departed from the Orthodox Faith") that the

opinions expressed and doubts indicated in his Essays and

correspondence respecting future punishments and the final

issues of the Day of Judgment were of a dangerous tendency,

and likely to unsettle the minds of the theological students—
should, upon asking his judges to declare what Article of our

faith condemned his teaching, have been met by the reply,

that the Council did not consider it necessary to enter further

into the subject.
' For ourselves, Reverend Sir, who are united to you by the

ties of your religious ministrations, we feel bound to testify to

you on this occasion our gratitude for the spiritual benefits

which, by God's grace, you have conferred upon us, by

awakening in us a new sense of the living truth of Holy

Scripture, and of the Book of Common Prayer, especially in

their application to the events and dealings of our social and

common life—whilst many of us have further to express their

sense of that uniform courtesy and kindness of manner, that

manly frankness and simplicity of character, which have

endeared you as a Christian gentleman, and Christianity itself by

your example, to all who have the privilege of knowing you.
'

Sincerely trusting that this may be but a passing cloud in

your useful and honoured life, and that (whilst continuing to

exercise your ministry amongst us) you may soon be restored

to some sphere of activity elsewere, equivalent at least to the

one from which you have lately been removed,
' We are, etc'
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Mr. Maurice's Reply.

'4 Grand Parade, St. Leonards, December 30, 1853.
' Dear Friends,

'

I received a cordial letter, signed by your names, two

days before I left London. I did not like to answer hastily a

document which was so gratifying to me, and which touched

upon questions that are so interesting to us all. I thought I

should show my sense of your kindness better if I entered

into some explanation of the principles upon which I have

endeavoured to act, as the Chaplain of Lincoln's Inn, and in

whatever other sphere I have been permitted to work.

- You speak of some who have charged me with departing

from the " Orthodox Faith." So long as I continue a minister

of the Church of England, such an imputation affects not only

my theology, but my moral character; it is a direct im-

peachment of my honesty. Had it been supported by any
evidence that I have denied one of the Articles of Faith to

which I have subscribed, I should have been bound to treat it

with the greatest seriousness, and to demand an examination

of its truth before some competent tribunal. But I am bound

to pass by with indifference the mere dicta of individuals, how-

ever respectable, on such a subject. The Church of England
has not made us subject to their judgments. By giving us

fixed standards of doctrine, she has done what in her lies to

protect us against them.
' The other charge, that my teaching is dangerous, and likely

to unsettle the minds of those who are brought under my
influence, especially of young men, is of a different character.

It evades the test of formularies ;
it must be confirmed or

refuted by experience. I can quite understand how much

justification good and intelligent men may see for it, in the

course which I have followed in my teaching ever since I

have taught at all. I merely protest against the assertion,

that I have, in any, even the slightest, degree, departed from

that course recently, or have spoken or written any words

which make me more liable to the imputation than I was

seven years ago.

VOL. II.
(„)
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'
I have the best reason to know that the minds of numbers

in all classes of society
—of young men especially

—are un-

settled, not on some trifling or secondary questions, but on

those which affect their inmost faith and their practical con-

duct, on those which concern the character of God and their

relations to Him. I know that it is counted wisdom by many,
not to recognise these difficulties at all, or, if they cannot help

acknowledging them, to treat them as sinful doubts which

must be suppressed, because they interfere with the authority

of the Scriptures and of the Church. The ecclesiastical posi-

tion of those who hold this opinion and act upon it, entitles

them to my respect. I should have followed their maxim

implicitly, if I had not been thoroughly convinced, that by

doing so, I should foster the infidelity which they desire to

check—causing it to break out openly in the more honest,

because they feel that that cannot be true which shrinks from

the light
—

tempting the cowardly and self-indulgent to a feigned

acquiescence, which involves, it seems to me, the most real

and deadly Atheism.
'

I have maintained, therefore, long before I ministered

among you—and in every sermon which I have preached to

you—that there is no safety but in looking fairly in the face all

the difficulties which beset ourselves ;
but in frankly meeting

all the difficulties which torment our brethren
;

that God

encourages us to do this; that by doing it we show that we

trust Him to give us the help which He has promised us, a

help which can deliver us from falsehood and guide us into

all truth.

'So far as I have been enabled steadily to pursue this

method with myself, with you, with all who have in any way
been brought under my teaching ; so far I have found that the

Scriptures and the forms of the Church have unfolded their

meaning to me, have shown me a way out of my perplexities,

and out of the perplexities of the age ;
have offered me a

deeper theology and a wider humanity than I had ever

imagined for myself, or than the age, with its splendid pro-

fessions,
— I will not say has ever realised,

—but has ever
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dreamed of. So far as I have faltered in this course, and I

have often done so, the Bible has become to me a sealed

book, the Prayers of the Church have become dull formalities,

not the worship of spiritual beings to Him who is a Spirit.
'
I have, you know, been more anxious that you should learn

from the Bible and from the Church than from me. I have

endeavoured to set them forth as instruments by which God
would raise you above your conceits and mine. But I have

been as earnest that you should not worship the instruments

instead of Him who uses them
;
that you should receive God's

Word as the witness of His love, and what it has effected for

us and for mankind, God's Church as the living and con-

tinuous witness that that Love is the same yesterday, to-day,

and for ever, and that it will put down evil and establish

righteousness throughout the universe.
'

I do not repent of any words in which I have spoken to

you of this Love as mightier than all which is opposed to it, or

of the triumphs which it is yet to achieve. I believe that, if I

had spoken more broadly, strongly, freely on this subject, I

should have done more to make you righteous and true. My
fear is not of expanding, but of contracting, the Gospel which

we are sent to preach ;
not of seeing too strong a testimony

in the Bible to the will of Him in whom is light and no

darkness at all, but of limiting its testimonies to meet my
narrow conceptions ;

not of exaggerating the duty of the

Church to be a witness against all hard and cruel conceptions

of our Father in Heaven, which lead to a confusion between

Him and the Spirit of Evil, but of not perceiving how mani-

fold are the ways in which that duty should be fulfilled. I am
sure that if the Gospel is not regarded as a message to all

mankind of the redemption which God has effected in His

Son ;
if the Bible is thought to be speaking only of a world to

come, and not of a Kingdom of Righteousness and Peace and

Truth with which we may be in conformity or in enmity now
;

if the Church is not felt to be the hallower of all professions

and occupations, the bond of all classes, the instrument of

reforming abuses, the admonisher of the rich, the friend of the

Q 2
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poor, the asserter of the glory of that humanity which Christ

bears,
— We are to blame, and God will call us to account as

unfaithful stewards of His treasures.

1
1 am sure, dear friends, that you will desire for me and for

those with whom I work—(more kind and cordial fellow-

labourers no one ever had)
—at Lincoln's Inn, that we may be

more truly the ministers of our fellow-men, by being more

faithfully the ministers of God. I can answer for them and

for myself, that we desire for the Society which has appointed

us, and for all who hear us regularly or occasionally, all the

blessings which Christmas speaks of, and a New Year of

greater zeal, unity, and therefore in the best sense, happiness,

than any which has been given to them hitherto.'

To Mr. £. H. Hutton.

'

Hurstmonceaux, January 8, 1854.
' Mv dear Sir,

' If I found any fault with your paper in the Inquirer it

would be this
;
that you have represented me as resting my

case on my own personal experience in King's College, and

on the advantage which subscription to Articles gave me in

my quarrel with Dr. Jelf. I do not think if you read the

preface again you will find that my vanity was quite so

egregious, or my conclusions, however false, based on quite

such a pin-point as this. I had spoken of a conviction formed

years ago
—

deliberately formed—opposing the bias of my
education—that Articles are not unfriendly to progress, but

are favourable to it ; that we are likely to revolve in endless

circles, not to advance at all, if we assume that nothing has

been done or proved yet in the world concerning moral and

spiritual principles. As I had put forward these assertions

with some earnestness, and had repeated them often, I was

anxious to show why I had not been led to recant them by
that which had befallen me. That was my excuse for alluding

to the subject. I think still that it was a valid excuse.

Whether I liked Articles in my own particular case, because

they helped Dr. Jelf and me to cheat each other in the dark,
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or—as I affirmed—because they saved us from that necessity,

is not the principal question. I merely referred to the par-

ticular case at all to show how it bore upon an opinion which

I had adopted and professed years before I ever heard Dr.

Jelf's name or was the least likely to be a teacher in any

college with Articles or without them.
'

Perhaps I cannot better introduce what I should wish to

say about your remarks on Christ and the Holy Spirit in the

Inquirer, than by correcting a mistake—a serious one—into

which you have fallen respecting my view of the Scriptures.

I never supposed that they were to be to the moral student

what the outward world is to the physical. I always main-

tained and have tried to act out the conviction that the whole

field of human experience and history lies open to us and

requires to be searched and dug into. I have not affirmed

a priori that the Bible did not merely exhibit one set of

phenomena and explanations of phenomena a few of which

were to be accepted, the majority rejected like the stories and

explanations of stories in the religious books of the Hindoos.

But I have said a posteriori that I believed the Bible did serve

as a key book which enabled us to understand the histories

and legends of various nations, to justify the true beliefs which

were in them, to show what false beliefs or unbeliefs had

mingled with these, to explain how they had become con-

founded. I have called for the application of this most severe

test to its records
;

I have said that they ought to bear it if

the book is what it assumes to be, and that Christians have

wronged and degraded it by severing it from all other books

instead of manfully evincing their own confidence in its

veracity and its strength by trying whether it will not throw

light upon all.

' You seem to treat the question whether there may not be

just as well twenty, or thirty, or a hundred, or thirty thousand

mediators between God and man as merely a question between

you and me turning upon philosophical experience.

'Now I—holding as you do that the whole experience of

the world is intended for the moralist and theologian, not a
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particular portion of it which has been gone through in Judea
or England in the first century or the nineteenth—find all

religions of the world so many attempts to produce these

twenty or thirty or a hundred or thirty thousand mediators.

I find them bearing the most harmonious unanimous testi-

mony to the necessity of some uniting point between the

absolute Godhead and the voluntary worshipping creature.

I find them broken, divided, superstitious schemes for pro-

pitiating an unwilling and ungracious Being, because they

have not been able to perceive the uniting point, because they

have been obliged to create it, somewhere in the material or

the spiritual world. And I accept the Bible explanation of

this difficulty
—the Bible proclamation of the One Person

in whom God is at one with His creatures, in whom He can

meet them and they can meet Him—as perfectly satisfying

to my own individual conscience, and also to that reason of

mankind which I trace in all these diverse and warring

experiences.
'

I have attempted to explain in my Boyle Lectures *
why I

think the experiences of mankind respecting a Divine Spirit

who awakens the thoughts, faculties, faith, hope, love in us,

and directs them to an object above themselves, to a common

object, in whom they find that which satisfies them, and

which they are created to behold and enjoy, are altogether
distinct from those respecting a Mediator—why, when they are

separated from them or substituted for them, the result is

eitner a priestcraft such as we see in Hindooism, or a self-

worship such as we see in Buddhism, the two never being
able to coalesce, each continually becoming more degraded,
more superstitious, more exclusive. I will not go over the

evidence here. I merely refer to it that you may see I have

not been so heedless of the difficulty you have started as you

suppose. I do not attach any extravagant value to any

arguments of mine or to any course of thought through which

I have been led. Valeat quantum valebit. As it has been

useful to me, I have no right to conceal it
;
on many it may

* " The Religions of the World and their Relations to Christianity."
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fall quite dead. I do hope and trust that I should be glad to

see every notion of mine exposed and annihilated if it blocks

up the way to truth. To exhibit that truth, not in notions

but in a Person, has been and is the object of my life. I

believe that so it will unite us all to each other, that while we

behold it split into opinions, it must separate us more and

more from each other. But I rejoice to think that you
believe in a Spirit of Truth who can guide us into all truth.

If you cherish that faith and act upon it, I am sure it will

signify very little to you whether or not you regard me as a

truth-seeker and truth-lover. I believe it is the idlest of all

tasks to assert or to argue for one's own sincerity. It is not

good for much if it wants to be defended
;
nor can any man

accept our defence of ourselves except so far as we help to

make them more sincere. So far as God enables me to do

that for any one, I shall lead one more person to glorify Him ;

one's own name may be left in His hands to justify it or

extinguish it as seems to Him best.'

In a correspondence with Mr. Kingsley and Mr. D. Mac-

millan, he had again recurred to his favourite scheme of a set

of '

Cambridge Tracts.' The first was to be one on the Oxford

Movement. He had sent Mr. Kingsley a sketch of it in a

letter dated January 6, 1854. To this sketch he refers in the

following letter as "
my Oxford tract."

'January 10, 1854.

! My dear Kingsley,
' All your hints are most valuable and have determined

my thoughts. The one on Ash Wednesday is invaluable.

Whether it is adopted or not in fact, it expresses that which

should be the character of the whole course, viz. confessional

for the clergy first, not first for those to whom they preach.

Macmillan demurs to my title. He says they will say at

Cambridge,
" What right have you to assume that you

represent us?" He maintains that the objection will be a

most valid one, because the actual faith of Cambridge is as
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low as possible. I do not assent altogether to his arguments ;

but they are worth something, and on the whole I believe

" Tracts for Priests and People
"

will do better. I should pro-

pose to begin with a tract affirming that there is a separation,

as all admit, between priests and people, that it is increasing

and that it must increase till the priests look for the causes of it

in themselves and in their unbelief, till they know what Gospel

they have to preach, and preach it. Then I would enter into

the causes which hinder each class of Churchmen from ful-

filling its own professions, and into the demands of the people.

This I think is more to the purpose than my Oxford tract,

from which, however, there is a hint that may be afterwards

developed.
* * * * *

' What I should like is to get up a meeting of young London

clergy to consider that special question,
" How is the chasm

between Priests and People to be filled up ?
" From that

might come my college as a practical carrying out of the idea

of the tracts. The proposal has been kindly received in many

quarters, but it requires careful consideration and the exclusion

of all big-wigs.'

A little earlier the " Promoters
" had heard of a "

People's

College," which had been established at Sheffield, in 1842, by
an Independent minister, Mr. Bayley. On the day following

that of the above letter, i.e. on January n, 1854, at one of the

Promoters' meetings at Queen Square, Mr. V. Neale read a

letter from the Secretary of the People's College at Sheffield,

giving an account of its origin and history. In its later form

this
"
college

" had been due to a spontaneous movement on

the part of the Sheffield working men in 1848. After the

Secretary's letter had been read to the "
Promoters," a motion

was made by Mr. Hughes, and seconded by Mr. Lloyd Jones,

that
"

It be referred to the Committee of Teaching and

Publications to frame, and so far as they think fit to carry out,

a plan for the establishment of a People's College in con-

nection with the Metropolitan Associations." After several
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meetings of this committee, my father undertook to prepare a

scheme for the college.

By February 7, 1854, he had drawn up, and had printed a

scheme set forth in twelve pages, which, after some modifica-

tions and much debate, became the basis of the organisation

of the Working Men's College. A circular was also drawn

up by him to give an account of the proposal and its

purposes.

One of the Associations which had failed, had formerly

occupied a house, No. 31, Red Lion Square. As my father

had made himself responsible for the rent of this house, it was

immediately available for the purposes of the college. Sub-

scriptions were obtained from a few friends, and it was agreed

that he should give a set of lectures, both to obtain funds and

to make the subject better known. Though for the moment
the nucleus of the teachers would naturally consist of his old

friends, he believed that it would be always possible to recruit

the teaching portion of the college from the number of men

who yearly come up to London from the older Universities,

who have sufficient leisure and knowledge, and who would

gain in teaching as much as their pupils in learning. He had

great hopes that in this way, if the movement extended to the

University towns and the great commercial centres, a con-

necting bond between the Universities and the mass of the

people might be found
;
that the " Church

"
would show that it

could " educate the nation
;

"
that sectarian difficulties would

be overcome
;
that another motive than the money one would

be furnished for national education, viz. the effort of each

portion of the nation to turn to account the powers it possessed

to supply what others lacked, to the common good of all.

The meetings of the " Executive Committee "
of the Promo-

ters were still continued, and were still occupied with Co-

operative business, but his name appears less often than

hitherto in the list of those present at them, and the larger

meetings of the Promoters were almost wholly occupied with

the college scheme.

Meantime the '

Theological Essays
'

were provoking dis-
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cussion in all parts of the country, and letters were continually

reaching him from those who wished to clear up points that

had been raised in these discussions. It would be impossible

within the compass of such a work as this to give more than

an occasional specimen of his answers.

To Rev. D. J. Vaughan.

'January 18, 1854.
'

I hope I said nothing in the Essay on Atonement which

could hinder any one from drawing the divinest life and

comfort from the words,
" The blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth

from all sin
;

"
they are to me some of the most wonderful and

practically necessary in the Bible. The force of them and

of the whole doctrine of sacrifice seems to me hidden from

multitudes by the heathenish mode in which we invert the

Gospel of God's reconciliation, losing I think quite as much
the true sense of God's wrath as of His mercy.

'
I have felt so indignant at the perversions of this truth,

which are turning, as I almost know, thousands into infidels

and hundreds into Romanists, that I fear I may not be always

meek and gentle with the butchers of God's words and Church.

But I have never intended to say a harsh syllable against the

Evangelicals as such, whom I honour and reverence for what

they have done, and whom I would never complain of for

denying other men's convictions, if they would maintain those

which they have inherited from their fathers. When I see

them defacing and distorting them, and yet trying to live upon
the reputation of the truths which they do not hold, I cannot

be silent, especially now that they are the most influential of

all parties, and have the greatest power of bestowing patronage
or inflicting injury. I have no personal complaint against even

the most outrageous of the school. On the contrary, I owe a

great debt of gratitude to the Record for driving me out of

subjection to a school towards which such kindly people as

Mr. Bickersteth and others might have held me bound, and for

doing the like service to many whose freedom may be of more

worth to the world. In my new edition, I have struck out
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several passages, especially one about dowagers in the Essay-

on the Atonement, which had distressed some of my friends,

and which there could be no motive for retaining, as I cannot

now be suspected of wishing to conciliate any respectable

people.'

One of the most curious misunderstandings of the whole

purport and purpose of his writings, is suggested by the phrase

in the last letter,
"
turning, as I almost know, thousands into

infidels." The manner in which in the '

Theological Essays
'

and in all his other writings he deals with doubts and difficul-

ties, is pretty clearly explained in his answer, given on p. 225,

to the members of Lincoln's Inn. He endeavours, in ail his

writings, to the utmost of his ability, to set the doubts forth in

their fullest manner, before he attempts to answer them. He

tries, that is to say, to do the utmost justice to those from

whom he differs. He acknowledges their difficulties as his

own. He does not attack the doubters
;
but endeavours to

help them to overcome their doubts. He makes it evident that

he does not consider himself an advocate bound to maintain,

at all cost, a position once taken up, irrespective of fact and

evidence, but that he looks upon it as his bounden duty to

acknowledge all truth that is presented to him, from whatever

quarter it comes. Furthermore, he does this not only, not so

much, as part of the duty of every upright Englishman, though

he acknowledges that obligation : but because he is a clergy-

man, and as such bound to acknowledge the essentially
"
personal

" and divine nature of truth and fact. He believed

that Truth makes his own choice of the agents by which he

will be made known, and may suddenly come to his temple,

through the mouth of a working man or a young girl, so that

though the agents themselves may not know the true force of

their words, the words themselves may yet give light to those

that are seeking it. His patience therefore and his reverence

for all men were essentially a part of his worship of the Christ

in all men.

There can, I think, be no question that this manner of his
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led, to an extent of which he was himself wholly unaware, to the

notion being quite honestly held by some who read his books,

that he was stating his own belief, or at least the most vigorous

part of it, when he was frankly stating the case of the objector.

One secret, undoubtedly, of his accurate knowledge of what

men were thinking, and half afraid to express, lay in those

"
Bible-classes," Mr. Mansfield's description of which has been

given on p. 488, Vol. I.

But though a body of mixed laymen, the nucleus of which

was a knot of Lincoln's Inn barristers, thus furnished my
father with materials for a diagnosis of the troubled minds of

his time such as scarcely any other man had, there were also

many other sources from which knowledge of what men were

thinking continually reached him.

He had Bible-classes also of working men, containing some

of those who had been the leading spirits in 1848, and others

who became some of the best, most active, and most self-

sacrificing members of the Working Men's College. Of the

class so formed, just before the college was opened, he has

said :

" The course which I pursued was simply this : I read a

portion of the Scriptures, I explained what I thought was the

meaning of it, then I invited all possible questioning from

those about me. I wished them to ask anything that came
into their minds, anything that was pressing upon their minds.

They met my wish, and I have never had one cause to

complain of want of reverence, nor yet of failure of boldness

and freedom to state frankly what they were thinking and

feeling. And in this way, I affirm that I have learned more

than I have imparted. Again and again, the wish has come
into my mind, when I have left those classes,

' Would to God
that anything I have said to them may have been as useful to

them as what they have said to me has been to me !

' "

He had Bible-classes of ladies, and later in life he had some

Bible-classes, which specially interested him, of London trades-

men.

It was his habitual practice Sunday after Sunday to bring
out the thoughts which had been suggested by the actual
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difficulties that had been presented to him during the week,

and to endeavour to clear them away. This he had done

more fully and more completely in the '

Theological Essays
'

than elsewhere.

. Now considering for a moment the way in which such a

treatment of difficulties must strike a man bred up in the

Scotch " Free Church," where difficulties were then at least

never met but always silenced by a vote of public opinion, it

is not very surprising that their leading minister taking up the
'

Theological Essays,' should suppose that the difficulties were

introduced in order to make much of them, not in order to

acknowledge and sift the truth that was in them and to con-

firm the faith of those who felt them.

To Mr. D. Macmillan.

'

February 23, 1854.
' Have you heard that Dr. Candlish came up from Scotland

to lecture against me at Exeter Hall, and cut up the Essays

in presence of a vast assembly (Miss Stanley says four or five

thousand people ;
but I think that can hardly be) on Tuesday

night ? He was much applauded ;
I suppose not one in a

hundred of the audience had heard of the book, and not one

in fifty of the author, till this Champion of the Free Church

proclaimed my crimes. He is certainly not a judicious man,

though I cannot but be thankful that attention should be

called to the subjects I have treated of, even amidst clappings

and "hears." Hort wishes me to answer Mr. Mansel's letter.

I would gladly, if I had time, write a letter to him which

might be published,
" On the Oxford Logic and its Relation

to Theology." But I have these lectures
* and the best part

* He was engaged at the time in preparing for press his ' Lectures on

Ecclesiastical History.' Nominally he was doing it from some notes taken

by his class ; practically he rewrote them entirely. His answer to Dr.

Candlish appeared as "The Doctrine of Sacrifice deduced from the

Scriptures, with a Dedicatory Letter to the Members of the Young Men's

Christian Association." " Mr. Mansel's Letter
" was the prelude to the

longest and most important discussion of my father's life, but it will be

convenient to defer for the present any notice of it.
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of my
' Moral Philosophy

' on hand
;
and I am busy concoct-

ing the plan of the People's College, and settling how the

departments of it are to be arranged and it is to be brought

before the public. So I have enough to do at present, and

perhaps I shall have to answer Candlish.'

All his undertakings were suddenly interrupted by the final

illness of his mother and the more sudden death of his sister

Priscilla. He writes from his mother's bed-side—"
I think

I have learnt some lessons which explain the Bible and the

Church to me, and the history of both, more than books can."

Answer to an Address accompanying a Present of the Works of

Origeu, Athanasius, Chrysostom, Gregory of Nazianzum,

Luther, and Calvin.

" From some of the late andpresent Students of King's College."

'21 Queen Square, Bloomsbury, May II, 1854.
' My dear Friends,

1 You have given me the most splendid collection of

books in my library, and you have made each volume ten

times as valuable as it would be in itself, by inscribing your
names in it. I had meant to thank you individually for the

present, since I am sure that the kindness which it expresses

has been felt by each of you. But when I received your
united letter, I thought that I should do better if I claimed

my old privilege of addressing you as a class. I can tell you
better in that way how delightful it is to me that you should

remember me, and that I should remember you, in the relation

in which we once stood to each other.
'

I do not only owe these books of Fathers and Reformers

to you ;
I owe to you, in a great measure, the power of reading

them, or at least of reading them with any advantage. By
trying to tell you the very little I knew of literature and

history, civil and ecclesiastical, I acquired a sense of their

meaning and value which I am sure I should never have had

if I had merely devoted years to them in my own study. Your

faces, and my intercourse with you, translated dead words
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and facts into life. Whenever I look into these volumes, the

names which are written in them will, therefore, be the record

of obligations which no words can utter, which no separation

can diminish.

' The truth which you have enabled me to realise is one

which I trust you will learn more and more thoroughly every

day. Thank God ! neither your education nor mine is com-

pleted ;
it is but just beginning. All our lives through we must

learn by teaching ;
we must gain stores by distributing what

we have ! May God enable you to give abundantly, that you

may receive abundantly !

'You will find the education of troubles, also, no unmeaning
or unnecessary addition to this. May that discipline be spared

you, one and all, as far as you are able to spare it. May you

have the portion of it which is needful to make you brave and

free men, true servants of God and of your country. And

may thousands of your fellow-men have as much cause to bless

you, and to be grateful to you, as I have.
' Ever your affectionate Friend.'

His lectures, afterwards published,
" On Learning and

Working," were delivered at Willis's Rooms in June and July.

They brought in ^87 for the College. His wife's health

obliged him to leave London as soon as they were over.

To Rev. C. Kingsley.
'

Norwood, July 19, 1854.
1
1 was greatly delighted with the ' Alexandria

'—more than

I expected to be. The two first I like best, though I think

you have managed the Later Philosophy exceedingly well, and

Mahomet excellently. There must be more said about him

still. The middle ages turn more upon him, and were more

saved from perdition through him than I had at all imagined
till I came to think more of them. There would have been

no belief in Christ if there had not been that broad fierce

assertion of an absolute God—let Newman say what he likes,

and it is his business, considering the line he has taken, to say

a good deal. What he calls the Anti-Christ was the divine
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means of saving the Catholic Church from Atheism. And

oh ! how fast is she rushing into it—not Rome only, but

Germany and England into it—now. I do hope something

from the war in spite of all the feebleness with which it is

prosecuted and with which we feel about it
;
but chiefly as a

sign of what God is doing. It is more like the commencement

of a battle between God in His absoluteness and the Czar in

his than 1848 was, though that might take a more agreeable

and popular form. I begin to understand a little better why
our sympathies with Greece and even Italy were so violently

stifled and generalised. Something better is to come for both

than the pirates and brigands could get for them. The

National Sermons are a very blessed and opportune help to

this result. The reading of them—I have not read all yet—has been a great joy to me and has taught me much that

I did not know before, as well as revived much that I was

forgetting. I am very glad of the Elizabethan novel, but you
must not give over the preaching and writing of sermons, to

which you are called by God, and by which you will do the

greatest good to mankind. I feel miserably the want of a

burning fire to consume my stubble and to make me hotter for

Truth and Good than the Devil can make me, or any one in

his hell, where, so far as my experience goes
—and I know

that place
—it is generally very cold.'

*

To Mr. Daniel Macmillan.

•July 27, 1854.

'. . . . What I have written I have written—and like

Pilate's writing, I am afraid of altering it lest I should sub-

stitute to please the Jews,
" He said I am king," for

" He is

king." In plain words, my books, such as they are, must

stand. If the public does not like to buy them, it may be

wise
;
but I cannot alter or remodel them any further.'

* In his own way Dante says so too. It is in the deepest part of the

Inferno, xxxii.:
"

I thereon turned and saw before me spread,
And at my feet, a lake exceeding cold,

Which seemed with glass not water to be fed."

Unpublished translation by the Dean of Wells.
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'3 Albion Terrace, Redcar, Yorkshire, August 15, 1854.
' My dear Macmillan,

'
. . . . Perhaps if all goes well, and I am alive, I shall

be able to see you as I go southwards. I write these words

with some solemnity, not merely because in this cholera season

one feels as if one's turn might be next, but because the

sermons on sacrifice which I have just completed, and still

more the dedicatory letter which I have just written to the

Young Men's Christian Instruction Society, have seemed to

me sometimes like a last speech. However, I have no reason

to say so, for anything that I am aware of, and such thoughts

come and go, doubtless for some purpose, without having any

outward result.'

To Miss Gourlay.
'

i8S4-
'

. . . I, too, recognise this freemasonry among those who

really confess Christ, which Mr. C. speaks of. I think there

will be a sense of fellowship among those who renounce them-

selves, and refer all their life to Christ, which would be wanting

among persons who merely profess a faith in Him. I should

be afraid to build upon this, to make it the ground of a dis-

tinction, lest I should destroy its truth in the very act of

doing so.

' The fault of our Evangelical school is, it seems to me, that

they have defined the notes of sincerity and fellowship so

carefully that they have produced insincerity and separation.

I have felt myself warned solemnly by their example never

to attempt to distinguish from the human point of view. It

is not enough to say ,

" Oh ! of course human judgments are

fallible
;
we cannot be sure who is right and who is wrong."

I want certainty. I will have no distinctions which I am
forced to annihilate by exceptions and confessions of igno-

rance as soon as I have made them. Begin from God. Own
His distinctions, Who can divide soul and spirit, joints and

marrow. Let Him part the sheep in each of us from the goat
in each of us, and we obtain that which is most needful for

our personal life.

VOL. II. R
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' And by an outward rite, such as baptism, I obtain the

distinction I want between the family and the race to which

the family is to be a witness, by that I assert the universality

of God's redemption in Christ, by that I assert also that re-

demption to be of the sheep in each of us, not of the goat

which is given over to everlasting perdition. Baptism tells

me that I am God's child, and may live as if I were
;
and that

I have that within me which will not be subject to the law of

God, which will not own Him as a Father, which will not have

fellowship with any of my human brethren. This does not

confound the evil with the good. It is a perpetual sign to me
that God will not confound them, but will put all the width of

heaven and hell between them.'

To his Sister, Mrs. Julius Hare.

'

September, 1854.
' My dearest Esther,

'

I am much more desirous to learn than to teach upon
the subject of the future state and its occupations. I feel that

I have been driven by the necessities of my own being to seek

so much more for a present deliverance from cruel and pressing

enemies, than for any future bliss, that the vision of the latter

has often been almost entirely obscure to me. I am sure that

this has been a grievous loss to myself, and has put me at a

distance from many with whom I should wish to be in sympathy.

But I am sure, also, that there is a deep reason why to parti-

cular persons, particular portions of truth should be, for a

while, in shadow. They may miss great comfort, but they are

thereby shown what they especially are appointed to under-

stand and proclaim. The blindness and ignorance is their

own, but the illumination in the other direction is God's. The

necessity of confessing a kingdom of Heaven within—a king-

dom of Heaven ever present with us now ;
different in kind

from the visible world, but affecting it, and swaying its move-

ments continually
—has been with me an overwhelming one.

At times I have seen clearly, and even felt how little it could

avail to talk of such a kingdom in a corrupt and evil world,
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to men oppressed with plagues, and tormented with devils,

unless one could give them a much fuller and brighter pros-

pect of that which is to come, than I have ever done. I have

perceived that sometime or other I must either hold my tongue,

or that it must be unloosed to speak of the better things which

shall one day be manifested. But the hindrance has been

great, partly from the feeling that the future state, as we are

wont to hear it described, is so vague, so selfish, so much a

denial of that truth concerning the redeemed state of man,

which I have been sent to bear witness of; partly from the

dreariness and coldness of my own heart and imagination,

and from the hollow in my head where the organ of hope

should be. Since we are saved by hope, the consciousness of

being without any natural tendency to it, or capacity for it,

has been more crushing to me than any one knows. But how

deeply does one learn by this very misery, that it is hope which

purifies, hope which delivers ! How is one obliged to feel the

force of the words, The God of Hope! How thoroughly one

knows that the Devil is the spirit of despair !

' But the result is, that the words of the Apostle,
"
Looking

for the revelation of our Lord Jesus Christ," have seemed to

me the only words that gave me any glimpse into the future

state, or into the use which we are to make of it, in urging

ourselves and others to fight. I think the Millenarians are

altogether right, and have done an infinite service to the

Church, in fixing our minds upon these words, and so turning

them away from the expectations of mere personal felicity apart

from the establishment of Christ's kingdom ;
from the notion

of Heaven which makes us indifferent to the future condition

of the earth. I think they have done good, also, in urging

the hope of Christ's coming, as a duty upon the Church, and

in denouncing the want of it as a sin. But it seems to me
that a preparation was needed for these statements and exhort-

ations, which they have not given us. Their preaching, I fear,

has been false and mischievous, because they have not begun
with acknowledging Christ as the King over men's spirits, as

their Redeemer from the evil spirit, as the Ruler over the

r 2
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universe now, and therefore have substituted for the revelation

or unveiling of Him, which the Apostles speak of, the notion

nf an external advent or descent, which instead of carrying out

the work which He came upon earth to do—instead of being
the fulfilment of His spiritual redemption, instead of affirming

that triumph of mankind over all its oppressors which was

implied in His cross and resurrection and ascension—reverses

the order of His government and redemption, sets the visible

again above the invisible, lays the world at the feet of the

same selfish tyrants, who under religious pretexts —boasting
the name of saints—have trampled it down already and ob-

structed its intercourse with its just and lawful Ruler. If this

is their truth and their error, then it must be our duty and

privilege to believe constantly that Christ the Redeemer of

Mankind, who has been manifesting Himself in all ages for

the deliverance of the earth from its tyrants, and for the asser-

tion of right and truth against wrong and falsehood, will be

manifested completely for that end, that every eye shall see

Him, that every thing shall be brought to light by Him, that

every creature shall be unveiled in its true character and

condition by the revelation of Him, who is the firstborn of

every creature
;
that all who have exercised any dominion or

influence under Him, and for Him, shall give account of that

dominion and influence, and shall confess all that was right

in it to have been His
;

all that was oppressive and blighting

and hurtful, to have been from their resistance to His will
;

all

that was feeble and ineffectual in it, to have been from distrust

of His power.
'

I think, as I have said already, that the Millenarians are

right, and practical, and in harmony with Scripture when they

bid us think more of Christ's victory over the earth and re-

demption of it to its true purposes, than of any new condition

into which we may be brought when we go out of the earth.

By doing so, they make all our feelings and interests social,

they connect everything we do and feel and suffer, with our

kind
; they give us Christ as the object of our thoughts, and

not ourselves. The danger which people have apprehended
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in listening to them, that they should lose the sense of personal

immortality, and should feel the departure out of the present

condition of things rather a cause of lamentation than of

thanksgiving, is a real danger, if the belief of Christ in us,

Christ the present King, is not associated continually with

that expectation of good for the earth, and does not give it

all its shape and colour. If it does, I conceive we may con-

fidently look forward to death as a step in the revelation of

Christ, as the rending asunder of a veil which has obstructed

our vision of Him who died and rose again, as a removal of

shadows and falsehoods
;
as a means of bringing us out of the

confusions which have made God's ways unintelligible to us
;

as the accomplishment of a long series of discipline and pro-

cesses which we have understood very little, and repined at

very much
;
as the explanation of our fellow-men whom we

have misjudged and refused to work with; as the emancipa-
tion of powers which have been enfeebled, crushed and turned

to ignominious uses; as the preparation for newer and freer

and more effectual services, in which Christ will employ us

for the same ends which we ought to aim at here, the mani-

festation of His character and kingdom, the putting down of

His enemies. If we are now the sons of God, we may leave

Him to settle what we shall be, in what exercises we shall be

engaged, what special tasks shall be assigned us. The comfort

is, to think that He will be the orderer of us and our ways,

and not any one else
;
that we may look forward to do His

commandments, hearkening unto the voice of His words
;
that

it is His will to break all fetters which hinder us from this free

service.

' The great thing, I suspect, is to assure ourselves, not that

these things may be, but that they shall be; that Christ's ap-

pearing is as certain as the sun's rising, or as our deaths ;
that

we do not make it certain by our faith, but that its certainty is

the warrant of our faith, and that which is to cure us of its

sluggishness. And if this is so, we may encourage all persons

always to expect Christ's manifestation; the more they do

expect it, the better they will be, the more they will rise out of
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their sloth, their scorn, their confusions, their selfishness
;
the

more they will work on manfully in their own appointed tasks,

whatever they be, the more they will work with each other ;

the more they will fight against the temptations which will

recur in a thousand different shapes, and will come again and

again, as angels of light, to separate themselves from others

under any pretence whatever, in faith, in hope, in worship ; the

more they will prize common thanksgivings, common prayers,

and will rejoice to meet in using them, that they may pray

against the devil, who is leading them, and all the people

about them, to set up themselves, that they may not trust

Christ, and glorify God ;
the more they will endure all stupid

preaching as one of God's appointed trials of our faith and

patience, and as a strong reason for asking Him to send true

pastors, or else to stop all our mouths, and speak Himself,

which I take it He is doing, and that in very wonderful and

terrible thunders, as well as in very soft whispers. And this

has much to do with the recognition of friends in a future state.

I have always said, with what sorrow and sincerity God is my
witness : Have we ever yet recognised our friends in this state?

Is it not just the poorest beginning of recognition, the occa-

sional exchange of a smile or signal of freemasonry, followed

by hours and days of misconception and estrangement? Is

not this the thing of all others to strive for, and therefore to

expect ? Is not the want of it that which most makes us

ashamed, and therefore which we are sure God reproves in us,

and desires to correct in us ? If in spite of all reluctance, we

determine not to go out in search of Christ into the deserts,

not to shut ourselves in the secret chambers that we may have

Him to ourselves there, if we will expect Him among the

knaves and blackguards and hypocrites of the world, and will

act as if we believed they had the same right in Him as we

have, seeing we are knaves, blackguards, and hypocrites with-

out Him, and they will be delivered from their stupidity,

knavery, and hypocrisy, if they acknowledge Him as the Truth

and the Life—we shall be acquiring by degrees the power of

recognition, the human sympathies which He is seeking to
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cultivate in us
;
we shall be winning a victory over the vanity

and conceit which shut us up in our own little circles and

lesser selves
;
we shall be preparing for the gathering together

of all in Christ. Which gathering together, cannot, as I

think, the least interfere with the development of all the

special, individual faculties with which it has pleased God to

endow us, but must be the means of educating them to their

highest point, and of directing them to their highest purposes.

Here the great hindrance to all work is, that it is not fellow-

work. The philologer cannot understand for what the chemist

spends nights and days in his laboratory ;
the painter and the

musician scarcely know what the other is about ; how little

does either care for the jurist or the moralist ! Each is seeking

after some precious stone, some elixir, some uniting law which

would explain contradictory facts, or other laws which he

cannot doubt, yet which seem at variance. Each pursues

long trains of thought, often finds them ending where they

began, weeps in secret, and dies disappointed, and the preacher

gets up and declares that he has spent his years in vanity. It

has not been so ! it is not true ! There has been vanity in all

his work, for there has been selfishness in all. There has been

disappointment, for God has been leading him, in a way he knew

not, to find that truth is deeper than all his trowings about

it. But nothing has been in vain, no threads have been begun
to be unwound which shall not be altogether unwound. We
want but the discovery of the centre that all men and all

thoughts should fall into their proper orbits and accomplish

their complete revolutions. The revelation of Christ must be

the revelation, however gradually, of all these hidden prin-

ciples and secret powers, and directing laws, which men in all

directions have been seeking after
;
must be the revelation of

all the relations in which they stand to each other and to God's

universe. But the majority of the world are not seeking for

these, but are engaged in hard physical toils. And shall not

the purpose and meaning of all these be revealed also ? Shall

not the benefits which they have been procuring to those who

have been engaged in them, while they have seemed only to
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be ministering to the luxury and corruption of other men
;
the

victories which they have won over the curse of the earth
;
the

powers which they have awakened and cultivated, be all made

manifest before men and angels ;
the principalities and powers,

which have tried to make men's labours the means of crushing

and enslaving them, being made a show of openly, and the

Son of God vindicating the name of the carpenter's son which

He bore upon earth by asserting every energy of man's bodily

frame, every natural machine as His ?

' To speak of the revelation of all the blessings which have

been wrought out in the hearts of men and women through

sickness and sufferings ;
to say how all the powers and energies

which disease has cramped, will attain the freedom which

Christ's word gave to the palsied man and leper ;
to say how

the whole creation, which has groaned and travailed, shall

enter into the liberty of the Son of God, is not for me. The

Gospels and the 8th Chapter of the Romans have said it all,

and I only throw out this hint to show how much more we are

actually told of the effects of the manifestation of Christ in

Scripture, than we commonly fancy, how much the history of

His Incarnation is the foretaste and prophecy of them.
' So far, then, as I have at present been taught

—and I must

repeat again how little I feel I have been taught
—

respecting

the future state, I would try (1st) always to connect it with the

unveiling or manifestation of Jesus Christ, as St. Paul and

St. John do
j (2nd) to connect it, as they do, with the restora-

tion of the earth, and its deliverance from whatever hinders it

from being the kingdom of God, and of His Christ
; (3rd) to

connect it with the manifestation of Christ in the flesh as the

Lord of Man, as his deliverer from all that degrades him from

being the image of God, and the member of a kind, into the

slave of the world he is set to rule, and a self-seeker
; (4th) to

connect it with all our actual and present pursuits, occupations,

duties, enjoyments, sufferings, so that the full fruit and result

and consummation of these shall be what we look forward to,

as the effect of their being restored to their obedience to

Christ, and saved from all that is base or merely accidental;
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(5th) to connect it with continuous, though free and joyful

labour, so that no redeemed spirit shall ever be imagined to

be the possessor of a certain felicity, and not the warrior with

Christ's enemies, so long as there are any to be put down ; the

ruler and judge of some province of His empire, the seeker

and discoverer of the secrets of God's truth and glory, which

He has hidden, that His children may search them out.'

'

Matlock, October 19, 1854.
' My dear Kingsley,

'So long as Thomas Cooper believes in the 7th Chapter

of the Epistle to the Romans, and really acknowledges a battle

between the flesh and the spirit in himself, it does not signify

two straws what he thinks of you and me, how much he mis-

takes our meaning and imputes to us the. meaning which of

all that exist we most abhor. He will be obliged to ask God
to tell Him whether He is or not, and whether He is a destroyer

or deliverer, and God will give him the answer. So there we may
leave him, wishing earnestly that we ourselves, and all m.iy be

brought to the same dire necessity if ever we manufacture a

God of soft paste or of iron, instead of trusting one who is, and

who lives, to break in pieces our bars of iron, to give solidity

to our paste, to lift us out of the hell—the eternal torment

which I not only believe, but know that we must be saved

from, because I have been in it. What a weary task it is to

be explaining and justifying ourselves. God will explain and

justify us, if it is necessary, in His good time ;
let us ask Him

first of all to explain and justify Himself. I say this because I

have been bothering myself about these explanations of my
own intentions (anent Dr. Candlish), and I am sick of the

business. However, I believe it was to be done. Will you
read over the prospectus* and give me your criticism ? I know

you will make some complaints, but we have done what we

could, and I think there must be a blessing on it.'

.All October was occupied with correspondence about the

*
I.e. of the classes for the first term of the Working Men's College.
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arrangement of classes for the first term at the College. To

the no small delight of all, Mr. Ruskin, on a circular being

sent to him volunteered to join and to take a drawing-class.

On October the 30th my father gave the inaugural address at

St. Martin's Hall to a full room. By November the 9th the

number of students admitted exceeded one hundred and thirty.

He gave a series of lectures in Edinburgh and Glasgow

during December, and wrote to his wife warm accounts of the

kind reception he had met with everywhere.

To Rev. C. Kingsley.

'January 3, 1855.

1
1 cannot see my way about the future of the war more than

you can, but I think the present of it has brought us more

good, with all its misery, than I could have dreamed of. I am
sure there is something more like a national heart and godli-

ness amongst us than I have had any experience of in my day.

The papers are doing their best to kill the good; the Times

seems to me horribly wicked. But God is stronger than they

are, and I do not think they have succeeded in making the

working people discontented. They cared nothing for them

while they were eaten up by the Mammon worshippers, and

now they affect sympathy with them when they are beginning

to feel that all are working and suffering together. I do not

make out that the ministers have blundered more than any
other men with their inexperience would have done, and I

would not throw a stone at them for the world.
'

I do not the least enter into the Kossuth notion about our

duty to the "
Nationalities

;

"
if there is any good in them, if

they are nations, and not nationalities, they will help them-

selves. Our business, so far as I can gather from history, has

never been to make a crusade for them, but to resist whatever

power in Spain, France, Russia, set itself up to break down
national boundaries and establish a universal empire. It has

been no choice with us, whether we would do this or not
;
we

have been forced to do it, when we were most reasonably and
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remarkably reluctant. God has sent us upon the errand, if we

were ever so inclined to escape in a ship of Tarshish and look

after our commercial prosperity.
1
1 had a very pleasant visit to Edinburgh and Glasgow.

Dear Mr. Erskine took rooms in a private hotel with his

sister, and entertained me there. Russel was very kind. The

lectures went off very well. G
,
whom I expected to like,

seemed to me a great sham as a preacher ;
somewhat better,

but not satisfactory, as a man.
' Did you see Sir William Hamilton and James Mackenzie ?

The former has the grandest head, and the other is the most

beautiful old man I ever looked upon. All I met with were

in great delight with your article in the North British. Hugh
Miller dined with me at Russel' s. He is a simple, modest,

true man.
'
I want very much to see the novel. Ruskin is doing

capitally in the drawing-class at the College. Our past term

was far beyond our hopes, but we must expect a falling off.'

To Miss Williams Wynn.

'January 8, 1855.

'

I intended to have returned you in person the letter which

you so kindly left with me
;
but I must not keep it longer. It

is cordial and earnest as everything which comes from the

Bunsens is. I have to thank them for the most unwearying

kindness, which I did nothing to deserve, whilst they were in

England, and which one misses greatly now they are gone.

At the same time I heartily rejoice, for their sakes, at their

deliverance from what I am sure must have been an oppressive

burthen, and their restoration to a free and genial life in a

society with which they can sympathise. England, I have no

doubt, will look a brighter spot to them in the distance than

it did when they saw closely all its terrible corruptions and

abominations. And after all, that view which we get, when

these blots are not the most prominent objects in a nation or

an individual, is the truest. God does not look upon iniquity ;
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that is, I suppose, He sees the man and the nation according

to their true idea, and not as they make themselves by forget-

ting and departing from it. What that idea is, I think, a

native who feels and suffers with his land, who is conscious of

its sins as his own, who is in any manner called to struggle

with them and bear witness against them, must know better

than any foreigner can. I feel it is the greatest mistake in an

Englishman to dream that he can determine the method of

thought or of action which a German student or reformer

should follow. I do not speak merely of one who is so

ignorant of German life and literature as I am. If I had the

profoundest acquaintance with it which could be acquired by

years of study of books, intercourse with natives, residence in

the country, I think I should be more, not less, convinced that

the work of correcting and elevating the tone of the nation

must devolve upon its own citizens, and that much inferior and

less accomplished men and women among them could do what

the most wise stranger would attempt in vain. I read this

autumn Niebuhr's comments upon England. They did me

good for they made me smart. I acknowledged with the

deepest personal consciousness all that he said of our coldness

and reserve. But when he boasted that he understood us better

than we understood ourselves, and could read us lectures, not

on faults of our Government or of our character, but on the

way of reforming them, on the course which it behoved us to

adopt, my conscience rebelled. I listened to his reproofs as if

God were speaking to me through him
;

I felt as certainly that

God was forbidding me to shape and mould myself according
to his maxims.

' For precisely the same reasons, no deference that I feel for

Bunsen's character and knowledge, no conviction deeper than

he or you would give me credit for, of my own deficiencies, no
bitter and intense experience of the truth of much which he

says about our dulness and blindness, could justify me to my
conscience or to God, if I submitted to his decisions respecting
the method which an English theologian, in our day, ought to

follow. I could have saved myself from much sonow, and have
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obtained much sympathy that I have longed for, if I could have

attached myself to the anti-English school of thought, when I

had found the impossibility of fraternising with any of the

special English schools. But a higher voice said in me,
" That

is not the way, walk not in it ! Never mind being called

Jesuitical, bigoted, half-hearted, eclectical, any name that you
hate most, never mind who bestows it upon you, that does not

signify a jot. You are not sent into the world to get credit for

freedom of mind, liberality, manliness, sincerity, but, so far as

you are shown how, to bear witness of that which you know, to

testify that which you have seen."

' Bunsen's book on the Church of the future taught me

clearly what I had suspected before, that every earnest German

must begin with the Spirit, that he may come to learn some-

thing of the Father and the Son. I am as certain as I can be

of anything, that our process is the opposite one, that we must

begin from the Father, in order that we may know something
of the Son and the Spirit ;

and that our greatest national errors,

shortcomings and sins, have arisen from our forsaking that line,

which God has marked out for us.

'

If you found anything in my book on Sacrifice which met

the wants of your spirit, it is because I was led to refer the

ground of sacrifice to God and not to man, to trace the mean-

ing and origin of sacrifice to the will of the Father. There is

nothing in this view of the subject which Bunsen will sympathise

with. He contemplates sacrifice either as originating with the

sense of sin or of thanksgiving, hence the idea of the completed
Christian sacrifice is with him in direct contrast with the idea

of the incomplete Levitical sacrifice.

' You may therefore be quite sure, though I have said nothing
or next to nothing about the Christian priesthood, that the

whole book (if he should read it, which is very improbable)
will be Levitical and abracadabra to him. He will not be able

to reduce my doctrine under either of his formulas : therefore

he will simply put it aside as unmeaning. And he will be quite

right to do so, for it will not meet any of the habits of his

mind, and what business have I to unsettle them ? All I want
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is liberty to speak the word that is put into my mouth to the

two or three of my own countrymen and countrywomen who

may feel that that is the word they wanted to hear, and who
will accept it as a message to their hearts and reason without

caring whether God chooses a sage or a blockhead to send

it by.
'

I have run on at a terrible length, but I wanted to explain

myself to you, who have comforted me so much with your

cheering words and acts.

'

May God bless you for all the love you show to others, with

the full revelation of His own.'
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CHAPTER VII.

" Our grasp of the truth can never be worth much ; it is the grasp of

the truth upon us that men are willing to die for."—Mr. R. H. Hutton,
' The

Incarnation,' in Tractsfor Priests and People.

1855. DEATH OF ARCHDEACON HARE THE CRIMEAN WAR
WORKING WOMEN'S CLASSES—LONG CORRESPONDENCE WITH

MR. KINGSLEY ON DOUBTS OF VARIOUS KINDS—FOREIGN

TOUR—THE SUNDAY QUESTION.

To Mr. Daniel Macmillan.

'January 24, 1855.
' You will, I am sure, be grieved to hear that the battle is over

with my dear brother Julius Hare. He died yesterday morning.

My whole life for the last eighteen years had been closely

bound up with his, and nearly every joy or sorrow I have had

has been connected with his home and with him.'

To his Wife.

1 Hurstmonceaux Rectory, January 29, 1855.
' We have reached this desolate house—more desolate than

I had even thought of. Esther is said to be rather better.

George Bunsen and Arthur Stanley were in the train with us, as

well as Mr. Hull. I cannot tell you the sadness which seems

to rest on this place. It makes one feel that one's home must

be elsewhere. All the rooms are so full of recollections and

associations, but the spirit of them is gone. God bless you.'

'MY DEAR KINGSLEY, 'February 2, 1855.

'

Hearty thanks for both your very kind letters. Hare's

death is more to us, and I think more to the Church than even
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we thought it would be. We scarcely knew what his genial

spirits and look were to us, or how much there was in his

deepest heart which was receiving good and scattering good.

His last months were very satisfactory witnesses of the man

by the unvarying patience, cheerfulness and thankfulness which

he was manifesting, without one false or affected or canting

word in the midst of unusual suffering. In his last days he was

so utterly wasted and prostrated that he could do no more than

show tenderness and affection to all about him. It is some

pleasure to me that the last book he gave to the person whom
he loved almost next to his wife, was my book on Sacrifice, and

that he expressed a pleasure in it to which he had a good right,

as it was only a flower out of a seed which he had planted

himself. The clergy in the archdeaconry, from the highest

Tractarian down to the strongest Evangelical, are now express-

ing their affection for him, and their belief that he did them a

good which they could have got nowhere else. So that life has

come out of death, after all.

' And so it will out of the miserable mistakes and disasters of

this war. What a heart there seems to be in the poor starving

soldiers, if there is ever such a feeble, to be I hope in God's

good time a broken and contrite, one—in us !

'

Verily He has been educating them, whatever we have been

doing. We shall find out in time that all we have to do is to

work with His teaching and not against it. We shall have to

give up a multitude of our fine plans, but let the good conquer,

as that orthodox Christian and true Gospel preacher yEschylus

said some thousand years ago.* Oh, that my lips were unstopped
to preach that gospel in the strength of a manifested and cruci-

fied and risen Christ which he preached in the -belief of Him
before His incarnation !

'

* In a chorus of the Agamemnon, which my father was fond of quoting ;

vide p. 548 of this vol. and the note.
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To Baron Buns'en.

'21 Queen Square, February 14, 1855.
' My dear Friend,

'
I have ventured to send you a volume I published

towards the end of last year, on Sacrifice. I have some hesi-

tation in doing so, not only when I recollect the splendid

collection of volumes on philology, history, and theology, which

you left with me last summer, but from knowing how much

thought you have devoted to this subject and how certain you
are to consider my treatment of it narrow and unsatisfactory.

I do not like, however, to seem as if I distrusted your toleration

and kindness, which I have so largely experienced, and this

volume will have some claim on your sympathy that may com-

pensate for its own defects, as it was one of the last books which

Julius read. That gives it an interest for me which I do not

feel in any other book I have written. In fact, as I have said,

the idea of it is contained in his own sermon on self-sacrifice,

though I am most careful also to explain that he was not re-

sponsible for the theology of it, or for any of the opinions to

which you, as a philosopher, would object.
' Great as the satisfaction is of speaking of him to those who

loved him and will not mistake gratitude and affection for party

sympathy, I believe it is as great a duty for me to be silent, or

almost silent, about him publicly. All the schools amongst us,

even some of the most extreme of each, are now paying homage
to his memory and mourning over him. Our men of letters

will also claim him as one of themselves, some of yours will not

forget that he was the translator of Niebuhr and the defender of

Luther. I trust, and I am sure, that those who were united with

him by very sacred ties, will not disturb this feeling by intro-

ducing their own regard, far less by claiming him as in any
sense belonging to them. You and others may have had a

natural fear that, as the English public absurdly mixed me up
with him as if we were of the same school, I should try to bring

him down to the level of my notions and put him forth as the

champion and representative of them. I think I may promise

vol. 11. s
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you that you shall have no cause to make this complaint. In

immeasurably the largest portion of his treasures of thought and

knowledge I had not even the slightest share, and I should con-

sider it a positive crime to make any plea of attachment, which

so many might make equally, or any accidental advantages, an

excuse for lowering him in the opinion of those whom he

honoured and loved. I am sure my sister will entirely share

these feelings, so that I do trust your mind will be relieved from

any anxiety on this point.

'Your interest in England, which must have been greatly

shaken by what you have seen of its weakness and have heard

of its more recent sins, will be further diminished by the loss of

one of those whose face was a cordial to every one, and was

always turned to you with the greatest affection and reverence.

I heartily rejoice with you that you have found a home where

you can pursue all the studies that are most congenial to you.

But those who have received continual and undeserved kindness

from you may be permitted to look back upon past days, and

to wish, for the sake of their country as much as for their own,
that you were not separated from us. Our spiritual battles are

likely to be at least as serious as our material ones, and God
knows how serious they are ....

'

Affectionately yours.'

To his Wife.

' March 22, 1855.
' You and Elizabeth* must not think me a great heretic

because I try to explain two sides of a truth and sometimes

put one part of it forward and sometimes another. If you read

the Gospel you must see that our Lord speaks of a woman, a

child of Abraham, being fast bound by Satan for eighteen years

because she had some aggravated kind of rheumatism or para-

lysis ;
that is one part of the truth which must not be hidden,

and which is quite necessary in order that we may not charge

God foolishly as the author of evil, or may not pretend to think

* Miss Hohlsworth, afterwards wife of Rev. S. Clark.
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that pain and suffering are not evil when our hearts tell us they
are

;
the other is, that all these evils—the very worst—are per-

mitted that the work of God may be manifested in us
;
that He

allows us to suffer in order that He may call forth faith in us,

and so bring us to a better health and diviner life; that all

sorrow is redeemed by the sorrow of Christ, that the devil is

foiled every way, when he seemed to be strongest. My con-

science bears me witness that I have been as zealous to assert

one of these principles as the other
;
but if I find either sup-

pressed, I know the one that seems to be exalted will suffer,

and I am bound to bring the other prominently forward. We
can never get comfort by hiding any fact. God's revelation

will explain all facts if we will allow it to do so.'

'March 26, 1855.
1

Yesterday I preached the sermon about dear Mansfield.

There was a gathering of all his friends, and they received

the Communion. We had therefore the best kind of inter-

course. *****
'You will not doubt that on the 25th, as I preached on

" those that sleep in Jesus will God bring with Him," another

form was more present to me than his of whom I was more

directly preaching.'

To Mrs. Augustus Hare.

'

May 5, 1855.
' My dear Mrs. Augustus,

'

I cannot tell you what a joy it was to receive your
beautiful letter, or how much Georgina and I both felt the ex-

ceeding kindness of your words. They were the most soothing
we could have heard, bringing back the sorrows and blessings

of that time, none of which are gone by, and making us feel

how the love that was then, is now, and ever shall be [was
shown in both sorrows and blessings]. Your letter is a witness

to us of it
; may God reward you for it, by giving you a deeper

and deeper apprehension of His own. I do hope you are

s 2
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feeling greater strength of body, and that the spring will bring

to you all spring life. It should be a witness to us all of life

coming out of death. We have seen even a greater miracle,

life in death, which is Christ's own miracle, the fruit of His

Passion and Resurrection. May God bless you always.

Your affectionate Friend.'

When once the Working Men's College was well launched he

became very eager to carry out some similar work for women.

After much discussion, a series of lectures were delivered by
him and by friends. These were afterwards published under

the title of ' Lectures to Ladies on Practical Subjects.' Of
these the first, delivered on May 21, 1855, was a lecture of his

own on a " Plan of a Female College for the Help of the Rich

and the Poor." Classes for women were started at the Work-

ing Men's College, and for some years were carried on with fair

success.

2o Rev. C. Kingsley.

'2 Waterloo Crescent, Dover, August 4, 1855.
' When I wrote to you the other day, I did not allude to the

book on nature of which you spoke, though I had seen it,

because I did not think that the hook said anything which you
have not heard a thousand times, and have not said to your-
self tens of thousands

;
and therefore I think all its influence

upon your mind came from its being the echo of something
which was there before. Now of that, as I said, I am a very
unfit judge ;

I have to fight with the devil, sometimes very close

combats indeed. I am liable to a spiritual wickedness which

seems to me infinitely more horrible than any submission to the

world can be
;
but to that in the ordinary sense of the word

(in the sense which implies some powerful attraction by the

world, either natural or human) I am certainly less exposed
than many, and especially than you. What danger then there

is in my attempting to talk of what I feel and know so little !

How certain you would be to detect my blunders, and without

laughing at them, to say,
" All this is very well for a mystic who
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knows nothing of what is going on in the earth beneath and the

waters under the earth—but what is it to me?" If you have

not had such thoughts yet, and you certainly have, you will

have them in swarms
;
and why shall I provoke the swarms to

settle, not on me, but on you, and on many a good and blessed

thing beside ?

' There are few writings I have learnt more from, than your
article on Raleigh. It is not all true, not perhaps quite half,

but there are some parts of it which are very, very true, and

the conception of it is right from beginning to end. It is the

right way of contemplating the life of a man
;

I am certain that

it is. We have a Father and He is watching over us. But let

us believe that he is not, and that the world and nature are,

and that we are only men when we identify ourselves with

them and lose ourselves in them
;
then the cup becomes dry,

we taste more of the dregs than the wine, and then comes the

old cry,
" How many hired servants have bread enough and to

spare, and I perish with hunger." Well ! that is for the free

and brave spirits of the earth. I have never known the sweet

before the garbage, but I have tasted that in its worst form,

of disappointed vanity, suspicion of others, incapacity for

believing and loving, inward atheism. And so I believe some-

how the Father brings all back somewhat by the same road,

though our wanderings have been different, and some have

known much more of inward evil, and others more of the

blessings which are meant for us when we are fit for them. I

am a hard Puritan, almost incapable of enjoyment, though on

principle justifying enjoyment as God's gift to His creatures,

and though I try to feel no grudge against those who have that

which my conscience tells me it is not a virtue but a sin to

want. God has given you infinite faculties of enjoyment. But

He has given you with these the higher trust of being manly
and of caring for your fellow-men and their miseries and sins.

What I fear (perhaps most unreasonably) for you is, that the

first gift should devour the second, that your sympathy with

what is beautiful in nature and human society should make you
less able to stand out against them, more tolerant of that
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which is eating into the hearts of individuals and nations.

Godliness, I am certain, is the true support of manliness. The

belief that the Son of God has interfered for His creatures, and

has grappled with their sin and death, is the one protection of

nations and men against sloth, effeminacy, baseness, tyranny.

Oh, don't think it is a vulgar thing to be a preacher or even a

priest, and a fine thing to be an artist. If you do, you will not

be a true artist, but an artificer to please the world. And do

not think that the way of resisting devil's worship is to deny

any of the great facts and laws of humanity, which have been

turned to the devil's use, but to claim them from him.
' A finished reconciliation and atonement is the one answer

to the scheme of men for making atonement
;

if you part with

it, all superstitions, all Moloch cruelties, will reproduce them-

selves ;
and you will try your natural incantations against them

in vain. If you knew what bitter repentances I have had to

suffer for hard words spoken in former days, to friends whom
I might have helped if I had been wiser and gentler, you
would believe that I do not write these words to you without

tremblings. I have well deserved to alienate all whom I love,

and with many I have succeeded rather too well. But I have

such confidence in your truthfulness, that, if I had none in

your affection, I think I should still have run the risk of

seeming to send you a lecture rather than a letter. I do so

the more boldly because I know that I am not pleading my own

cause, except as it is yours, for I repeat what I said before,

that the time is come when you ought to feel yourself, and to

make the people understand, that you are not tied to any
maxims of mine, and that if you have received anything from

me, it has been in the way of honest merchandise, the balance

of trade, if accounts were fairly examined, being all on my
side.

' Ever yours affectionately.'
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* 2 Waterloo Crescent, Dover, August 7, 1855.

' My dear dear Kingsley,
' God bless you for the comfort you have given me ;

for

comfort unspeakable it is, though I know what pain you are

suffering, and though I think I could go through something to

deliver you from it. But I am sure in my inmost heart that

you are true to yourself and to God, and I am sure that He
will guide you into all truth : all the more because you have to

pass through storms and darkness on the way to it. Do not

be in the least disturbed because books of mine about sacrifice,

or anything else, do not satisfy you, or show you the way out

of your confusions. Why should they ? Is not the death of

Christ, and your death and mine, a depth immeasurably below

my soundings ? And what have I done, if I have done any-

thing truly or honestly, but beseech people not to try and

measure it, but simply cast themselves upon the love of God
which is manifested in it, and trust it when there is nothing

else in Heaven above or earth beneath to rest upon ? It is

simply in despair that I have betaken myself to any rock, and

what can I say but it is there, and hold fast to it, though
I and all the world should be lost out of sight, or go to the

bottom ?

1
1 have felt something of what you are feeling, though less

intensely, because my nature is so much colder. But I am
certain we shall be able to testify against statesmen, bishops,

and all that are false to our country in her hour of need, just in

proportion as we discern and feel all their sins in ourselves,

and are conscious that they are destroying our own souls, as

well as the soul of England. Then we shall become priests

indeed and shall confess for them as well as for ourselves, and

shall feel our need, as none can teach it us, of a sacrifice to

present for the whole world. What an ass I should be if I

were in a hurry to cram my thoughts about that down your

throat, when God is teaching you His thoughts and His love

about it, so far more thoroughly and inwardly. It is a burning

fiery furnace we are going through in this war. I see it, and
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in some degree I feel it, and the Son of God, I believe and

trust, is with us in the midst of it.

' And I think with you of darker days to come. I speak of

them sometimes to my children ; but oftener of a brighter day
that I think for them will rise out of the darkness, and which

we, though we may have left the earth, may share with them.

The day of Christ, in a better sense than all our prophets
dream of, is surely at hand. And we may wait for it—would

that I did—as men' wait for the morning. In the meantime
let us not be cast down by anything, even by our own mis-

doings, failures, evil. The good is mightier than that evil and
all others. And it will be shown to be mightier to our nation

and to all mankind. I was cast down by many things
—not

least by hearing that poor harlequin priest Gavazzi utter his

truths and lies and exhibit his clever pantomime, and utter his

blasphemous prayers, last night to an admiring audience here.

But your letter came in to assure me that there is reality and
earnestness and hope, and God at the bottom of all. So let

us praise Him in the midst of the fires.

1 Ever most lovingly yours.'

To Miss Williams Wynn.

'

Zurich, August 23, 1855.*****
'

It is the great struggle of every time to realise the union of

the spiritual and eternal with the manifestations of it in time
;

now the first is forgotten for the second, now the second in the

first—each perishes by the loss of the other, but in one time
the difficulty is greater on this side, in another on that. We
must have the eternal which our fathers nearly forgot ;

we are

seizing it with a violence which makes us throw aside what

they knew and felt to be unspeakably precious ;
we shall find

that we must take their bequest or give up our own purchase.
But we must believe that through whatever conflicts—and
terrible they must be—we are to reach a fuller and brighter
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discovery of Him who was from the beginning, than the ages

that were before us. May God help us to hold fast what we

have, and assuredly more will be given us.'

'Zurich, August 29, 1855.

'My dear Kingsley,
'

It seems a natural thing to write to you from the place

in which Zwingli fought with words, and near which he died

in an actual battle with swords. He never was a chief hero

of mine, yet I should be glad to be such a man and to have

such an end. My wife has had just a glimpse of the real

Alps, and as yet only a glimpse; for she has had a serious

attack of illness here, but she wonders at what she has seen

as much as I could desire, and is silent in her wonder. To-

morrow we hope to get into a higher region ;
our kind and

sensible doctor here has recommended us a place above Zug,

as he says Zurich is too relaxing. We shall then, I hope, get

to the lake of the four cantons, which I saw fifteen years ago,

and which I should like to be thoroughly intimate with. I saw

Bun sen at Heidelberg on Sunday week. He spoke much of

you and your doings. I think he is suffering from want of

outward work
;
... he is a most cordial, genial man, and I

trust his swarming thoughts will some day find a centre.
'
I sometimes feel, as I think you do, that we are fallen on

very evil days, and that it is harder to be right and do right

now than in any other day. Perhaps it is
;
but yet I do not

wish myself or you or any one back in the days of Elizabeth
\

I believe in my inmost heart that these of Victoria are better,

because they are more difficult, because a mightier problem is

to be solved now than could be solved then. That was what

I meant when I said I thought your article on Raleigh was

right, but not all right, thoroughly right in its view of the way
in which God trains a man, and in its vindication of an age
which has been disparaged ; imperfect in so far as it seemed
to make that age too much a standard of what ours ought to

be. No ! it did its work ; it bequeathed its treasure. Let us

hold fast both, and resolve that we will do a work, and, if God
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permits it, bequeath a treasure. The union of nations, the

fellowship of Christendom, the meaning of humanity, this we

cannot have if we lose the national spirit of Elizabeth's days,

and also of Cromwell's days ;
but neither Elizabeth nor Crom-

well can help us to discern what these mean, which God

certainly will teach us if we will learn. And I think He will

teach us this by teaching us more than we have known of

Himself, as the ground of humanity, as the Creator of the

universe. With that lesson He will send us, I think, a revela-

tion of the meaning of Christ's death as the bond of humanity
which will justify all that our fathers were taught of it, and

remove those inventions with which they overlaid their deep

inward convictions. Such is the faith which grows on me
with the discovery of my own sins, and of their identity with

the sins of the world, and with the certainty that only the new

and divine man by bearing them can take them from me.

This is a long prose, but it is my fiftieth birthday ; and I am

claiming the rights of a half century of existence of blunder-

ing. Some time or other, perhaps, I shall hear from you.

Poste Restante, Lucerne, I think, will find us
;

I had a half

hope of a line from you at Heidelberg. But, being myself

the worst correspondent in Europe, I should not be the least

surprised if you find a much better use of your time and

pen. I long much to hear how Mrs. Kingsley is, and that all of

you are thriving at Eversley, so long as you may safely stay

there. I was glad to have that glimpse of you at Ludlow's

wedding.*
' Ever yours affectionately.

' P.S.—I do not think I quite go along with you in what you

say of Goethe. He seems to me the most perfect specimen
of a genius of which I do not desire to see the multiplication,

but which in itself is very valuable. The age of mere self-

culture is over; but we must not lose the lessons it taught.

And Goethe was entirely a Protestant against the bookishness

of Germany in behalf of life.'

* Rather a characteristic reference to a wedding of a niece of Mr.

Ludlow's, at which he and Mr. Kingsley had met.
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'

Lausanne, September 24, 1855.
' My dear Kingslev,

' Thank you very much for your letter. It is exceed-

ingly kind of you to tell me just what you are thinking about

the Bible or Greek myths, or anything. May I tell you, with

the like frankness, that I knew from past experience that such

thoughts must come to you and must for a time get great

dominion over you? Why was it you believed in the Old

Testament? Not because you had heard theories about in-

spiration, or cared a farthing for them, but because the book

spoke words to you about a deliverer of you and a deliverer

of the people, which no Greek myths spoke. You told the

people that the Bible was their book, that, whether it was ante-

Babylonian or post-Babylonian, it testified that this voice said

out of every burning hill, out of the thunder and lightning,
"

I am the Lord thy God, which brought thee out of the house

of bondage." Now there come times to all of us—there has

come such a one to you—when we wish the people at the

devil, when we would like to forget all that we have ever said

or thought about them. And there are, alas, times when we

do not care much about a Deliverer for ourselves, when we

like gods but we would just as soon be without God. Don't

suppose I mean you when I say we. I mean that I have

passed months, perhaps years, in that kind of condition
;

I

think I owe you very much for having brought me out of it

and given me a hearty interest in the Demus, if I never

worshipped or wished to enthrone it. And oh ! I know well

how at such times one would give the world to be a great man,
to be unlike other men, especially parsons, to have a way of

one's own; but how little one cares to be a man, to claim

one's place in a kind. I never had your temptations to feel

this. I have nothing of the heroic in me, and I have never

had the opportunity, if I had the power, to be anything but

one of the people. But the Devil, though he has not come to

me as an angel of light, but in his proper person with a switch

tail and horns and hoofs, has come to me and has made me
indifferent to freedom, ready for any chains of silk or of iron.
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The Old and New Testament, I can say it, have broken those

chains asunder for me, have given me a right to say on some

Easter morning,

' " Hier bin ich Mensch, hier darf ich seyn."

' And then all Greek myths and Greek songs have seemed

to me very wonderful, not bringing freedom, but expressing

the aspiration for it
; showing a ladder set up on earth though

lost in the clouds, and not reaching to heaven. How earnestly

I wish to read the lesson in every one of them, and in all Art

and Nature, I cannot tell you. But I am sure I shall not,
—I

am sure they will all become dreary and dead to me after a

little while, if I give up the Bible for the sake of them, killing

the hen to get the golden egg. It was needful for you, I am

sure, to pass through this condition of mind
; you could not do

the work you have to do without it, and God will bring you
out of it. But it will be by teaching you to love the people

again, to feel that the best thing for any of us is to live and

die for them; that all doubts are sacred, even the most

atheistical which affect their hearts, but that the doubts of the

refined, of those who want a law and a gospel for their own

circle, are not sacred at all, but very contemptible, doubts

which they must keep their own pet parsons and led captains

and fashionable novelists to solve, but which have nothing to

do with life and business and humanity, and which those who
care for these had best let alone altogether.

' P is ruining himself with making a Christianity to fit

both German professors and London dandies. What good
will it do to human beings who must live and die?'

Among the teachers who had volunteered to join the Work-

ing Men's College were two French Republican refugees,

whose views, both in political and religious matters, proved to

be of a very violent type. One of them—M. Talandier—was

subsequently French teacher at the Military College at Sand-

hurst, and holds now a position of some distinction in the

Chamber of Deputies. The following two letters explain
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sufficiently for the purposes of this book, the circumstances

under which these two men were excluded from the Council of

the Working Men's College.

To Rev. J. LI. Davies.

'

l!oulogne-sur-Mer, October 19, 1855.

' An article which I read in the Times yesterday about

Talandier has troubled me greatly. I do not so much fear the

effect of the mad and wicked doctrines to which he seems to

have given his name, in bringing our college into disrepute
—

for that I suppose it is in already through me—but from any
influence they may have upon our pupils. I do not think we
can be the least called upon to come forward for the purpose of

repudiating him, which would be very unkind and ungracious

to a poor man who has given us his services freely. I will

willingly bear the discredit of having accepted them, and

should wish to thank him cordially for the help he has rendered

us. As to the future, I do not see my way clearly
—knowing

nothing of the circumstances
;
but perhaps the matter will be

taken out of our hands, if, as the newspapers seem to say,

Lord Palmerston is going to send him away.
'

If you wish me to deliver anything of an inaugural address,

will you let me know, and tell me whether I might make it—
of course without any allusion to what has passed

—a statement

of my own feeling about the true means of emancipating the

nations, a subject which has been much pressed upon my
mind during this journey? I feel more than I ever did how

entirely the loss of a belief in a living God—chiefly through

the sins of the priesthood
—has been the loss of freedom to

Christendom, and how impossible it is that the freedom should

return without the faith. I have much to say to you on this

subject. I think we must sigh and cry for the Reformation,

not of our own country only, but of all nations, much more

than we have done, and that the time of struggle and

deliverance must be at hand. But I should like your advice
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about the possibility of bringing it—which I could do with-

out anything which would sound very theological
—before our

people.'

'Boulogne, Sunday Evening, October 21, 1855.
' My dear Davies,

' Since I wrote to you I have seen extracts from

Talandier's speech, as published by the refugees themselves in

the Jersey paper. It seems to me clear from these, that he

has disclaimed all association with any Englishmen, except

Chartists, emphatically with all Englishmen who believe in any

Trinity but his. I do not see how, unless we accept these

conditions, he can honestly work with us. Clearly, therefore,

the programme ought not to appear with his name. I do not

know whether the Jourdain who was in the chair at the

meeting is our Jourdain; if he is, of course the same rule

applies to him. I need not tell you that I should count it

absurd to disclaim his statements, because, unless we are

living to refute them, unless the aim of our whole education

and thought is to establish what he denies, all our professions

and acts are a lie. This we must make our people clearly

understand, without saying a hard word of him
; indeed, while

we make the fullest allowance for the influences which may
have urged many such as he is, to madness, and while we

thank him for the help he has given us, I should even wish,

of course privately, if it were possible, to make him some

pecuniary return for his services, that there might be no sense

of that kind of debt. Could that be done? Of course not

from the college ! But my object in writing this line is to

express my decided opinion that the programme should not

have his name, and that another should be published if it has

appeared. I will write to him, if that is thought the best

course, as soon as I come to London, explaining what has

been done. The letter should be translated, that its meaning

may be unmistakable. My great wish is that the transaction

should be between us and him, and that all explanation should

be addressed to him and to our own people. The newspapers,

if they take it up against us, should not, I think, be meddled
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with in the least, till the other steps have been taken. I hope

to go on Wednesday ;
if it is necessary, I will come even if I

am obliged to leave Mrs. Maurice and my nieces.'

To Rev. C. Kingsley.

'21 Queen Square, October 26, 1855.
' You have taken my surly words, dearest Kingsley, in a

spirit which makes me ashamed of having ever uttered them.

And yet I am not sorry I did
;

for they have called forth the

very answer that I should most have desired. I did not like

to hear you talking "Victorious analysis" about books of

Scripture and Babylonian periods, not because I do not think

there are persons who may busy themselves with such matters,

indeed have no vocation for any other
;
but because I believe

that such men do not belong to this time and are not occupied
with the questions of this time, which all point to the dis-

covery of the grounds of unity in books and among men : and

because I am satisfied that you being emphatically a man of

this time, would have only the use of your left hand in dealing

with such subjects, and may have the full free use of your
sword arm when you are devoting yourself to the other. And
therefore most heartily do I rejoice to find you again working
at that old puzzle about "made"* which you rightly think we
have not got to the bottom of yet. It deserves all sifting that

we may be sure we are not cheating ourselves and cheating
mankind of that which is most precious, and that we are not

making words mean what they do not mean. It is a point of

infinite importance, and if the Catechism stand in the way of

our acknowledging the truth, the whole truth and nothing but

the truth, concerning the state of men in the sight of God, the

Catechism must go. You know, I think, how much it has

been the effort of my life to assert a ground for men's sonship
to God, which is deeper than any external rite and which is

grounded on the eternal relation of God to man in the Living

* " Wherein I was made a member of Christ, &c."—The Church Cate-

chism.
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Word. But you do not know how much all the thoughts of

my mind about our own people and my relation to them have

turned upon this point, and how much more I have been led

to meditate upon it lately in connection with the people of

other lands whom I have wished to know and care for, be-

tween whom and me there has seemed to be a great gulf fixed,

and whose condition appears to be even more slavish and

hopeless than that of the serfs of our own soil. Thinking

upon these things, and, more than all, groaning in spirit as I

have seen the priests in the churches, who seem as if they

were existing to bear witness that there is not a fellowship

between earth and Heaven and that God and man are not re-

conciled, I have asked myself whither all things are tending and

what the movements of these sixty years have brought forth ?

Deeper and deeper would have been my despair if I had not

been led to feel assuredly that every one of these movements

has been a step in the revelation to men that they are not

animals plus a soul, but that they are spirits with an animal

nature
;
that the bond of their union is not a commercial one,

not submission to a common tyrant, not brutal rage against

him
;
but that it does rest and has always rested on a spiritual

ground ;
that the sin of the Church—the horrible apostasy of

the Church—has consisted in denying its own function, which

is to proclaim to men their spiritual condition, the eternal

foundation on which it rests, the manifestation which has been

made of it by the birth, death, resurrection and ascension of

the Son of God, and the gift of the Spirit.

' Well ! this being my most inward conviction, and feeling

every day that the call is greater to bear this testimony to the

people and that among them (I had almost said only among

them), there is a hope of its being listened to—I have con-

sidered what the position of the Church of England is and

whether these formularies of hers are in the way of that which

seems to me the message that the time is crying out for. And

the conclusion I have come to thus far is, that they may be

in the way if we from heedlessness or unmanliness in the use

of them allow them to be so
;
that they may be quite infinite
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helps if, instead of acting as the Scotch did in the case of

Campbell, we say boldly that the Bible interprets the formu-

laries, not the formularies the Bible, and that God Himself is

above both, though we and our thoughts which He is seeking

to educate and raise may be far beneath both.

.

' How do I apply this in the particular case we are busy
with ? We are made sons of God in baptism.

"
There," says

the Puseyite,
"

is not that conclusive ? How dare you go

farther? You have spoken the words. Now talk about an

original sonship
—a sonship in Christ before all worlds if you

please."
' "

Yes, my dear friend, and I do please, and I shall talk of

that, and I shall tell men, as the Apostles tolc them, to believe

in Christ as the Son of God in whom they are called to be

sons. And if you stop my doing so, I shall have to ask you
what you know about this sonship, what it means except a

certain construction of letters of the alphabet, except I get it

interpreted to me in this way." That is my way of meeting

him, and I do not mean to say more to him at present because

it is much better that he should be a little perplexed and should

ask God to help him in working out the problem, than that

I should show him the solution of it. But to you I will say

more : I will ask you whether, if you got rid of this word made,

you must not have some other which was equally imperfect,

equally onesided ;
whether you would not get a little bit more of

another half of the truth and lose a great slice of what we

have now ? Let me explain by a parallel instance. You call

a bastard a natural child. Is not that an utterly unsatisfactory

adjective ! Are not children born in wedlock born according to

nature ? Is that a mere legal title ? How shockingly marriage

is degraded by such a thought ! How glad you are to escape

from it sometimes, so that even in legal documents one some-

times hears of children naturally begotten of a true wife !

Well then, this expression must be explained, interpreted, even

at times almost contradicted for the sake of high and practical

principles. But would it be desirable to expel that expression

from the language ? No ! we should lose a great deal if we

VOL. II. T
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did. We should lose the testimony that there is a higher

bond between human beings, spiritual creatures, than the

natural one
;
that the natural depends upon this : that to follow

nature is not to be in the true sense a man who is above

nature—of this marriage testifies. The children born of the

true wife are not natural, the law calls them legitimate for it

cannot give them another name. We see in legitimacy the

sign and pledge of that which is as much above law as above

nature.

'Apply this. You are not satisfied with the word made

children of God in baptism. You ought not to be. But you
wish it away. What follows ? You lose the witness of men

being above nature, above their law of the ordinary birth ;

you lose a witness of their being the spiritual creatures you
want to affirm that they are. The made sounds formal, sounds

legal, just as legitimate does. But I do not know if we ex-

changed it for any other that we should not slide back into the

very notion against which our whole lives are a fight, that we

are in our flesh, merely as animals, sons of God, which is in

fact the Rousseau, French Revolution inversion of the Christian

Universality and leads to unlimited selfishness, to every man's

hand being against his brother's.

'

I think it is the hardest of all struggles for you with your

right and eager assertion of the worth of man's animal nature,

not to confound it with the spirit and so to unsay all you
mean to say. I have felt the difficulty too, but more in a

logical way ;
less as one in which my affections and passions

were interested. You do not know how much that "
made,"

though it galls you, may have helped to keep you straight and

to preserve you from the naturalism into which you always
fear to fall. Meantime, I am quite certain that you will be

taught to preach a Gospel to men that they are spirits and

that they are born of God, and that it is their duty to believe

so. If baptism were in the way of such a proclamation, I

could throw it off as St. Paul did circumcision. And perhaps
one may have to speak words which will give as much offence

to those who say they are Jews but are not, and to die as
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he died. But I am sure baptism is the witness to men of a

real spiritual fellowship which is to embrace all nations into

itself when its meaning is truly declared, and therefore it is

more precious to me than ever it was.

' God bless you and all yours. My best love to them.'

'December 7, 1855.
' My dear Kingsley,

'

I have sent the preface to Clay without alterations. It

seemed to me quite suitable for the purpose, so far as I can

judge of it from what I hear. Macmillan speaks of the book*

itself as very delightful.
' The Sermonsf I like exceedingly, at least all I have read.

I think the style is even better than in the earlier volumes,

and the Gospel more distinct. I have heard only one com-

plaint, which I think has some foundation. It is said that

you glorify the past, and denounce "
now-a-days

"
too much.

The temptation I know is great, for I have felt, and do feel

it. But I think it must be resisted. The former days were

not better than these, though we feel their strength as we

cannot feel that which is latent among our contemporaries.

I have been to Cambridge and preached twice there ; the last

time to a quite overwhelming congregation. I have been

much cheered with all I saw of the men. I think the working

college will do them at least as much good as the working

men.
1 My wife is laid up with rheumatism, of which I have had

enough lately to remind me that I am become an old man.

The more should I endeavour, as you are doing, to keep up

sympathy with children.'

'December 26, 1855.
' My dear Kingsley,

'

I began a long letter to you on the day I received

yours about the history ;
but it was too serious a subject to

speak of hastily, and I laid my discourse by. Thank you

heartily for the note of yesterday. May Christmas bring all

* ' The Heroes.'

t
' Sermons for the Times.'

T 2
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good with it, past, present, and future, to you and your wife

and your children.

'
I have often longed to speak out what I think about the

Civil Wars. But I can do nothing except in hints. I have

none of the qualities of a historian. You, I think, have a great

many, and the most important ;
and if you can concentrate

them upon this wonderful period, you may confer a quite

inestimable blessing on your country. It is clear that there

is a cry for history in our day such as there has not been in

any other. Macaulay's success might not be decisive of that

point, but. Grote's certainly is. However little hope there may
be among us, we have at least a great longing to recover our

memory. I have, I suspect, a more natural affection both for

Puritanism and Quakerism than you have. I take the former,

without your qualification. A strong spice of Calvinism is

essential to it. You must swallow that pill and make as few

wry faces as you can. But to swallow Laud and Charles the

First ! That, I confess, is a difficulty. As for treating them

impartially, it is out of the question. Impartiality is for such

men as Hallam
; you and I do not affect it. But there is a

certain amount of affection which you must cultivate for them,

and a certain understanding of the causes of their infinite

blunders and wrong doings, and this will be hardly possible if

you fling yourself into the work with a deadly determination

to slaughter the Anglicans of our day. You will slaughter

them much more effectually by justifying their foes than by

throwing stones at their friends, though no one feels more than

I do how great the temptation is to that course, for Laud's

pedantry and Charles's lying are more intolerable to me than

I can well express. The reason I say this, is that I believe if

you can find the centre of the movements of this great period,

the Episcopalian coxcombry, the Puritanical exclusiveness, the

Quaker denial of institutions will all interpret themselves to

you, and will each illustrate the purpose and order of God,

quite as much as the faith and unbelief, the strength and

weakness of His creatures. . . .

'

Carlyle is the beginner of a restoration in history, for he
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believes in a God who lived till the death of Oliver Cromwell
—an incredible advance, even upon the better Whig and better

Tory historians, who though they worshipped God, worshipped
Him only as represented in the House of Commons or the

King. I agree with Carlyle that Cromwell on the whole under-

stood his time better than all who lived in it
;
that he discovered

the godly idea which was underneath the reverence for laws

and charters in the Parliament, and that which was underneath

the monarchical idolatry in the Cavaliers
;
that he swept away

the pedantries of both, and brought out the truth of God's

government in its nakedness. This is honour enough for any

man, and all praise to Carlyle for assigning it to its rightful

owner.
' But you who do not think that the belief of Cromwell in

God exalted Him to a throne, which was not His before, and

which has not been His since
; you who think that He is, and

was, and is to come, should be able to express that conviction

by showing what worth there was in the legalism of Parliament,

what worth in the hereditary succession of kings as different

testimonies of the continuance of that righteous order and

authority, which Cromwell affirmed to have a.n existence of its

own apart from all earthly symbols and representations, which

each of the parties was confounding with its symbol and repre-

sentation.

'

I don't know whether I have made my meaning clear, or

whether you will be able to get it clear by any defalcating

processes ;
but if so, you will understand why I claim justice,

not only for the chivalrous Royalist, not only for Strafford,

whose thorough-going maxims and hatred of pedantry you will

of course appreciate ;
but for the formalists or at least for that

which their formalism signified, if they were not aware of it.

Nothing, in my judgment, can be a more horrid or a more

monstrous contradiction than the notion of forcing Episcopacy

by a royal decree down the throats of the Scotch. Nothing
more deserving of honour than their resistance, and the grounds
on which they rested it. But Laud was right in thinking that

the two countries must be united, and that there must be a
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spiritual basis for their union. He was right in thinking that

Presbyterianism was no basis for such a union, and tended to

undermine it.

'

Experience confirmed these opinions as much as it proved

the absurdity and sinfulness of his practical measures. The

moment the Scots set up Presbyterianism as the meaning and

result of the covenant with God, which they had so manfully

and truly asserted, that moment they became fools, and Crom-

well was needed to show them up as fools to angels and men.

How often will you have to change sides in this history, if

you are determined to be consistent in the true sense of con-

sistency.'

To Sir E. Strachey.

' 21 Queen Square, January 28, 1856.*****
'

I believe you are right that the belief of another unity than

the Adamic would clear away a number of difficulties from

the minds of scientific men. The one you speak of concerning

natural immutability and the relation of men to the other orders

of creation, was well, earnestly, and courageously considered

by the old schoolmen, little as they knew ofmodem discoveries.

That doctrine of an inchoate humanity in the animals which

Coleridge has expressed in a passage of the 'Aids to Reflection
'

that you will remember, I find the main one in an interesting

treatise of Albertus Magnus.
' Does your Arabic learning extend to Avicenna, Averroes,

or any of the Moslem philosophers, who exercised so much

influence on the thought of the West in the thirteenth

century?'

To Mrs. Augustus Hare.

'95 King's Road, Brighton, January 31, 1856.
' My dear Friend,

'

I cannot tell you how grateful I felt and feel for your

kindness in writing to me about the introduction to the

Charges.* No testimony could be so valuable as yours, and

* His introduction to Archdeacon Hare's Charges has several references

to Mr. Augustus Hare, and a sketch nf his character.
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you will not wonder that I should often have trembled while

writing it, lest I should distort, as I knew I must enfeeble,

some features of the character which I was trying to sketch. I

felt the presumption of speaking of one whom I did not know,

but I was representing Georgina as well as myself; and her

exceeding love, and the pains she has taken to give me her

impressions of the character, encouraged me to venture on the

few words which could not be omitted, if I was to speak faith-

fully of Julius, who owed him so much more than I, or even

his own pen, could express.
'
I am particularly thankful that what I said did not strike

you in any point as wrong, however inadequate it must be.

Yesterday* was indeed a solemn day to us all. The brightness

of it here recalled vividly the sudden and unsurpassed beauty
of those lanes in their snow a year ago, which we had seen

before in very different circumstances, but once or twice in

almost the same. Life and death seem strangely blended with

all one's thoughts of them, and of that churchyard ;
but life,

thanks be to God, is stronger than death. I was sentenced to

come here by my doctor, and the place has done me much

good. I hope it has also been of use to Georgina, who, I

think, would have been seriously ill, if we had remained in

London. She sends her kindest love to you.'

To Rev. C. Kingsley.

'June 3, 1856.
'

I am up to my ears in the schoolmen, and hoping earnestly

for a speedy emancipation from them.
' The part of my

' Moral Philosophy
' which belongs to the

middle ages has given me a good deal of trouble, as you may

fancy, and ought to have given me a great deal more. One has

the feeling, in writing it, that it ought to be done, though no

one will read it, and I have the reward of having grown into

an affection for my subjects which I never expected to have.

* Archdeacon Hare's funeral had taken place the year before on

January 30..
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For all that, they would drive me mad if I were altogether

shut up with them, and could not now and then breathe a

little of our fresh London air. I have also been delivering

myself of some sermons, which together make up a sort of

commentary on St. John. I think he would set us all right if

we did but believe that he means really what he says.
'

I am reading Froude's history with great interest, and I

hope some profit. After all, how nearly his view of Henry
accords with that which Shakespeare got out of the Chronicles

by mere intuition. I dare say it is in the main right. But in

Froude as in all Oxford men, though far less than in most,

there is that strange belief in the dislocation of the past from

the present, which I would rather die than accept a tittle of.

His style is generally most delightful, far the best historical

style for our times that I know
;
so equable and free from

pretension and jauntiness.'

To Rev. S. Hansard.

'June 5, 1856.

'

I have not seen the petition from the Lord's Day Society,

which you speak of.

'

I have seen other documents proceeding from the same

quarter which have been unspeakably painful to me, because

every quotation from Scripture which they contained—es-

pecially every quotation from the discourses of our Lord—was

used, it seems to me, with reckless and profane indifference to

its original meaning and application, as if the divine oracles,

instead of being authorities to which we must bow, were mere

instruments which we may compel to secure any temporary

purpose that we consider holy.
' This objection to the acts of the Lord's Day Society, and

the terrible suspicion which it involves that there must be

something in our religious condition which is very like that of

the Jews when they made the Sabbath day the main excuse for

denying the Son of man, and the Son of God, and seeking to

kill Him— has weighed so much upon ray mind that I hive
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not dared, nay, that I have scarcely been able to dwell upon
those arguments, often of a very opposite kind, which are

resorted to by the defenders of Sunday amusements.
'

I do feel the force of some of those arguments, such as

those drawn from the present condition of the people, and

from the possible hope of withdrawing them from the gin

palace, very keenly ;
but they are balanced by others of nearly

equal weight, and they are mixed with statements, mischievous,

I think, from the half truth which is in them, to which I am
less and less able to subscribe. When it is said that the

Christian Sabbath is not a Jewish Sabbath, I admit the

assertion altogether; but that is because I think it much higher

and finer than the Jewish Sabbath, not poorer or of less perfect

obligation.
' When it is said that it does not rest upon a formal law, I

admit it, just as I hold that Baptism and the Communion of

the Lord's Supper belong to the Gospel and not to the law, to

the New Testament, and not to the Old, to the spirit and not

to the flesh, and consider them more precious and more

binding for that reason. And just as I seek for the ground-
work of baptism in circumcision, and for the Lord's Supper in

the Passover, just as I could not understand the one without

the other, or see what we have gained, if we had not the divine

seed out of which the flower has developed itself to compare
with it, so I could not understand the Christian Sabbath if

I did not find the first form of it, and the statement of its

permanent significance in the fourth commandment.
1

1 look upon it as still expressing that union of rest and

work which is implied in the constitution of the universe, and

in the constitution of man
;
as still affirming that man's rest

has its foundation in God's rest, man's work in God's work
;

as still proclaiming a common blessing to the master and the

servant, and the cattle. I look upon it as still an ordinance

connected with the nation and its holiness, declaring our

nation, as it did the Jewish, to be holy and chosen, and con-

secrated to God. I look upon it in its Christian form as

declaring that the union of God and man, which was set forth
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in the law, 'has been accomplished by the resurrection of our

Lord, and that God can now rest in man and man in God.
'

Holding this to be so, I regard the Christian Sabbath or

Lord's Day as the great message to human beings
—the great

silent message which is mightier than words, but which words

ought to interpret
—

concerning this reconciliation. I think

the early reformers were indifferent to it, in part at least,

because they did not heartily acknowledge a reconciliation of

God with human beings, but only with believers or the elect.

I think those who call themselves the successors of these

reformers are teaching people to regard the Sabbath as a day

of penance and sackcloth, because they do not believe in this

reconciliation of God with mankind, and would not have it

preached either silently or by the lips of God's heralds. But I

think there is a sense in our people that the Sabbath has some

profound blessing for them which is latent under all the per-

versions of it
;
and that hence we may explain much of the

passive as well as of the active opposition to what looks like

an attempt to treat it as a day only or chiefly of bodily

recreation.
' If you ask me what seems to me our duty as clergymen, I

should say, first of all to preach continually that reconciliation

of God to man, and to take every opportunity of affirming that

the Sabbath is a witness of it. Secondly, to vindicate by all

possible ways the force of our Lord's words respecting the

Sabbath day, as not proclaiming certain allowable exceptions

from the severe observation of it, but as asserting the essential

meaning and character of it. He chose that day for healing

the sick, surely to testify that the bodies of men are dear to

Him, and that this day is especially to assert how dear they

are. Thirdly, to combat vehemently the doctrine which is

openly proclaimed both by laymen and clergymen, that our

Lord's words were suitable to His time, when Pharisaism was

rampant, and are not suitable to ours, which are Latitudi-

narian
;
an accursed doctrine, to the application of which there

are no limits, and which must subject the whole of the Gospel
to our caprice. Fourthly, to combat as vehemently the
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doctrine that he spent so many of His precious words and acts

in merely vindicating a special exception to law, instead of

declaring its essential force and meaning. Fifthly, on the

strength of His teaching and example, to consider how we

may best claim the Sabbath day as a practical instrument for

benefiting men's physical as well as their spiritual condition,

always endeavouring to show how one is related to the other,

making all our acts not concessions or exceptions, but parts

of one Gospel, and carefully adapting ourselves to English

habits and local circumstances
;

neither condemning foreign

practices, nor desiring the least to imitate them.
'

I do not say that such a protest as you speak of may not

be one right means to these ends. Let us talk it over, deter-

mining not to shrink from any duty, but as little as possible to

wound any Christian or honest feelings. When will you come

and have it out ?

' Ever yours affectionately.'
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CHAPTER VIII.

"
Every high-minded leader who gathers followers round him for any

great purpose, when he calls to self-sacrifice and has no worldly rewards to

offer, ... in his degree winnows men."
" He who, when goodness is impressively put before him, exhibits an

instinctive loyalty to it, starts forward to take its side, trusts himself to it—
such a man has faith, and the root of the matter is in such a man."—Ecce

Homo.

HOME LIFE PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS, ETC. 1 856 MOVES

TO RUSSELL SQUARE—RETURNS TO QUEEN'S COLLEGE.

In the early summer of 1856 my father moved to a much

larger house, No. 5, Russell Square. Since his three nieces

had come to live with him in March 1854, the house in Queen

Square had been inconveniently small. His habits had in

some respects undergone a considerable change since he came

up to London. By nature he was the most hospitable of men,

and gradually the shyness which when he first went to Guy's

had prevented him from seeing much of any but a few friends,

had been so far overcome by his desire to have an open door

for all mankind, that his acquaintance each year had multiplied

at an ever increasing rate. From all parts of the world people

who had heard of him through others were continually asking

to be introduced to him. His universal habit on these

occasions was to say,
" Could you come and breakfast with me

to-morrow morning ?
"

I don't think the invitation was ever

given without a certain shyness and a hesitation, as though it

was something of a liberty for him to take to ask any human

being to come to his house. The habit was in reality, how-

ever, itself forced on him as much by his shyness as by his

hospitality and by his kindliness of feeling towards all men.

He wanted something to break the ice and put him and his

new acquaintance at ease precisely because he found it so hard
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to enter upon subjects that would be keenly interesting to

both of them. The result was that what came among his

friends to be known as "
prophetic breakfasts

"
were ere long,

after he had come up to Queen Square and during all the time

that he lived at Russell Square, a feature of his life.

He was always an early riser. Hardly ever later than

6 a.m., often much earlier than that, the sound of the splash of

the cold tub, which summer and winter, down to the end of his

life, he invariably took both the first thing in the morning and

the last at night, was to be heard, and a curiously pathetic

almost agonised
" shou-shou

"
followed, which seemed to tell

that, for a frame that was kept so low as his by constant brain-

work and a somewhat self-stinted diet, the shock was almost

a penance endured rather than enjoyed. Immediately after

dressing he settled down to work at whatever his special task

for the time might be, though very frequently if one came into

his room at all suddenly, the result was to make him rise

hurriedly from his knees, his face reddened, and his eyes

depressed by the intense pressure of his hands, the base of

each of which had been driven and almost gouged into either

eye-socket, the fingers and thumbs pressed down over fore-

head and head. The Greek Testament, open at some special

point which had occupied him at the moment he kneeled down,

lay on the chair before him
;
but as he rose the spirit seemed

to have come back again into his face from the far-off region

to which it had been travelling, and there was just the hint in

the face of an involuntary sadness and almost of reproach that

the spirit should be recalled from the intercourse it had been

enjoying.* About 20 minutes to 8, with a small party from

home, he started for the service at Lincoln's Inn, and was back

about 9 for breakfast. In the earlier days at Queen Square
his breakfasts when he had friends with him were purely

* Mrs. Maurice's note-book adds to this :
" Whenever he woke in the

night he was always praying. And in the very early morning I have

often pretended to be asleep lest I should disturb him whilst he was

pouring out his heart to God." " He never began any work or any book

without preparing for it by prayer."
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gatherings of men, his sister Priscilla having been completely

confined to her bed.

At all times his evening meetings, both of the promoters, of

his Bible-classes, and of some others, were presided over by

himself, no lady being present. His friends had many stories

against him as to their sufferings in consequense of that fact.

On one occasion, when there was a larger gathering than

usual, at one of the evening meetings of co-operators, there

was, when the tea was poured out, a cry that they were all

poisoned. On investigation it appeared that he had filled up
the tea-pot so completely with tea leaves that the extract was

unrecognisable as tea.

He was always at his best at a breakfast at which he had

gathered various friends. The very variety and sometimes

almost incongruity of the guests who came to them, gave

scope to the unlimited sympathy and sympathetic power- which

enabled him to draw out the best of each. Whatever was the

most interesting topic of the day in politics, literature or any
other region, was sure to come uppermost, unless there was

some more special subject that closely concerned his particular

guest.

Usually after breakfast—which often, when he was free from

lectures or other day duty, ran on into long talks and discus-

sions till a late hour in the morning
—he began dictating to his

wife. Often when his subject had been worked up, and on a

day on which he had not some other engagement, he con-

tinued dictating all day with only the interruption of luncheon

till dinner at 6.30, which was his usual hour.

It was a very great relief to him to compose his books by
dictation and to avoid the labour of mechanical writing. His

usual manner of dictation was to sit with a pillow on his knees

hugged tightly in his arms, or to walk up and down the room
still clutching the pillow, or suddenly sitting down or standing
before the fire with the pillow still on his knees or under his

left arm, to seize a poker and violently attack the fire, then

to walk away from it to the furthest end of the room, return,

and poke violently at the fire, not unfrequently in complete
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unconsciousness of what he was doing, poking the whole of

the contents of the fireplace through the bars into the fender.

The habit of holding the pillow whenever he was engaged in

excited talk dated from such early days, that one of his under-

graduate Cambridge friends used to say that a black horse-hair

pillow which he then had, always followed him about of itself.

My mother in the Guy's days used to call such an one his

"black wife." All the while he poured forth a continuous

stream of words.

When, however, he took into his own hands, for looking

over and correction, a passage which he had either written or

dictated, the chances were very strong that half at least of it

would be torn out, or erased and re-written. All his manuscript

is full of verbal corrections, erasures and re-writings on each

separate page, and whole sections of each of the MSS. books

are torn completely out. He never could be satisfied with the

expression he had given to the thoughts he wished his words to

convey.

If any one called to see him, no matter who it might be, he

instantly stopped his work, whatever it might be, and went in

to see the caller. I believe that his articles in the '

Politics

for the People
' must have contained some of the earliest

protests in vigorous language against the absolute mischief and

wrong of promiscuous almsgiving. Nevertheless, the habitual

beggars very soon discovered that there was no house at which

they were more sure of successful plunder. In each case

similar incidents were repeated. He heard the beggar's story.

He protested against the wrong they were doing in begging.

He made earnest appeals to them against their course of life,

and then he went upstairs to his wife, and confessed to her that

he had thought that in this particular instance it was better to

give something. Not unfrequently he had to go to her for

money to give them, and often returned to find that the beggar

had disappeared with a coat, hat or umbrella.

Though he was usually very silent about these experiences,

there was one story which he was rather fond of telling. Some

Frenchman who had come to him with one of the regular
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decayed-gentleman-foreigner stories, to whom he had finally

given half-a-crown, left him disconcerted by remarking on

receiving the money,
"
Monsieur, je suis humilie," i.e. at the

smallness of the sum.

I do not remember his ever, when in London, going out

for pure exercise, but probably his daily walk to and from

Lincoln's Inn in the morning, and the frequent engagements
he had in different parts of the town to which he usually

walked, served him sufficiently for such health as he enjoyed.

He so boasted of his good health, and so habitually acted as a

man in strong health, that my own impression certainly had

been that with the exception of a few attacks of lumbago or

loss of voice, his general health was remarkably good. None

of his pupils remember his missing a lecture. But Mrs.

Maurice writes to me :

" You are mistaken about his health.

When I married he was suffering from tendency to a very

dangerous malady which, if he had not married and had a wife

to look after him, and get advice, would very probably have

killed him in about two years. Mr. Headland [his doctor at

the time] saved him. It was entirely for his health that we

went abroad in 1850, to Eastbourne and Brighton three times,

and various other places. He was subject to faintness, and

four or five times was taken ill at parties. . . . Indeed, his

overworked brain showed itself in many ways, amongst others

by what he called lumbago."
He was distinctly below the middle height, not above 5 feet

7 inches, but he had a certain dignity of carriage despite the

entire absence of any self assertion of manner, which in the

pulpit, where only his head and shoulders were observable,

removed the impression of small stature. His father had been

a very small man, with an old-fashioned and extreme courtesy;

his mother, a stately large woman of a specially venerable and

dignified carriage. My father's manner was inherited almost

exactly from his mother. He had a habit, however, when

first starting from his house by himself, of going off at a run

down the steps and for a certain distance afterwards, gradually

subsiding into a walk. This habit was dropped towards the
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latter part of his life, but it had for many years rather the

character of an involuntary burst of energy of the same kind

as the fire-poking, than any indication of a disposition to mere

hurry. It was almost painful to walk with him in any part of

the town where it was necessary for him to ask his way. In

the noisiest and most crowded places he would inquire his

direction in the gentlest and most apologetic tone, perhaps of

some bluff old costermonger woman, who, unaccustomed to

hear such subdued language, would continue to shove her way

along, utterly unconscious of having been addressed. He
would instantly draw back as though he had been rebuffed in

an intrusion which, on reflection, he felt to have been quite un-

warrantable, and would watch for a more favourable opportunity

of attracting the attention of some other passer-by. Much later

in life, an acquaintance, whom he did not know to be present,

records how one pouring wet day, when my father was sitting

in a crowded omnibus, some old apple-woman came to the door

looking for a seat, and how my father, an old man at the time,

instantly got out on to the roof. It is quite certain that he

would have done so at any time, but he would also have care-

fully demonstrated, if any one had detected him in the act,

that there were most excellent reasons why it was the most

natural thing in the world that he should get out into the

rain, rather than some much younger man, who had no notion

of doing so.

That of which it is hardest to give any adequate impression is

the "
stealth

"
of his

"
doing good

"
in all kinds of little ways all

day long, in the small details of daily life. If anything went

wrong, he was sure by some ingenious process or other to make

out that he, himself, was the only person to blame for it. Always
he was contriving to leave an impression favourable to one

member of the household, of some act which another was dis-

posed to resent, or he was arranging some special kindness of

his own, the whole credit of which he contrived to leave to

some one else. It was the continual tendency to take the

heaviest load on his own shoulders, and to assign the lightest to

others, all the while pretending and really persuading himself

vol. n. u
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that he was not doing his fair share, that one knows not how to

illustrate, because it happened always and in everything. Not

a few of his letters would leave a quite false impression unless

this tendency be understood. Thus his half quizzing letter to

Sir E. Strachey (on p. 272, Vol. I.) on the subject of fasting,

represents simply his unwillingness to prescribe rules for other

men, and his equal unwillingness to break the command, not

to appear to other men to fast. In practice, he carried to an

extreme point his own fasting on all the days prescribed by
the Church. Not unfrequently on Good Friday or other days,

he palpably suffered from his almost entire abstinence from

food
;
and at other times during the year he used to exercise

the most curious ingenuity in contriving to avoid taking food

without allowing his doing so to be observed.

On nearly the same principle as dictated his letter to Sir

E. Strachey was his action, in another matter which arose in

the course of 1856, among those working men who formed some

of the earliest classes of the Working Men's College. Some of

them announced, in a rather aggressive manner, that they pre-

ferred taking a walk on Sunday to attending a place of worship,

finding that they were the better for making that choice. Many
of those at the meeting were either zealous churchmen or

zealous dissenters, and the announcement was received with

a shriek of indignation and horror by these. My father was

appealed to by both. He made a speech at the moment, en-

deavouring to draw out the kindliest and wisest aspect of the

assertions on either side
;

but as two of the working men who
had been most strongly engaged on the matter, said to me

recently,
" that was not what we wanted." Each of the two sides

wanted a definite decision from their leader, which they could

throw at the heads of the other side, or with which they could

salve their own consciences. Now this was precisely the thing

which he was thoroughly determined neither in this nor in any
other instance, to give. Looking upon it as his special function

to awaken conscience, not to stifle it or to kill it by prescribing

rules, he looked upon a cut-and-dried decision given ex-cathedrd,

by himself as an absolute wrong and mischief, no matter how
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good the decision might be, as interfering with the divine

discipline and education which the King whom it was his

business to proclaim and that of conscience to acknowledge,
was giving to each of His subjects. Nothing is more remark-

able in the experiences of his life than the consistency with

which he adhered to this principle, or the difficulty which others

had in seeing at the moment the central motive which gave

consistency to his action.

He told the walkers that if they would go for a walk between

the services he would accompany them, and as they now say,

when afterwards some of them took to walking according to

their proposal, no blame came to them from his mouth. They

probably did not understand how bitterly, for all that, he

blamed himself, believing that if the message he had to deliver

could come forth from him, men would come to hear it
;
and

that it was all his fault that they should choose rather the fields

than the church.

It seemed to those who saw this habit of rigid severity with

himself, and the care which he took to keep secret as far as lay

in his power any act that would draw the approbation and

admiration of others, that palpably it met with its reward in

the wonderful personal influence which he, quite unconsciously

to himself, exercised upon almost every human being who
so crossed his path in life as really to see anything of

him. It was the case with servants, with little children,

with country villagers, wherever he went. As a country

parson, when he took duty during the vacation, he had none

of the qualities of the busy, active, hail-fellow-well-met parish

clergyman. He would look shyly in at a cottage with a
"
Beautiful day, my friend," to a washer-woman, busy among

the suds, and be met by, "Aye, mighty fine if ye h'aint

nothing to do." From which he would generally retire dis-

comfited, with a sad sense of the tendency to feed on

discontent he so met with. His intense dread of being the

parson in a sense which cut him off from men, not in a sense

which bound him to speak as man to men, often made him

very diffident in formal clerical visits. It needed usually a

u 2
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little time for his influence to make itself felt, or sickness or

trouble to make him wanted. Nothing is more striking than

the way in which those who had him with them in sorrow,

generally the people of all others to whom any kind of

intrusion is most intolerable at the time, and painful to recall

afterwards, now press on me their remembrance of the comfort

that he was to them ;
far more, as they say, by his presence

and the sense of his real sympathy than by any words he used.

In a measure too, he, as the author of the
' Ecce Homo '

would say, carried in his hand, in this matter of recognition,
" his winnowing fan." It was usually, altogether irrespective

of opinions, those who were the best of their class that most

quickly caught an enthusiasm for him. At one country-house

at which he was staying the confidential upper servant was

found by her mistress, the morning after he had arrived,

brushing a pair of boots. Her mistress inquired in surprise

what she was doing.
"
Oh, ma'am, I can't let any one else

brush Mr. Maurice's boots whilst he's here. I never saw

any one like him before, and I can't do anything else for

him." A lady who had been among the earliest shareholders

in the Record (in the days when some of the best of people

really wished for an organ that should speak forth for truth,

chanty, and goodness, and never dreamed of the travestie of

those sacred names which they were starting) heard my father

once do what people call
" read prayers." She had known

him till then only in the pages of the Record. If the mere

statements of simple fact to which that most religious organ

had pledged itself, in every way that anonymous writers, as-

sumed to be gentlemen, can pledge themselves, were true, it

was not possible for her to think too badly of my father. That

once hearing him pray settled the question in her mind. From

that time forth the Record slandered in vain. Such incidents

were not unfrequent. It was not uncommon for people who

went occasionally to hear him when he was afterwards at Vere

Street, to be rather pleased than not if he had undertaken the

service instead of preaching. The effect of the prayers as he

gave them forth was a thing recalled again and again by many
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who knew little else of him. Many have said that for the first

time they understood the force of a prayer after hearing him.

I shall have occasion to speak more fully hereafter of one

unfortunate result which sometimes followed from this personal

impression ;
but here, where I am recording its nature, it will

be more easily realised how naturally confusion would be pro-

duced in a mind which felt this kind of hallowed charm about

him and yet at the time knew him, not as he appears here in

his own letters and acts, but as he appeared in the R&:ord, or

other similar organs. It had in some cases the fatal effect of

attracting men to the opinions, views, thoughts, life which the

Record had attributed to him
;

to opinions, views, life against

which his whole life was a struggle. This happened so fre-

quently, such constant evidence of it has come before me, that

I cannot too often insist upon the fact of this terrible penalty

which follows in the track of religious slander.

There were exceptions to the influence which he exercised
;

and many who never altogether lost a kindly feeling for him,

altogether repudiated his lead after having worked with him

for some time.

There were times when he could make his words sting like

a lash and burn like a hot iron. The very nature of his appeal

always to a man's own conscience, to his sense of right within

the scope in which the man himself clearly discerned what

was right and what was wrong, the full recognition of ability

when he complained that it was being abused, the utter

absence of any desire to dictate in details or to require any

conformity to his own opinions
—seemed as it were, when he

spoke indignantly, to carry the man addressed, then and there,

"unhousel'd disappointed, unanel'd," before the tribunal with

which rests
" the ultimate and highest decision upon men's

deeds, to which all the unjustly condemned at human tribunals

appeal, and which weighs not the deed only, but motives,

temptations and ignorances, and all the complex conditions of

the deed." There were some to whom he so spoke, who never

forgave him. The marvellous thing, considering the depth to

which he sometimes cut. is that there were so few.
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Whenever something that he looked upon as morally wrong
or mean excited his wrath, he began in a most violent manner

to rub together the palms of his two hands. The fits of doing

so would often come on quite suddenly as a result of his

reflections on some action, as frequently as not of the religious

world, or of so-called religious people. He appeared at such

moments to be entirely absorbed in his own reflections, and

utterly unconscious of the terrible effect which the fierce look

of his face and the wild rubbing of his hands produced upon
an innocent bystander. A lady who often saw him thus, says

that she always expected sparks to fly from his hands, and to

see him bodily on fire. Certainly the effect was very tremendous

and by no means pleasant.

In the evenings at home, when he was not either at the

Working Men's College, or on one of his other numerous

employments, he usually read aloud whatever was the most

generally interesting book of the time. He was fond of chess,

and played a good, not a highly scientific, game. He seldom,

however, found time for playing unless it was for the sake of

giving pleasure to some one else.

The next letter to Mr. Kingsley refers to a pamphlet
" On

the Sabbath Day," which was the result of the dispute among
the working men on that subject.

'

5 Russell Square, July 29, 1856.
' My dear Kingsley,

'
I send you by this post a tract of mine, which you will

entirely disapprove, and which, therefore, I wished that you
should receive from me, and not at second hand. I did not

write it to please myself; the working men and many of my
friends will suppose that I wrote it to please the religious world,

which I hope will hate me more and more, and which I hope
to hate more and more. But the conviction has been growing
on me that the reformation which must deliver us from its

yoke, and which is needed for the whole land, must be of a

very deep and radical kind, and that it will not be effected

through that kind of lore which is (as you have said, and as

I freely confess) far purer and happier in itself than that which
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we have to seek, who delve in the dark flowerless caverns and

coal mines of our own souls.

1 As my sole vocation is metaphysical and theological grub-

bing, as the treasures of earth and sky and air are not for me,
I feel that the friends on whom they are bestowed, and who
understand that they are richly to enjoy, will become less and

less able to tolerate me.
'

Nevertheless, one's work must be done whatever it is, in

the dark or in the sunshine does not much signify. I hope I

am not envious—God knows how inclined I am often to be so

—of those who can rejoice in nature and art and science. I

do not, in any right mood, impute my incapacity to God, but

to my own sin, and wish to confess it, and to ask that those

who have the use of their senses may use them rightly and for

the noblest ends.' *

To Mrs. Colenso.

'

Kircullen, Moycullen, Galway, Ireland, August 19, 1856.

' My dear Friend,
'
I wish I could make you understand how often I have

determined to answer your interesting and welcome letters, and

how often I have been deterred, not wholly by indolence but

by the thought that I could not write you some cold, hard,

London letter, but must wait till some words were put into me
which might cheer you in your distant work. I am sure that

such words would be given to us continually, and in abundance,
if we were more willing and earnest to receive them

;
but there

is a weight upon one's own spirits, and upon the spirit of the

whole Church, which seems to stifle one's utterances and often

to make the heart within very frozen. Perhaps it may do you

good even to tell you that, because it will prove to you that

there is good—an almost infinite good—in what must often be

overwhelming, and seem dreary labour
;
in that it leads you to

trust less in outward circumstances and advantages, and throws

you more upon the absolute love of God. And there is also

* The answer to this letter is on p. 96, Vol. II., of Mr. Kingsley's Life,

smaller edition.
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the very great comfort, which I am sure you may feel, that you

are doing a work for England as well as Natal, and that you
will be some day sending us missionaries to tell us truths that

we have well-nigh forgotten. Do tell the bishop, with my
kindest love, that the battle he is fighting is ours also ; nothing

less than the battle whether the devil or the Father of our Lord

Jesus Christ is the God. Everything is coming in England

and perhaps quicker still in this country, in which we are stay-

ing for a kw weeks, to that issue. Romanists and Protestants

will have to ask themselves, not whether they believe in a pope
or no pope, but whether they believe in a God of Truth or a

God of Lies. Each must be tried by the answer
;
and each

must have his own tree cut down, because it cumbers the

ground, if it is not found to have the good root and not the

accursed one.
'

I am running on at a great rate, having once started, and

am telling you the things that are pressing on my mind instead

of talking of the thousand more interesting and more hopeful

topics that are occupying you ;
not because they do not inte-

rest me deeply, but because I am certain that there is this

common interest which binds Europe and Africa together, and

which we must strive always to keep in mind. But all you are

doing for the Caffre children and for the Zulus' and for your

own, is really fulfilling, in the best and simplest way, that duty
which comes upon us with so many complications

—the deliver-

ance from the yoke of a tyrant, by telling them of their true

King. It seems to me as if all civilization and all Christianity

had that same foundation, as if devil worship was the common

enemy which both in their different ways have to struggle with.

The earlier you can begin the strife the better, the more steadily

you can keep it in sight to the end the better. Every day I

have to reproach myself with being such a lazy, cowardly, de-

spondent fighter, and to ask how it is that in the family, in the

nation, in the Church, I am not always bearing witness to that

which is true, against that which is debasing.
' That the bishop is right in his view of polygamy, I can

have little doubt. And if so, it must be a great and useful
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duty to state his conviction. It brings new thought and expe-

rience to bear on the great subject of family life
;
and the

moral effect of every courageous and well-considered announce-

ment of difficulty, and a purpose, can scarcely be estimated.

I am sorry that he has had any purely ecclesiastical conflicts,

though it cannot be hoped that any one should avoid them in

our days; and though it is needful in all ways to assert the

authority of a Church and the grounds of it, these questions

have become so embarrassed in England with trivialities, that

one trembles lest the real issue of the strife in which we are

engaged should be hidden from the eyes of any by means of

them. I feel more and more that everything is involved in

our defending the principles which are asserted in the Cate-

chism, but that they are, if they could be fairly presented, so

grand and comprehensive that we should strain every nerve,

and ask all help, that they may not be mixed with anything

which contracts or enfeebles them. What I say, however,

applies chiefly to what is passing every day among ourselves ;

I am quite incompetent to pronounce about your difficulties,

which I am sure the bishop will have grace to meet in a wise

way. *****
' Ever your very affectionate friend.'

'

Kircullen, Moycullen, Galway, Ireland, September 8, 1856.

' My dear Mr. Campbell,
'
I do not feel sure that I ever sent to you a letter which

I wrote many months ago. I think that for some reason or

other I laid it aside
;

if so, you cannot have known, except at

second hand, how greatly I prized your kindness in sending

me your book, or what interest I have taken in the book

itself.
'

I was especially delighted with the manner in which you
addressed yourself to what you know to be the feelings of the

people of Scotland, how earnestly you sympathised with them,

how gently and honestly and affectionately you dealt with the

books which you felt to be wrong.
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'
I entirely agree with your preference of the strong state-

ments of Edwards to the more diluted Calvinism of later days.

If you had gone back to Knox, as I almost wish you had done,

I think your expressions of inward fellowship would have been

even more cordial ;
at least, when I read what would be called

a very vehement treatise of his on predestination, I felt as if

my heart responded to the spirit of it, and often to the letter of

it; that I went along with him in all his positive statements,

and only was at issue with him when he made those statements

less full and deep than they might have been, lest he should

yield a point to the Arminians. No one could speak more

earnestly and passionately than he does of God's righteousness

in contradistinction to His sovereignty. It seemed to me that

if you could have seen him, as no doubt you will some day, he

must have understood you.
'
I think I entirely accept your idea of the atonement so far

as it bears on the relations of God with each individual soul.

Perhaps I hold more strongly than you do a reconciliation of

the whole of humanity with God in Christ, which would enable

me to use some of the expressions which you would reject;

though I should be very careful of using them, lest I should

convey a dishonest impression, and be suspected of differing

with your great axiom. ... I feel as if this were rather pre-

sumptuous language. In all spiritual truth I feel that you are

so much the teacher, and I the learner, that I am afraid of

putting myself in a wrong position. But I know you will

understand me and will believe what hearty joy it gave me to

meet with such full and free statements of God's love to men,

as you poured forth from the depth of your own experience.
'

May I ask you to remember me very kindly to Mrs.

Campbell.
' Ever very affectionately yours.'

•

Welshampton Parsonage, Ellesmere, September 20, 1856.

' My dear Mr. Solly,
'

I have just received your two kind letters, for which I

beg you to accept my best thanks. I had thoughts of writing to
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you when I had that dispute with the Ijiquirer ; partly because

you had spoken to me of a connection which you supposed me
to have with the Saturday Review, and I wished to assure you
that I have never written a line in it, that I do not know the

editor, that I have very seldom seen it, and that I have no ex-

pectation of being understood by that or any journal whatso-

ever. I have grown more and more to desire the friendship of

all schools and sects, and more and more to feel myself in

deadly and hopeless hostility with the anonymous newspapers
which represent them. I did not want your assurance that my
good and valued friend Mr. Hutton was not the editor of the

Inquirer. He himself wrote to me in the kindest manner three

years ago to acknowledge the authorship of the article in the

Prospective Review and of some that he had written about me
in the Inquirer at that time. To me it is the pleasantest thing

possible to have intercourse with men. But for shadows I have

no respect at all. I am ashamed of myself when I meddle

with them. I certainly should not have troubled the Inquirer

if he had spoken any bitter words of me ;
I am pretty well used

to them. But he flattered me and at the same time said that I

was in the habit of committing what I regard as the most

horrible crime that a man can commit, viz., that I played with

words as with counters. He says I want to teach him and

Unitarians theology. No such thing. I want to teach him

the A B C of morality. He has no business to praise a man
whom he describes as an habitual cheat. That is most im-

moral. I do not say behind his back in a mask what I would

not say to his face, if I knew that he had one. You are quite

welcome to show him what I have written.

'

I suppose it is very difficult to make any one understand

any other's position. I do not think we ought to take much

pains for that purpose, but to leave God to justify our cause if

it is a right one, and to pray Him to show us if it is wrong.

What the Inquirer said about his desire to form a church, how-

ever, did very much to strengthen my conviction that I should

be committing a sin by deserting the place which I occupy. I

think the Church of England is the witness in our land against
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the sect principle of
"
forming churches

"
which is destroying

us and the Americans too (see on the latter point Mrs. Stowe's

testimony in
' Dred

').
As long as we think we can form

churches we cannot be witnesses for a Humanity and for a Son

of man. We cannot believe that we do not choose Him, but

that He chooses us and sends us to bear witness of His Father

and of Him. Everything seems to me involved in this differ-

ence. I admit that the English Church is in a very corrupt,

very evil condition. I am not afraid to own that, because I

believe it is a Church and not a sect. The sect feeling, the

sect habit is undermining it. The business of us who belong

to it is to repent of our sectarianism and to call our brothers to

repent, to show that we have a ground on which all may stand

with us. If we do that business well we shall have as many

kicks, I fancy, as we shall get anywhere, kicks from all sides.

Of all temptations, that of putting oneself at the ; ead of any-

thing, that of getting up a mere sect which must be worse and

more devilish than the old—and that is saying a good deal—is

the one which I would strive against most. I know only God

can enable me wholly to overcome it.

'

I have to thank you very much for the pleasure and instruc-

tion your poem has given me.'

'

Prees, October 10, 1856.

My dear Trench,
'
I have just heard from Plumptre that I may really

praise God that He has put into the hearts of our rulers to

choose well for Westminster. I do not know what may be in-

tended for you hereafter, but I am sure that work which will

be good for you and for the whole Church will be found for you
in the Deanery. We to whom London is and ought to be

dearer than the rest of the land, though for the sake of the

rest, cannot but rejoice apart from all private reasons that

you should be there rather than elsewhere, and for the present,

in a position which will not interfere with your writing on

theology or any other subject.'

On October 25, 1856, he answers a letter in which Dean
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Trench, then recently appointed to Westminster, writes to tell

him that the member of the Council of Queen's College who
had opposed his re-election (see p. 215) as professor at Queen's

College, had either withdrawn all opposition or left the Council,

and that that body now unanimously wished for his return. He
therefore from the beginning of the next term resumed his

lectures on moral philosophy and English literature.

In November, 1856, a number of those who occasionally

attended Lincoln's Inn expressed a wish to have an opportunity
of reading regularly the sermons he preached. Mr. Ludlow,
who had been the prime mover in the matter, undertook all

the trouble connected with it, arranged for the sermons to be

printed by subscription, for their distribution, and carried out

all the necessary correspondence. The arrangement continued

for three years.
'

February 5, 1857.
' My dear Kingsley,

'

I was grieved to miss you yesterday, and was almost

as much grieved to see your card, because I fear you put your-

self out, when you were hard pushed and not well, to come

here, in consequence of some notion that I should take it amiss

if you did not. Now, if you knew how many outrages I

commit upon the laws of propriety and upon the law of kind-

ness too, you would not suppose that I could throw stones at

any one for such trifles as these. I am sometimes cross enough,

revenging my own evil doings upon those about me
;
but in

my sober senses I am thoroughly convinced that every one

shows me just a thousand times as much kindness as I deserve

or as I ever exhibit to them. Thank you for all your good
and encouraging words about my two books. What you
said about the Philosophy helped me to bear the hardest thing

which was ever said of me, by a writer in the Westminster—
that I had written as fast as my pen would go about men
whom I had taken no pains to get acquainted with. I did

give three years,* and did take honest pains to learn what they

*
I.e. to this one section of the 'Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy,'

" The Middle Ages."
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were like. If you knew what a thin-skinned animal I am,

and how these things make me smart, you would understand

better how much I value your soothing plaisters, which I hope
one is not too ready to apply ; for I suppose the irritation is

useful also.

1
1 cared still more for your judgment of the St. John

*
;

there are many things in that book which I should wish to

understand better myself, and which I wish all I care for to

understand. But, after all, I trust I care a good deal more

that the thing should be understood than that I should be.

The longing for personal sympathy has something right in

it, but I suppose it is akin to disease, and whenever I am able

to reflect wisely and earnestly, I desire that those who have

ever got any good out of me should grow much too old and

wise for my teaching, and should not feel themselves cramped
and chained by it. I had some terrible experiences many

years ago from not learning that lesson, and wishing (secretly)

that a dear friend who once regarded me as a sort of guide

should go on doing so when he was fitter to guide me. Ever

since his death I have mourned over that vanity, and desired

that I should never fall into it again.'

Perhaps it will be as well to say here, that, whatever may
be the value of the history of ' Moral and Metaphysical

Philosophy,' at least, as a matter of fact, there is not a line of

it that was not the product of enormous thought and labour.

He was living, during most of the time that he was writing it,

close to the British Museum, and he constantly and freely

worked in the library there. From the Bodleian Library,

which is especially generous as a lending library, he always

took down into the country the volumes that were necessary for

the part of the work he was engaged upon. Not many men
worked within the twenty-four hours for a longer period than

he usually did. He was engaged upon the book for the greater

part of his life. Most of the other literary and professional

works of his life tended to aid this one. He had among his

* His book on the Gospel of St. John, which had just been published.
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personal friends or acquaintances most of those from whom
on all subjects of the kind most men would be glad to receive

suggestions, and when any point required the suggestion of

others he freely consulted them. From the time that he went

into Hare's class-room an unknown undergraduate, to the time

of his appointment to the Knightsbridge professorship in Cam-

bridge, his metaphysical power and his rapid grasp of a subject

were the special admiration of those from whom the world has

since then learnt to judge of men and books. The whole bent

and tendency of his mind, as he says himself, from a child was

dramatic, that is, he was always anxious to assert for each man
his own position, not anxious to merge it in some other. This,

by the witness of all those who worked with him, was his

characteristic at all times. Those who have used the ' Moral

and Metaphysical Philosophy' with classes for teaching, speak
of this as the characteristic also of this book. They tell me
that they find the interest of their classes greatly increased

because of the human reality and the individual life which

pervades it throughout ; because it is a story of the lives of

men who lived and thought and blundered and struggled, of

men of more than ordinary mental power and more than ordi-

nary character, who have much helped to shape the life and

thought of the world. It is not I who say this. It is pressed

on me, not by my father's immediate friends, but by others who

only knew him at a distance. But unfortunately those who
know most of these subject are for the most part shy of criti-

cising a book which covers such an enormous field of thought.
Those who are never shy of talking have spoken freely enough
about it. Not even professing to have studied it, or checked it

by independent study, not professing to say of it that in any
matter in which they do know they find it careless or inaccurate,
but deciding a priori that a book implying so much work must
have been done hastily; quoting as quite decisive of a book
that represents decades of the labour of a man they profess to

reverence, the obiter dicta of those who have "glanced" at it,

and have therefore shown their own peculiar quality as historians

by deciding off-hand that the book must possess characteristics
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which are exactly the reverse of those of the author in every

other walk of life. Such weighty utterances have their currency ;

how long they live except as warnings for the future may possibly

be another question. Time will determine.

The Working Men's College was making, on the whole, steady

progress, but all kinds of difficult questions had arisen and had

needed no small amount of tact and judgment for their solution.

The very nature of the undertaking precluded any kind of

religious test. Had there been no other motive, all test as to

the religious views of teachers or students would have been

forbidden by the central principle on which my father's faith

was based—that Christ was the head of every man, not only

of those who believed in Him—and by his special desire to

bridge the gulph between the working men and the "clerisy,"

as, following Coleridge, he habitually called the body of uni-

versity men, artists, scientific men, and others who are capable

of teaching. Nevertheless, at a very early stage in the history

of the college, he had carefully avoided an express declaration

that its founders were indifferent to the religious position of

those who came to them, a declaration urged upon them by
one of those who had been working with them from the first.

The Talandier incident had also, to a certain extent, cleared

the air in that respect. Much of the most valuable assistance

that was given to the teaching of the college was given by men
who could have accepted no common religious formula, and

many of whom would have accepted none at all. Very much

of the practical success of the experiment depended on the fact

that a large body of the workers forming a nucleus within it,

consisted of those men who had been long gathered round my
father, the great majority of whom looked up to him with the

greatest confidence as a spiritual guide. But they had welcomed

all help that had been offered, considering that the sacrifice of

time and labour without payment in behalf of an entirely un-

selfish object was, better than any form of words, a guarantee

of the spirit that would make common work possible.

The teaching had been of a kind that many an older well-

endowed educational body would have been lucky to secure.
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Messrs. Ruskin, Alexander Munro, Woolner, Lowes Dickinson,
and D. G. Rossetti, had given up evening after evening to

teaching art to the students.

Not to mention the lawyer-friends, whose names recur so

frequently, English literature and history and other subjects had

been taught by Messrs. Godfrey and Vernon Lushington, West-

lake, J. S. Brewer, Frederic Harrison, W. J. Brodribb, M. E.

Grant-Duff, C. H. Dasent, and C. H. Pearson.

The more general subjects of university education, Latin,

Greek, logic, general history, had been taught by some ten

clergymen, by almost as many men subsequently best known
as members of Parliament, by university men of almost every

profession. But, on the whole, the most promising fact con-

nected with it had been one which has, with some occasional

interruptions, continued up to the present time. A continual

fresh stream of young men from the universities had gradually

succeeded to those who were from various reasons no longer

able to take part in the work of the college. The art teachers

mentioned above were succeeded at later dates by Messrs. Burne

Jones, Valentine Prinsep, Cave Thomas, Arthur Hughes, Madox

Brown, and Stacey Marks, all of whom gave in different degrees

help in the studios. Teaching in science had been given at first

by Messrs. Maskelyne and R. Bowell, and later by Messrs.

Huxley, Spottiswoode, and Flower, some of whom only gave

single lectures, but others took classes

Mr. Litchfield became in a few years the most active and

devoted of the members of the council in all the practical work

of the college, and in the editing of the college magazine,
which was a feature of importance as long as the provincial

colleges remained in existence, in supplying a means of mutual

intercourse. My father was very fond of using the illustration

of a London hospital and the unpaid work given to it by medi-

cal men as a proof that there was real advantage gained by the

teachers in the time they gave, as well as by the working men.

But despite the, in many respects, remarkable success which

had attended and continued to attend the college, the daily

routine and many circumstances connected with it often caused

vol. 11. x
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my father great distress and continually led to states of depres-

sion, in which he attributed, as his manner was, everything that

was defective to himself and his own mistakes. It is manifest

that, from the nature of the body carrying out the undertaking,

the smoothness with which the work was likely to proceed de-

pended on the discretion with which all those who were engaged
in it avoided forcing inconvenient questions into prominence,

and that such discretion could scarcely be universal and un-

broken. The following four letters will, perhaps, be sufficient

specimens of the kind of difficulties that occurred from time to

time, and of his mode of meeting them.

To Mr. J. M. Ludlow.
' March 20, 1857.

'
I blame myself very much for my want of presence of

mind in not saying something to take off the edge of the unkind

omission of any allusion to Dickinson and Woolner in Z.'s other-

wise very able speech last night. It was not that I did not feel

it, perhaps more than either of them, or that I did not think

seriously whether I could not throw in some special commen-

dation of them, or rather some expression of my own strong

feeling of the honour of being connected with them, and of my
sense of the good they are doing us. But nothing occurred to

me which would not have made the matter worse, so I held my
tongue. I thought, when it was too late, of a way, as one

generally does. Do you think Dickinson would at all care to

have any of my books from me ? I am always ashamed of the

self-conceit of sending them to any one. But if it would be a

pleasure to him I will swallow down that feeling and write him

a note with them. I would do the like to Woolner
;
he has

most kindly given me his medallion of Tennyson. I could say

truly to both of them that the bust of Tennyson, and Dickin-

son's picture [of Charles Mansfield] at your house, help me
more in the literature and politics of the nineteenth century

than any books.'

A legal sub-committee of the college council had about this

time recommended as a matter of practical convenience in
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point of form that the college should be constituted as a joint

stock company. Many of those who had been working with

them heartily up to this point disapproved of this arrangement,

and threatened to have no more to do with the college under

these circumstances. The deed had been drawn, so that to

change what had been done involved expense.

Mr. Ludlow had recently sent to my father the balance from

the subscriptions of the first half year of the sermons, which

had now for six months been printed by subscription. This

sum is the " donation
"

referred to in the next letter, the

second, which I give as a specimen of the college events, and

his relation to them. The third, which relates to the same

matter, may follow it without explanation. The fourth is on

quite another subject, but does not need comment.

To Mr. J. M. Ludlow.
'

May 22, 1857.
' My dear Friend,

'

I cannot tell you how much your donation yesterday

surprised me, or how little right I felt that I had to it. Never-

theless I shall not refuse it, because there is a way of making
use of it which I trust you will approve, which I believe you
will approve all the more because it will involve a sacrifice on

your part, as well as on mine, of an opinion which we agreed

in, and for which I am at least as responsible as you. I see

that this business of the company is producing an effect on

some of our fellow-labourers which will not be stopped by any

arguments. I fear that the devices by which we might hope
to make peace will involve us in difficulties, and will put us in

a wrong position with the public. However great the ad-

vantage might have been if we could have done the thing

quietly, now that it has been talked about, and objections

raised, it must be hurtful, and perhaps it might damage us

with the London University, where there is only too much

prejudice against us already. It seems to me therefore that

the shortest and best method is to cut the knot instead of

seeking to untie it. The expenses of altering the deed besides

the ^"5 for enrolling, must I know exceed what I can give;

x 2
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but this contribution of yours (not mine) will go some way.

Therefore let us take that course. I think other arrangements

for making the government of the college more efficient may
be grafted upon it, and that good, instead of evil, may come

out of this little stir.'

1

S Russell Square, May 30, 1857.

'

I think you are not just to the dissidents. A priori, it

is inexpedient that a college should be a company. You
think that there is a possibility under a certain Act of a college

becoming a company without placing itself in a position

which would be inconsistent with its proper work, and which

would involve its members in a trading speculation. They
doubt whether there is this possibility. They say we have

decided this question hastily and without their knowledge, and

that if we think this step so slight a one, which seems to

them a very serious one, we may take other steps which would

bring them, and the whole college, into a false position. It

will not do to meet their obiections by accusing them of

shrinking from a fair share of moral or pecuniary responsibility.

We must not bring such charges. There will be no working

together if we do. We ought to be ready to give up our own
notions for the sake of a greater end, even if they are ever so

reasonable. I am therefore quite unshaken in my first opinion,
and wish earnestly to break up the company in the way I

proposed.'

Ultimately a scheme was devised for establishing a company
in connection with and subordinate to the college. In this

form the work was carried on for many years, till the college
became independent of the company. The secession of several

members took place nevertheless.

To Mr. J. M. Ludlow.

1 What you say of our prayers at the college and of our

general failure to give it a heart is painfully true. The prayers

July 8, 1857.My dear Friend,
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I read with real suffering whenever I lecture. Two or three

listen, probably with reluctance. The teachers and students

generally are out in the garden or talking in the library. I

have no hold upon either. Still I think it is better not to give

them up. As to renewing the Bible-class, nothing would be

more satisfactory to me, if it is possible. My Bible-classes

give me more pleasure than any other work I engage in, and I

learn more from them. But they have lost their interest for

all or almost all the teachers and most of the students.
" Give

an account of thy stewardship, for thou mayst be no longer

steward," is often sounding in my ears
;

I wish the sound led

to more digging or begging. I believe I have more to accuse

myself of than them. However, if there is any way of reforma-

tion, I hope it will be shown us during the vacation and that

we may be able to enter into it'
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CHAPTER IX.

" Ich bin ein ich." " I am an I."—Jean Paul.

END OF 1857. LECTURES ON THE EPISTLES OF ST. JOHN
LETTER TO MR. LANGLEY GIVING AN ACCOUNT OF THESE AND

OF A LONG CORRESPONDENCE WITH MR. MANSEL INDIAN

MUTINIES DIFFICULTIES AS TO SUNDAY AT WORKING MEN'S

COLLEGE ANONYMOUS WRITING AND SIGNED ARTICLES "
I."

My father had been delivering a course of lectures at eight

o'clock on Sunday mornings to a class at the Working Men's

College, on the Epistles of St. John. They are in fact his

clearest and simplest setting forth of thought on the subject of

morals. They are full of the question which was already occu-

pying his mind as to the nature of the knowledge of God which

is possible to man. The next letter will explain how his atten-

tion had just at this time been forcibly drawn to the matter.

The letter in fact records the preliminary skirmish of the

greatest contest of his life. Not a few of his readers prefer the

statement of his views contained in the ' Lectures
'

to the more

elaborate one to be referred to in the next chapter.

' Somerville Cottage, Tunbridge Wells,

'September 18, 1857.
' My dear Langley,

'
I am delighted to see that you have made such progress

towards the establishment of a college. Wolverhamption is

quite the place for it, and you have begun rightly by treating

all patronage with indifference. Let it come if it will come,
but do not go a step out of your way to seek for it.

1
1 am just about to publish a set of lectures on Christian

Ethics delivered at our Working College on Sunday mornings.
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It is somewhat bold to start with such a subject, especially as

the manual on which I lecture is the Epistles of St. John. But

I think it is safer to declare what we mean in that way. I

make none of my colleagues responsible for my sentiments.

None of the pupils, of course, are compelled to listen to them.

And by putting this forth I explain what I think is the true

foundation of social and of individual life. These lectures will

put me in more direct antagonism with Mr. Mansel and his

school than anything I have published yet ; seeing that I main-

tain on St. John's authority
—

taking his words to mean what

they say
—not only that the knowledge of God is possible for

men, but that it is the foundation of all knowledge of men and

of things ;
that science is impossible altogether if He is ex-

cluded from the sphere of it.

' To meet the positivism of Comte in any other way than

this seems to me idle and vain.

' Atheism is the only alternative for an age which demands

science, if we cannot " know that we know "
God, and if to

know Him is not eternal life.

'
I am sorry if I have done anything which seemed rude to

Mr. Mansel. Nothing was further from my intention. At a

time when people were attacking me on other grounds, he

wrote a quiet and gentlemanlike pamphlet exposing my ignor-

ance of all true philosophy. I wrote at once to thank him for

the tone of his letter, and (because it was so important) deferred

an answer to it till I had time to exhibit my belief on this

subject in connection with the rest of my teaching. I took

advantage of the republication of my Old Testament sermons

a year and a half after, to reply gravely and respectfully to a

pamphlet which I might have assumed that my readers did not

remember if they had heard of it. I sent my book to Mr.

Mansel, of course, and received from him in due time an

elaborate reply. I judged from the allusions in it to his

University occupations and to the hopelessness of our ever

understanding each other, that he wished me not to trouble

him any more
;
each of us had said his say ;

an accomplished

Oxford logician of high reputation had surely done as much as
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could be expected from him (more than I expected) in stoop-

ing to notice a half fanatical mystic such as he takes me to be.

Was I to persevere after his kindness and toleration, by inflict-

ing on him several pages of illegible MS. ? You are quite

welcome to show this defence to Mr. Campbell, and he can

show it to any Oxford friend of his who has accused me of

being disrespectful to so eminent a man as Mr. Mansel. I

am not so used to recognition, of one sort or another, from

men like him, that I could afford to trifle with any instance

of it.

'I am sorry to have spent so much time in talking of

myself; but the subject of my difference with those who think

that revelation does not reveal is now the uppermost in my
mind.

'
I think I have a sermon by me on the text of which you

speak.* I will look it over if I can find it, and will revise it

if it is worth anything, or write another, as you wish, if it is

not. I have no wish to evade the force of the words. Must

not we teach young men that the choice of Hercules was the

true one
;

that the hard life is better than the easy one ?

Must we not tell them that the path of self-indulgence, self-

seeking, self-glorification, under irreligious or religious pre-

tences, is a broad one leading to death
;
and that the confession,

" In me dwelleth no good thing ;
Christ's life, which is for all,

is the only life for me
;
in Him only I can be righteous and

true," is one to which our nature is little disposed, and which

all the habits of the religious, fashionable, intellectual worlds

dispose us to contradict ? Is it not a strait and narrow path
to life?'

The news of the Indian mutinies was now daily reaching

England. He was at the time staying at Tunbridge Wells in

consequence of a serious illness of his wife's.

* "Strait is the gate, and narrow is the way . . . and few there be

that find it."
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To Mr. J. M. Ludlow.
1 Somerville Cottage, Tunbridge Wells, September 21, 1857.

'

. . . The Indian news brings back all the questions to this

age which the Lisbon earthquake forced upon the last. We
shall have our letters on optimism and also our Candides. And

if we do not take the Cross as the solution of the world's

puzzles, I think the Voltaire doctrine will triumph over the

Rousseau. But in the meantime I do feel that these unspeak-

able horrors are more a message to Englishmen than even to

Anglo-Indians. We, who send out our young men and

young women, have immeasurably more to answer for than

they have for any failures they may commit. They are

suffering for us. I cannot see my way an inch about caste,

and the other questions which your knowledge enables you to

speak of. But I see that our morality and our Christianity

are of a very low order; that we cannot impart more than

we have
;

that we have imparted just what we have and

what we were—some sense of law, justice, truth, with a

considerable amount of atheism. It is clear that we have

converted the people to that, and the atheistical period being

impregnated with all the elements of the devil worship which

it has supplanted, is, as the first French Revolution proved,
the time for ferocities

; though these ferocities belong, I sup-

pose, only to Asiatics. The call to us is very loud. I have

been asking myself in hours of solitude what it is. I am
sure the priests of the land, the educated classes of the land,

fathers and mothers of families, teachers, can do much more

(and are therefore more guilty than all Downing Street and

Leadenhall Street) to reform India by reforming England.
I think there should be no accusations except of ourselves

;

and that these should appear chiefly in acts meet for repent-

ance. I have thought that perhaps the Bible readings, of

which you spoke before I left town, might in some way be

connected with our Lincoln's Inn Communion, all who had

partaken with us at our annual gathering* or any other time,

* The friends of Charles Mansfield on the anniversary of his death met

each year at Lincoln's Inn and received the Communion.
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being invited to attend them, expressly that we might con-

sider what obligations this service has laid upon us. But my
thoughts are not mature

; only I feel we must begin a new life

in the college and altogether. I hope my ethical lectures,

which are nearly ready, may at least express my thoughts of

the groundwork of a college. I should like to be in the

neighbourhood you describe, though this is very beautiful.

Lord Goderich is here
; very earnest, and, so far as I can

judge, desirous to learn what is right about India. Kind

regards to Mrs. Ludlow.'

To Mr. Ludlow (on the Prayersfor the Day of Humiliation for
the Indian Mutinies).

' 10 Grand Parade, St. Leonard's-on-Sea, October 6, 1857.

'
I propose going up to London to-morrow to read those

cold and formal prayers which the Archbishop has composed
for a day of burning sorrow and humiliation. They will stick

in my throat
;
but I shall ask to be able to speak words which

are not in harmony with them.'

' 10 Grand Parade, St. Leonard's-on-Sea, October 14, 1857.
'
I thought over what you said, and read my sermon with

severity. But I could not make up my mind to leave out the

passage on the Archbishop's prayers. I did not write it down
without much consideration and many alterations. I was

thoroughly convinced that something ought to be said on the

subject from the pulpit, because the murmurs deep and even

loud which I heard from all quarters, wanted some expression,
and that is the safest.'

To his Wife {after a visit to Winchester, of which Dr. Mobcrly
was at the time Head Master, and where one of his sons was at

school).
' October 27, 1857.

' .... I found Dr. Moberly as kind and judicious in his

conversation as he was in his letter.

'. . . . I was delighted with Dr. Moberly. His countenance

really glowed with pleasure at the sight of Edmund's face
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when he hrst recognised me. " That is a joy," he said, when

the boy had gone out,
" which we never have in later life

;

there is nothing like it." I have a strong conviction that he

has the intuition respecting the character of those who are

under him, which God gives to the humble and faithful who

are aware of their responsibility. Edmund was much touched

and surprised when I told him of the knowledge Dr. Moberly
had of him, and compared it with what is said in

' Tom
Brown '

of Dr. Arnold.
' The bells were ringing, as I came into Winchester, for the

fall of Delhi
;

but they sounded sad in my ears—so many
killed. No news from Lucknow.'

In February, 1858, the preachership of Lincoln's Inn fell

vacant, and my father's friends were again anxious to persuade
him to stand for it. He again declined to allow his name to

be submitted. He put forward reasons very similar to those

which he had alleged to Hare in the letters on p. 356, Vol. I.,

in 1843, and on p. 410, Vol. I., in 1845. In fact hi s belief

that he could best perform the work he had to do in the world

by avoiding all high preferment, was the determining motive.

He used as in the correspondence with Hare (Vol. I., pp. 356,

etc.) whatever excuses would best enable him to avoid as-

suming an air of self-sacrifice. Dr. Thomson was appointed

preacher.

In the beginning of May, 1858, my father broke down in

health and was ordered to Eastbourne. The letter to Miss

Williams Wynn which follows is in answer to the letter given

on p. 246 of Miss W. Wynn's
' Memorials.' Miss Wynn's

answer to it is given on p. 245 of that book.

Miss Wynn's two letters may almost be said to be parts of

my father's biography. The earlier tells of the effect of his

personal presence upon one in deep trouble, and represents

the response which he almost always, from those so suffering,

evoked. The later letter (on p. 245) shows the effect of such

a letter as that, which I am about to give, upon the highly

cultivated mind to which it was addressed.
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To Miss Williams Wynn.

'Eastbourne, May n, 1858.

1
1 have given you poor proof how much your very kind letter

cheered and refreshed me. No news could have been so

gratifying to me as your assurance that my words had been of

some comfort to Y . I think it must have been what I did

not say that was the true comfort. She has evidently heard

too many words, and thought too many thoughts. To find

that it is not wrong to be still and to let God speak, without

mixing much of our speech, is indeed a great thing for her and

for us all. I have been trying to spell out the lesson for myself

during the last three weeks, and have broken down often in it,

and made terrible blunders. What you say about our religious

teaching and the change that must take place in it, as well

as about the restless intellectual cravings of such men as

Dr. Z
,
has been occupying me much. I think we clergy

are bitterly estranged from all classes of our people, high and

low, wise and unwise. I think we have ourselves to blame for

this estrangement. But I do not believe it would be removed

or materially lessened if we were able to talk ever so glibly in

a philosophical dialect, and to translate the New Testament

into phrases about the subject-object. It seems to me that the

heart and flesh of the intellectual man, as much as of the

clodhoppers, are crying out for the living God
;
and that it is

just this cry we have not understood, and have been unable to

answer. The God we have preached has not been the God
who was manifested in His Son Jesus Christ

;
but another

altogether different Being in whom we mingle strangely the

Siva and the Vishnu—the first being the ground of the character,

the other its ornamental and graceful vesture. It is fearful to

say so
;

if I spoke of what good people actually and in their

heart of hearts believe, I should use no such language, but the

very opposite. When I am describing what we have made of

the Gospel of God's redemption of the world, I cannot soften

my expression ;
I do therefore anticipate a very deep and

searching reformation, one which cannot be attended with less
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trials, one which I trust is to issue in greater blessings than the

Reformation of the sixteenth century. How or when it is to

begin, what Tetzel is to evoke what Luther, I know not, I dare

not conjecture. I feel very strongly that the ascension of our

Lord into the heavens, and the glorification of our nature in

Him with the corresponding truth that the Church exists to

witness of Him, not only as her Head, but as the Head of

every man, will be the battle-cry that will rally Protestants and

Romanists, hungry seekers after wisdom, lonely tatterdemalions

without bread, about the one standard
;
and that opposition to

this proclamation, a resolute clinging to the Fall as determining
man's condition, a practical acknowledging of the Devil as the

arbiter of it, will be the characteristic of the opposing host,

gathered also from all sects, schools, churches.
'

It is easy to talk of such things ;
what I want is to prepare

myself, and so far as in me lies, all whom I know, for their

actual coming. We shall all have to take our places in the

conflict, all will have some service to perform. I tremble at my
own indifference.

'

I have run on with what I fear you will think wild and

strange thoughts. My doctor told me I was to keep my mind

at rest. I can only say that if a clergyman's mind in these

times is to have the kind of rest he supposes, the Devil must

consent to let him alone, which I do not fancy he will to please

any physician. But it is also true that God will not let him

alone, and he may find the true rest in Him.'

To Mr. J. N. Langley.

'6 Sea Side Road, Eastbourne, May 11, 1858.

'

Any Arminian protest against modern Calvinism must fail

anywhere, but especially in Scotland. The Scotch are too

logical, yes, and with all their faults, too godly for that poor
feeble mixture. The strength of Calvinism lay of old in the

proclamation of God as the originator of all faith and righte-

ousness in man. The reformation of Calvinism must come
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from the steadfast grasp of that truth. Resolve not to let it go
or dilute it with any philosophical explanations or theories, and

you must come to a gospel that God is seeking after men to

bring them back to His fold, that He has redeemed the race,

that there is no good of any kind in any creature which must

not be referred to Him, which it is not a sin to claim for the

creature, under any miserable subterfuges, such as that "
this

only means the natural conscience
"

or "
only means some

beautiful relic of the fall "—as if these phrases meant anything

at all ! I believe fully that Scotch godliness and Scotch logic

may both conspire to these results. And then the idea of the

Episcopal constitution of the Church as a fatherly constitution,

as a universal constitution, will come all in good time. If it

comes too soon before the other belief, it will be an unhealthy
exotic which must be kept alive by hot airs and regulated

houses
;

if it follows that free and manly development of the

old Calvinism, it may strike its roots into the national soil and

bear worthy fruits hereafter.'

The Sunday question at the Working Men's College was

still causing him trouble. He had written a letter to the

students explaining his views. As usual, he was afraid of

giving a clear cut decision lest he should merely impose his

own opinions; yet he reproached himself bitterly with any evil

that resulted from his self-restraint. Other difficulties, the nature

of which will be sufficiently indicated by parts of the following

letter, had arisen. Mr. Ludlow, always anxious that he should

assert himself and assume more authority, had been pressing
him to take decided action. As usual, the one decided action

that he was ready to take was to give up that which was

dearest to himself—his own part of the work. He had at the

time of writing left London for the summer.
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To Mr. J. M. Ludlow.

1

Augusta Villas, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells,

'August 9, 1858.

'
I have thought much of your faithful reproofs. I believe

them to be wise as well as faithful. And now, if ever, is the

time for acting on them, if only I can see how to do it rightly

and not so as to produce a direct schism in the College. In

the last number of the People, the organ I presume of the

Sunday League, is a report of the students' tea-meetings. It is

written in a very vulgar tone. It concludes with an account

of the Sunday geological expeditions, and a direct intimation

that the students, as such, are joining the Sunday League. The

passage alluding to my letter is so contemptuous, and as an

account of the letter so unfair, that I am afraid of seeming to

be actuated by some personal motive if I notice the report in

a letter to the Editor of the People. But I must take some

method of declaring that I disapprove of the tone of the whole

document, and that I am no party to these expeditions
—or

resign. It reads to me like a declaration of war
;

I accept it,

so far as I am myself concerned, as a righteous punishment
for the unmanliness and want of purpose with which you justly

reproach me. But I feel that without reference to the past

something must be done for the future, unless our College is

to be an example to all that are established elsewhere, of what

they should not be. Let me say one word in explanation
—not

in defence—of my conduct hitherto, because it will make you
understand better my present difficulties. I have felt that a

Working College, if it is to do anything, must be in direct

hostility to the Secularists—that is to say, must assert that as

its foundation principle which they are denying. But to do

this effectually it must also be in direct hostility to the Re-

ligionists
—that is to say, it must assert the principle that God

is to be sought and honoured in every pursuit, not merely in

something technically called religion. To my own mind the

position is a clear and firm one. But how to express it so that
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others should perceive it in our acts as well as our words—how

to hinder all our students from thinking that geology means

theology, if we say that the earth is God's—is a difficult and a

harder work. I only wish you to appreciate the difficulty
—not

that it should be an excuse for leaving this thing undone. I

have failed grievously, perhaps utterly, to make my meaning
understood. I do not suppose I ever shall make it understood.

But if it is what God means, He will make it manifest some

day. As for being misrepresented or scorned by Secularists

and Religionists, one ought to think nothing of it ;
but to

welcome it and even desire it. But the thought of leaving

confusion worse confounded in the minds of those whom we

undertake to illuminate is very sad and overwhelming. I am
afraid I have done this both for the students and most of the

Council. You wish me to try and guide the latter. How few

of them are there now—whatever may have been the case,

formerly, whatever might have been the case, if I had been

honester and wiser—who would not kick at my guidance?

'

P.S.—I send the paper lest you should not have seen it.'

'
1 Augusta Villas, Southborough, August 17, 1858.

'
I have thought much of your reproofs and Hughes' en-

couragements. I value them both exceedingly as proofs of

friendship. I would fain persuade myself that what Hughes
says is true, that some words of mine have done some people

good some time or other. I will give God thanks for that.

But this is no reason for continuing in a work which has

ceased to be of benefit, in which I think I can henceforth

only be mischievous. Whatever Q may pretend, the

College is committed by his articles in the People. The tone

of them commits us. He makes us all parties to that vulgar

habit of thinking and speaking which he believes to be the

best for the men, which I think is making them far less of

gentlemen than they were before. He cannot be driven from

the College. You say so yourself, and if he were, the impression
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of what he has done would be left, and would be stronger

from their feeling of anger and pity for him. My resignation

will have the opposite effect. That will be a witness that some

of us have arrived at something else. That will be a just

punishment on me for not having done anything to reach the

men. It will be a lesson to other colleges. And you may then,

with Hansard's help, restore it and them to a better footing.

Therefore in deference to you and Hughes, I defer everything

till October. I see no cause to change my resolution, but

everything to confirm it. There is no other way out of the

difficulty. The pain of it will be great to me, but that is salu-

tary. I should accept, 1 think, the offer of almost any curacy

in the country to be rid of London.'

His friends at length persuaded him to change his purpose
of resigning.

He became, for the reasons which the following letters will

set forth, intensely interested in a scheme for a magazine with

Mr. Hughes as editor, in which the articles should all be

signed.

The period is a somewhat noteworthy one in the history of

English periodical literature. Dickens' quarrel with his pub-

lishers had led by a legal decision to the suppression of ' House-

hold Words' and to the starting of 'All the Year Round' and

of ' Once a Week.' Several publishers thought the moment a

favourable one for new ventures
;
so that the great body of the

modern magazines date from about the time of the incident in

Dickens's life. My father was anxious that the opportunity

should be seized to try the effect of signed articles as against

anonymous writing. For the moment his proposal was re-

jected. That his conviction of the superior power of signed

articles is in 1883 much less exceptional than it was in 1858 is

perhaps not open to question.

To Rev. C. Kingsley.
'

May 27, 185S.
'

. . . About the general maxim that it is desirable, nay,

absolutely necessary to begin, and to begin speedily, some

VOL. II. Y
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journal which shall discard anonymous writing, I have no

doubt whatever. Your argumentum ad verecundiam would do

well enough if there was any verecimdia in our existing journals.

But you know in your conscience that there is none
; you know

that the We covers the most insolent pretension, the most off-

hand dogmatism, the most haughty scorn of individuals and of

mankind. Look at the Saturday Review, the latest and most

triumphant incarnation of the "We "
spirit

—and then talk of the

time not being come in which men may venture to express them-

selves on great topics ! It seems to me that if the time is come,

as you tell us it is, in which nuisances that pollute the air are to

be abated—if, as you say, every one is guilty of a sin who is not

labouring that cesspools should be drained and disinfecting

fluids of all kinds be sought for—the time is come when those

whose circumstances or whose ignorance disqualify them for

those higher tasks, but who feel that there is a foul stench sent

forth by our anonymous periodical literature and that they in

times past if not now have contributed, as I have, to the

increase of it, may think that they are bound before they die

to do something, be it ever so little, for the purpose of purify-

ing the moral atmosphere of the vanity, cruelty, falsehood with

which it is impregnated. I will give you an instance of the way
in which the use of simple names will work. If I do anything
for this journal, it would probably be a review of Froude's

History. Suppose I wrote an article as a We, what would be

my course ? To bestow a few patronising praises and mali-

cious censures upon a man who knows just a thousand times

as much of all the facts as I do, and has brought to his task an

amount of earnest manly thought and wisdom which has really

made the reign he has treated of a new one. Supposing I

wrote in my own person, what should I do ? I should confess

how much he had taught me, how many mistakes and preju-
dices of mine he had corrected. I should say when, accepting
his own statements and discoveries, I did not see my way to go

along with him. I should recognise his view of the sixteenth-

century reformation as on the whole the most helpful and lumi-

nous that I had found anywhere, and should try to indicate how
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I thought it might prepare us for the very different reformation

which God is evidently intending for this generation, and in

which we must be involved whether we are prepared for it or

not. Now here is my answer to your dread that the "
I
"

journal will especially be a cloak first for presumption, then for

the moderatism or eclecticism which I think is as hateful to me
as it can be to you. I believe a journal with names must

be undertaken by men who feel that they dare not be braggarts

and dare not be cowards
;

that they are arming themselves,

and so far as they can are assisting others to arm, for a real

battle, in which impertinence and frivolity cannot serve except

to expose those who indulge in them.
'

I have said already that I should protest against Hughes

being exposed to any risk or liability. I protest as strongly

against the notion that he is not fit for this undertaking

because he is not a professionally literary man. I say boldly,

we must have done with professional litterateurs if we want to

have any honest, manly literature. And I answer those who

demand their help, by an appeal to an experience which they

can understand.
' What has been the most successful periodical of the nine-

teenth century ;
the one which gave the new tone to periodical

literature? Certainly the 'Edinburgh Review.' And its

strength lay in this, that it was begun by a set of young

men, chiefly barristers, who were not litterateurs, who looked

upon literature as subordinate to life and action. Therefore it

had an influence which it has lost since it fell so much into the

hands of literary hacks.
' If it is proved that Hughes must lose his reputation at the

Bar by taking the course which helped to win Jeffrey and

Brougham much of theirs, do not let him enter upon it. If

the Review interferes in the least with his practice, he must

hold to his first vows and break the later. But I think, and

shall continue to think, that he is almost an ideal editor,

because he is an honest free man, tied to no notions and

theories about books, able to judge what is worthy to go
forth whether he agrees with it or not

;
one who will fearlessly

y 2
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admonish a contributor, and never dictate or be squeamish.

He will of course not review the current literature. Many can

be got to do that. He will speak what he knows and nothing

else. He says he wishes to preach, and he ought to have a

pulpit if one can be found for him. Dixi.

'

P.S. Surely a less humble man than Hughes would believe

he was wholly unfit for editing a Review, or pleading at the

Bar, or teaching pugilism, if you and Taylor told him so.'

To Mr. Hutton.

'

1 Augusta Villas, Southborough, Tunbridge Wells,
'

August 23, 1858.
'

I do not wonder that you should have been struck by an

apparent contradiction in my doctrine respecting men as

members of a body, and my eagerness that in their writings

they should throw off the symbol of a corporation and each

present himself as an /. To me the one position seems a

consequence of the other. Because I desire that all men
should regard themselves as forming one fellowship in a real

and living Head, the formation of sects and corporations,

grounded upon mere similarity of opinions, is that which I

most dread. Believing our union to be as much a law of

moral science as gravitation is a law of physical science, I

must, indeed, see in all these formations and combinations

the illustration of an eternal principle ;
I must desire that

every sect, be it the narrowest and most exclusive in the

world, should yet not disperse into its elements till it has

realised the meaning of its union, and till its members are

thus prepared to understand what place they have to occupy,
what special duties they have to fulfil in the human common-
wealth. With respect to the English Church I have felt and

do feel bitterly how it is always on the point of drifting into

mere sectarianism
;
and I know that it may make itself the

most proud and self-exalting of sects. I rejoice that the

parties within it do not suffer it to become a mere huge nega-
tion of Romanism and Calvinism. 1 rejoice that they compel
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us by their narrowness and savagery to feel after some ground
in which Romanists and Calvinists may meet with the preser-

vation of all that is distinctive (distinction being opposed to

separation as life to death) and positive in each, not after a

ground which both are forbidden to approach. To make

Churchmen feel therefore that they are not members of a

corporation bound together by certain professions of opinion,

but that they exist to testify of a body to which men as men

belong, has been the aim which I have tried to keep before

me and which I have, with shameful feebleness, pursued.
' Now it seems to me that journalism, with its symbol We,

has more than anything else tended to keep alive the notion of

sect fellowship, by which I mean fellowship in a certain more

or less accurately defined set of opinions. I quite admit that

there are journals
—the National is far the most remarkable—

which are trying honestly and faithfully to bear witness against

the sectarian spirit. I do not even question that many which

you and I should agree in calling intensely party journals, have

dreamed of this object and have never consciously abandoned

it. But in most cases I think they have been the great instru-

ments of bringing out that which was most contentious and

negative in the persons whom they represented, in getting rid

of their nobler aspirations. This was eminently the case with

the review which John Henry Newman edited, the '

British

Critic' I believe that he and his friends, standing on a feeble

and rotten ground of Anglican tradition, were nevertheless

striving earnestly in their own hearts, and in the ' Tracts for

the Times,' to fight with sectarianism and to escape from it.

The moment they started this review . . . the contradiction to

their professions became too manifest and ridiculous. The

more earnest sought for the complete traditional Church in

Rome. . . . Now had these men each spoken his own words

in his own name he would have known whereabouts he was

standing. There would not have been the miserable fiction

of a union where no union was. So far as they did agree

this agreement would make itself more felt for their differ-

ences. Each might have done his own part towards the
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discovery of the deeper ground of union which all had

need of.

'
I can understand, I think, what you say of the sensitiveness

of the literary conscience where there is the sense of being

responsible for others as well as yourself. Certainly I should

wish that consciousness of mutual responsibility
—of our words

not being our own—to be developed more and more in each

of us. I feel it sadly little, but I certainly feel it most when I

write with my name. Then I have a sense, however weak, of

personal obligation for what I say, to those who agree with me
and those who differ from me. I feel bound to weigh my
thoughts and my words, not so much because they may give

offence to this or that man who belongs to my Church or to

my acquaintance, but because they may hinder or help him,

and therefore me also, in the way to truth. I think we have

most of corporate "risibility when we most take all the burden

of our position as actual men.
' The deeper subject of which you speak at the end of your

letter is never far separated in my mind from this. Your honest

statement to your own conscience and to others of the diffi-

culty you feel is to me the best pledge and security that it will

be removed. The sense of our substantial union as men with

Christ, and of His union with the Father, sometimes come to

me with overpowering conviction, not of delight such as a

Santa Theresa or Fene'lon may have felt, but of its stern, hard,

scientific reality, which makes me long that I had the fervour

and earnestness in making my belief known, which I admire,
and ought not to envy, in other men. But at other times I

can thank God for having granted me a cold, uncordial tempe-
rament and constitution on purpose that I may refer all love

and all power of acting upon the reason and the conscience

and the heart to Him. Some day I hope our tongues may be

loosed, and that we may, as earnestly, speak of what we feel to

be deep and universal, as we drop what we find to be only

transitory and for a few.'
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CHAPTER X.

" When it pleases God to send a reformer to His Church, upon his brow
there is written 'Not peace, but the sword.'"—J. C. Hare.
"The punishment followed, and Tertullian remains as the standing

example, the pillar of salt in the desert, to show how rage against heresy
may terminate in heresy ; how ... if we tolerate in ourselves a confusion

between opinion . . . and truth, we must end by exalting our own
opinions against the Truth."—F. D. M., The Epistle to the Hebreivs,

p. xciii.

THE BATTLE WITH ORTHODOX AGNOSTICISM—MR. MANSEL's

BAMPTON LECTURES, 1858
' WHAT IS REVELATION? ' " MR.

MANSEL'S EXAMINATION OF MR. MAURICE'S STRICTURES
"—

'

SEQUEL TO WHAT IS REVELATION ?
'

In our day some of those who call themselves "
Agnostics

" do
not know whether they ought to go into a church at all. Some
of them do not know whether they ought to take part in any
ordinances of the Church

;
others repudiate every semblance of

Christianity. The starting-point of sects is often curiously
unlike what might have been expected from the position they
have ultimately taken up. The name "

Agnostic
" was first

assumed about 1869 by Mr. Huxley, but the leading Agnostics
have never hesitated to affirm that for the origin of the modern
form of the sect it is necessary to refer to an earlier date.* In

1858 Mr. Mansel, afterwards the Dean of St. Paul's, preached
the Bampton Lectures of the year.

" The whole substance of

his argument," as Mr. Leslie Stephen, an avowed and brilliant

* The attitude of mind is no doubt at least as old as the days of "
Zophar

the Naamathite," so that the philosophic dispute may boast an antiquity at

least equal to the Book of Job, the decision at the end of that book having
by no means finally settled the matter for Job and against Zophar in the

judgment of mankind.
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Agnostic, has put it,
" was simply and solely the assertion of

the first principles of Agnosticism. Mr. Herbert Spencer, the

prophet of the unknowable, the foremost representative ofAgnos-

ticism, professes in his programme to be carrying a step further

the doctrine put into shape by Hamilton and Mansel." "Nobody
I suspect would now deny, nobody except Dean Mansel himself

ever denied very seriously, that the '

further step thus taken

was the logical step.'
' There are some historical inaccuracies

in the above statement which it will be necessary to correct
;

but as evidence of the view taken at the present moment by
one great body of those who agreed with Mr. Mansel, it is un-

exceptionable, seeing that Mr. Leslie Stephen has taken several

public opportunities to manifest a strong repugnance to all my
father's thought and works. Mr. Mansel's lectures were put
forth at the time as the great bulwarks of orthodoxy against

all assailants. They were intended to show that as men can

know nothing of the infinite or eternal nature of God, they can

only submit to
"
Revelation," as supplying rules of conduct

and religious formulae for belief. Now in a book, ostensibly

depending for its argument upon the careful treatment of words,

according to their definitions as laid down in it, there is

throughout no explanation of the meaning of "
Revelation."

The Bible treated as a text-book which supplies certain dogmas,

interpreted so as to confirm various currently received views of

religion, appears to be virtually the equivalent of the word.

More often than not it is practically used to affirm as indis-

putable the particular tenets of the writer and his friends, or of

those whom he decides to be orthodox.

For my father, all that he held dear depended on his as-

serting for "
Revelation

"
an altogether othef' meaning, as in

accordance with the scriptural use of the word. His rejection
of Unitarianism originally started from his belief in the ex-

istence of all those difficulties in the intellectual and spiritual

conception of the absolute Being which Mr. Mansel skilfully

set forth; from his belief in the Incarnation as having brought
home to men in a man that very knowledge of God which Mr.
Mansel declared to be impossible, which my father believed it
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to be the object of all Revelation to communicate to man.

Whether in his earliest letters, after he had accepted the

teaching of the Church of England as setting forth truth, or

in his latest words, the central thought is always that he

believes the "
Infinite to be goodness and wisdom—to be at

the ground of all finite goodness and wisdom—and to be

guiding men by various processes, in various regions and

ages, into the apprehension of that which by their constitution

they were created to apprehend."
*

As he says in a letter to his father (Vol. I. p. 133) at the

time of his formal announcement of his faith—
' If I can honestly say of any doctrines,

" these teach me
how I may converse with the holy and invisible God as a real

living person," for as such the Bible holds Him forth to me at

every line
; how I may overcome the difficulties to this inter-

course which arise from His being unseen, from the evident

impossibility of my forming a notion of Him by my own

understanding, and from the unlikeness and dissimilarity of

our characters
;

if they show me how my character may be

conformed to His, not how His may be brought down to

mine
;

if they inspire me with a desire for this intercourse,

a delight in it and a conviction of its reality ; just so far as

I can, after strict examination, say this of any doctrines, just

so far have I a test that they are the doctrines of the Bible,

the true doctrines, the doctrines according to godliness.'

And again in the next letter, Vol. I. p. 134
—

' The whole of history shows me that just so far as the true

God has made Himself manifest, just so far has there been

light, truth, and honesty in the world; and that in those

nations to which he is not revealed, there is darkness, false-

hood, and fraud. I know that it is out of the heart these

proceed, from each separate human heart. I believe, there-

fore, that all the honesty and truth in the world has come from

God, being manifested in the hearts of some men and from

*
Preface, June 1871, to new edition of 'Moral and Metaphysical

Philosophy.'
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thence affecting the general course of society. Hence I feel

sure that just so far as I can hold intercourse with Him I can

be true and honest to myself.
'

I know I was formed in the image of God. I believe if I

could behold God I should reflect His image. But I cannot

behold Him. God, I am told, is a Spirit, and I am of the

earth—earthy. I cannot, and would not if I could, abandon

my belief that He is a lofty Spiritual Being ;
I cannot throw

aside my own earthliness. Now this seems to me the most

important practical question in the world. I cannot put up
with a dream in place of God. He is a Spirit, but He is a

reality; a True Being in the highest sense. As such I must

behold Him or not at all. To behold Him, therefore, in that

way in which they could alone understand Him, in which they

could converse with Him, namely as a man, was, I -see more

and more clearly, the longing desire of every patriarch, prophet,

and priest from Adam downward. It was the desire of Moses,

of Job, of David, of Solomon, of Isaiah
; they were practical

men, and they wanted a practical Revelation
;
a Revelation

which they could understand and grapple. God, they knew,

must be for ever the unsearchable, the mysterious. They
would not for worlds He should be anything else

;
for it was

the glory of Judaism that their God was not a visible intelligible

idol, but an incomprehensible spirit. Yet they longed to behold

Him, and to behold Him so that they could understand

Him.'

His whole conception of preaching was the setting forth of

Christ as the manifestation of the Divine character; as the

Revelation, unveiling or making known to man the actual

righteousness and love of God. This was the Gospel or good
news which he believed that he had to preach. He believed

that in proportion as men in private life or in history came to

have a higher ideal of any kind, that ideal was in itself a more

perfect knowledge of the nature of God arrived at through the

manifestation of the Son the Word, in life or history. In this

sense he always read the first verses of the first chapter of
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St. John. He believed that in the Divine perfection of the

Son all things were made
;
that that perfection was one with

the eternal nature of the Father and found its perfect expres-

sion or incarnation in the man Christ Jesus. To the verses of

St. John he invariably turned when he proposed, say, to read

the Greek Testament with one of his sons after a certain

absence from home. If he at any time chose for reading one

of the epistles, it was certain that he would first select those

verses of the first chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews, which

turn on the words,
" Who being the effulgence of His glory,

and the very image of His substance, and upholding all things

by the word of His power."

These sentences had, I am certain, never presented them-

selves to him as bearing any possible interpretation other than

this : that the eternal had so manifested itself in the flesh, that

utterly inconceivable as the Divine nature would have been

without such a manifestation, yet that since it has been made
we may be sure that, search where we may through all that

eternity may contain, there can be in the infinite nature no

variableness or shadow of turning from the character which

Christ revealed in a man.

This is the central point of the theology which he sets forth

in his answers at his ordination examination. Any one who
will look at the sentences marked 4, 5, 6, on p. 160, Vol. I.,

will see that Manselism, long before it assumed that name,
was in his conception to be reckoned among

" those erroneous

and strange doctrines
" which he believed that on his admission

to the priesthood he promised to
" banish and put away." His

letter to Mr. Kingsley, pp. 371-376, Vol. I., in answer to

Mr. Kingsley's inquiry as to the right mode of reading the

Bible, turns wholly upon his own conviction of " the truth that

the Bible, as a means of attaining to the knowledge of the

Living God, is precious beyond all expression or conception ;

but when made a substitute for that knowledge, may become a

greater deadener to the human spirit than all other books."

Mr. Mansel's tone of absolute contempt for the utter

absurdity of any such knowledge of God, as a vain conceit on
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the part of man, was for my father a blow at the very centre

of all faith. There was nothing new for him in the position

taken up by Mr. Mansel. Mr. Mansel's doctrine was, in its

express terminology, the very one against which all through

his life he had been struggling. If God was not "
good

"
in

the same sense in which Jesus of Nazareth went about doing

good, his faith was vain. Nor had previous experience left

him in any doubt as to the mode in which Mr. Mansel intended

to employ his principle in relation to those questions which

were much dearer to my father than life or reputation. Nothing

was more curious throughout the whole of the controversy with

Dr. Jelf in 1854, than the complete misunderstanding on Dr.

Jelf s part of the real issue which my father had raised ;
but if

Dr. Jelf had not clearly seen what the issue was, Mr. Mansel

had seen it with perfect clearness. In a short pamphlet which

he published at the time, Mr. Mansel showed that he saw that

the attempt to defend the then currently received view in regard

to Elysium and Tartarus was hopeless, if God's character was

really shadowed forth in such sentences as " Can a mother

forget her sucking child ? Yea, she may forget, yet will I not

forget thee," or if the character which Christ displayed on

earth was a manifestation of the actual spirit of the eternal God-

head. Mr. Mansel had no wish to force the fiercest features

of the Tartarean doctrine into any unpleasant prominence,
but he had every wish to assume that what he called the
" Revealed Doctrine of the Atonement "

was, as a matter of

fact and beyond question, what Archbishop Magee had, some

years before, declared that it was. The privilege of "the

elect
"
was clearly in his mind to be saved from a certain place

of future torture and to enter into an elysium of personal

enjoyment. It was by no means so clear to Mr. Mansel as it

was to Dr. Jelf, that it was by the doom of God that men were

consigned to the place of endless torment. But my father's

proclamation of God as the friend and father of man, the

deliverer out of sin and bondage; the habitual use of the

words " the Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the

world" in contrast with the Calvinistic or current view of God's
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remitting the penalty which His justice had adjudged for sin;*

the habitual assumption that all God's punishments were bless-

ings not curses
;
that the great evil was not the punishment

but the sin
;
that the direst hell conceivable (as he put it in

one of his earliest Bubbenhall sermons, and in the '

Theological

Essays ')
was the place where God left off punishing and left a

man to his sin : all these conceptions from first to last were

contemptible in Mr. Mansel's eyes, and in all his notes to his

lectures he took care to leave no doubt of his intention to strike

not only at the centre of my father's faith, but at every thought

which formed part to him of the good news which he believed

that he had learned and was to deliver.

It was whilst Mr. Mansel's lectures were in course of delivery

at Oxford that my father's attention was first directed to them.

Dr. Thomson, the present Archbishop of York, at that time

Preacher of Lincoln's Inn, came up from Oxford at the be-

ginning of each term to preach at the morning service. In

those days he sometimes walked back to luncheon at Russell

Square between the services. At the beginning of one of the

terms of 1858 he came, full of the subject of the Bampton

Lectures, of which two or three had been already delivered.

He described the crowded audiences eagerly listening to dis-

courses of which it was certain that at least large portions were

wholly unintelligible to the great majority of the hearers. He

spoke of the matter as in its essence the most unalloyed

Atheism that had been heard in England for generations. He
described the immense popularity which the lectures were

nevertheless acquiring, because they served as such an admirable

excuse for laughing at all troublesome German and English

thinkers, enabling all those, who never thought at all, to feel

their own superiority to the fools who searched after wisdom.

The subject, touched on in the vestry, was discussed throughout

* I am far from meaning that Mr. Mansel was a Calvinist ; my statement

no more involves that than the fact that my father objected to Mr. Mansel's

mode of executing Mr. Frank Newman or Mr. Jowett involved his agree-

ment with their opinions. It is my father's position as above to which

Mansel objected.
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the walk home, and was begun anew at the luncheon-table.

My father's attention having thus been drawn to the matter, he

heard much of it from other friends at Oxford. Mr. Mansel

was described to him as best known in Oxford as a common-

room wit and joker;* the lectures, one of them in particular,

were spoken of as scarcely serious despite the tremendous

nature of the subjects they handled. There can be no doubt

that all these circumstances affected considerably the attitude

and temperament with which my father entered upon what he

himself regarded as the most important controversy of his life,

the one which from this time forth was to colour all his sub-

sequent work. Here, as it seemed to him, was that definite

setting up of "
religion

"
against God, which he had always

been expecting as the clear manifestation of the evil tendencies

of the time. If the words had been put forth by some solitary

thinker, the object of popular hostility, as the expression of

conclusions to which in bitter pain he had been led, my father

would have treated them according to the principles set forth

in his letter to the Lincoln's Inn congregation (Vol. II., p. 225),

or in the extract from the published letter to Hare (Vol. I.,

p. 505)
—

principles which have been illustrated by his whole

life. But the effect of the Lectures was to deal with all men
troubled with doubts or difficulties on exactly the opposite

principle to that : to give to the many the satisfaction of laugh-

ing at the earnest few who did not see their way. It was in

fact, under the name of Orthodoxy, setting up the absolute

domination of public opinion, the very power which my father

looked upon as, in so far as it was the object of worship, the

*
1 am anxious to point out that I have not in the least said that this

was a fair representation of Mr. Mansel's real character. I am here simply

recording the fact that these statements about Mr. Mansel did reach my
father from Oxford, and tended to give him an at least one-sided impression
of the man, whom the religious world had accepted as its champion in the

great fight in which God was to be sacrificed to religion. Any one who
will compare this passage with that at the beginning of p. 336 will see that

I am not here making any charge against Dean Mansel ; but confessing

that there were causes, which tended to bias my father's judgment, not at

all as to the nature of the principles involved, but as to the character of his

opponent.
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anti-Christ of the day. It represented that of which he had

had in his youthful days so great a horror—the warning men

"against feeling too strongly, thinking too deeply, lest they

should find too much of the Almighty wisdom, lest they should

be too conscious of the Almighty goodness."

It was certain that these lectures would become the staple

of the instruction of large bodies of the clergy, and would set

the mode in which they were to meet all new facts as they

were discovered by science, all evidence of Assyrian inscrip-

tions, all appeals by earnest men against the rules of conduct

and principles of action fixed by the current opinion of religious

coteries. For my father all these were part of the education

into His truth which God was giving to the age. For the

lecturer the current so-called "
Orthodoxy

"
of the time, in fact

the religious public opinion of the day, was the " Revealed

Doctrine
"
on every subject*

To my father it therefore seemed all important to set before

the rising generation of young clergy another principle than

that of the lecturer. He knew that no man could attempt a

more unpopular task or one more likely to injure him in the

estimation of all those who would concern themselves about it.

Therefore he held it to be his duty to undertake it. He
entered into the controversy under disadvantages which he

had encountered in no other case. Mr. Mansel had treated

* Both of course in their different ways appealed to the "teaching of the

Church;" but while my father's appeal was always to the "Orthodox"

faith, "provided the Creeds, the Liturgy, the Articles, are taken as the

tests of Orthodoxy, and if it be a part of Orthodoxy to make the Bible a

key to all other studies," it is difficult to convey an idea of the way in which
in the Lectures, and still more in his 'Examination,' Mr. Mansel always
assumed, that, just what he and his audience accepted as the correct tenet

on every subject, was that which had been everywhere, by all, always held,

or of the care with which he avoided explaining precisely what that was,
lest he should scatter his unanimous following. It was not a little note-

worthy that he, the champion of "orthodoxy," should find himself obliged
to appeal against my father to Dr. Candlish, the Calvinist Presbyterian, and
Mr. Rigg, the Wesleyan (the only two assailants of my father whom he

quotes in his
' Examination ') seeing that both of these men had made their

attacks expressly because of my father's influence in behalf of the Church of

England, which they found to be too powerful among their sects.
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his subject with the calmness and coolness of one who dissects

an anatomical specimen. My father felt every cut of the

lecturer's knife as though it had been employed upon his heart-

strings. He did not realise, and indeed did not till long after-

wards become fully aware, that the lecturer, bred up in the

school of philosophy whose tenets he was expounding, and

looking upon all outside it as mere folly, was pouring forth

what were to him beliefs as genuine as my father's were to

himself; that Mr. Mansel was not merely for a controversial

purpose choosing arguments which he knew would carry with

him his audience, but was urging what was for him the result

of much study and much thought. In the first stage therefore

of the controversy, that which is represented by the '

Bampton
Lectures

' and ' What is Revelation ?
'

I do not think that any

of my father's friends have ever read the discussion with entire

satisfaction. He does not limit the points of his difference

with Mr. Mansel
;
does not enter upon a methodic argument,

does not, in a way that would attract the attention of a careless

reader, acknowledge the points that are not in dispute and

define those that are. What he does is to prophesy against

the book, to declare what its inevitable tendency must be, how

the weapon forged in behalf of orthodoxy will become a deadly

one in quite other hands. In that sense it is curious how rapidly

his assertions have vindicated themselves already. The Ag-
nostics have become the very people by whom the Orthodoxy
of the day finds itself most troubled.

But the discussion rapidly passed into another stage. Mr.

Mansel, attributing to personal hostility the wrath which my
father had shown against principles, and offended by what he

considered a personal attack upon himself, became passionately

angry, turned his counter-attack into one not easy to be sus-

tained—on my father's character : accused him of deliberately

writing down that which he knew to be untrue, and of having
been guilty of "a tissue of continuous misrepresentations,

which," Mr. Mansel believed,
" had no parallel in recent

literature." As a matter of fact, my father had transferred

from the lectures bodily to his own columns about 40 out of
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187 pages in all, giving in full, in the author's own words, all

the passages which he discussed. He had earnestly entreated

his readers to study the lectures for themselves, and to com-

pare them with his comments. The very words in regard to

which Mr. Mansel was not ashamed to accuse him of deli-

berately lying stood on the same page with the discussion on

them which was thus characterised.

But there can be no doubt that my father's mode of contro-

versy left upon Mr. Mansel and others an impression of

sarcasm when that was furthest from his thought. Virtually,

though doubtless not consciously, the assumption with which

Mr. Mansel, like most men, entered into a controversy was

that it was his one business to prove himself and those, whose

brief he held, right and his opponent wrong. He therefore

assumed his opponent to be meeting him on similar grounds.

That my father never did. As he says of himself—
'
I am a very bad proselytiser. If I could persuade all dis-

senters to become members of my Church to-morrow I should

be very sorry to do it
;

I believe the chances are that they

might leave it the next day. I do not wish to make them

think as I think. But I want that they and I should be what

we pretend to be, and then I doubt not we should find that

there is a common ground for us all far beneath our thinkings.

For truth I hold not to be that which every man troweth, but

to be that which lies at the bottom of all men's trowings, that

in which those trowings have their only meeting-point.'
*

It is that " and I" (not italicised by him) which makes the

whole difference. Always in the very midst of every contro-

versy, the mistakes he had made himself in past times, the

lessons he had learned from them, would rise before him

and be referred to by him, in a way most disturbing to an

antagonist. That a man should hit himself and not leave his

opponent to perform his own work in that way, seemed

preposterous. Such expressions were therefore nearly always

*
'Theological Essays,' p. 315.

VOL. II. Z
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misunderstood
;

it is to them that Mr. Mansel refers in bring-

ing some of his fiercest charges against the book. A single

specimen will throw a good deal of light upon this sort of

misunderstanding. Nothing in the Bampton Lectures had

caused my father more distress than the mode in which the

men to whose conclusions he was most opposed had been dealt

with in it. The remembrance of Sterling and of what he con-

sidered had been his own mistakes in dealing with him, always

rose up before him on these occasions. Under this feeling he

wrote—
' He who holds that the Bible testifies from its first page to

its last that God has created men for the knowledge of Himself,

and is kindling in them a thirst for that knowledge, a discon-

tent with anything which comes short of it—cannot by possibility

listen without the profoundest interest to every cry of men after

it in one age or another. He must not ask first what they have

failed to attain, but what they have been permitted to attain.

He must be glad to learn from their blunders as well as their

successes
; perceiving in the first the likeness of his own ;

in

the second, the guidance of God. He may not expect their

opinions or conclusions to do much for him
;
their struggles

and questionings and glimpses of light he will cherish, and be

thankful for. All will appear to him to be pointing to a full-

orbed Truth which is not in them but in God, and which He
has manifested in the Eternal Word, the only-begotten Son.

The remembrance of hard and proud words spoken against

those who were crying out for Truth will be always the bitterest

in his life, that which recurs to him with the keenest sense of

having grieved the Holy Spirit of God, of having brought upon
him the curse of a brother's blood.'

Mr. Mansel's mode of referring to this passage is :

" The
rest of Mr. Maurice's first letter is devoted to vituperation
instead of argument, and may safely be left to stand or fall by
its own merits. He considers the Bampton Lectures to be

full of hard and proud words, spoken against those who were

crying out for Truth." Seeing that Mr. Mansell was not one
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of those who held anything which the " He "
of this passage is

said to
"
hold," it is difficult to understand his supposition that

the " remembrance of hard and proud words "
could be his.

Enough has, however, perhaps been said to show that in his

reply Mr. Mansel had lost the enormous advantage of that

philosophic calm which appeared in the Bampton Lectures.

An exactly opposite change in my father's manner appears

in his
'

Sequel to What is Revelation ?
' which he wrote in

answer to Mr. Mansel's ' Examination.' The moment a personal

attack was made on himself, his wonted anxiety to defend

principles by the method of doing justice to his opponent, of

meeting discourtesy with courtesy, of acknowledgment of any

slips of his own, reappeared. As far as I have been able to

ascertain, the general feeling of those who followed the contro-

versy through to this later stage, was that he had, indepen-

dently of the merits of the question, at least as much advan-

tage in point of manner and method over his opponent in the

latter part of the discussion as Mr. Mansel, no doubt, from

his philosophic coolness had during the earlier part.

As regards the change which has taken place in men's views

of the merits of the question, I do not know whether it is true,

as Mr. Leslie" Stephen says, that now-a days
" most believers

repudiate Dean Mansel's arguments." I should have thought
the statement one completely beyond the region of the " known
and the knowable." What is historically the direct reverse of

the fact is the statement that "
nobody except Dean Mansel

himself ever denied very seriously
"

that the further step into

modern Agnosticism
—old " Atheism "

writ respectable—" was

the logical step." The "
religious" newspaper press as a body

welcomed Mansel as the great champion of orthodoxy. If

the grounds on which a quarter of a century ago my father

had to run the gauntlet of party religious animosity for his

vehement resistance to Agnosticism, when it appeared as the

representative of "orthodoxy," crushing under its foot all

opponents, were not "
serious," one hardly knows what vehe-

ment expressions of religious feeling are to be considered

serious.

z 2
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In no case did he stand at the moment more nearly alone.

As time went on Mr. Gold win Smith and Arthur Stanley spoke

out vigorously in Oxford against Mr. Mansel.

A few years later, Mill, on the philosophic side, fiercely

assailed Mansel. Moreover, the course of the controversy

itself in a very remarkable way added one to the number of

my father's more immediate friends. The Times review of

Mr. Mansel's lectures was written by Mr. Chretien. The

review had been a very complimentary and admiring one, but

had pointed out consequences which might be feared by some

readers if the lecturer's positions were established. One of

those repeated accusations of personal want of " conscientious-

ness
"
with which Mr. Mansel's retort teemed, had turned on

the mode in which my father had referred to this review. Mr.

Chre'tien on the appearance of ' What is Revelation ?
'

first of

all addressed my father, as a troubled but convinced admirer

of Mr. Mansel's, in a letter describing ''What is Revelation"

in terms the exact reverse of those in which Mr. Mansel spoke

of it in his almost simultaneously published reply. When Mr.

Chretien had had time to read the reply as well as the
'

Sequel

to What is Revelation?' and to spend the summer of i860 in

their study, he came completely over to my father's views, and

his name appeared among a series of writings which were at

that time being published by my father and his friends.

Though there was much that had been bitter and therefore

unsatisfactory in the discussion itself, it had as a result this

great advantage
—

that, for any one who chose to consider the

matter at all, it lifted one of the most important of my father's

contentions out of the mere stage of misconception, in which it

had been left by the hasty impressions, formed at second-hand

about his purpose, in the Jelf discussion. It could not of

course prevent such a dinner-table discussion as this :

"
I think

Mr. Maurice's great glory was that he stood out against the

doctrine of eternal punishment."
" But he never did !

" "
Why,

you take away from him his great distinction !

" " You mean
that he denied that the word '

eternal
'

was used by Christ as the

equivalent of ' endless
'

?
" "

Oh, well, that's all the same." It
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could not prevent the fashionable lady novelist from talking

about " Mr. Maurice's easy-going belief." It could not prevent

any one who rejoiced in .second-hand gossip, or those clergy,

who, content to take their knowledge at second-hand, from

mis-statements of Mr. Rigg, or of the religious newspapers,

were not, in speaking to younger men, ashamed on such

evidence to talk as though they knew all about him—from

propagating falsehoods in all directions, from saying that he
" denied the atonement," and the like. But the discussion

itself was upon the true issue, not upon the secondary.
"

Is

not your Gospel a message concerning the Infinite, the Abso-

lute, the Eternal ? Is not your Bible a book of facts by which

men are led gradually on to know what the ground is at their

feet
;
to feel, through the actual finite, for the Infinite—through

the actual temporal for the Eternal ?
" * "

Is it or is it not

true that in the revelation of God in Christ the righteousness,

truth, love, which cannot be measured by time, which do not

belong to time, are brought within the faith and apprehension
of the meek and lowly; that these constitute that eternal

inheritance which God has prepared for them that love

Him ?
"
f It was scarcely possible for any who had touched

upon this controversy to suppose as many had done, chiefly at

second-hand, during the Jelf controversy, that he had some

special
"
easy-going

"
sympathy with those who supposed that,

"
at the end of a certain term, say thirty or forty thousand

years, we may believe that God's punishment of wicked men

may be over, and they may be restored to favour," despite his

vehement assertion,
"

I have an utter want of sympathy with

statements of this kind : they clash with all my convictions."
"

I believe wickedness, impenitence, and unbelief, to be the

worst tortures to which men can be subjected ;
that as the

possession of righteousness, love, truth, constitute eternal

blessedness, these constitute eternal damnation and misery ;

"
%

or that some wish to soften off the idea of the actual nature of

* ' What is Revelation ?' p. 280.

t Page 8, final answer to Dr. Jelf.

\ Final letter to Dr. Jelf.
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sin, and some wish to make its consequences seem less terrible,

had induced him to devise a subtle interpretation which should

take the sting out of the word " eternal
"

in the Athanasian

Creed. It is difficult enough to understand how men could

have read the
'

Theological Essays
'

or the letter to Dr. Jelf,

and so interpreted them. Thus, in speaking of the effects of
" the love of God " he goes on :

" In each case I have thought

and spoken of that love as only removing punishment by re-

moving sin
;

I have desired, and hope always to desire, for

myself and all men, that we may never cease to be punished

by God till we cease to punish ourselves by rebelling against

Him." It is difficult enough to understand how it could have

been supposed that his conception of the meaning of the word

was derived from a single text, when throughout the Jelf con-

troversy he had appealed to its actual use in every place where

it occurs in the New Testament, and had actually worked out

his own way to its meaning by years of thought upon that use.

But at least the controversy with Mansel had brought out the

force of his appeal to the Bible to show that the "
knowledge

of God "
is the actual eternal life of which St. John, St. Paul,

and Christ Himself, are everywhere speaking. It was difficult

for those who had followed Mr. Mansel's Lectures and his

subsequent argument not at least to realise how much was

involved in the question, or to fail to see that my father's

belief in the meaning of the word eternal was actually based

on his belief that "
if instead of coming to the Revelation of

God in Christ to instruct me in the nature of God and eternity,

I go back to my own notion of endlessness, and attribute that

to God, I must fall into heathenism." *

The following passage gives in his own words the motives

which determined him to undertake this and much other work,
and shows just how and why his mode of controversy was

liable to misinterpretation. I doubt if his most bitter an-

tagonist reading the passage by the light of his life can now
fail to understand it.f

* Final letter to Dr. Jelf.

t
'

Sii|iicl to What is Revelation?* pp. 156 158.
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' Since my desire is to get all the help I can, and to give all

the help I can, in resisting evils which I feel to be threatening

the life of each one of us, of our country, of the whole Church,

and in sustaining the good which I believe God is keeping
alive in each of us, in our land, in the whole Church—I will,

God aiding me, incur all risks of offending the leaders of

scholastical thought and popular feeling amongst us, by

pointing out what I hold to be the great religious and moral

corruptions of the age, and will not run the risk of offending

any simple Christian by fixing upon him, or upon some

teacher whom he loves, as an example of these corruptions. I

will tell my countrymen, and tell myself, that we are men of

like tempers and passions with the worshippers of Moloch and

of Mammon and of Siva. I will tell them that there is no

security against our falling into that worship in the fact of our

being surrounded with a Christian atmosphere, in our having
been brought up to acknowledge all the mysteries of the

Christian faith. I will tell them that God Himself is our only
deliverer from false and dark notions of Him, and that if we

do not trust in Him to save us from them and to give us the

true knowledge of Himself, they will creep in upon us, and

overcome us, and mould all our orthodoxy into their likeness.

And if A, B, and C, being in conspicuous places from which

they are influencing others, should seem to me to be abetting

directly or indirectly this evil, I will do what in me lies to

counteract their lessons. But if I have any occasion to speak

against them, I will add that I do not hold them to be worse

men than I am, and that I am satisfied they have a better and

nobler spirit in them which is confessing the true God and

rendering probably a more acceptable homage to Him than I

render. I will say this because I hold it to be true and

because I ought to say it, though I know perfectly well that

such language will lead Mr. Mansel to suspect me of

hypocrisy, and though it is sure to draw forth such pungent
remarks as the one which he has quoted against me from Dr.

Candlish :

"
It would really seem as if the author's notion of

candour and charity were this : blacken your opponent to the
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utmost pitch of blackness, by making his belief thoroughly-

odious, and then generously whitewash him with the insinua-

tion that after all his belief is a sham." If this description is a

true one, as I am sure Dr. Candlish and Mr. Mansel consider

it to be, it cannot do me much harm
;
the inward insincerity

and wickedness in the sight of God of such a character as Dr.

Candlish has portrayed, must make all the appearances it may

present to men of little moment. If it is not exactly a faithful

portrait, I may still have much to answer for, having led

eminent men, through my violence or stupidity, to suppose

that it is impossible to denounce with intense earnestness what

one feels to be the mischievous acts or teachings of others,

without exalting oneself or denying them to be capable of all

excellence. I am certain that this cannot be impossible,

otherwise there can be no reformation wrought in the earth ;

since the evils that prevail in an age have always hitherto

been opposed by those who were bitterly conscious of those

evils in themselves, and therefore sought to extirpate them.'

It is necessary to quote this passage in full, because this

personal humility towards those with whom he was at issue at

the time that he fought most earnestly for the principles he

was maintaining against them, is so unlike the tone of most

men that it has led to very curious misconception in more
than one instance. Notably Lord Carnarvon, a disciple of

Mr. Mansel's, and editor of one of his posthumous works, has

assumed that certain expressions of personal courtesy towards

Mr. Mansel and of my father's wonted personal humility which

appear in the preface to a new edition of the ' Moral and

Metaphysical Philosophy' which was published a year before

my father's death, implied more than I think such words from

my father do at all imply. As it happened that he heard of

Dean Mansel's death whilst he was publishing a vehement

protest against Manselism, he inserted a note expressing his

regret for any language he might have used in the controversy
that had given pain to Dean Mansel's friends. He ends up
with the words,

" His immeasurable superiority to me as a
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disputant deepens my conviction that the principle which I

maintained against him was sound and true—one which even

his ability and learning could not shake
;

"
but that is some-

thing very different from admitting that in the particular

dispute between them he was worsted in argument by his

opponent. On the contrary, it is the assertion of a man who
believes that he gained a dialectical advantage over his op-

ponent because of the strength of his case; despite, what he

assumes to be, his relative inferiority. In fact, to his latest

breath it was that very
"
knowledge of the love of God," the

possibility of which Mr. Mansel denied, which was for my
father the Gospel, the good news that he was to deliver to the

city and the world.

The controversy occupied him throughout great part of 1858
and nearly the whole of 1859, and was not finished till i860.

The letters of the year 1859 which follow give some of the

thoughts which were occupying him during the year.

To Mr. T. Erskine> of Linlathen, on the death of Miss Jane

Stirling.

'

5 Russell Square, W.C., February 10, 1859.

'

Very many thanks for your kindness in letting me hear of

the departure of your friend to her home. No one who has

ever seen her fine and expressive face can forget it. Her

clearness of thought and power of expression must have given

her a great power as a servant of the truth, and I have heard

through many of the work she did at Paris, especially among
English ladies. It seems as if there was a gathering in of

many whom we fancy we want grievously, but I have such a

sense of an approaching crisis as near at hand that I cannot

but thank God for all who have been permitted to pass out of

the world before it comes, to help, I cannot doubt, in unknown

ways those who are passing through it. The sermon which

you speak of with so much kindness and sympathy
—

giving me
a greater strength by doing so than I can well express

—was
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written very much under the impression of this feeling. That

the Bible should be defended expressly on the ground that the

knowledge of God is impossible, and that this defence should

be hailed in so many quarters as triumphant, gives me a kind of

staggering sensation as if everything was turned upside down,

and as if we were approaching a day in which the most utter

denial would take the shape of unquestioning acquiescence.

I feel as if one must lift up a voice against this, if it was only

for the sake of the young men in Oxford, who must be

tremendously shaken by such words coming from high quarters.

But I tremble while I undertake the task, so many bad feelings

mingle themselves with every controversy.'

To Miss Williams Wynn.

'

5 Russell Square, February 12, 1859.

'
I have been thinking much of your note, and of the very

serious question which it raises. One's impulse is, no doubt,

to dismiss Spurgeon's teaching as Tartarean, and to set down

as a mere evil sign of the times that crowds should listen to it.

But this, I am sure, is not right. It is right to say, if he or an

angel from heaven preach any gospel besides that which St.

Paul, St. John, preached
—the Gospel of God's reconciliation

with men—it is an accursed gospel, or no gospel at all. But

when one considers what a wonderful thing it is for men to be

recognised as spirits at all, and to hear that God recognises

them as such, even if he only treats them as spirits that he

may give them a destination which animals cannot have
;
when

one thinks what a witness there is in the gathering of crowds

to hear such a man, that they all have a common life and a

common Father and common sins; when one feels how much

more terrible sin and exclusion from love are than any terrors

which a vulgar fancy can conjure up, I do believe that he may
be doing a necessary work for this age, and that rich and poor
who hear him may be actually receiving a truth from his lips

which they had never known before : namely, the truth that
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a Living Being is looking after them and taking cognizance of

what they think and do, and that all their talk about religion,

philosophy, humanity, is just so much wind and nonsense.

Any one who will scatter those abstract ghosts does them a

service, yes, if he gives them little but hell and the devil in

exchange. I hope Spurgeon gives them something else. His

own future of course one has no right to speculate about. If

he should waken up to the perception of a God of absolute

love, his popularity will probably vanish, and he will have a

terrible conflict with himself, perhaps a period of unutterable

darkness and unbelief. But in the meantime he may help to

save us from that, and to remind us clergymen what miserable

witnesses we are for what we pretend to believe. May he

drive me to a more earnest faith in a Gospel which I am
certain neither he nor any man can set aside.'

To Mr. J. M. Ludlow.

'July 3, 1859.
1
1 do not differ from you about the existence of evil being the

great crux of all. I learnt many years ago, from Augustine,

that it must, by its very nature, be the unintelligible thing,

that to attempt to reduce it to a law or principle is to

commit a contradiction. The question is not that at all.

It is whether the unintelligibility of evil or the omnipotence of

God is a reason for not regarding Him as carrying on a war

against evil and for not expecting that in that war evil will be

vanquished. I know that there are some who think so. For

God to make war instead of crushing evil, if it can be crushed

at all, by a simple fiat, is for them a simple absurdity. What I

say is, that if it be, the Bible is from beginning to end an

absurdity. For it is the book of the wars of the Lord. It does

not define evil, but it assumes evil ;
it assumes evil to be in a

will
; it assumes evil not to be vanquishable by an Omnipotent

fiat
;

it sets forth a process by which it has been overcome in a

number of wills
;

it teaches us to pray,
"
Thy will be done on

earth as it is in Heaven" where it is done perfectly ; it says that
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if we pray according to God's will He hears us, and we shall

have the petition which we ask of Him. Whether these asser-

tions accord with Mr. Hansel's Carlton Club and Oxford

common-room yawn, "Ton my soul, I can't see why evil

should not last for ever if it exists now," I leave simple people

to judge. I do not see why he should think otherwise, for evil

to him is like everything else—a notion. But it is not a notion

for you ; you feel that you must fight with it to the death. And
if you do not frankly confess what in your heart you believe,

that God is fighting against it, you will be obliged to feel that

you are fighting against Him. Your attempt to escape from

this doctrine which goes through the whole of the Bible—that

being nothing else than the book of the wars of the Lord— con-

vinces me that I was right in the strong language I used, and

that there is a scepticism in all our hearts—I am sure there is

a deep scepticism in mine—on the subject which can only be

removed by earnestly thinking what the agony and bloody
sweat of Christ must mean, whether that was not the battle of

God with that which is resisting His nature. I think I am also

right in speaking of eternal death. I know no other language
which will bring as

. strongly before our minds the principle

which Scripture assumes, that death is not the departure of the

breath out of the body, but the loss of the life which must be

the eternal life of God. At all events, what is done is done.

If I had taken advice, I should have let Mr. Mansel alone

altogether ;
but there are monitors within which must be

obeved whatever voices without contradict them.'

To Mr. Alexander Macmillan.

'

Ockham, September 1, 1859.
'

I have had a bundle of reviews [of
' What is Revelation ?']

forwarded me, all except the Inquirer exceedingly unfavourable.

My flesh of course revolts
;
but in my heart of hearts I welcome

this treatment. If the religious world had not declared almost

en masse in favour of Mansel I would not have written against
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him. I spoke because he was its spokesman. So it has hap-

pened exactly as I ought to have expected. I am only sorry on

your account.'

To Rev. D. J. Vaughan.

(In answer to a letter as to the several persons of the Trinity,

and their action on the spirit of man.)

'

September 3, 1859.
' There cannot, I think, be any subject so important for us

at one time or other, but especially at this time, as that with

which your mind has been exercised. I am well convinced

that it is God and not man who sets such problems before

us, and that it is He who shows us the way of solving them.
' No passage, perhaps, on the whole is so helpful for this

purpose as that in the third chapter of the Epistle to the

Ephesians,
" For this cause I bow my knees," etc., chiefly

because it does not give us a formal result, but explains the

process, the continual process, by which the apostle himself

arrived at a living result. He bowed his knees to a Father,

not of himself but of a whole family in Heaven and earth.

He asked not for himself apart from the Ephesians, but with

them, that they might be strengthened with might by the Spirit

in the inner man. But this involved the next step : Christ

would dwell in their hearts by faith. And that would lead to

the next. They would find the ground on which they and all

creation stood :

"
Being rooted and grounded in love." And

so they would know the height and length and breadth of the

love of God which passeth knowledge.
'

Here, I conceive, is the doctrine of the Trinity in its most

practical form, yet with all its most delicate distinctions
;
no

confounding of the persons, no division of the substance. And
thus is it received and has it been received in all ages by
thousands of men and women in weakness and suffering, who
were as utterly unable to enter into scholastic subtleties as they

were to fly over the moon. They arrived, in the act and
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exercise of prayer, at the root of all these distinctions. The

habit of looking up to a Father hindered them from ever

thinking that the Spirit who drew their hearts to Him was their

own spirit. He must be a universal Spirit, a Spirit working in

others as well as themselves ; working to unite them. He must

have proceeded from the Father, but He leads them not directly

to the Father, but to One who has come from Him to redeem

them, in whom only they are redeemed or righteous or sancti-

fied, to whom they refer themselves, in whom they find them-

selves, through whom only they can see what the Father is.

And perceiving in Christ that He is the infinite and eternal

Love, they are certain that the Spirit who worketh in them, the

Spirit of Love, is the eternal bond of unity between the Father

and the Son, as He is between them on earth. As He is their

guide and comforter, and the guide and comforter of myriads

besides them, as they have resisted Him and He has over-

come them, they cannot regard Him otherwise than as a

person. All the acts and qualities which they attribute to any

present friend dwell supremely in Him. Yet because He is in

them, speaking to them, they must distinguish, though they can

never separate, Him from that Lord whom they must always

think of as the common Lord of all, as the Mediator between

man and God, as standing at the right hand of God, as their

way to the Father. Just as likewise they must always distin-

guish the Son from the Father, whom He trusts and loves and

obeys, whose will He does, whose perfect image He is.

'

I should not have dwelt so much upon this text if I had not

known, in my own small experience, that it is one which is very

dear to simple people, and one upon which some of them medi-

tate day and night. It seems to me to contain the resolution

of that difficulty which you feel so strongly
—and not more

strongly than a multitude of laymen and clergymen
—about the

Christ in us and the Spirit in us. We should never forget that

Christ is the Anointed of the Spirit ;
that St. Paul, the great

witness for Christ as made unto us wisdom, righteousness, sanc-

tification, says,
"
If we have not the spirit of Christ, we are none

of His." Those chapters in the Epistle to the Romans contain,
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it seems to me, the most skilful and profound exposition of

that relation between the subject and the object which our

formal schoolmen make into such a hard crust for the under-

standing to bite through. It is not a school formula, it is a

living principle in the very nature of things and of man. And
it is in the nature of man because its prototype is in the nature

of God. We realise it in that distinction and union of the Spirit

in us, with Christ in and over all, which St. Paul sets forth.

That distinction and union imply a Father from whom the Son

comes, of whom the Spirit testifies. That unity of the Father

and the Son and the Spirit, one God of Love blessed for ever,

is beneath all.

'
It seems to me that we may in this way ascend from the

Pauline Theology, which is that of the Reformation, that of our

Evangelicals, to the truth which, as you hint, modern Evan-

gelicals, and in some, though not in the same, degree, their

fathers, have converted into a mere explanation of our justifi-

cation and sanctification, and so have grievously imperilled.

They will, I trust, be led through their own wonderful teacher

to look at the Gospel less selfishly, to regard it as a Gospel for

mankind
;
then the full meaning of the old creeds will come out

of them. If not, they will be distanced by the Unitarians,

many of whom are rising, through their old confession of a

Father, and their new apprehension of a Spirit working in them
—not without many plunges down into a Pantheistic abyss

—
to that real and profound belief in the " Divine Unity," which

they were groping after through what Coleridge called their

"
Worship of Unity." Having been bred amongst them, I must

needs sympathise much in struggles to which I owe everything.

Nor have I any greater cause for thankfulness than this, that

God did not suffer me, in the fierce reaction against their

denials, and what appeared to me their feebleness, to lose

sight of the truth which is implied in their name ; although in

the pursuit of it I have been led to the very opposite point of

the compass from theirs. With respect to your remarks that

the Old Testament was the preparation for the Son, as the New

may be the preparation for the Spirit, I would observe :
—
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'(1.) That the New Testament opens with the announce-

ment,
" He shall baptize with the Spirit ;

"
that the baptism of

Jesus Himself with the Spirit is inseparable from the account of

Him as the Son
;
that He goes by the Spirit into the wilderness

to be tempted by the evil spirit ;
that the whole battle of His

life on earth as described in the Gospels is with evil spirits ;

that the gift of the Spirit at Pentecost opens the New Kingdom
of which the declaration,

" He whom you crucified is both

Lord and Christ," was the formal proclamation ;
that the dis-

tinction between the Old and New is always expressed in the

words,
" That which was hidden before, God has now revealed

to His holy apostles and prophets by the Spirit." I think

then, that the old opinion is right. We are in the age of the

Spirit ;
not looking forward to it.

'

(2.) The Old Testament revealed neither the Father nor

the Son as such. What strikes me most in opening the Gospels,
—

say, at the Sermon on the Mount—is this new name of

Father. One has had the hint of it in the heathen world,

in the old "mythologies;" at first one is inclined to say,
"
Scarcely a hint in the Law and the Prophets." Look again,

and you see not hints, but an orderly preparation for this

revelation
; or, to speak more correctly, the commencement

of it. The revelation of an unseen guide and protector is

the foundation of the Abrahamic family. The Revelation

of the guide as the / am, the absolute Lord and Law-giver, is

the foundation of the Jewish commonwealth and code. The

revelation of the King sitting on the holy hill of Sion, of my
Lord, to whom the Lord says,

"
Sit at my right hand," is the

foundation of the Jewish royalty. The Revelation of the Word

speaking to and in the holy men is the foundation of the Jewish

prophecy. Everywhere is the proclamation of a One God ;

in the law the formal curse and denunciation of the worship of

any god but the One. Yet all the wonderful defence against

idolatry and the experiences of the slavery to which it leads,

are not discoveries of the Divine Unity. The impulse to human

and to animal worship is tremendous
;
the best men are most

agitated with the question,
" How can He whose glory is above
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the heavens care for us worms upon earth?" The Israelite

felt the deep necessity of believing in the Protector, Friend,

Lawgiver, King, Inspirer. That necessity drew him to prayer.

In prayer he attained a sense of unity which in the world he

could never find. That one should stand forth and say,
"

I am
that King of whom David spoke, the King who has been reign-

ing over you so long :
—I was with Abraham

;
I know the inner-

most meaning of the Law that was given on Sinai
;

I am the

Word who spoke to the prophets," would not have satisfied the

wants and cravings that had been awakened in Israelites, unless

He could have said also,
"

I came from a Father
;

I will baptize

you with the Holy Ghost." He was expected ;
He was the

desire of that nation and of all nations. But He would not have

accomplished the expectation and desire, they must still have

looked for another, if He had not been able to say this, and to

do what He said.

'

(3.) And so, I think, we arrive at the explanation of St.

John's words,
" The Spirit was not yet, because that Jesus was

not yet glorified." The Baptism with the Spirit is the recog-

nition of men, of men of every nation, and kindred, and tribe,

as the sons of God in the only-begotten Son
;
the acknowledg-

ment of men as spirits capable of holding communion with the

Divine Spirit, capable of falling under the dominion of evil

spirits, redeemed from that dominion by God Himself, conse-

crated to be His ministers. The Baptism of the Spirit was thus

the formation, out of a particular nation, of a universal society

capable of adopting all nations into itself, a society having its

home both in earth and Heaven
; witnessing of God's love and

gracious purposes to all the kindreds of earth
; witnessing that

they are, as spiritual beings, under the direct government of

God Himself. Nothing like this had been or could be in the

former days. Till Christ was glorified, till it was fully declared

that the Son of Man is the Son of God by the resurrection

from the dead, till it was shown that the barrier of death does

not separate the two worlds, there could not be this manifesta-

tion of a personal Spirit dwelling in a Universal Church.
' But though I differ from you in thinking that we are to

VOL. II. 2 A
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wait in any sense for the Spirit as the gift of a future dispensa-

tion, I fully agree with what I take to be the meaning of the

observation, that we have much to learn, perhaps a tremendous

crisis to pass through before we learn, respecting our own

position as baptized with the Spirit and so made children of

God. I foresee a terrible breaking down of notions, opinions,

even of most precious beliefs, an overthrow of what we call our

religion
—a convulsion far greater than that of the sixteenth

century
—in our way to reformation and unity. Still I believe

they will come, and that they will come through an unveiling

to our hearts of the old mystery of the Trinity, in which our

fathers believed, but which they made an excuse for exclusion

and persecution, not a bond of fellowship, a message of peace
and deliverance to mankind. The preaching of the Trinity in

its fulness will, I conceive, be the everlasting Gospel to the

nations, which will involve the overthrow of the Babel polity,

and the brutal tyrannies as well as the foul superstitions of the

earth. So long as we substitute for it the preaching of God as

the destroyer, not the righteous Judge of men, so long as we

deny that He has revealed Himself in the Lamb that was slain

from the foundation of the world
;
so long I believe the inhabi-

tants of the world will not fall before us, and that it is not good
for them that they should.

' These last hints belong to another part of the Bible than

the Pauline epistles. I believe the Apocalypse to be the book
which will at last be found to remove most veils from this

mystery, as well as from the meaning of all the previous Bible

history, and from the course of God's government of the world

from the beginning to the end. But on that subject I must

not enter now.'

'

Ockham, Ripley, September 26, 1859.
' My dear Strachey,

•
I have been taking the duty of this village (William of

Ockham's) all this vacation. The squire is Dr. Lushington, the

freshest and heartiest as well as kindest of old gentlemen.
His family has been all that we could desire for friendliness and

for parish activity.'
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To Rev. J. LI. Davies on his marriage.

'

Broadstairs, October II, 1859.
' My dear Davies,

'
I thought it would be useless to write to you sooner

;
for

I hoped you had had the wisdom to desire that no letters should

be forwarded to you. But I must send you a line to say how

great a delight it was to Mrs. Maurice and to me to see your
cards

; and how heartily we hope that the joy which I am sure

has been given you is to increase more and more year by year.

I do believe that the beginning of months is not the honey
month

;
that those which follow are much brighter and sweeter,

and that even when the clouds gather. However, there is

something very wonderful in the opening of a new life to those

who can appreciate it, and whatever it contains of records and

promises I hope you and Mrs. Davies have had abundantly.'

2 a 2
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CHAPTER XI.

" Never a brave reformer tries to break down a popular sin or to build

up some new and needed progress, taking on himself the responsibility

which a true man ought to take, but these self-satisfied critics gather around

him to criticise his methods and to ridicule his blunders, but never lift a

hand to show how they too would blunder if they let themselves step

outside of their safe and limited and petty life."—Phillips Brooks.

LORD EBURY'S SCHEME FOR THE REVISION OF THE PRAYER-BOOK
' THE LITURGY AND THE DISSENTERS '—APPOINTMENT TO

ST. PETER'S, VERE STREET—FURIOUS ATTACK ON HIM—
APOLOGIA PRO VITA SUA IN LETTER TO A FRIEND—A

STRANGER'S PROTEST AGAINST MIS-STATEMENTS ABOUT HIM—
COUNTER MOVEMENT AROUSED BY THE ATTACK—FINAL BLOW-

TO THE TYRANNY OF THE ' RECORD '— ' ESSAYS AND REVIEWS '

—THE PANIC— ' TRACTS FOR PRIESTS AND PEOPLE '

WOLFF'S

TRAVELS.

In the April number of ' Macmillan's Magazine
'

for i860, an

article of my father's,
" On the Revision of the Prayer-Book,

and the Act of Uniformity," appeared. It discussed the changes
then proposed by Lord Ebury, and was in substance a review

of a pamphlet by Mr. Isaac Taylor on ' The Liturgy and the

Dissenters.' It is to this article that the next letter refers.

To the Rev. Isaac Taylor.

'

April 10, i860.
' My dear Sir,

' Your kind and friendly treatment of an article which

might easily and excusably have annoyed you, deserves my warm
thanks. That you should remember any former instructions of

mine with pleasure and should still regard me as a fellow-
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labourer, is a sincere satisfaction to me. But it is a much

greater satisfaction that you should accept so cordially the

doctrine that God has claimed us all in Christ as His sons,

which seems to me the artiadus stands ant cadentis ecclesice ;

where I use artide not in its vulgar sense as importing that

which is formal and dogmatic, but that which is necessary to

the vitality and coherency of the body of Christ. Individuals

may hold fast the faith of their own adoption while they rather

rejoice to think that mankind are accursed
;
but the Church

must either fulfil its witness of a redemption for mankind, or

be cut off. And I cannot help thinking that a time is at hand
when we shall awaken to this conviction, and when we shall

perceive that what we call our individual salvation means

nothing, and that our faith in it becomes untenable when we

separate it from the salvation which Christ wrought out for

the world by His incarnation and sacrifice, resurrection and
ascension.

' When you add to the assurance of your own belief the

statement that the Dissenters embody the idea of the Divine

Fatherhood in all the forms of prayer which they approve

(though I should like more specific illustrations of it that I

might know what exactly it amounts to), I yet take it with all

thankfulness and joy. But it strengthens me in my conviction

that such changes as the Evangelical clergy of our own com-
munion are likely to desire and recommend cannot meet the

wants of the Dissenters. For certainly they assent with mani-
fest reluctance to the broad language of the Catechism and of

our prayers ;
and when that language is transferred from the

Liturgy into any unauthorized forms, they pronounce it heretical.

A friend and old pupil of mine sent me, only a fortnight ago,
some family prayers of his, which he said his friends and

neighbours among the clergy had declared to be very objection-
able solely on this ground. I have been listening during the

last week to sermons in this place, which are, I apprehend,
good average specimens of watering-place divinity. The tone
in them is uniform. In a certain sense all men being created

by God are his children
;

in a somewhat more enlarged sense
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that name may be given to the baptized ;
in the only true and

important sense it is restricted to the true believers
;
to those

who are conscious of having Christ as their personal Saviour.

In this way the Gospel of God to man is emptied of its power ;

faith, not God, is made the source of every good and perfect

gift.

1

Now, can one, who regards this inversion as one which is

as much undermining the faith and morality of this generation

as the glorification of works undermined the faith and morality

of the sixteenth century, patiently consent that the Liturgy

should be remodelled by the hands of those who are sanction-

ing it ? I am convinced that they are sanctioning it against

their higher and diviner instincts; that the opposition to it

comes from the striving of the Spirit ofGod in them
;
that when

they adopt the words of the Liturgy as it is, they are not

affronting their consciences but only the opinions of their

school. The distinction, I own, is a perilous one. I do not

wish that they should be forced to make it. I would abolish

the Act of Uniformity that they may not be forced to make it.

I would do this with my eyes open ; knowing their power ;

knowing the influence they possess with the bench of bishops ;

knowing that I and others who think with me are far safer

under the protection of an Act of Parliament than we should be

if left to the mercy of an ecclesiastical public opinion, dictated

by the journals, executed by the episcopate. But such con-

siderations ought not, .1 conceive, to move us in the least.

Let us have an honest clergy at all hazards, or as honest a one

as we can get. But do not let us surrender the one great wit-

ness which we possess, that a nation consists of redeemed men,
sons of God, that mankind stands not in Adam but in Christ.

Give up the Prayer-Book to an Evangelical or semi-Evangelical

commission, and this witness will be eliminated from it by a

thousand little alterations, which will be counted insignificant ;

but which will in fact render the English Church another Church

altogether.
' " But the Broad Church will have its representatives in

such a commission !

"
I do not know well what the Broad
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Church is. I always took it to be a fiction of Conybeare's.
If it means anything, I suppose it is a representation, under

different modifications, of that creed which is contained in

Whately's books, or of that which has arisen at Oxford out

of the reaction against Tractarianism. Now I must say that

I would rather trust a living Book to the lowest churchman
who had imbibed any of his lore from Newton or Romaine,
than to these accomplished and tolerant persons. Personally
I have the greatest respect for them; so far as they protest

against any cowardice and deceit in handling the Word of

God, against any misrepresentations of sceptics,' [i.e., by ortho-

dox men of sceptics]
'

against traditional hardness or formality,
so far I am willing to bear any disgrace with them. But that

which seems to me the great disease of our time, that we talk

about God and about our religion, and do not confess Him
as a living God ; Himself the redeemer of men in His Son

;

Himself the inspirer of all right thoughts, the guide into all

truth by His Spirit, is characteristic of no school so much as

of this (I mean when it resolves to be a school). The Liturgy
has been to me a great theological teacher; a perpetual

testimony that the Father, the Son, and the Spirit, the one
God blessed for ever, is the author of all life, freedom, unity
to men; that our prayers are nothing but responses to His
voice speaking to us and in us. Why do I hear nothing of

this from those who profess to reform it ? Why do they appear

only to treat it as an old praying machine, which in the course

of centuries gets out of order like other machines, and which

should be altered according to the improved mechanical notions

of our time ? Since I wrote my article Mr. Hildyard has done
me the honour to send me his Ingoldsby Letters, which I had
not seen before. I have read them with much respect for his

ingenuity, and not protesting at all against his use of ridicule.

Valeat quantum valebit ; if he has the gift of wit, by all means
let him use it with the same sense of responsibility as any other

gift. But I cannot say that I rise from his letters with the

impression that he is likely to be the Luther or even the

Erasmus of a new reformation. The inconvenience of a
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sixteenth century praying machine for the use of the nineteenth

century, is continually present to his mind. I should have

liked just one word to explain what he thinks praying in the

Spirit is
;
at least I should have wished that one who stands

forth as a tribune of the inferior clergy against the bishops

should speak to the nobler instincts in the inferior clergy, and

should not take it for granted that they must be actuated by
the very low motives which he attributes to those of the diocese

of Lincoln.
' Your own method of handling the subject was, I am quite

sure, distasteful to you. You would much rather have appealed
to our spiritual instinct than to our material interests, to our

consciences than to our fears. You adopted the latter course

because you thought *it would be most effectual for the object

you were aiming at, though least agreeable to yourself. But

must not this judgment, which I am sure you did not form

without deliberation, make us a little suspicious of that object ?

It is very well to say that, if we listen to the lower argument,

you will afterwards meet us on the other ground. My dear

sir, how can you ? We are debased and demoralised by that

desire to promote our material interests, by that policy of over-

reaching the more hostile Dissenters. We are not in condition

to attend to those better lessons which you have kept back.

Oh, surely the deeper we are sunk the more we want to have

that strengthened in us which is ready to die
;
the less we can

bear any cultivation in us of that which is sordid or cowardly !

'

I am sorry you thought I did not deal fairly with you
about justice to the Dissenters. I knew that the part of your

pamphlet which referred to the fears of the clergy, was meant
to be distinct from that which pleaded for compensation to

the Nonconformists of this day, on the ground of the wrong
that was done to their forefathers at the Restoration. But you
will see why, from my point of view, it was impossible to

recognise this distinction. I thought the argument you ad-

dressed to the fears of the clergy, involved an injustice to that

which you yourself represented as the most increasing, if not

the largest sect of the Dissenters, implicitly to the whole body
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of them. I thought that injustice was precisely the one which

would have been committed at the Restoration, if Baxter and

the (so-called) moderate Presbyterians had been admitted as

ministers of the National Church and so had acquired the

power of putting down the Independents, Anabaptists, Ranters,

Millenarians, Arians, Socinians. The justice which would

remove certain passages of the Liturgy now, because Baxter

and his friends were cheated of their fair demands in 1661,

could not, so I judged, have any other effect than to make

the Church plus its recruits from the Dissenters a more exclu-

sive body towards all the rest than it is at present.
'

I must apologise for this long letter. You may be right

in thinking that the old Act of Uniformity is less likely to be

repealed than a revision of the Liturgy to be sanctioned by
a new Act of Uniformity. But as I regard the first measure

as reasonable and justified by experience ;
the second as un-

reasonable, and as refuted by experience ;
the first as having

many strong moral recommendations
; the second as deriving

all its force from those appeals to fear and to material interests

which you have pressed with so much ability, I surely am not

bound to treat the two as only differing in strength and in

degree. They are, I think, essentially and directly contrary

propositions.'

To his Wife.

'July 7, i860.

'

P. has asked me to breakfast on Thursday, to meet a

Mr. Best, who, she quietly observes, is very useful to idiots
;

so of course I must go.'

In July i860, he was appointed to the Chapel of St. Peter's,

Vere Street. The incumbency was in the gift of the Crown

through the Board of Works, of which Mr. William Cowper was

Chief Commissioner. The Record was the more aghast that

its arch-enemy should have had any appointment offered him

by the Crown, because that appointment was made under the

administration of Lord Palmerston, its favourite Minister, and
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by his own step-son. It sent forth a shriek of horror ;
called

upon the clergy to protest, upon the Bishop of London to

resist the appointment. It is difficult, in 1883, to convey an

impression of the kind of influence which this newspaper had

once exercised. Eighteen years before the date of which I

am now writing, the Bishop of London had endeavoured by

explicit directions to his clergy to solve the question of the

hour. The Record thereupon issued its counter-mandate to

London. It was gradually obeyed by the majority of the

clergy and of their flocks. The Bishop, to escape the storm,

judged himself compelled to abandon all those clergy who had

obeyed him, and to approve the action of those who had refused

to follow his advice. Its words were looked upon as a kind

of oracle for all those who wished to be called "religious," and

under the cover of the desire of the clergy to be so esteemed,

it employed itself in the habitual practice of holding up to

obloquy all who did not submit to its dictation. It main-

tained its own power, its own circulation, its own influence, by

denouncing all who did not subscribe to its formulae. At one

time when one of its accusing articles was published, the

Standard, the Morning Advertiser, the Morning Herald, and

the John Bull—not unfrequently the Adorning Post—copied

them verbatim, and the article was assumed to throw quite

a halo round the page on which it was written. Moreover

the practice in many Evangelical families in those days was

very much like that of the Church of Rome in regard to an

Index Expurgatorius. The formulae of the sect in their

narrowest, in their least spiritual sense, were assumed to be

so absolutely
" the Truth," that there was something a little

wicked, in even glancing at any books, which did anything

more than formally repeat the received commandments of the

men who assumed to themselves infallibility.

An "
Evangelical

"
clergyman who had my father's books

upon his table required some courage, and was likely to suffer

the next time he wanted to get help for parochial work from

any established fund. Under cover of this security that no

reply would reach their readers, the Record habitually repre-
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sented to them that my father's opposition to the paper was

due to a hatred of Evangelicals as such. Seeing that for my
father the body was represented by his sister Emma, the false-

ness of this charge may be measured by those who have read

his letters about her. Habitually also their mode of fighting

him was to represent him as believing what he did not believe,

often the exact contrary of that which he in the plainest terms

declared that he did believe.

No very clear evidence of the shrinking of the power of the

Record up to i860 had appeared. The more submissive of

its clients immediately proceeded therefore to obey its dicta-

tion, and an address signed by a small number of London

clergymen was presented to the Bishop of London praying

him not to institute my father to the ministry of the Vere

Street Chapel.

Such things were by no means matters of indifference to

him. The fingers that were on every occasion stretched out

to pull from the fire the chestnuts that many men felt ought

to be withdrawn by some one, were almost skinless in their

exquisite sensitiveness.

Much as he felt the difficulty that he had in reaching

strangers, keenly as he was pained by the consciousness that

to many good men he was presented in a light that would

make him wish them to hate all that he was supposed to teach,

there was one subject on which he was even more sensitive.

His own practice of standing out instantly for justice in behalf

of a man from whom he differed, who was for the moment

unpopular and therefore the object of the attacks of all popu-

larity hunters, made him dread to involve any one else in the

obloquy he so drew upon himself. He was therefore for ever

putting in practice the story told of the eider-nest hunter, who
cut the rope above his own basket, fearing that if he did not

thus send himself to the bottom of the precipice the weight
would be too great to be drawn up safely to the top. With

the greatest wish to keep up his connection with old friends,

and with a great delight in any successes that attended their

career, he yet as soon as any of his friends began to arrive at
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positions of importance in the world, more and more tended

to throw on them the whole task of keeping up the friendship,

and on very slender provocation was ready to sever the link

lest his unpopularity should drag them down. It was there-

fore very shyly that at this moment he asked one of his oldest

friends, who had become a dignitary of the Church, to put his

signature to the paper which is required by law to be signed

by three clergymen on an incumbent being inducted into a

living. The other facts are explained in the letter itself.

Lilleshall, Newport, Salop, August 23, i860.
• My dear Q.,

' When I left my letter at the Athenaeum I had great

doubts whether it would come into your hands before the time

in which I must go to the Bishop. As I was bound to ask for

testimonials from those who knew me, I could not quite make

up my mind not to apply to you, as you had known me longer

than any clergyman in the diocese. At the same time, I had

great misgivings lest I should be putting you into an uncom-

fortable position. I therefore directed my note to the club,

leaving the result to the accident of your calling there. It has

turned out just as I should have wished. You have been

saved from an embarrassment
;
and my request has procured

me the frank and friendly letter which I received yesterday.

My only regret is that you should have waited for such an

occasion to admonish me respecting any statement of mine

about sacrifice, or any other subject which seemed to you
erroneous. I think I should have been most grateful for any
hints you could give me ;

that I should have defended myself

if I thought your objections were untenable, and have confessed

that I was wrong if you showed me that I was. As I do not

know to what particular passages in my books you object, I

must speak somewhat at random. But I may be explicit even

if I do not refer to specific points; there is no subject upon
which I desire more to be explicit.

1

Every year and day convinces me more that our preaching
will be good for nothing if the main subject of it is not the
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atonement of God with man in Christ—if we may not proclaim

His sacrifice as a finished work ;
if we may not ground all our

sacrifices upon it
;

if we stop short of the Eucharistic proclama-

tion that God of His tender mercy hath given us His Son to be

a full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice, oblation, and satisfaction

for the sins of the whole world. Any notions, theories, prac-

tices, which interfere with the fulness of this Gospel deprive

men, it seems to me, of a blessing which has been bestowed

upon them and to which they have a right
—

deprive them of

the only effectual foundation for social and individual reforma-

tion.

' What I say of preaching, I say also of prayers. If they are

separated from the confession and presentation of the perfect

Sacrifice, once made—if they are not petitions that the will

which is expressed in that sacrifice may be done on earth as it

is in Heaven, if they are not presented through the High Priest

and Mediator within the veil—they are, in my judgment, not

Christian prayers. I say not that they are ineffectual ; for it is

He who makes prayers effectual which are very dark and

ignorant (otherwise what would become of us ?) ;
but I say

that they are anticipations of a Gospel—attempts to reach an

unknown, unrevealed God—not derived from the Gospel of

God, from the revelation of the perfectly righteous and loving

Being in the perfect Mediator.
'

Starting from these premises, I am bound to say that I do

look upon many of the most popular statements respecting the

Atonement, as interfering with the fulness of this Gospel, as

interfering with the finished work of Christ, as robbing an im-

mense portion of mankind of the blessing which the Bible

declares to be theirs, as having the effect of inverting prayers,

of divorcing them from Christ's sacrifice, of changing them

into petitions that God's will should not be done, but should be

changed. I look upon these popular notions as exceedingly

natural, as embodying thoughts and feelings which every man

ought to be acquainted with in himself, and to deal most

tenderly with in others, as containing elements of old pre-

Evangelical philosophy which all students and divines ought to
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be familiar with
;
but as forming no part of the message from

God to man, except so far as that message meets all the con-

fused speculations and anticipations of the human heart, and

satisfies its inner craving after God, and its secret testimonies

respecting Him, by sweeping away the dark imaginations which

it must form of Him when it creates Him after its own like-

ness. All notions respecting a conflict in the Divine mind

between the claims of justice and mercy ;
all notions of the Son

winning from the Father that which did not proceed from His

own free, gracious will
;

all notions which substitute the

deliverance from punishment for the deliverance from sin
;

all

notions which weaken the force of the words, or make them

anything less than the classical words on this matter,
"
Lo, I

come to do thy will, oh God," are, it seems to me, of this kind,

subversive of the Divine Revelation, Rationalistic in the worst

sense of that word, not to be countenanced or tolerated
;
to be

avoided even at the risk of parting with words in themselves

innocent and useful (provided they are not Scriptural words,

which will always be found safe and sufficient) ; not to be

played with or tampered with from any worldly calculation

that the humble and meek cannot afford to dispense with them,

seeing that the humble and meek crave for the pure milk of

God's word that they may grow thereby, and are cruelly treated

when those whom they reverence introduce any adulterations

into it
;

or from any equally worldly calculations that those

who doubt or deny the Atonement will take courage from the

effort to separate the Gospel and the Church message concern-

ing it from the elements which have defiled it, seeing that these

elements are the great justification of their unbelief to the

consciences of the sincere, seeing that those who merely culti-

vate unbelief as a profession, hate nothing so much as these

efforts to distinguish, and as those who make them. These are

my convictions, which have grown stronger and stronger in me
in every day, so far as the grandeur and necessity of the divine

Atonement has been more manifested to me; weaker and

weaker so far as I have lost sight of it, or have not given

thanks for it. They have been accompanied by an ever
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deepening feeling that the danger of this age as of all previous

ages
—of the age in which our Lord dwelt on earth in human

flesh most conspicuously
—is not chiefly from those who con-

sciously or unconsciously depart from orthodoxy ; but from

those who make orthodoxy an excuse for denying the Union of

the Father with the Son, the perfect Manifestation of the

Father in the Son ; the desire of the Father and the Son by the

Spirit to bring all men into the obedience of the Truth. I have

therefore been found, and by God's grace I hope still to be

found (when I am obliged to fight), fighting always against the

popular not the unpopular men of the day. I may differ

almost as widely from Mr. Jowett as from Mr. Mansel
; but I

join issue with Mr. Mansel, and not with Mr. Jowett, (1)

because I believe he is doing a thousand times as much mischief

as Mr. Jowett ; (2) because the latter has won his way to the

hearts of his disciples by real labours in their behalf and

sympathy with them, and any attacks on him are felt as per-

sonal injuries by these, and confirm them in allegiance to what

is wrong in his creed
;
and because the former wins his dis-

ciples by making them content at once with their belief and

with their unbelief, with their orthodox opinions and their

inward Atheism. These are examples of the course which I

have followed and mean to follow. Nor shall I ever take any

pains not to be confounded with Mr. Jowett or any unpopular
man from whom I strongly dissent. In general, they will dis-

claim me as a "
muddy mystic." But I shall not separate

myself from them except by preaching very earnestly the truths

which they appear now to keep in abeyance, by always appeal-

ing to Scripture as the authority for my statements
; by clinging

more tenaciously than ever to the words of our creeds and

prayers. I shall adopt no other method of distinguishing

myself from them, lest I should lead any to suppose that I am
less at war with the popular notions to which I have alluded

than they are. Whereas I believe that I am more at war with

these notions, just because I wish nothing omitted in the

Scriptural statements of the principles to which they are

attached, nothing changed in our Liturgical statements of
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them ;
because I appeal lo them and no other against the

distinctions and contradictions of the time. Your frankness

entitled you to this frankness from me. I will gladly explain

at any time any expressions of mine which you think require

explanation.'

At this time other clerical journals took their cue from the

Record. During the course of the controversy a stranger to

my father, struck by the absence of any effort on the part of

"religious" newspapers to state truthfully the actual nature of

the views they were opposing, sent the following letter to my
father to ask if he might, with his authority, put it forward as a

correct statement.

To the Editor of the
'

ClericalJournal.'

'August 4, i860.
•

Sir,
' Will you allow me to say in the Clerical Journal that

Mr. Maurice's teaching on the subject of eternal punishment

has been utterly misunderstood by most of those whom I have

ever heard speak on the subject from hearsay, and by many
whose words I have read in newspapers and reviews ?

' Mr. Maurice may be right in what he teaches, or he may be

wrong j
with the question of the truth of his doctrine I shall

not here meddle at all. I presume not to be either his advocate

or his opponent. I do not profess to be his disciple, but merely

a careful reader of his works
;
and I desire now only to state

what it is which Mr. Maurice does not say, which yet he is

generally accused of saying ;
and also to state what he really

does say.
' So far is Mr. Maurice from denying the doctrine of eternal

punishment, that I have no hesitation in affirming that no man
has ever more emphatically asserted the eternal and everlasting

punishment and damnation of the wicked. He is continually

declaring that the Lord God, merciful and gracious, will by no

means clear the guilty, either in this world or in that which is
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to come,— that there is no possibility of escape for the wicked

out of the everlasting and unquenchable fire which God has

kindled and prepared for the devil and his angels. He asserts

with all vehemence that if a man continues everlastingly wicked

he will most certainly be everlastingly tormented.
' What he denies is that we are plainly told in Holy Scripture,

or that the English Church requires us to hold, that a wicked

man must remain everlastingly a wicked man, or that death

must be regarded as placing an impassable barrier against a

sinner's return from sin to righteousness, or that the victory of

Eternal Love over sin is impossible unless it be gained during
this mortal life.

'Any one who has attentively read Mr. Maurice's writings

will, I think, acknowledge that the real question at issue is not

whether punishment of the wicked is everlasting, but whether we
have Scriptural warrant for saying that the wickedness of any
man is everlasting, and after a certain time absolutely invincible

by the good God.—whether deliverance from sin, and the gift

of righteousness, is only possible in this world,—whether Holy
Scripture anywhere lays down limits of space and time for the

operation of God's grace and redemption.
' The first step in any controversy ought to be to know the

exact question controverted. This step certainly has not been

taken by very many of the loudest protestors against the

doctrine supposed to be taught by Mr. Maurice.
'

I am, sir, your obedient servant,
1 E. G' *

My father's answer was as follows :
—

'

Russell Square, W.C., August 9, i860.

' My dear Sir,

'You have stated my convictions on the subject of

punishment most accurately. I do, as you say, desire to assert

the inseparable union of sin with misery, and the impossibility

* At the time of the publication of the first edition the name of the

writer of this letter was unknown to me. I am delighted to be able now to

give the name. It was the Rev. E. Geoghegan, at present rector of

Bardsea, Ulverston.

VOL. II. 2 B
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of any blessing to man till he is delivered from sin. I desire

also to assert that the pure and holy will of God is always in

conflict with that which is evil and rebellious in the will of the

creature, and that when we pray
"
Thy will be done on earth

as it is in Heaven," we do not pray a vain prayer, but one

which our Lord taught us, and which He presents with His own

sacrifice to His Father.
1

1 desire also to use the word eternal or everlasting in that

sense in which I find it used in Scripture, in the creeds, and in

the prayers of the Church, and in the devotions of good men,

viz., as appertaining primarily and expressly to God, and there-

fore as distinct from and opposed to temporal.

'The goodness, justice, love, truth which cannot be measured

by days, months, years, centuries, I think are the eternal things ;

to have these is to have eternal life, to be without these is to

be in death. God's grace does raise us out of this death here
;

I cannot confine it by any bounds of space or time.'

'
P.S.— I have expressed, very imperfectly, how much I am

indebted to you for your kindness in trying to clear me per-

sonally of an unjust imputation, because I value so much more,

and I am sure you do, any zeal for the interests of truth, than

even the most gratifying tokens of individual regard. Not that

I underrate them
;

I find them most cheering.'

Many things had changed since the Record had won its great

victory over the Bishop of London in 1 842-1 846. In the first

place the bishop was changed. Tait had succeeded to Blom-

field in 1856. In the second place, my father's battle against

what he believed to be the immoral and godless domination of

anonymous religious journalism, for long an all but solitary

fight, was solitary no longer. Though in scarcely a single

instance those whom he had defended when in a minority and

the object of attacks, had shown any disposition to be grateful

to a man whose opposition to their opinions was not the less

effective because it aimed at doing them justice, others who by
no means shared in all his views, had keenly appreciated the

moral grandeur of his position, and there was now no lack of
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warm personal friends to arrange for the expression of a widely

extended feeling. The Record, therefore, and all its works met

with a defeat so crushing that virtually from this moment it

ceased to be a serious power for harm. Up to i860 it needed

some courage for a clergyman, at least one not belonging to

the High Church party, to do what his conscience bade him, if

the Record said one thing and his conscience another. After

i860 a man was a manifest poltroon who feared to try a fall

with the defeated thing.*

It is not too much to say that the address to be now given

thus served as a letter of emancipation for the clergy, for it

was the direct result of the effort of the Record to exercise its

old tyranny in the case of all others in which it was most

anxious to exercise it. The address issued in obedience to

the Record had secured in all about twenty signatures of the

London clergy, no name of importance having been published

among them. The counter address to my father was signed by

men of every position in life, receiving 332 clerical and 487 lay

signatures. The clerical included those of the Bishops of St.

David's, Limerick and Labuan, seven deans, numerous canons

and prebendaries, four archdeacons, other Church dignitaries,

Regius professors, masters and fellows of colleges, by far the

greater number of the head masters of the chief public schools,

and other educational bodies of the country, with a large

number of signatures from other men engaged in education,

and 125 incumbents of parishes. The lay signatures contained

many representative names—Mr. Gladstone's, Mr. Alfred

Tennyson's, those of men of mark in almost every position of

life; peers, members of the House of Commons, barristers,

physicians, men in public offices of every kind, officers in the

army, people in the country, and in various provincial towns.

*
It is a quaint indication of the change that has come over the spirit of

the times that, whereas the one argument that was used to a young clergy-

man a few years ago was,
' '

If you dare to say what you believe to be right

and true where it differs from us, we will take care that your prospects are

ruined ;" now the single doubt that occurs to any one is whether it is worth

while to follow to its end the history of the fall of what was once a most

cruel and wrongful tyranny. I think it is.

2 B 2
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That no effort had been made merely to collect as many names

as possible, in fact that the attempt had been to restrict the

list to those who personally meant what was said in it, was

somewhat quaintly shown by the appearance of three ladies'

names, and three only, and by the number, which might then

easily have been increased, of working men, of whom a little

over a hundred in all had signed in various places. The names

had of course been collected without any existing machinery.

Mr. Ludlow, Mr. Davies, and Dean Hook had been throughout

the prime movers. My father had, to his no small surprise,

become aware of the movement whilst it was being carried on,

by seeing the advertisement announcing it in the Times. The

address ran thus :
—

'

Friday, August 24, i860.

' Reverend and dear Sir,
'

We, the undersigned members of the Church of Eng-

land, clerical and lay, beg to tender to you our respectful con-

gratulations on your recent nomination by the Crown to the

Incumbency of Oxford Chapel, St. Marylebone, as a slight and

tanly recognition of your eminent services, not only as one of

the most learned theologians of the day, but more particularly

as a wise and benevolent co-operator with the working classes

of the community, upon whose minds you have been eminently

successful in bringing to bear the practical truths of the Gospel,

and in leading them to regard the Church of our common Lord

and Master, Jesus Christ, as the great instrument designed by
Providence for the regeneration of mankind and the elevation

of society.
' Some of us know from experience the mighty influence for

good which you have exercised and continue to exercise on the

intelligent but not always rightly directed masses of our brethren

in the humbler walks of life, to whose service you have devoted

the great powers of a cultivated mind and a disinterested heart.

' What will render this address the more gratifying to you is

that upon many important questions of theology we differ

among ourselves, and some of us stand opposed to certain
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peculiarities of your own teaching ;
but as we trust we are all

united in our several vocations in the one object of promoting

glory to God in the highest, peace upon earth and good-will

towards men, we hail with satisfaction the honour done to a

fellow-labourer in the great cause.'

Reply {after thepresentation of the address some months later).

'

5 Russell Square, November 27, i860.

- My Lords and Gentlemen,
'
I could not thank you as heartily as I do thank you,

for the cheering words you have addressed to me, if I possessed

the merits for which you have given me credit.

'

I have no right to be considered a learned theologian. I

am too jealous of the honour of the body to which I belong,

the learning of which is so faithfully represented in the persons

who have affixed their names to the address, not to shrink

from such a title. I have felt the close connection between

the learning of the schools and the life of the world. I have

tried to save those over whom I had an influence from separating

them. But I have made them aware of my deficiencies, and

have urged them to seek a culture which I could not impart.
' Neither can I assume to myself any special zeal on behalf

of the labouring classes. I have endeavoured to show the few

of them with whom I have been brought in contact that my
office as a clergmann obliges me to care for them ;

that the

Bible contains a message to them which no other book contains
;

that, if they receive that message, their work will become

honourable, that every study in which they can engage will

throw light upon their work. But I never witness the labours

to which my brethren either in town or country are devoting

themselves, without a feeling of shame, without perceiving

that they are making sacrifices for the poor which I have not

made, and are finding their way to hearts which I have not

reached.
' Least of all can I complain of the neglect from which you

seem to think that I have suffered. Few persons, I believe,
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have been equally fortunate, even in the most ordinary sense

of that word. Since I have been in Orders, I have never failed

of obtaining any office which I have sought. Many favours

have been bestowed upon me—that recent one which has given

occasion to your kind address among them—without any

solicitation at all.

' But I accept your words with profound thankfulness to you,

and to a higher than you, as an English Churchman and as

a fellow-worker. That you have thought it right as well as

generous, a duty to yourselves as well as to me, publicly to

acknowledge me in that character—so linking distinguished

names with one which has been only rescued from insignificance

by becoming specially unpopular with the organs of all the

religious schools in the land—I regard as a sign, perhaps the

most remarkable which our time has furnished, that the most

steadfast members of the English Church prize, and are willing

to seize, all occasions, even those which appear at first most

unpromising, for declaring that they regard the bond of Church-

man ship as an altogether different bond from that which holds

the disciples of a school together, and that, with God's help,

they will not suffer one to be substituted for the other. If a

few hundreds could feel it important to assert this distinction

by claiming fellowship with a person like me, what tens of

thousands must be awakening to the sense of it ! What a

divine power must be at work among us, to resist the powers
which are striving to tear us asunder !

'

I am certain, my Lords and Gentlemen, that this feeling is

not, as some pretend, the result of indifference to positive

truths
;
that it does not indicate the least disloyalty in any of

you to the traditions you have received from brave and godly

fathers, the least carelessness about the conclusions to which

you have been led by your own struggles. You want all the

most earnest belief of all the schools for the service of Christ ;

you are sure that He can harmonise them and use them for

His ends; you are sure that to lose any of them is to lose

some aspect of truth, some power that may help to quicken
and renovate the age. You know, from the records of history.
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what has happened when any sect or school has become

dominant
;
that it has been changed from a witness for Christ

into a witness for itself; that the vital convictions which were

dear to its founders pass into dead notions and an unmeaning

phraseology ;
that opposition to other schools becomes the

chief token that it retains any energy of its own. Therefore

you are proving your reverence for the memories of pious

ancestors, your gratitude for the lessons which they have

bequeathed to you, your determination that their legacies shall

not be perishing heirlooms, but trusts for the generations to

come, when you do what in you lies that the school, whatever

it be, to which they were attached, may not lose all its power
as an instrument of blessing to the Church, through a suicidal

ambition to absorb the Church into itself.

'
I thank you for saying, in plain terms, that you have not

signed this address because you sympathise with any opinions

which I hold, or am supposed to hold, which are different from

those of the majority of my countrymen. Such an assurance

could not be necessary in the case of my fathers and elder

brothers in the Church, whose minds have been formed under

a discipline altogether different from mine, who are fit, by their

wisdom and experience, to be my teachers. But it may be

desirable, for the sake of younger men who have, at some risk

of misinterpretation, put their names to this document, precisely

because they wished to declare that they did not exclude from

Christian brotherhood one with whose sentiments they greatly

disagreed. There are a few, I know, among you, who have

learned, or fancy they have learned, something from words

which they have heard or read of mine. I am not afraid that

they should suspect me of wishing any to fraternise with me on

the ground of similarity in opinions. They well know that I

took refuge in the Church of England, in which I had not

been educated, because, as I thought, it offered me an alto-

gether different bond of fraternity from that. A society merely
united in opinion had, it seemed to me, no real cohesion : it

must exalt that which a man or a multitude troweth, above the

truth, or must suppose them to be identical. It will be very
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positive, yet it will have no permanent resting-place. It will

be always changing; never growing. It will be alternately

persecuting and Latitudinarian
;

it will be equally far from

steady belief and genuine tolerance. The Church of England

confesses a Father, who has revealed Himself in a Son
;
a Son,

who took our nature and became Man, and has redeemed men

to be His children ;
a Spirit who raises men to be spirits. She

invites all to stand on that ground. She tells all—so I read

her formularies—that they have no less right to claim their

places in her as members of Christ than they have to claim

their places in the nation as subjects of the Queen, and in their

families as children of an earthly father and mother. This was

a rock upon which I felt that I could rest. It was a founda-

tion for a universal human society. If no such society existed,

history seemed to me a hopeless riddle, human life very intoler-

able. If it did exist, it could not crush national life or family

life, but must cherish and sustain both. It could stifle no

thought ;
it must thrive when it suffered persecution, grow

weak whenever it inflicted persecution. It must be ready to

embrace all persons. It could never seek to comprehend

any sect. It must be the great instrument of healing the

strife of classes within a nation. It must proclaim Christ as

the Deliverer and Head of all nations.
' Those few friends to whom I have alluded will know that

these principles are the staff of my own life, and that they are

those which I have set forth in different ways for the last

twenty-five years to all who have been brought in any wise

under my influence. They will know that I should account

them traitors to the lessons we have learnt together if they

became members of a party ;
or used my name as the badge

of one
;
or repeated my phrases ;

or made use of my hints, for

any other purpose than as helps to a higher knowledge and a

better practice than mine. They therefore will understand me
and believe me when I say, that nothing can be so satisfactory

to me as to be recognised by those who care nothing for my
formulas or my interpretations, but who care, more than words

can express, that the Church should not lose its freedom or
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catholicity, should not become one of those sects which aim

at its destruction, and which, as we trust, God intends it to

destroy.
'
I have thought it a duty to you, my Lords and Gentlemen,

not to let my gratitude mar the good which this address of

yours may do to a cause which is more important to the world

than all of us together. You will believe that it has cost me
some effort to restrain a more enthusiastic expression of the

personal delight which your words have given me. And I may
say in conclusion, that, trying to look upon them as impartially
as I can, I do feel that your kindness to an individual man
has not enfeebled your testimony to a great principle. The
less important that individual man is, the more strikingly does

your consideration for him illustrate your feeling of the nature

and the width of our Church fellowship. It gives him a right

to wish you, in your different spheres of labour, and in your
own hearts, all the blessings which that fellowship implies.'

On Sunday, September 9, i860, he "read himself in" at

St. Peter's, and preached two sermons published immediately
afterwards on ' The Faith of the Liturgy,' and 'The Doctrine of

the Thirty-nine Articles.'

"
I think," he writes to Mr. Macmillan,

"
it is fair to tlie

Bishop, to the congregation, and to those who have so kindly

joined in the address to me, that I should publish them. They
contain a statement of the grounds on which I accept the

Prayer Book and the Articles."

At this time he was frequently engaged in going about the

country to different towns where an effort was being made to

set up working men's colleges. They had been started at

Oxford, Cambridge, Manchester, Salford, Ancoats, Sheffield,

Halifax, Wolverhampton, Glasgow, Birkenhead, and Ayr.

To Mr. J. M. Ludlow.

1

Prees, September 1 1
,

1 860.
1
1 have just returned from Wolverhampton, where we had

an excellent meeting at the Working Men's College, and after-
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wards one of the Society of Arts, for which many of the men
here got certificates. Langley and the new rector are working
the thing admirably.

And now what am I to say about the address, in which I

can almost see you were a principal mover ? I can only say

that it was just like you to think of it
;
and that the words,

exaggerated as they are, have been a greater comfort and

encouragement to me, than I can express. I thank you for

it from my heart. I only hope I may be more what you have

always wished me to be, and tried to make me. I have a

world of things to repent of at Lincoln's Inn. May God enable

me to begin a new life.'

A short time before the breaking out of the civil war in

America, the State of Maryland, fired by the passionate pro-

slavery spirit which the excitement connected with the approach-

ing struggle engendered in some of the southern States, passed

a law, the practical effect of which was to enslave the whole

free black population of the State. It happened that at the

moment a considerable portion of my father's property was

invested in the State funds. He was so horrified at the iniquity

of the decree that he immediately had the money sold out,

thereby, as it turned out, on very unbusiness-like principles,

saving the whole of it from absolute loss.

To Rev. D. J. Vanghan.

'

Lilleshall, Newport, September iS, i860.

' The sermons I liked very much indeed. I am sure they

are what was wanted, and that you have spoken the truth to

some ears which will hear it
;
of course, to many which will

be scandalised by it. There may be aspects of the Atonement,
there must be, which you and I have not perceived ;

but that

it is a duty to set it forth as a gospel to mankind, and not in a

form which is not and cannot be a gospel, seems to me more

certain every day. I have lately been preaching (at my reading
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in) on the Prayer Book and on the Articles. It has been a

great comfort to me to feel how entirely one is speaking in

the spirit of both when one is setting forth the full, perfect,

sufficient sacrifice made for the sins of the whole world, and

when one is not trying to reduce that sacrifice to earthly rules

and measures.
- 1 was delighted to hear that you were making way among

the Unitarians at Leicester. I am well convinced that what

they require is a more complete statement of the full truth of

the Trinity and the Atonement
;
that they want no dilution of

either, that it is the popular dilution of both which has out-

raged their consciences. The entire union of the Father with

the Son is what we have to assert if we would overcome the

notion of a Son who changes the Father's will.

'

I have been taking duty for Henry de Bunsen. His father,

I fear, is dying. He will be a loss to the world and a greater

to his friends. His gifts never seemed to me so remarkable as

his heart, which is a most wide and tender one.'

In December, i860, difficulties arose which caused the

closing of the Women's classes at the "
Working Men's

College." Another subject was causing trouble. The effect

of the mis-statements about him made by the religious news-

papers
—in leading men to join him simply on the ground of

his supposed tendency to criticise or to modify the Christian

faith—had made it a serious danger lest the College should be

used for a purpose the exact opposite of that which he and his

friends desired. His resolute determination not to excom-

municate, his unwillingness to judge, his belief in the recog-

nition of the voice of conscience by any man as a recognition

of the presence and personal government of Christ, his sense

that it was not for him to dictate the mode in which expression

should be given in words to that recognition, and his dread of

forming a party, if he once began to draw a line and to refuse

those who were willing to follow the example of the great

Sacrifice by making sacrifices themselves—all these feelings

made such a situation peculiarly difficult for him, and con-
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tinually led him to look upon resignation as the only resource

open to him.

The letter to Mr. Hughes which follows, will set forth his

views. It is necessary, however, to remember always that

which he never points out— that the difficulties in the way of

this kind of Christian influence were in no way the result of

the failure of the principles he advocated, but always the direct

result of the misrepresentations and of the readiness of man-

kind to greedily devour second-hand gossip. He himself does

not point this out in this letter or elsewhere, because he always

looked upon it as his first duty to judge himself and to accuse

himself of whatever went wrong.

To Mr. Hughes.

'5 Russell Square, W.C., January 3, 1861.

'
I see with much satisfaction that Harrison's name does not

appear in the new programme. Is that in consequence of any

representations of yours? Still this omission does by no

means meet the evil of which we were speaking the other day.

I feel that I ought to make some frank and full statement of

the principles which at all events govern my own mind in all

thoughts and plans for education, and for the working-men.

I wish it to be clearly understood that I do not plead for a

modified Christianity, for one less strong and definite than

that which is held by the extremest section of the Recordite

School ;
that I find fault with their Christianity only because

it seems to me to have nothing to do with Christ, to be a mere

religious system constructed by human speculation, made up

of crude philosophical notions and popular superstitions, and

alien from that revelation of the living and true God which I

find set forth in Scripture. I hold that for the reformation of

the age, most especially for the elevation of the working

classes, we want a firmer, fuller, more loving theology, such a

theology as I find in the creeds of the Church. If that is

vigorously set forth, I care not how many Records, Guardians,

Essays and Reviews, Saturday Reviews, Westminster Reviews,
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set forth their theories, with how much scorn and bitterness

any of them are mingled. All are necessary for the develop-
ment and manifestation of the truth. Come one, come all, the

truth if it can be spoken out will be too strong for them. It is

only that which is not truth that trembles, at one statement or

another, at one contradiction or another. But if we speak, as

I have done, only in muttered accents, in cowardly whispers,

our position must be mistaken. It must be supposed that we

do not mean what we profess to mean, but are uttering lies in

church, and modifying them as much as we can in the world.

That Records and Westminster Reviews should hold one to be

a mixture of rascal and fool selling one's soul for a bit of bread,

is a thing of course
;
one ought not to be the least disturbed

about that. But that the people, especially the people of our

own College, should be in doubt about our sincerity, is more

serious, for their own sake, not ours. This, therefore, I think

we should earnestly labour to prevent.'

The next letter is in answer to one published in Miss

Wynn's 'Memorials,' p. 279, referring to a sermon on the

collect for the fourth Sunday in Advent.

To Miss Williams Wynn.
'

January 4, 1 86 1 .

'
I am much delighted that the sermon met your difficulties.

I find more and more how much we lose, either by taking up
with the merely scholastical idea of satisfaction, or by simply

throwing that aside as hard and ungenial, without seeking for

the truth which is involved in it. The violence with which

some are casting off all belief in mediation and intercession,

because the popular representations of them are so bewildered,

and often so inconsistent with the righteousness and truth of

God, shocks, though it does not surprise me. I should sup-

pose that every false conception is corrected and cured only

by the principle which it contrasts and caricatures, never by a

denial.'
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During the year i860 had been published the volume of
'

Essays and Reviews.' It had attracted very little attention

till an article appeared in the Westminster Review in October

i860, entitled
"
Neo-Christianity," claiming the book as evi-

dence of the adhesion to the " Westminster's
"
views of a body

of clergy. The greatest excitement was immediately produced.

Scenes followed, which had at all events the unfortunate

appearance of being more due to the anxiety of individual

clergymen not to be associated with men for the moment

unpopular, than to any very earnest faith.

The "
Episcopal movements about the '

Essays and Re-

views
' "

have been recently very fully described in Bishop

Wilberforce's '
Life.' The article in the Quarterly Review of

January 1861 was written by Bishop Wilberforce.

To the Rrv. A. P. Stanley.

'5 Russell Square, W.C., February 12, 1861.

' My dear Stanley,
'

I am greatly distressed at the Episcopal movement

about the "Essays and Reviews." As my only hope of resisting

the devil worship of the religious world lies in preaching the

full revelation of God in Christ set forth in the Bible, I cannot

have much sympathy with the book generally. But I look

upon the efforts to suppress it as mere struggles to keep off

the question, "What dost thou believe? dost thou believe

in anything?" which must be forced upon each of us, the

bishops included. The orthodoxy which covers our Atheism

must be broken through, and whether it is done by the
"
Essays and Reviews "

or in any other way, seems to me a

matter of indifference, though it is not a matter of indifference

whether the Church shall be committed to a new persecution

which must make the new reformation, when it comes, more

complicated and terrible. I never have any conversation with

Trench on any serious topic, and do not the least know what

he thinks about things in heaven or earth. He seems to me
an alarmist like the rest. If the Bishop of Oxford did write
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the article in the "
Quarterly," it seems to me very shocking,

first, that he should attack his own clergy anonymously ;
and

second, that he should utter vulgar jokes about Bunsen, whom
he knew, and for whom he professed esteem.'

To the Bishop of Argyll {Dr. Ewing).

'

5 Russell Square, February 28, 186 1.

' The Charge which you were so very kind as to send me

delighted me more than I can express. I did not know at

first where to send you my thanks for it, afterwards I was

ashamed at having delayed to do so for so long. It seemed

to me just what one longed to hear for the sake of Scotland

and of England too.

'

I shall feel very much honoured indeed if you would occupy

my pulpit any time during your stay in London, and plead in

it the cause of your diocese. I have as yet had no collections.

I suppose I ought to begin with our dispensaiy and one or

two local charities. After that if you will kindly appear in the

morning (for the congregation is very much larger then), you
will be welcomed, I am sure, by the people as well as the

minister.

' Thank you very much for allowing me to see dear Mr.

Erskine's letters. They are like everything he writes and

speaks
—full of life, love and instruction. All that he says of

sacrifice as the antagonist principle and power to selfishness I

inwardly recognise as true and most scriptural. But I think

the only begotten Son, the Head of the race, has by His

sacrifice redeemed us out of the power of the devil, the

spirit of selfishness, and that this redemption is the necessary

groundwork for that operation of the Spirit of love and sacrifice

on our hearts to raise us above the power of that enemy. It

is in this way that the old doctrine of the Church of a baptism
into the name of the Father, the Son, the Spirit, the one God
blessed for ever, appears to me to comprehend what he and

Mr. Campbell say, and to be a gospel to mankind, which their

teaching, though most purifying and elevating to the indi-
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vidual, scarcely can be. But I am not the less grateful to

them for bringing forth a side of truth which is so set at

nought, and the neglect of which involves the dark and

terrible notion that Christ's sacrifice redeems us from the

power of His Father, not from the power of the enemy and

destroyer.
'

I feel, as Mr. Erskine does, how hopeless it is to extract

any theology or humanity from the "
Essays and Reviews."

But I cannot think that the fears which are expressed of them

betoken much confidence in the Bible or in God. One can

only hope that the discussion may lead us to seek a deeper
foundation than the essayists or their opponents appear to

deem necessary.
' With many thanks for your remembrance of me.'

To Mr. Hughes.

'

3 Queen Square, Bath, March 9, 1861.

'

I send you a note of Clark's which I think you should

consider and show to Davies, Ludlow and Stanley. What I

think might be desirable would be a statement of reasons for

not joining in the address to the Archbishop,* which I see was

to be presented some day this week, or is to be presented

some day next week. I do not say that these reasons need

appear at once or that they need be unanimous. Different

persons may see different objections to that proceeding, and

may state them differently. It might be considered whether

they could or could not be put forward together. My own
reasons would involve a statement of this kind : (1) Accepting
the Trinity in Unity as the foundation of a Universal Church,
I find from ecclesiastical history that every attempt to put
down some heresy which interferes with the full acknowledg-
ment of that truth has begotten some other heresy which

equally interferes with the full acknowledgment of it. (2) That

I therefore discern in this history a clear and direct sentence

of God upon all attempts to restrain the expression of thought

*
Against

'

Essays and Reviews."
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and belief, even if that expression takes ever so negative and

contradictory form, because by restraining it, I only introduce

another negation and contradiction. (3) That I therefore base

toleration not upon the uncertainty of truth, but upon its

certainty ;
not upon the absence of a revelation of it, but upon

the existence of revelation, and upon the promise that the

Spirit of Truth shall guide us into the perception of it.

(4) That the English Church from various circumstances of

its position, from its possession of creeds, from its repudiation

of any infallible mortal guides, from its national unsectarian

character, is specially bound to assert this ground, and that

the conscience of the nation, in spite of the prejudices of

Statesmen and Churchmen, has asserted it and does assert it.

(5) That the full recognition of diversity of opinion in t/iis

sense is necessary to the safety of the truth and of the Church,

and that all supposed necessity of vindicating our formularies

from the attacks of those who have subscribed to them (or as

the Saturday Review puts it, of vindicating the property of a

corporation to those who accept the terms on which it is

established) must in the minds of devout and earnest people

be subordinate to this. (6) That if we take this course we

shall acknowledge the Bible, in a more full sense than we

have ever done, as a message from God to human beings ;

not being embarrassed by the various interpretations of it,

each of which is in itself narrow and partial, each of

which may contribute something in God's hands to the eluci-

dation of its full purpose. (7) That the great fault of the
'

Essays and Reviews
'

is, in the judgment of most men, their

heretical tendency; that is to say, their inclination to set up
some special individual opinion against the faith of mankind.

Supposing the charge is true, to whatever extent it is true,

those who oppose them must vindicate their own faith, by

showing that they do not wish to set up separate opinions ;

that they do confess a faith for mankind, and that this cannot

be done by trying to suppress or crush any special opinion.

(8) That the unbelief of the time—which is more deep, more

widely spread, than those who complain of the '

Essays and

vol. 11. 2 c
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Reviews '

have any notion, but which is not hopeless, because

God lives and is mightier than man or devil—has its roots in

the notion that there is not a common faith for mankind, and

that all that Churchmen and believers in the Bible can do is,

if they have power, to silence each other.'

Soon afterwards it was agreed that the friends should publish

a series of pamphlets under the old title of ' Tracts for Priests

and People,' a title which he had had in his mind, almost from

the date of Mr. Daniel Macmillan's first acquaintance with

him. Mr. Ludlow sent him the following paper as a proposed

statement of the design of the tracts.

"
It is proposed that a set of papers be issued bearing on

the religious questions treated of in
'

Essays and Reviews/ but

considered from a strictly positive point of view. Apart from

any particular errors the teaching of that volume is essentially

negative. If it is to be met at all it must be by a distinct and

steadfast assertion of the truths which are there, to some

extent, ignored. Till now the volume has been met only by
denials and denunciations. Upon a mere denial of a negation

nothing whatever can be built. The writers of the proposed

series will be all members of the Church of England, not mere

attendants at her services, but men who, from very different

starting-points, have been led to feel that her ritual is the

truest embodiment of our national worship. They hold the

doctrine of the Trinity in Unity to express profound relations

existing in the Divine nature and manifested in creation, and

the fact of the incarnation of the second person of that Trinity

in our Lord Jesus Christ to be at once the key to human

history, the great support of personal religion, and the founda-

tion of national life. Looking at the Bible as the authoritative

and inspired exponent of that fact, they wish to assert strongly

its right to be treated, not in the bondage of the letter, but in

the freedom of the spirit, with that perfect love which casteth

out all fear. United on these grounds, which they believe to

be deeper than all opinions, the writers wish distinctly to state

that they differ from each other on many points, nor will they
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seek to conceal their differences, each being so far responsible

for the others, that they believe the cause of truth will best

be served by the hearing of all. For they are one and all

convinced that nothing is so likely to check the spread of a

hearty Christian spirit amongst the educated, and still more the

half-educated, classes of English society, as any semblance of

a disposition to shrink from free inquiry into God's truth.

The writers will comprise both clergymen and laymen ;
the

papers will go forth signed or unsigned at the choice of the

writer."

His answer was as follows :
—

To Mr. J. M. Ludlow.

'

Queen Square, Bath, March 15, 1861.
' My dear Friend,

' Your statement of the design of the tracts appears to

me, in its principle, excellent. The denial of negations is the

great danger to avoid.
' How hard to avoid it this very sentence proves. But I am

afraid I must be negative too when I come to details.

' My objections to the mode in which you present your

principle have reference (1) to ourselves, (2) to the English

public, (3) to the writers of the '

Essays and Reviews.'
'

(1) Your language respecting the doctrine of the Trinity

that it
"
expresses certain profound relations in the Divine

nature
"

is perhaps as skilfully chosen as any language could

be to describe a certain contemplative belief of ours ab-extra.

If I could put my thoughts about my own opinion about the

Trinity into a phrase I could not find any that I should like

much better. But it is precisely this which I feel myseif unable

to do. The name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Ghost,

is for me the name of the God in whom I am living and moving,
and having my being. It is the name into which I baptize

little children, which is about them as they grow up into men,

which is to reveal itself to them in all their conflicts and hopes,

then sorrows and joys, which their doubts and their infidelity,

2 c 2
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like their faith, are instruments in making known to them. So

I have felt it to be myself, having been brought up a Unitarian,

and having learnt by every fresh experience, that in the fullest

and best sense of the word I can be nothing else than a Uni-

tarian,
—the pursuit of unity being the end which God has set

before me from my cradle upwards, the confession of Unity
as infinite, embracing, sustaining, being the confession which

I make in the Creed that I have accepted in my mature years.

I cannot ask any one else to understand this experience or

force the utterance of the results of it upon any. But I do

perceive that if I have any work in the world it is to bear

witness of this Name, not as expressing certain relations,

however profound, in the Divine nature, but as the under-

ground of all fellowship among men and angels, as that which

will at last bind all into one, satisfying all the craving of the

reason as well as of the heart, meeting the desires and intui-

tions that are scattered through all the religions of the world.

A phrase like that of yours, it seems to me, might be a fine

scholastical meeting-point for men who were content to sink

their strongest convictions upon the subject of which they
were speaking, for the sake of a compromise, but would only
mislead our readers respecting the object which we all have

at heart. (2) I agree with you entirely that all the answers

to the '

Essays and Reviews '

have been as negative as them-

selves or more negative than they are. But I am afraid the

announcement will look rather like a boast on our parts that

we are going to strike out some wonderful new line of thought
and confutation than, as what you mean it to be, our acknow-

ledgment that we share in the common faith, and that we
desire to say why it is dear to us. I think the occurrence of

the meeting at the Archbishop's ought to be our starting-point.

We should say that an excitement, which according to Bishop
P amounts to a shriek, among 6000 clergymen evidently

indicates a state of anxiety and doubt, which, whatever has

caused it, cannot in itself be healthy, which nevertheless may
lead to the greatest good if it stirs us to ask what are the

grounds of our faith, if it awakens us, as the teaching of that
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school whereof the Archbishop is a member awakened our

forefathers, out of a slumber of comfortable orthodoxy to seek

for a living God. I think we should express our joy and satis-

faction at the Archbishop's announcement that there is little

chance of crushing the essayists by an appeal to the Eccle

siastical Courts, because we are sure that all such efforts at

suppression and persecution have led, and must lead, to

increased insecurity in the clergy, and more unbelief in the

laity. I think we should respond to his call by saying that

though we are not competent to prove our brethren and our

superiors feeble and foolish, as his Grace thinks the clergy will

be able to prove the essayists and reviewers if they try, we are

able to declare the reasons of the hope that is in us, and with

God's help we will endeavour to do so. (3) I have read the

essays carefully since I have been here, and I believe we owe

them more than your words seem to admit. I should say of

every one,
" The writer does not mean to be negative, does

not mean to overthrow the faith. He is confused by what he

sees around him and feels within him. He has stated his

confusions frankly, or has tried to do so." If those confusions

are taken as any settlement of questions, as any substitute

for that which is believed in Christendom at the present day,

if any human being is content to rest in these confusions, the

effect must be mischievous. But the acknowledgment of them

may not in the end prove mischievous. It has of course two

issues : thorough infidelity, or a deeper faith. If we shrink

from that issue, if we are afraid to try it, we decide for the

first alternative. We have ceased to believe in God. We
have denied the assertions and promises of the Bible. These

are the thoughts which have occurred to me about your paper,

for which, however, I thank you heartily, and which with all

this movement, will, I trust, tend to bring us all much more

closely together. If we can, let us write together ;
if not, let

us at least think, speak, pray together.'

* See Burke's Essay on the Sublime and Beautiful.
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To the Bishop of Argyll

' Russell Square, Monday, Lady Day, 1861.

'

I had hoped to return Mr. Erskine's letter to you in person
at Clapham. I have been very wrong to detain it so long.

1 His testimony respecting
'

Essays and Eeviews
'

is of much

worth. I feel with him that their deficiencies are more serious

than their utterances. But is not their unbelief the unbelief of

us all ? Is it less remarkable in the Quarterly Reviewer who

denounces them than in themselves ? He wishes us to hold

certain positions about God, but where is the God acting,

speaking, ruling, whom the Scriptures set before us ?

' The answer of the Quarterly Review to what Rowland

Williams says about the good works of our Lord, involves, it

seems to me, the most fatal denial of His revelation of the

Father, of His answer to the Jews when they charged Him with

casting out devils by the prince of the devils. If He does not

come to manifest goodness in His acts, if their power is their

principal characteristic, what becomes of the difference between

His miracles and those which we are told alike in the Old and

New Testament ?wt to believe, though the apparent evidence

for them is ever so great? How fearful are these denials of

denials ! How needful is it that we should search everywhere
for that which is not denial, for the faith which is hidden under

ever so much apparent contradiction, if we would not confirm

and spread unbelief ! I am frightened more than I can express
at the temper of those who are busy in the condemnation of

their brethren and are not busy in the discovery and confession

of their own heresies and sins.
1
1 hope you will forgive me for speaking out my own

thoughts so freely. Your kindness has encouraged me to do
so. And I am partly bound to take that course, because in

my last note I seemed to find fault with Erskine, at whose feet

I ought always to sit and learn. I hope I said nothing of him

which is inconsistent with that posture. I only wished to say
what I felt that I had need of, which he did not show me.'

* vSee Burke's Essay on the Sublime and Beautiful.
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To his Wife {during a visit with one of his sons, who had gone

up therefor thefirst time for an examination).

'Oxford, May 21, 1861.

' My enjoyment is mixed with some sad recollections, not

only of friends whose places know them no more, of friends

who are more widely separated from me than by death, and

of that visit in 1844;* but of the little I have ever done for the

place to which I owe so much, of the help I might have given

to numbers of young men who have fallen probably into doubt

or evil ways
—of the life I might have led and have not led.

Still over all there is a sense of a goodness and mercy that has

followed me all my days, and that is about the boys, and that

is with the young men whose faces are so full of promises of

good and possibilities of evil. The love of God, the power
of the Spirit, the very meaning of Whitsuntide and of Trinity,

seem to come out as one walks in these old places, and looks

at the young figures which haunt them. Would to God that

I could tell them a little of the mystery which is about them !

But He is telling it to them and to us.'

Among the papers for the series of ' Tracts for Priests and

People,' one was sent them f which he was by no means ready

to accept without comment. He proposed to let it go forth as

it was, but to add certain remarks "by another clergyman."

The next letter turns on this subject.

To Mr. /. M. Ludloiu.
'

May 23, 1861.

'I do as I would be done by. I should like everything I

write to be criticised in like manner, and to appear with the

criticisms unanswered, unless what I have said answers them.

Nothing you have said alters my opinion that we can do the

world most good by setting forth our beliefs in our different

modes, by fairly exposing the difference and the conflict of

those modes, and by expressing or manifesting our conviction

*
It had been one of the last journeys he ever took with my mother, just

before her death.

t By Rev. C. K. Paul.
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that they are reconciled in a Truth of which we have a strong

and vital, though an imperfect perception. This is my idea

of criticism, and of what you and Paul name compromise.

Criticism, it seems to me, will be always negative, cruel,

Saturday J?eviezu-is)i, unless it becomes an interchange of

thoughts between men who care much for each other and

more for Truth. Compromise must always tend to the im-

pairing of moral vigour, and to the perplexing of the con-

science, if it is anything else than a confession of the complete
ness of Truth, and of the incompleteness of our apprehension
of it. I accept the Articles as a witness of truths which I

cannot comprehend in my little system, and which my neigh-

bour cannot comprehend in his little system. But God forbid

that I should accept them if they compel me to give up any

portion of that which I believe to him, or him to give up any

portion of that which he believes to me. These are the com-

promises of politicians, which have no place in the Kingdom
of God, seeing that they are based on calculations of self-

interest and fear, not on mutual sacrifice.

'

I am tender of all men's convictions, therefore I am tender

of that stern conviction of the English mind which is expressed

in denunciations of compromise; there is, I admit, as much

tendency to evil, as much possibility of evil in that conviction

as in every other. That is my reason for insisting that it shall

be respected by those who especially dread this evil
;
else it

will become predominant. Never to tread on the toes of

schoolmen because they are apt to be gouty, though they have

all comfortable flannels to put them in, and to tread ruthlessly

on the toes of people who are walking shoeless and stockingless

among the dust and stones, and whose toes moreover are far

better for walking and kicking than those of any schoolmen,

is for me a huge contradiction. The old woman of the schools

bears to see truth cut in pieces and calls it compromise, because

she never travailed for it. The cry, "no cutting, no compro-

mise," may be rude and inequitable ;
but it is the cry of the

mother over her own child. I shall not enter into any fresh

argument about the Athanasian Creed. It has been given to
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us of the West, and I believe it has helped to keep us, (1) in

the feeling that the Trinity embraces us, and that we cannot

embrace the Trinity ; (2) in a dread of Tritheism
; (3) in an

imperfect assurance that eternal life must be more than the

possession of certain rewards by certain individuals in a future

state, that everlasting damnation must be something more than

the infliction of certain punishments on certain individuals in

a future state by the God of Truth and Love. And because

the opinion has been more and more growing among religious

men that eternal life is the possession of certain rewards by
certain individuals in a future state, and eternal damnation the

punishment of certain individuals for ever and ever in a future

state by a decree of God
;
therefore the Creed has become

every day more of a burden, more of a contradiction. You
think that to avoid the contradiction it must be surrendered

to those religious people who like to curse their brethren a

little, but not so strongly as this Creed, according to their use

of it, curses these brethren. If God so orders it, let the Creed

go. But my work is to protest against the current opinion,

and to use the old Creed for the worrying and torment of those

who hold it. I would rather be cursed by the man who finds

his salvation in believing in God the Father, in the only be-

gotten Son, who is One with the Father and took our flesh,

in the Spirit, who proceedeth from the Father and the Son

and in whose Unity the Father and the Son dwell for ever,

than be blessed by the man who regards either the Trinity or

the Unity as a mere opinion standing aloof from him and me.

I know that the one must mean me good whatever his language

is, I know that the other must hold me as an alien even if he

expresses ever so much toleration for me.'

To a Lady.

'Russell Square, W.C., August 3, 1861.

'

If I did not believe that you and I and all people whatso-

ever have actually been redeemed by the sacrifice of the eternal

* See Burke's Essay on the Sublime and Beautiful.
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Son of God, and that in His flesh and blood there is a new

and living way consecrated for us into the presence of God, I

would not urge you to frequent the Communion table. Because

I do believe this and am sure that such a redemption goes
beneath all thoughts, dreams, apprehensions, and that we only

approach God because He has drawn us to Him, therefore I

say,
" No thought about our feelings or qualifications, the

amount of our faith, the consistency of our lives, the sincerity

of our repentance, ought to keep us back." We go to con-

fess the want of feelings and qualifications, the inconsistency

of our lives, and the insincerity of our repentance ;
we go to

ask that God will give us what we have need of out of His

fulness. But above all we want the witness and pledge of a

common salvation, of a God who cares for all in Christ as much
as for us. We want the plainest testimonies, those that are

least dependent upon our temperament or state of mind, that

He is the same yesterday and to-day and for ever. The Sacri-

fice is His
;
He gives up His Son for us all. The Son went

with the Father, fulfilling His will. We can but come, recol-

lecting that perfect Sacrifice, giving God thanks that He is per-

fectly satisfied with us in His Son, asking to have the Spirit of

Sacrifice, and that that Spirit, who is within us convincing us of

righteousness, of judgment, may dwell in us and quicken us to

all the good works which God has prepared for us to walk in.

You will be tormented, as all are in this day, with thoughts
about the meaning and extent and necessity of Christ's sacrifice.

The more you connect it with Communion, the more you

interpret its meaning, its extent, its necessity, by the fellowship

it establishes between you and God, between you and your

brother, by the only not infinite resistance which there is to

that fellowship in yourself and in your brother—the more will

you overcome these difficulties practically if not theoretically ;

and the practical conquest of this is what we need, the other

will come so far as we require it. The very words which indi-

cate the Lord's Supper,
"
Eucharist

"
and "

Communion," are

explanatory of the whole Gospel, of our necessities, of the way
in which God has satisfied them.'
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The ' Travels and Adventures of the Rev. Joseph Wolff,

D.D., LL.D.,' the famous Jew missionary, had just appeared,

and he writes of them.

To Mr. J. M. Ludlow.

'

Redmarley, Newent, August 15, 1861.

4
1 feel more and more that till there is some middle point

found between the Jewish mind as exhibited in its rudest,

crudest shape by Wolff, and the Western mind as exhibited

in the rudest, crudest shape by any modern newspaper, the

Bible will be a sealed book to us. It is not that we cannot

understand the Prophets. I was saying this morning to Mrs.

Maurice, what measure is there between the intelligibility of

Isaiah and that of Lord Mahon's '
Life of Pitt,' which we

happen to be reading, looking upon both as political treatises ?

The language of one is all luminous, the other muddy beyond

expression, though most respectable and quite as good as most

biographies of the kind. And yet we cannot make out Isaiah,

and Lord Mahon appears to cause us no trouble. That is not

owing to the distance of the times. Isaiah often seems to be

written for the reign of Louis Napoleon, and Pitt's age to be

separated from ours by an infinite chasm. Take the words "
I

have nourished and brought up children, and they have rebelled

against me." "
Nonsense," say all the preachers,

" these

English people are not God's children in any sense. How
can they know their owner or their master's crib ? They have

no owner and no crib till we have been and converted them."

And so Wolff says rightly enough,
" You give up Isaiah and the

prophets to us—your doctrine is different from theirs, and all

attempts to accommodate them to your doctrine must prove
futile." Here is the ground for Jowett's doctrine about modem

thought. Here is the ground for the utter weariness and hope-
lessness about the Scriptures which we see everywhere

—so let

us gird up our loins to think about this and what the remedy
must be. I am sure it is not to run violently counter to the

belief of our time; but to strengthen that, so far as we can,
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against the tremendous unbelief which mingles with it in all

our minds. I come more and more back to the feeling that

sound political teaching is what we want to restore sense and

might to our Bible studies.'

'

Redmarley, Newent, September 13, 1861.

' My dear Strachey,
'

. . . I have a copy of Mill's book kindly sent me by

himself. But I have not yet read it, being over head and ears

in moral philosophy. I anticipate much pleasure and profit

from all his teachings on representation, though I scarcely

should expect to hear much from him about prophecy to which

I could attach a meaning. He seems to me to have the com-

pletest interpretation of the universe without God, and pro-

phecy to consist in the interpetation of it as altogether God's,

and illuminated by His presence ;
so that at what point they

meet I find it hard to conjecture. But I have no doubt I

shall discover when I am able to study the book. . . .'

To a Son {an undergraduate at Oxford).

'5 Russell Square, October 23, 1861.

'

. . . Tell me what are your little-go subjects. I shall like

to read them over by myself and write to you about them. I

have not forgotten Homer,' [i.e.,
a series of letters which

he had already written about Homer,]
' and will take him up

again, if you have any questions you like to ask, at any part

you would wish me to begin ;
but I would rather speak of what

is occupying you now; and there is no Greek play and no

Roman history which may not be connected with what is

passing around us. There is no help I can give you so great as

that of pointing out to you how what you read refers to what you
do and to what others are doing about you. Every article in

the Times speaks to me of some of the principles which I did

find or should have found in my studies at Oxford. You will

know what I mean some day I hope. And do not think that

the minute grammatical study of books makes them less prac-

tical or less interesting. The more really you understand the
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speech as well as the thoughts of writers the more you will

find that they explain your speech and your thoughts, the more

perplexities that entangle you in your practice will be cleared

away. And while in this way studies illustrate our life, they also

illustrate each other. We find how they hang together. And

we find which is most important, as being most practical and

as most interpreting the rest.

' Do you remember what Charles Lamb says about his

wanting a grace before Shakespeare and Milton as well as a

grace before meat ? I am sure this is true, if our books are

not to choke us. Think of it,
will you ?

'
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"Whereof what better witnes can ye expect f should produce then one

of your own now sitting in Parlament, the chief of learned men reputed in

this Land, Mr. Selden, whose volume of naturall and national laws proves,

not only by great autorities brought together, but by exquisite reasons and

theorems almost mathematically demonstrative, that all opinions, yea
errors known, read, and collated, are of main service and assistance toward

the speedy attainment of what is truest."—Milton's Speech in behalf of the

liberty of unliccnced Printing.

DR. LUSHINGTON'S JUDGMENT ON HEATH THE REFUSAL TO

PAY MR. JOWETT HIS SALARY VALUE OF THE ARTICLES

AS PLEDGES OF LIBERTY CONTINUATION OF 'TRACTS FOR

PRIESTS AND PEOPLE' THE INSPIRATION OF ST. PAUL—PUBLI-

CATION OF LAST PART OF ' MORAL AND METAPHYSICAL PHILO-

SOPHY
' THE PERSONALITY OF THE DEVIL—MRS. OLIPHANT'S

'LIFE OF EDWARD IRVING'—CARLYLE AND IRVING—AN IM-

PORTANT PIECE OF AUTOBIOGRAPHY IN CONNECTION WITH

IRVING—MR. JOWETT ON LEGENDS—TWO LETTERS ON THE

ATHANASIAN CREED ON THE CALLINGS OF MEN.

An eccentric clergyman, Mr. Heath, had published a series of

sermons containing propositions from which my father dissented

very strongly. Amongst other things, he had said, what was in

itself indisputable, that
" the immortality of the soul

"
is a

phrase not to be found in the Bible. He had from that

argued that the idea was unscriptural. All his views were of a

very unpopular kind. The clergy of the Isle of Wight had

petitioned the Bishop to prosecute him. The Bishop had

yielded. Dr. Lushington, towards the end of 1861, had given

a decision on the case which, as my father afterwards put it,

appeared "to condemn {\) all who acknowledge our baptismal
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service, and believe that infants without conscious faith are

accepted by God
; (2) all strong Calvinists who think that

Christ died for the elect, and not for mankind." The judgment

was so worded that, if it was sustained, much that my father

taught would be condemned also.

'I have always taught,' he writes,
' and by God's help always

mean to teach, that we are accepted by God in Christ the

Head of all men
;
that our faith is grounded upon what He

is, and what He has done, and is in no sense the cause of

our acceptance ;
and that this faith is in a redeemer, not in

any tenet about particular redemption or general redemption.

This doctrine may be condemned by Dr. Lushington's read-

ing of the nth Article. I fear it is. I cannot help that. I

must preach this Gospel or none.'

Practically it was never doubtful that the terms of the

judgment would be reversed by the Judicial Committee of the

Privy Council, as they in fact subsequently were. The

decision at the moment led to a notice in the Spectator com-

plaining of the Thirty-nine Articles as the causes of the diffi-

culty. To this my father replied in a letter to the editor of

Macmillaris Magazine in December 1861. He maintained

that the fact of the Articles having been composed in the

sixteenth century was far from being a reason for changing
them to suit the tastes of the nineteenth

;
that the temper and

spirit of the sixteenth century were much more suited for the

work of making permanent laws than the spirit of the nine-

teenth as shown in these prosecutions.
"

I find the construc-

tion which nineteenth-century wisdom puts upon the Articles

exceedingly hard and narrow, utterly inconsistent, it seems to

me, with the theology of the fathers or of the reformers, of the

Creeds and of our prayers. I find each nineteenth-century sect

and school ready to spring at the throat of every other. I

find divines and prelates of the nineteenth century ready, or at

least submitting, to accomplish the wishes of these sects, and of

the journals that represent them. 'Reculer pour mieux sauter'
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is, I hold, the maxim of all true reformation. I know of none

which has not appealed to the past against the present, and

which has not thus won blessings for the future."

About the same time a question had come on for solution

which was not settled for several years. Mr. Jowett, as Regius

Professor of Greek at Oxford, had been devoting so much

knowledge and care to the teaching of his classes that all tutors

in the University, whatever their views and opinions might be,

had found it necessary to advise those undergraduates who

hoped to do well in the final schools to attend Mr. Jowett's

classes.

A merely nominal salary (^£40 a year) had been originally

attached to each of the Regius Professorships. All the rest of

the Regius Professorships had been either augmented by other

means, or had had special stipends added to them by grants

from the University. When, however, the question of Mr.

Jowett's salary was brought before Convocation, the country

clergy flocked to Oxford in order to refuse to a man, whose

opinions they held to be mischievous, payment for work

admirably done, with which those opinions were in no way
connected.

My father burnt with indignation. Here was just what he

meant by the confusion between truth and opinion. Differing

from Mr. Jowett as widely as any of the voters, he held that

the question was virtually whether it is right or wrong to

deprive a man of that to which he is rightfully entitled because

you look upon his opinions as mistaken. For the moment his

conclusions on Dr. Lushington's decision, the mob lav/ of the

Oxford Convocation, and the Spectator on the Thirty-nine

Articles, were summed up in the following sentence of a letter

to Mr. Hutton.

To Mr. Hutton,

'

Queen's College, November 29, 1861.
'
I am more strong than ever on the side of fixed laws, since

I see the determination of mobs as well as bishops and doctors

to stretch prerogative, and 1 cannot the least agree with you
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in thinking that the deepest principles of theology had not

much more hold on men's minds, and were not grasped more

firmly and therefore with less frivolous irritation (earnest

passion I do not speak of) against opponents in the sixteenth

century than in the nineteenth. It seems to me that if we

cared for an organic body of articles we could not raise these

questions about specific articles.' [i.e., about the turn of a

phrase in the wording of one of the Articles.]

The following letter was written to suggest to Mr. Hughes
the subject of a tract never published.

To Mr. Hughes.
'

January 17, 1862.

' What do you think of saying something of Williams's tract ?

I will suggest three points for your consideration : (1) There

is a distinct revolting in the minds of simple Englishmen

against Williams's statements, specially against that one

which seems to put Homer and Shakespeare on the level of

Isaiah and St. Paul. But those who attack Williams are

cutting the ground from under their feet. They use the

conscience and yet protest against it. They say we have no

faculty for discerning between what is true and false in

Divine things ; yet they try to turn it to account in a

prosecution. And they deaden the feeling by the prosecu-

tion. They awaken a certain one in favour of the defendant.

(2) This doctrine of Williams's about a similar inspiration

in Shakespeare and the writers of the New Testament,

scandalises us just because it glorifies intellect and genius at

the expense of that which is common and universal. If he

had said the humblest men, not only Homer or Shakespeare,
receive that self-same Spirit wherewith St. Paul was bap-

tized, he would have said just what St. Paul has said

himself. If he had said all gifts proceed from the Spirit, he

would have said what St. Paul has said, and would have

justified himself to the hearts and to the conscience of -ill

who do not boast of their own gifts. (3) Phillimore and

VOL. II. 2D
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Coleridge, in denying this, have gone near to establish the

most tremendous heresies, compared with which all in the

Essays would have been deemed mild and moderate by

Athanasius, Augustine, even by John Wesley. They have

almost denied that we do receive the self-same Spirit which

the Apostles received, that we are to own Him in all our

acts and thoughts. (4) Moral—This is the effect of all

prosecutions, to endorse denials
; to extinguish no heresy ;

to

introduce the most flagrant. If this was stated in your

broad way with a little sprinkling of legal lore it might do

much good.'

After nearly a lifetime of labour his
' Moral and Meta-

physical Philosophy
'

was at last' finished. It had been pub-

lished at the end of 1861.

To Mr. Hutton.

'

5 Russell Square, April 19, 1862.

'

I am much cheered and consoled by what you say of my
" Moral Philosophy," though I am very sorry you should have

had such an opportunity of reading it as bed has afforded

you. If you should have an opportunity hereafter, will you
mention that it is not, as the Athaiazum has said, a reprint ;

that there is not one word the same as the original very

meagre article in the
'

Encyclopaedia
' and that I have been

some years about it ?
'

To Rev. E. Philips.

The Athenaeum, April 20, 1862.
'

I am afraid I never shall succeed in persuading you that I

mean what I say, and have not some esoteric doctrine which

I wish to hide. I do not talk about the personality of the

devil or the spirits of whom I read in the New Testament,

because I do not find the writers of the New Testament

talking about it, and because I believe I should convey a

very confused impression to my hearers if I did. They

might fancy that by personality I intend some bodily form,
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of which I hear nothing and know nothing ; though if I did

hear or know anything, the hearing or the knowledge would

give me no trouble and no satisfaction. A spirit and only a

spirit is to me personal. I do not call a frog or a flea a

person, for it is not spiritual. Whenever I am told of a

spirit, evil or good, I at once assume that that is like me,
can hold converse with me, can tempt me to wrong, can

encourage me to right. The Holy Spirit is the inspirer, as I

believe, of all the energies by which my personal life mani-

fests itself. He gives me the sense that I am a person ;

how can he be impersonal? The evil spirit speaks to me
as a person, tempts me to think that I am not a person, tries

to reduce me into a thing. I never should dream of calling

him a thing. What then do you require of me ? I believe

in nations not in nationalities, in persons not in personalities.

I avoid these popular newspaper phrases, not because I covet

abstractions, but because I hate them. Mr. Hall, the Baptist

preacher, was once accosted by one of his confreres :

"
Sir, do

not you believe in the devil ?
" "

No, sir," he answered
;

"I believe in God.. Do not you?" Now he had an intense

feeling of the devil as his personal and constant enemy ;
but

he kept his belief'for his everlasting friend.'

Mrs. Oliphant had recently published her '

Life of Edward

Irving.' Mr. Ludlow was proposing ro review the book.

To Mr. f. M. Ludlow.

'

5 Russell Square, W.C., May 28, 1862.

'

All I have heard and known of Mrs. Oliphant is most

favourable. Carlyle, who knew Irving well, and the best part

of whose mind and heart comes out in speaking of him, likes

the book on the whole very much, saying it is the most loyal

biography he has read for a long time.
'

I have not yet read it. But the part about Scott has

apparently pained his friends and himself beyond expression.

... I believe Irving to have been the man who felt most

deeply and inwardly the truth of the old Puritan theocracy,

2 d 2
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and who laboured most, under the most difficult circum-

stances, that he might pass into the acknowledgment of a

universal kingdom of God, not sink it in an atheistical

democracy. Neither Scott, Erskine, nor Campbell, admirable

men as they are, seem to me to have entered into the

political worth of his testimony, or therefore to have under-

stood him.'

To Mr. J. M. Ludlow.

'

May 30, 1862.

' There have been times when I have accepted your judg-

ment of Carlyle, and have added to it some bitterness of my
own, arising out of the disappointment that a man who has

taught mc so much should outrage some of my strongest

convictions. Last week I renewed my intercourse with him,

which for various reasons, partly accidental, has been in-

terrupted. I went to his house with much reluctance and

some fear. After a long conversation with him, I came

away with a strong conviction, that very much more is

expressed in that oscillation of his mind between democracy
and absolutism, to which the Spectator alluded in its criticism

on his "
Frederick," than this reviewer, or than you, are

willing to admit. Ever since his
"
Cromwell," indeed long

before, I have always been persuaded that a profound
theocratic belief was really at the basis of his mind

;
that in

the French Revolution he heard the voice of God speaking

to the kings of the earth
;
and that losing it among the cries

of democracy, he sought for it again in the believing rulers

of the seventeenth century ;
that not willing to suppose it

utterly silent at any time, he listened for it and thought he

discovered it in the stern decrees and the war with cant of

the unbelieving rulers of the eighteenth. There are terrible

contradictions in his thoughts, which express themselves

in his wild speech. But the contradictions belong to the

time : we may find them in ourselves. And they cannot be

resolved, as you fancy they may, into the mere worship of
'

might. That comes uppermost at times
;

often he recoils
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from it with the intensest horror, and affirms and feels

Justice to be the one ruler in heaven and earth. The infinite

wail for a real and not a nominal father, for a real and not

an imaginary king, comes out in Carlyle more than in any
man I know, and I am shocked at myself when I feel how I

have been refusing to hear it, and only interpreting it by
the devil's cry, "What have I do with thee?" which

mingles in it. Irving shows the other side of Carlyle's

Puritanism. He was utterly and purely a theologian ;
God

was all in all to him. From God he must begin. And how
to establish a relation between God and mankind on the

Calvinistic hypothesis, which he nobly determined not to

abandon for any Arminian or semi-Arminian compromises ;

this was the problem in trying to solve which he gave up
his fame and his life. From what I have read of Mrs.

Oliphant I cannot believe that she has succeeded in present-

ing this struggle clearly to her readers. But if she has

given "even a hint of it, so that people may feel him to have

been the most vigorous Protestant against the religion of

the newspapers and Exeter Hall that has appeared in our

generation, she deserves much gratitude. I hope you will

not let your dislike of Carlyle, which if you will search into

it you will find to be more democratic than divine, colour

your judgment of his friend, whom, in spite of enormous

prejudice against him, I was forced and am now more than

ever forced to reverence and love.'

The ' Tracts for Priests and People
'

were completed by

June, 1862, and were then published in two volumes, the con-

tributors having been :
—Mr. T. Hughes, Rev. Francis Garden,

Rev. J. LI. Davies, Mr. J. N. Langley, Mr. J. M. Ludlow,

Rev. C. P. Chretien, Sir Edward Strachey, the Hon. and Rev.

W. H. Lyttelton, Mr. R. H. Hutton, Rev. C. K. Paul, and

my father.

His contributions had been " The Mote and the Beam
;
a

clergyman's lesson from the present panic
"

;

" Comments " on

Mr. Garden's tract on the Atonement
;

"
Morality and
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Divinity," a review of two sermons published by the Bishop of

Oxford on the '

Essays and Reviews
' and of an answer to those

sermons put forth by an Oxford layman ;
a Paper on the

Voluntary Principle in America
;
a tract

" Do Kings reign by
the Grace of God ?

"
and a letter to Mr. Hutton on his tract,

" The Incarnation and Principles of Evidence."

Several of my father's contributions indicate the feelings of

increasing distrust and opposition with which for years he had

been viewing the proceedings of Bishop Wilberforce, who more

and more, as it seemed to him, was led by thetemptations of

rhetoric, and the love of personal popularity and influence, into

courses which would have been impossible during his earlier

life. The tract on " The Grace of God "
is an earnest defence

of the
" D. G." of the coinage as an all-important assertion that

our kings do reign by the grace of God and not by grace of the

people, and that there will be an end of all liberty when the

principle that the people's wilful determination is the only law,

replaces the reign of law and right as represented by the Crown.

The letter to Mr. Hutton contains a piece of autobiography

which, though it belongs to an earlier portion of the life, will

probably be more easily understood at this point than it would

have been at the period to which it refers. The passage follows

appropriately upon the letters on Mr. Irving.

As the extract represents the earliest stage of the develop-

ment in my father's mind of the central thought of his belief,

it seems of so much importance on its own account that it is

right to give it entire. The time to which he refers is about

the year 1830. In any case, the passage would apply to the

period between his going up to Oxford towards the beginning
of 1830 and his taking orders in January 1834. It has. how-

ever, this interest apart from the immediate subject of it, that

it represents the mode in which his thoughts were formed at

each stage of his life, and the sense in which external influence

acted on him.

'

Irving found that he could not maintain the Incarnation in

its reality and power if he shrank from the assertion that evil
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in all its ghastliness, in all its attractiveness, offered itself to

the mind and will of Christ. That it was rejected by the mind

and will no one could affirm more vehemently than he did.

But to adopt any shift for the sake of making the conflict a

less tremendous one than it is in the case of any son of Adam,
seemed to him to be dishonouring Christ under pretence of

asserting His purity, and to be depriving human creatures of

the blessings and victory which He took flesh to give them.

He therefore used language, which inevitably startled and stag-

gered those who knew, what the suggestions of evil were to

them, how much they seemed to involve a participation in it.

I could not evade the force of their appeals to the testimony
of our consciences as well as of Scripture. I could as little

evade the force of his. It seemed to me that if there was not

a way out of the difficulty the Gospel meant nothing. The old

theology which Mr. Irving had grafted upon his Scotch con-

fession showed me this way. According to that confession

the race stood in Adam, and had fallen in Adam; then a

scheme of salvation of which the Incarnation formed a step

was necessary to rescue certain persons from the consequences
of the fall. Mr. Irving had begun to regard the Incarnation,

not merely as a means to a certain end, in which some men
were interested, but, as the very manifestation of God to men,
as the link between the creature and the Creator. But what

could the Incarnation, on his previous hypothesis, be but the

descent into a radically evil nature? Some of Mr. Irving's

Scotch opponents perceived the difficulty, and resorted to the

hypothesis of our Lord taking the unfallen nature of Adam.

He regarded the suggestion as a miserable subterfuge, which

made the relation between Christ and actual men an utterly

unreal one. It led me to ask myself,
" What does that unfallen

nature of Adam mean ? Did not Adam stand by God's grace,

by trust in Him ? Did he not fall by trying to be something
in himself? Could he have had a nature which was good

independent of God more than we ? Is not such a notion a

subversion of Christian belief? But did the race ever stand in

him ? Old theology taught quite a different doctrine." Our
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own Articles set forth Christ very God and very man—not

Adam—as now and always the Head of the race. They teach

us of an infection of nature which exists in every son of Adam.

They call that a departure from original righteousness. This

original righteousness stands, and has always stood, in Christ

the Son of God, and in Him only. Here, it seems to me, was

the true practical solution of the difficulty. I could believe

that the Head of man had entered fully into the condition of

every man, had suffered the temptations of every man, had

wrestled with the enemy of ever man
;
and that he had brought

our humanity untainted and perfect through that struggle. And
this because He had never lost his trust in His Father, His

obedience to His Father—had never asserted independence as

Adam did, as each one of us is continually doing. His tempta-
tions become then, real in the most tremendous sense. They
were more fierce than any mere individual can ever undergo.

He did, in truth, feel the sins—bear the sins—of the whole

world. And every man may turn to Him as knowing his own

special danger, his easily besetting sins, as having felt the power
of them. And no man has a right to say,

" My race is a sinful,

fallen race," even when he most confesses the greatness of his

own sin and fall
;
because he is bound to contemplate his race

in the Son of God, and to claim by faith in Him his share of its

redemption and its glory. I can therefore do justice to the

Unitarian protest against the language in which many who call

themselves orthodox describe the condition of mankind, just

because I adopt the belief in the perfect divinity and the perfect

manhood of the Son of God. I can, with the most inmost con-

viction, assert that in me—that is, in my flesh—dwelleth no

good thing, just because I feel that all good which is in me, or

in any one, is derived from the perfect humanity of Christ, and

that, apart from that, I am merely evil. Just so far as I have

been able to grasp this belief in a Head of humanity—just so

far the greatest problems of ethics seem to me to find a solu-

tion
; just so far do I see a light in the midst of the deepest

darkness, a hope rising out of the depths of despair, a unity

which is mightier than all sects and divisions.'
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To Rev. J. LI. Davies.

'

5 Russell Square, June 18, 1862.

'

I have been much troubled about Heath, for his sake im-

mediately, and for the ultimate evil to the Church. I fear that

his counsel lost their temper from his quiddities and deafness,

and did not do what they might have done for him. He cer-

tainly meant no harm, and yet has been the cause of one of the

most dangerous decrees that has ever gone forth from the

Ecclesiastical Courts. The judges fancied that they could

touch no one but the defendant before them. I scarcely know
whom they have not touched. But clearly our duty is to sit

still. If they attack us we must consider how we ought to act.

My inclination would be to employ no counsel
;
but simply to

declare what I believe and let them decide as they choose.

But I hope God will direct us better than we can direct our-

selves. Meantime, do not fash yourself more than you can

help about such matters.'

To Mr. J. N. Langlcy.

'June 19, 1862.

' Mr. Parker imputes to you the opinion that God is natur-

ally the Father of all human beings. This is the misrepresenta-

tion which you will find in every one of their complaints against

us, and which should, if possible, be cleared away. There is

no point about which I have taken more pains, but in general

with little success. I think I explained myself most clearly

about it in a letter to Mr. Binney respecting a critique of his in

the Patriot, on my article about the Revision of the Liturgy.

The letter was published by Mr. Binney, of his own accord,

but with my permission, in the second edition of his book on

the Church in Australia.'
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To a Son, at Oxford, who had written of Mr. fowett.
'

Saturday (June or July, 1862).
' My dearest E.,

'
I think you may make a very fair Boswell

;
but that

you may make something much better. You must not forget

one important quality of Boswell. He never stumbled at con-

tradictions. Johnson often said things directly inconsistent

with each other. Most thoughtful men who speak what they

mean, and feel strongly at any given time, do. Boswell's pro-

found hero-worship did not suffer him to suppress either senti-

ment. Nor did he give himself much trouble about reconciling

them or making them fit into each other. They both pro-

ceeded from the oracle, and were therefore both equally sacred.

'All you tell me of Mr. Jowett's conversation is very inter-

esting and just what a man so consistent and also so courageous

as he is, was likely to utter in the course of a walk. But if you
should hear that he has spoken at other times what seems to

you at variance with what you heard, you are not to be startled

or to doubt your informant's veracity, or to suspect Mr. Jowett
himself of blowing hot and cold. Different aspects of a

principle or a fact present themselves to the same man in

different moods of his mind
;
he expresses what he perceives

at each time with equal precision and deliberation
;

both

opinions may be probably more instructive together than either

would be separately. For instance, when he told you that the

idea that a fact had occurred might possibly be of the same

use as the fact itself, he uttered a sentiment which he might
find it necessary not only to explain and modify, but even to

refute on some other occasion. He might perceive that taken

literally in its full extent, it would even invest Legend with a

worth above History. If Legend embody ideas, and History

is, as many think, a mere collection of bare facts—the bread

without the gin*
—the legend must be esteemed more than the

history. Against such an inference, Mr. Jowett would of course

* A baker had advertised largely some patent process for purifying

bread. Whereupon another announced that he sold his bread " With the

gin in it.''
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protest. He would see in it a chink through which all super-

stition and falsehood might enter.

'

Nevertheless, I do not undervalue legends. They contain

man's attempts to feel after God's ideas
; they bear witness

that no idea can be presented to us without some vesture.

But the vesture of God's own ideas must be facts. If He
reveals His ideas to us, the revelation must be through facts.

I accept the revelation recorded in the Scripture as a revelation

of the Divine mind through facts. I accept all History as

revelation of some portion of the Divine mind through facts.

I believe the modern process of idealising tends to destroy

ideas and facts both, and to leave nothing but a certain deposit

of both. The sensation novel is the appropriate sink or cess-

pool for this deposit. All historical criticism is good, it seems

to me, just so far as it tests facts in love and reverence for

facts, and for what facts contain
;

all is bad and immoral which

introduces the notion that it signifies little whether they turn

out to be facts or no, or the notion that their reality as facts

depends upon certain accidents in the narration of them. I

do not believe Mr. Jowett would ever encourage either notion,

though both are encouraged by men called orthodox and called

liberal.'

To the Rev. J. H. Macmahon, returning thanks for a reference

to his ' Moral and Metaphysical Philosophy'

1

5 Russell Square, W.C., July 21.

My dear Sir,
' Allow me to thank you most gratefully for your transla-

tion of Aristotle's
'

Metaphysics,' and for your very kind notice

of me in the Preface. I am so very little used to such friendly

recognitions
—

yours, I believe, is the first I ever received, in

print at least, for a task on which I certainly bestowed some

pains
—that I appreciate it the more keenly. But if I had been

ever so rich in praises, I should still value most highly that of

a true scholar and real metaphysician like yourself. I am very

glad for the sake of other students that you have had courage
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and patience to work in this mine
;

I believe it is a more

real service than translating modern German commentaries

and compilations which young men read in hopes of knowing

everything in the heavens above and the earth beneath, and

which really does not help them much to that knowledge of

themselves that all the true men of the old world thirsted for.

To get even a glimpse of that is better than to find much

sympathy, though I am sure that is to be prized very highly

too.'

To the Rev. Alfred Starkey (on the Athanasian Creed).

'

5 Russell Spuare, W.C., July 22, 1862.

1 As I was born and brought up a Unitarian, and as I have

found in many of the Unitarian body whom I have known

and do know, Divine graces which I have not found in myself,

you will suppose that the subject upon which you wrote has

occupied me frequently and deeply. I wrote upon it more

than twenty years ago. I have had occasion to return to it,

always with the same result, in the course of these twenty

years. You will easily suppose that I have subjected myself

to the charge of straining words to an unnatural sense and of

stifling my convictions, and that I have had to ask myself in

God's presence whether the charge was true or not, for I

know none which is more terrible. If I am guilty of the crime

alleged against me I am more guilty than others, for I have

gone into it more deliberately. The Athanasian Creed has

been a greater help to me than almost any document in leading

me (1) to determine that I must adhere strictly and literally to

the words, "fudge not, that ye be notjudged"— allowing no

evasions from them in the case of any person whatsoever;

(2) to examine what is the natural, scriptural, orthodox sense

of the language of the Creed, and whether it can bear the

construction which is put upon it by those who read it hastily

and apply to it the maxims which are current in our day.
'

(1) If I took the Athanasian Creed to mean that any one

who does not hold certain intellectual notions about the Trinity

must without doubt perish everlastingly, I must take it to
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condemn not Unitarians, not Arians, not Tritheists of every kind

merely, but all women, children, poor people, whose minds

have not been exercised in logical inquiries, and are not capable

of understanding logical results. I should take it to exempt
from everlasting death not the meek and lowly of heart, but

many who have been particularly the reverse of this, proud

disputers who have arrived at orthodox conclusions without

being in any moral state which the Holy Ghost can recognise.

If you can persuade yourself that any good man who wrote

such a creed in any age intended this, or that any good men

who have repeated it since, have adopted it with that intention,

I cannot
;

I reject that sense as simply impossible. No one

has a right to say that was the mind of the imposer of the

Creed
;
no one I believe who thinks seriously will say it.

' But what other sense will the words bear ? Not some

modification of this
; not some qualified condemnation of

certain persons, the others being saved
;
but simply the very

reverse of this. The name of the Trinity, the Father, the Son,

and the Holy Ghost, is, as the fathers and schoolmen said

continually, the name of the Infinite Charity, the perfect Love,

the full vision of which is that beatific vision for which saints

and angels long even while they dwell in it. To lose this, to

be separated from this, to be cut off from the Name in which

we live and move and have our being, is everlasting death.

There is no other account to be given of that state into which

we fall when we are divided from Him who is the Life, the

eternal life of His creatures. But who incur this separation ?

I know not. You and I, while we are repeating the Creed,

may be incurring it. The Unitarian may be much nearer the

kingdom of Heaven than we are. He may in very deed less

divide the substance, less confound the persons, than we do.

For I feel myself that when I fall into an un-Christian heartless

condition, I do divide the substance, I do confound the persons

inevitably, even though I may be arguing ingeniously and

triumphantly for the terms that denote distinction and union.
' The Athanasian Creed then has prevented me from claim-

ing even that modified right to condemn which you say you
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can admit. I dare not say of any person that he has cut him-

self off from the fellowship of that God whom St. Paul said

that all people were feeling after if haply they might find Him.

I dare not say of myself that I am not in danger of cutting

myself off from it.

'

(2) The Athanasian Creed has led me to ask myself, "What
does the Bible mean, what does the Creed mean, what have all

earnest Christians meant, when they have spoken of Eternal

Life, and of that Life as connected with the knowledge of God,
as being the knowledge of God ?" Have they meant life that

lasts a very, very, very long time ? Is that the natural sense

of the word eternal when it is opposed to temporal ? Is it the

orthodox sense? Is it the Scriptural sense? Can I speak of

this word as belonging emphatically to God, who "
is and was

and is to come," and then say,
"

It means an interminable series

of future ages
"
? Am I not departing from the signification I

at first felt to be the true one ? Am I not unfairly slipping

into another ? What signify the logical limitations as to
" a

parte" etc. ? Do you find them in the Bible
;

in your own

conscience
;
or reason ? Can you thus limit eternity by time

notions ?

'
I leave you to think over these hints. I would not for the

world tempt you to twist your conscience to meet any con-

siderations of expediency. It will be the worse for me here

and hereafter if I have twisted mine.'

Also to Rev. Alfred Starkcy.

'

5 Russell Square, July 24, 1S62.

'

I cannot be sorry that my letter raised those questions in

your mind, which, you say truly, it did not the least settle. I

know nothing which is so likely to deliver us from the shallow-

ness of our popular divinity and our popular infidelity, and to

bring us again into sympathy with the language and the faith

of apostles and martyrs, as an earnest and prayerful meditation

upon the meanings which we attach to the words Eternal Life

and Eternal Death. It would not really withdraw us from
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fellowship even with the favourite phrases of our own time
; it

might help us to give them a more full signification, and to

rescue them from the cant and unreality into which they are

continually falling and reducing us.

' Thus the phrase
"
lost souls," which is continually applied

by preachers to persons going about in this world, might assist

you in considering whether there is anything strange in pre-

dicating eternal death of those who are without God here or

hereafter. The "
lost soul

"
does not mean one fallen into

temporal death. It means one in spiritual death. It intimates

that a spiritual being, created for a certain state without which

its faculties and existence are unintelligible and contradictory,

has lost the possession or fruition of that state. It means that

a creature which draws its life from the Eternal God is deprived

of the Life that most directly, essentially, truly is His ; the

Life which Christ manifested to men, and of which He desired

men to be partakers. Now this life St. John reasonably and

simply calls "Eternal Life;" the life which was with the

Father, and which has been declared to us. To say that a

creature deprived of this Life, wholly or in any degree, cannot

ever enter into it, would be to deny the doctrine which our

Evangelical clergy preach most earnestly, for they speak of the

Gospel as "a message to lost souls;" whether they would

admit the assertion or not, they preach a deliverance from

Eternal Death ; the capacity of spirits which have fallen into

it, for entrance into Eternal Life. That they carefully limit

the possibility to the threescore years and ten of men's pil-

grimage here is undoubtedly true. Whether they are right or

wrong in doing so, it is not the use of the word Eternal either

in the Scriptures or in the Athanasian Creed which obliges

them to that course. They may have other sufficient reasons

for telling men that all beyond the term allotted to us here is

under a new law
;
under a hopeless condition

;
but it is not

the announcement of a second death infinitely more terrible

than bodily death, which gives them their reason. Into that

second, more terrible death, men do fall who are walking

under the light of the sun and performing all bodily functions ;
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out of it Christ does raise them. He brings them out of

darkness and the shadow of death, out of the very pit of hell.

The unquenchable fire which is to burn up all chaff, blazes as

fiercely as ever
;
but they find it to be a fire of love, and can

rejoice that it should destroy whatever in them is unloving.
' .... [A sheet is here missing.]

F '

I am glad that what I said respecting the damnatory clauses

of the Creed commended itself to your conscience. You will

see, I think, how it is connected with what I have said now.

The fathers and the mediaeval writers (those who are con-

fessedly the most orthodox) speak continually of the Trinity

as the " Eternal Charity," and as the foundation of all human

life. They were men such as we are
; liable to be opinionative,

disputatious, cruel, persecuting. The horror they felt of separa-

tion from the Eternal Love expressed itself in deep devotions

and in forms that were to last through ages. The opinion-

ativeness, bitterness, cruelty, persecution, expressed itself in

words spoken, in acts done, against men of their own age.

We who have discovered the folly and wickedness of persecu-

tion, the idleness of anathemas—God having shown it us by
His providence

—boast ourselves of these discoveries, and treat

the ages behind us with lofty pity, or scorn, or hatred. We
cast aside with these discoveries any sense of the evil and

terror of being separated from the God of Love and Light,

and being given up to serve the Spirit of Malice and Darkness.

Our orthodox and our liberals seem equally indifferent about

that danger. Those who feel themselves ready to fall into the

clutches of the Evil Spirit, those who see what an influence he

is exercising all around them, turn to the old Creeds and find in

them a witness for One who can hold them up and deliver

them out of [the power of evil]. ... If those who left them
that witness, tampered with Satan and in many of their pro-

ceedings confessed his dominion, we know that they have

repented of that sin
;
we know that they would have us seek

their God and our God, and cry to Him against it in the forms

in which it most easily and closely besets us.
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To a Son in the army about to startfor India.

'

August, 1862.
' My dear F.,

'

. . . When I speak to many men among the clergy

as well as among the laity of their callings I do not find that

they attach much force to the word. They have entered a

certain profession which on the whole they prefer to any other,

or at least to which they are bound since they entered upon it
;

that is all. . . .

' The clergy you know are obliged to say that they believe

themselves to be called by the Holy Ghost to the office of the

ministry. Many object to that language. They wish it blotted

out of our service. They think it marks out the clergyman as

different from other men. They think it leads him to falsehood.

The blessing of it to me has been very great. I have learnt

from it wherein the clergyman is different from other men,
wherein he is like all men. He is different from other men

inasmuch as he has tasks to perform which other men have

not to perform. He is like other men inasmuch as they have

all a general calling as men, and have all their specific callings

as lawyers, physicians, soldiers, tradesmen. The clergyman
who attaches any importance to the baptism which he shares

with all men, cannot suppose that his general calling is higher

than theirs. He cannot suppose that there can be any state

greater and more glorious than that of being a member of

Christ, a child of God, an inheritor of the kingdom of

Heaven.
'

If he supposes his specific calling to be higher than theirs,

it can only be on this plea ;
that he is appointed to tell all

men what they are, who calls them to their works, what strength

they have for fulfilling their works. He is only entitled to the

epithet of a divine so far as he believes in his heart, and can

declare with his lips to all his fellows, that their position is

fixed for them by God, and that they will have His help day

by day in understanding it and maintaining it.

vol. 11. 2 E
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' Therefore I prize the words of our ordination service. I

may have entered very imperfectly into them when I used them

first, though I did not use them dishonestly. But every year

has made it clearer to me that I have no right and no power
to speak a word if the Spirit of God is not really with me, and

that I was to say so once and am to say so still, that other men
who need His presence as much as I do may be confident that

He is also with them and may ask for His guidance continually.

I know how many there are who would tell me that I might

apply this language to any occupation more properly than to

yours. They will say that your calling cannot be a godly

one, that I am profaning what is holy when I am daring to

talk of a Spirit of love and peace as dwelling with the

soldier and prompting his deeds. I have considered the

arguments of those who speak thus—I was brought up to

regard them as almost self-evident
;

I have deliberately re-

jected them.
1 The Bible has convinced me, history has convinced me,

personal experience has convinced me, that they are not true.

I find the expression Lord of Hosts everywhere in the Scrip-

tures, and I accept it as a right and honest expression of a

great truth. I find that the leaders of armies and that armies

themselves have done nobly, works which I recognise as God's

works. I find a spirit of order and obedience in them which

I scarcely find elsewhere, and which I wish civilians could

imitate. I find justice, gentleness, tenderness, not merely

mixing with such qualities in military men, but eminently
characteristic of some among them. This being the case, I

have solemnly and with my whole heart and soul refused to

make an exception from the maxim which I think governs all

offices and undertakings in the case of the office and under-

taking of the soldier.

'
I recognise him in battles and in the preparation for

battle, as the servant of the living God. I believe the Spirit

oi God as really calls him to his duties and fits him for them

as He calls me to mine. And having this faith—without
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• which it would be anguish to think of you in India or any-

where—I feel more bound to insist upon this principle

when I discourse about soldiers than in almost any other

case.

1 For I see how terrible have been, how far more terrible

must be, the effects of a loss of this faith, in the mind of armies

generally, and of the individuals who compose them. The

sense of power which armies give is something so tremendous
—the illustrations of it in the history of the Roman armies,

which had prevailed through discipline and obedience, when

they began to think they could govern the state and make

emperors, are so palpable ;
that every true citizen must ask

himself,
" Who will guard our guardians, who will keep them

from being our destroyers?" The question is serious at all

times, it was never so serious as now, when the faith in mere

constitutional arrangements is growing faint, when so many
are crying out for that organisation of forces which they say

is only to be attained under a military despot. If while this

temper is appearing among civilians, the soldier parts with the

feeling, which has never been extinct yet in the Englishman,

though at times desperately weak, of a vocation, if he accepts

the statement of pious men that he is only a devil's instrument,

the prospect for this land and for all lands is darker than one

dares to contemplate. But a mere vague impression of there

being something good, gentlemanlike, patriotic in your pro-

fession will not avail to counteract this temptation, which will

become greater every day, which many of the circumstances

of such a country as India are likely to foster. Nothing, I

I believe, short of a firm conviction, growing with the experience
of personal weakness, that you have a calling, that it cannot

be fulfilled unless you are just, manly, gentle, in all your doings
to all the people with whom you converse, and that there is a

I

Divine overseer of your thoughts and purposes who is inspiring

you with justice, manliness, gentleness, who is fighting in you

against what is false, inhuman, ungracious, and that your Guide,

; Teacher, Restrainer, is the Guide and Teacher and Rettrainer,

2 E 2
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whether they heed Him or not, of all your superiors, equals,

dependents, of your own countrymen, and of the natives,

nothing but this will stand you in stead when savage impulses

get hold of you, and there are motives which seem to justify

them, and the public opinion of your class is in favour of them,

and you have the power of indulging them.'
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CHAPTER XIII.

"
I believe that the history of the Bible is the history of a Redemption,

that we do not know God till we regard Him as a Deliverer, that we do

not understand our own work-in the world,
—least of all the priest's work,

— till we believe that we are sent into it to carry out His designs for the

deliverance of ourselves and of our race."—F. D. M., Letter to Archdeacon

Hare.

DR. COLENSO ON THE PENTATEUCH—MY FATHER'S EMBARRASS-

MENT—INTENSE DESIRE TO OPPOSE THE BISHOP'S VIEW

GREAT UNWILLINGNESS TO GO WITH A MULTITUDE AGAINST

HIM— WISHES TO RESIGN LIVING AT VERE STREET IN ORDER

MORE STRONGLY TO ASSERT HIS ATTACHMENT TO THE ENGLISH

CHURCH—CHANGE OF PURPOSE AND ITS MOTIVES.

Bishop Colenso had published in 1861 his 'Commentary on

St. Paul's Epistle to the Romans.' Bishop Wilberforce was

very anxious to secure a condemnation of this Commentary

by the bench of bishops, and was stopped from doing so by
the late Archbishop of Canterbury [Tait], then Bishop of

London. Whatever may be the merits of that question, it

is necessary as a matter of historical accuracy that it should

be kept clear from that of the Book on the Pentateuch, which

was not published till late in the year 1862. Bishop Colenso

had written to my father, telling him of his intention to

publish his book on the Pentateuch, and giving some expres-

sion to his views. My father had corresponded with him, with

increasing anxiety and distress, and had asked him to pay a

visit to Brampton Ash, where my father was taking duty for

the summer.

To Rev. J. LI. Davies.

'

Brampton Ash, Market Harborough, August 28, 1862.

'

I was much touched with what you say of Ruskin. Any-

thing which makes him doubt his own infallibility will, I am
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sure, do him good. He is earnest, I am convinced, and will

come quite right.
'

I am not a little anxious about Colenso. You will hear

strange reports about him. They are many of them not true.

But he is strangely bewildered, I think. I do not see how he

can keep his bishopric. Let this, however, be quite private.

I say it to prepare you for anything he may say to you if you
meet him. He will, I believe, run, down here for a day or

two. I have asked him to do so.

'

I have been writing a series of dialogues between a layman
and a clergyman about family worship. They introduce a

great many topics, and will be very unpopular if they should

ever appear.'

During the following month (I believe on September 6),

Bishop Colenso met my father at No. 2, Palace Gardens, Bays-

water.* As the Bishop's views were more and more clearly

laid before my father, it seemed to my father more and more

clear that the Bishop's duty was to resign his bishopric. At

length he gave expression to his thought in the form,
"
Well,

I think the consciences of Englishmen will be very strongly

impressed with the feeling that you ought to resign your

bishopric." My father always drew a very wide distinction

between the duty of paying respect to men's consciences, to

the sense of right and wrong developed by genuine care and

thought upon a question, and the absolute duty of disregarding

mere opinions, the things that men glibly repeat after their

fuglemen. It was in this sense that he spoke to the
kBishop,

who, intending merely to convey his own belief that the ques-

tion was one for him to decide for himself, replied : "Oh you

know, if it comes to that, there are plenty of people who say

that you have no business to hold your living." He spoke in

*
I ought perhaps to say that my report of this conversation is derived

from my father and the Bishop. Except that in reporting the purpose with

which the words were used, I have quoted respectively the Bishop's

explanation of his own words, and my father's of his, there was no dis-

crepancy whatever between the two accounts, which were each given

personally to me.
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the sense of assuming that my father's position was unassail-

able
;
and therefore that at least to my father the unfairness

of such an appeal as he had made ought to be clear. The
words had an effect the very opposite of what Dr. Colenso had

intended. My father replied at once :

"
Very well, if that is

so—if there are those who conscientiously believe that I am

holding my belief in the Church's Creeds and in the Bible for

the sake of the money I get for my chapel
—I think that that

is so great a scandal that I shall at once resign my living."

He wrote to Mr. Davies to ask him to come down and see

him, wishing to talk the matter over.

To Rev. /. LI. Davies.

'

Brampton Ash, Market Harborough, September 23, 1S62.

' The pain which Colenso's book has caused me is more

than I can tell you. I used nearly your words,
"

It is the

most purely negative criticism I ever read," in writing to him.

Our correspondence has been frequent but perfectly unavailing.

He seems to imagine himself a great critic and discoverer,

and I am afraid he has met with an encouragement which will

do him unspeakable mischief. He says I have only appealed

to his pride in my argument. I fancy I wounded his pride

even more than I ought. I appealed to his love of truth. I

asked him whether he did not think Samuel must have been

a horrid scoundrel if he forged a story about the I AM speaking

to Moses, and to my unspeakable surprise and terror he said,
" No. Many good men had done such things. He might not

mean more than Milton meant." He even threw out the

notion that the Pentateuch might be a poem ;
and when I

said, that to a person who had ever asked himself what a poem
is, the notion was simply ridiculous, he showed that his idea

of poetry was that it is something which is not historical. And
his idea of history is that it is a branch of arithmetic. I agree

with you that it is very difficult to say to what point of dis-

belief he may go ;
but it seems to me just as likely, with his
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tolerance of pious frauds, that he may end in Romanism and,

accept everything.
' But I cannot forget his exceeding generosity to me at a

very great risk to himself. If I am bound by my duty to the

Church, and to him as a friend, to remonstrate on the course

he is now pursuing, I am also bound not to let any one

suppose I desert him for the sake of preserving my own posi-

tion. These considerations make my course somewhat em-

barrassing. I do, however, begin to see clearly at least what

is demanded of me. That is one of the points on which I

should like to talk to you ; though I would rather have been

here than in London.'

To Rev. S. Clark.

'

Brampton Ash, Market Harborough, October 4, 1862.

' My dear Clark,
'
I hope that we shall be in town on Tuesday. But I

cannot put off till I see you there, the announcement of a

resolution to which I have come. I know it is kinder to do

so than to leave the task to my wife. She would have told

you of her trouble
;
but it would have cost her a great effort,

and I, who have caused it, ought to bear the burden. More-

over, it is a great comfort to speak of it to such a friend as you
have always been.

' You know, of course, this business of Colenso. You know

how he had identified himself with me, and how great a struggle

it must be to me to disclaim him, especially when he is putting

himself to great risk. Yet I think him so utterly wrong, that

I must do it at all risks to him or me. How to do it and yet

not to put myself entirely in the wrong with respect to him,

and so to injure the cause of God far more than myself, has

been a subject of earnest thought with me. It has obliged

me to consider my whole position at Vere Street. I had long

perceived that that was put in jeopardy by the recent decisions

in Heath's case, and in Wilson's case. I had prepared myself

for a prosecution, and had determined that when it came I
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would not go into the court, but would rather retire. To

plead by help of an ingenious counsel for permission to do

what I feel I must do to fulfil my ordination vows, seemed

to me mischievous. But I had meant to wait till the blow

came. Now I see very clearly that I ought to anticipate it.

If I give up Vere Street, stating my reasons for doing so very

fully in a letter to my congregation, I can distinguish my posi-

tion from that of all who wish to diminish the authority of the

Scriptures. I can show that my only offence is that of adhering

too literally to the words of the Prayer-Book and Articles. I

am quite convinced that by making the sacrifice of my income

I may preserve my position as a minister in the Church, and

may make the position of all who determine to teach according

to its formularies, and not to accept the Spurgeon doctrine, in

place of its doctrine, more intelligible, and more safe. If I

were cast in a suit, or were deprived of my ministry without

one, I believe I might have caused a schism
; by taking this

course, I hope I shall do something
—at least, what is in me—

to avert one.
' Of course the change is a serious one. It is like beginning

anew at fifty-seven. But I believe God has given and will

give me strength to work for my wife, and for my children,

while they need it. I shall be glad if you could advise about

the way.'

To Rei*. C. Kingsley.

'

5 Russell Square, October 12, 1862.

'

I have passed through some painful hours in these last few

weeks, but I can truly say that such a letter as yours this

evening would make up for ten times that amount of suffering.

It has given me a delight that I cannot express, mixed with

much shame, that I should ever have misunderstood you, or

suspected you of being anything less than I have ever known

you and believed you to be. I will not do myself the injustice

to confess that I was jealous of your differing from me or

deserting a guidance which, as you know, I always disclaimed.
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But I have been fearful at times of your not being true to

yourself and your own higher instincts. And I do most heartily

and joyfully renounce all such fears, and ascribe them to my
own habit of thinking evil. Indeed, I may say that as I have

never encountered more opposition from wife, sisters, friends,

than in this last resolve of mine—no one approving of it—so I

have never had such proofs of their profound affection and for-

bearance. And your letter and Mrs. Kingsley's most kind one

to my wife make the cup of kindness as full and overflowing as

it well can be.

'

I will now tell you why, feeling the strength of all your

arguments, I yet think that the resolution I have formed is the

right one and ought not to be abandoned.
'

istly. I have no right to overlook the very great probability

that Lushington's decision upon the word Eternal would have

been made to tell upon the person who has put himself most

prominently forward in maintaining the opposite sense. If I

had been attacked, I could not have resisted that decree
;

I

must have been deprived by it. I should then have lost all power
of ministering in the Church. I should have fixed the chain

upon it irrevocably. Numbers would then have been puzzled

about their position and have felt that they must adopt the

damnation theory or resign. By taking the matter into my own
hands I avert this peril. I provoke attention to the subject. I

claim to be the simple and orthodox interpreter of the language
of the Church. It is for you to follow this movement, not by

deserting your posts, but by calling for a reversal of the decree.

And practically, if not in terms, you will succeed. The feeling

upon this subject, I know, in the country among laymen and

clergymen both, is very deep. It requires to be roused. People
do not dare to face their own convictions. They have never

fairly been told that it is their duty as Churchmen to cherish

these convictions. One voice, feeble though it be, saying this

and accompanying this speech with an act which shows that it

does come from the inmost heart, may do more than you dream

of. What it will do, is not to provoke imitation of the par-

ticular means which I find most convenient in my own case for
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enforcing my arguments, but to fix the thoughts of the clergy

upon the end at which I aim. "
Friends, are ye sent with a

message that God destroys the world, or that He saves it?"

You ought to know. The question is not a trifle. Say then

which, or for ever hold your tongues. Very few will like to say,

"We are not sent to preach Redemption." You must compel
them to say earnestly and resolutely,

" We are." Is it not

worth parting with Vere Street, if there is a hope
—

only a hope—of kindling such a feeling
—

yes, of precipitating such a crisis

as this ? It is terrible to go on saying,
"
Peace, peace," when

there is really no peace, but destruction taking the name of a

Gospel.
'

I know well that my dear and honoured friend Dr. Lushing-

ton, whom I love as much as almost any man of his age that I

know, has no purpose of working this mischief or any mischief

to the Church and to mankind. He will be a worker of good,

as he ought to be, if his simple blunders lead to the result I

have supposed. To promote that result by any means I am
sure is a clear duty.

1

2ndly. There are several men besides Z. who are throwing

up their livings, expressly because they say they cannot conform

to such antiquated books as the Bible and the Common Prayer-

Book. To have one saying,
"

I give up the income of my living

because I hold to these antiquated books and will not accept the

cruel modern interpretations of them," may restore the balance

in the minds of our countrymen. It will, I think, have some

influence—more than merely for its own sake it ought to have
—on the minds of the Dissenters, and will lead them to think

whether all the bondage for which they affect to commiserate

us does not really come from the imitation of them.
'

3rdly. Colenso's act therefore, though it clinched my reso-

lution, and seemed to me to make any other way embarrassing

for me, only showed me what would have been best at all

events. My mind has been nearly racked this vacation at the

thought that the whole family life of England, and all our old

civil morality, must go to wreck if there is not some witness

that the Father of all is not a destroyer. At the same time I
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have faith and hope, at times most cheering and invigorating,

that some of our scientific men and our Secularists, if they could

be spoken to as husbands and fathers, not as schoolmen, might

pass from Atheism into the most cordial belief. Arguments
about a Creator will fall dead upon them. A message from a

Father may rouse them to life. Again, I but give a hint, which

you and such as you must turn to profit. People will not hear

me. My words they call strange and mystical. If I can awaken

them by an act which they will also think strange and foolish,

to give heed to men who can command their ears and hearts,

I shall be too thankful.

'

I must, however, set my mind now towards the future.

Somewhere—I suppose it must be either in London, Oxford or

Cambridge—if I could turn an honest penny by taking pupils

in theology, ecclesiastical history, or moral philosophy, I

should be glad. I do not know how to manage it. Of course

I would rather not have them in the house if I can help it. The

whole notion may be a dream
;
but I must attempt something.

Can you advise me ? Coaching, in the ordinary sense, I should

fail in. Any one who cared to study with me I might help a

little.'

To the Rev. A. P. Stanley (after defending his intentions to

resign).

' October 24, 1862.
'

. . . Then if there is, as I think there is, in laymen and

clergymen a real belief beneath all their dilettante half-beliefs—
if there is a cry, as I think there is, not loud but deep, for de-

liverance from the bondage into which their confusions respect-

ing everlasting life and everlasting death have brought them—
there will come in time a passionate expression of these latent

and inward convictions, which the courts will heed—which it

will not be possible for them to disregard. I may do very little

to kindle this fire
;

I may do something. What is told me
of the indifference which will be felt about any step I may
take, I am prepared for. What I am told about the anxiety it
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will produce in many minds, I am prepared for. I think both

prophecies, though they sound contradictory, will prove true. I

think there will be indifference mixed with scorn in an

immense majority of those who influence public opinion. I

think there will be anxiety and self-inquiry excited in a few.

No words which I could speak would break that indifference or

mitigate that scorn. No words which I could speak have been

able to produce as much of that anxiety as I desire to produce.

I do not believe that the many will be more indifferent or more

scornful for my resignation. I do not think the anxiety of the

(e\v will be as unhealthy, as profitless, as that which they are

suffering from now while they suppose that I am partly ta'king

of the Old Testament as the guide to all moral and political

wisdom, partly holding with Colenso that it is a book of fictions

and forgeries. For young men to be in that kind of doubt

about any man who has dared to write for nearly thirty years

about such subjects, must be intensely mischievous.
' The coincidence of the appearance of Colenso's book with

the re-hearing of Wilson's case has determined the time of my
retirement from Vere St. But I should be exceedingly grieved

if Dr. Lushington, or any one else, supposed that I chose that

moment because I imagined my resignation would affect in the

most infinitesimal degree, his decision. Nothing could expose
me to more just ridicule than such a fancy. But I think that

some of this just ridicule would be incurred by me if I were to

hold my reignation in ierrorent over the courts, as if they could

care a jot what I shall do or shall not do. The only effect of

such a proceeding, if it had any, would be to stimulate in some

slight measure the eagerness of the Evangelical party to get his

late decision confirmed.
' There is a book which I doubt not you know well of Vinet's,

" Sur la Manifestation des Croyances religieuses." I differ from

its anti-State doctrines as much as any one can differ. I should

never dream of applying even what might be true in reference

to a canton of French Switzerland to the condition of a country
like England, with an hereditary faith. Nevertheless, there is

more in that book than its great eloquence and earnestness,
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which moved me when I read it, and moves me now. I could

not help reflecting that he was making a protest on behalf of

freedom of belief, and freedom of expression of belief against

a liberal religious government. I could not but perceive that a

negative liberalism, such as that which was, and I suppose is,

dominant in Vinet's country, might become persecuting as far

as all positive convictions are concerned. And I could not help

mixing this consolation with the sorrowful thoughts which such

facts suggested, that there never is a time when the manifesta-

tion of positive belief is so necessary, and when it may do so

much good, as when the world seems divided between ortho-

doxy and liberalism, each seeking to stifle everything but

itself, each recognising no enemy except the other. The third

power may be weak at first, but I believe it is God's and will

prevail.
'

I cannot tell you how I feel all your very very kind words

and the importance you seem to set upon an act of mine. I do

hope eventually it will help to lighten and not increase your

burden.* God, and those who have been with us and are not

far from us, will support us in any burthens we may have to

bear.'

Letters had poured in upon him from all sides. A hint of

his intended resignation of the income received forVere Street

had reached the newspapers, and its meaning had been com-

pletely misunderstood. He was supposed to be condemning

everything which he was anxious to defend, and to be asserting

just what he wished to deny. He was never more firmly

attached to the Church of England. His single idea was that

by a personal sacrifice he could defend her better than was

possible whilst he could, by any misconstruction, be supposed
to be tempted by his position or income to look at the question

* Mr. Stanley, who had recently lost his mother, had written to say that

if my father would postpone for half a year his resignation, until Dr.

Lushington's judgment had been reviewed by the Privy Council, it would

be to him "as the lifting of the burden of life, which is not now so easily

borne as heretofore."
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with prejudiced eyes. He was supposed to have "conscien-

tious scruples
" and doubts of the propriety of his position, when

he had not the trace of such feelings. The certainty that his

purpose would be misunderstood was put before him by all his

friends
;
but so firmly was he convinced that sooner or later a

sacrifice of the kind must produce its effect, that none of these

remonstrances changed his determination.

On October 25th, the day after he had received the letter

from Arthur Stanley, to which the last letter was a reply, came

the following from the Bishop of London (Tait). My father had

some time previously written to inform him of his contemplated

action, and had already received a letter from Dr. Tait, urging

him not to carry out his purpose.

'

Cromer, Octobe 24, 1862.

' My dear Mr. Maurice,
' Since I wrote to you on receiving the first intimation

of your intention to resign St. Peter's, Vere Street, I have

thought much on the subject. It has not been till to-day that

what had at first escaped my attention has distinctly occurred

to me, viz. that (unless your position in your chapel is different

from what I suppose it to be) if your purpose is to be carried

into effect, I must legally be more a party to it than I should

wish to be, as the resignation cannot release you without my
accepting it. In intimating your intention to resign, you

expressed your hope that I would not hereafter consider you

unworthy of doing any ministerial work in my diocese to which

any brother clergyman might invite you. In answer, assuring

you that nothing is abated of that deep respect with which I

regard your Christian character, I added that, much as I

should myself differ from you in many statements, I am not

aware of anything in your opinions, so far as I know them,

which should disqualify you from officiating, whether you

resign or retain your charge. I expressed also my convic-

tion that the step you meditate might be very injurious to

others. I feel indeed that it is fraught with very momentous
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consequences to the whole Church, which may greatly suffer

thereby.
' Under these circumstances, it is only due to you that I

should at once state to you, that, in the event of your adhering

to your present intention, I may be obliged to consider very

carefully whether I shall be justified in accepting your resig-

nation out of deference to your present feeling, or whether I

ought on public grounds to refuse to accept it.

'It is of course possible that further explanation may make

me view the matter differently, but as it at present stands, I

feel that, if you continue in your resolve, I shall be asked by

you to consent to what I think a very undesirable step. My
former letter was private and confidential, but I do not know

why this need be so, if in consulting your friends or otherwise

you wish to make use of it. I earnestly pray that we may both

be guided aright from above in this matter.'

The above letter could not fail greatly to affect my father's

determination
;
but for some days he delayed his answer to it,

and during those days no apparent sign of its effect can be

traced in his responses to his friends.* On October 29th, he

received a letter from Mr. Bunyon, Dr. Colenso's brother-in-

law. Mr. Bunyon used many arguments from the point of

view of my father's friends, such as had already failed, but he

used one which instantly settled the matter. My father had,

after receiving Bishop Colenso's proofs, been so careful not to

speak of them to any one to whom the Bishop had not sent

them, that he had not mentioned any passages in them to any

of his own sisters, though the interview with Dr. Colenso had

taken place at the house of one of them. But the Bishop had

distributed his proofs freely, and large extracts from the forth-

coming book had appeared in the newspapers. It seemed,

therefore, to my father, that the matter had become so public

that no act of his could affect the publicity of it. Nevertheless

* On a day, the exact date of which is uncertain, he gave a promise to

Sir F. Pollock not to distribute a circular letter he had had printed for his

congregation, explaining his intentions.
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Mr. Bunyon wrote that if my father resigned as a protest

against Dr. Colenso's book, it would be taking an unfair

advantage of Dr. Colenso's having come to him as a friend

and having put the proofs into his hand
" You are prepared to betray him," wrote Mr. Bunyon,

"
by

having an engine of attack to be issued simultaneously with

his book. . . . I think this involves a question of honour." The
letter was written under the feeling that such a remonstrance

was the only means that would stop my father from taking a

step which many friends had entreated Mr. Bunyon to do all

that he could to prevent. The strong wording was designed to

produce the effect which it actually did produce upon a man
sensitive to the last degree on the point of honour. Mr.

Bunyon had interposed with great reluctance and as a last

resource from attachment to my father, and regret that his

brother-in-law should have been the occasion of such action.

The blow fell with the effect of a complete surprise upon my
father. His action had been largely determined by his dislike

to the position of having to oppose an unpopular man, whilst

he was thoroughly convinced that it was his bounden duty to

oppose the Bishop. The suggestion that his proposed conduct

looked a little cowardly, a little like taking the side of the

strong against the weak, and altogether unfair, was intolerable

to him. It was just that against which he had struggled all his

life. In every struggle of his life, his great conviction had

been that the solitary man upon the Cross is always ultimately

stronger than the surrounding crowds of soldiers and of priests.

His great dread had been ever to leave to falsehood the

chance of holding the cross-hilted sword. He gave way at

once. He wrote a letter of pained and indignant protestation

to Mr. Bunyon, saying that he did not think that any one who
knew him would attribute such motives to him. He wrote to

the Bishop of Natal to say that he would not at all events act

before the book appeared. He wrote to a common friend to

ascertain whether any previous hint had reached him of any
such charge as that now made by Mr. Bunyon, and he wrote

vol. 11. 2 F
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to the Bishop of London, in answer to the letter of October.

24th, submitting to be guided by his advice as to future action.

From the Bishop of Natal he received at once a withdrawal of

all charges of breach of confidence, and from the Bishop of

London the following letter :

' Fulham Palace, October 30, 1862.
' My dear Mr. Maurice,

'
I am most thankful for your note of yesterday,

announcing your intention to suspend the issuing of your letter

to the Congregation of St. Peter's, Vere Street, and your

willingness to submit to my judgment as to the course you
should pursue hereafter. I believe that the best members of

the Church of England will thank God, as I do, for the

resolve.'

To Rev. A. P. Stanley.

'November 4, 1862.
' My dear Stanley,

'

I took a very sneaking way of making my confession

and recantation to you. But when I wrote I did not see my
way to do more than say that I would suspend all my doings

for a while. I soon perceived that I had been about to injure

Colenso when I fancied I was only injuring myself. Then it

became clear to me that people did—as you said they would
—

utterly mistake my meaning and suppose me to be leaving

the Church. This being clear, I had no alternative but to say,
"

I have been utterly wrong, my friends altogether right." I

said so to my congregation last Sunday. It was humiliating,

but it was a plain duty.
' And now let me thank you from my heart and soul for all

your kindness and forbearance with me. I must have been

most wilful; but I could not see it till the Bishop of Natal

complained of the injustice to him. I must now bear the

disgrace, and only wish that I could bear the pain I have

caused those dearest to me instead of them.'
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To a Son, an undergraduate at Oxford.

' November 4, 1862.
' My dearest E.,

'

P. told you of my change of purpose whilst I was at

Cambridge. I longed to have written myself and explained

about the matter to you ;
but I was most harassed and could

not see my way clearly enough.
' What determined me was the discovery that I should have

wronged Bishop Colenso.
1 From the moment that I saw I should not be making a

declaration of principles, at my own cost, but be casting

another stone at him, I knew that I must be wrong. Then

I gradually perceived from the comments in the papers, and

from private letters, that my whole meaning had been mistaken
—that I was supposed to be discontented with the Church,

when I wished to assert my devotion to it most strongly.

Therefore I had nothing to do but to retreat and confess my
error. I did so last Sunday before my congregation. I can-

not call it eating the leek, except that being a Welshman by

origin I am bound to like leeks. But it was a humiliation,

however much I might rejoice to feel myself once again the

minister of a most kind and friendly people.'

To the same Son (after having heard of Stanley's appointment

to Westminster, and Trench's appointment as Archbishop of

Dublin).
' November 9, 1862.

' My dearest K,
' Before you get this you will have heard the news of

Trench and Stanley. About the former I know not what to

say. I think the appointment a very good one. But to see a

very old friend sent to such a place as Dublin—to undertake

such a task as that of an archbishop
—is for me a somewhat

awful thing ;
what must it be to him ! Do you remember his

saying to you many years ago that no one could wish to be a

bishop who was not a hero or a madman ? I don't think he is

either ;
but I hope he will be supported by a wisdom which no

2 f 2
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hero possesses and no madman would seek. I believe he will

enter upon the task in dependence upon that wisdom, other-

wise I should be grieved for him indeed.

1 That Stanley should be Dean of Westminster and that he

should marry Lady Augusta Bruce,* is to me an immense

delight. It would be unmixed if I did not think of the loss

which Oxford will suffer in being deprived of him. He came

to Vere Street yesterday afternoon and introduced his lady to

me. I thought it was so very kind of him
;

I could scarcely

have had a greater pleasure. She has a very pleasant, earnest,

thoughtful face, and I should think, from all I have heard of

her, would be eminently suitable to him. She gave me the

most kind and cordial greeting. I have seldom had so much

to interest and excite me on any Sunday. He was so good as

to go over to your Aunt Esther the day before to tell her.

I hope to see her to-day. I know how much she will have

been gratified.
'
I am very glad you like the Ethics. It is a profoundly

interesting book. You may come to Plato hereafter and

appreciate him. I am quite satisfied that you should recognise

the worth of Aristotle at present. Study him well and care-

fully. I do not complain of your liking the Apology better

than the Republic or the Gorgias. It is very noble and is a

good preparation for those. I believe Socrates is in all and

Plato in all.'

In the midst of the discussion as to his action in regard to

Vere Street, he published a volume of '

Dialogues on Family

Worship.' In reference to these he explains his habitual pre-

ference for the dialogue in the following letter.

To Mr. Hutton.
• December 17, 1862.

'
I am very sorry if I have (in my book) abused the dialogue,

which is to me a very holy instrument of setting forth truth,

*
Lftdy Augusta was a sister of my father's college friend, Lord Elgin,

and one of the most attached disciples of Mr. Erskine of Linlathen ; my
father's delight refers to what he thus knew of her.
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and which I have always wished—since I knew Plato—to

redeem from the base service of apologising for some form of

opinion. It is very difficult to be faithful to one's own con-

victions about it
;
but I know that I wish to be honest and not

treacherous in bringing out the side which is not strictly my
own, but without which my own would be worth nothing.'

In the same letter he proposed to write a series of letters

for the Spectator on the injury to the studies of the Universi-

ties caused by the apologetic character of their theological

teaching.

1
1 am convinced that theology is made the weakest of all

studies because its basis is laid—as the basis of no other study

is laid—in apology. Having brought out this weakness of the

college teaching as such, I might go on to show, from my own

knowledge, how it was supplemented at Cambridge by the

Simeon School
;
and at Oxford by Newman a {ew years ago,

now by Jowett ;
the attempt to stifle each one-sided movement

proving a ridiculous failure, and the English Church being

really peopled with clergy from those schools, the University

teaching helping to make each more pugnacious and more-self-

satisfied for a while, and, when the crisis comes (as to Colenso

and others), more entirely the victims of their own doubts.'

At the end of the year he moved to No. 2 Brunswick Place.

A striking incident occurred in the giving up of No. 5 Russell

Square. There was at the end of the garden behind the house

a stable and coachhouse, which, having an independent

entrance into a mews, had been let by my father for a term of

years to a sub-tenant, a working carpenter. Having received

an offer for the lease of the house, my father had arranged the

matter himself without consulting his solicitor. As soon as he

reported the facts to his lawyer he was told that he had done a

very rash thing, that his sub-tenant might give him a great deal

of trouble as he could not fulfil the contract he had made by

giving possession.
" You are completely in his hands, so you
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had better leave me to go and make the best bargain I can

with him." "Very well," said my father,
"
you shall do so on

one condition—that before you do anything else you tell him

exactly how the case stands and let him know the advantage
he has." Remonstrance being useless, Mr. Burges, the

solicitor, gave his promise, and went down to see the tenant

with small hopes of success.

He delivered his message, as in honour bound, and was at

once met by the tenant with an astonished inquiry,
" Did Mr.

Maurice tell you that you were to tell me that ?
"

Mi\ Burges
assured him that he had only carried out instructions which

certainly were not in the ordinary way of business. " Well

now," replied the tenant,
" that is what I call the act of a real

gentleman, and I will give up the stables this day, or any day,

if it will serve him, and will not take anything for doing so !

If a man treats me like that I would not meet him any other

way but his own for my life!" I give the story on Mr. Burges'

authority and with his kind corrections of the proof.

During the earlier phases of the American Civil War my
father was a good deal separated in opinion from many of his

most intimate friends. Mr. Hughes used to speak of the

Republican party in the States as "my party."* Mr. Ludlow's

democratic sympathies led him to an even stronger assertion

of the absolute right of the Northern cause, the absolute wrong
of the Southern.

A meeting on the American question had been announced.

The next letter will show the feelings with which at this

period, and whilst from political motives the North were

keeping the slavery question in the background, my father

regarded the struggle. The point is interesting apart from the

mere question of his action in this matter, because it accurately

illustrates the sense in which he dealt with national subjects

from his pulpit. Wherever these seemed to him to touch on

* The fact was certainly so at the time ; but I do not know ihat anything
would have pleased my father more than this—that Mr. Hughes now feels

so strong a dislike to "party," that he would like the phrase modified so

far as to express that fact.
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great questions of right and wrong he dealt with them under

their moral aspect. Under no circumstances whatever did he

use the pulpit for a party purpose, to assume the infallibility of

one party and the iniquity of another. He had at all times

an extreme dread of taking advantage of " Coward's Castle
"

to express vehemently his own opinions, his own fancies.

The sense of the silent benches before him, the dread of

not being able to get men to speak out freely to him, the

dread of increasing that silence by any personal dogmatism,
were always strong on him. On the question of freedom,

however, the announcement of God as a deliverer was a part

of the message which he believed that it was his duty to make
known.

To Mr. Hughes.

' 2 Brunswick Place, York Terrace, N.W., January 26, 1863.

'

I have not seen any notice of the Exeter Hall meeting at

which you said you should appear, and I don't know what is its

definite object. I feel very strongly, as I told the congregation

at Vere Street yesterday afternoon, that the invitation to sympa-

thise with those who declare slavery to be the corner-stone

of their institutions should be resisted by all who believe

in another corner-stone than that. The attempt of the

American divines and English newspapers to enlist St. Paul

and the New Testament on their side are to be exposed as

ridiculous and denounced as hypocritical. I tried in my own

place as a clergyman to do this. And I would go to Exeter

Hall, at least as one of the audience, for the same purpose, if I

did not feel that the cause was too sacred a one to connect with

the faith, the policy, or the success of the North. A wrong

move in that direction may, it seems to me, prove very mis-

chievous and throw the game into the hands of the Times and

Saturday Review. I think they have made a false move, they

have presumed on the dislike of the English people to the

Federals, and on their liking for any vigorous insurgency, and

are thrusting forward their pro-slavery arguments rashly and in
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a way that will not be borne. I should say, do not cut the rope
short with which they may hang themselves. Let them fairly

and thoroughly commit themselves to the cause which they
have in their hearts, let them not have an excuse for confusing
it with criticisms upon the blunders of the North or of the

English supporters of the North.
"
Perhaps I am wrong. I would not hinder any one from

speaking at Exeter Hall who sees clearly that he can do good

by speaking. But I cannot see my way to mingle two questions

which may ultimately be identical, but which the best and wisest

men may have an excuse for not perceiving to be identical,

about one of which they may feel intensely and therefore may be

doubtful about the other. Mill's article in 'Fraser' showed

that the Union was very nearly as dear to him as the freedom of

the negro. That is natural and reasonable with his traditions.

But some of us do not share in them, and would be dishonest

if we affected to do so.'

As the war went on and the cause of the North became

more and more identified with that of emancipation, he more

and more came to sympathise with that side as against the

South. When Mr. Carlyle published a contemptuous growl

at the cause of emancipation, he instantly broke out into in-

dignant protest. During all the earlier part of the war, how-

ever, his intense monarchical feeling, his dread of democracy,

as tending to set opinion above law, and therefore as hostile

to individual freedom, the disposition of his friends to treat

the cause of the North as the cause of their party, separated

him very much from them, on a subject on which they felt

most vehemently,

To the Rev. H. B. Purton.

'2 Brunswick Place, York Terrace, February 1863.

1
It was a great pleasure to be reminded of the intercourse we

had some years ago in Gloucestershire by your very kind letter.
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I am glad whenever my books are recognised as real messages

by any who have known me. I wish they could always be

taken as my efforts after truths which we all want equally, and

which I might be better able to reach if I could hear all the

doubts and objections which my stammering words raise in

honest and earnest minds. They are a kind of fragmentary

conversation with known or unknown listeners, but it is much

better when one has not to imagine what is said in answer, but

can actually hear the answers. I shall be much gratified, there-

fore, if you will fulfil your promise of writing to me about what-

ever has perplexed you in my statements,'

To Mr. Hutton (on Mr. Matthew Arnolds Essay on Spinoza).

1

February 3, 1863.

' Arnold's article is too beautiful and too true not to deserve

that what is not beautiful and true in it should be laid bare.

His three divinities, the power of intellect as exhibited in

Parmenides, Spinoza, and Hegel, the religious feelings as ex-

hibited in mankind generally, and literary criticism as exhibited

in himself particularly, may be all, I conceive, good or evil

daemons, angels of light or of darkness. The Parmenidean

"One," the "
Being" of Spinoza, the "Absolute

"
of Hegel, if they

are only conceptions of the intellects of those men, are horrible,

ghastly self-contradictions. If they are recognitions by the in-

tellect, of that which the intellect cannot conceive, of a God

who must make Himself known, they are blessed and glorious

testimonies to truths which are not theirs, but universal. If the

religious feelings create their own object or objects they must

be the sources of all idolatry, superstition, division, hatred
;

if

they are awakened by the object, which is meant for them and

can satisfy them, they are good and practical, and they can

never be at war with any of the truths of the Reason. If the

literary critic assumes himself to be the judge of right and

wrong, of the intellects and of the religious feelings, he will

labour in his vocation as an Edinburgh, or Quarterly, or
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Saturday Reviewer, to put out all light but that which he has

kindled. If he is a devout seeker to know what is right and

wrong, that which is strong in intellect, pure in religious feel-

ings, he may be a gift and treasure to his age, for he will lead

it to confess a real and perfect Judge of quick and dead, to

expect a perfect revelation of His Light. Arnold appeals to

the clergy. If they have any function, it is to preserve men
from substituting the intellectual discerner, the man of religious

instincts and impulses, the exalted critic, for the Living

God.'

In the beginning of 1863 Dr. Pusey and his friends com-

menced a prosecution of Mr. Jowett in the Small Debts Court,

presided over by the Vice-Chancellor of Oxford. On the 19th

February, Dr. Pusey wrote to the Times in defence of this pro-

ceeding, alleging that a claim had recently been put forward in

the '

Essays and Reviews' to put an unnatural construction upon

words, and that such and such " doctrines
"
had been by the

writers "denied." On the 20th February my father answered

Dr. Pusey. Disclaiming any theological sympathy with either

Dr. Pusey or Mr. Jowett, he asserted the importance of each

being allowed free scope for their own view of truth, because

truth itself being larger than either he or they could see, was

made manifest by the conflict between the partial views of

each. Incidentally he spoke of the claim to use the articles in

a non-natural sense as having been put forward in Tract 90.

This brought forth (on February 26th) a letter from Father

J. H. Newman, who showed that the contention of Tract 90

had been that Protestants having framed the articles in a sense

which would not frighten the Romanists of their day whom

they could not afford to offend, it was legitimate for those who

now held Romanist doctrine to take the articles in a sense

which would cover their views.

My father, in his last letter (February 27 th), whilst main-

taining his position against Dr. Pusey, frankly accepted Father

Newman's explanation in terms appreciative of him. This was

acknowledged in a kindly private letter from Father Newman,
both of them withdrawing from a discussion which continued
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in the Times for several weeks, and opened up the whole his-

tory of the transactions connected with Mr. Ward's case in 1845

(vide Vol. I. pp. 389-402).

To the Rev. J. De la Touche.

*2 Brunswick Place, York Terrace, April 6, 1863.

' Your letter is one for which some little knowledge of what

many others are feeling would have prepared me. What is

particularly striking in it, is what you say of your friend the

Comtist and his desire that you should hold fast your position.

I believe there is more in those words of his than you or I can

fathom
;
an indication of a sense in the minds of men who

appear furthest from it, that the Church of England does, they

cannot tell how, bear a witness for a largeness of fellowship, for

a human union, which no sect bears, which no philosophy

bears. Oh ! if we could set ourselves sincerely to ask what

that witness is—why amidst all appearance of narrowness

and the clearest evidences of diversity of opinion among us, we

yet are recognised in this character by impartial
—

scarcely im-

partial, even unfavourable—onlookers, we might arrive at con-

victions that would be infinitely precious to us—we might find

that there is an eternal rock beneath us on which we may
stand.

'

Perhaps even those parts of our services which cause you
most pain and irritation might lead you to perceive that the

Church does recognise a foundation for all men, an ever-

lasting Name in which all are living and moving and having

their being, whilst you are rather seeking to define more

exactly who are and who are not within the pale of the

righteous. Perhaps you would perceive that even the Atha-

nasian Creed which, from your point of view, looks and is so

horrible, tells us lessons about the eternal Name which we have

lost, that we have changed separation from the Eternal God,

which is the true calamity of man, into a dark vision of inter-

minable future punishment with which it has nothing to do.
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Eternal punishment is now as well as hereafter, and Christ who
delivers from eternal death as well as bodily death is certainly

not tied by the event of man's passing out of the world, which

He by His death and resurrection united with the world

beyond, from accomplishing the end of His cross and passion.
'
I do not say these things because I expect you to receive

them from my lips, but only because I believe them to be true,

and because hereafter they may come home to your mind. I

would earnestly exhort you not on any occasion, or under any

temptations, to say words in the pulpit or in your own minis-

trations which you do not feel to be true. Keep to the things

which you know, testify that you have s een. But do not go
about contradicting, and proclaiming that things which you
do not see seem to you and must be ridiculous. Do not doubt

that there may be more in the Prayer-Book and in the Bible

than you have been able to take in. I wish earnestly that all

fetters may be taken off minds like yours, though they are not

fetters to me. But I am sure that you will find every sect narrower

and more cruel than the Church. I am sure that the Church

is only narrow and cruel when she apes the sects, and assumes

the character of a sect. I will say no more now. Tell me as

much as you like or as much as you can of your state of mind.

I will at least promise to meet your statements as a man, as a

fellow-sufferer and a fellow-sinner.'

Also to Rei>. J. De la Touche.

' Holder House, Dorking, April 14, 1863.
'
I do not know whether you will think me less or more fitted

to enter into that tremendous difficulty of which you speak in

your last letter, when I tell you that I was brought up a Uni-

tarian, and that I have distinctly and deliberately accepted the

belief which is expressed in the Nicene Creed as the only satis-

faction of the infinite want which Unitarianism awakened in

me, yes, and as the only vindication of the truth which Uni-

tarianism taught me.
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' You feel that our Lord is a man in the most perfect sense

of the word. You cannot convince yourself that He is more.

No, nor will any arguments convince you that He is more.

For what do you mean by that more ? Is it a Jupiter Tonans

whom you are investing with the name of God ? Is it to him

you pray when you say our Father which art in Heaven ? Is

God a Father, really and actually a Father ? Is He in heaven

far away from our conceptions and confusions, one whom we
cannot make in the likeness of anything above, around, beneath

us? Or is all this a dream? Is there no God, no Father?

Has He never made Himself known, never come near to men ?

Can men never come near to Him ?

' Are you startled that I put these questions to you ? Do

they seem more terrible than any that have yet presented

themselves to you ? Oh, they are the way back to the faith of

the little child
;
and to the faith of the grown man. It is not

Christ about whom our doubts are. We are feeling after God
if haply we may find Him. We cannot find Him in Nature.

Paley will not reveal Him to us. But he is very near us
; very

near to those creatures whom He has formed in His own

image ; seeking after them
; speaking to them in a thousand

ways.
' The belief of a Son who was with Him before all worlds, in

whom He created and loves the world
;
who for us men and for

our salvation came down from heaven and became incarnate,

and died, and was buried, and rose again for us and ascended on

high to be the High Priest of the Universe ; this belief is what ?

Something that I can prove by texts of Scripture or by cunning

arguments of logic ? God forbid ! I simply commend it to

you. I know that you want it. I know that it meets exactly
what your spirit is looking after and cannot meet with in any
books of divinity. For we have to find out that God is not in

a book, that He is, that He must reveal Himself to us, that He
is revealing Himself to us.

'

I am not distressed that you should be brought to feel that

these deep and infinite questions
—not questions about the

arithmetic of the Bible— are what are really haunting and
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tormenting you. I believe that the clergy must make this

discovery. We have been repeating phrases and formulas. We
have not entered into them, but only have accepted certain

reasonings and proofs about them. Now they are starting up
and looking at us as if they were alive, and we are frightened

at the sight. It is good for us to be frightened, only let us not

turn away from them and find fault with them, but ask God, if

we believe that He can hear us, to search us and show us what

is true and to bring us out of our Atheism.
'

How, you ask, can I use the prayers of the Church which

assume Christ's divinity when I cannot see sufficient proof that

He is Divine. That is a question, it seems to me, which no

man can answer for you ; nay, which you cannot answer for

yourself. If I am right, it is in prayer you must find the answer.

Yes, in prayer to be able to pray; in prayer to know what

prayer is
;
in prayer to know whether, without a mediator,

prayer is not a dream and an impossibility for you, me, every

one. I cannot solve this doubt. I can but show you how to

get it solved. I can but say, the doubt itself may be the greatest

blessing you ever had, may be the greatest striving of God's

Spirit within you that you have ever known, may be the means

of making every duty more real to you.
'
I do not know who your bishop is. If he is a person with

whom it is possible to communicate freely, I should tell him that

I had perplexities which made the use of the Prayer-Book not

as true to me as it once was, that I wanted time for quiet

thought ;
that I should like to be silent for a little while—I

would ask him to let me commit my charge to a curate till I

could see my way more clearly. That would be better surely,

than a resignation, painful not merely to your friends but inju-

rious to the Church, and perhaps a reason for severe repent-

ance afterwards. But I may be only increasing your puzzles

by this suggestion. Of the fathers in God on earth I have no

certainty. Of the Father in Heaven I can be quite certain.

Therefore one of my hints may be worth nothing. The other

is worth everything.'
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Also to Rev. J. De la Touche.

' 2 Brunswick Place, N.W., April 24, 1863.

' Do not, I beseech you, suppose that my object is to lead

you to Trinitarianism, or that I see in that or in any ism a

deliverance from Atheism. A Trinitarian may be an Atheist

as well as a Unitarian. I know numbers of Unitarians who

are turning to God, the living God, from the Atheism which

is in them as it is in you and me, although they may not have

parted with the names and traditions of their childhood. I

would not have them part with anything which they really

learnt in their childhood. I would have them cling more in-

tensely than ever to their conviction that there is a one God
and that He is a Father. I would have them resolve that they

will never let that go, and count the Trinitarian an enemy and

a child of the devil who would deprive them of it.

' And all I ask of you or any one who has been brought up a

Churchman is not to let notions, or speculations, or theories

of any kind hide from you this lesson which you learnt on your
mother's knee, that God is not far from you and will hear your

cry, let it be as weak a cry as it may. We do want, one and

all of us, to be brought down, to learn, as you say, not how we

may define God (define God ! Repeat the words to yourself,

and think how terrible they are), but that He is, and that He
knows us if we know Him ever so little, and that He has been

and is guiding us by strange ways out of our darkness into His

light. This, then, is what we have forgotten, none more than

the clergy ;
this is what He would teach us, that we may teach

others and not be blind leaders of the blind.

' You spoke of certain mystical phrases of St. Paul about

Christ dwelling in us, &c, and said that perhaps you might

accept them in a sense and so use the words of the Prayer-

Book about the Divinity of Christ without directly outraging

your conscience. What if those mystical phrases should some

day flash into your mind as the expressions of the most prac-

tical, tremendous, blessed realities ? What if God should even
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now be revealing His Son in you as He revealed Him in St.

Paul ? Yes ! and for the reason St. Paul gives
—That I might

preach Him among the Gentiles. That I might tell men as

men,
" He is in you. He is the source of all the good deeds

you have ever done, of all the good thoughts you have ever

thought ;
He it is who has resisted all the evil that you have

ever been tempted to do." May not we clergymen have been

hiding this gospel from our fellow-creatures, preaching a certain

job-divinity, certain things about Christ—not Christ Himself,

the Head of every man, the Deliverer of mankind from sin,

death, the grave, hell ? And may not these doubts of yours,

this questioning of yourself whether you have a right to believe

anything, be the means of leading you to believe as you have

never believed yet ?

'
I think you will find it so. I would ask this gift for you

and for myself. We all need to have Christ revealed more to

us, that we may know what we are without Him.'

To a Son, an undergraduate at Oxford.

• Holder House, Dorking, April 16, 1863.
' My dearest E.,

'

I must look over my Juvenal and try whether I cannot

get up some enthusiasm for him. I suppose I have done him

some injustice. I used to think that he rather gloated over the

evils which he denounced, and that he must have known them

too well.

*
I quite admit that the passages to which you allude ought

to be taken as proofs that he retained a great sense of moral

purity and admiration of goodness in the midst of all the

abomination which he witnessed. For a man to do that in

the age of Domitian was no light thing. It is one of the

cheering proofs that God never leaves Himself without witness

in any place or time, I must add in any man's heart
;

for

though some may have listened to the protest within them

against evil more than others, all had it and heard it. I

agree with you also that Dryden's offences were very great.

The contemplation of Charles's court is perhaps more terrible
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than that of the worst court of the worst emperor ; the contrast

of profession and practice is such a ghastly contrast. But yet

take in the whole time, what a difference ! what a growth !

Juvenal's testimony is in this respect of infinite value. Indeed

for history his satires are of indisputable worth, whatever their

poetical worth may be. . . .'

He had had a long correspondence during the spring with

Mr. Kingsley on Bishop Colenso's book on the Pentateuch,

whilst Mr. Kingsley was preaching sermons on the Pentateuch.

Mr. Kingsley's sermons had just appeared in a volume. To
this and to the correspondence he refers in the next letter.

The "
correspondence with a clergyman

"
refers to letters

exchanged with Mr. W. G. Cox, who curiously misconceived

my father's drift, and has since repeatedly written as if my
father was determined to shut his eyes to any possible mistakes

in the Biblical narrative.

His contention was always that the Exodus was true history ;

that the mistakes, however numerous, did not affect its histo-

rical reality and veracity. Of the book of Genesis he quite

accepted an expression of Dr. Pusey's that it was " the Divine

Psalm of Creation." All the books seemed to him to be a

revelation of the divine relation to man, not scientific manuals.

To Rev. C. Kmgsley.

'

Bredwardine, Hereford, August 11, 1863.
'

I received your sermons shortly before I left London, and

have had much delight in renewing my acquaintance with them,

and in finding that there are so many of which I know nothing.

The book must do great good. It made me wish that I had not

darkened counsel by speaking any words on the subject ;
but I

am glad enough that at last something has been spoken, which

I trust numbers will hear.

'

I have had a long (private) correspondence with a clergy-

man who writes against me in defence of Colenso, upon the

nature and principles of evidence. He is a devout disciple of

vol. 11. 2 G
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Cornewall Lewis, and believes in nothing but contemporary
testimonies. I ask him how Sir G. Lewis came to believe

that, with all the proofs which the Crimean War and the

Indian Mutiny gave him of its utter untrustworthiness ? If

there is nothing to convince us but human testimony
—

nothing
above it which enables us to test it—what power could it

have over any human spirit ? There is to me an overpowering
evidence for the Resurrection in the concurrence of the testi-

mony through all nature, and in my own being, that Death

must have been overcome, that it cannot be my master as my
downward inclination leads me to think it is—with the testi-

mony of straightforward honest men,
" We saw Him after He

was risen, though we thought the thing too good to be true."

But their testimony without the other could not affect me. I

must cast it aside, let those who spoke it have been ever so

honest. God's testimony has made man's credible. And so

the most civilised part of the world has become a Christendom,

and its power of doing any of the works of civilisation—of

effecting any works which defy death and assume the victory

of life—has been another testimony of the Resurrection,

immeasurably stronger than the arguments of all divines and

apologists.
1

1 am glad you can speak so respectfully of Paley's Evidences

as you do in your Preface. I have a sneaking regard for him,

as a good, tough North of England man, not spoiled by his

cleverness as a lawyer. But I have been fighting against him

all my days; I cannot help thinking he has done much to

demoralise Cambridge, and to raise up a set of divines who

turn out a bag infidel on Sundays to run him down, fixing

exactly where he shall run, and being exceedingly provoked if

he finds any holes and corners which they do not happen
to know of. I do not mean that Paley was at all like

these disciples; but I have a spite against him for their

sakes.

' This is a very beautiful place
—I have seldom seen an

English parsonage so beautiful. The Wye runs at the bottom

of the garden ;
I like it better here than in the show parts.'
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On March 9, 1863, Sir Thomas Acland wrote to my father

an entreaty that he would speak out on the Colenso question.

He had corresponded very little with my father for five-and-

twenty years, and not much since "
Subscription no Bondage

"

had been sent sheet by sheet to him to Oxford. He wrote :

' For more than a quarter of a century you have been helping

Englishmen to see through the theories and systems which have

been invented to prop up, restore, develope or narrow the

ancient edifice of their National Church
;
and amidst ceaseless

contumely and misrepresentation levelled against yourself, you
have striven to teach, as Alexander Knox and S. T. Coleridge

taught before you, that the Bible and the Church of England,
in all their comprehensiveness, can best bear witness for their

own truth, and for God's providence, against infidelity and

Pantheism.'

He begged him to answer two questions.

'

1. Do not our faith in Christ, and our belief in the four

Gospels as a real history, rest on grounds independent of the

results of any critical inquiry into the authorship of the

Pentateuch ?

'
2. May we not continue to read the Pentateuch as the word

of God, speaking of man and to man, without putting a forced

construction on the plain meaning of the words, and without

imposing fetters on the freedom of scientific or critical investi-

gation in any matters which God has given us the power to

inquire into ?'

My father, who had been most unwilling to enter into the

controversy for the reasons which have already appeared,

replied in a series of letters which were published under the

title of ' The Claims of the Bible and Science.'

What, however, is most interesting in the book from the

biographical point of view, is this : Sir Thomas, who had known

my father very intimately in the Oxford days, writes as if my
father would of course agree with a scientific friend who assumed

2 G 2
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" Revelation
"

to be a " word once given
" and therefore essen-

tially unprogressive, while science is essentially progressive.

Now certainly it is clear from the letters of that very Oxford

period that my father's reading of the word " Revelation
" had

been essentially the same in 1832 as it was in 1862. Never-

theless it is quite possible that my father himself used phrases

in the Oxford days which he had ceased to use in 1862, though

the process of the changes of expression had been so gradual

that it is difficult to say when practically the earlier forms were

dropped. At any rate, the books expressly on the Scriptures

themselves,
' The Patriarchs and Lawgivers of the Old Testa-

tament,'
' The Prophets and Kings,'

' The Unity of the New

Testament,'
' The Gospel of St. Luke,'

' The Gospel of St.

John,' 'The Epistles of St. John,' 'The Revelation of St. John
the Divine,' all are written in the belief that Christ " The

Word," who was "
in the beginning with God" and " was God,"

was throughout the Old Testament history educating each of

the patriarchs, lawgivers, prophets, kings, by
" a gradual un-

veiling and unfolding of Truth," and that the purpose of that

history is
"
to exhibit facts which belong to other times as well

as
"
to those whose history is recorded,

" and laws and methods

of a divine government which belong to all times." * More

and more, therefore, he had come to look upon all expressions

implying that the letter of the Bible is the word of God as

denials of the living
' Word of God '

of whom the Bible

speaks.

Every discovery made by Mr. Darwin or Mr. Huxley was a

discovery of a truth which had been true in its after ages before

it was. discovered. It could not therefore in itself be altered

by any knowledge of it by men. He believed the thing itself

to be, when discovered, just in so far as it was true, a reve-

lation to man by God whether the discoverer accepted it in that

sense or not. Therefore as the thing had been at first fixed and

unchangeable from all time by the fiat of God, it seemed to him

that every discovery of science was as much the result of an in-

vestigation of " a word once given
"
as any investigation of a

* '

Prophets and Kings,' p. 473, footnote.
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sentence in the Bible. On the other hand the whole process of

the history of the modern world and of the ancient seemed to

him just as much the history of a progressive revelation as the

history of the discoveries of science. It seemed to him that the

emancipation of women, the abolition of slavery, the gradual

substitution of law for arbitrary will, were all as much parts of

the work of God, the Deliverer, as the Exodus, but that the

history of the Exodus was necessary to explain the central fact

of the later history. The letters on ' The Bible and Science
'

are those referred to in the letter to Mr. Hutton.

To Mr. Hutton.

' 2 Brunswick Place, York Terrace, N.W., June 3, 1863.
' What you say of my letters is only too kind to me per-

sonally, and shows that I have bungled the whole subject

terribly. But I think there is a petitio principii in your rea-

soning, however much excuse I may have given for it. You
take for granted the ordinary definition of a miracle, which I, of

course, dissent from altogether. I do not confess so many
miracles—not a hundreth part so many—in the flight of the

Israelites from Egypt as in the flight of the French from

Moscow; i.e., if miracles mean improbabilities
—

departures

from the ordinary course of events. I admit the history of the

Exodus to be miraculous in this sense, that it is referred directly

to God, and not to intermediate agents. That is just what I

want it for as an explanation of the flight from Moscow, and all

other flights which I read of in the Times and elsewhere. The

question is whether it has less of the evidence of history than

those flights, because it interprets them. That appears to be your

position. If I had the account of such a defeat as Moscow in

an old book like the Exodus, I might believe it, though I know

nothing of whether the writer's name was Moses or Segur. I

must not believe the journey out of Egypt to be historical, for

it speaks of God doing what I say, and the Bible says in every

page, that no one else can do. It says that the righteous God,

the Deliverer, the God of the whole earth, revealed in those
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"acts that He is the doer of the things which are done on earth,

and not Isis or Osiris. That is what I desire to know. Your

historical evidence will not get rid of some unseen influence. It

only, by destroying the book of Moses, gets rid of that unseen

influence. Grote, of course, can call all early Grecian stories

mythical because they presume a supernatural element. What

does he effect ? That word "
myth

" becomes his supernatural

element, his unknown God. That is the spring of history, and

all we have arrived at is that it springs out of a lie, and is

likely, therefore, to end in one.'

Also to Mr. Hntton, after a reply to the above.

'
. . . The three aspects under which the Old Testament

Scriptures were contemplated in the last century were :
—

'

(i) The purely orthodox. The divine history is in its

essence miraculous—i.e., it is an exception from the law of

other histories. (2) The purely naturalistic. All the so-called

miracles of Scripture may be explained into ordinary pheno-

mena. (3) The spiritualistic (either in the Romanist or Metho-

dist form). Miracles have not ceased. There are interferences

now as there were of old.

' Strauss and the Mythical School subverted the second of

these schemes. They showed that no records of human life

can be content with merely naturalistic phenomena. There

is always a dream of something transcendent. Follow that

doctrine to its extreme in one direction and all history becomes

based on falsehood. Follow it to its extreme in the other

direction and you come to a true supernatural origin of all

history. In the first case the Jewish story becomes one of the

myths. In the second it becomes the interpretation of the

myths. Suppose it to be the last, the purely orthodox, purely

spiritualistic, purely naturalistic theories, each of which has

been and still is unable to sustain itself, existing only to over-

throw the other two, become reconciled in the principle that

God is always working, that He exhibited His workings under

particular conditions in the case of a certain people to explain
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the laws of His government ;
that miracles are not exceptions

but manifestations. Were that principle once heartily accepted—none of us does heartily accept it—I do not think the

standing up of the waters on the right hand or the left

would seem to any of us more than the description of an

actual phenomenon, as it presented itself to those who wit-

nessed it—the most accurate they could give, leaving all inter-

pretations of it open : but clear in this, that whatever was the

agency, the Lord God who delivered slaves out of bondage was

the cause. There is the point. It is a dreary commonplace to

say there was a first cause. It is life, health, freedom to say

He was the cause.'
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CHAPTER XIV.

"When we have some opinion which we are not sure of, which we
cannot rest in, yet which is dear to us because it is ours, then the impulse
to crush those who will not accept it, who cannot see the force of our

arguments, is very strong indeed.—F. D. M., Epistles of St. John, p. 322.

THE MEETINGS OF CLERGY AND LAITY AT MR. KEMPE's RECTORY

1863
—M. RENAN'S ' VIE DE JESUS

' THE DECISION OF THE
PRIVY COUNCIL ON DR. LUSHINGTON's JUDGMENT ON THE
WORD "

ETERNAL," AND ON VERBAL INSPIRATION—THE GREAT

ALLIANCE OF DR. PUSEY AND THE ' RECORD ' MY FATHER'S

PROTEST ' THE WORSHIP OF DIFFERENT GODS
' CORRE-

SPONDENCE ON THE WORD " ETERNAL " LETTER TO A MAN
TROUBLED WITH DOUBTS ON GOD AS THE REDEEMER OF

THE WILL OBJECTS TO REMOVAL OF ATHANASIAN CREED.

Ever since 1855 my father had attended, at intervals, the

remarkable series of meetings which took place periodically,

under the presidency of Mr. Kempe, at the St. James's Rectory.

Clergy and laymen of all schools there met and discussed

questions of common interest. My father, who adhered to

Milton's and Selden's principle, as to the advantage of the

interchange of thoughts of all kinds, believed that those

meetings, under Mr. Kempe's wise and moderate guidance,

had been of unspeakable service to the English Church in

London, in removing prejudices, in clearing truth, and in

bringing men together, not under a party bond. He often

took part in discussions, and he himself several times intro-

duced subjects.

On June 6th, 1861, he maintained the proposition "That

the observance of the Lord's Day is grounded upon the fourth

Commandment."
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This was the first discussion in which he proposed a subject.

It seems hardly worth while to give the propositions, which

he defended, at various times, because, ! taken by themselves,

and without record of the mode in which he dealt with them,

they are apt to be misleading. In the years 1862 and 1863
his attendance was very frequent. It was probably at one of

the meetings of this year that a scene occurred which left an

impression so vivid upon all who witnessed it, that there is

scarcely any incident of his life to which my attention has

been more frequently drawn. The question under discussion

was the subscription of the clergy. In the course of it a

member of Parliament, a strict adherent of the religion of the

hour, had been emphatically insisting upon the necessity of

tightly tying down the clergy to their belief in the current

dogmas of the day, and of his particular school, assuming

throughout that just the creed of him and his friends was that

which had always everywhere been held by all. Pointing out

the shocks which this form of faith had been of late receiving

from many quarters, and suggesting a doubt whether the clergy

were really giving their money's worth of subserviency for the

money paid to them, he had said :

" Sometimes one would like

to know what the clergy do believe nowadays !"

Every sentence had added fuel to the passionate indignation

with which my father listened. It seemed to him just that

claim to bind the clergy in the chains of Mammon at the

chariot-wheels of public opinion, against which he believed

that the Creeds, the Articles, the fixed stipends of the clergy,

the order of Bishops as fathers-in-God, were so many protests.

It seemed just that convenient getting rid of all belief in a

living God, and safely disposing of Him under a series of

propositions to be repeated at so much an hour which he

looked upon as the denial of the day. His growing excitement

became so manifest that a note was passed up to Mr. Kempe
by one of those sitting by, begging Mr. Kempe to call next on

Mr. Maurice. My father rose, as all those who saw him, say,
" on fire."

" Mr. asks what the clergy believe in nowa-

days. I believe in God the Father Almighty," continuing the

,
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Apostles' Creed. Then he went on passionately to declare

that because he so believed he was bound by his Orders to

protest against all appeals to money, to the praise of men, to

the bargaining of the market, to the current run of popular

feeling, as so many direct denials of truth, so many attempts to

set up idols in place of the teaching of the living God.

From all sides I have heard men say that it was one of the

most striking things they had ever witnessed. Every one felt

as if the place was in a blaze. No one else felt in any con-

dition to speak, and the discussion abruptly ended.

A certain number of the younger clergy, wishing for more

freedom of discussion, formed afterwards a " Curates' Clerical

Club," to which they asked my father and subsequently Dean

Stanley to belong ;
no other incumbents of any kind being

admitted. My father, however, did not there speak much,

being anxious not to interfere with younger men.

To Mr. Hntton.

' 2 Brunswick Place, York Terrace, July i, 1863.
'
I had wished to read Renan before I wrote to you respecting

your article on him. I have not been able to do so yet; I

must therefore write without any knowledge but what I derive

from the article itself. I feel with you that the book must be a

critical one. I hope and believe that it will do the good you

speak of to those who have been dreaming of such a life, and

who will see what an artist with some of the highest qualifica-

tions of an artist, can make of it, and what it has been to

Christendom when delivered by the most inartistical of men.

It ought to have a still more startling and terrible power for

the orthodox who have been seeking for the living among the

dead, and who have changed the Son of Man and the Son of

God into the Founder of their religion. The sense of that

ghastly substitution and of all its consequences
—how the

Gospel to mankind has been changed into the glorification of

our faith, into the expectation of certain rewards for us (when
I begin to doubt whether we must not be cast into outer dark-
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ness, like the Jews, that the light may shine out into the world)—
overpowers me more than I can tell you. I wish to take

part in this movement of the Bishop of London, believing that

he is honest
; entirely disliking to keep aloof from other men's

labours, and being utterly distrustful of any schemes of my
own. But the horror of a great machinery to effect a spiritual

object, and the fear that the words which go forth from all the

new agents that are set to work may be words of death rather

than life, make me pause. I trust one will be shown what one

has to do, and that I shall be preserved from the temptation to

indolence and despondency which is sometimes tremendously

strong.
1
1 hope you will review ' Romola ' now that it is a complete

book. It has impressed me very deeply. I think her Savonarola

is the true man. I have seldom been more moved than by
some of her hints respecting him in the latter part of the story.

And her Tito, with the exception of his melodramatic exit,

seems to me admirable throughout. Nor can I agree with

Miss Wedgwood in considering Romola a modern lady. I

think she has the dignity and grace at least of the revived

antiquity of her age.'

The next letter is written in reply to one in which Mr.

Hutton mentioned the influence which M. Renan's books had

had upon a Unitarian.

To Mr. Hutton.

'

Lisselan, Clonakilty, Co. Cork, October 5, 1863.
'
I have been shown lately so much of my own ignorance

and of the Divine education which makes use of it, that I

cannot but believe that all are led and drawn by paths which

they know not, and which assuredly I cannot know. But to

my weak vision it looks sad that Z. should so far forsake the

principle from which he must have started—the old Unitarian

confession of a Father—as to begin from the point at which

it is most natural that a Frenchman bred in Jesuitism should

begin
—the belief in a human hero who could, like Renan
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himself, only conceive a God, and must of necessity have become

an impostor when he said that he had come from God. The

bridge between the real positive belief of the Unitarian in a

distant Heavenly Father, and his equally positive belief in a

man who called Himself His Son, may be hard to find—how
hard no one can tell

;
but I did hope that a devout person

like Z. would say resolutely,
" Come what will, I must have a

Father in Heaven. Come what will, that Father in Heaven

must be the true God. I will count no man a hero who called

himself a son of God if he were not that. I will count him a

blasphemer as the Jews did
;

I will hold with them that he

deserved stoning." This, it seems to me, is the alternative

which a true Unitarian should face, and that the attempt to

evade it and to take up with the Gospel according to Renan,
will only lead him to endless contradictions.

'
I should be very presumptuous and very inconsiderate if I

denied that such a man as Renan, if he has in any degree
risen from the worship of himself and of his own age to the

belief of a heroic man who lived eighteen hundred years ago,

may ascend to the confession of a God who was, and is, and

is to come
;

I cannot doubt that that belief is latent in him

and in every man now
;
that we are all living, moving, having

our being in this God, and that He does reveal Himself to

His creatures gradually, before He is revealed in His fulness

of glory. But Englishmen, orthodox and Unitarians, both are

taught of a Father first. It is the foundation of their lives. If

they desert that foundation, I cannot think they will easily

recover it. The intensity
— I may say the agony—of this con-

viction if I had it habitually, as I have it sometimes, would be

too much for me. It ought to make me spend whatever years

or months are given to me on this earth in striving to let other

men profit by some of the lessons—humiliating they may have

been to me personally, more than I can tell any one—which

have been brought home to me.
1 P.S.—What I have said connects itself closely with our old

question about the Holy Spirit. The more I have felt that

we must begin all our thoughts
—or rather that our thoughts
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do begin from a Father, and that His Son our Lord is the

ground of all the actual unity among men, without which there

would be no families, nations, churches, humanity—the more

have I been driven to the belief of a Spirit in whom the

Father and Son are one, and in whom their unity becomes

known to us, and the root of all conscious fellowship and self-

sacrifice in us.'

Miss Wynn had written to give him a description of a three

days' demonstration in the Cathedral at Genoa,
"
to purge the

town from the guilt of Renan's impiety," the result of which

had been that "
all the French copies of the book were sold

and two Italian editions before the end of the week."*

To Miss Williams Wynn.

'2 Brunswick Place, December 22, 1863.

' Besides the delight of getting a letter from you, the subject

on which you wrote had a special interest for me. I had just

been writing an article on Renan's book for
"
Macmillan," and

was anxious to know how it was working in the South. I had

heard generally of its wide circulation in every province of

France and Italy, and of the excitement among the ecclesiastics.

I was not prepared for such mad proceedings as those which

you describe, the effect of which must, of course, but increase

its importance and popularity if they cannot diffuse it much

more extensively. I do not enter into the feelings of your

friend respecting the " Vie de Jesus," though I see what she

means and recognise the piety of her own mind in the judgment
she has formed of it. I can hope for good from it abroad in

this way. I think the image of an actual living Christ has

been so hidden under earthly disguises, that I can imagine

Renan himself and many of his readers awaking up for the

first time to the conviction,
" There actually was such a Person

as the Evangelists speak of! He did live in Palestine 1800

years ago. He is not merely a picture of our fancy." I think

* ' Miss Wynn's Memorials,' p. 316.
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this
;
and I think also that some earnest priests may begin to

say to themselves,
"
Why is this so ? What have we done to

earn that this should be so ? How can we begin from hence-

forth to declare a Christ who was born and died, but who rose

and liveth evermore ?" If the first thought
— still more if the

last—should be aroused, we may give God thanks that such a

book has been permitted to come forth. We may perceive

that He is justified even now in His doings as we know He
will be hereafter. But when I look at the book itself, I can

see nothing but plausible and graceful falsehood. M. Renan's

Jesus is not the one whom your friend or you have reverenced.

He is a charming Galilean with a certain sympathy for beautiful

scenery and an affectionate tenderness for the peasants who

follow him
3
but he is provoked to violence, impatience, base

trickery, as soon as he finds his mission as a reformer un-

successful. The Frenchman bred amid pious frauds, calls him

the most delightful and wonderful of men, who practices inno-

cent artifices, resorts to thaumaturgy unwillingly, but when he

does resort to it is guilty of wilful imposture beside the grave

of his friend. We in England should say he was a horrible liar

and audacious blasphemer. We should pronounce the Jews

right in the judgment which they passed upon him. To me
the book is detestable, morally as well as theologically. It has

brought to my mind, as I have said in my paper on it, that

wonderful dream of Richter's in which Jesus tells the universe,
"
Children, you have no Father." For the God whom He calls

His Father is one who cannot exist, or how would He dare to

trifle with His name ? Jesus is for M. Renan one 'of the

highest of mortal creatures, though far below our standard in

the nineteeth century. He only pretended to be the Son of

God, though he had better right to the name than most. He has

been dead for 1800 years. What God have we but Necessity

or Nothingness ?
"
Children, you have no Father," is the

message which Renan is sending from one end of Europe to

the other. How ought he to stir us up to ask on what ground
we may proclaim the opposite tidings to all human beings in

all corners of the earth.'
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He contributed an article on Renan's 'Vie de Jesus' to
' Macmillan's Magazine' for Christmas, 1863.

To Mr. Hutton.

'December 31, 1863.
'
I was much delighted with what you said of my article. I

felt deeply while I was writing it, how much Renan's concep-
tion of Christ, which has given such scandal to the orthodox

abroad and at home, endorses all their falsehoods and all their

despair ;
how naturally we were drifting into that very dream

of One who is dead, though Paul and his fellow-fanatics and

impostors affirmed Him to be alive
;
how Christmas itself

threatened to be the celebration of one born i860 years ago in

Palestine, and fairly out of the way of all popes and emperors
in our days.'

To a Son.

'

February 8, 1864.
' My dearest E.,

'
. . . Your friend's feeling about Renan I can under-

stand. A person, even a person who tells lies, is better than a

mere shadow or dream. Renan's Christ, I said in my article,

might seem to him a great ascent from the mere picture or doll

which he had connected with the name. But he has shown

conclusively that an honest person cannot be associated with

the name who is not a divine person, who is not in very deed

a son of God. The Christ of the Evangelists is to me the

most completely personal of all persons, not if He could be

separated from the supernatural- element, but because He
cannot be. Renan takes the supernatural out of the Gospels.

He cannot take it out of his own life. He is surrounded by it,

every word he speaks, every thought he thinks, bears witness

of it. The New Testament explains why it is so, why it must

be so. Renan says, "Oh, if I could but get that reduced to a

mere natural book, how easily I could believe it." He is

utterly mistaken
;
he could not believe it, no one could believe
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it then. It would be the idlest, silliest, most incoherent of

fictions.* I say of his Jesus, Incrediihis odi. It makes demands

on my credulity such as no romance I ever read makes. It

outrages' my conscience as no Jesuit falsehood or scheme of

falsehood outrages it. I find in it the very root of Jesuitism ;

the Jesus of the Jesuits.
' But I know that the book has not presented itself in this

way to all readers. I shall be very glad to make your friend's

acquaintance, and to hear what he has to say about it. ... '

On February 8, 1864, the Privy Council decided, against Dr.

Lushington's judgment, the appeal in the cases of Williams v.

The Bishop of Salisbury, and of Wilson v. Fendall.

The Judicial Committee consisted of the Lord Chancellor

Westbury, Lord Cranworth, Lord Chelmsford, Lord Kingsdown,

while the two Archbishops and the Bishop of London (Tait)

were assessors. Since the pleadings had been terminated six

months had passed, whilst the wording of the judgment was

being determined. The judges had been selected solely on the

principle of taking the names of greatest authority upon the

panel, all either had held or might have held the great seal.

Two were Liberals, two were Conservatives. Their judgment
was unanimous. The Bishop of London concurred absolutely.

The Archbishops gave a partial assent. To quote the brilliant

historical article in which the '

Edinburgh Review
' summed up

the facts :
—

" No one who was present can forget the interest with which

the audience in that crowded Council-chamber listened to

sentence after sentence as they rolled along from the smooth

and silvery tongue of the Lord Chancellor, enunciating with a

lucidity which made it seem impossible that any other state-

ment of the case was conceivable, and with a studied modera-

tion of language which at times seemed to border on irony,

* This letter has the additional interest that when ' Ecce Homo '

was

published my father understood it as an attempt to bring out just that which

in this letter he is insisting on : the intensely personal character of Christ if

He were the Eternal Son of God, and the inconsistency of any other repre-

sentation.
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first the principles on which the judgment was to proceed, and

then the examination, part by part and word by word, of the

three charges that remained, till at the close not one was left,

and the appellants remained in possession of the field."

The most important points thus decided on by the Privy

Council were those of "the verbal inspiration of the Scriptures,"

and "
the hopeless torments of future punishment." When the

prosecutors found that they had failed in establishing their

views on these subjects as binding on the clergy, a panic fol-

lowed with very noteworthy results. To quote from the same
'

Edinburgh
'

article as to the extent to which party leaders had

by Bishop Wilberforce's influence been drawn together :

"
By the skilful guidance of the mysterious oracle, which

spoke through the lips of our respected contemporary the

'

Quarterly Review,'" [i.e.
in December 1861,]

" the hypothesis

of a close alliance founded on a common antipathy to persons

whom both alike dreaded or disliked, had marvellously suc-

ceeded. And this bond of union, which had been formed in a

moment of triumph, was tightened by the sense of the common

misery of unexpected defeat, such as proverbially unites the

strangest bed-fellows."

A letter from Dr. Pusey, addressed to the Record, appeared
in its columns immediately after the judgment. Soon after-

wards, "amidst much confusion and disorder," a meeting hastily

called in the music-hall at Oxford, appointed
" seven clergy-

men from the two aggrieved parties
"
to draw up a " Declaration

of Faith." This was sent to every clergyman in England, with

an entreaty that he would "
for the love of God "

sign it. Every
influence "personal and social, spiritual and temporal," that

could be brought to bear by two highly organised parties pos-
sessed of nearly all the patronage of the Church, was set to

work. Young clergymen were told that whether they did or

did not believe the words of the declaration, yet if they did

not sign it their future career would be destroyed. Evidence

as to these facts soon poured in upon my father. For the

moment it seemed likely to be the most unpopular thing that

vol. 11. 2 H
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a man could do to stand out against the panic. Especially for

my father to do so, made it certain that his views would be

confused by the party papers with those of men from whom he

widely differed, and that his anxiety to avert the triumph of

any combination of parties would be represented as a wish for

the triumph of a party of which he had never spoken, except

qud party to denounce it. His course could not therefore be

doubtful. The declaration was so worded, that whilst it ap-

peared only to involve a profession of belief in what few

clergymen could deny, it in fact committed whoever signed it

to a particular view of the doctrines referred to in it. About

the same time, and under the excitement produced by the

Privy Council decision, the Oxford Convocation had again,

because of his theological opinions, refused to pay Mr. Jowett

the salary for his work as Greek Professor, even though in this

instance, as a matter of policy, Dr. Pusey and Mr. Keble had

recommended the grant. On March 9th my father wrote to

the Times to complain of the vagueness of the declaration. A
correspondence with Dr. Pusey followed. Dr. Pusey, in his

final letter, declared that he and my father "
worshipped dif-

ferent Gods."

To this my father replied on March 15th as follows :

To the Editor of the
' Tunes'

'Sir,
'

. . . My reasons for refusing to sign the new Declara-

of Faith are these :

'

1. An irresponsible, self-elected committee has no right to

frame a new test for the Church of England.
'

2. This test is not an honest one. It means more than it

says. If a man does not accept it, he is told that he denies

the inspiration of the Scriptures, that he rejects the Word of

God, that he will not receive the express declaration of the

Spirit. If he does sign it, he is told that he has committed

himself to a condemnation of the decision of the Privy Council ;

to a special notion about inspiration which I, for one, believe

to be dishonourable to the Word of God
;

to the notion that
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God condemns men to everlasting sin, which I, for one, hold

to be an accursed notion.

'

3. Because the adjuration prefixed to the declaration that

"for the love of God" we would put our names to it, received

a very lucid explanation from the recent decision of the Oxford

Convocation.
'

It means, "Young clergymen, poor curates, poor incum-

bents, sign, or we will turn the whole force of religious public

opinion against you. Sign, or we will starve you ! Look at

the Greek Professor. You see we can take that vengeance on

those whom we do not like. You see that we are willing to

take it, and that no considerations of faithful and devoted

services will hinder us." This is what is called signing
"
for

the love of God." I accept Dr. Pusey's own statement, tre-

mendous as it is. I say that the God whom we are adjured to

love under these penalties is not the God of whom I have read

in
" the Canonical Scriptures," not the God who declares that

He abhors robbery for burnt-offering.
' In my turn I will implore and even adjure. I call upon

the richer incumbents of London and of all parts of England,

upon the learned members of cathedral establishments, upon
those in the Universities who are not yet pledged, to protect

their younger and poorer brethren from this moral force, a

phrase which means to these theologians, as it meant to the

Chartists, the threat of physical force. I call upon the bishops—not only upon those who have made themselves responsible

for the whole or any part of the Privy Council decision, but

upon all who are not prepared to surrender their own functions

to any self-created committee—to say whether they think that

the Church requires a new test, whether they think that we are

obliged
"
for the love of God "

to subscribe one.'

The response to the two appeals is too remarkable to be

omitted.

The power of the party leaders of the two great parties in

the Church cordially united had been strained to the utmost.

2 H 2
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The wording of the declaration was so loose, that the Bishop
of St. Davids in subsequently denouncing the whole scheme

declared that he could have signed it himself. Many clergymen
announced at the time of signing that they only did so on the

understanding that by signing they did not wish to contravene

the judgment. Many of these, as the Edinburgh Reviewer

put it, ''wished to reaffirm as the doctrine of the Church the

opinion of verbal inspiration, and of the hopeless torments of

future punishment, which the judgment had declared not to be

the doctrine of the Church, and yet they did not venture to

say distinctly what that opinion was." With these conditions,

pressed as the document was upon every clergyman throughout
the land, in all less than half had signed, and the classes to

whom my father had specially appealed to abstain were con-

spicuous by their absence. Of thirty English deans eight only
had signed. Of the professors of Oxford whence the address

issued, nine only ;
of those of Cambridge, one only ;

of all the

headmasters of great schools, two only ;
of the contributors to

the ' Bible Dictionary,' selected necessarily as the most learned

men in such matters in the land, five only out of fifty had

signed in a matter " so peremptorily requiring a knowledge of

the Bible." London stood out in marked contrast to the

country districts, only one clergyman in three having signed.

When the address was presented to the Upper House of

Convocation, only four bishops were found to be willing to

receive it.

Finally the document, with its eleven thousand signatures,

received its quietus from a sentence of Bishop Thirlwall, who,

according to Bishop Wilberforce's biographer, was at this time

always acting in full accord with Wilberforce :
" I consider

them in the light of a row of figures preceded by a decimal

point, so that however far the series may be prolonged, it can

never rise to the value of a single unit."

In the second week of March, Mr. Lyttelton had written a

letter to the Spectator complaining of the tone of that paper

in regard to the belief in endless punishment, and incidentally

had assumed that my father's belief in the meaning of the word
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" eternal
" was deduced from a forced construction of a single

text. To this letter my father thus replies :

To the Hon. and Rev. W. H. Lyttelton.

'2 Brunswick Place, York Terrace, N.W., March 14, 1864.

'
I may, perhaps, be pardoned for writing to you respecting

your letter in the Spectator of Saturday. If I had anything to

complain of in your tone of speaking, so far as I am concerned,

I might have kept silence, for I feel no inclination to enter into

personal controversies. But I do not think that, at any time,

one ought to shrink from the defence of principles in which the

life of the Church and the glory of God are involved. And I

believe that I should be a traitor not only to my calling as

Christ's minister, but to those who have encouraged me most

while they were on earth to lay hold on eternal life, and who

know better what it is now, if I did not strongly assert that it

is not an idle paradox to hold that that life is the life of the

eternal God which the eternal Son of God manifested to us, and

into which by His eternal Spirit He would lead us. If this is a

paradox, it is one which I have learnt from all the good men
and women with whom I have conversed or whose books I

have read
;

it seems to me the paradox of the Bible
;

it is the

paradox which, if I may not utter, I wish that my tongue may
cleave to the roof of my mouth, for then I have not a Gospel
to men.

1 In your ingenious illustration of my absurdity, you seem to

intimate that the epithet "eternal" has just the same relation

to time which the epithet "French" has to place. If you do

not say that, the comparison which is meant to demolish me

has, so far as I see, no relevancy at all. If you do mean this,

are not you falling into what most would think a great paradox ?

Does not every one naturally oppose eternal to temporal ?

Does not St. Paul directly, formally oppose them in a passage
of the most practical character, a passage which expresses his

profoundest moral and theological convictions ? That we are

not consistent in opposing them is what I complain of.
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' That we make eternity a very very long time, is what I have

always affirmed to be the great contradiction of the religious

world, the contradiction from which the New Testament (or

rather the Spirit who spoke in the writers of the New Testa-

ment, and would open to us the meaning of the New Testa-

ment) would deliver us if we did not prefer our own notions,

derived from earthly things, to the Divine illumination.
' When you pooh-pooh the literal construction of St. John's

words,
" This is the condemnation, that light is come into the

world, and that men loved darkness rather than light because

their deeds were evil
"—when you say that light is not God's

highest reward, and darkness the unutterable curse—you seem

to me to show why you refuse to take eternal life in St. John's

sense, and in the sense, as I contend, of all the writers in the

New Testament. That a certain prize called Happiness is to

pay us for being righteous and for a good life, and that right-

eousness and the Divine life are not themselves the ends which

Christ sets before us, the highest blessings we can seek—this

seems to me the terrible confusion which has come to us from

mixing partly the philosophy of Aristotle, partly the philosophy

of the money market, with the message of the Son of God. If

to dwell in light is not the infinite blessing, if to dwell in

darkness is not the infinite horror, I have read the Bible all

wrong, and the people who have taught me most have deceived

me most
; they must be disappointed now of what they longed

for below
;
I know nothing to long for or to bid others long for.

If you think my objection to the popular theory of hell turns

exclusively upon this
"
paradox

"
about the word eternal, you

are greatly mistaken. Punishment, the Bible teaches me, is

always God's protest against sin, His instrument for persuading
men to turn from sin to righteousness. If punishment is to

endure for ever, it is a witness that there are always persons on

whom God's discipline is acting to raise them out of sin. Modern

theology
—Dr. Pusey's theology

—teaches that God sentences

men to sin, to go on sinning more and more for ever and ever. I

hold that that is to say, that He is not punishing, that He gives

over punishing. I stand to the letter—the ipsissima verba of
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Christ. They translate them into other and directly opposite

words.
1
P.S.— I have not alluded to your censure of the Editor of

the Spectator ; in part I agree with it. I am as sensitive to

any lowering of the idea of hell or heaven as you can be. I am
as jealous for the honour of the clergy. But I cannot deny that

we are the authors of the irreverence which we condemn in

other men. We have reduced the Gehenna of the Bible into a

heathen Tartarus. We have turned the heaven of the Bible into

something less real, less hopeful, than a heathen Elysium. God

may be teaching laymen to scoff at our counterfeits that they

may discover the meaning of His truth. But oh ! has He not

a lesson also for us ? Can you read the Gospels and not per-

ceive that it is not against publicans and harlots, but against

Scribes and Pharisees, the rulers of the religious thought of the

day, that he is denouncing the damnation of hell ? And why ?

Because they confounded the good God with the Evil Spirit.

Are we in no danger of doing the like ?
'

Also to the Hon. and Rev. IV. II lyHelton.

' 2 Brunswick Place, York Terrace, N.W., March 18, 1864.
•

I was led in my correspondence with the Principal of King's

College to dwell, perhaps too much, on the words,
" This is

life eternal, that they may know Thee, the only true God, and

Jesus Christ whom Thou has sent," partly because they have

been mightier words to me than almost any in the Bible,

partly because the awfulness of the prayer in which they occur,

give them a profound and infinite significance and connects

them with the whole mystery of our Lord's sacrifice and death.

But I did refer, even in that correspondence, to another passage
which expresses with a Divine simplicity the whole meaning of

the Gospel which St. John had preached to the world, a passage
that he evidently regarded as containing his final message to

his children at Ephesus.
' " That which was from the beginning, which we have heard,

'which 7ve have seen with our eyes, which we have looked upon, and
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our hands have handled of the Word of life. For the life was

manifested, and we have seen it, and bear witness, and sheiv unto

you that Eternal Life, which was with the Father and was

manifested unto us."

1 Let my words be as muddy and as unintelligible to plain

persons as they may, here is a celestial clearness
;
here is an

inspired old man speaking in the accents of a child. And what

does he say ? That our Lord, who was was visible at the very

most for three years to the disciples who walked with Him on

earth, manifested to them the Eternal Life which was with the

Father, and that He sent them to declare to men who had never

seen Christ in the flesh, this Eternal Life, "that they might
have fellowship with the Father and with His Son Jesus

Christ."

1 Now supposing there are certain things which we have a

right to call temporal, things which are subject to the incidents

of change and of growth, and whether necessarily or not, of

decay ; suppose there are other things which may be truly called

eternal, which are subject to no such incidents; supposing

Righteousness, Truth, Love, were such eternal things into

which a man may enter, with which he may have fellowship,

which he may apprehend more and more day by day, but which

are in themselves unchangeable—St. John's words would be

intelligible, and they would indeed be a gospel to mankind :

"
Righteousness, Truth, Love are the very life of God, of Him

who was, and is, and is to come. His Son, who is one with

them, has manifested this Eternal Life to us. His acts done in

those few years reveal to us His Father, who in Him is our Father.

He invites us to partake of that life, to enter into it, to show

it forth." But suppose eternal life means only a life, or rather

happiness, prolonged through an indefinite series of future ages,

is it not utterly strange and monstrous language to talk of that

life as manifested, and manifested by the Man of Sorrows ?

' You do me the justice to believe that I do not wholly deny

the importance of that which does not fall under the head of

spiritual enjoyment and spiritual misery. Deny it, why should

I? If we talk of a few years (threescore and ten for the most
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part) ending our relations with time, and then an eternity

beginning, I can conceive an excuse for the language of

preachers about the worthlessness of the things of time (the

things of this earth) ; language which inspires laymen with so

much disgust because they see nothing in our conduct which

shows that we believe it to be true. But if eternal things are

not future things more than they are present, more than they

are past, if they are distinct in kind from temporal things
—

each may have its own honour, they may be inseparably linked

together in the nature of man. If Christ has taken a body, if

He has eaten and drunk, if He has suffered and died, if He has

redeemed that body from death, everything appertaining to our

bodies must be sacred. Our senses must be glorious as well as

our spirits. They must have their own appropriate functions

and occupations now and always. They must be most won-

derful instruments in our education. And this universe which

God has made must be in every part of it calling for human

investigation. The Spirit of God must be awaking men to study

the secrets of it. Whilst you distinguish the Eternal and the

Temporal, you can see their relation to each other; you can

feel what a blessing appertains to each. When eternity is

merely a vast interminable future, it swallows up everything.

Yet there is no joy in contemplating it. People shrink from

our negative heaven only one degree less than from our hell.

They seem different parts of the same vague abyss. Life in

one sense in absent from both. Death they think rules in

both.
' And what gives either reality ? What makes one an object

of hope, the other of dread ? Men are awakened to the sense

of their own evil—of a tormenting self. They hear of a Saviour

to whom they can fly from themselves, of a Father who is

seeking after them. They begin to believe in an eternal home
in a Father's house, and that from which they fly is hell

;
the

torment of the worm in their conscience, the misery of being

left alone with themselves. That is the eternal death from

which they cry to be delivered. They take no measure of its

continuance. It is with them. It is now. It darkens all the
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past, it throws its horror over the future.
" Oh God ! Thou hast

been a refuge from it throughout all generations. Thou wilt

be our refuge from it throughout the generations to come.

Punish us as Thou wilt. Punish us, if it pleases Thee to do so,

for ever. But keep us from this death. Raise us out of it.

Unite us to that Life which is in Thee, and which, except in

Thee, we can never possess."
'

I have felt—I do feel more every day
—that in proclaiming

this life to men, in warning them of this death, I am speaking
to something which can answer me, and which, if it never hears

my voice, will one day hear the voice of the Son of Man and

live. When I use the other dialect, I feel, as certainly, that I

am addressing a confused, cowardly dread of punishment
—a

servile dread of God which the Son of Man does not own,

which is part of our evil nature that fights against Him, and

that He will destroy. You wish that I would adapt my lessons

to simple people. If there is anything in them which men in

smock-frocks, which pure-minded women cannot take in, I

would fain get rid of that. But I do not think they will

understand me better if I talk of an eternity a parte post,

and an eternity a parte ante, if I exchange the language of

St. John for that of the schools. I know we must do that, and

mix the school jargon in due proportions with the rhetoric of

Exeter Hall to escape the charges of mistiness and mysticism

from religious newspapers and coteries. But a man who is near

sixty may be well hardened to those charges. The sacrifice to

propitiate the men who deal them out is greater than I can

honestly incur.'

The following letter is a very representative one. My father,

among the many people who wrote to him for help and guid-

ance, sometimes encountered men who seemed to him to have

made no earnest effort to face difficulties and to arrive at truth,

but merely to wish to entrap him into arguments about matters

for which they cared nothing, or for which they only cared as

logical dilemmas. In all such cases there was no satisfaction

to be had from him. Sometimes he afterwards found out that
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he had been mistaken. The following is written under the

latter circumstance, after he had become convinced that his

correspondent was in earnest.

To .

' March 15, 1864.
' My dear Sir,

'

1 am fully convinced that what you say is true. I have

no doubt that you are in earnest. Will you let me say something

more which is true from my lips if it could not be from yours ?

'

I believe God has made you in earnest, that He has made

you discontented with mere words and phrases which did not

mean anything to you, that He is stirring you up to feel after

foundations upon which you may rest for ever.

'

If any one told me that I had no right to say so, because

you have given up your belief in Christ and in God, I should

answer him,
" What ! sir, and have you given up your faith in

Christ and in God ? If you have not, you must suppose that

God cares for every man whether or not that man cares for

Him, is seeking after every man whether or not that man is

seeking after Him. You must also suppose that there is a Son

of Man who is near to every man, who is his Lord and Brother,

who died for him, and who lives for him. Yes ! and you must

also believe that if my Christianity, or your Christianity, or any
man's Christianity stand between you or me or him and God,

who is our Father, Christ who is our Brother, He will sweep
that Christianity away. He will set you or me or him upon
another kind of search, a weary one, it may be, but far more

hopeful, more godly, than acquiescence in anything, which may

only have concealed an unfathomable Atheism."
'

Having said this, you will not, I trust, suspect me of dis-

liking you for throwing off conventionalisms and speaking to me

as a man to a man. What I feared at first was, that you were

speaking to me in conventionalisms, liberal conventionalisms,

which are very nearly
—not quite

—as hateful to me as orthodox

conventionalisms; nearly, because they are not more real; not
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quite, because they do not profane and counterfeit as many
sacred and eternal verities.

' When I had convinced myself that you were not indulging

a boyish delight in substituting the hollow phrases that have

been coined in our nineteenth-century mint, and that have been

put in circulation to replace others, much defaced, that had the

stamp of an earlier day, when I saw that you cared for truth,

and would die to find it, even though you doubt whether there

is any to be found, I could respect you and claim fellowship

with you, and desire heartily that I might
—not teach you

—but

give you a hint of the way in which I have been and still am

learning. If ever I can be useful to you in that way it will be

a very great satisfaction to me.'

To the Dean of Westminster.

' Gonville House, Palace Road, Upper Norwood, April 19, 1864.

' My dear Stanley,
'
I went with Henry de Bunsen to see Garibaldi at the

" Palace
"
yesterday, and through Grove's favour we were close

to him. The sight was a very cheering and glorious one.
1
1 would have given much that Kingsley had not got into

this dispute with Newman. In spite of all apparent evidence, I

do believe that Newman loves truth in his heart of hearts, and

more now than when he was an Anglican. Kingsley's
" Teutons

and Romans," notwithstanding the contempt which the Satur-

day Review—and I am sorry to say the Spectator
—have heaped

upon it, seems to me a most delightful and instructive book,

specially good for the Cambridge men, and really explaining
much which he thinks inexplicable in Newman.'

To a Lady.
' May 4, 1864.

' My dear Friend,
'

I said some words to you yesterday which it has

grieved me to recollect, because I fear they gave you pain.

They were spoken, as my words generally are, about myself

1
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and against myself. I feel all the incapacity to believe which

you speak of. In my case I can only describe it as reluctance

to believe, even when it is mixed with ever so much desire. I

therefore speak of belief as having to do with the will. The

bondage I groan under is a bondage of the will. And that has

led me to acknowledge God as emphatically the Redeemer of

the will. It it is in that character He reveals Himself to me
;

I could not think of God at all as the God, the living God, if

I did not regard Him as such a Redeemer. But if of my
will, then of all wills : sooner or later I am convinced He
will be manifested as the Restorer, Regenerator

—not of

something else, but of this—of the fallen spirit that is in

us.

' To believe that the sun shines, that I can walk across the

street, that I know any friend or relation, that I can under-

stand the words they speak, this is often hard work. But He
who enables me to believe so far, can enable me to believe

anything that is true. And I say again, if me, why not every

one ? What is there to distinguish me from every one else ?

I become dark and devilish when I do not confess myself

human. And if I do, what is that but saying I take my ground
with all my race, with every fellow-creature. God saves me
because He saves them. And surely there is time enough in

the infinite ages for Him to show that what we have seen in

the faintest way to be true here, is actually absolutely eternally

true.'

To the same Lady.
'

June 6, 1864.
' My dear Friend,

'
It is very kind in you to trust me, as you have done,

with the thoughts that are tormenting you. I cannot tell you
how much I prize your confidence, or how unworthy I feel of

it. I see by your letter that I have made you think, as I have

many others, that private and personal griefs are indifferent to

me, and that I should only dismiss them with some general

statements of God's goodness. I have given plentiful cause

for that suspicion. If I could tell you how in former days I
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awakened it in some very near to me, and how, in spite of a

very strong affection upon their side, it did lead to an estrange-

ment between us which, now that it cannot be healed, I

perceive far more clearly and keenly than when it took place,

you would see that I was not wholly without the experience

which might fit me to enter into yours, though the hardness

of my character might be a disqualification ! Alas ! such

estrangements have been far too familiar facts in my history.

I have much more to reproach myself for in them than you
have in your case ;

still I can understand better than you may
fancy the wish that one could bring it under the head of a sin,

that one could be, as you say, actually a prodigal to return to

one's Father. That is a very deep and subtle temptation. I

think most of us must have passed through it, and must be

assailed by it very often now. And it is that, dear friend,

which leads me into the sort of language which easily becomes

vague, and which often sounds cold and general. I have

found it so impossible to discriminate for others, even for

for myself (as some endeavour to do, and to a certain extent may
succeed in doing), between that in us which we may justify,

and that which we must condemn, between that we may
merely complain of, and that of which we must repent, between

the repentance that is sincere and is not, between physical

pain and spiritual pain,
—that I have said,

" God understands

these things ;
I do not. He can and will perfectly justify that

which is good in you and me, and condemn that which is bad.

He knows physical evil and moral evil, and is not indifferent

to either." I have used this language, and by it have got
credit with very kind people for being much more devout than

I am, and, what far more than compensates such undeserved

praise, am suspected by those whom I should like to help, of a

wish to put them off with generalities. But if you knew that I

said these things, not because I want to appear wiser or better

than other people, but because I have really been shown by

very bitter humiliations that I have no light whatever but that

which shines upon them, you would perceive that you might
tell me of any murmurings, confusions, inversions, contradic-
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tions of mind and heart, and that with those at least, if not

with your better moods, I might be at home.

'And still I am inclined to go back to my old language, and

say, Complain on. Do not attempt to analyse your feelings.

Do not try to find out how much of them is excusable, how

much not. God gives repentance, we do not make it. We

may tell Him as well as we can what a mess and labyrinth

we are in. We may at least say, Guide us through it and out

of it. And I do say, believing it, that these intricate labyrinths

through which friends try to lead us, and in which they involve

us more hopelessly, are an education
;
that they do bring us

out of our Atheism as nothing else does
;

that they make us

understand we must have a guide somewhere and not far from

us
;
that out of the despair which they produce in us comes a

strange immeasurable hope, a hope which comprehends all

within it, not vaguely, but distinctly, a hope which the incapacity

to sever ourselves from them makes necessary, a hope that God
will and must reveal Himself, and that the revelation will and

must be for our good and for theirs. How does the leaden weight

of Death, the sense of his power over us and over the universe,

the recollection of millenniums of deaths, overpower all mere

argument for a resurrection ! What an argument for one grows

out of these facts ! I am compelled by them, when I feel that

they are death to me, to believe in a risen Christ, in a

conqueror of Death, for all. I cannot separate my destiny

from that of my kind. I must hope for it, or sink into an

unfathomable hopelessness for myself.
'

Now, dear friend, the sight of that "
ebbing life

"
which you

speak of must be to you, should be to you, more than general

considerations about life and immortality. It surely makes all

such wearisome to you. Facts always make theories weari-

some. But some special fact may be and generally is our

stepping-stone to every true discovery. It may force us to

seek, to rest in that, which is deeper than hell, higher than

heaven. The greatest harm I have done people, perhaps you,

is that I have too much quelled their questions as if I had a

recipe for setting them at rest. What I would do now is to
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say to each one, Light must and will arise which will scatter

all darkness. That is true. Wait for that. It will be for

and for you. To expect it for him and for yourself and for all,

is a deliverance like no other. God Himself will day by day
kindle it more as you more defy that which contradicts it'

The following two letters were written to a young clergyman,

who had asked my father whether he did not think that it

would be well, during the sitting of the Commission on Ritual,

to make an attempt to have the Athanasian Creed removed

from the Church Service.

'2 Brunswick Place, York Terrace, June 25, 1864.

'If I entirely agreed with you in your objections to the

Athanasian Creed, I should think that there was no set of men

so unlikely to consider them fairly and seriously as the new

Ritualistic Commission. If you brought the question before

them, a resolution not to entertain it would be probably the

single one in which the heterogeneous elements composing the

Commission would unite. You would certainly take nothing

by that motion.
'

Supposing I disapproved of the Creed, I should cease to

read it without waiting for the permission of any bishops or

any Commission. If I were called to account, I should give

my reasons, not doubting that I should do good by causing the

subject to be ventilated. In general there would be no in-

terference by any ecclesiastical authority with persons omitting

the Creed. They have abundance of precedents. If the

people asked questions about it the minister would be glad of

the opportunity of answering them.
'
I do not act in this way myself. (1) Because I believe the

Creed asserts some great principles which are not asserted so

clearly elsewhere. (2) Because I count it an advantage to be

able to explain to my congregation why I do not consider the

true and simple meaning of the words that meaning which is

given them by the popular opinion of our clay.
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'
I cannot expect men of any school to concur with me in

these opinions. I seem ridiculous to all disciples of Jowett, a

heretic and a wilful liar to all disciples of Pusey, when I insist

that the word eternal must always bear that force which we

give it when we connect it with God ;
and that an eternity

which is merely future is a contradiction. But as this belief is

associated in my mind with all that I read about eternal life in

the New Testament, it must be a very sacred one to me, and

one which must enter into every part of the Gospel I deliver to

my congregation, however strange and silly a crotchet it may
appear to Broad or to High Churchmen.

' Now it does seem to me that the Athanasian Creed by its

direct words (the Father Eternal, the Son Eternal, and the

Holy Ghost Eternal) forces this meaning upon us as that

which must govern and determine the use of the adjective in

all cases. When, therefore, the word is afterwards applied to

death or to punishment I hold that those who accept the Creed

are bound to apply this sense to eternity, whatever other men

may do.
' For them to connect it with mere endless torture hereafter,

and not with the loss of the presence of the Eternal God (with-

out reference to the time during which any man might suffer

that loss), is in my judgment unreasonable.
'

Pusey and his school do that avowedly because they are

afraid to lose the beneficial influence of terror on the minds of

evil men or heretics
;

I deny that they do it because they

adhere to the literal construction either of the Creed or of

Scripture.
' You see it is not that I can find a meaning in the Creed

which makes it tolerable to me; it is that the Creed itself gives

forth that meaning to me, and helps to correct an abuse of

language which I believe is fatal to theology, and which links

itself with all the vulgar notions and base feelings which are

undermining morality. You say, that "
People generally take

it in the other, which you deem the gross and evil sense." Just

so
;
that we are agreed upon. And you may be right that

this is a stronger reason for banishing the Creed from our

vol. 11. 21
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services than any which I can give for retaining it. I do

not care. If it is taken away, perhaps it may bear the

testimony which I hold that it does bear, more strongly when

we can contemplate it more impartially. But whilst I retain

these convictions I should be very inconsistent if I took part

in any movement for expelling it. I believe its very vehemence

has been a protection against the doctrine which it was sup-

posed to uphold.'

To the same Clergyman,

'July I, 1864.
' My dear Mr. ,

'
I acknowledge as fully as any one can that commerce

is an instrument in the Divine education, and that if there is,

lying at the root of Society, the recognition of the unity of

men in Christ, the actual intercourse of men in different

countries will bring out that belief into clearness and fulness,

and remove the limitation and narrowness which arise from

the confusion between Christ Himself and our notions about

Him. But that commerce is in itself apart from this principle

any bond of brotherhood whatever—that it does not rather

lead to the denial of all brotherhood, to murderous conflicts

between labour and capital, to slavery and slave trade—I know
not how in the face of the most patent and recent facts it is

possible to maintain. In the sixth century there were mobs
in Constantinople partly to uphold blue or green in the circus,

partly to put down Monophysite or Nestorian opinions. In

Boston, in the nineteenth century, there were mobs to put

down Mr. Garrison and the supporters of the negroes. You

may if you please say that Theodora and her mobs were

working in the supposed interests of theology, you must say

also that the New England mobs were working in the supposed
interest of commerce. That both were mistaken on their own

grounds we are agreed ;
but that admission does not prove

commerce to be a more uniting principle than theology.
' On the contrary, I am thoroughly convinced that all the
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scandals and falsehoods which are most reasonably complained
of in modern theology, result from its mixture with commerce and

the adoption of commercial principles as the groundwork of it.

Mr. Bright said most truly at the meeting on Saturday that

from the time the Slave States adopted the doctrine that slavery

was a Divine institution the question became a religious one,

and a religious war was inevitable. That [assertion that slavery

is a Divine institution] is the most conspicuous and flagrant

instance of the adoption in a money-worshipping community
of a religion based on the acknowledgment of a God who is

the enemy of Mammon into its [Mammon's] service. But it

is only an instance.
' Our English theology, popular as well as systematic, has

been gradually reconstructing itself on the commercial or

material bases; I find it the hardest thing possible not to

adopt phrases in the pulpit and in writing which assume its

habits and motives. The creeds have been the perpetual

witnesses to me against this commercial theology, which is, I

believe, helping to destroy our commercial as well as our per-

sonal morality. I agree with you that St. John's words are in

direct opposition to the inferences which have been deduced

from the Athanasian Creed, and indeed from all the creeds.

But St. John's words have been made intelligible to me in

their length and breadth by the creeds. The limitation of

God's favour to Christians arises, it seems to me, from the

notion that a Christ who came into existence eighteen hundred

years ago is the Head of a sect, not the Light of Light, the

very God of very God. A simple humanitarian Christianity,

whatever largeness it may affect in theory, will practically

shut up humanity within the conceptions of the person who

professes it. Humanitarians will therefore try to throw off

Christianity as a restraint. But the vagueness and hollowness

of a mere worship of abstract humanity will soon be palpable
to them. What must follow, Comte has admirably illustrated

in his own practice, though of course he could not foresee the

developments of his scheme or his example. I am very far

indeed from rejecting any sympathy which the disciples of

2 1 2
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Mr. Jowett feel for what I have said, or hinted about the

Eternal. I value it exceedingly. I only feared that the strong

feeling in their excellent teacher of a hopeless distance between

modern thought and the belief of the old days, would so far

imbue them as to make them regard with some suspicion any

pertinacious assertion of that which was in the beginning, is

now, and ever shall be, world without end.'
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CHAPTER XV.

" Narrow is the path of Truth ;

Duty threads twixt chasms her way."
Prince Consort''s Life.

september, 1864—the colenso question in the law courts

and in south africa—letter of advice for south

africa—letter to stanley on subscription, expressing

nature of his own change of view—'the name in

baptism
' ' the divine charity '

in letters to mr.

kingsley—Lincoln's assassination and acknowledg-

ment OF A THEOCRACY—THE DIVINE WORD—MR. HUGHES

AS MEMBER FOR LAMBETH—ART AND SCIENCE IN RELATION

TO ROMANISM AND PROTESTANTISM—EXPLAINS TO MR.

KINGSLEY THE HISTORY OF HIS VIEWS ABOUT SUBSCRIPTION.

In September Sir Edward Strachey invited my father to meet

Bishop Colenso at his house. The following letter gives my
father's reasons for refusing the invitation.

To Sir. E. Strachey.

'

September 18, 1864.

'Your proposal is most kind, and your way of putting it

kinder still. I will answer with the frankness you desired.

There has been an estrangement between Colenso and me
since he came to England. I think that the Bible is the great

deliverer from ecclesiastical bondage—the great protestor for

human freedom. That is the maxim I have always tried to

maintain. When he took up exactly the opposite maxim,
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when he treated the Bible as itself the instrument of our

slavery, and seemed to think that to throw it off would be

the great step to emancipation, I felt that he was giving up
the ground to the Bishop of Oxford and Dr. Pusey. I saw

nothing before us but that fanaticism against criticism, that

effort to bind a human tyranny upon us, which these last few

years have developed. I do not say that I may not have been

faithless, that I may not often have been unkind. But I had

a deliberate conviction that I owed this duty to the Church

and to the cause of liberty. If I identified myself with those

who were called liberal thinkers, who seemed to be, and, in

many respects were, pleading for the rights of the clergy and

the rights of conscience, I must have abandoned my own

position, a position difficult enough to maintain—full of sorrow,

involving an isolation from all parties ; but, as I think, neces-

sary for the good of all parties.
' To make Colenso understand why I do this—that I am

not a traitor to freedom and friendship also—is impossible at

present. If I met him at your house I suspect we should

only embarrass each other and embarrass you. We should

either preserve a forced silence on all questions which were

most interesting to us, or impose upon each other by words

of doubtful signification. I hope hereafter we may understand

each other better
;
but I should be sorry to lose the pleasure

of free intercourse with you by making this effort. Still I

leave this question wholly to you. I have met the Bishop

several times, and there is, I hope, not the least unkindness

between us.'

In the course of 1864 the Bishop of Capetown proceeded
to take ecclesiastical action against Bishop Colenso. My
father's belief in the appeal to justice and to fixed laws ex-

pounded by lawyers as an appeal to the judgment of God

against the tyranny of ecclesiastical public opinion, made him

feel very strongly against these proceedings. His belief that

Protestantism is for each nation the claim that God is the

King of its king, that God presides over the law courts of its
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king, his belief that every effort to arrive at right and justice

is an effort to arrive at and submit to the will of the invisible

King, made him more and more hostile to those measures

which it became each year more difficult to distinguish from

intrigues and plotting; of which the Bishop of Oxford was

the centre
;
of which the effect was to set up the supremacy

of what happened to be the current theological opinion of the

day. On October 4th he wrote to the Times a letter on "
the

Bishop of Capetown and Spiritual Jurisdiction," in which he

maintained that the claim of the Bishop of Capetown to set

up a "
Spiritual Jurisdiction

"
contra-distinguished to the rule

of right and law, was the one against which the very existence

of our national Church was a protest, which touched the most

sacred point of our Protestant national position.

My father had been elected by the "Juridical Society," con-

sisting entirely of distinguished lawyers, as their single non-

legal member in this country. In November of 1864 he read

a paper in which he maintained that no one ought to be

excluded from giving evidence on the ground of religious

unbelief.

To a Clergyman in South Africa.

'2 Brunswick Place, London, March 21, 1865.

' Your interesting letter reached me yesterday. That very

day the decision was given by the Judicial Committee which

concerns so greatly your position, and the points that are

troubling you.'* I had endeavoured to reflect on them, and

I had read your able letters on the position of the Church of

England before the judgment made its appearance. I had

read also the important charge of the Bishop of Capetown in

January last, wherein he seems quite prepared to face all the

consequences which the judgment involves.

' With respect to your first question, how you ought to treat

the Bishop of Natal if he presented himself to you as a com-

* The Privy Council decided against the Bishop of Capetown on the

ground that his Court had no jurisdiction.
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municant in your church, I can have no doubt whatever.

With your feelings you could not treat him as an excommu-

nicate person. No presbyter, I should suppose no bishop,

in England would dare to do so
;

I should think the act in a

colony in which he has dwelt and ministered—though not a

part of his diocese—more, not less inexcusable. Of course

I do not speak of those who accept the decree of the Synod
as of Divine authority ; but of you, who see in it no authority

Divine or human. The awful responsibility of cutting] off any

fellow-creature, to say nothing of a bishop, from the fellowship

of the Church is one, surely, which you could not incur unless

you had the fullest conviction that he had cut himself off from

it, and that those who said that he had were not assuming an

unrighteous jurisdiction.
1 As to the other question of allowing him to preach, I

should judge differently. Here I would apply to you the

same principle which I should apply to myself. If he had

been my diocesan, and I did not think he had been rightfully

deposed, I should consider myself bound to let him enter my
pulpit. I should not invite him, but should hold myself pledged

by my canonical obedience to let him exercise what func-

tions he thought fit in any church under my control. Being,

as I think you are, in the diocese of Graham's Town, you

should, it seems to me, obey the Bishop of Graham's Town,
whatever you may think of Colenso, even if you agree more

nearly with him than with your own ordinary. He [the Bishop

of Graham's Town] may be exercising an unwise authority in

inhibiting you from receiving one man or another to officiate

in your church
;
but it is within his proper function to inhibit

you
—and as I should comply with the order in London, so,

it strikes me, should you in Port Elizabeth. Indeed, I should

not wait for a formal inhibition. In that case I should yield

to a known wish.

' These would be my opinions without the least respect to

the recent decision. If that has any effect on your personal

conduct, it leaves you freer to act in both cases on the maxims

I have indicated. You are not asked by English law to pay
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the least respect to the decrees of the Synod ; they are declared

to be null 'and void. But neither are you asked to recognise

the Bishop of Natal in that character
; you are at liberty to

consider him as having no diocese at all. I should hope he

would submit to one part of the decision whilst he claims the

benefit of the other, and not go back to a country where he

has not a legal status, and where his presence can only breed

strife. He is safe till he raises the question in the colony ;

if it is raised, your experience of the feelings of the laity, and

the positive expression of the feelings of the clergy, convince

me that he would come off worst.

'
I feel with you that the crisis is a very great one

;
that it

must affect every English colony as well as South Africa
;
that

it must affect us at home quite as seriously. Your position is

indeed a very delicate and painful one
; you will wait for

higher guidance than mine to fulfil it. I am sure you will

have the higher guidance, that it will raise you above the

public opinion of clergymen and laymen, and above the terror

of ecclesiastical censures. The more anxiously you strive to

comply with ecclesiastical order when you can do so without

departing from principle, the less will those terrors harm

you : you may help to teach your bishops the difference

between the office of a father in God and of an inquisitor or

persecutor.
'

I remember the delight with which I contemplated the

establishment of such a fatherly authority in our colonies. It

seemed to me just what was wanted to check the wild craving

for gain ;
to show that the Gospel unites instead of dividing,

to balance the rigidness of mere law. At present all looks

as confused as possible. The Church is determined to set

itself up as a rival to the legal power, it foregoes all peaceful

dominion over the settlers, and leaves them to regard the

pursuit of money as the only real one
;

it aspires to be one

of the sects. But good will come out of all this tumult.

God's purposes will accomplish themselves if men's are ever

so perverse.
' Will you let me say a word to you about the sentiments
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of the laity who puzzle you and even, very naturally, provoke

you by their indifference about what seem to you the interests

of freedom, while they will be madly factious for what offends

their supposed rights? I had felt a stronger interest in

Colenso's diocese and mission than any other. He and his

wife were old friends of mine. He had behaved very gene-

rously to me. When he avowed his sympathy with my refusal

to speak of threescore years and ten as the limit of God's

education of men, I was ready to follow him in any conflicts

into which he might enter. When he set himself at war with

the Jewish economy and the life of the Old Testament, I was

utterly struck down. I had always believed that the great

barrier against ecclesiastical oppression and tyranny, the great

hold upon the conscience of the English nation, the great hope

of every nation, lay in asserting the maxim of the Old Testa-

ment that God is Himself the Deliverer, that His name is the

ground of national liberty. To have a quantity of criticism

about the dung in the Jewish camp, and the division of a hare's

foot, thrown in my face, when I was satisfied that the Jewish

history had been the mightiest witness to the people for a living

God against the dead dogmas of priests, was more shocking

to me than I can describe. Yet the consequence was inevi-

table. Scientific men claimed Colenso on this very ground

as the apostle of free thought ;
the clergy in general wrapped

themselves more closely in their dreary and hopeless literalism;

those who called themselves liberal were offended that any one

who disliked that literalism should desert him whom they con-

sidered the one episcopal antagonist of it. Hard it has been

to maintain what has appeared to me the right position in this

struggle. I must have seemed very cold and cruel to Colenso ;

often I seemed so to myself. But the duty of vindicating the

Old Testament as the great witness for liberty appeared to

me a paramount one. And now I am more than ever con-

vinced that it was. For I see the Bishop of Capetown waging

a fiercer war against the principle of the Old Testament than

Bishop Colenso has done. A thing called a Church, consisting

of a metropolitan and a synod, a poor imitation of a popedom,
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is to set aside the glorious traditions of the English nation

which were grounded upon the Old Testament, which were

the deliverance from priestly tribunals and a king-bishop.
' Well ! if you can speak of these traditions to the laity, if

you can show that you have no sympathy with any deprecia-

tion of the Old Testament, that you claim it as the Divine

authority for the true life of our nation at home— oiyours if

it is to be an independent nation in South Africa—that you
look upon the Church as that universal body consisting of

kindreds and nations and tongues, which is to be far more

extensive than the nation, but which can never cease to

recognise and uphold that, I think there will be a response

not only from those who adhere to the Church of England,

but from many who have grown up in Puritan communities.

They will always suspect you if they think you are taking the

Bible from them. They will love you in time, if not at first, if

you restore the Bible to them
;

its professed worshippers as

well as the ecclesiastics have been stealing it from them.

Excuse this long letter, which your kind appeal to me has

provoked.'

To the Dean of Westminster.

'

2 Brunswick Place, York Terrace, N.W.,

'April 27, 1865.
' My dear Stanley,

'
I thank you very gratefully for your pamphlet on Sub-

scription. It seems to me sound and convincing.
' You know that my earliest theological essay was written in

support of the doctrine opposed to yours. I have been

reflecting earnestly on the principles of that pamphlet and I

have not seen cause to abandon them. The practical con-

clusion in it I do abandon unreservedly. I saw years ago that

it was inapplicable to the Universities. I see now that, being

inapplicable to them, it is equally so to those who take orders.

I am quite prepared to sign any petition for the entire abolition

of subscription either for laymen or clergymen.
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' At the same time I do not expect any advantage but some

peril to those who hold convictions which are very dear to me
from this change. I believe we shall be more at the mercy of

the bishops and of the public opinion of the day when the

Articles can no longer be invoked as an authority to control

them. The judgments of lawyers, too, upon the import of

words such as those in the Athanasian Creed on which Dr.

Lushington pronounced, will then have no restraint from the

significant words or omissions of the Articles. I think you
have yourself shown that they have been bits in the mouths of

religious parties from which they may be thankful to be free.

But all these considerations have no weight with me against

the evidence, which is overwhelming, that subscription is not

taken in the only sense in which I have ever supposed it to be

honest and reasonable; that it is a burthen upon the con-

sciences of numbers, that it is making our formularies hateful

to those who might most profit by them.

'With respect to the Prayer-Book, I think Lord Ebury's

present Bill as good as it can be
;
one of the best and simplest

pieces of legislation to be found in our day. To accept the

Prayer-Book is far more honourable to it than to use language
which seems to indicate—if it does not, as we have all

supposed, mean the same thing with accepting
—that the

notions of a young man of twenty-three are the measures of its

teaching. If the bishops insist upon retaining the assent and

consent, they will be putting a force upon the words which

they have never yet had, and will be making them intolerable.

Disraeli's speech a year ago,* which the Bishop of Oxford

* This was the "Is man an ape or an angel?" speech. It had been
delivered at a meeting of the Diocesan Society of Oxford, in the very midst

of the excitement against the judgment of the Privy Council which led to

the Oxford "
Declaration of Faith." At the moment it seemed to be a good

piece of party tactics, to lead two formed and organised parties to crush out

an insignificant minority ; just as a few years later it seemed to be a good
piece of party tactics to "put down ritualism." The sail which in this

instance Mr. Disraeli spread to catch the favouring wind, was a firm as

sertion that the Articles are intended to tie the clergy down so that the laity

may have a security that the clergy are not going beyond the letter to which
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apparently heard with delight, has sealed the fate of subscrip-
tion. If the clergy are bound by their oaths not to seek for

fresh light, they renounce, as I told my congregation yesterday,
the vows of their baptism, they bid the Holy One of Israel

cease from before them, they make themselves the servants of

the prince of darkness.
'
I shall write a letter to the Spectator in reference to your

pamphlet, simply to clear my conscience. I am rather afraid

that my support may weaken its effect You must forgive me
if it does.'

To Ret'. C. Kingsley.

'
2 Brunswick Place, York Terrace, N.W.,

'

May 18, 1865.
' If I cannot see you I wish very much to see your sermon.

I quite agree with you that theology is what our age is crying

for, even when it thinks that it is crying to be rid of theology.
To be free from every theodicy

—from every attempt to con-

struct a divinity out of the notions of divines or philosophers,
or an Exeter Hall conception of what a Mighty Being must do
or ought to do with a rebellious universe—is a great necessity
for us.

' But those who talk of leaving men to their religious

instincts or their perceptions of morality, are preparing a fresh

succession of such burthens for us and our children. It is the

incubus of morbid religious instincts, of partial apprehensions

they are bound. As this was to assume a position the exact opposite of

that for which my father had contended all his life, it was part of the pro-

gramme that Mr. Disraeli should choose the moment when my father was

standing in what looked like a forlorn hope, to attack him. The attack had

just this much effect on my father, that it made him much more eager than

he would otherwise have been, when a little later Mr. Disraeli introduced

his Bribery Bill, to express enthusiasm for it. The Bill carried out the reform

my father cared most for : the transfer, from the House of Commons to the

judges, of the trial of bribery petitions. My father declared that Disraeli

deserved a statue for that act. He was very angry with Mr. Gladstone for

opposing it.
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about justice and mercy and their inevitable hostility, under

which we have been so long groaning. What but a revelation

of God in the Living Word (i.e. theology) ever has emancipated
in any degree, or ever can emancipate, the nations thoroughly
from that oppression ?

' The Name into which we are baptized, the Name which

was to bind together all nations, comes out to me more and

more as that which must at last break these fetters. I can find

none of my liberal friends to whom that language does not

sound utterly wild and incomprehensible, while the orthodox

would give me for the eternal Name the dry dogma of the

Trinity
—an opinion which I may brag of as mine, given me by

I know not what councils of noisy doctors and to be retained

in spite of the reason, which it is said to contradict—lest I

should be cast into hell for rejecting it. I am sure this Name
is the infinite all-embracing charity which I may proclaim to

publicans and harlots as that in which they are living and

moving and having their being, in which they may believe, and

by which they may be raised to the freedom and righteous-

ness and fellowship for which they were created.
' Will not our lips be some day opened to say that this is

even so, and that the kingdom of heaven is not a possession

for those who would shut it up, but for those who would open

it, as the Apostles did, to all kindreds and tongues and tribes ?

All perplexities and contradictions of human opinion and

practice, seem to me preparing the way for this discovery ;

otherwise they would drive me to despair.'

Also to Rev. C. Kingsley (in answer to the letter on p. 180, Vol. II,

of the smaller edition of Mr. Kingslefs
'

Life ').

'

May 20, 1865.

'I thank you for wishing to have an explanation, and version

into English, of my queer phraseology about baptism. It must

have sounded to you and to many as pedantical and grotesque,

especially as after once adopting it I have pertinaciously
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adhered to it, and have seemed incapable of giving any
tolerable equivalent for it in nineteenth-century speech. I will

try to account for both of these eccentricities.

' That sacraments must be the organon of a revelation, if it

fulfil its pretensions, that they have been actually so to

Christendom, is the lesson which I owe to our Tractarian

school, and to the Romanist teachers from whom they have

received their lore
;
the one which history has confirmed in my

mind
;
the one which has been my great deliverance from the

dogmatism of Dr. Pusey and of the popes. For if sacraments

express the purpose, and the relation of God to man, dogmas
cannot express it. To dogmatise about sacraments is to

destroy their nature. To dogmatise about God is to assume

that man does not receive the knowledge of God from Him,
but imputes the forms of his own intellect to Him. Sacraments

are, as I think, the necessary form of a revelation, precisely

because they discover the Divine nature in its union with the

human, and do not make the human the standard and measure

of the Divine. Suppose then I find this baptism into the

Divine Name as the form which has been recognised by

Greeks, Romanists, Protestants of all classes and opinions, for

these twelve or thirteen hundred years (to go back no further

and to involve oneself in no antiquarian discussions), that

seems to me as complete a declaration to all these Greeks,

Romanist, Protestant nations, as I can imagine, of Him in

whom they are living, moving, having their being, a far graver

protest than it is possible to invent against their divisions and

hatreds, against the pretensions by which their priests have

exalted themselves into the throne of Omnipotence, against the

oppressions which have assumed the Devil to be the real Lord

of the Universe. And I am unwilling, if you please unable, to

change the form which has this kind of sanction to its worth

and universality for any other, because I can find no other

which does not secretly let in human dogmatism, which does

not contract to the limits of a school formula, apprehensible

only by schoolmen, that which was meant for the universe.

The Name must, according to the logician, be an attribute ; I
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attribute it to God. If He has a name and can reveal it, the

notion of it as an attribute given by men is a contradiction.

Upon this the whole question turns
;

the question debated

through all the middle ages, debated with the alternative of

Godliness or Atheism now
;

"
Is logic the mistress of theology,

or only one of its handmaids ?
"

' To me it seems that baptism into the Name contains that

Gospel to all nations which St. Paul preached to the

Athenians, and that if we abandon it for any other we shall

not declare Christ to man, but only proselytise a few of them

to our Christianity, so making them twofold more the children

of hell than ourselves, which, as I remember you once ob-

served, must be a very difficult process indeed.
' So much for my justification, and I would hope for a little

more than that. As to your project of reading metaphysics

to get rid of the effects of fiction, it may be good for a time.

But history is surely the more direct cure and the more strictly

within your calling. I hope you will never desert that

for metaphysics. To me it has been the blessed refuge from

them.
'

People send me books about final causes, primary beliefs,

and so on. I gaze at their covers, wish I could read them,

and sometimes actually contrive to do it
;
but scarcely unless I

can find some historical or biographical interest in them and

can persuade myself that a man has been fighting his way to

some final cause, or that a nation of men is laying hold of

some primary belief. I wrote to Mill that I could not think

of him as the most accomplished of metaphysicians, that I

had recollections of him as a human being which effaced the

other impression; I do not think he was displeased at that sort

of recognition.'

The assassination of President Lincoln, in April, 1865,

caused a thrill of horror throughout England. Happening, as

it did, just when a second Reform Bill had become a certainty,

there was a disposition among some of the radical section of

my father's friends to treat Lincoln as a kind of martyr to
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democracy, and to appeal to the working-men's sympathies
on this score. My father vehemently opposed this.

To Mr. Ludlow.

'May, 1865.

'As to democracy, I regard Lincoln's inauguration speech as

the grandest return from the democracy of the Declaration

of Independence to the theocracy of the Pilgrim Fathers that

I have seen anywhere. I always hoped that might be the

effect of the war on the best Americans. I never dreamed of

seeing it expressed officially in such language as that. And
it was not merely the old Calvinistic theocracy

—the divinity

minus humanity. In so far as it recognised the Divine

vengeance for the wrongs of the coloured race, it implied a

Christ as Head of the human race. I should count it a

treason to Lincoln's memory to relapse into the other kind

of speech, as we must do if we call the people to sym-

pathise with him as a democrat. The horror of democracy
which you impute to me is a horror in the interest of the

people.
1

1 believe the Sovereign has been great so far as he or she

has confessed a ministry
—

ignominious so far as he or she has

merely clutched at a dominion
;

that the nobles have been

great so far as they have confessed a ministry
—

ignominious

so far as they have been aristocrats or oligarchs. I apply

the same maxim to the larger class. If they will accept the

franchise as a ministry, as an obligation—if any one of them,

like Lincoln, accepts any function, be it as high as it may,

as a calling
— I shall rejoice. If they grasp at any power

merely as a power, I believe the voice of Demos will be the

devil's voice and not God's. I apply no different rule to one

set of men from that which I apply to another. I look on

the tyranny of the one, the few, or the majority, with like

abhorrence. And I am confident, as the Emperor of the

French is, that the tyranny of the majority is the surest step to

the tyranny of the one.'

vol. 11. 2 k
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To Rev. C. Kingsley.
'

May 6, 1865.

' Your kind words about my book against Mansel caused me
both pleasure and surprise. I thought it was dead and buried

long ago, and that having just done the good work of aliena-

ting me from philosophers and divines, the liberals and the

orthodox, it would never be heard of again. It was written in

great heat and vehemence of spirit, I suppose with less calm-

ness than befitted such a subject. But I did feel then and feel

now that it is the most important controversy of our time; and

that all others must depend upon it.

'

Mill, I see, has used some very noble language in his new

work on Sir W. Hamilton,* in protesting against a God to

whom we attribute qualities which have a certain signification

in man, and then say that they have an altogether different

signification in Him.*

Also to Rev. C. Kingsley.

' 2 Brunswick Place, York Terrace, N.W.,
'

May 8, 1865.
'

I think you will agree with me that the whole seventh

chapter of the book which I send you by post to-day,

pp. 88-105, is as masterly as anything which has been written

in our day, and that the passage in pp. 102-103 is a grand and

affecting theological statement, as it proceeds from a man who

was bred an Atheist and perhaps takes himself to be one.

For me it has a force and impressiveness which it might not

have for one who did not know Mill in early days ;
but I am

sure you will appreciate it. Please return the book, as you
will see I have not yet read it. I will send you Mansel if you
like it (i.e. the earlier edition). I have not the fourth, to which

Mill refers, and which I suppose contains some contemptuous

refutation of me. Mill would, I dare say, agree with him

generally in his opinion of that
;
but this cannot signify when

* " Examination of Sir W. Hamilton's Philosophy, and of the principal

philosophical questions discussed in his writings," 8vo. 1865.

1
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Mill has said with such emphasis in a few words what I was

trying to say in a long series of letters.

To a Son on the Continent.

'

May 17, 1865.
' My dearest E.,

'
. . . I hold to my opinion about the nobles as the de-

fenders of English law, and liberty, as connected with law, in many

periods of history. Nor do I think America could have known

what liberty is apart from equality if she had not inherited our

traditions and retained a very great leaven of our reverence for

the family and for ancestors mixed with their democracy. The

mistake of assuming the Declaration of Independence as the

commencement of their history has been fully exposed by De

Tocqueville, and is recognised by the wisest among themselves.

Though I am afraid my good friend Ludlow has never per-

ceived it . . .

'

Mill's friends speak hopefully of his prospects, and Glad-

stone's of his
; especially since the list of their two committees

has appeared. But I cannot feel sanguine in either case. I

had a very kind note from Mill in answer to a letter of thanks

I wrote him for his book on Sir W. Hamilton. I have in some

stupid way mislaid the note, which I value exceedingly. . . .'

After Mr. Gladstone's defeat at Oxford he writes again :

'July 21, 1865.
'
I hope Oxford will have cured all her Liberal members

of setting up the will of the majority against intelligence and

moral force. Any will-of-the-wisp is better than that, let John

Bright say what he likes. . . .'

To Mr. John Hodgkin, after reading his Son's pamphlet on

Inspiration.

' 2 Brunswick Place, York Terrace, July 31, 1865.
' When 11,000 clergymen declared eighteen months ago that

the Bible not only contains, but is, the Word of God, the posi-

tion struck me not as an exaggeration, but as a perilous denial

2 k 2
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of the truth. The Word of God, I believe, as St. John taught

and as George Fox taught, to be very much above the Scrip-

tures, however he may speak by and in the Scriptures. While

the truth is not distinctly put forth—whilst it is smothered in

mere scholastical language like that which Dr. Pusey used when

he said that the Word of God in one sense means the second

person of the Trinity, in another sense the written book—I

cannot see how this controversy is to end, for I suspect that our

impressions about each of these senses "will be equally unreal,

equally confused.
1 Now what I should have craved of a member of the Society

of Friends, writing on the inspiration of Scripture, would have

been especially an exposure of our unbelief on this subject,

and a vindication of the doctrine which may at times have

been used negatively to diminish the reverence for the Scrip-

tures, but which may also be the great restorer of that reve-

rence which may do more than any other to connect it with the

demands of the human conscience and reason. Again and again

I said to myself, as I read Mr. Hodgkin's essay,
" What strength

it would give to that and that assertion and argument, and how
the missing link in it would be supplied, if the writer would

speak as the Bible itself speaks of the Divine Word, if he would

bear witness to his readers that he has a Teacher with him con-

tinually, whether he reads the letters of the book or cannot

spell out one of them." It seems, I know, to many, as if this

were an advanced law to which we must arrive through the

previous reception of the volume, and of all the uninspired and

unauthoritative evidences which are supposed to establish its

inspiration and authority. But that is to me a practical denial

of the very truth which we wish to prove, a glorification of the

speech above Him whom we believe to be the speaker. And if

it is true, as the Bible says, that by the Word of the Lord were

the heavens framed, and the earth by the breath of His mouth,

may not this be the true way to the removal of scientific per-

plexities? Nay, is it not possible that the scientific men may
have been led by a higher teaching than they knew to break

through certain apparent constructions of the letter that they may
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lead us to a deeper theology, that they may bring us to confess

the presence of Him in whom is life, and whose life is the Light

of Men ? God's ways are not as our ways. What we dread

most as signs of unbelief may be His method of scattering un-

belief. Theologians and scientific men may both wake up with

awe, and say,
" He was in the place, and we knew it not."

'

I have taken the liberty of making these remarks, feeling

that so I should best be complying with your kind request for

criticism, and that I should be relieving my own mind of a

burden which often lies heavily upon it. The Bible becomes

dearer and more sacred to me the more I read it; I have no sym-

pathy with its arraigners, even too little with its critics. Yet I

feel compelled often to stand with both against those who turn it

into a god, and so deny the living God of whom it bears witness.

That idolatry is so fearful, and the numbers who are rushing

into it so great and respectable, that I fear we ought to bear

any reproaches and any suspicions, rather than be the instru-

ments of promoting it.

1 But as a true, devout reverence for the Scriptures is the best

discouragement of it, I heartily thank your son for what he has

done to cultivate that feeling.'

To Mr. Ludlow.

A meeting of the Working Men's College had been called for

August 2nd, to congratulate Mr. Hughes on his election as

Member for Lambeth.

'

August 1, 1865.
' My dear Friend,

'

I will try to say something of what you wish me to say

to-morrow night. I cannot say anything too good of Hughes.
But in looking over the events of seventeen years a man just

sixty finds reasons for mourning which would not accord with

such a festivity. The sense of an obligation to proclaim God
as the deliverer not the enslaver of the nations was working in

me, and I think more or less in all of us, when we first met.

Every year I have felt it more strongly, and felt more my own
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weakness to fulfil it. The thought, that the greatest effort of

those, who speak most of freedom, is to throw off the witness

for God, as the emancipator, which was borne in the times of

old, and that those, who cling most to the Bible, regard Him as

a tyrant, sometimes overwhelms me. But the personal humi-

liation—the discovery how little I have really done or even

cared for that cause which I have been sent into the world to

live and die for—this has been useful and has led me some-

times to pray with earnestness that God would vindicate His

own Name and Will, since our efforts to vindicate them are so

vain and paltry.'

To a Son travelling on the Continent.

'Fryston Hall, August 15, 1865.
' My dearest E.,

'

. . . I am much delighted by the interest, you take in

the pictures at Dresden. I am sure the right way to admire any

great work of art is to know it thoroughly, to let it speak to

you, and not to be in a hurry to form an opinion about it. What

you say about the religion of the old Catholic pictures and the

difficulty of receiving it in our days has much truth in it. I

used to mourn at the thought and to be pained by it. Now it

gives me hope. I look upon Protestantism as unfriendly to

Art, favourable to Science. But out of it, I believe, will arise a

faith deeper and broader, warmer than Romanism, more de-

voted to Truth than Anti-Romanism, under which Science and

Art will flourish as sisters. Over all the visions of the past in

which the old artists indulged, there is a dark shadow; it hangs
often more heavily still over our study of the present. There

will come a time when the future will be presented to us in

colours grand and awful, but full of brightness, when the

Revelation of the Son of Man and His judgment, instead

I of] being [a] gloomy spectacle, such as they appeared to

Michael Angelo and Tintoretto, will be contemplated as the

true accomplishment of the mystery of the Birth and the

Cross and Resurrection, which were all that could give them
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any sense of reconciliation. The new heaven and new earth,

wherein dwells Righteousness, will be regarded as the satis-

faction of the poet's and the patriot's dreams, not as blessings

which are to reward the few, and from which the multitude

are to be shut out.

'

I have had an interesting letter from a young man—a Con-

gregationalist in Philadelphia
—who is very busy in a commission

for the education of whites and blacks. " We have a nation,"

he says,
" some nine millions to educate," and he asks whether

I, having written a book about learning and working, cannot

give them some hints ! I wrote to him telling him how little

he could learn from me, and how much I desired to learn

from those who had passed through so great a crisis, and

how much I was convinced that the fruits of their struggle

would appear in the whole after-history of their continent and

of mankind. Not liking, however, to put him off with such

words, I told him a few things which I fancied I had de-

rived from our experience, especially about the grounds on

which religious parties might possibly work together. His

deference to the judgment of one of the old country, with

influence and means so slight as mine, struck me as very

touching and humiliating.'

To Rev. C. Kingsley {in answer to letter on p. 181, Vol. //.,

smaller edition of Mr. Kingsley's
'

Life,' beginning
" You saw"

which, although it is not there marked as an independent letter, is

quite unconnected with the former part, to which the answer is

given on p. 494 of this vol.).

' October 26, 1865.
' The question which I considered in my pamphlet [' Sub-

scription no Bondage ']
was this—" On what ground do we

require subscription at the University?" The subscription, at

Ordination I spoke of, but only by the way. There were two

answers to the first question popular at the time when I wrote.

The first was,
" We do it as a pledge of the adherence of

the students to the Church of England ;
it is a test of Com-
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munion." To this I answered,
" The Articles are no test of

Communion in the Church of England. We admit persons to

our Communion, we claim persons as members of our body,
who may never have read the Articles, may not even have

heard of them." The second answer was,
"

It is to prevent
the students from freely exercising their thoughts." "What?"
I said,

" You do this just as you are bringing them into a place

of education, where you must stimulate them to exercise their

thoughts in all directions : when you have to struggle con-

tinually with their reluctance to think. No, it cannot be,

for this end Articles were imposed just at the Reformation

time when all men's faculties were awake, when they were

most convinced of the danger of putting them to sleep. But

what were they imposed for, if not for these ends? Why,"
I asked,

" did Bacon write the ' Novum Organum
' He pro-

hibits various natural and favourite processes of the intellect,

and he knocks down various idols. He does this to promote

investigation, not to arrest it. Why is it absurd to say that the

Articles were meant to serve this purpose, to hinder theolo-

gical notions and ways of thinking, from checking manly study

as they had done—theological study, human study, natural

study ? Why is it absurd to say that they have served this

purpose, that they have given a direction or method to thoughts

and inquiries, that they have prevented various superstitions

from making the thoughts and inquiries abortive ? Here then

is the answer to your question about such Articles as the

one on the Trinity binding the conscience." I, of course,

believe—all Christendom professes to believe—that faith in

the Trinity is faith in the comprehensive all-embracing name
of God, the infinite charity

—that it is the faith of which all

narrower faiths were the anticipation and prophecy. I an-

nounce in formal words to young baptized men that we do

start from the recognition of this fulness of the Godhead—
that it underlies all our thoughts and belief. Do I expect

these young men, because I tell them this, to acquiesce in a

certain general notion or formula about the Trinity ? God
forbid ! I know that if they think, they must pass, some
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more, some less, consciously through phases of Arianism,

Sabellianism, Tritheism, through Pantheism in many shapes.

I know that they will be often on the borders of Atheism.

I deliberately stir up the thoughts which will be drawn in

these directions ; I give them the pledge and hope of a home
and resting-place after their toil

;
I say it is nigh, not afar

off. You are living, moving, having your being in this God ;

but you may traverse many lonely deserts, and ford many
rivers, and scale many mountains before you discover how
near He is. Spinozism, Hegelism, Comtism—all may offer

themselves to you on your pilgrimage : you may turn in for

a while and rest in any of them
;
and God, not we, must, if

our faith is true, teach you that there is any larger and freer

dwelling-place than that which they afford.

' What then is subscription ? I answer, it expresses the

consent of the students to be taught according to certain

conditions of thought. These are not with us as in many
Universities suppressed conditions, existing in the mind of

the teacher
; they are acknowledged ;

the student is served

with a notice of them
;
the teacher and he enter upon their

work with a mutual understanding of the terms on which it

is to be conducted.
' That being my doctrine, the discovery made by the con-

troversies about the 90th Tract that the teacher, even more

than the student, did not accept these as his conditions of

thought, that he wished to evade them (and I could not at

all limit that desire for evasion to the person who confessed it

or to his school), obliged me to rejoice when the University

subscriptions at matriculations and for the A.B. degrees were

abolished, and to wish that the measure so begun should be

completed. I cannot but feel that subscription might make

University teaching and learning more honest, that it does

make both less honest. I see the consequences of an uncon-

ditioned teaching in Oxford now; but I regard those conse-

quences as inevitable. Everything there is unsettled ;
but there

can be no return to the old settlement
;
a new one must be

sought for, however long we may be in finding it.
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1 But clerical subscription you will say rightly stands on a

different ground. About that I feel, and have always felt, the

great force of your observations. I have heard Stanley say

himself that he knows he is parting with a protection against

a number of popular charges when he gives it up. But the

loss seems to him compensated by greater gains. The pre-

servation of subscription, he believes, is almost incompatible

with a preservation of respect for the Articles.* Take it

away and they may resume their hold on the minds of the

clergy. They may feel the want of the guide under which,

while it was imposed upon them, they fretted. They may read

simply and construe naturally words which they now seek to

explain away.
'
I have been slowly convinced that he is right. I think the

dependence upon lawyers and their freedom from theological

influences in the interpretation of words, is quite precarious.

I scarcely know one—except Lord Westbury, who combines

sufficiently the qualities of a perfectly clear legal intellect

with utter indifference to all moral and spiritual considera-

tions—to ensure this kind of fidelity. The best lawyers, e.g.,

Cairns or Roundell Palmer, would certainly be exposed to a

multitude of extraneous influences which would induce them,

quite unconsciously, to interpret the language of our formu-

laries in conformity with the notions of the age. Which of

them, for instance, would not treat as merely idle what you
have said—so forcibly and it seems to me demonstrably

—
about the use of the word eternal in the Athanasian Creed ?

But how if one could count upon the legal judgments
—think

of all the weakening of our moral influence which comes

from the notion which Pusey and the Bishop of Oxford and

Disraeli will din into the ears of the multitude, that we only

exist by the favour of the lawyers ! We may know that we

* It will be seen, from what happened afterwards, that my father here

attributes to Dean Stanley a feeling about the Articles which Dean Stanley

certainly did not share with him as strongly as he supposed. .This argument
for doing away with subscript inn told much on my father, not, at all events

a few years Inter, on the Dean. Vide p. 605 of this vol.
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mean truth, and may be convinced that we are standing for

the truth against their distortions and evasions of it. But

the appeal to our subscription, though I would always make

it feeling it to be a thoroughly honest one, is, as I have

found, a very feeble barrier against these accusations. I

believe the appeal to the Articles if subscription were done

with, would be after a while much stronger. I hope you

will now understand, whether you agree with me on this point

or not, what I mean by Articles
" not binding the conscience."

Of course the expression is equivocal. The conscience may
be bound by that which sets it free. But this binding is the

very reverse of that which is popularly understood by the word
;

and it is the popular sense against which I protest.'
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CHAPTER XVI.

"I am sure that this, which they reject, is still the simple faith of

hundreds of poor men and women, in all countries of the world, Romish as

well as Protestant. I am sure that they have a belief—a very deep-rooted,

practical belief—that the Bible sets forth God as actually speaking to men,
as actually ruling in the midst of them. I am sure that they have no doubt

that what was true in the old time is true now, and that neither Scripture,
nor conscience, nor church, nor holy see, deeply and profoundly as they

may reverence one or all, would seem to them worth anything,
—the least

comfort in their own sorrows, the least relief from the sense of the misery
and curse of the world ; if they did not think that the living God was

teaching them, and disciplining them, and holding converse with them, and
that the whole course of society, amidst all its strange contradictions, is as

much testifying of His presence as it did when the manna fell from heaven."—F. D. M., Epistle to the Hebrews.

PUBLICATION OF ' ROBERTSON'S LIFE AND LETTERS
' LETTER

ON EVIDENCES—PEARSON ON THE CREED—CORNEWALL LEWIS

AS CRITIC BUTLER'S ' ANALOGY '— ' ECCE HOMO '—MR. KING'S

PROPOSAL TO EXPOSE THE ' RECORD ' WRITERS WHY F. D. M.

STOPPED IT DR. PUSEY's ' EIRENICON '

DR. NEWMAN'S
LETTER IN REPLY DEAN STANLEY ON BOTH THE ' HEALING
OF THE WOUNDS OF THE DAUGHTER OF MY PEOPLE '

WISHES

BISHOP EWING TO EDIT A SERIES OF ' CONFESSIONS
'—VISIT

TO OXFORD AND THOUGHTS THERE—ON ETERNAL LIFE AND
ON THE POSSIBILITY OF SORROW IN HEAVEN—THE COM-

MANDMENTS.

To Mr. King, the publisher {thanking him for a present of
'

Robertson's Life and Letters
').

' 2 Brunswick Place, York Terrace, N.W., November 13, 1865.
' You will believe that it was from no want of gratitude

that I have delayed to thank you for your invaluable present.

I would not write till I had read nearly through the Life and

Letters.
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< I could have read them more rapidly, but I have read them

all aloud to my sick wife, who has shared all my delight in

them. I could envy Mr. Brooke the honour of doing so great

a work, and of doing it so entirely to the honour of his subject,

with such noble carelessness about his own. I had trembled

very much when I heard the book announced, and scarcely

had courage to open it. But it is all that could be desired
;
no

%vord in the Letters too much
;
what has been suppressed, I

am sure ought to have been. And there is amply enough to

discover the man in all his reality and all his variety. The

steps in the history succeed each other with such evident truth.

And it is delightful to find Robertson often contradicting him-

self as every true man does, and his biographer resolved not to

make him consistent with himself at the expense of his veracity,

and to the destruction of the fulness and vivacity of his intellect

and character. There has been no book like it for a long
time. You must look at it with profound interest and tender-

ness.

' There is no fear of its [not] being sufficiently reviewed and

sufficiently praised. I am only afraid that some critic will

get up such a phrase as
" morbid" and work it, and that the

rest of the sheep, as they are wont to do, will leap after him.

There should be some attempt to counteract that impression—while justice is done to it—by bringing out the continual

struggle against morbidness which is manifest in every page
of his life.'

At the end of a very long letter to Mr. Vaughan on his

book on Scientific Evidence, after discussing the effect which

Niebuhr had had upon the study of history, he continues :

To Rev. D. J. Vaughan.

' November 22, 1865.
' You see how directly the Niebuhrian investigations bring

me face to face with the characteristics of the Hebrew history,

with those which some of our more devout Rationalists would
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eliminate as not being connected with religion. God according

to them has nothing to do with nations and politics. They
are to be left to such men as Metternich and Louis Napoleon.

Accursed doctrine
; part of that Atheism of our religious world

which nothing but a baptism of the Spirirt and of fire can

deliver us from.
' This unbelief about nations, Colenso, I apprehend, shares

with his opponents. It comes out equally in both. And it

should be observed that Colenso has not the least studied

under Niebuhr. He belongs, if he has investigated such ques-

tions at all, to the latter and merely negative school of Sir

G. C. Lewis, who scorned Niebuhr for supposing that any dis-

coveries could be made about the history of a nation unless

there were contemporary
—or nearly contemporary—testimony

respecting the events which had befallen it. A marvellous

scepticism, upheld by an equally marvellous credulity. Sir

G. C. Lewis could believe in no evidence coming to his own

reason and conscience; he could, after living through the

Crimean War and the Indian Mutiny, depend upon the con-

temporary testimony which told him one day that the defeats

of the Russians were entirely due to the French, the next that

the French had almost no share in them
;

one day that

hundreds of men and women were mutilated by the Sepoys,

the next that there were none !

' This worship of mere testimony has been the disease of

our theologians and historical students for more than two

centuries. It is that which makes Pearson's book on the

Creed so destructive of belief in the Father, the Son, and the

Holy Ghost. We believe, because credible people
—that is,

people whom we think credible—tell us we ought to believe ;

that it is dangerous not to believe. I go great lengths with

you in your bold saying that Butler's
'

Analogy
'

should be

written over again in our time. Written over again in this

sense : that it may be reconciled with his own doctrine on the

conscience. If he was right
—or made any approach to right

—in the sermon on the Conscience, it could not be necessary

that he should help out his argument on moral probability by
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an ignominious appeal to men's fears
; by showing them how

perilous it might be not to act even upon the hundredth chance

of the evidence for the Gospel (!) being true. Written over

again also in the sense that the name revelation must assume an

altogether different significance from that which it bears in his

phrase revealed religion; must be restored to the meaning
which it has in the first chapter of the Epistle to the Romans,
and everywhere else in St. Paul's writings ;

must therefore no

longer stand in contrast to the supposed proofs derived from

Nature. Revelation must be the discovery of God to a creature

formed to know Him and be like Him, a revelation therefore

to the reason and conscience of men, a revelation of the Will

that is every moment acting on his will. When this principle

is established, the Analogy, I think, will have a message to us

which it has never yet had
;
while this principle is denied, I

fear probable evidence will only be that which I may accept if

the traditions of my country and certain terrors in my nerves

make me wish to accept it. I own that I never have been,

and never can be, content with probable evidence when it is

opposed to demonstration. I ask for a demonstration of the

Spirit with power to my spirit. I believe it as real a demonstra-

tion as any which comes to my intellect from the propositions

in Euclid. In both cases truth unveils itself to an organ which

has been formed to entertain it. . . .'

To Miss Williams Wynn.

' December 20, 1865.

'

. . . Have you looked at the new book called ' Ecce

Homo'? It is very interesting and remarkable, whatever be

the main design of it, about which there may be different

opinions. My own is that the author is thoroughly in earnest ;

that he has fairly considered the life of Jesus from Renan's

point of view, to whom however he never alludes, and has

arrived at the conclusion that entire veracity is the only solu-

tion of the riddle which it presents. That is my impression ;

I doubt not both orthodox people and unbelievers will attribute
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a very different purpose to him. At all events the style of

writing and the course of thought are those of an accomplished

scholar, a layman beyond all question, of much courage, without

being ever irreverent or inclined to hurt the feelings of ordinary

Christians. All his ways of contemplating the subject are so

nearly the direct opposite of mine, that I am less afraid of

bearing that testimony.'

A furious reception had been given by the Record to the
' Life and Letters

'

of Robertson of Brighton, when the book

appeared at the end of 1865. Mr. King, the publisher, wrote

to my father to say that he proposed to insert in every volume

of Robertson's Life or Sermons that was published an exposure

by name of the men concerned in these attacks. The man
who had been chiefly engaged in the life-long attacks upon my
father, one of Robertson's assailants, had been recently ex-

posed in a court of justice as engaged, at the very time he was

the oracle of the religious world, in a long system of wrongful

dealing towards a lady, who had trusted him, chiefly because

of his religious reputation. Another man, the editor of one of

the secular journals which had made itself most conspicuous in

inserting the Record's articles and in raising the hue and cry

after it, was all the time living with another's wife under

circumstances of exceptional baseness.

Mr. King proposed, to expose these facts, to give several

other names which, as he believed, would not bear the light of

day, and then to ask :

" Are these the men to be trusted as

your teachers in religious life ?"

My father's advice given in the following letter stopped
this action :

'

January 15, 1866.

My dear King,
' You will not doubt that I share all your indignation

against the Record for its treatment of Robertson and of his

biographer. It deserves all and more than all the epithets

which you apply to it. But whether you will do any good by
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sending forth your complaints ;
whether they will not be used

by the Record to prove that it has a sting which can make

those whom it wounds personally or through dear friends

smart bitterly; whether it will not hug itself in the delight of

possessing this power ;
whether it will not call upon its readers

to recognise the necessity of such an instrument for punishing

the enemies of the faith—I dare not pronounce. I feel myself
too much a party

—I know too well what an affectation it

would be in me to pretend that they have not inflicted the pain

that they were designed to inflict on me personally, and on

friends who are gone
—to be sure that I can write reasonably

or impartially on this subject. I hold with you that there must

be a way in our practice of reconciling Christ's command to

forgive enemies and bless them, with His indignation against

Scribes, Pharisees and hypocrites. But I do not feel that I

know enough of His mind to be able to speak of the Pharisaism

and hypocrisy of those who have attacked me without setting

aside His first law. I have found it safer for my own peace of

mind, and that I may not yield to the very tempers which

offend my conscience in the Record, to let them expend their

malice and to know as little about it as I can. Once or twice

I have been tempted to address them through a solicitor and

to offer them the opportunity of proving before a jury of their

countrymen that they did not deserve to be called slanderers

and liars. But on more earnest reflection I have felt that it

was far better to let them prove me to be the knave and traitor

to God which they say that I am
;

I have regretted any step

which I have taken for the sake of retaliation. I have intro-

duced myself rather awkwardly into this question merely that

I may show you why I am not a fair adviser on it. Your

injuries not being personal, are of a different and much higher
kind

;
the resentment which would be unsafe in me may be

right in you. But I would set off against this the possible

weakening of Robertson's high and precious influence on the

minds of those who read his sermons or his Life, by the associ-

ation of either with such a controversy as any with the Record

vol. 11. 2 L
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must be. It might be a lawful and right thing to box with a

blackguard who insulted a lady, and to throw him into the

gutter. But you would not like to soil her dress with your

bloody hands.
' The words of a departed and still living friend have a far

greater sacredness. To soil them with the stains of even the

most just quarrel is, it seems to me, almost profane. And this

must, I think, be the effect of sending forth your paper as you

propose with every copy of the sermons and the biography.

I cannot bear to contemplate the kind of revulsion which a

person who had been deeply impressed by one of those living

discourses would experience in passing into this atmosphere.

Whereas if he fell in with the Record after reading any of them,

he would only be struck with the immense contrast between

the heart of the preacher and that of the critic.

'

I leave these thoughts for your own consideration. They

may have much or little and perhaps no worth. But they

have been so strongly impressed on my mind that I could not

withhold them. I will show the paper to Hughes as you wish.

I do not know whether you desire his opinion upon the general

expediency of publishing it, or on the particular question

whether it might be liable to an action.

' There is one point which has struck me much
;
and which

affords, I believe, an ample justification for Mr. Brooke's

treatment of Eobertson's supposed conversion from Evangeli-

calism against the Saturday Review which the Record I see

has claimed, amusingly enough, for an ally. The intense

attachment to the person of Christ, which was the special

characteristic of Robertson's later life, was surely not a revolt

against the teaching of the Evangelicals from whom he had

received his first and deepest impressions ;
it was a return to

this most fundamental part of their teaching
—to that which

the older Evangelicals would have avowed to be such, after

the husk of opinions, which had concealed it, had been cast

away. His subsequent vehemence against Evangelicalism was

precisely the cry of a passionate lover against that which had

distorted the features and changed the expression of the
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mistress that was more than ever dear to him. It was not

in the least the expression of a High Churchman or a Ration-

alist, who had abandoned her for some other object. There

was therefore really no change to report, such as the Saturday

Review imagines, such as might be explained as Dr. Newman

explains his by this or that personal influence, or personal

disgust. It was a much more radical conversion than this
;

for no conversion is so radical as that which brings a man
back to the original type of his faith, which makes him separate

what he has believed from what he has merely derived at

second-hand from other men.
' Those of us who have have been educated in quite different

schools from Mr. Robertson may know that the truth which

we have to recover and hold fast is not the same with his,

though if it does not meet and adopt his it must be worthless.

When the Record calls me a Socinian it tells a lie—a particu-

larly broad and immense lie— but it indicates a fact in my
history which one of its editors happens to know, and which

I never wish to forget. I was bred a Unitarian. To realise

the meaning of the name of Father, the meaning of the Unity

of God, is my calling and duty. I believe there cannot be a

Father without an only Begotten Son of the same substance

with Himself, that there cannot be any Unity but the Unity
of the Eternal Father with the Eternal Son in the Eternal

Spirit. I am therefore constantly striving after the idea, the

root, of the faith in which I was educated, just because I regret

much more than the Record does, the denials of those who

call themselves Unitarians, many of whom however are striving,

with zeal of which the Record knows nothing, after the true

divine Unity. I merely mention this to illustrate what I have

said about Robertson's faith, which I accept as absolutely

necessary to my own being, and which I reverence and admire

the more because the processes by which he attained it and

his mode of contemplating it were so entirely unlike mine. In

questions of doctrine we should never probably have under-

stood each other. That he spoke so tolerantly and kindly of

2 l 2
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me, and was willing on one occasion to endure the disgrace

of association with me, is a proof of his nobleness which I can

never forget; nor [can I forget] the spiritual service he has

rendered me since his death by the humanity and divinity of

his sermons and by those struggles which Mr. Brooke has so

admirably and faithfully exhibited. That the writers in the

Record can see nothing in those struggles but conceit and

madness will be—permit me to say so—a more utter exposure

and condemnation of them in the hearts of good men and

women and in their own consciences than any that can come

from your words, honest and burning as they are.

' You may make any use of this letter that you think fit.

' P. S. I have a curate. If I had not, I should be ashamed

to ask for Mr. Brooke's help, who deserves a much better in-

cumbency than mine. Is he in want of temporary duty?

Kingsley is looking out for some one who would take his

parish for six weeks. I am sure he would delight to make

Mr. Brooke's acquaintance and to work with him afterwards.

Might I put them in communication with each other?'

In the early part of 1866 the Bishop of Argyll and the Isles

(Dr. Ewing) was proposing to bring out the series of ' Present

Day Papers,' which subsequently appeared. He wrote to

my father to ask him to contribute. The next letter is in

answer to a very beautiful letter of the Bishop's (on p. 438 of

the Memoir), where also is the answer to this.

To the Bishop of Argyll.
'March I, 1S66.

' My dear Bishop,

'
I felt the kindness of your last letter very much indeed.

I deserved no such expression of your regard and confidence,

much as I valued it.

'

I fear you can hardly hope for many contributions, such as

you would like to insert, so early as May. I could write some-

thing soon on the subject to which I alluded, but it ought to

be considered carefully.
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'
1 have been reading Pusey's

' Eirenicon
'

and Newman's
"
Letter," and am more and more convinced that the want of

both is that they look elsewhere for peace than to the centre

of peace, for something else to hold the building together than

the corner-stone. It must be healing the wounds of the

daughter of my people, which have been opened so long, very

slightly,* to propose certain explanations of the Thirty-Nine

Articles which may make them tolerable to Romanists, or

certain explanations of the decrees of the Council of Trent

which may make them condemn (or not sanction) certain

practices that are offensive to Anglicans. And evidently Pusey
and Newman equally

—or the first rather more than the second
—look not to the Christ ascended into the heavens that He

may fill all things as the bond of communion, but to some kind

of descent into the elements. What that is must always be a

subject of debate
;

it can never be a pledge of fellowship.

Curiously enough, Newman defends Mariolatry because we

want the idea of an ascended humanity as well as of a de-

scended Godhead. A remarkable testimony to that which we

do indeed want, the belief that He that descended is the same

that ascended.'

Also to the Bishop of Argyll.

9 South Parade, Bath, April 10, 1866.

' My dear Bishop,

'
It seems to me that the words,

" That they all may
be one as thou Father art in Me and I in Thee," denote the

only ground of Catholic unity ;
and that so long as any mortal

bishop or prince assumes the place of Him in whom all things

were created and by whom all things consist, so long there

must be need of a protest to maintain this Catholic unity.

I certainly find no explicit acknowledgment either of this

Catholic or of this Protestant principle in Stanley's comments

* "
They have healed also the hurt of the daughter of my people slightly,

saying,
'

Peace, peace ; when there is no peace.'
"—

Jeremiah vi. 14 and

viii. 11.
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on the ' Eirenicon.' I find an implicit denial of both in the

' Eirenicon
'

itself, in so far as it assumes that a union between

divided churches may be effected by mere arrangements about

dogmatic articles, whether the Thirty-Nine or those of the

Council of Trent; or by an agreement of these churches to

persecute and exclude certain persons or schools ;
in so far

as it hints that the English Church may ally itself with a

church which tries to fraternise in a Latin vicar of Christ, and

not in Christ Himself, the ascended High Priest and Bishop

and King of the universe. And I am much more inclined to

hold with you that these and other indications foretell the

approach of a great conflict and crisis in the Church, than

with Stanley's notion that the improved temper of the age

promises a quiet and happy solution of all controversies.

' Nevertheless I do accept the ' Eirenicon
'

in its barest and

driest form as a sign that the question of our day is the ques-

tion how the broken limbs of Christendom may be united
;
as

a sign that all movements towards reformation now must be

directly and consciously movements towards unity. And I do

think that Stanley has very ably and beautifully indicated the

inevitable departures from Pusey's approved and darling

maxims, into which he has been forced by the effort to be-

come in any form or under any limitations a minister of peace

to hostile churches. Whatever therefore may be the imme-

diate consequences from the High Church or the Broad

Church manifesto, I am inclined to look upon both as divine

messages which may help us in tracing the will of God con-

cerning us.

' And it has occurred to me that perhaps you might derive

from an observation of these signs of the times, a hint as to

the nature of the work which you have contemplated. Instead

of a volume of essays, might it not take the form of a volume

of confessions ?

' To such a volume, of course without any name, I think

I might contribute
;
for I have had glimpses at times of the

ways in which we Churchmen are striving against the Spirit

of Truth and Charity ;
of the injuries which we have inflicted
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upon the world, while we charge our evils upon it, and suppose

that it must be lost, while we are saved
;
of the restoration

which God, who raiseth the dead, would effect for the world

by quickening and uniting the Church
; glimpses that have

appalled me, and that seemed to demand humiliation and con-

fessions, lest they should be forgotten and God's grace in

sending them be set at nought.
- Others doubtless have had many more of such discoveries

of God's purposes to us, and of our rebellions against them,

and they may also find that method of expressing their shame

and their hopes the safest and most reasonable.
'

If you, as one of our fathers, would gather together a few

of such confessions with any of your own and with any words

of introduction or comment, it might be an Eirenicon such as

no scheme of concord and adjustment is every likely to be. I

submit the thought to you with diffidence, but with some hope
that you may entertain it and improve it.'

*

To his Wife.

'

May 18, 1866.

'
I have been at a wretched S. P. G. meeting about the

Bishops of Natal and Capetown, and have not much heart to

write many lines. Mr. was at the meeting, which rather

reminded him of an Irish row.'

'May 19, 1866.

'

May all Whitsuntide blessings be with you ! What more

can one wish for those one loves best ! The presence of the

Holy Spirit I am sure we have continually. And we may be

brought to remember his presence and to abide in Him.

Every other gift would be included in that. I was much
disturbed by the meeting on Friday of the S. P. G, and led to

think how little we could do for spreading the Gospel whilst

we were fighting against the Spirit, and letting another come
and take possession of us. But I do hope and believe that He
will prevail at last.'
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On July 11, 1S66, my father read a paper before the

Juridical Society, in which he maintained that the first step

towards the destruction of bribery at elections, was to transfer

the trial of election petitions from the House of Commons to

the judges. It is remarkable that while all those who were

present expressed their agreement in the truth of his conten-

tion no one then believed in the possibility of such a transfer,

so soon afterwards to be carried through by Mr. Disraeli,

despite Mr. Gladstone's strong opposition.

To a Clergyman {on eternal life).

'July 12, 1866.

Dear Mr. ,

' The subject on which you have written to me has

long appeared to me the most practically important with

which the mind of a clergyman can be occupied. Everything
in the work of our ministry as well as in our interpretation of

the New Testament, depends upon the force which we give to

those continually recurring words "
eternal life." If they are

a mere synonym for never-ending happiness
—if that happiness

is a prize to be bestowed hereafter for a certain proper be-

haviour here, or right faith here—every moment the question

will arise,
" To whom may we hold out the expectation of this

happiness; in whom ought we to discourage the expectation?"

and I believe the answer at which most earnest men will

arrive—I can testify that it is the one to which I have arrived

—must be,
" At all events, I know one person who can make

out no title to such happiness. I must check the expectation
of it in myself. And this though I accept the testimony of

Scripture and the verdict of experience that it is hope alone

which purifies, that to be without hope is to be without God
in the world."

1 But supposing life means life, and supposing the gift of life,

and the promise of eternal life, is the gift and the promise of a

new, higher, nobler life than that which wc have been leading,
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the divine life, the life of the eternal God ; supposing Christ

came into the world expressly to baptize men with this life,

that they might live honestly and soberly in this present world,

that they might be continually hoping for greater knowledge
and energies proportioned to that knowledge, when the

burthen of their death should be thrown off,
—then I cannot

see what danger there can be of speaking to harlots or to

Pharisees of this treasure, why we may not continually rebuke

the infidelity and despair, in ourselves and in all men, which

refuse to lay hold of it.

'

I know all that is said about the impossibility of bringing

home to the minds of common people any thought of eternal

life which does not identify it with happiness, about "
mystical

ideas which are very well for refined ladies and gentlemen, but

can never be [presented] to the poor," and so on. Supposing
the objection is true, it must be carried much further. The

people being fond of beer and gin, and connecting these with

their notions of happiness, you must promise them future

felicity in beer and gin. Heaven must be an endless succes-

sion of drunken bouts and revelries. But the fact is that there

is that in every drunkard which cries for salvation from

drunkenness : there is a man within him who wants another

life, and who at the same time confesses his incapacity to rise

to that other life. Speak to the brute in him and you must of

course speak as Tetzel spoke, of indulgences for his brutality

which he may buy of some Popish or Protestant hawker. And

you must have hawkers suited to the different tastes of our

population ;
one set for St. Giles, one for Belgravia ;

each

with his own wares, each trying to undersell the other; all

alike in this, that they appeal to that which is sordid, grovel-

ling, cowardly in their hearers
;
all alike in this, that they make

their religion into an instrument for cultivating and developing

these instincts. If you speak to the human being in the in-

habitant of Belgravia or St. Giles, I do not say that he will

always answer you. It may be a long time before you get to

understand him, or he to understand you. But, I do say that

the message of God's kingdom, the message of eternal life,
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will reach him as no message about happiness ever will. I

say that this message has formed Christendom, that this was at

the root of the Reformation in the sixteenth century, that

this, more fully, frankly, simply stated, must be at the root of

any reformation in the nineteenth century, which shall renovate

and revive Christendom.
c
It is not the poor who misunderstand the good news that

was at first preached to them. To them it does make itself

intelligible through their physical and moral degradation. The
rich and the comfortable man or woman—above all the rich

and comfortable priest
—is the person who protests that any

Heaven but one of future indulgence and enjoyment to be

procured by certain sacrifices of present indulgence and enjoy-

ment, is incredible to him. It does become incredible to him,

till he discovers that his Heaven is one from which the devil

has not been cast out, but in which he reigns supreme.
'

Hope for ourselves, hope for all
;
but hope of life, not of

death, of a real Heaven, not of a Heaven which is a pleasant

hell
;

this is what we want
;

this the Spirit of God would keep
alive within us.'

To the same Clergyman (in answer to a question as to the possi-

bility of sorrow in Heaven).

'

July 13, 1866.

' Dear Mr.
,

'

I would only say one word in qualification of, or

rather in addition to, what you observe, rightly and wisely,

about the possible sorrow which may mingle with the future

state of many who have entered or are entering into the

eternal life which Christ has proclaimed. It is this : I would

never withhold from any sufferer the promise of a complete

redemption of the body from the death wherein we here

groan, being burdened. Whenever or in whatever way that

redemption may come, I hold it [to] be involved in the very
existence of a frame so curiously and wonderfully made as

ours is, and most unhappily hidden from us by the language
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about the soul, which we have borrowed from heathens rather

than from the Scriptures. The hope of freedom from pain

may not be in itself at all a sufficient one
;
but if its ground is

a hope in God, the deliverer of man from every curse, the only

end for which pain is permitted seems to be attained. All our

Lord's cures appear to point this way. They are a vindication

of the order of the universe, which sickness and pain have

disturbed. They awaken faith in the author of the order,

confidence that He will not suffer His own work to perish.
' Your friends who suspect that they are in danger of losing

heaven if our Lord's words respecting the Kingdom of Heaven
and eternal life be taken strictly, should ask themselves

seriously whether heaven has not been separated from God,
whether " the land of pure delight where saints immortal

reign
"

is not a poor copy of Pindar's splendid poetry in the

second Olympic ode, and is anything like
"
my Father's house

with many mansions, to which I go to prepare a place for

you." Doctrines about heaven or earth which are separated

from trust in the Creator of heaven and earth, and in Christ in

whom heaven and earth are reconciled, had better perish
—the

sooner we can get rid of them the better. But these are

negative doctrines—opinions which we hold by dint of tra-

dition or argument, not a faith which upholds us when we are

most feeble and tottering. Of that faith no man or devil can

deprive us.'

To a Clergyman (in answer to a letter, asking my father to give

advice to some young Methodist preachers who were thinking of

joining the English Church).

' Rev. H. Prentice's, Burnham, Maidenhead, August 5, 1866.

1
1 wish I could see my way to advise the young men of

whom you speak. I should like much, if I might, to see them,
and talk with them, when I return to London. But it would

not be for the purpose of withdrawing them from any position
in which they are, if they find that they can hold it, or of

i
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bringing them into our communion, which might not be a

communion to them
;
alas ! how little it is to any of us. I

prize the Church of England very greatly, because it bears

continual witness to the truths which we, its members, are

most habitually denying j
because it testifies for that unity in

Christ with the whole family in heaven and earth which we by
our acts and words are seeking to destroy.

'

I do not think the Bishop of London means to keep any
out of the fold. I think he would gladly recognise all dif-

ferent shades of belief within our body and claim all who lie

outside of it as belonging to it, if he knew how. But he is

bewildered, as we all are. We must be humbled utterly in

our own conceits before we can be peacemakers. The Creed,

the Lord's Prayer, and the Ten Commandments (yes, the Ten

Commandments in spite of all modern theories to the con-

trary), seem to me the true witnesses of a universal fellowship,

as well as of a national fellowship ;
the Sacraments, the pledges

of its reality through all ages past and to come. But God
must be first, not the Church, if the Church is to be anything

but a collection of dry bones rattling against each other, and

presenting to the world the spectacle of confusion and death

such as it can see nowhere else.

4 If we can once learn to think of heaven as of a Father's

house, not as of a place where certain prizes are dealt out to

those who calculate well [on] earth, or are supremely lucky,

if we once could believe that Christ means that God's will

should be done on earth as it is in heaven, and that there

should be a deliverance from evil, what different people we

should be !

'

I ought to say as to the practical question that King's

College is the easiest and most satisfactory way on the whole

for those to qualify themselves for orders who cannot afford

Oxford or Cambridge. May God bless you and support you
in your heavy trial.'
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To Mr. Ludlow.

'

Burnham, Maidenhead, September 6, 1866.

'
I have been writing a book on the Commandments, which

have occupied my mind very much lately. It will be dedicated

to Dr. Macleod that I may express my great respect for him,

and my utter dissent from his doctrines about the abolition

of the Decalogue for Christians. It seems to me that if we

lose them the connection between theology and national life

is dissolved.'
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CHAPTER XVII.

A CHAPTER WITHOUT DATE, BEING A GATHERING OF FALLACIES.

"Who has ever forgotten those lines of Tacitus; inserted as a small,

transitory, altogether trifling circumstance in the history of such a potentate

as Nero? To us it is the most earnest, sad, and sternly significant passage,

that we know to exist in writing :

" '

Ergo abolendo rumori Nero subdidit reos, et quresitissimis pcenis

affecit, quos per flagitia invisos vulgus Christianos appellabat. Auctor

nominis ejus Christus, qui, Tiberio imperitante, per Procuratorem Pon-

tium Pilatum supplicio affectus erat. Repressaque in praesens exitiabilis

superstitio rursus erumpebat, non modo per Judseam originem ejus mali,

sed per urbem etiam, quo cuncta undique atrocia aut pudenda confluunt,

celebranturque.'
" ' So for the quieting of this rumour [of his having set fire to Rome],

Nero judicially charged with the crime, and punished with most studied

cruelties, that class hated for their general wickedness, whom the vulgar

used to call Christians. The originator of that name was one Christ, who,

in the reign of Tiberius, suffered death by sentence of the Procurator,

Pontius Pilate. The baneful superstition, thereby repressed for the time,

again broke out, not only over Judaea, the native soil of that mischief, but

in the City also, where from every side all atrocious and abominable things

collect and flourish.'

"Tacitus was the wisest, most penetrating man of his generation ;
and

to such depth, and no deeper, has he seen into this transaction, the most

important that has occurred or can occur in the annals of mankind."—
CarlyWs Essay on Voltaire.

Allusion has been made from time to time to the various

newspaper attacks upon my father and his friends. No picture

of the life would be complete which did not give a certain

prominence to these
;

but altogether apart from them and

among people who had no desire to misrepresent my father,

there were quaint misunderstandings of him of which it will be

convenient to record a few. Tliey are scarcely of sufficient

importance to be mentioned separately in connection with the
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course of the life
; but, taken together, they serve a double

purpose : they complete the record of his relation to his time,

and they will be welcome as studies of the ways of mankind to

any one who has hereafter to fight similar battles. I believe

that these misunderstandings were for the most part due to

certain circumstances which I now propose to describe.

From a variety of causes it has come to pass that during a

considerable part of my father's life society almost demanded
of one who did not wish to

"
argue himself unknown "

that he

should know something about my father. But as he was simply
a London clergyman, not wealthy, not conspicuous in any of

the ordinary ways, as he could not be defined by any party

name, it was not very easy to get him and all about him con-

veniently within a nutshell. It was provoking to be obliged to

know about him. A few solved the difficulty by dubbing him

a Broad-Churchman, not that they had the faintest notion what

they meant by the phrase, but that at least it was an expres-

sion in common use, and so one might be supposed to know

something about it. To read his books would have been

chiefly to read thoughts thrown into the form of sermons, and

the very idea of a sermon was nauseous to most of the very

people whom he tried to reach, while the mass of those to

whom the idea of a sermon was not nauseous were completely
under the leadership of the very men of party and of shibbo-

leths against whose sectarianism he was fighting. Hence
those who found it desirable to be able sometimes to

" know
all about him," in the drawing-room sense of the term, were

very glad to accept from any quarter a report that would pass

muster.

A second-hand knowledge of him, chiefly acquired indirectly

from the attacks of those who had reason enough to dread

him, was very widely spread. At the same time a very great

many people in all parts of the country and indeed of the

world were warmly attached to him, either through personal

intercourse, through real knowledge of his books, or through
the ever widening circles which had been effected by the co-

operative movement, the working men's college movement,
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the ladies' education movement, or by acquaintance with

his King's College or at a later time with his University

pupils.

This curious result was produced : that on the one hand the

statements about his opinions, his motives, and the nature of

his faith furnished by the religious newspapers, were supposed
to be correct and had, through the country clergy, and through

the lay newspapers, which took their religion at second-hand

from their
"
religious

"
contemporaries, reached thousands who

were quite unaware of the source from which the information

was derived
; and, on the other hand, an impression of his

high personal character and of his attractiveness was quite as

widely spread as these absolutely false reports of the nature of

his opinions and of his faith. The consequence in not a few

instances was most disastrous
;
not for him, but in its effects

upon the faith of the time. The particular method of attack

which had been pursued by the Record, which had been taken

up even by the 'Quarterly,' was not to argue against the actual

beliefs which he held and to show that these were false, but to

misstate and often directly to invert that which he was setting

forward as truth. In numbers of instances young men who

were weary of the party cries of the clique in which they had

been educated, hearing that a man of such high character and

so much influence believed the monstrous doctrines which were

imputed to him, adopted these either on his supposed authority

or at least encouraged by his supposed approval. It was for

a long time one of the greatest troubles that my father had at

the Working Men's College that so many of the men who came

there had acquired impressions of this kind.

In addition to this influence produced on those who had not

read my father's books, the indirect effect upon numbers who

did look at some of them was very marked. Understanding

that the books were to be taken in the sense which his critics

attributed to them, these readers assumed that the volumes

were everywhere to be read between the lines. Those thoughts

which were to my father everything, which were the out-

pourings of his inmost heart, which are always more full and
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ample in his correspondence than in his books, and freer in his

correspondence in proportion as it is more intimate and

private, all those words which set forth what were to him

certainties, were assumed to be merely perfunctory parts of a

clergyman's duty. He who was always encouraging the full

statement of every honest doubt—his own or that of others—
in the sure conviction that in clear daylight the false must

perish, the true flourish, was supposed
" to mean more than he

said"; in other words, to be propping the doubts at whose

roots he was hacking. But from time to time his words, either

spoken or written, or his acts, broke through this impression,
and the outpouring of what were to him realities, in which he

literally lived, the things of which it was his duty as a clergy-

man to speak, forced its way home as genuine even to those

who came with all preconceived impressions about him. The

only solution which cleared the difficulty was then adopted.

These good people
" could not understand him." There was

not the slightest pretence at any time that his English was not

lucid, that his sentences were unfinished, or that any particular

sentence did not convey a specific meaning. It was not his

words but himself—the general upshot of what he was striving

after—that to many people was unintelligible. At a particular

stage of this matter an ingenious writer imagined a set of

people who professed to understand that which to others was,

as they the enlightened well believed incomprehensible. Such

a set of people had no existence in fact
; though many men

undoubtedly found no difficulty in understanding a writer

whom others did not understand. The whole difference lay in

this, that those who understood him believed his own state-

ment of his general purpose and scope and, seeing him nearly,

had known for years with how intense a devotion he clung to

it : that those who did not understand him either talked about

him a la mode without having ever taken the trouble to master

what he said at all, or else took their knowledge of what he

had said from some one or other of his books, and their

knowledge of what he meant at second or third or fourth hand

from the Record, or from Dr. Rigg, a Wesleyan minister, whose

vol. 11. 2 M
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books were occasionally distributed, by most pious persons,

as warnings to young men of the plagues they were to flee

from.

But though the central fact in this matter lay in the difficulty

in understanding my father as a whole rather than in under-

standing his words, it would be very untrue not to acknowledge
that there were certain elements in his writings themselves

which tended to produce the same result.

In the first place, by the time that he went as an under-

graduate to Cambridge, many of the convictions and impres-

sions were already formed or dormant in him, which, though

they subsequently took various shapes and colours, remained

the substantive portion of his thoughts throughout life. Most

Englishmen, during the same period of life, acquire the habit

of using a number of expressions and phrases, connected with

their own particular public schools, or with some similar factor

in their education. To these phrases they attach rather a

particular use than a particular meaning. Indeed it may
be doubted whether most of us distinguish between the two

terms. Now supposing a youth, educated under conditions

which induced him to adopt an unusual set of phrases to

be thrown into intimate association with a great number of

young men just at the time of life when anything out of the

common is most sure to be freely challenged, what would

necessarily happen ?

First, of course, that the exceptional man would have con-

tinually to give an account of his peculiar expressions, and

would in all probability be forced for the first time in his life

to consider what he did actually mean by them. Secondly,

that he should begin to ask " for change
"

for the expressions

he found so freely used around him. Thirdly, that having

once begun this process and having found that he and others

learnt a good deal by it, the thing should become habitual

with him.

Now it happens that this was just my father's case. In the

sense in which he quotes from Irving the expression that " the

Old Testament is the dictionary of the New "
it is true also
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that Mrs. Michael Maurice's letters are the dictionary of her

son's writings. In those which I have given, her use of

"
principles,"

"
everlasting,"

"
Gospel,"

"
eternal life," are

quite as unlike the conventional use of her day as her son's

use of them was unlike the conventional use of his time. I

believe I am right in saying that many other expressions such

as "
honest,"

"
persons and things," etc., which he sometimes

uses in a rather peculiar sense, might be similarly traced back

to the habit of his boyhood. Far more marked than the mere

use of these words, in its effect upon his writings, was the habit

of not adopting the current phrases of his time where he was

not satisfied that people attached a definite and a true meaning
to them. More especially the abusive titles which are flung

about as projectiles of party warfare were weapons which he

never used. Instead of assuming that all who differed from

him were of one mind, involved in one common error, he

believed that the only means he had of knowing any truth at

all was the seeing by that light which was also granted to every

other human being. He could not therefore consistently

epitomise in one word of condemnation the many truths, half-

truths and confusions, which he believed to be included in the

thoughts of others as in his own. But the odd thing about it is

that he never himself realised that this made his writings much
harder and not much easier to read in the way men ordinarily

read. He never realised the glorious simplicity which follows

from that division of all men into the two classes of " we " and

"the rest,"
" Greeks and Barbarians," "Jews and Gentiles,"

which we most of us adopt. He always in his many indignant
denials of that which he regarded as almost a criminal charge—the accusation that he was purposely obscure—pleads his

habit of demanding and giving change for all phrases. As if

avoiding the phrases of an age tended to make your writings

seem easier to read in that age !

A scholar of some mark said to me a short time ago,
" You

mean that your father was not an eclectic ! Well, I think I

am !

"
My father's place in the world was quite fixed after

that had been said. It is only necessary to remove the words

2 M 2
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" an eclectic
"

from that sentence, and to insert
" a High

Churchman," "a Low Churchman," "an Agnostic," "a Broad

Churchman,"
" a Baptist," etc., etc. My father's position could

then with equal certainty be fixed from many points of view.

Still there was an uncomfortable feeling left always that he

was not fixed at all but would attack you from inside, not from

outside the ring. As one, has put it :

" He ought to be one

of '

those others '.* whoAhave neither part nor lot with us, who
are only anathema ; but he has such an offensive trick of

becoming personal : that is to say, he deals with one not as

a classified specimen of the genus homo but as a man. He
uses the arguments of our set, just those which one had always

taken for granted that those others knew nothing of, and he

appeals to one's own conscience and one's own experience,

not denouncing what we hold sacred, but treating it as if it

were sacred."

How could you get rid of such a nuisance except by
" not

being able to understand him ?
"

There was yet another cause of difficulty in understanding

him, connected with his avoiding party names, which needs

further statement.

If a man slashes about him vigorously, distributing to all

those, with whom he does not agree, titles which class them

among people whom his readers already disapprove, there is

not much difficulty in understanding him in one specific sense.

Men agree to repeat their disapproval of those whom they

already disapprove, and feel, when the new victim is classed

among these, that he too deserves to be placed under the ban.

Now, there is no use in understating the fact that the whole

question between Atheism and Faith was for my father involved

in his dealing with this matter. Not only did his extreme

reverence for minorities, as frequently the depositories of

truths yet destined to conquer the world, prevent him from

speaking unfairly of any men, no matter how little their

influence might be; but, since Truth, as He reveals Himself to

* The favourite expression of the Ulster Orangemen in regard to the

Roman Catholics.
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man, was the object of his search and of his worship, to refuse

to listen to any voice that might have caught some side of

truth so revealed, and to do this because public opinion had

not decreed the wisdom of that voice, seemed to him simply to

choose the praise of men rather than that of God. Hence his

constant effort always to take account of and to allude to all

sorts of statements and views of truth with which most men do

not concern themselves at all. Combined with this a habit of

alluding to all such matters without specifically stating exactly

to what he refers, helped often to make his meaning trouble-

some to follow without close attention. This habit of allusion,

which was so established that he needs editing almost like a

classical author, was I believe due entirely to his intense

modesty. He was always afraid of speaking as if he knew
more than others, and therefore there is a continually suppres-

sed "as of course you know much better than I know it"

which stops his entering into an elaborate explanation. Hence
the double result that he would often pay respectful notice to

an aspect of truth quite unknown to his readers, and would yet

not adequately explain what it was.

Again when once the decree has gone forth that a man is

hard to understand, it is amazing how his simplest statements

are supposed to be difficult. I had an instance of this in

sending round some of the proof-sheets of this book to a few

of my father's most intimate friends. A certain passage in a

letter about Sterling (p. 196, Vol. I.), contains the statement

that Sterling had long
" looked upon death as the true end of

death." The thought is, I almost venture to say, if not the

very most frequent of all in all our older poets, at least one of

the most frequent. It occurs many times in a single play of

Shakespeare, again in the sonnets
;

in Milton
;
in Donne

; etc.,

etc., and yet so obscure did it appear when my father used it

that several of a very select body of readers in order to get rid

of the obscurity proposed as an emendation "
life

"
instead of

"
death

"
at the end of the sentence, reducing it to an un-

meaning platitude. Again, I have quoted as chapter-heading a

striking expression of Mr. Hutton's to the effect that it is the
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grasp truths have on them for which men are ready to die
;
the

grasp they have on truths is a very secondary matter. I hope
this will not be unintelligible ;

but when my father, in a letter

to one of his sisters from Oxford in 1833, spoke of "a truth

which I had apprehended but which had not apprehended me,"

and added,
"

I do not know whether you understand the

difference but a difference there is," I was obliged to suppress

a rather valuable and striking letter which had appeared in

the first proof lest the letter should be supposed to be unin-

telligible because of this one sentence. Yet the thought is

identical with Mr. Hutton's.

Certainly on the other hand the assumption that people

made that they "knew all about him," without ever having read

a line of his writings, sometimes had queer results. I shall

take as my first specimen of that kind an instance of which the

aspect is purely comic.

It happened that one of Mr. Maurice's sons was for some

time living in a country district in Ireland, where a young lady

whom he had known before was paying a visit to friends in

the neighbourhood. The mistress of the house took con-

siderable pains to avoid meeting him or allowing her visitor to

meet him, because, as she explained to her guest, he could not

possibly be a desirable acquaintance, since Mr. Maurice, his

father,
" was a man who had written a book about natural

history in which the name of God was not mentioned from one

end to the other." My father had, when really amused, a

specially hearty laugh, which began with an apparent effort to

resist the overmastering sense of humour, and ended in

complete surrender to it
;
but hearty as his laugh often was, I

doubt if he ever laughed more heartily than over that story

when it was told him. His helpless ignorance on the subject

on which he was supposed to have written, the grave con-

clusion as to the action to be taken to prevent the spread of

such evil infection, the sense that, after all, the thing was a not

very exaggerated specimen of what "
public opinion

"
con-

tinually is, and of the readiness of its worshippers to act on

its false assertions, all combined to give him a thorough
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satisfaction in yielding to the mere sense of the absurdity

of the thing, and he laughed with a heartinesss that was to be

remembered.

Perhaps as a stepping-stone between that story and graver

matters it will be not inconvenient to take next a specimen
from Punch. There were certain lines of thought of my father's

which lent themselves very easily to travestie. The assertion

that he put forward of the existence of a faculty capable of

distinguishing between spiritual truth and falsehood, between

right and wrong, which he believed to be universal among
men, however much obscured it may often have become

;
his

belief that this faculty is independent of the intellect, often

made him refer back in thought to the sick-beds of Guy's, of

his sister Emma or of others whom he had known, and to

speak of " the bed-ridden woman "
to whom truth revealed

itself because of her need and not because of her intellect.

Punch more than once struck in vigorously on my father's side

of questions ; perhaps the most beautiful lines of poetry that

were written after his death appeared in Punch, so that certainly

his friends have no cause to complain of his treatment by the

great comic newspaper ;
but as an illustration of the special

tendency of popular misunderstanding to invert his thoughts,

it is worth referring to some funny lines in which in a dialogue

with Dean Close he is made to say that "
there is a sense in

which truths are to be understood by learned men, and quite

another for the outside vulgar." It would have been easy to

have made a genuine hit, and for Punch a perfectly fair one,

by putting into his mouth some such sentence as—" There

is a bed-ridden old woman of my acquaintance, an idiot,

and not a very respectable person, who understands all these

things. None of the wise and good are to be trusted on such

subjects."

* "The Gullibility of the Public has no bounds." Said by the Prince

Consort at a time when Mr. Roebuck, representing for the moment the

majority of the Plouse of Commons, declared his belief that the Queen
and Prince were endeavouring to procure the defeat of our army in the

Crimea !
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Curiously enough, the exact inverse of Punch's charge was

put forward after his death gravely, not as a travestie but as a

serious statement of what he habitually did by an old pupil of

his. Mr. Leslie Stephen actually declared that he habitually

appealed to " old women "
against the opinions of learned men.

It is extremely difficult to understand such a phrase ?wt in the

Punch connection. There is not a trace of an instance in all

his writings in which he does not appeal to the ablest men, to

the greatest men, to the most learned men on each subject of

thought on which they are masters. Any one who will turn to

the letters either to Sir E. Strachey, or to Dr. Barry in Vol. I.,

or to any others in which he is giving advice as to study, will

see that this is his special peculiarity, his strongest feeling.

One hardly knows how, without apparent satire, to explain the

misconception to so able a man as Mr. Stephen ;
but as he is

representative of one type of men who very readily mis-

conceived my father, it had perhaps better be said that while

my father never dreamed of appealing to the intellectual

authority of any but the most able men, he* did not believe

that the world had been made for the sole benefit of the class

to which Mr. Stephen belongs. Just as he objected to a clique

of Caivinistic saints or High-Church saints monopolising a

message which he believed had been sent to man, so he

objected to a cultivated intellectual clique thinking that they

could without the least entering into the troubles or work of

mankind settle in their arm-chairs how the world ought to

have been arranged. He spoke from personal experience when

he said that in attending sick-beds, in meeting men and women
overladen with appalling misery, he had learned lessons which

no learned men could teach him. Those who have made this

experiment and have found it fail them have some right to

bring forward evidence against my father. Unless those who

object to his statement are able to speak of such experience,

it is a question between the relative value of fine-spun logic as

to what ought to be the case against direct evidence of fact.

As a question of theory the decision of that relative value may
be left, not to the old women but to the most learned audience
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that can be selected. Following my father's actual as opposed
to his alleged practice, I should prefer to refer that question to

lawyers and judges. It is against the principles which they
have have laid down for generations that Mr. Stephen's scoff is

really directed.

More than once my father utterly refused to discuss mere

intellectual puzzles submitted to him. He did not profess to

be a supplier of an infallible solution for every such difficulty,

but to be a messenger urging men to trust themselves to another,

not himself, who would lead them into all truth. Rightly or

wrongly, he fancied that He sometimes made himself known
to the weak in body and mind and to the suffering. Moreover,
not being specially weak in either himself, he believed it to be

historically true that the "
foolish things of this world" have,

more often than not, been " chosen to confound the wise,"

and " the things that are not to bring to nought the things

that are."

Passing from these matters, all somewhat trivial, I ought

perhaps to note as an illustration of the misconceptions which

are apt to attend a writer who does not confine his words to a

repetition of the current shibboleths, that a man of
t
the last

generation, not much known beyond Cambridge, for whom all

who did know him had the most profound reverence—Mr.

Ellis—actually so far misconceived my father as to suppose
that he did not believe in a future world. It would have been

much nearer the truth, if such an expression is possible, to say

that he did not believe in the present world. But I may leave

his letters to speak of this. It is only the misconception of so

able and good a man that I wish here to chronicle. After the

heading I have placed to this chapter, one would be unreason-

able to complain of anything of the kind.

And yet here I must confess is a statement—the last I shall

give
—which may almost startle one out of any such feeling.

It will have been seen with how much affection my father

writes of Mr. McLeod Campbell ;
how much he thought he

had learned from him, how he valued all the intercourse he

* See letter on occupations of future life, p. 242, Vol. II.
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had with him. It was to my father that Mr. Campbell sent

his book on the Atonement to arrange for a publisher for it.

My father always signs his letters to him "yours affectionately."

Mr. Campbell in 1866 wrote warmly to express his pleasure at

my father's being appointed to Cambridge. In 1853 he had

spoken of my father as the " foremost man "
in the English

Church, "the only man who is attempting to deal with the

mental difficulties of his generation in a free and fair spirit ;

"

and again,
" As to the moral tendency of Mr. Maurice's teaching

on this subject [Eternal Life and Eternal Death], I cannot see

that in identifying sin and death, holiness and life, he has

done other than a great and needed service for our time."

Memorials, Vol. I., p. 257. Yet from his worst enemy during
all his life there never was brought against him such a charge
as this, which I now give, delivered, apparently in 1864,

against my father, reported as it is by Principal Shairp as part

of a conversation with Mr. Campbell.
" Then he [Mr. Campbell] added,

'

those who, like Maurice,

regard Christ's work as only taking away our alienation, by

making us see the Father's eternal good will towards us, as

this only and no more, they take no account of the sense of guilt

in man. According to their view there is nothing real in the

nature of things answering to this sense of guilt. The sense of

guilt becomes a mistake whichfurther knowledge removes. All sin

is thus reduced to ignorance.'"

That the first part which I have not italicised is not a true

report of my father's theology or any semblance of a true

report, no one who cares about such matters and has read the

letters in this biography needs to be told. On this however

there is no need to dwell.

The second part, which I have italicised, either concerns the

daily practical life of every Englishman and of every English-

woman, or it has no meaning in connection with anything of

which my father ever spoke. Either it means that the work to

which he had set himself throughout life was to persuade men
that impurity, falsehood, robbery, murder were things of no

consequence ;
that he taught men that when they knew a little
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more they would understand that these things did not matter

at all—or it has no meaning. Now I am bound to say that

when this tremendous charge was said to have been brought

by one who had, during his lifetime, been supposed to be one

of my father's personal friends, who was one of the dearest

friends of Mr. Erskine of Linlathen, I thought that Principal

Shairp must have made some mistake. That view was shared

by many. Principal Shairp had had no personal acquaintance
with my father

;
I have now no reason to suppose that he ever

had any knowledge of my father's character or of his work. He

might quite likely suppose, as other excellent persons have

done, that my father was the wicked man he here describes.

It is quite clear from other parts of the letter that he thought
it right to try very earnestly to save Mr. Campbell from being

supposed to agree with my father. But I ought to add, that

Principal Shairp has informed me, that the words were written

down from a conversation with Mr. Campbell, the day after it

took place, and that Mr. Donald Campbell, Mr. McLeod,

Campbell's son and biographer, tells me— incredible as it may
appear, that neither he—nor any of the friends to whom he

has spoken, had any idea that my father, or any of his friends,

would have objected to this statement of his action.

If I could suppose that no one would turn to the index of

this book, find this passage and read it alone, without reading

any other part of the life or letters, and that no one would

read this first and then read the rest under the impression of

it, I should be content to say no more
;
and to leave this as I

have done other statements of the kind to go to their own

place. But as this is just the point of which I cannot be sure,

I may say this : that among all my father's writings published,

and among all the letters published or unpublished, there is

not one passage in which allusion to the subject is made,
where sin or the guilt of sin is not treated as the most tremendous

reality. There is not one passage that can be quoted in which

every common-sense Englishman, when the context is fairly

laid before him, will not say that it is a directly false pretence
to allege that the meaning on this subject is open to doubt. It
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is the characteristic feature of all my father's reference to sin

that it appears to him so tremendous a reality, so tremendous

an evil, that he can conceive of no punishment which will not

be a blessing for which God is to be thanked so long as it will

tend to relieve men from this curse of sin.

Mr. Shairp's quotation from Mr. Campbell is at all events

quite clear, lucidly clear. I have put the passage into the

hands of many men. No one of us ever for an instant hesi-

tated as to its meaning. I say that, as it stands, without any

interpretation of mine, I may leave any reader of these two

volumes to find a dozen passages which in set terms explicitly

assert the opposite of it. There is a tolerably known chapter
in the '

Theological Essays
'

which entirely turns upon the

assertion of the reverse of what is put in Mr. Shairp's or Mr.

Campbell's words as my father's belief. I hope at all events

that I am not here unintelligible. As sometimes the words of

a second writer help to bring home the point of an author's

thought better than a reference to his own, I may say that one

side of my father's thought in this matter is most beautifully

expressed in a sermon called "The Fire and the Calf," in the

volume of ' Sermons preached in English Churches
'

by the

Rev. Phillips Brooks, of Trinity Church, Boston. The other

side is that which he himself puts as the one true confession

of guilt.
" Father I have sinned against Thee," Theological

Essays, p. 23. Of his sense of sin as a transgression of Law,
one of the strongest feelings he had, the book on the Com-
mandments and his vehement assertion of their authority, are

the best evidences.

I hope that I have said nothing not necessary to the vindica-

tion of my father that can give pain to any of Mr. Campbell's

friends. I cannot explain the mistake of so excellent a man.

I am sure that if my father had had the statement, before him,

he would, despite the anguish the charge from such a quarter

would have caused him, have had the most anxious wish that

no word should be said to wound Mr. Campbell's memory.
But for his own use as a lesson of the terrible misconceptions

of one another, which are so common among the best of men,-
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the incident would, like so many others, have awakened that

refrain from the Mount which was for ever ringing in his ears

—"
Judge not that ye be not judged."*

* There was one very characteristic difference of mind between my
father and Mr. Campbell. Mr. Campbell, in discussing my father's use

of the word '

Eternal,' fixes first for himself on h. priori grounds either of

etymology or general scholarship, at all events on some unnamed grounds,
the meaning which the word ought to have and must have in its use by
Christ. Now in reading Cicero or Thucydides, or Plato, that was not

my father's habit. The thing, which he both did himself, and endeavoured

to induce his pupils to do, was to study the use of each word by the

writer himself; to find, if possible, a use of it by the writer so deter-

minative of its meaning that it must rule all the rest ; and then to see

the finer shades of meaning attached to the word as illustrated by other

uses. His whole effort was thus to train his pupil to the habit of making
himself acquainted with the mind of the author studied. He never

believed in an absolute dictionary sense of a word. I think, as he himself

has in fact suggested, that Hare's training tended to this habit
; but far

more important in fixing it was that practical training in his meeting at

first with Cambridge Undergraduates, especially with the members of the

'Apostles' club,' which I have discussed at the beginning of this chapter,

to which he habitually declared that he was more indebted than to

almost any other experience of life. But the reverent study which he thus

made of Cicero, was as nothing to the study which he devoted to the

mind of Christ, as shewn forth in the words and acts attributed to him.

The belief he acquired, was that the one purpose for which Christ came

was the revelation of an unseen kingdom and an unseen king, then, now,
and always

'
at hand.' He thought that, though

" Pilate did not wait for an

answer," as to what the ' Truth ' was (to bear witness to which Christ then

declared that He had come into the world), the answer had been already

given, "/am the Truth,"
"

I am the King." It seemed to him that the

adoption of the word '

Eternal,' to describe the life of this kingdom, was

a thing to be studied in its use by Christ, and those who had learned

from him, and that to determine beforehand what the word ought' to

mean, from its use by others or by its etymology, is just as reasonable as

to decide, that, by calling himself a king, Christ meant us to think of

him as surrounded by the ordinary trappings of earthly royalty.
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CHAPTER XVIII.

" Old Age hath yet his honour and his toil."

Tennyson's Ulysses.

ELECTION TO KNIGHTBRIDGE PROFESSORSHIP, CAMBRIDGE ON

MAZZINI—F. D. M'S REVIEW OF THE WORK DONE SIXTEEN

YEARS BEFORE MEETING AT WORKING MEN'S COLLEGE—
INAUGURAL LECTURE IN SENATE HOUSE HABITS AND

PERSONAL APPEARANCE AT THIS TIME DEMOCRACY ON

THE POSSIBILITY OF SORROW IN HEAVEN AND ON ST. PAUL'S

ACCOUNT OF THE RESURRECTION—ON THE REPULSION PRO-

DUCED ON DISSENTERS BY THE ATHANASIAN CREED.

In September 1866, the Knightbridge Professorship of

"
Casuistry, Moral Theology and Moral Philosophy" at Cam-

bridge fell vacant by the death of Mr. Grote. I suppose that

if at that particular time all the honours that men confer could

have been offered to my father's choice, an appointment by the

University of Cambridge to one of its chairs of Theology or

Moral Philosophy would have been the one he would have

selected from among them all. He was not merely indifferent

to any personal preferment ;
he had deliberately set his face

against receiving any. But he had the keenest wish for human

sympathy; to Cambridge his eyes had always turned for it.

The careless and scarcely decent haste with which a body of

not very learned laymen had, in 1853, pronounced upon one

of the most profound and difficult of questions, had made the

election by Cambridge of the rejected of King's College a

matter of no small importance, as in the sight of all men

reducing the haste at least of the earlier decision to the pro-

portions of merely impertinent frivolity. The tone of superiority,
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of contemptuous condescension with which in their controversy
Mr. Mansel had treated him, and my father's unlimited self-

depreciation, only too easy to be misunderstood, had put that

matter on such a footing that Mr. Mansel appeared perfectly

justified in the tone he had taken, if it was the fact that he

had been engaged in controversy with an ignorant pariah, and

under any other circumstances Mr. Mansel had manifestly

transgressed all the ordinary courtesies of modern life. Elec-

tion by a University itself was as complete an answer as the

authority of man could well supply as to which mode of

treatment was demanded by the intellectual status of the

controversialist.

I think that despite my father's shy and self-ignoring habit

of mind, these feelings acted to some extent upon him
; they

very powerfully affected his friends
;
but what to him was

the greatest delight which the prospect offered was the possi-

bility of resuming among young men a work so long inter-

rupted.

He had however at first no intention of standing, and after

the vacancy had been declared, allowed a considerable time to

elapse, during which pledges to vote for particular men were

given by electors. He was finally persuaded to send in his

name by a letter of October 17 th, from Mr. Kingsley, himself

one of the electors, and by Mr. Davies.

* October 18, 1866.
1 My dear Kingsley,

' Your letter took me quite by surprise. The day before

Davies had given me the first hint of trying for the Profes-

sorship. I had many doubts whether I should not be sup-

posed to be doing a most presumptuous and unreasonable

thing. But, at the suggestion of Davies, I wrote to Clark

to ask whether my Oxford degree did not make me ineligible.

And when I returned home, after sending this note to him,

I found your most cordial letter. I do hope you are not

urging me to a step which will bring you or any of my friends

into disgrace, and that I am not rashly undertaking what I
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cannot perform. At sixty-one I am perhaps past such work,

yet I do think I might be able to do it if it were entrusted

to me. I hope God will not permit me to have it if I am
not fit for it. I had determined not to ask your opinion

about standing, much as I desired it, lest I should put you
into an uncomfortable position. But your very kind letter

this morning (of course I had not received it when I wrote)

leaves me nothing to do but to wait quietly. I shall rejoice,

with immense wonder and some fear, if your expectations

should be fulfilled. I shall be certain that it is right,

and, I trust, feel very thankful also if the electors should

judge it wiser to reject me. They must indeed be brave

men if they will accept an expelled professor for one of

their body.
'
I do not know whether a short book I have just been

writing on the Commandments will please or displease them.

It expresses my inmost convictions that the old Commandments

are the best protection against sacerdotal morality, and for the

morality of the household and the nation. I hope you will

approve it.

' To work with you would be a very great pleasure, that you

should wish me to do so is quite a sufficient one.'

He rested his formal application for the chair expressly on

his
'

Theological Essays,'
' What is Revelation ?

'

the '

Sequel

to What is Revelation ?
' and the ' Moral and Metaphysical

Philosophy.' The questions therefore of King's College and of

Mansel were specifically raised, not, of course, in such sense

as to commit, by their choice of him, either the electors or the

University to agreement with his views
;
the Council of King's

College and Mr. Mansel had taken care, by their mode of

action, that under any circumstances, and apart from the

merits of either controversy, the effect of the vote of the

University, if in his favour, should be for them a sufficiently

strong condemnation. Under this aspect the effect of his

election would be the stronger, from the fact of his being, by

degree, an Oxford man.
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The electors were :

The Vice Chancellor.

The Regius Professor of Greek (Dr. Thompson).
The Master of Peterhouse.

The Regius Professor of Divinity.

The Margaret Professor of Divinity (Rev. W. Selwyn).

The Public Orator (Rev. W. G. Clark).

And the Regius Professor of Modern History (Rev. C.

Kingsley).

Mr. Kingsley, when writing on October 17th, had said that

the election turned upon the question how many of the electors

were already absolutely pledged.
" But I can assure you that

such is the respect and admiration in which you are held in

Cambridge, and so well aware are educated men of the

claims which your learning alone gives you on them, that

the introduction of your name would cause a reconsideration

of the whole list of candidates."

On October 25th a telegram from the Public Orator and

Mr. Kingsley told him of his election. Of the seven electors,

one had voted for another candidate, a man of his own college ;

four had then voted for my father, and the election having been

thus determined, the other two had not actually voted at all, but

had at once cordially approved.

Mr. Kingsley wrote,
" Your triumph could not have been

more complete."
"
My heart is as full as a boy's

—I thought I

should have been 'upset' when I saw the result."

Then letters poured in to assure him that the electors had

only given expression to the wish of the University as a body.
Of his two most serious competitors, the one who had probably
the best chance of election wrote,

"
I had sent in my name

before I had any notion that you were likely to be a candidate,

but if by any chance I had been elected when you were in the

field I should have felt like a schoolboy sitting in his master's

chair, for all the best part of my teaching to others would have

consisted in what I had learnt from you or from Coleridge."

The other, Mr. Hort, had at once, on hearing of my father's

candidature, released one of the electors from a promise to vote

vol. 11. 2 N
<
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for him, and wrote to my father to say that the only reason he

had retained his name as a candidate after my father's had been

sent in, was that he and one or two others whom he had con-

sulted had doubted if more than three of the electors—Mr.

Kingsley, Mr. Clark the Public Orator, and Dr. Thompson
the Master of Trinity

—would have had the " moral courage
"

to vote for him
; though they all recognised that when he had

entered the field there could be no further question on the

merits of the case.* It is very remarkable in how very many
of these letters this question of " moral courage

"
is raised.

One writer after another speaks with a kind of relief of the fact

that four electors should have been found of sufficient
" moral

courage
"
to do what all felt was the right thing. The tone of

feeling is almost like that which Carlyle ascribes to the friends

of order who, when they at last descended into the streets

against the Terrorists, were amazed to find how many they

were.

* I am sorry that the accident that Mr. Hort happened to be one of the

candidates has made it seem as if I threw on him the chief responsibility

for this anticipation of a want of
" moral courage" in the electors. His

action, in not withdrawing his name, was taken on the advice of others,

who do, in their letters to my father, most definitely assign this reason for

having supposed that my father would not be elected. My whole wish,

however, was to mark the contrast between the moral courage actually

shown by the representative men of Cambridge, and the trembling cringing

before the power of the religious press and of religious coteries,

which was assumed to be the quite natural attitude for the clergy to

take up. I only wish here to say that /, and not Mr. Hort, am respon-
sible for all that is said here. Of what I have said I cannot modify a

word. I could, if it were advisable to do so, show, from indisputable

facts, that in the year 1884 the same terrible cowardice, in very high

places indeed, has acted with disastrous power. I am certain that my
father would wish that his life should be an encouragement to men to do

ri"ht, in utter scorn of the tittle-tattle of religious coteries ; an encourage-

ment not to think that they arrive at a knowledge of what is right by

being
" careful to answer'' the mean and miserable gossip which only too

often seems to be the outcome of the gatherings of men who, bound

together by some shibboleth, think that because of their agreement in

that, they are to be known as "religious men," and may therefore

at once break through the law given from the Mount and judge all

others.
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It is necessary to say one word more about this. In any case

which concerned himself, my father always treated it as the

most natural thing in the world that he should be passed by ;

and he received with a genuine surprise any recognition what-

ever; but in all the other concerns of life the absence of " moral

courage," which was so generally assumed as the natural thing

to be expected, was specifically what he meant by the Atheism

of the time. That the clergy should be daily preaching of an

Almighty God, who was about their path and about their bed,

and spying out all their ways, and that then, on the first

occasion when it was necessary for them to determine whether

they would do the right thing or flinch and quaver before so

base a thing, as they well knew the anonymous writing of the

religious newspapers to be—this filled him continually with a

sense of a coming avalanche, under which all the mock belief

in God should be buried, and afterwards in quite simple form

would come out the old question between the praise ofmen and

the praise of God. He himself has been certainly the object of

more of this which is euphemistically called
" moral cowardice

"

than any man of his time. To this day, my attention is

continually being drawn by friends to the fact, that his
' Moral

and Metaphysical Philosophy
'

is plundered, without acknow-

ledgment, because, while his name is honoured in all directions,

the particular plunderer has a cowardly sense that he might

possibly, if he named the source of his quotation, offend some

religious journal against which my father fought, at some time

or other, a battle, which the plunderer well believes to have

been a battle for right. For my father, the question between

this kind of cowardice and the courage of faith was an incom-

parably more serious one than that of any intellectual opinions

whatever. It was therefore a particular delight to him, that he

owed his election, or at least the fact of his being elected at

once, upon the first scrutiny, to a man who differed very widely
from him on many subjects and voted simply on grounds of

general equity. The next letter to Mr. Kingsley will show that

Mr. Selwyn made no secret of his vote.

2 n 2
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'2 Brunswick Place, York Terrace, October 31, 1866.

' My dear Kingsley,
'

I passed yesterday at Cambridge. I was grieved not

to see my godson, but I went twice to look for him in Jesus

Lane, and I should have gone again if I had not been much

hurried. The meeting at the reopening of the University was

really cheering ; so much hearty sympathy was shown by the

tutors and old professors with the younger men. In my day
there would have been nothing like it

;
so that I do hope there

is good working in the midst of all that may well make us

anxious. The thought of working there is an immense delight

to me, as the thought of owing my appointment mainly to your
zeal and suggestion has been. By-the-bye, I should have kept

your secret most faithfully about Sehvyn if he had kept it

himself. But besides having me to dinner and telling me that

he had voted for me, he announced it to the meeting at the

Union Rooms yesterday, saying that he had had great pleasure

in contributing to bring me there. Clark was astonished, but

said that he was so brave and true a man that if he had done a

thing which he thought right he would never shrink from con-

fessing it.'*e

To Mr. Erskine, ofLinlathen.

'October 31, 1866.

' No words of congratulation can give me so much comfort

and help as yours, because I know you would only wish such

work for me in the confidence that I might do something for

the young men who may listen to me, and for the University

in which they are learning. I do feel it a very great and

strange call to work, in the days that remain to me, for the

class of men with whom I have really had most to do, and in

whom I have been most interested always. The temptations to

vanity and indolence in such a position are, I know, great ;

but I hope a better spirit than mine will give me the fire to burn

up the chaff that is in me, and to kindle other hearts.'
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To a Son who had a great admiration for Mazzini, on a report

of Mazzini's death, which aftenvards proved to be untrue.

'

Cambridge, Saturday, 1 866.
' My dearest E.,

' You have a right to ask for my sympathy. I should be

very cruel if I withheld it from you. I think Mazzini has done

a very noble work for his country, and that his watchword
" God and the people

"
is one which all nations must be the

better for
;
one which is the truest possible testimony against

the intellectual liberalism which seems equally to abhor God
and the people. What you have learnt from him you would be

very wrong not to lay up in your heart and to be thankful for.

Such treasures are worth much more than silver and gold. All

of us should, after sixty years, think the least response to the

words we have spoken is a thing to be welcomed, not expected ;

that it is good to feel how little we can do, and to desire that

we may do that little. The Good is to conquer, if aiAivov ai'Aivov

is to go before it.'
*

It was inevitable that my father's settling down at Cam-

bridge should oblige him to bring to an end much of his London

work. It would be impossible for him to continue his constant

attendances in the evening at the Working Men's College. He
remained principal. It was a consequence of this drawing to

an end of his work that, in preparing the report for the year on

the College, he looked back to the time of its first start, and

gave an account of its origin and history. Of his views as so

expressed the next letter will give in his own words a brief

statement.

* The reference is to the burden of the first chorus in the '

Agamemnon,
thus translated by the Dean of Wells :

" Wail as for Linos, wail, wail bitterly,

And yet may good prevail !

"

to which he adds this note—
" The song of Linos .... a type .... of life prematurely closed

and bright hopes never to be fulfilled—had come to be the representative

of all songs of mourning."
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To Mr. J. M. Ludlow.

' November 7, 1866.
' My dear Friend,

' The words in my report expressed accurately, so far as

I am able to recover it, the feeling with which I regarded our

work sixteen years ago ; they certainly express the feeling with

which I regard that work now. I never have repented, and

hope that I never shall repent, of having been united with you
in maintaining that Co-operation as applied to Trade has a

Christian foundation. The phrase, Christian Socialism, I still

think was a desirable defiance of two kinds of popular preju-

dice, and was worth all the obloquy and ridicule which it in-

curred. But the more I compared our proceedings in London

with those of the men who were working unhelped in Rochdale

and elsewhere in the North, the more I was convinced that we

should mar the cause grievously and weaken any moral influ-

ence which we might possess, by continuing to meddle with

the commercial part of the business
;
that doing little, and that

little badly, we should become the victims of clever sharpers

like Lechevalier, and should bring disgrace upon a principle

which we felt to be sound. I was nearly sure also, from many

symptoms, that we should fall out among ourselves, and should

be, in a moral sense, anything but co-operators. As I was for-

tunate enough to find another way of bringing myself into dis-

credit with the religious world, more effective than the use of

the title Christian Socialist, which was beginning to be tole-

rated, I was the more free to consider whether there was not

another opening for the assertion of the principle of Co-opera-

tion, and whether it was not our special calling to avail our-

selves of that opening. A college expressed to my mind, as I

have said in the report, precisely the work that we could under-

take, and ought to undertake, as professional men ; we might

bungle in this also
;
but there seemed to me a manifestly

Divine direction towards it in all our previous studies and

pursuits. And so far as we could give a hint of the way in

which the professional and working classes might co-operate,
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so far I believed we should help to heal one of the great sores

in the commonwealth, counteract the exclusiveness of literary

men, undermine the notion that the patronage of rank or

wealth is that which is wanted to elevate the labourer.'

On Saturday, December 8th, the Working Men's College gave

him an entertainment to congratulate him on his appointment
to Cambridge. It was a remarkable gathering. Many of the

speeches touched him much. Mr. Brewer, of King's College,

made a very striking speech, giving the history of his long

friendship with my father. Mr. Hughes made a characteristically

generous one, saying that he had gradually come to expect that,

in any matter in which he differed from my father, even if it

was about the way of making a pair of boots,* he would be sure

afterwards to discover that he had been wrong and my father

right. Several of the working men spoke. One in particular

said that there was one thing at least which they had all un-

derstood and keenly felt—his coming to them night after

night at his age and with his reputation, through all weathers

regularly during the twelve years. But the speech which

touched him most was one in the course of which Mr. Ludlow,

following Mr. Hughes, said,
" Without in the least admitting

or thinking that on the many points in which I have often

differed from Mr. Maurice, I must have been wrong or he

right, I yet, as a proof of the reverence which from long

and intimate experience of his life I have acquired of him,

who, as I never knew a father, is the only man for whom I

have ever felt a sense of reverence, wish here and now to

ask his pardon for any words or acts of mine which have

given him pain, and to offer him the apologies of a man
not much wont to bend the knee to any human authority."

* The allusion was to an episode in the management of the Bootmakers'

Association, as to which my father had held an opinion, which had not

been adopted ; the result of the action taken in that case had proved
disastrous.
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To Air. J. M. Ludlow.

'December 10, 1866.
' My dear Friend,

1
1 have no words to tell you, as you must very well

know, what I felt about your loving and generous speech on

Saturday. It was far more than I could well bear to hear all

that was said about me by others
;
but yours was quite over-

powering. I will only thank you for it.'

To Mr. T. Erskine, of Linlathen, on hearing of Mr. Erskine's

sister's death.

'London, December, 1866.
' My dear Friend,

' You know all I would say to you so much better than

I know it. But God knows better than you have done, and

will teach you and sustain you in ways that we cannot dream

of. What can one say but that He is the comforter ?

' The thought of your sister comes back to me as of one of

the most genial and sympathising persons I have ever met with.

Surely her sympathies are not less, but are expanding, and will

expand ever more and more. And you surely will have the

blessing of them still, and she will share in yours. For I think

their joy must be increased by that which comes to them from

us consciously, while our blessing may come through them,

when we do not know it. May all Divine and all human

sympathy (are they not all one in Him who is perfectly divine

and human ?) be with you ever.'

On Tuesday, December 4th, 1866, he delivered his inaugural

lecture in the Senate House, at Cambridge. The next letter

refers to this lecture. Dr. Thompson tells me that the names

given to the Chair "
Casuistry, Moral Theology, and Moral

Philosophy," were not, as my father assumes, given by Whewell,
but were the result of a Compromise in a Committee, Whewell

having opposed them.
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To Rev. C. Kingsley.

'The Athenaeum, December 17, 1866.
' My dear Kingsley,

'Your kind words are very cheering to me. The object

of my lecture was to define my own position and to connect it

with the wants of the students, not with any grand scheme of

my own. I was most grateful to Whewell for the names by
which he designated the chair, though they are somewhat

magniloquent. It seems to me that casuistry rightly treated

may be the proper counteraction, for young men at least, of

Pusey's
'

Confessional,' which is to me very terrible, and yet, I

believe, the natural outcome of that indolent scorn which you
so rightly deplore.

' The Saturday Review tone, however little in accordance

with the ritualistic and ecclesiastical tone, is producing it in a

great number of our weary and discontented ladies and gentle-

men. On the whole it seems to me that the Protestant battle

may be best fought among young men.
' At least I have felt so young, and so old, since I acquired

the office which I owe mainly to you, that I cannot tell you
what a strange impression I have of its being a call to the very

work for which I was destined in my infancy and have been

for sixty years preparing. To have your co-operation in it will

be the greatest delight I can imagine. And I shall be most

thankful on all accounts if you should see your way to execute

your purpose of residing more in Cambridge. I shall be very

sorry to lose Clark next term : his kindness and geniality and

culture I have learned to prize greatly. Thompson and his

wife are both very pleasant to me, and I cannot say how I

rejoice in Selwyn's recovery. He received me with the utmost

cordiality and generosity.
' My lecture is chiefly good for what it does not say. The

wisdom of my wife led me to omit some allusions to the

Comtists which I see now would have been much out of

place; though of course the whole idea of recognising theology

as the permanent ground, and the consummation of thought
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and life in this day, is anti-Comtian. I wished to have hinted

that their own demand for a higher international morality

made it necessary. But I should not have been understood,

and my great object was to avoid anything which was likely to

be misunderstood.'

My father's appointment to the Cambridge chair did not

prevent his continuing to preach at Vere Street, as there was

no parish work connected with the chapel. He resolved that

after he had settled at Cambridge he would come up each

Sunday to London. Usually from the beginning of the next

term he slept at a friend's house on the Saturday night and

returned to Cambridge on the Monday morning or Sunday

night. From this time, however, there began a marked falling

off in the numbers of the Vere Street congregation, which had

never entirely recovered the shock of his supposed intention to

resign
" from conscientious scruples :

"
so difficult is it to

uproot a misunderstanding that has once obtained a start. The

journeys to and fro told on him severely ;
he was from the

first scarcely fit for the double work, so that bright and sunny
as were his remaining days, yet, from the time that he entered

on his work at Cambridge, there was something of an autumn

air about them, and from this time onwards it is of the last

period of an almost spent life that one must speak. His

successive courses of lectures at Cambridge represented the

most complete working out of his own philosophical thought.

The course of the first year was on the " Conscience
" and was

aftenvards published under that name. Towards the end of

the year he published a series of sermons preached in the

University pulpit on "Hope." His letters mark I think the

change that was passing over him. They are much less full of

the busy work of life, and a certain mellowness, almost soft-

ness of tone, pervades them.

His hair was now of a silvery white, very ample in quantity,

fine and soft as silk. The rush of his start for a walk had

gone. His movements had like his life become quiet and

measured. At no time had there been so much beauty about
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his face and figure. There was now—partly from manner,

partly from face, partly from a character that seemed expressed

in all—beauty which seemed to shine round him, and was very

commonly observed by those among whom he was. It made

undergraduates, not specially impressionable, stop and watch

him. Some of them who had known nothing of him before he

went up to the University, used to say they felt the better all

day for seeing him pass. Servants and poor people whom he

visited often spoke of him as
"
beautiful."

I do not know that the type and nature of this "beauty," the

common, almost instinctive phrase used about him at this time,

is anywhere better explained than in these words of Mr. Kings-

ley's :
" The most beautiful human soul, whom God has ever,

in His great mercy, allowed me, most unworthy, to meet with

upon this earth
\
the man who, of all men whom I have seen,

approached nearest to my conception of St. John, the Apostle

of Love. Well do I remember, when we were looking together

at Leonardo da Vinci's fresco of the Last Supper, his com-

plaining, almost with indignation, of the girlish and sentimental

face, which the painter, like too many Italians, had given to St.

John. I asked why ? And he answered . . .

'

Why ? Was
not St. John the Apostle of Love ? Then in such a world of

hate and misery as this, do you not think he had more furrows

in his cheeks than all the other apostles ? And I looked upon
the furrows in that most delicate and yet most noble face, and

knew that he spoke truth—of St. John and of himself likewise
;

and understood better from that moment what was meant by

bearing the sorrows and carrying the infirmities of men." Mr.

Snowden, the Vicar of Hammersmith, tells me, apropos to

these words of Mr. Kingsley's, that in 1855 or 1856 he advised

some American clergymen to pay a visit to the classes on St.

John's Gospel, which my father was then carrying on at the

Working Men's College. Next day he asked them what they

thought of what they had heard. "
Oh," said one,

"
it was St.

John expounding St. John."

For some years past he had been considering in what way he

could take advantage of the fact that there was no parish work
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directly connected with the Vere Street Chapel, to utilise the

faculties of those of the congregation, who had time to give, in

some work of general service to the neighbourhood. Finally

the opening of the "
Girls' Home " was agreed upon, its

purpose being thus explained by him :
"
Every congregation

which meets to worship God and to join in Communion, seems

pledged to do something for the neighbourhood in which it is

placed. The members of the Church of St. Peter's, Vere

Street, are better able than many to give this help ;
but no

district is connected with the church, and those who frequent

it have been obliged to seek for work elsewhere.
"

It is suggested that they might unite in establishing an

Industrial School for girls not convicted of crime, but liable to

fall into vagrant and evil courses. Such a school need not be

supported only by their contributions ; they could ask pecu-

niary assistance, as well as counsel, from any friends : but it

might be felt as a common bond of interest and fellowship to

those who kneel together. Such a school need not withdraw

pupils from any other
;

it might be opened first to a few girls,

and might expand as space and income permitted. An Indus-

trial School seems to meet the wants of the day better than

any other. There is a demand for girls who can do household

work. There is a complaint that at ordinary schools they

acquire only an imperfect knowledge of books. Where lessons

in the business of the housemaid, the parlour-maid, and the

cook, and in all kinds of plain needlework, are combined with

lessons in reading, writing, arithmetic, singing, and in the

Scriptures, the last are more prized and better remembered,

and the school becomes a better preparation for life."

' My dear-

th a young Lady.

1

London, May 4, 1867.

'
I do not think we can exaggerate the blessing that it

would be to you and me and all of us, if we simply accepted

the sacrifice of Christ and lived upon it. Therein all the love
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of God towards mankind, it seems to me, is expressed ;
a love

infinite and immeasurable, going beneath all that we can ask

or think. What I lament in Evangelical teaching generally, is

a want of fulness on that subject, a disposition (against their

own higher inspirations) to make the sacrifice conditional upon
our understanding of it, when the comfort of it is that it

entirely passes our understandings, that we must receive it with

our spirits as we receive the bread and wine into our bodies,

not knowing how it works, not trying to reduce it under our

partial rules and maxims, only yielding ourselves to the power
of it, only asking that in the strength of it we may offer our-

selves sacrifices to God. . . . You may trace God's education

in every event and circumstance of your life, in every trial and

every joy. . . . Any teaching must be wrong if it draws you
from trust in the love of God as reconciled in Christ, from the

belief that in Him you are reconciled to God, and that through
Him He promises to renew His Spirit in you day by day. No

discipline is sent to frighten us from God, but to draw us to

Him—I am certain of that. On other points I feel as much
a child as you can

;
as little able to form a system about the

Sacrifice or about our faith. I cling to my catechism. I

think that my Christian name tells me that I am a member of

Christ, and a child of God, and an inheritor of the kingdom of

Heaven. I know that the devil is always at work with me to

persuade me to renounce God, and that I yield to him very

often. But I believe I have a right to renounce the devil, to

say that he is not my master and that Christ is : and that you,

my dear child, may do also. Our enemies are the same and

our Deliverer is the same. Trust in the Deliverer when your
i despair is greatest, and so overcome your enemies. You will

overcome them far better than I do if you have less confidence

;

than I have, if you remark your own weakness and proneness
to fall more habitually.

'

I hope you will have no confidence in me further than as I

lead you to have confidence in Him who gave His Son for us

all. We ought to decrease every day in our estimation and in

the estimation of our hearers that He may increase.
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' Never mind defending me if any one should tell you I have

very bad opinions. It is possible I have. May God rid me
of them ! But if Christ makes you see anything that you did

not see before, do not let that go. He gives you sight that

you may see Him. God bless you.'

To a Son.

'

Bredwardine, August 24, 1867.
' My dearest E.,

'. . . I am glad you have seen Gladstone and have

been able to judge a little of what his face indicates. It is a

very expressive one ; hard-worked as you say, and not perhaps

specially happy ;
more indicative of struggle than of victory,

though not without promise of that. I admire him for his

patient attention to details, and for the pains which he takes

to secure himself from being absorbed in them by entering

into large and generous studies. He has preserved the type
which I can remember that he bore at the University thirty-

six years ago, though it has undergone curious developments.'

To a Son.

' Hamilton Villa, Weston-super-Mare, September 25, 1867.

1 My dearest E.,

'
. . . I meant in speaking of Goldwin Smith's democracy

to indicate my respect for it so far as it is positive, however

strong ; my dissent from it only so far as it is negative, and, as

such, I think weak.
' Your democracy, as you state it, however couched in a

negative form, is essentially positive. You regard it as an

assertion of the supremacy of law over all individual men of

all classes. Law being universal, you say is hostile to all

privileges ;
that is, to all exceptions of men from the authority

and operation of law. I certainly assent to that proposition.

I maintain that law rides over kings and nobles just as much
as over the meanest of the people. I believe that to be the
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principle of our Constitution. I do not know how there can

be a Constitution of which it is not the principle. The maxim
that the king can do no wrong implies nothing hostile to that

doctrine. A long course of historical trials determined that it

did not. It never affirmed the law to proceed from the mind

of the king, but affirmed that the king, being the person who

represented and embodied the law, could not be treated as if

there were some power in the State superior to him
; i.e. to the

law. I do not care much for the phrase, but in that sense it is

important and was acknowledged more distinctly than ever

before, by Pym, Coke, Eliot, when they were asserting the

dignity, permanence, sanctity of law against invasions of pre-

rogative. They adhered carefully to the doctrine that the

advisers of the king were to be held responsible for his wrong

acts, precisely that they might preserve his position as that

of the witness for law from generation to generation. The

champions of the Court tried again and again to efface this

distinction ;
the patriots maintained it.

1 When you denounce an aristocracy which rests upon privi-

leges or exceptions from law, you again do good service. It

was this notion that an aristocracy is one of privilege, that it is

exempt from law, which overthrew the nobility of France.

For the function of an aristocracy is in principle and has been

practically in many periods, especially of English history, to

maintain the existence of law and order against the efforts of

the sovereign to set up a power independent of law ; against

the efforts of any mob to set up a power independent of law.

When you say that a democracy, as such, is specially the

champion of law, I think you scarcely do justice to its position,

either now or in past times. Democracy expresses the worth

of each single man. It counteracts the monarchical and aris-

tocratical tendency to set up either certain persons' authority
or any formulas and decrees against living beings who form

the nation
;

it has done this service and is doing it
;
but it is

the service rather of resisting the summumjus which may become

injuria than of vindicating it. The Democrat, as you see from

the name and position of parties in America, must become the
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Republican (the assertor of a policy) before he can really be an

upholder of Constitutional law, or of law in its most extended

sense as the protector of each man's personal liberty. The
mere democrat will be (if we may judge from that crucial

instance) the defender of self-willed power—I should never

put that dishonour upon him
;
non metis hie sermo ; it is from

the United States and its truest of men that one derives the

lesson—sed hactenus hcec. I have told you what I meant and

you can think it over. . . .'

To Miss Bell

• Hamilton Villa, Weston-super-Mare, September 26, 1867.

'
It is so long since I read my '

Theological Essays
'

or ' The
Doctrine of Sacrifice

'

that I cannot tell how far I made an

effort to express the principle which is the prominent one in

the Epistle to the Hebrews, that Christ when He had by Him-

self purged our sins, sat down on the right hand of God, and is

the High Priest of Humanity. If I did try feebly to utter

that truth the only good I did was, as you say, to lead my
readers to the book in which it is fully developed. Without

it the most vehement assertion that Christ died for all, and

that there is a salvation for all, will, I am convinced, be of

very little avail to deliver the conscience from those agonising

doubts of which you speak ; doubts which recur again and

again to us all, reminding us that no theory, no statement of

truth, nothing but the Truth itself, can set them at rest.

: To your first question,
" Shall we be happy after death ?" I

should reply,
"

I do not know, I do not care to know, I do

not think it is possible to know." The Bible does not ascribe

happiness to Christ when he was upon earth. Yet it says that

He is the same yesterday, to-day, and for ever; Christ says,
" He who hath seen Me hath seen the Father." It is written,
" When He appears we shall be like him, for we shall see Him
as He is." It is written also that "

for the joy that was set

before Him, He endured the cross, despising the shame."

This "joy," joy in effecting His Father's purpose, joy in deliver-
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ing men out of bondage, joy in beholding the fulness of His

Father's love, I can ascribe to Him
;

this I can suppose Him
to have had before the world was, to have had on earth, to

have now. It was not incompatible in Him with deep sorrow ;

it rose out of sorrow. If men are to be like Him, they may
enter into His joy ;

if they want some other joy I do not sup-

pose they can have it, for I do not suppose there is any other.
' When you say, that there is no condemnation to those, who

are in Christ Jesus, who walk not after the flesh but after the

Spirit,but that most of us, you yourself among the rest, do very
often walk not after the Spirit but after the flesh, you affirm

what is most true, and you justify the Apostle in doing so ;

for you feel as if something were condemning you when you
walk thus. But what is it to walk after the flesh ? It is to

walk as if we were separate from Christ, when we are not

separate from Him, when we are united to Him. It is to set

up a self apart from Him, apart from our fellows, when He
has claimed us as one with Him, as one with our fellows.

Here is, no doubt, the great contradiction. Only let us re-

member that it is a contradiction, the contradiction of a fact.

Evil is not our state
; good is our state

;
that for which God

has created and redeemed us ; evil is the denial of that state.

I believe the Epistle to the Hebrews is repeating that assertion

in every page and line, and attributing to the loss of faith in it

the apostasy which the writer saw coming upon the Christians

to whom he wrote. When I say faith in the assertion I use

conventional language. The Epistle speaks of faith in the

ascended Head of the race, in the Conqueror of Death, who
had claimed for men their true position as sons of God in

Him. When you say
"
the conscience of my sins must be

greater the nearer I am brought to Christ," you say what is

undoubtedly true, if the light which is in Christ were merely

something brought to us and we stood aloof from it, wrapped
in our own darkness. It is false if, as the Apostles say,

" We are

in Him ;" if, as they say,
" We may walk in the light as He is

in the light !" Then the conscience of sins is dead and buried,

because we enter into His life, because we give up ourselves.

vol. 11. 20
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' The last of the Apostles, the great Theologian, says that we

never do this thoroughly, that if we say we have no sin, we
deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us. But the con-

fession of sins, the acknowledgment of not having walked in

the light as He is in the light, the acknowledgment of having

gone out of our true state, brings us into the light, restores us

to our true state. And then the blood of Jesus Christ, the true

life-blood of humanity, cleanses us from our sins, delivers the

conscience from the selfishness which is its curse and torment.
'

I do not think the word " then
"

in the passage from the

Epistle to the Thessalonians of which I spoke, affects my
interpretation of it. If the Thessalonians had said to them-

selves,
" We that have remained till the appearing of Christ in

the flesh have indeed a great blessing, but what has become of

those who died before His appearing?" St. Paul might answer,
" We shall not go before them, we shall not have any advan-

tage of them. When Christ is manifested and every eye sees

Him, they will rise to meet Him, for His power is over the

whole universe
;
we that belong to this age shall follow, not

precede them."
' There may be difficulty in the words which I have not at

all cleared away ;
but that on the whole appears to me nearer

the sense than any exposition which assumes St. Paul to know

where he or the Thessalonians should be at some distant period

of the world's history.
'

I am not sure that I understand the passage in St. Matthew

about the bodies of the saints appearing after the resurrection.

I should not be disposed to build any inferences upon it, but I

am sure it cannot set aside the words of our Lord, which spoke

of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob as living not dead, or the evidence

of the transfiguration.'"O*

To Mr. T. Erskine, of Linlathen.

' Hamilton Villa, Weston-super-Mare, September 26, 1867.

Our good friend the Bishop of Argyll has written to me, to

say how much he should like to tell my congregation some of
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the truth, which he has learnt from God's Spirit through you,

and I have written to say how much I should desire that he

would, and that I might be one of the congregation. I do feel

very often when I am trying to tell the young men at Cam-

bridge of the conscience that is in each of them, and who is

speaking to it, how much you have taught me about that, and

how I should like to share my thoughts upon it with you. I

think I have dwelt too exclusively on the social aspect of

truth. I have been so much startled at some prevalent denials,

especially by Bain, of individual responsibilities and freedom,

that I have gone to that and made it the starting-point of my
moral instructions. At the same time I know you will, more

than ever, recognise with me the permanence and divinity of

all human relations. God, it seems to me, has made and does

make His revelation to us specially through them, though I

own, with dear Scott, the great if the subordinate worth cf the

revelation through the outer world of nature. I have been

staying by the sea with my dearest wife, who has been a great

sufferer for the last two years. She was recovering, but has

rather fallen back during the last week. She has shown me a

little of the meaning of the words which curiously link the

Apostle to ^Eschylus, e/m0€V d<£' wv Ziradev*
1

1 know, dear friend, how you have been learning in the same

school. May all the sweetness of the discoveries come to you
with the bitterness of the pain that leads to them. Many will

be better for them hereafter. My wife joins with me in most

affectionate remembrances to you.'

* "He learned by the things which he suffered.'
1 The reference to

^schylus is to a chorus in the '

Agamemnon.'

" diKa 8e rots /xev ira6ov<ri fxa6e?v eirtfipeTrei rb neWov."
'

Agamemnon,' 242.

"
Justice turns the scale

For those to whom through pain,

At last comes wisdom's gain."

Dean of Wells' Translation.

202
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To Mr. J. N. Langley.

'Hamilton Villa, Weston-super-Mare, Octobers 1867.

'
I have read with much interest in the Daily Neivs a report

of your speech on the means of attracting dissenters to the

Church.
'

I think nothing but good can come from the announce-

ment of such sentiments, though I less and less see how it is

possible to give them effect by any outward legislation, and

though I feel that any suggestions which I could offer on the

subject might only increase the confusion which we desire

to abate.
' You may be quite right that the Athanasian Creed does

not express the belief or conviction of most of those who use

it, and that it is far better for such not to trifle with words so

awful. But I wish that before it is given up, people would

make themselves masters of the sense of some of its more

common and least disputed expressions. A friend remarked

to me this autumn that an immense majority of laymen, and

he thought of clergyman also, supposed the "
will," which is

the translation of "
vult," to be a future tense. What a differ-

ence does this make in the whole construction of the docu-

ment! "Whosoever wishes or likes to be saved," from what?

Assuredly from that which is damning him—from his pride,

lust, habit of judging his neighbours, Pharisaism, falsehood,

from all that is unlike the image of God revealed in Christ.

Do you who come to church wish to be saved from these

curses which most assuredly are destroying you and will

destroy you, let your profession be what it may ;
then hold

the Catholic faith which you say that you hold. Believe in

the Name into which you are baptized, the Name in which

you and all men are living and moving and having your being.

Believe in the Infinite Charity which is surrounding and seeking

to possess you and penetrate you. Be sure that outside of

that Charity is no salvation for Papist or Protestant, Tractarian

or Unitarian. Be assured that so far as you say that this
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Charity is not compassing the universe, not seeking to bring

all into its circle, so far you contract the Catholic faith ;
so

far you deny the Trinity.
"
Oh, but that is such a strange,

unusual interpretation." Of course it is strange and unusual

to give salvation an actual force, not to take it as a mere

conventional phrase meaning nothing. Give it its force and

must it not be all this and much more than this? And if it

is taken to be all this the Creed will become exceedingly dis-

agreeable, not to those who have attacked it, but to those who
have defended it. For the truth is, we do wish or like to

damn, and we wish or like to think of God as a God of

damnation, whereas whoever wishes or likes to be saved must

believe in a God of Salvation
; that is the Name by which the

Scriptures declare Him to us, that is the Name which Christ

has revealed.
'

I saw in a Sunday newspaper the other day that Lord

Westbury and I do not believe in a hell. I cannot answer

for Lord Westbury as I have not the honour of his acquaint-

ance. I can only say for myself that the infinite horror of

hell and its nearness to us discover themselves more to me
the more I know of myself, the more I see of the Church

and of the world. It is from this hell that I fly to the Father

in Heaven, believing that out of it He seeks to deliver us,

and that it consists in whatever is contrary to His nature and

will.'

I ought, before closing this chapter, to refer more directly

to the warm kindliness and appreciation with which my father

was received at Cambridge, and to his keen enjoyment of the

sympathy so shown him. His lectures were attended almost

as largely by ladies as by men.
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CHAPTER XIX.

"
For, indeed, I am contending for that which I believe is the faith of

all simple and childlike people ;
I am trying, in blundering language, to

utter that which they embody in homely honest phrases of the heart. I

know inwardly, and God knows, how gladly I would learn of them and

be as they are ; but if that may not be, or may only be granted hereafter

as a reward of fighting with the temptations of a confused world and an

evil heart, I will at least strive that they shall not be robbed of that which

is most dear to them by a philosophical jargon
—which as it seems to me

is most unphilosophical."
—F. D. M.,

'

Epistle to the Hebre^us.'

THE PAN ANGLICAN CONFERENCE—CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE

BISHOP OF ARGYLL THE PRAYER BOOK THE CATHOLIC

FAITH FAITH THE TRUSTER DIFFERENCE AND INDIF-

FERENCE LECTURES ON NATIONAL MORALITY—RELATION

OF THE CONSCIENCE TO REVELATION AND TO MAN—THE
"

I
"

V. PSYCHOLOGY—TO THE FATHER OF A YOUNG MAN
ABOUT TO JOIN THE CHURCH OF ROME.

The " Pan-Anglican
"
Conference of Bishops had assembled

at Lambeth. Of all the bishops present at it, there can be

no doubt that the Bishop of Argyll had most of my father's

sympathies.

The Bishop has described with admirable clearness
* the

nature of certain intrigues, to which it has been necessary to

allude already, to which he strongly opposed himself as they

took their most unmistakable form at that meeting. My
father, disliking these as much as the Bishop, was very anxious

nevertheless that there should be no excuse given by any

* In "The Lambeth Encyclical." See also the 'Memoir of Bishop

liwing,' chap, xxviii.
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action of the Bishop of Argyll for what might become a

schism.

The Bishop especially dreaded one phrase that had been

used in the document that was finally put forth as the Ency-
clical Letter of the Conference. It spoke of Christ as "recon-

ciling the Father to us." It seemed to him at first in conflict

with the words "reconciling the world unto Himself." My
father had always regarded the first words (used in the 2nd

Article) as obviously gaining their force from St. Paul's words,
and therefore as in no wise implying what he as much as the

Bishop disliked in the so-called "popular" religious phrases
of the day

—the assumption that Christ's death had made some

change in the mind or temper or purposes of the immutable

God. It is on this point that the next letter turns.*

' Hamilton Villa, "Weston-super-Mare, October 6, 1867.

' My dear Bishop,

'

I have thought earnestly about the subject of your

letter, and I will try to tell you why I am very thankful that

you did not refuse to. sign the Pastoral Letter, on the grounds
which you mention, and why I hope and trust that you will

not make the second article a reason for separating from the

English Church.
'

I confess that I was not struck by the sentence or clause

of the letter to which you refer. I read it over twice without

even noticing that there was such a one. I was struck and

pained by the omission in such a document of any allusion to

the Living Word ; by the want of any recognition of the prin-

ciple which the Theologian regarded as the ground of His

theology, while there was so laborious a statement respecting
the claim of the Scriptures to a title which they so rarely claim

for themselves. But you were right, I think, in not protesting

against language which, interpreted by the articles and the

* The Spectator had complained of the Bishop's having signed the

Encyclical Pastoral because of this very phrase
"

reconciling the Father
to us." See '

Memoir,' p. 478.
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history of the Reformation, means an assertion of the Lex-

Scripta in opposition to oral traditions and ecclesiastical de-

crees
; and (interpreted by the same articles and the same

history) cannot be intended to disparage or ignore Him who
is One with the Father and the Light of Men.

' And here comes in the other point. There is no assertion,

in all our dogmatic formularies, of the Living Word, as the

root of all life and good to men, so distinct as that which is

contained in the second article. I have always turned to that

Article, occurring where it does, as the great witness for a

theology constructed not like that of Knox or the Westminster

Assembly, on the basis of the Fall, but on the basis of Redemp-
tion

;
or rather on the original constitution of men in the Only-

Begotten Son by Avhich the Redemption itself must be inter-

preted. If anyone separates the words "reconciled the Father

to us
"

from the context of the article and grafts them on

another scheme of Divinity,
—one which supposes Christ to

have suffered and been crucified, to have died and been buried,

that He might persuade the Father not to punish men, or a

certain portion of men, for their original guilt or their actual

sins,
—he simply changes the whole meaning of the language to

which we have subscribed
;
he ought to recall his subscription ;

there is the most utter and entire avoidance of that vile notion

in this Article and in every one which succeeds it. Christ has

died and been buried to take away sin, not to exempt any from

the punishment of sin. And what is sin ? Separation from

God, a breach between the creature and Him in whose image
he is made, a division between the child and the Father. In

this sense (which is the sense of the article) it is as true that

Christ reconciles the Father to us as that He reconciles us to

the Father. In His own person He destroys the barrier be-

tween us and Him, and till that is removed there can be no

Atonement; the Father may seek reconciliation with us but He
is not reconciled to us. I wish you would seriously consider

the article in this light
— not only dismissing the other notion,

but regarding the article as the most effectual protest against

it—and then I think you will see that you not only have gained
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much by inducing the bishops to refer you to this article as

the explanation and justification of their phraseology ;
but that

the article fills up that omission in the pastoral of which I

complain. Let the Bishop of Oxford speak of that as much
as he likes

;
it will be the best correction of his grand rhetoric,

which because it is rhetoric must fly to pictures of punishment
instead of proclaiming a Gospel of deliverance from sin. I

think there was a time with him, I know there was with the

Archbishop of Dublin, when a promise of deliverance from

sin looked a far higher message than the greatest assurance

of escape from punishment. I know nothing of what either

is thinking now, but I hope there are moments when they still

walk in the light of an earlier faith. For their sakes as much
as for your own, I do trust, my dear Bishop, that nothing will

deprive us of your fellowship. I believe you may be a most

important and blessed witness to all the Anglican bishops of

that true unity, in the Father and the Son, through the one

Spirit, which we might have with all, who do not choose sepa-

ration, because they would exalt their own notions or some

ecclesiastical authority into the place of God.
'

P.S.—If you should like to show this letter to the Bishop
of London [Tait], I am quite willing that you should do so.

Your "
Fragments on Unity," which I had not read when I

wrote this, illustrate, it seems to me, what I have said in it.

They speak of harmony or unity with the Father, and sin

being taken away that there may be this harmony. The mind

of perfect goodness cannot be in harmony with the mind of

a creature who has sinned (i.e. cannot be reconciled to that

creature) unless the obstacle is taken away. Of course, He
must take it away, and that is declared by the article, when

it asserts with such vehemence and distinctness that the Son

is of one substance with the Father; that His mind is the

perfect expression of His Father's mind. If the article is true,

the notion of His bringing His Father by some act of His to

change His will or purpose is heresy. I do not mean that

one should take a step to hinder men who hold that heresy

from possessing all offices and high places in the Church
;
but
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I mean that we are clearly not bound to hold it ourselves, and

may always and in all places assert the doctrine which it

contradicts.'

To Miss Williams Wynn (on the death of a sister).

'3 St. Peter's Terrace, Cambridge, December 6, 1867.

' My very dear Friend,
'
I have longed to write to you, but I have felt that I

ought to choose some calm moment for doing it, lest I should

trouble you with vain and foolish words, which are so trying in

times of sorrow.
' What you said to Georgina just before you left us, is the

truest of all words, I am sure, to remember and lay up in

our hearts. It is not death we have to think of, nor of the

separation which comes when the eyes are closed. No ; it

is Life, which we may recollect at all times is stronger

than death, and has overcome it, and will overcome it alto-

gether.
' Your sisterly bond has been so close and wonderful a one

that you have a pledge of its eternity. And if that failed as

a ground of consolation, God Himself is a surer pledge : His

life is our life. That seems to me a more sustaining thought

and hope than any which rests on our own immortality. God
has revealed Himself to us, as the Eternal Righteousness, as

the Eternal Life. In Him we have both, and there can be no

limit to either. Christ must be drawing all things to Himself

and to His Father.
'

I believe that, more than in any former time, we must

begin everything from God, and see everything terminating in

Him
;
that our hope must be in Him.

' But the belief that He has entered into fellowship with us

in the Mediator, that in Him God has reconciled us to Him-

self, and that through Him there is a way open for us into the

presence of God, seems to me a greater help and strength for

that very reason.
' The whole family in heaven and earth looks up to a Father,
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but through our elder Brother, and the Spirit in whom they are

one is given us to make us one with them.
'

I have thought of this, because it strikes me that in seasons

of great grief we especially require this assurance of a re-

conciliation, and a unity going beneath all that seems to rend

us asunder.
1
1 have been trying to speak to the young men here about

hope. I feel the need of cultivating it, the more conscious

I am of a perpetual inclination to despondency. May the

God of hope impart it more and more to you, my dear

friend.'

To the Bishop of Argyll.

'

St. Peter's Terrace, Cambridge, December 10, 1867.

1 The assumption in most men's minds is that the Prayer

Book, as such, is exclusive, and that all passages like those

your friend has quoted are splendid inconsistencies. I am

thoroughly convinced that this is not so. I came to the

Prayer Book out of a dissenting school, and it was the large-

ness and freedom of its declarations which struck me as the

great escape from their narrowness and sectarianism, from the

narrowness and sectarianism of those who, like the Unitarians,

utterly severed God from His creatures, as much as from the

pseudo-Calvinism which made Him the Saviour of the elect,

the destroyer of mankind. I believe the Catholic Faith—the

Faith in a Father who so loved the world as to give His Son

for it—in a Son, who, because He is one with the Father, and

came into the world to do the will of His Father, offered

Himself freely as a sacrifice to redeem men from sin and to

bind them to God—of a Spirit who proceeds from the Father

and the Son to bind all kindreds of men into a Divine Unity—has been underlying Christendom, expressing itself in the

Universal Baptism, in the Holy Communion, in prayers that

carried men above all their notions and dogmas. I believe

that this faith has been struggling against a huge mass of

sacerdotal and popular opinions in every age, and that there is
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in our age a wonderful gathering of Romanist and Protestant

dogmatists, of Spiritualists and Comtists, of Conservatives and

of Democrats to overthrow it. One always suspects that

every Synod in Rome or in London will aim some blow at it,

will subvert it by its own decrees. At the same time out of

Romanism and Protestantism, out of every form of philosophy,

out of every political school, there are coming forth such

witnesses of it as a real foundation upon which honest

men can stand, though the earth should be removed and the

mountains carried into the depths of the sea, as there never

have been in any previous age, and as gather the testimonies

of all previous ages into themselves. The substitution of

Dogma for God which is the characteristic tendency of Pusey
and his school as much as of Auguste Comte and his school,

is surely leading to a fearful Atheism, or to a Devil-worship ;

but to an Atheism which will evolve a more distinct pro-

clamation of the everlasting God than our fathers heard ;
to a

Devil-worship which will force men to the belief of a God of

absolute justice and love, a real Redeemer from the pit of

darkness and despair. I feel this more intensely every day,

and the more I feel it the more anxious I am that such as you
should reserve yourselves for the conflict which must come

soon, and should not put yourselves in any false position by

acknowledging that you are not now in a true position.

Theirs is the false position ;
the position which needs all new

decrees, explanations, evasions, to sustain it. If the Pharisees

(" the Party of Progress/' according to the writer on the

Talmud in the last
'

Quarterly ')
cast any man, who is sure

that Christ has opened his eyes, out of the synagogue, Christ I

believe will meet with him, and reveal Himself to him more and

more as the Son of God. That, I think, has been the case

emphatically with our honoured friend, Mr. Campbell. But

if we cast ourselves out of the synagogue, I fear lest false

prophets and false Christs should meet with us and should

draw us into their synagogue. I am sure you will have a

mouth and wisdom given you to answer your Primus if he

should ask you to abandon any truth on which you have found
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a footing, and I hope we shall have the same mouth and

wisdom to answer our Primus if he should make similar

demands on us. Till they are made, I believe our strength is,

not to sit still, but to preach the Gospel so far as we have

learnt it, and to wait for more light.
'
I do not quite feel with you about the recent appointments

in the English episcopacy. The men may be to a certain

extent dogmatists : but they are, Bishop Selwyn especially,

men with a vital strength, which I believe proceeds from the

living God, and which will not be satisfied with anything less

than the acknowledgment of Him.'

To Mr. T. Erskine, of Linlathen, to whom he had paid a visit

soon after Christmas.

'

3 St. Peter's Terrace, Cambridge, January 13, 1868.

' My Dear Friend,
'
I do indeed look back with much wonder and thank-

fulness to the intercourse with you which inaugurated the

beginning of this year for me. There is so much in the inter-

change of convictions even if one receives nothing fresh
; but

you gave me what was the quickening and renewal of thought
and life, that had been in me doubtless, but that were not

clearly or consciously in me, so that I felt you to be truly an

instrument of the Spirit doing and fulfilling His work.
'
I have especially recurred to all that you said about Faith.

It seems to me that all my teaching here ought to be affected

by it. I cannot help perceiving that we have been trying to

build social life and personal life upon distrust and suspicion

of each other, and of God ; and that the human r)6o<s is, as

you said, that of trust ;
the man, the Divine Man being the

Truster Himself and the source of Trust in all the race. I

quite feel with you that Christ's trust in the Father is the sign

and witness of His divine nature, that which corresponds and

shows forth the righteousness of God, that which is the basis

of righteousness for man. And I cannot doubt that in Him
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God justified the trust of every man, Jew and Gentile, since

the foundation of the world, and pronounced sentence upon
all the distrust and self-exaltation of every Jew and Gentile.

All polities and societies grew up, I conceive, through the

trust of men in each other and through trust in some one

whom they could not see and could not name, but who, they

felt, was not far from any one of them. And, as clearly and

obviously, all polities and societies perished through distrust

of the members in each other, and through distrust of their

Father in Heaven
; through the establishment of some dark

power to be dreaded and hated, not trusted, in His place.

The Revelation of the Father, by the Son, as well as of the

Son by the Father, was in truth that which men in all different

ways, in their social acts and theories as much as in what

would be called their religious acts and theories, had been

showing that they needed. Christ came, in the fulness of the

time, to bring to light the mystery that had been about all

ages and generations though hidden from all. And in all ages

since, the trust of men in every work they have engaged in, as

thinkers, discoverers, martyrs, has had no other root than that

faith of Jesus Christ, that confidence of Him in His Father

which sustained Him in life and death, and to which he

appealed in every leper and blind and palsied man as well as

in every one whom he raised from the tomb. That I under-

stood to be your meaning, and my conscience thoroughly

responded to it. I wish I had read more of your book [on the

Epistle to the Romans] and talked more about it with you.

The part I read interested me deeply. And I think when you
come to the 3rd chapter of which you speak, you will be able

to show how much its sense has been perverted by the effort

to make out a charge of universal depravity from it as the

reason for the necessity offaith ; whereas, if I read him right, he

is teaching us that the Psalmist found among the Jews of his

age—those Jews who were in the Covenant, and had every

call to exercise faith—an utter want of it, and therefore great

moral corruption.
" What the law speaks it speaks to those

who are under the law"—the Jew is proved to have no better
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standing ground in himself or in his national privileges than

another man, that he and all might know that they have a

standing ground in God's righteousness; that no trust in

that can be wrong or can fail.
" All are concluded under

sin," are found to be sinners in themselves that they might
be all righteous in God

;
that they might, Gentiles as well

as Jews, believe that Christ had been manifested for their

justification. Justification by faith is surely a most whole-

some and complete doctrine when it means faith in a Justifier,

in one who is righteous, and who makes righteous ;
but is it

not a pestilent doctrine if it means that we are justified by
faith in our difference from those who are not justified ? That

is the very faith which St. Paul is tearing to pieces as the

essential unbelief.
'

I am afraid I have tried your eyes too long ;
but I could

not forbear to thank you for your most kind and loving note.'

To a Son.

'

Cambridge, Saturday, 1868.
- My dearest E.,

'

. . . I dread, for all, ///difference, not difference from

me. God is guiding this age and the persons in it by ways
that I know not. I believe and hope that those who are

following us will be far more deep and earnest believers in

Him than we have been, will be far more under the dominion

of His Spirit of Truth. When they fancy they are throwing
off a yoke, I think they are sometimes putting on a new yoke ;

but I don't the less believe that they are on their way to

deliverance
;

that they will receive much [of] what we have

lost as well as come into a land of promise that we can only
see afar off. We may be of a little use while we remain here

in giving some warnings, derived from the experience of our

own blunders, but if we try to compel any merely to walk in

our steps we show distrust and not faith—God has guided us

in spite of our vanity and wilfulness, and He will guide you.

Our guidance is good for very little except as it points to

that . . .'
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To Miss Williams Wynn.

'3 St. Peter's Terrace, Cambridge, February 17, 1868.

' My dear Friend,
' Your very kind letter to Georgina of this morning

must, I am grieved to say, be answered by another hand than

hers. She has had threatenings of rheumatic gout for many

days, and now she is fixed to her bed by sciatica. She sends

you her dearest love, and begs me to tell you how fully she had

intended to write to you all last week. She has been making
herself unnecessarily anxious about me, merely because I have

yielded to the doctor's wishes, and for a time given up duty in

London. But I am, as she allows, and bids me tell you, very

much better for the holiday, and quite equal to the modicum

of work I have allowed myself here. I find that both lectures

and sermons take more out of me than they did
;
but I think

it is better they should. They are less of intellectual exercises,

and more parts of my life, than they were in earlier days.

Those lectures which I am now delivering on National

Morality, seem to me more personal, more like confessions,

than anything I ever wrote.

'

I wish, my dear friend, you could have given me more

cheering news about yourself, more cheering to us I mean, for

you will find hidden springs of life which no one knows of but

the heart to which they are opened.
' That the Kingdom of Heaven is within us, not through

some effort of ours to believe in it, but because it has always

been—when we knew it and dreamed of it least—I am more

and more convinced. When our Lord said,
"

it is at hand,"

He surely meant this. He came that He might make us

know where it is, and might turn us to it from all the things

that have kept us from it, and yet have been illuminated by

it. In one way or another, I fancy we are all taught, or to

be taught this lesson. Pain, I doubt not, of which I have

known nothing, is one of the great books out of which it

is gathered ;
but different methods are chosen by the School-
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master. I cannot believe that He will fail with any at last ;

if the work was in any other hands it might be wasted ;

but His will must surely be done, however long it may be

resisted.'

To Miss Williams Wynn.
'
11 Princes Street, Cavendish Square, March 4, 1868.

' My dear Friend,
'

I was more pleased than I can tell you by what you
said of my Hope sermons. I knew you would think far too

well of them, but yet the comfort of hearing that you had
found any good in them was very great. In my inmost heart

I am thankful for not having received all the flattery which my
evil nature would have relished much

;
but the sympathy of

dear friends is increasingly and intensely valuable to me. I

wish I gave them as much proof of it, as I receive from them.

The s are exceedingly good, and fight hard, I am sure,

against the inclination to feed on their sorrows.
' You must know much of that struggle, dear friend, more

than I can guess ;
and I am sure God's grace enables you to

maintain it amidst all difficulties.

' You will have wondered, with the rest of the world, at the

final fulfilment of all the ' Vivian Grey
'

prediction in Disraeli's

premiership. It is a very curious, some will think a rather

portentous, sign of the triumph of mere talent and determina-

tion to rise. What will be the fruit of it, as to measures, I

suppose no one can conjecture. The ethical marvel is quite

enough to ponder over.

'

I meet with very few people who do not expect the Irish

Establishment to fall
;

but how, and what is to replace it,

as few seem able to predict. I expressed a conviction that it

was doomed, in a recent number of the '

Contemporary.' The

Dean of Cork, [Magee, at present (1883) Bishop of Peter-

borough,] I hear, has answered, this month, with great abihtv

and courtesy.
'

I do hope you have had the enjoyment of a visit from Mrs.

Gaskell. I suppose by this time she will have left you.'

vol. 11. 2 p
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To Mr. T. Erskine, of Linlathen.

'20 Queen Anne Street, London, July 23, 1868.

' My dear Friend,

'

I have wished much that you should read some lectures

which I have written,
' On the Conscience.' They approach

from the opposite side that great question which you approach

in your Commentary on the Romans from the Divine side.

The righteousness of God speaks, as I think and you think,

in Christ directly to that in each man which God has created

to recognise His voice. It seems to me that the conscience

with its mysterious duplicity is the very self in each man
;
that

which is feeling after God if haply it may find him, that which,

if it does not find him, must sink into selfishness and brutality

and make gods after its own likeness. That is the state which

I find described so wonderfully in the first chapter of the

Epistle. All the rest of it developes, it seems to me, most

clearly and delicately the twofold principle of the conscience

till the crisis of its agony and of its deliverance is reached in

the seventh chapter. I have not alluded to the Epistle in my
lectures. Nor do I think that any commentary upon it ought
to treat the conscience as St. Paul's primary subject. The
manifestation of righteousness as you have set it forth, in

connection with the Union of the Father and the Son, is

undoubtedly that which has first to be exhibited. But I have

been so much impressed with the truth of St. Paul's statement

when it is looked at as a lesson in moral and human philo-

sophy, that I could not but speak of it to you. My endeavour

has been to get rid of what is called psychology and to bring

each of my students to say, The conscience is not a part of

my soul, but is I myself. Parting with it, I lose not like

Chamisso's hero my shadow, but the substance from which

my shadow is cast.'
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To Miss Williams Wynn.

'3 St. Peter's Terrace, Cambridge, July 29, 1868.

1 My dear Friend,
'
I have just returned from a week of excessive heat

and noise in a London lodging, and I hope soon to take

Georgina to the sea, whether on the east, north or Welsh

coast we have not yet decided. I am glad, my dear friend,

that you have been able to bear up under this atmosphere,
which seems to have been nearly as oppressive in Switzerland

as with us. I want to speak with you on many subjects which

interest me deeply. I cannot say that I am very much inte-

rested in the shufflings of the political cards, but there are

profound principles at the heart of our endless agitations which

must work out mighty results. The most earnest unbelief of

the day is surely a protest against the unbelief to which the

Church has yielded. I am sometimes staggered with the

Atheism which there is in oneself, and which seems as if it

came out in our most religious words and acts. And then

again I feel assured that there will be a manifestation of the

spirit of Truth and Unity in conflict with the unclean spirits

that contradict and divide, such as there has not been since

the days of the Apostles. You will be struck and interested

by an article by Westcott in the '

Contemporary
' on the

Christian aspects of Comtism. I have great sympathy with

the feeling in which the article is written, but I am more

anxious to assert how much the Comtist plea, for a more

sound international morality than clergymen have advocated,

necessitates the acknowledgment of such a Father of the whole

Family as Christ revealed, of such a Redeemer and centre of

Humanity as He is. It seems to me that Englishmen are

more likely to be led back into faith by the political road than

by the German metaphysical road
; though that may be suit-

able to some minds. I have been printing some lectures on

the Conscience, which I should like to send you as soon

as they are published. They express part of my convictions,

and though they are very incomplete, it is a part which I have

2 p 2
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felt it specially needful to utter at this time. How I shall

delight if we are allowed to meet again this winter !

'

To a Friend whose mother was dying.

'

3 Marine Terrace, Tenby, September 6, 1868.

My dear Friend,
'

I have just heard from of your deep and increas-

ing anxiety about your mother. It is sad to think how little

one can help at such times
;

I often envy the physician who

can at least suggest and soothe. But I must tell you that we

have not forgotten you and all your kind sympathy with us

in days of joy and sorrow. And the older one grows the more,

I think, one understands the worth of that kind of communion

which there is between a mother and a son ;
how much other

intercourse has grown out of that, and wants something which

belongs to it. But it can never cease—I am sure of that, little

as I may be, or ever deserve to be, conscious of any special

communications from those whose hands I once pressed. The

inward influences and illuminations which come to us through

those who have loved us, are deeper than any that we can

realise; they penetrate all our life and assure us that there

must be a fountain of Life and Love, from which they and we

are continually receiving strength to bear and to hope.'

To the same Friend after his mother's death.

'3 Marine Terrace, Tenby, September 15, 1868.

1 My dear Friend,
' Dr. Dyster showed me your note. The thought that

the battle is over and the victory won does not make your
desolation less. I can partly conceive from your letter and

from what I know of you how great it must be. It is thus,

I believe, we are taught who the Comforter is and what His

might over our spirit is. I believe, my dear friend, there is

much work for you still to do. I have felt at sixty-three as
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if mine might be just beginning. It may, for aught I can tell,

be just ending here, and yet I am not mistaken in the other

conviction. There has been a thought pursuing me ever since

I was a child which I seem just, for the first time, to be appre-

hending. And is it not so with us all ? Has not each one a

vocation which God by degrees makes him aware of? Through
strange ways He leads us, and there are certain crises in our

lives when we know that He has been leading us, and, in some
faint degree, whither we are bound. I am sure that the gifts

which He has bestowed on you, and the earnestness to use them,
will be more than ever brought forth and manifested through
the sorrow which now overwhelms you.'

To One whose Son was inclining to join the Church of

Rome.

'3 Marine Terrace, Tenby, September 15, 1868.

' Your interesting letter only reached me last night, having
travelled from London to Cambridge, where I am now living,

and thence to this place, where I am spending a few weeks

for Mrs. Maurice's health. But for this cause you may be

sure that I should not have delayed to thank you for your kind

confidence in me, and to try
—

though with a deep sense of my
inadequacy to treat those diseases of the spirit which I am

encountering continually
—if I could say anything which might

help you or your son.
' His statement of the case for Protestantism and of that

for Romanism shows that his mind is argumentative and

logical, and (I should say) that he has read quite as much as

is good for him in support of the Anti-Papal side. I am much

more afraid of the effect which may be produced on any thought-

ful and sceptical man by the defenders of the Protestant position

than by its assailants. And this not because I have the least

doubt that we have a firm and impregnable ground to stand

upon, if we will claim it, but because we are so, much inclined

to rest upon negations, and to trust in the skill with which we

can maintain them.
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' Your son thinks—Protestant and Romanist disputants alike

teach him to think—that what he wants is some security for

his opinions. "Can you obtain," the Romanists say to him,

"any tolerable certainty for right belief unless you have an

infallible dictator as to what you should believe?" "Yes,"

replies the opponent.
" If I read the Scriptures and pray, I

can get at least a fair probability of going right or not very

wrong." Now I would venture to ask,
" Does either the

Church suppose that it speaks orally, by St. Peter and his

successors
;
or does the Bible set this problem before me ?

"

One as little as the other. The Church preaches to me in

its creeds a Gospel of a Son of God and a Son of Man, the

Head and Lord of every man, in whom I may believe and

trust, who is the Deliverer from death and the grave and hell,

to whom I may commit my body and soul and spirit, who has

come from the Father of the whole Family in Heaven and

earth, who is with me for ever, who gives us His Spirit that

He may make us members of His family, sharers of His nature.

Is not that the "oral" teaching? If not, the Romanist is at

issue with his own creeds. If he puts any person between us

and the Son of God and the Son of Man, if he says that

the Son of God and the Son of Man is not the Head of

every man, and that He is not calling every man to trust in

Him for life and death—he is at war, not with Protestantism,

but with the message of St. Peter, and I presume of the suc-

cessors of St. Peter if they call themselves Vicars or Ministers

of Christ. On the other hand, if the Protestant puts the Bible

between human beings and the Son of Man
;

if he bids any
human being engage in a long train of Biblical study or com-

parison of arguments respecting texts of Scripture before he

believes in Christ as his Prince and Deliverer, he sets at naught
the Bible, he makes it a dead, nay, a killing letter.

' To a man in the business and work of the world like your

son, the message of an actual Lord and Friend and Helper
is worth all the opinions that were ever held and all the

debates that were ever debated by all the Protestants and

Romanists in the world. And what a bond that faith is be-
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tween them! What need is there to decide if four-fifths are

Romanists and one-fifth Protestants
;

if it be indeed true, as

they both profess to hold, that Jew, Greek, Barbarian, Scythian,

bond and free are all one in Christ ?

'Your son knows, doubtless, how people who disbelieve in

Christianity are talking of Humanity, are making that an object

of worship. He will find, I think, that the old faith of Roman-

ists and Protestants in a Son of God, who has exhibited the

perfect image of God in a perfect Humanity, is the satisfaction

of these longings. Christ is now as He was before He came

in the flesh the desire of nations. When Romanists and Pro-

testants understand this, they will cease to wrangle about

opinions. The first will feel that there is another and higher

centre than any Latin Bishop to whom they may turn
; higher,

and yet how much nearer, how much more capable of under-

standing each one of us as well as of binding us all into one.

The other will protest against the authority of the Latin Bishop,

only because he hides Christ from those to whom He has united

Himself, and therefore will be aware of his own tendency, to

make the books of the Bible, or his notions about the Bible,

into barriers of the same kind.
' Your son thinks that the mistakes and blunders into which

we have fallen are reasons for doubting the promise of Christ

that His Spirit shall guide us into all truth. I can say, after

sixty-three years of mistakes and blunders, that I cling to that

promise all the more confidently on account of them
;
that I

believe they have been instruments, in God's hands, of giving

me glimpses of the Truth, that I have the certainty that there

is One who is absolute Truth. During the threescore years

and ten of our earthly pilgrimage, we are just spelling out our

primers. Through ages upon ages the divine lessons will be

unfolding themselves. To own the height and depth, the

length and breadth, of the love which is revealing itself in all

God's works and ways, to trace it in a few of its manifestations

towards human beings, is better work than to discuss any

opinions. So best we learn what opinions have meant to

those who have striven about them most earnestly.'
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CHAPTER XX.

" No man in this world has a right to all his rights ;
that is the

paradox which states our truth. It often seems as if the highest and pro-

foundest truths could not be stated except in paradox.
' If one is always

claiming his rights,' says a German writer, 'the world is like a hell.' . . .

Only we must remember that the beauty of [surrender of right] is in its

voluntariness, and that to make such relinquishment obligatory, either by
statute law or social edict, is to rob it of its essential character."—Phillips

Brooks.

LETTERS TO THE ' DAILY NEWS ' ON CHURCH AND STATE VIEW

OF THE DISTINCTION BETWEEN THEM SPIRIT AND LAW
LIFE IN DEATH—ON GUIZOT's ' LIVES OF LOUIS IX. AND

CALVIN
'

DEFINITIONS OF A SACRAMENT DESTRUCTIVE OF

ITS ESSENCE THE ASCENSION AS THE DESTRUCTION OF

PRIESTCRAFT ON THE DANGER OF COMPETITIVE EXAMINA-

TIONS RESIGNS, FROM ILL-HEALTH, ST. PETER'S, VERE

STREET THE GATHERING TO THE FINAL COMMUNION USE

OF " REVELATION "
IN THE NEW TESTAMENT—FEMALE SUF-

FRAGE DEAN STANLEY, F. D. M., AND THE BROAD CHURCH-

MEN—mr. Leslie Stephen's article brings the re-

lations OF THESE TO AN ISSUE F. D. M.'s RELATION TO

SCIENCE AND SCIENTIFIC AGNOSTICISM.

In the course of September 1868 my father wrote a series of

letters to the Daily News, eight in all, on the subject of
" Church and State." It was the period preparatory to the

election of the new Parliament which was to decide on the

fate of the Irish Church. The letters were occasioned by a

notice in the Daily News of a sermon by the Bishop of

Gloucester and Bristol [Ellicott], in which notice the writer

had spoken of the Erastian tenets (i.e. the belief in the claims

of the State to select and determine all things in relation to
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religious matters) "which certain able divines and laymen in

the English Church have adopted and are vigorously defend-

ing." Of these my father says,
"
Regarding with intense

horror the ecclesiastical tyranny which may creep in—which

is creeping in—upon us under the name of religious liberty,

I regard also with extreme dislike the Erastian doctrines

which are creating a reaction in favour of it. Believing a

union of Church and State to be implied in the existence of

each, and to be necessary for the protection of moral freedom,

I see equal dangers in the disposition of Churchmen to make
the Church into a powerful and domineering State, and of

statesmen to make themselves dictators in the Church. History

I think contains warnings as terrible against one as against the

other assumption."

He then traces the history of Church and State in order to

maintain that the notion of their separate existence and of

their entering into a bargain with one another is an idle fable.

" What I mean/' he says,
"
by the Union of Church and

State is the co-operation of spirit with law
;
the abandonment

of the attempt to put one for the other, or to dispense with

either." Throughout the history he is studying the purpose of

a God who " uses different and opposite instruments in the

education of a land"—Becket and Henry II., More and Henry
VIII. He shows that historically the "

sacrilege
"
of which

Henry VIII. was guilty was not the diversion from "religious"

to "
secular

"
uses of the property of the monks, seeing that

not only is this distinction between religious and "
secular

"

one which denies to God the greater part of His universe, but

that the transcription of manuscripts of classical authors, etc.,

though some of the most valuable work done by the monks,

can, under no method of division, be called "
religious." He

declares that the sacrilege
—the sin against God—lay in the

robbery by private nobles and their families of that which was

devoted to the service of the nation. In the course of the

letters he, on these principles, touches on the questions of the

Irish Church, education, laws of property, and all the other

points on which the several principles of law and spirit come
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into contact or apparent collision. Always the principle on

which he bases his plea is
" that the State is not what Church-

men and statesmen of different schools have declared it to be
—a vulgar earthly institution, which might do the dirty work

of the Church, paying its ministers, persecuting its foes, or

determining its teachings, but a sacred and divine institution

bearing a witness for law and justice which the Church under

no condition has borne or can bear." Of the Church, on the

other hand, he always speaks as
" a human and divine polity

"

to which man as man belongs, which concerns the relation of

his spirit to a universal and uniting Spirit. Each he believes

to be necessary to the right action of the other. He maintains

that all
"

sect
"

teaching is essentially secular, whether it be

the teaching of the party arguments of Churchmen against

dissenters, or of dissenters against Churchmen—the one thing

that in such teaching disappears, being the principle
"
that

children are spiritual creatures, growing up amidst spiritual

foes, under a spiritual guidance," which is the principle of the

Church Catechism, so that in teaching children, from Bible

texts, glib proofs of barren religious formulae, the clergy sin

against light, whatever dissenters may do.

He maintains that while the State, as the assertor of law,

ought always to be by its very nature conservative of property,

careful of individual rights, the Church, on the other hand, is

bound to be its nature "
communistic," bound to say to every

man,
" What you have is not your own. You are only trusted

with it that you may do with it what it is right that you should

do."* He believed that the Irish Church was an effort like that

under the Stuarts to enforce Episcopacy upon Scotland
;
an

effort of the State to impose a Church—therefore its two

centuries had been a history of failure, and, as it had as a

matter of fact failed to be a national Church, it must fall
j

to

rise again renewed and invigorated by the change.

*
It will be interesting to compare with this the letter to Mr. Ludlow

on p. 8 of this vol., at the beginning of the Christian Socialist movement.
The identity of thought is noteworthy.
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To Dr. Dyster.

'4 German Place, Brighton, January 18, 1869.

' My dear Friend,

'A sister whom I lost at an earlier age than that to

which your dear child's stay on earth was prolonged, used to

dwell with especial fervour on the words—"
I came that they

might have life, and have it more abundantly." It always

seemed to me when I was looking on Miss Hennell's face as if

that promise had been fulfilled to her here, and would be

fulfilled to her when she was seen no more. Her face ex-

pressed such richness of life, and gave such a pledge that the

life must be poured into her more abundantly. Of every

Christian death-bed the poet's sentence must be true :

" Death

itself there dies
;

"
but there are some in which it is more

manifestly, palpably true.

' The loss of the look and the voice is nevertheless greater to

those who have been continually receiving the blessing of both,

than any one can measure
;
no memory or hope, I imagine,

can abate it
; they may make the sense of it keener. But it is

surely life, Christ's own Life, which she was thirsting for, and

which must bind her more closely to those whom she loved

upon earth, however little they may be able to apprehend their

union to her.

'

I always say to myself when the question presents itself,

shall we recognise each other hereafter? Ah, how little we
have recognised each other here ! May not that be the first

great step in recognition ? I hope and trust that a number of

hindrances to recognition and sympathy will be taken away,
and that those who have had most of the taste of love will find

that it is only the foretaste
;
that as it had its first seed, so it

has its full fruit in the Kingdom of God.
'

Will you give my kindest remembrances to all the mourning

circle, and the tender love of my wife and myself to the sister,

whom we must always regard as a part of her. Perhaps some

day she will let us know more of her.
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' Thank you deeply for all your kind words to me and your

kind invitation. I have no pretence for regarding myself as

ill ; those who have had the pain you have known would smile

if they could understand how little right I have to the name

of invalid. Only having had rude health for sixty-three years,

the sense of any incapacity for work seems strange and like a

note of breaking up.
'
I am afraid sometimes that I only feign, to get a new

proof
—

having thousands already
—how loving my friends

are.'

To Miss Mar/in (returning thanks for a translation of Guizots

Lives of Louis LX. and Calvin).

'
1 South Parade, Bath, March 25, 1869.

'

I thank you most gratefully for your present of the entire

volume, which I had before received from you in detachments.

It will be very valuable to me for your sake, and as a specimen

of what may be done with a French classic by a masterly

translator.

'
Is that the way to speak of a book written by such a man

as Guizot ? You may blame me much, but I confess the chief

worth of it to me is that which your kindness and your labour

invests it with. The plan of combining the two lives as

specimens of different forms of French spiritual life seems to

me excellent
;
and M. Guizot's appreciation of them as such

specimens must be very instructive to foreigners. But it seems

to me that chapters vi. and vii. of the Life of Calvin—which are,

I suppose the most elaborate in the book, and will be accepted

as most successfully representing the philosophy of the nine-

teenth century —are fatal evidences against the writer's capacity

for estimating either the hero of the thirteenth century or of

the sixteenth
; or of showing us what a knight or a reformer in

our day must be if he is to make the next generation better

than this. The grandeur and the usefulness of both Louis IX.

and Calvin arose, it seems to me, from their setting God before

them as the ground of their existence and their work. Belief
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in a righteous God made Louis a righteous king. It might
be an imperfect apprehension of God's righteousness which

made him a crusader
;
but the thought of his heart was that

the true God was fighting against a false god whom the

Islamites had set up. Belief in God as the ground of all

salvation was the power by which Calvin contended with belief

in a Church which could make a God and could save from

God. That he narrowed the purpose of God and denied

His will to save mankind, made Him an imperfect witness

against the worshippers of false gods ; ultimately produced,
in His own community, that worship of a God of Damnation,

against which this age revolts. But to make the deliverance

from that terrible mischief a denial that God is to be first in

our thoughts
—to substitute a theory of human free-will for a

theory of Divine predestination
—to say that because we

cannot conceive God, He cannot make us know what He is

and what His purpose to our race is— I must deem the most

grievous of all possible mistakes. I cannot break the chains of

Romanism or of Calvinism from my own neck, each in turn

binds itself so fast to different convictions of my heart, to different

testimonies of my understanding, unless I can inwardly believe

that God has manifested Himself in His Son, as the Deliverer

of Mankind, as able and willing to regenerate every human
will by His Spirit. Unless we are baptized with a fire, like

that which burnt in St. Louis and in Calvin, I do not think the

Church or the age will ever shake off the external trammels

which held fast one or the other. Philosophy utterly fails

before the zeal and passion that were in each
;

it can only talk

about them and pay them compliments and say that they do

not belong to our time. It cannot show what our time has to

do that it may not sink into a far lower state than that of

Mediaeval Christendom or of the Genevan society which Calvin

governed.
' Should not a Sunday library, if it is to show wherein

Sunday differs from a mere Saint's Day, be a witness for God,

not for the impossibility of knowing what He means and for

the necessity of only taking account of human virtues or
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graces ? Oh, if you knew what bitter charges I bring against

myself for failure in bearing this witness, you would not think

I was finding fault with any others except because I believe

they might do well what I have done ill !

'

To the Bishop of Argyll
'

Cambridge, June 3, 1869.
' My dear Bishop,

'

I have never read any writings of Hutton's which

would lead me to suspect him of any Romanist conceptions

about the Eucharist. When any of us try to conceive a

Sacrament we do, [in
the admirable language of our article,

"
destroy the nature of it." The idea of a Sacrament must

involve a paradox
—the paradox of theology, the paradox of our

human life. To bring it under the terms of a definition, to

set it forth as a formula, is simply to take the Sacramental

essence out of it. Protestants perform this process of Tran-

substantiation as much as Romanists. And there are times

when the consciousness of the contradiction becomes so strong

in our mind, when we are so disgusted with our intellectual

experiments, that we plunge back into sensualism as the only

possible escape from notions which we feel to be cold and

dreary, and which we suspect are untenable. The bread and

wine, are they not actual food ? are they not better than mere

theories ? But surely they cannot be only bread and wine if

they are better. What else ? There, no doubt, is all Romanism
close at hand. And then there must be a new theory to ex-

plain the difference between these elements and all others^

What or who has descended into them ? Who brought about

the change ? Who, but the priest and his wonderful in-

vocation ? It is true, as you say, that these thoughts connect

themselves with the belief of the Incarnation ; that is to say,

with the belief of Christ's descent into flesh and mortal

condition, severed from the belief of His ascent into the glory

which He had with the Father before all worlds. Restore

that belief to the Church, which has nearly departed from it,

and all dream that priestly intercession brings Christ back into
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these more than earthly limitations becomes hateful
;

the

Eucharist, the communion with Christ where He is, with the

Son of Man as the Head of humanity, as the perfect Image of

the Father, scatters that dream far more effectually than all

arguments. In fact, no arguments can scatter it, till we

labour, instead of denning the Eucharist, to give it an honour

which it has never had. Till we accept it as the very organon
of scientific theology and of social life, we shall never get rid

of the abuse which has clung to it. Nay, it will still continue

to be the symbol of all the divisions of Christendom, when it is

meant to be the expression of our unity.'

' Middleton Lodge, Richmond, Yorkshire, September 22, 1869.

' My dear Kingsley,

1
1 see that you are to preside at the Educational

Section of the Social Science Meeting at Bristol. I wish I

could be there for many reasons
;

I have great affection for

the place and for many of those that dwell in it. And I think

your section especially has done much good, and may do much
more.

' One subject is much on my mind, which I should have

tried to speak of if I had been with you ; perhaps you will

introduce it or tempt some other person to do so. I do not

know any man who has seriously thought of our present

examination system who does not feel that it is undermining
the physical, intellectual, and moral life of young men, and

that it may do this with even more terrible effect for girls,

if they are admitted, as of course they should be, to all the

privileges of the other sex. You must be aware of all the

degrading talk, about what will pay in an examination, which

is heard at the Universities. You must know well that noble

intellects, which crave for a free culture, are dwarfed by the

notion that what they have read and thought is not to be

tested and ascertained by the questions of wiser men, but that

they are to read and think simply with a view to the questions.

You know how parents and physicians alike groan over the
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loss of physical energy, and the shattering of the nerves, which

they see in young men who have either succeeded or failed in

their trials. And what is the reward ? A writer in the

Cambridge University Gazette, who possesses considerable ex-

perience, declared the other day that he could not get men to

take any interest in Shakespeare unless there was a competitive

examination in him, with a Tripos list ! It is to this state of

things that we are coming.
' And for the girls ! Will any of the accomplished medical

men, in the city where Beddoes preached so grandly sixty

years ago about the tortures of female schools, justify the use

of these racks for the limbs of daughters as well as sons ? As

far as they have yet gone, I believe the examinations, to

which they have been submitted, have been merely honest

tests of what they know without the straining of competition.

That I am satisfied will be the case at Cambridge while Mr.

Markby conducts the arrangements of them. But I do tremble

lest the desire for equality should lead to their being equalled

with us in fate more than in renown. I am rejoiced indeed to

find that Miss Wolstenholme, in her excellent essay on the

education of girls, demands guidance chiefly as to the way of

learning and teaching, a guidance which, as she well observes,

may be obtained from lectures by experienced men—-which I

hope she does not expect from competitive examinations.
' The disease is becoming a very serious one. I can get no

one to think of it seriously enough, or to suggest any remedy.
So it goes on increasing, people deciding generally with a

shrug that it is a necessary evil ! I believe the Social Science

Association exists to fight against necessary evils. May I

press this one upon its members ? Some of them may see

their way about it far more clearly than I see mine. If

you will only bring it under their notice I am sure you will

do good. I prefer writing a letter to elaborating a formal

essay ;
but I cannot say how much the matter presses on my

conscience.'

In the beginning of October, 1869, my father resigned the
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chapel of Vere Street. Dr. Radcliffe, who had for some years

attended him—refusing all fees—had insisted upon his giving

up either Vere Street or Cambridge, hoping that he would

decide to live altogether in London again. He chose, however,

to remain altogether at Cambridge.

To Mr. Drake.

'4 vSt. Peter's Terrace, Cambridge, October n, 1869.

[After mentioning that he has resigned the living at Vere

Street]
'

I have had such loving and kind friends there that I

feel much the parting. But I believe at present Cambridge is

the place for me. There also I have met with toleration and

affection such as I could not have dreamed of. If I could

only show my thankfulness for it by doing my Master's work

a little more faithfully !'

On November 7th, 1869, he preached his farewell sermon.

People had come up from all parts of the country to hear him.

The church was crammed throughout. Numbers remained

standing through all the service. There appears to have

been no record kept of the Communion attendance, but, I

understand, there were 330 who remained for it. He startled

his hearers by choosing the text,
" Plead thou my cause, O

Lord, with them that strive with me, and fight thou against

them that fight against me." To many who were present the

words as he read them conveyed the sense of an appeal against

those who throughout his life had misunderstood, or opposed
him. The thought had not crossed his mind. It was an

appeal to David's God as the trusty friend of man, three

thousand years ago, against the common enemies of man
;
an

appeal to the God revealed by Christ as more to be trusted as

the friend of man than He was known to David to be.

"
I have abstained—habitually, deliberately, abstained from

speaking of Him as a mere Sovereign Power who treats evil as

something which is contrary to His decrees, and therefore

which, being omnipotent, He can punish. Against that con-

vol. 11. 2 Q
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ception of Him and His ways, I have been sure that I was

called to struggle whenever I was speaking to you—whenever

I was alone in my chamber. I repent of having struggled

against it so feebly, of not having lifted up my voice against

it more constantly in season and out of season." "
It is not a

safe thing, my friends, whatever we may be told, to tempt men

into thinking of God as their enemy ;
it is a safe thing, at all

times and in all places, among all people, to say He is for you,

whoever may be against you. He will plead your cause. He
will fight with those that rise up against you."

"
Among all people. And therefore I have not ventured,

although I have felt the temptation as much as any one could,

to draw a line between one class of men and another, to call

those on this side of the line righteous or believers, those on

the other side of the line unrighteous or unbelievers. I have

not ventured to do it because then I must have assumed that

there was some one who might say
' Plead thou my cause, oh,

my God,' and some one who could not say it
;
some one who

had earned a right to ask that his enemies might be fought

against, some one who had no such right. And I know who

that some one must be. / must take my portion with the

unrighteous and unbelievers
;

for I am conscious of an un-

righteousness and an unbelief in myself which I cannot be

conscious of in another. Those are my foes. If I have courage

to pray that God would fight against them in me, I must

believe that He will fight against them in you. I must exhort

every man to believe that, and at every moment, in every

struggle with any impulse or passion which is overmastering

him, to act as if he believed it."

There are in the sermon, in which he sums up the preaching

of his life, several passages which were felt at the time by those

who knew him to be strangely touching ;
which perhaps may

be so now to any one who realises what the nature of his

influence had been. Neither among his immediate friends, nor

as far as can be known in that Vere Street congregation, was

there one, who did not widely differ from him, on some point

of thought and opinion, on which he felt very strongly. His
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anxious desires not to become a party leader, not "
to form a

party which should inscribe
' no party

' on its banners," had

been so far entirely fulfilled. But this particular form of it had

been the less difficult of fulfilment, that, though those who
were attached to him and were in many ways influenced by
him belonged to every kind and shape and form of party in

Church and State, yet all or almost all belonged to some party

or other, and many if not most were vigorous partisans.

There were strong Conservatives, there were most determined

Radicals, there were resolutely partisan Whigs, all of whom
could be named as regular attendants at Vere Street, or in

other ways specially attached to him. So too there were men
and women essentially High Church partisans ; many in a

negative sense, as against High Churchmen, strong Low
Churchmen

; and, in and out of Vere Street, there were not a

few, who, professing attachment to his name, yet dubbed them-

selves habitually by the title, the most offensive to him of all,

because most nearly designating the new party he dreaded—
Broad Church. There were some, who, professing specially to

understand him, called him by that name, though it represented

the denial of all for which he had striven in life. He did not,

in the sermon, bate a jot or tittle of his assertion of " the Com-
munion of the Body and Blood of Christ, as the great witness

against Sectarianism." He asserted for himself as his business

to try to show " that the Church exists for the whole land
;

that it may comprise all varieties of opinion, but can never

stand upon opinions ; that it is the Church of the living God ;"

but he goes on, "I know that numbers of men, in all parties

and schools, are practically bearing that testimony much better

than I have borne it
;
that they are giving daily proofs of their

zeal for the whole society and for its individual members,
which I have not given. Still, I think, it may be good, here

and there, to have a man who holds himself more aloof from

every school and party, than it is perhaps possible or right for

most to do, not because he wishes to see the faith of any one

of them crushed or weakened, but because he believes there is

a stronger faith, which they all profess, and which their hos-

2 Q 2
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tilities are undermining. I feel keenly how difficult it is to

maintain this ground without an appearance of arrogance, as

if I had discovered some better and higher principle than my
neighbours, or were more consistent with the one which they

acknowledge, than they are. I hope you, who know me, will

believe that that is not what I mean. But this appearance of

presumption may produce a separation from those with whom
I ought to work, through my fault, not theirs, which is real.

Such a separation must enfeeble all the words which I speak

on behalf of unity, and therefore it is one of the signs which

show me that henceforth some other voice may teach you
better than mine."

To Mrs. Lindesay.

'Cambridge, November 23, 1869.
' My dear Friend,

'
I feel that my work in London would have been par-

ticularly embarrassing at this time if I had remained. I should

not have known how to act with respect to this revival move-

ment. To throw cold water upon it would have seemed to me
wrong; yet I could not have joined it, without adopting a style

of preaching, that appeals to the senses more than the spirit.

Perhaps those who conduct it may ask the present incumbent,
as they did me, to use St. Peter's for the purpose of addressing

the outcasts. If he consents, he may gather another class

about him, and may make the Church more a witness to the

poor than I have done. I have hoped much that a Gospel

might go forth to them, though I might not be the instrument

of delivering it.

' Dear friend, I think that those who have left us are perhaps

helping us all to understand the Gospel, and are themselves,

in ways we cannot guess of, proclaiming it, as well as joining

in our worship.
' God give us more and more of fellowship with them and

with Him.'

The Bishop of Argyll was now beginning to edit a series of

pamphlets to be called
'

Present-Day Papers on Prominent
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Questions in Theology.' He had put forth an announcement of

them in an "
advertisement," prefixed to the first of them, in

which he had said that "Revelation" means the giving of

light, or the removal of a veil. A critic had said, that this

sense of the word was inconsistent with the reverence due to

Scripture.

To the Bishop of Argyll.

'

Monat, Torquay, January 21, 1870.

' Your critic is indeed strangely feeble in his New Testament

criticism. I think I could undertake to show that the meaning

given to the word Apocalypse, in the book bearing that name,

is the one which is given to it wherever it occurs in the Gospels,

or in the Epistles of St. Paul, and that the sense which we

have substituted for it, would make nonsense of every passage

where it is used. I propose to read through the New Testa-

ment, with especial reference to this word. You may have the

results, if you wish, for your papers.
' As to the Church, I have copied out a number of medita-

tions and prayers which express much more nearly than I could

in any discourse my thoughts about it. The writer of them,

whoever he is, would wish to remain unknown. If you would

like to have them they shall be at your service, but I will not

send them till I know whether you think they would answer

your purpose.'

As a consequence of this letter the " Meditations and

Prayers
"

appeared in the first volume of the
'

Present-Day

Papers,' and my father undertook the proposed task as to the

word Revelation. The result was published in the second

volume of the papers, under the title of " Use of the Word

Revelation in the New Testament," in which he takes every

text where the word Revelation occurs, and discusses its mean-

ing and use.

To the Rev. F. J. A. Hort.

'Mv DEAR HORT, 'Monat, Torquay, January 21, 1870.

'
. . . Thank you much for what you say about my

book [on National Morality]. Davies has very kindly written
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a notice of it in the '

Fortnightly.' It was exceedingly

courteous of the editor to tolerate such an article. I am
afraid the Comtists themselves will not give me the credit

which I accept most thankfully from Mr. Westcott. I do

think we owe them very much, for forcing us to ask ourselves

what we mean by Humanity and how we connect it with

Theology.
' In conformity with your suggestion, I am purposing to give

private lectures when I return to Cambridge. I mean to take

Locke, as the starting-point of Modern English philosophy,

and as being so characteristically English in his faults and

virtues, so unintelligible in his looseness and contempt of

system to Frenchmen and Germans. I am reading him over

carefully and am even more amused than ever before with his

honest effort to look facts in the face, and the perverse way in

which his "ideas
"
disturb his facts, and make him not half as

much a witness for the senses as he ought to be. It is a capital

joke that the child has no innate idea that whatever is, is, but

has an idea of the milk. He could not get so far as to say

that it had a taste of the milk, and no idea at all about it. True

aesthetics must have actually nothing to do with notions or

ideas. Kant's great merit, I fancy, was in perceiving this, in

thoroughly distinguishing the sensual from the logical intel-

lectual region, and then in using his logic to show under what

conditions we use our senses. Mill, it seems to me, with all

his clearness, can never escape from a perpetual confusion

between these two regions. If he did I should not despair of

his ascending into the higher ideal region
—the purely spiritual—which is so much more analogous to the sensual than to the

intermediate one. But I must not trouble you with more of

this talk. . . .'

The question of female suffrage had come very prominently
forward in the early months of 1870. My father wrote a letter

to the Spectator strongly supporting the proposal. An interesting

correspondence followed between him and Mr. J. S. Mill, who
was very anxious to induce my father to speak at a public
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meeting on the subject* My father declined from a distrust

of his own effectiveness as a speaker at a public meeting.
In March 1870 Mr. Leslie Stephen contributed to

' Fraser's

Magazine
'

an article on " Broad Churchmen." It attributed

to the Broad Church party views which my father strongly

held, and in fact quoted, not without an important modification,

from a speech which my father had then recently delivered at

Cambridge, in which he had maintained his life-long thesis

that the theology of the English Church as displayed in her

formularies is larger, truer, deeper than the current theology of

the nineteenth century. Mr. Leslie Stephen commented upon
the d priori absurdity and improbability of the men of the

fifteenth century being wiser than us of the nineteenth, and he

led through to the conclusion that whoever held so absurd an

opinion must necessarily have been "
unconsciously biassed in

his reasonings by the desire to reach certain foregone con-

clusions."

Mixed up with statements which my father had made, not

by any means in the form given in the article, were others

placed with them and assumed necessarily to be held by the

same person, such as that " the legal restrictions upon the

clergy are the measure of the moral restrictions," a sentence

which it is hard to match as a statement of the exact reverse

of what my father did believe. He had more than once

written, spoken and acted on exactly the opposite thesis. It is

difficult to understand how a man of moderate seriousness of

purpose could have stated, as an exemplar of my father's belief,

that "
if an assertion that God is God and Mahomet is His

prophet should be declared by those who imposed it to mean a

belief in Christianity, it might doubtless be taken in that sense

by a scrupulously honest man."

* This is only one of several subjects on which interesting interchanges
of thought with other men cannot here be given. If hereafter there should

be a wish for more of my father's letters on special subjects, I am not by

any means sure that some that I have omitted are not at least as interest-

ing as those I have chosen. The determining principle of selection has

been the wish to make the biography
—the story of the li fe—as complete

as possible.
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Even in the statement of those views which my father did

hold, Mr. Stephen had so put them that my father, if he had

read them in their setting by Mr. Stephen, would certainly

have repudiated them. That the Thirty-Nine Articles con-

tained " the highest expression of wisdom that the human brain

can comprehend," was, one would have supposed it unnecessary
to state, an opinion, not my father's, or anything like my father's.

That fixed laws are better than the waves of an infallible public

opinion which changes every hour, and that the sixteenth

century was a time of deeper thought than the nineteenth,

is a statement which may fairly be travestied into the other

by a comedian, scarcely by a man engaged in a practical

discussion.

There was this weakness about the argument, that a priori

assumptions of what is likely to be the case do not prove much

against positive evidence of what is the fact. My father, and

not some imaginary ideal Broad Churchman, had expressed his

preference for the older theology, and it was not ihe fact that

my father had been born or educated under the circumstances

which Mr. Stephen had so clearly proved must be the only
ones that could be the cause of such folly. Apart from this

fact, it was scarcely fair to select, as the test representative of a

large body of clergy, a man who had never, in any writing of

his, mentioned that body except in order to say something

against it as a party. There had been, no doubt, a considerable

number of men who were anxious to make a party leader of

my father whether he would or no; but, apart from the

absurdity of insisting upon a man's being exactly that which it is

the object of his existence to oppose and to destroy, the party
which had gradually accepted the name of Broad Church did

in fact, in so far as it was agreed upon any specific tenets,

differ very widely from my father in some of his strongest

opinions. The only body which could fairly be called " the

Broad Church party," consisted of the men, who did not agree
with my father, in thinking parties in the Church—sectarianism

of any kind- -an evil of so grave a kind that no motive could

excuse the formation and organisation of a new party, while yet
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they desired to oppose what they looked upon as the narrowness

and dogmatism of both the older parties. Of these men Dean

Stanley had been for all practical purposes for many years the

leader. My father's personal regard for him was very great ;

my father's admiration for his courage and for his readiness on

every occasion to defend the weak against the strong, was un-

bounded. On one occasion, before the Dean had begun to be

the object of the attacks to which he was subjected in later

life, my father, in reply to an inquiry why it was that the

religious newspapers and their following tolerated in Dr.

Stanley what they would have denounced in others, answered

at once,
" Because they cannot help knowing that Stanley has

done more than any other living man to make the Bible a

reality in English homes."

But their views on many points were very wide apart. My
father always complained that Dr. Stanley looked at things

from a purely historical point of view. He used to say that

Stanley was a "
bigot for toleration." I think my father's

letters, in 186S, to the Daily News, with their references to

Erastianism, marked a parting point between them. Dr.

Stanley more and more used to speak of himself as " an

Erastian of the Erastians
;

" and perhaps from that time a little

more definitely than before, he began to consider that it was

better to organise the straying elements of liberal churchman-

ship, in such a way as to enable them to work together, and

act as a body. The fact of my father's being an older man, to

whom the Dean confessed many obligations as a leader of

thought; that my father had borne the brunt of many fights in

behalf of fairness and justice, and that the Dean had himself

brought many men under my father's influence, all tended to

delay the Dean's accepting a position, which was thrust upon
him by my father's absolute refusal of it, and by the desire for

some leader among the liberal clergy. The result was inevi-

table, seeing that the Dean did not share my father's views in

regard to parties in general. But it was also inevitable that

my father should feel a certain pain in seeing a man, for whom
he had so much regard, create or render possible that very
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"
party inscribing

' no party
'

on its banners," which had largely

come into existence under my father's influence, which tended

to absorb into it those men whom he had hoped to see become

a leaven working against sectarianism, and for positive faith

among all Churchmen, instead of becoming a new, badly organ-

ised but powerful sect, more negative in its tenets than any
other.

Mr. Leslie Stephen's article brought this relationship of my
father to the Dean, and of the liberal Churchmen to both, to a

crucial test. The Dean, seeing that the whole point of the

article turned on the false assumption that my father was a

representative Broad Churchman, wrote a letter on March

19th, 1870, to the Spectator, asking what Broad Church leader

had said the particular things which Mr. Stephen charged

against them.

In the previous week, March 12th, a letter from my father,

signed
" An English Clergyman," had appeared, dealing with

the subject which had given occasion to Mr. Stephen's article,—a pamphlet from Mr. W. G. Clark, assigning his reasons for

abandoning his orders. Mr. Clark had declared that he was not

willing to hold himself to articles, which had been composed
at a time, when the absolute infallibility of the Scriptures had

been so little called in question, that no dogma on the subject

is to be found in them. My father, in a long and full letter,

maintained that this was not the reason why no dogma on the

subject appears in the Articles.

'March 12, 1870.

'
I believe that the attachment of the reformers—of Luther

specially and characteristically
—to the Scriptures was of a

kind which would make a dogma about the infallibility of the

writers unnatural and even distressing to them. Prophets
and apostles were their teachers, and were also in a most

intimate sense their companions and friends. They must

regard them as sharers in their own passions, doubts, contra-

dictions.

' Luther reverenced St. Paul, not in the least that he echoed

an opinion which Luther had brought to the study of him. 1 1
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was that he delivered Luther from a host of opinions, which

had been anguish to his soul, showing him that there was a

direct access for him to a God of righteousness and truth. And

thus was born that kind of affection for the Scriptures which

has characterised the people, far more than the learned, of the

Protestant nations.'

My father had gone on to speak of the Articles as composed
under this influence, and therefore everywhere appealing to the

Living Word, reverencing the Scriptures in so far as they helped
to reveal Him. He contrasted with this appeal the tendency
shown by the clergy, who had. attributed to the Scriptures the

title of the Word of God—an expression not to be found in any

passage of the Bible in which the name Scripture could be sub-

stituted for it. The Living Word he treated everywhere as the

ground of the Articles, that to which they always appealed.

On March 26th appeared a letter from Mr. Stephen, in

which, without acknowledging that he had been referring to

my father, he left so little doubt of it that the Spectator

assumed in a note that it was of course ofmy father that he had

spoken.

On April 2nd appeared two letters, one from "
Anglicanus

"

saying,
"

I trust that whatever may be Mr. Maurice's wishes

about belonging to this or that school, no school or section of

the Church will be so foolish or so narrow as to desire to

disown or exclude him." The other was a long letter from my
father claiming to have used, not the words that Mr. Stephen
had quoted, viz., that "the Thirty-Nine Articles expressed his

deepest convictions in unequivocal language ;

"
but that

" the

Thirty-Nine Articles expressed some of his deepest convictions

in unequivocal language." He went on to state what these were,

and as showing his belief that both the 16th and the 19th

centuries had each their own work to do, he continued : "I

think the last three centuries have developed the need, of a

humanity far more comprehensive, of a theology more spiritual,

than the best men of the 1 6th century would have recognised.

But I think that the groundwork of this theology and this
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humanity are laid bare in the Thirty-Nine Articles
;
that for

that groundwork all our different schools are trying to produce

feeble and crumbling substitutes ;
that we must recur to it if we

would pass the narrow dimensions of Calvinism, Anglicanism,

Romanism
;

if we would learn what a message we have for

Jews, Mahometans, Brahmins, Buddhists
;
for all the nations of

the earth as well as for our poor people at home."

The following week appeared a letter signed "A Broad

Churchman," which is exceedingly interesting as showing

the way in which my father was often misunderstood. He

referred to the passage I have given above thus :

" He [Mr.

Maurice] suggests an impossibility when he advises us to make

use of the Thirty-Nine Articles as the '

groundwork
'

of our

thoughts." Now a reference to the former passage will show

that my father had said nothing whatever of the kind.

Certainly he never had the slightest tendency to make such an

appeal. He spoke of the Articles as "
laying bare the ground-

work," that is the Living Word, the living God. His whole

protest was against a series of fine-spun propositions which

should whittle away the direct witness of the Articles to one, of

whom, as he most often expressed it,
" children might be told

at their mother's knee that He was ' about their; path, about

their bed and spying out all their ways,'
"
to whom each of them

might be taught to appeal as their friend to deliver them

from all temptations that might assail them,
" Plead thou my

cause, O God."

The "Broad-Church Clergyman" proved against himself

the very thing my father dreaded in that party. He mistook

my father's appeal to the living God as an appeal to the

correctness of certain propositions. Again, by quoting Mr.

Stephen and omitting the word "some" in speaking of the

"
deepest convictions," he made my father do the very thing

he protested against. My father never asked that the Thirty-

Nine Articles should limit the thought of the 19th century.

The passionate vehemence of the scene recorded at the begin-

ning of Chapter XIV. would have been as ready to break out

against any proposal so to limit the work of the Divine
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Educator, as against the attempt to limit that work by the

current opinion of the 19th century. He had urged that the

19th century should not trust to the High Churchmen, Low

Churchmen, or to the Broad Churchmen whom Dean Stanley

had named, to draw up a series of propositions about our
" Common Christianity," omitting as the Lambeth Conference

had done all appeal to the Living Word. He would have said

that, when Mr. Clark or Mr. Stephen gave up their orders,

because they felt they ought not to retain them, they gave a

proof, which no phrases about Agnosticism or anything else

could affect, that they did acknowledge a voice speaking to

them, to which they were bound to listen, which they could

know.

To the Dean of Westminster.

' March 22 [1S70].
* My Dear Stanley,

' When I read your letter, in the Spectator of last week,

I thought I was bound to explain, that you had given me too

much credit, in supposing that I retracted the opinions which

I had expressed in favour of the Articles
;
that I retained those

opinions still
;
that I had abandoned any wish for subscription

to them, among other reasons because I saw that subscription

disgusted the clergy with a document which might be a most

valuable guide to them.
'

I said at the same time that no person the least acquainted

with the literature of the day could suppose that these are the

sentiments of the Broad Church school
;

that I was satisfied,

even without your testimony, which was conclusive, that the

members of it would agree in denouncing any such doctrine
;

that the kindness which I had received from many of them

was due to their wide toleration of differences, not to their

agreement with me on any questions, theological, ecclesiastical,

or philosophical.
' You are entitled to this explanation. Will you let me tell

you why it will not appear in the Spectator ? When I heard of

Mr. Erskine's departure
—

just after I had sent off a letter to this
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effect—I was so ashamed of having talked about myself and

about any party matter that I wrote to Hutton begging him to

burn it
* The recollection of our friend's loving-kindness

gave me a kind of shudder at having entered into such a

discussion. It occurred to me afterwards that I had better

tell you the fact and the reason, and leave you to make what-

ever use of the former you think fit. I believe I am " the

person
"

to whom Stephen must have referred
; though as I

have not read his article I cannot be sure.'

Before leaving this question it will be better to say this

much more. My father's repudiation of the name Broad

Churchman is often supposed to have been precisely of the

same character as the tendency of any party to refuse a title

which implies that the tenets it holds are not obviously to all

mankind the truth, the whole truth, and the only truth. Just

as there are those whom the outer world calls
"

Irvingites," or

if sometimes "The Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church," then

only as the recognition of a claim by no means acknowledged ;

just as the Calvinists and all similar sects have their
"
saints,"

of whom the outer world by no means recognises the invariable

sanctity; just as the "Evangelicals," wishing to claim for

themselves that they only represent Evangelical truth, dislike

the title which implies that those outside the charmed circle

take note of the claim but by no means believe it to be an

established one
;

so it is supposed that my father, wishing to

claim for tenets of his own an obvious catholicity and a power
of convincing the world, repudiated on similar grounds this

title for himself.

But this is simply to follow Mr. Leslie Stephen's example :

just as he proved to demonstration that my father could not

possibly have been the son of his own parents, and could not

possibly have been brought up under the conditions under

which he was in fact educated, so this is to establish on apriori

grounds the certainty that my father did not say anything
which is contained in all his books, and did say what is

* The letter, as will have been seen, did appear in the Spectator*
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nowhere to be found in any one of them, what is contradicted

by every page of this life.

For his assertion was in nowise that his views and his

opinions were infallible
; but, on the contrary, his dread of the

name "Broad Church"* was due to his fear lest any men

* The origin of the name Broad Church was as follows. In an article in

the '

Edinburgh Review,' in July, 1850, on the Gorham controversy,
Arthur Stanley used these words : "There is no need—although if need

there were it could be amply satisfied—for minute comparison of the par-

ticular formularies of the Church to prove the general truth that it is by the

very conditions of its being not High or Low but Broad ;

" and a little

further on he speaks of " a fanciful division of the Church into schools,

which, for the purpose in question, have no existence at all." In this its

first use the name was thus not intended at all to mark off the lines of a

new party, but to protest against party spirit. But the difficulty in which

men found themselves who wished to join in this protest and to avoid con-

nection with either of the established parties, led them to take advantage of

the phrase thus used, and to say that they were "Broad." In 1853 a

powerful article by Mr. Conybeare on "Church Parties" appeared in the
'

Edinburgh Review,' Vol. XCVIII. It treated the name " Broad Church "

as an established party designation in common use. It was an article ex-

tremely friendly to Archdeacon Hare, my father and their friends. One of

Hare's books was taken as the representative of the party, which was said

to be an old historical party in the Church ; its history being marked by

Leighton, Tillotson, Burnet, etc., and in a considerable measure Mr.

Conybeare defined the tenets he assumed them to hold. This was the first

public occasion in which the name had been used in any such sense. My
father, who was specially annoyed at this narrowing of the position which

both Hare and he had taken up, always complained that Mr. Conybeare
had "bestowed "

the title of " the Broad Church." It is evident from the

article, however, that Mr. Conybeare had no intention of doing this. My
father, in protesting against it recurred precisely to Arthur Stanley's use of

the word in 1850: "That the English Church is broad enough to com-

prehend persons so unlike as these two [Whately and HareJ ; that she can

claim their different talents and qualities of mind for her service ; that

those who very little understand each other, may, nevertheless, help dif-

ferent persons to understand their relation to her better, by helping them

to understand themselves better ; this may be joyfully admitted. But the

admission seems to go some way towards proving, first, that a Broad

Church party, such as has been dreamed of, is impossible ; and secondly,

that if it were possible it would be unnecessary, seeing that a body has

existed here for about a thousand years which is considerably more inclusive

than the new creation would ever become." (From his "Essay on Arch-

deacon Hare's position in the Church with reference to the parties which
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should be tempted to select, from his writings or those of others,

a set of tenets, which they could erect into infallible shibboleths,

making a new test for select spirits, whom he believed would

be as great a curse for the world, as all such bodies of the

" elect
"
have been as have thought that the "

Gospel
" was an

announcement of some special benefits for their own advantage,

and of the folly and misery of the rest of mankind.

He believed not that what he saw as truth was a thing to

be accepted and followed by all men, but that truth was to be

searched for and followed by all men
;
not that his light was

to put out the lights of Irvingites, Evangelicals, Catholics,

Scientific men, but that the truth which was seen by each of

these was the truth which they were earnestly to preach. Only
it seemed to him that, when certain scientific men or certain

reasoners began declaring that all the ranges of thought which

were not included within their own studies were folly, when

they set up for worship not truth but their own omniscience

and infallibility, they put themselves exactly on the same moral

level as those who, formulating certain phrases, denounce all

those who do not accept them.

His whole sympathies had been with the scientific men
when they were asserting what they had humbly, patiently

investigated, and found out to be true. He was never tired of

quoting the spirit of Mr. Darwin's investigations as a lesson

and a model for Churchmen. He was indignant at the sneers

that Bishop Wilberforce threw out against them, such as,
" Would you rather then your paternal or maternal ancestor

had been an ape ?" He had warned the Orthodox that the

sword of Agnosticism which they clutched at from Dean

Mansel, would become a much sharper one in the hands of

their opponents. When what he had predicted actually

followed, and Mr. Huxley and Mr. Spencer adopted the same

tone towards all thought but their own, which had before been

divide it," published in 1856 with Hare's Charges, and republished in

1874 with a new edition of the '

Victory of Faith,' edited by the Rev. E. H.

Plumptre, now Dean of Wells.)
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held by the various religious sects, his fears were in no wise

excited lest the negative positions should triumph ; though

he thought it very possible that they might for a time dominate

Public Opinion. He used to say that sooner or later, if that

were so, those who are now called
"
Agnostics

"
(the name had

barely become known during his life-time) must take to perse-

cution, to the suppression of poisonous opinions ;
and he

thought that that change of relative positions would be un-

speakably advantageous to the ultimate triumph of positive

faith, though he feared that such a spirit as that of persecuting

Agnosticism would absolutely put an end to genuine scientific

research.

vol. n. 2 R
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CHAPTER XXI.

" Do we indeed desire the dead

Should still be near us at our side ?

Is there no baseness we would hide ?

No inner vileness that we dread ?
"

In Memoriam.

THE EDUCATION QUESTION—MEETING AT EXETER HALL ON THE

EDUCATION QUESTION JOHN STUART MILL THE CATECHISM

SYMPATHY WITH MR. FORSTER's EDUCATION BILL PROSE-

CUTION OF MR. BENNETT FEELINGS ABOUT THE FRANCO-

GERMAN WAR—LETTER ON KNOWLEDGE BY THE DEPARTED

OF THE DOINGS AND THOUGHTS OF THOSE WHO REMAIN—
—THE ATTITUDE OF THE RITUALISTS TOWARDS THE COM-

MISSION ON RITUAL LIFE AT CAMBRIDGE DURING LATER

YEARS—ACCEPTS THE CURE OF ST. EDWARD'S, CAMBRIDGE—
THE SUNNY AUTUMN OF LIFE.

The Education question had once more become the public

question of the day. The period was that intervening between

the second Reform Bill and Mr. Forster's Education Bill.

'

Cambridge, March 27, 1870.
' My Dearest E.,

'
I thank you very much for your remarks on the St.

James's meeting. . . . You are quite right that Mill has a

power of doing justice to the arguments of his opponents which

is entirely wanting in . But he has not, I think, the

capacity, though he would desire it, of entering into that which

lies beneath their arguments— those inward convictions which

they are often very ill able to express. I do not mean that
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he is wanting in convictions ;
he has vehement convictions

;

but they are fierce and one-sided, whilst intellectually he is

moderate and many-sided.
' Look at this instance. He can apprehend clearly enough

that I as a Churchman may desire to express my particular

sentiments, and to communicate them to children just as the

Dissenter may desire to express his and communicate them
;

just as the Secularist may desire to express his and com-

municate them. That is admitted, he would say ;
but why not

agree pro hac vice to suppress your separate wishes and to com-

municate what you all three hold in common ? The Dissenter

is willing to accept this arrangement, so is the Secularist
; why

do you stand out ?

' Now suppose I answered thus, (i) The bond which unites

me to the Dissenter and the Secularist is the conviction that

God is their Father as well as mine, in a Son of man, who is

their Lord and mine. I cannot refuse to tell my children this.

In so doing I should break the tie between me and those who

differ from me. I should become a mere denominationalist.

(2) The belief, that God is the Educator of men and children,

is the only strength in which I feel that I can educate them.

If I openly suppress this belief while I hold it, I shall really

be talking what you would call Religion under the guise of

Secularism
;

for it is part of my very being ;
it must come out

somehow. Or if I outwardly and inwardly suppress these

beliefs that I may meet your requirements I become merely a

machine for conveying certain scraps of information, not a

living teacher at all.

'

Suppose I said this. Mill would understand me scarcely

better than . He would probably say,
" That may be a

pet fancy of yours, but it does not represent any opinion which

would have the least weight either in St. James.'s Hall or

Exeter Hall, either in the House of Commons or in a Convo-

cation of the Clergy." That may be true in the letter; it is

not true in the spirit. However clergymen may express them-

selves—however clerical schoolmasters may express themselves

— there is latent in them both a conviction that they are main-

2 r 2
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taining not a "distinctive" theology, but a common theology;

that they are teaching not something which separates one class

of the people from another, but something which is wanted to

make us a people. That thought underlies all their vehemence,

all their awkward and narrow language, and to that thought

the Secularist can do no justice, the Dissenters scarcely any.

Therefore I cannot resist the conclusion that they are really

imposing on the land not a positive, but a negative Secularism
;

that they require us not only to hide but to abandon the deepest

belief that is in our hearts. It may be necessary that this

violence should be practised ;
as far as we are concerned we

deserve it. I do not care for the punishment to the clergy,

which is good for them. I do tremble for the loss to the

people.
'

Perhaps I may write something of this in a letter to our

Working College. I could not say what I meant at our

meeting. But writing at a distance, and as a stranger, I think

I may tell them what is in my heart. . . .'

He did publish soon afterwards a letter to the Working
Men's College "On Secular and Denominational Education."

To the Rev. F. J. A. Hort.

'Cambridge, April 5, 1870.
' My dear Hort,

'

I could cheerfully, even thankfully, give up the Cate-

chism if it were, or I had ever treated it as being, a summary
of the doctrines whereby the Church of England is distinguished

from Dissenters. Since they consider it to be such, since so

many of us adopt the same opinion, I cannot suppose that it

will hold its ground. But I have always contended that by its

form as much as its spirit such a notion of it is shown to be

untenable
;
that the

" What is thy name," gives the hint of the

most personal as well as the most Catholic, or, to use the

modern phrase, the most " unsectarian
"
education. I should

be very loath to give up this testimony just at a time when it
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seems most needed, when we want most to show that Secularism

is narrow and exclusive, Faith comprehensive. I do not know

whether this can be shown by any legislative measure—whether

the effort of the State to educate must not ultimately involve

the loss of all personality, of all Catholicity in our teachings. I

cannot say how much I admire Forster's struggle with the

difficulty, his determination to do the very best he can, and by
some means to utilise all moral and spiritual forces. I cheer-

fully signed a petition here in which most joined
—in favour of

the Bill. But I begin more and more to doubt whether the

clergy can interfere with advantage, whether they must not

stand and wait, ready to make the best of whatever is done,

confident that in time the Comtist doctrine of a distinction

between the educating and governing power must be recognised,

and that no power can be an educating one which does not

appeal to the spirit of the child and the man. In the mean-

while, under the name of Progress we seem drifting back into

the old Bell and Lancaster notion of cramming a number of

children into a school-room and cramming them with a number

of fragments of information — part labelled religious, part

secular—which, if they should be able to digest this hard morsel,

was to be their education. All our training schools have been

experiments for getting out of this rut. It may be that we can

only be effectually delivered from it by sinking more deeply

into it.

'

If I were a country clergyman I might perhaps think it

right to sign your petition.* I can conceive the pressure of

local circumstances being too strong to resist. Here I think it

is important to show that our formularies enable us to embrace

the people ;
that sects and Secularists alike ignore their neces-

sities, even their insatiable cravings ;
that the State can only

bring them to the water without the least power of giving them

drink. . . .'

* Which proposed to avoid the difficulty as to sectarian education by

insisting only on the teaching of the Apostles' Creed, the Lord's Prayer,

and the Ten Commandments.
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To the Bishop of Argyll.

1

3 St. Peter's Terrace, Cambridge, April 29, 1870.

' My dear Bishop,

'
I agree with you in thinking that the Lambeth Con-

ference and the Encyclical are dead
;
the Spirit that produced

them is of course alive and at work, but it will embody itself in

other forms and in those, if God teaches us the right way,
should be encountered.

' The prosecution of Bennett will be a most serious trial foi

the Bishop of London [Tait]. To me it is quite clear that the

attempt to put down error in that way is an outrageous mis-

take
;
but how he will deal with it when actually forced to

pronounce a judgment, I do not know. Instead of complaining
that such words should be published I feel profoundly grateful

for them. I think they bring the question to the right issue

and show us where we have all been wrong. If we do not set

forth the ascended Christ as the object of trust and hope to

mankind, as Him who by ascending has led captivity captive

and received gifts for men, as the centre to whom all may turn,

and in whom all are one, the desire to bring Him down from

Heaven—to see Him in the elements on the table—will be, as

it has been, irresistible. Priests will be believed to possess the

power, because the power must be conceived to reside some-

where
;
the denial of the Ascension will be called faith in the

Incarnation. And it is absurd to say that if we wot not what

is become of Him who is gone into the mount, we shall not

make a calf and bid men worship it
;

there must be a priest-

king in Rome if the Priest-King at the right hand of the

Majesty of Heaven is not reverenced there, but is sought to be

brought back to His mortal conditions or to an image of His

mortal conditions here. If these men are right we must give

up saying the Lord's Prayer. Our Father is not in Heaven
;

there is no Heaven
;

all is of the earth, earthly. I have felt

this feebly for a long time
; now it comes to me with a
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tremendous demonstration. But oh, how much better it is to

be prosecuted than to prosecute !

'

To the Bishop of Argyll.

'Cambridge, May 26, 1S70.
' My dear Bishop,

' Your kind remarks on my article in the " Contem-

porary
"
[on Newman's " Grammar of Assent "] have given me

great pleasure. I am not accustomed to meet with such

sympathy with what I write.

'

I should have quite expected Mr. Wace's criticism.* But

whatever he may say, Luther "
tilted at propositions

" much

more vehemently than I have done. His assertion of the

right and duty to believe in God who justifies was the great

blow, the deadly blow, to those who make faith consist in

assent to propositions. Dr. Newman's bitter dislike of Luther

is due much more to his revolt from Aristotle and Aquinas
than to his revolt from the Pope. When Luther, and still

more Melanchthon, succumbed to propositions in their later

days, when assent to the doctrine of justification was substi-

tuted for belief in the Justifier, Protestantism went into the

lean, sickly, and yet contentious stage of its existence, only to

emerge from that into indifference—a mere denial of Romanism.

The reformation that we want is the same rise out of assents

into faith as in the sixteenth century : only it must be into

faith in a God who has redeemed mankind, in whom I may
trust because I am a man, and that I may vindicate my rights

as a man.
' Who does Mr. Merivale suppose denies the existence of

evil? Why, is not ours the age in which good and evil are

to be brought more directly face to face with each other than

ever before ; in which evil is to be revealed in its fulness and

nakedness ?

* This accidental sentence leaves a very unfair impression of my father's

relation to Mr. Wace, who had contributed to the '

Present-Day Papers
'

a valuable paper.
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'
I have spokea of this conflict in the paper on Revelation.

You will find it, I suspect, rather too long than too short in its

comments on the texts which are quoted. It is quite ready. I

will send it to any direction you give me at once. In fact

I shall be glad to get rid of it.'

Both at this time (June 1870), in the autumn of the previous

year, and at various periods between those times and after, a

kind of agitation had begun, which partly showed itself in

letters and articles, some signed, some unsigned, which ap-

peared in various newspapers, complaining of the fact that no

appointment such as a canonry or deanery had been offered

to my father. Not only were all these against his wishes, but

in every instance in which he could discover the writer, he

wrote whatever form of letter seemed most likely to stop not

only such action, but any attempts, of which many were made

without his knowledge, to privately urge his claim to some such

recognition. Those who made these attempts had to keep

them very secret from him to prevent his taking steps that

would stop them. The following letter to the Bishop of Argyll,

who had just written a letter, with his name, on this subject to

the Pall Mall Gazette, will serve as a specimen.

To the Bishop of Argyll.

'

Cambridge, June 27, 1870.
1 My dear Bishop,

'

I have received a proof from Strahan of my paper on

Revelation, which I have corrected.
'
I am sure you meant the letter in the Pall Mall most

kindly. But may I be permitted to say that the only part of

it which gave me real pleasure was the announcement that there

is a " vow registered in Heaven "
against my promotion ? If,

as I trust, that is so, I accept it as an answer to prayers which

I offered from my inmost heart last autumn, when my friends

talked to me about canonries and such things, that I might not

be led into temptation by receiving offers which I felt that I
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ought to refuse. Supposing I could be of any service to the

Church, it ought to be much more by enduring something for

her—an honour of which I am not worthy
—than by receiving

olive-yards and vineyards from her. The Prime Minister, who

represents the lay as well as the clerical feeling of the country,

would I think be utterly wrong if he promoted me. For there

is not a journal, from the Saturday Review to the Record, which

does not speak of me as misty or mystical ;
and there is no

charge so odious to every class of Englishmen as that. What

party in the Church, High, Low, or Broad, would not disdain

me as its representative ?
'

To a Son in Germany.

'

Eversley, July 23, 1870.
' My dearest E.,

' ... If you can find real living interest in German move-

ments I would not have you change it for our English torpor.

It seems to me sometimes as if the slow disease of money-getting

and money worship, by which we have been so long tormented,

must end in death, and though I do believe inwardly and

heartily in a regenerative power for societies as well as indi-

viduals, the signs of its active presence here are not as yet

manifest to me. Neither in Conservatism nor Liberalism, as I

find them here, can I see what is to make the dead bones stir

and live. It may be that Germany may quicken us, or at least

that the quickening power which they must seek for now, will

also come upon us. We must wait and hope.
' Meantime you may be getting much wisdom from what you

see. . . . The Dean of Westminster and Lady Augusta were

at Mr. Powles's to-day. He is in spirits about the Revision,

and is not much disturbed by the attacks on him for the West-

minster Abbey Communion, which I think was a greater event

than most which have happened in our day.'
*

* The Dean had administered the Communion to the whole of the body
of the Revisers of the New Testament, including a Unitarian ; my father's

delight at his having done so is expressed in many letters.
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To a Son in Germany.

'

Bredwardine, August 29, 1870.
' My dearest E.,

4
. . . As to Germany and France, I wait and tremble.

All one hears of German doings hitherto is very encouraging ;

everything of French seems to show that the country needs a

purification such as it is receiving. But my horror of empires

is so great and general that I dread the thought of a revived

German Empire, whilst I contemplate with satisfaction the

downfall of the French. I wish heartily that Germany should

be German and not merely Prussian, but can there not be a

unity without the old Roman assumption of which Italians have

so much right to complain? There seems to be a collapse,

for the moment, of all the Latin nations
;
the curse of the

Papacy is upon them. But I do hope to see them rise out of

their tomb.'

'

Bredwardine, September 2, 1870.
' My dearest E.,

'
. . . When will this terrible war be over ? The chastise-

ment of France is awful and surely was necessary. But I fear lest

Germany should suffer, not only in the loss of her sons, which

is grievous enough, but in the loss of her moral tone, in the

growth of a desire for conquest. There is a very able letter

of Max Miiller in the Times defending Germany and Bismarck

and maintaining that a united Germany would be the greatest

security for the peace of Europe. But he gives signs of

trembling at the sight of an extinguished France. She danced

into war as we drift into war
;
the grave purpose of Prussia is

a lesson to both
;
but there is a terror in it too.'

' 20 York Crescent, Clifton, Bristol, September 24 [1S70].

' My dearest E.,
1

. . . I have written an article for the next '

Contempo-

rary
'

about the Athanasian Creed. It is pretty sure to be banished

from our service now, and I wish that it should. But I wish
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also to explain what I have meant by reading it while I have

read it
;
since if I had meant what some seem to do, or what

the interpreters of the Royal Commission impute, I should be

bound to confess it as a sin and repent of the act all the rest

of my life. The article will please few people ;
but it has been

a great relief to my own conscience.
'
I am glad you approved of the words I wrote about Maz-

zini. Miss Winkworth spoke to me of them last night with

approval.
' We are all waiting anxiously for the result of the conference

between Bismarck and Jules Favre
; hoping against hope.

My fears predominate, yet I can't but think Paris will somehow
be saved. The number of Germans who dread annexation

seems to increase : Venice must be a warning to them. The

Spectator, in a very good and sympathetic article about the

Working Men's address to the Republic, complains justly of

their bitter language about the German middle class. But that

is certainly due not to themselves, but to Comtist inspiration.

No one who knows the Comtist's habitual denunciations of the

middle class in all lands could mistake it. But it is very
mischievous when used to stir up national as well as class

animosities. . . .'

To a Lady who wrote to Mr. Maurice after the death of her

father, to ask if he believed that the departed have a knowledge

of those who remain behind them.

'Cambridge, November 17, 1870.
' My dear Madam,

' There are two questions in your deeply interesting

letter, which seem at variance with each other, and yet which

every one who has felt and suffered at all, knows to be intimately

and inseparably connected.
' The first is, have I a right to indulge in the pleasant dream

that I may hold intercourse with a friend who has gone out of

my sight; is not its pleasantness a bribe to me to warp the

evidence; shall I not be believing what I wish for, not what is ?
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The second is, would it be a pleasant dream? Dare I face the

thought of being looked through and through by one whose love

is worth all the world to me ? Must not the vision of the re-

deemed spirit be clearer than that of the friend whom I walked

with on earth ? must he not hate the evil he sees in me and turn

away from me ? Is it not better that I should be hidden as yet

from his gaze ;
at least till I am fitter for it ? Can I bear that

he should have the pain of knowing all my wrong?
' The second question is morally the most important. The

other is only of interest when it has been settled. I will

therefore begin with it.

'

I. You will not doubt, I think, though you may not know

as bitterly as I know, that there is a Cain-like going out of the

presence of God : a flight from Him as if He were an enemy
because He knows what we are and what we have done. And
there is surely a gospel inviting us back into that presence,

bidding us arise and go to our Father, telling us that a new

and living way has been opened for us by which our spirits

may ascend to Him. To do that, is, I conceive, what St.

John meant by coming to the light that our deeds may be made

manifest. It is accepting as a comfort, not as a curse, the

belief. Thou hast searched me out and known me. Thou art

about my bed and board. Thou spiest out all my ways. Thou

understandest my thoughts afar off. To be known thoroughly,

known altogether, is the blessing of blessings, for it imports

that we are right. God cannot behold iniquity. He sees us

as we truly are in Christ. He looks upon us, and regards

our evil as far from us. St. John extends this principle a

step further. He says, If we walk in the light as He is in the

light, then have we fclloiuship one with another, and the blood

of Jesus Christ cleanseth us from all sin. It is high teaching,

yet it is confirmed by our commonest experience. We have

not fellowship one with another, not with the nearest relations,

not with the dearest friends, whilst we are indulging vain

selfish thoughts ; by their own nature they cast us off from

fellowship. And the effort of those who care most for us is

to bring us out of those selfish, unreal thoughts ; to bring us
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back into intercourse with them, to make us trust them. They
recognise us as meant for the fellowship ; they deem it a

strange anomalous state that we should be out of it. Our

absence from it is what causes them their bitterest pain
—our

return to it is their joy. And when we return to it we become

healthy, simple, free from fancies. The law then under which

we are placed is the law of fellowship ;
to be out of fellowship

with God and man is to be in a wrong, disordered condition
;

the more we enter into it, the more we become reasonable

human beings, what we were meant to be.

' The pain of being known and discovered in evil is very

bitter^ may be very acute
;
the relief of being treated as if we

were distinct from our evil—as if the evil were our worst

enemy, as if there were a separation from it—is proportion-

ably great. But it is the very gospel of Christ, the very

message of a Life-blood which cleanseth from evil, that we

may have this relief afresh every day ;
that we may always

confess our sins and be emancipated from them, that when we

take that course, we do not obtain some rare, extatic privilege,

but simply cease to be in an irregular, self-created banishment.

If that is so, how can it be more painful to think that the

spirits of just men made perfect are looking at us, than that

the spirits of the imperfect are looking upon us ? When we

are in darkness, we must be out of fellowship with them as we

are with the unseen God, as we are with good men on earth.

When we come to the light, why should they rejoice less than

those who are less purified rejoice? If they suffer pain it is

because we do not come into God's presence and theirs
;

it is

because we abide in an unreasonable, untrue state. That they

do suffer this pain, I, at least, cannot doubt, while I remember

that they are like their Master. The notion of a felicity which

hinders them from sharing in His sympathy, in His work of

restoration, is to me simply dreadful; it is to make Heaven

selfish, in plain words, to make it Hell. If they are doing

God's commandments, hearkening to the voice of His word, we

know that His commandment is to love men, and that Christ

fulfilled it by dying for them. You may then assuredly dismiss
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the dream that the knowledge of our state by those who have

passed out of the world can be bad for us or bad for them. To
feel pain at the thought that when we are not in our right state

we are out of communion with them and with God, must be

good for us, might be a most strengthening medicine to us
;

for them to feel pain when that is so, for them to work that it

may not be so, is only for them to have Christ's likeness, to be

entering into His purpose.
'
II. What then remains of the second difficulty ? You are

afraid of indulging an agreeable fancy in supposing that those

who have left us care for us, are interested in our concerns, are

still occupied in our education. But if you do yield to fancy
—

if you do not dare to face facts—the thought of that possibility

ceases to be agreeable. It is only when you come to the light,

when you try to see things as they are, that you can bear to

think of any one in earth or in Heaven really knowing you,

really having fellowship with you. It is when you resolve to

dismiss fancies, to demand realities, that the meaning of this

fellowship
—of any fellowship

—becomes apparent to you. It

was not the touch of a vanished hand, dear as that may have

been, which educated your mind, which awakened your thoughts

and affection and hope. It was not the voice which you heard

in your ear, sweet as that voice may have been. It is a most

natural, pardonable fancy that these were necessary to your

intercourse, even that these constituted it—but you know in-

wardly that it was not so. Why then should not the education

continue when you do not feel the touch of the hand, when you
do not hear the voice ?

"
Oh," you say,

"
it had so much to

do with this earth. We looked at sunsets together ; we spoke
of our own kinsfolk

;
there were so many points of little every-

day sympathies ;
we laughed and we wept." Well, did not God

make the sunset ? Did He not make it a lesson-book for you,

a bond of intercourse between you ? Did He not bind you

together in a family ? Did He not appoint all the occasions

for sympathy ? Are not the springs of laughter, as well as of

tears, His ? Do you suppose that any one is better for being

out of sympathy with His works, with His mind ? How much
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do you know of them now ? Do you not hope to know much
more of them hereafter ?

"
Ah, but these are not the occupa-

tions of a disembodied spirit." I dare say you know about

disembodied spirits. I know nothing. They seem to me to

belong to the realm of fancy and not of fact. Our Lord took

all pains while He was on earth to show how much He cared

for bodies ;
He was constantly raising them out of disease, and

making them healthy. He bade the body of Lazarus come

forth. He gave that as a sign that all who were in theirgraves

should hear the voice of the Son of man and that those who hear

should live. He brought His own body from the grave. His

apostle, who knew most of the redemption of the will from its

chains, looked forward to a redemption of the body and of all

creation, from the travail to which they were subjected not

willingly. He said that if the Spirit of Christ dwells in us He
shall also quicken our mortal bodies. Why not believe that

those words are spoken simply and sincerely ; that they repre-

sent facts which have been accomplished, which are accom-

plishing themselves every hour? You are weary of words

which you have heard from me and others about some final

deliverance of the human spirit from its sin and woe. You
cannot be too weary of them if they interfere in the least

degree with the message, / am the resurrectioji and the life,

which was spoken once to a woman sorrowing for her brother,

which is spoken now by the same voice to every woman sorrow-

ing for brother, father, husband, child
;
an ever-present resur-

rection an ever-present life
;
that is the pledge and warrant for

all hope of a future resurrection, of a future life. Not a future

but an eternal life, the life of God, the life of love, is what Christ

tells us of.

'Souls may fly off, perhaps, as the hymns tell us, to distant

worlds, to unknown spheres. We may think anything we like

about such winged creatures
; they have nothing to do with us.

But the spirits of those we have loved and cared for, the spirits

who have held converse with ours, cannot be changed into

birds or butterflies. They must be still human, the more they

have entered into converse with the Divine. And why must
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we force ourselves into the conception of them as without

bodies? Is it because they have dropped that which was

corrupt and dead, because this has been given
" earth to earth,

dust to dust ?
" Was it this dead thing which we saw and

heard and handled? Was it this from which sweet words

came forth ? That which is mortal is gone ;
is any life gone ?

Is not mortality opposed to life ?

'

These, dear lady, are not speculations of mine, if they are,

reject them
;

for you say rightly
—my inward conscience

responds to the words—that real sufferers cannot endure fanci-

ful speculations, that they require the truth, the whole truth,

nothing but the truth. I want to deliver you and myself from

speculations which haunt us all, which it is most difficult for

any of us to cast aside, but which do, as I have found, most

grievously intercept our vision of that substance on which we

might rest our hopes for ourselves, for our friends, for man-

kind. That vanished hand—how many devices there are in

modern days, how many revivals of old superstitions, that we

may imagine it comes near us ! Apparitions !
—how many

long for them and yet tremble ? And all the while you are

touched in a thousand ways, to the finest issues, by words

which were spoken to you when you grasped the hand. And
all the while, what genuine apparitions you have of the actual

friend teaching, consoling, reproving. You say those are but

acts of memory. Why do you say so ? What difference does

the explanation make in the fact? The person is there with

you, not a semblance of him but he himself, when you are

getting a stronger hold of any truth of which he first gave you
the hint—when any doubt is scattered on which you wondered

together. You need not form a picture of ministering angels.

Only suppose that those who were ministering angels by God's

own ordinance have not ceased to be so when He has made
them more capable of being so

; only say to yourself,
"

It is

unreasonable to think otherwise till some overwhelming
evidence is offered me that it cannot be so," and you will find

that your dream was a reality, that arguments which appeared
to overturn it were dreams. Death is itself a mightier argu-

1
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ment than all which doctors and preachers can say about

death
;
and yet when you and your father joined with me in

the Lord's Supper, we believed, or tried to believe, and knew
that we were false so far as we did not believe, that Death, the

Death, has been made the very bond of communion between

Heaven and earth—between us and angels and archangels.

Perhaps I entered much less fully into that truth than each of

you did. I have often felt as if he who gives the bread and

wine to others might taste less of their sweetness and power
than those who receive them. At all events, my own hardness

and coldness testify to me how little I can measure the truth by

any experience of it that I have ever had. Not the less, but

all the more for that, does it bring me the assurance that

Death is overcome, that Life has won the day. Not the less

does it tell me that it is truth and not fiction, the deliverance

from dreams, not the indulgence of them, to hold fast the faith

that the veil of flesh has been rent asunder, that for all and for

each that invisible world has been opened ;
that we must have

converse with it and its inhabitants whether we desire the con-

verse or shrink from it
;
that we shall accept the converse

when we try to walk honestly as in the day, turning from no

task, avoiding all shams and pretences, living simply as if we

were in the presence of an innumerable company, and as if

those who thought of us most and did us most good when we

saw them, had not ceased to think of us because their thoughts

have become freer and more loving, have not ceased to do us

good, since they have learnt that the great blessing is to do

good. If you suppose that they must care for other objects

than those which God chose for them, I want to know why, if

He indeed cares for those objects
—if their desire is to do fully

what they did imperfectly while they still wore their grave-

clothes, before He said,
" Loose them and let them go."

' You must forgive this long letter. I tried to answer you
more briefly, but did not succeed.'

vol. 11. 2 s
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'

3 St. Peter's Terrace, Cambridge, December 12, 1S70.

' My dear Mr. Read,
' The appointment of a commission on Ritualism may-

or may not have been a desirable measure. But the commis-

sion has been appointed and has issued a report. The

Ritualists may say, if they please, that such a body is not one

before which they like ecclesiastical questions to be debated

and from which they like recommendations and ecclesiastical

questions to proceed. But if so, why do they address this

body?
' The scheme of acknowledging it and then restraining it

from considering the very topics which it is called into existence

to consider, or bidding it come to a certain resolution about

these topics, is in the strictest sense a bull, and I wish it only

involved the blunder of a bull. But there is a certain in-

sincerity, in the whole notion of innovators protesting against

innovators, of men who dislike the phrase
"
religious liberty,"

as one of the evil watchwords of an age that has thrown off the

ecclesiastical yoke, invoking that phrase,
—which we are bound,

I think, in no wise to countenance.
'
I would resist as zealously as any one the attempts of

fanatics to put down Ritualism by force, or to invent new

statutes against it.

' So far as I see at present, the recommendation of the com-

mission that there should be an easy and cheap remedy for

parishes which are aggrieved by the introduction of novel

practices, is the only one which can be adopted without in-

fringing on maxims which we are bound to hold sacred in all

cases and for all persons. But I think it desirable, as the com-

mission does exist, that it should go into the whole subject and

bring forth all the evidence that can be collected. If it makes

foolish suggestions, they need not be acted upon ;
if the

Ritualists appeal to Parliament against any measures of perse-

cution, we may then be right to join them, and we may be

glad that they should recognise an authority for which they

generally express contempt.
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' The whole subject has, it seems to me, been strangely mis-

represented. The Ritualists say that, at all events, they are

magnifying the Eucharist, and that for this merit we ought to

overlook what appear to us, though not to them, trivialities.

That claim appears to be conceded by their opponents. They
scandalise me by practically and habitually denying what I

have always regarded as the glory of the Eucharist, that it

testifies of a full, perfect, and sufficient sacrifice, oblation, and

satisfaction, which has been once made for the sins of the

whole world
;
that it testifies that there is an access by the

Spirit through the ascended Christ to the Father. Their

attempt to bring Christ back to the altar seems to me the most

flagrant denial of the Ascension, and therefore of the whole

faith of Christendom, that can be imagined. We give up

everything to them if we charge them with an excess of belief :

the complaint should be of their unbelief. But we are not to

punish men for unbelief, but to confess it as an evil to which

we are all prone, into which every one of us is continually

falling.'

My father's health was now very much broken, but he could

not be persuaded to diminish his work. At the end of 1870
he undertook a task especially trying to a man like him. He
agreed to serve on the Royal Commission on the Contagious
Diseases Acts, on which he sat from December 7th, 1870, to

June 28th, 187 1, going up each week for the purpose from

Cambridge. At about the same time he accepted the living of

St. Edward's, Cambridge, to which there was no income attached.

His parish work was very slight, but it gave him the oppor-

tunity of having a class of little children in church and a fresh

opportunity of regular preaching, while there were certain alms-

houses and a few poor people's houses which he regularly

visited.

2 s 2
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To Mrs. Lindesay {after his appointment to St. Edward's).

'

Cambridge, January 7, 1871.
1 My dear Friend,

1 Thank you very much for your kind and dear letter.

Your sister [Miss Williams Wynn] said to me when I first came

to Cambridge,
"
I hope you do not mean to give up preaching."

I could assure her confidently that I did not; but if I had, her

words would have shaken my purpose. I should have received

them as a message and a warning.
'

I have always desired to have a church here, and have felt

more and more that I could not do satisfactory work among

the undergraduates or even give forth fully what I had to say

as professor without one. As to salary, I am only following

the example of a majority of the parochial clergy in Cambridge,

in counting it a privilege to get what income we need from

other sources, and to make the Gospel nearly free. There are

many great defects in our society here, but I am continually

cheered and ashamed by the simplicity, with which men of

high accomplishments and comparative poverty reject large

livings, and even bishoprics, that they may devote themselves

to the work which they think fittest for the;n. One of our best

theologians here, who has done this, has just been endowing

really large scholarships out of that which he has earned
;

for

he had no patrimony.
' My parish is only a very small one, and will give me only

too little employment. But the church is in good order, well

attended, and the services have been well conducted. I shall

not probably enter upon it till March.'

His first service in St. Edward's was his baptism of a little

grandson on March 8th, 187 1. The baby was a great delight

to him. Whenever he could be so he was with the child,

watching it and playing with it. He always liked best to have

a class of little children in church on the day of a christening.

He would then always speak to them of the baptism they had
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just seen, ask them about their own, about their own names, and

so lead on to speak of the little troubles of their life, of the help

they had always at hand, of the fight they had to fight. Every-

thing was connected with reality, with life. The one thing he

avoided was the encouragement of glib answers, pat by rote, as

to where the texts were to be found that proved this and proved
that—" what is the order of names from Adam to Abraham,"
and all that type

—which the average church choir boy is apt to

repeat with a readiness that simply shocked my father. All that

tended to make the children look upon the characters of the

Old or New Testament as men of like passions with those of

their own time, as meeting with real difficulties, making real

mistakes, taught by the same discipline as we are
;

all this he

tried to bring before them. All that tended to make them feel

that these men in so far as they trusted in God were helped ;

that the punishments which fell on them were sent in love for

their sake and for the sake of others
;

all that tended to make

them look to Christ as the perfect revelation of the character

of God—to Him as one with the Father, in the Spirit ;
to Him

as their helper and friend now—he led them on to speak of

and to feel. To children and to country-folks in the parishes

where he took duty, it came home as simple, beautiful talk

connected with their own lives, not with some matters of which

they knew nothing. In parish after parish the country folk had

crowded to hear him, and had come away without a notion that

they had heard something very recondite. There was no mis-

taking in a similar way the effect that perhaps even more his

presence and his voice, trembling with sympathy, and his reve-

rential shyness had upon children of all ages. By the year

1 87 1 this faculty of attraction had as it were become a part of

him, hardly due to action in detail so much as itself a direct

personal influence drawing out a corresponding sympathy
almost as electricity does by induction.

All through his time at Cambridge till his health quite broke

he had most keenly enjoyed his life there. He had usually

had his house full of visitors, and had greatly enjoyed the

society of the place. He made in various ways attempts to see
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all he could of the undergraduates. His great wish to be on

friendly terms with them made him exaggerate his own unfit-

ness for drawing them out on subjects that interested them.

He gave large evening parties for the undergraduates, at

which he especially appreciated Mr. Kingsley's help. He had

a not exaggerated sense of Mr. Kingsley's power of attracting

young men. Those, who were at the University at the time,

still recall the delicate care with which Mr. Kingsley attended

him, and the smile of grateful appreciation which rewarded the

little services, such as carrying some of his books back from

the library, which Mr. Kingsley often contrived to be at hand

to render. At the evening parties Mr. Kingsley, when at the

University, was sure to be present and the centre of an eager

group. My father, as usual, was bent upon drawing out the

conversation of others, especially of the young men, rather than

upon saying much himself.

One of his resources was to get some young lady who would

break the ice, to come down on a visit. If he could catch one,

accustomed to sympathise with her brothers, and ready to be

friends with young men, he was, for instance, at the break-

fasts, to which he usually invited as many undergraduates as

possible, in his most radiant happiness. As soon as the ice

was broken and chat about cricket, boating, the colleges, what-

ever interested them, had fairly begun, he joined in with hearty

sympathy, and, his shyness having fled, that power of diffusing

happiness which was a something all his own, affecting all who
lived with him, shone out in its full warmth. He had a suc-

cession of young lady visitors who so helped him.

Afterwards he would go up to the drawing-room, lay his

hand quietly on the shoulder of his lady friend, and say to his

wife, to whom he always came to impart his pleasure :

"
Fancy

this child drawing out all those young men, putting us all at

our ease and keeping us all in chat, when I was sitting there

as glum and stupid as possible !

"
Always in the same way

he caught at every opportunity of pouring forth his gratitude

for and appreciation of anything that was done for him by

whomsoever it was done
;
as much for the thoughtfulness and
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affection with which all his servants waited on him, as for any
other service. Quite to the last, if a cab was to be fetched, or

some message outside the house to be delivered on a wet day,
he was sure to slip out himself to get it done rather than let a

maid-servant be exposed to bad weather. This was character-

istic of his habit in all household matters. Some time before he

•left London evidence had been given that it was a great temp-
tation to servants to be sent round to pay the tradesmen's bills.

From that time he nearly always went round himself and paid the

bills, both in London and in Cambridge, as a duty to the servants.

One hardly can go into details, because this kind of taking

upon himself the rough and leaving to others the smooth, and

if possible at the same time contriving to give some one else

the credit of what had been done, extended to every little detail

of life. If visitors called on him or were staying with him,

who differed from him in points of opinion, his reticence in

explaining, urging or enforcing any opinions of his own, unless

he was almost forced to speak out, was always marked. No
doubt his shyness was partly the cause, but much more than

this the dread of trying merely to substitute his opinions for

others, to proselytise in any way, was the reason for it. Just

as in his letters, if the least hint were given that any correspon-

dent who wrote only wanted a set of cut and dried opinions

that would settle his difficulties for him and relieve him from

the necessity of working his own way to the light, it was certain

that my father would refuse to supply what was wanted
;
so it

was in his own house. There were no sets of opinions esta-

blished as oracular to discuss which was anathema. All thought

from any quarter was welcome, so it was genuine and not sham

thought. It was, I think, this, with his sense of humour and

hearty appreciation of humour, which gave a freedom and a

happiness to a discussion when he was present that yet had

always a certain side of solemnity with it. For it was the sense

of his always feeling himself in the presence of Truth, as a living

person, that was somehow conveyed in his whole treatment of

a subject, which made it impossible for it to seem respectful to

him to treat him as infallible, which made it so evidently the
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thing that he would most have hated. No doubt this habit had

gradually grown on him. He used to say that if he was during

all the later years of his life unwilling to enter into discussion

in defence of his own opinions, that was only because his ten-

dency as a young man had been so much of the opposite kind

that it had produced a reaction. During 1871 he spent much

time with me in talking over the past history of his life and

speaking of different periods in it, expressly in order to help

with me this work. "
I have laid a great many addled eggs in

my time," he said to me in rather a sad tone one day,
u but I

think I see a connection through the whole of my life that I

have only lately began to realise
;
the desire for Unity and the

search after Unity both in the nation and the Church has

haunted me all my days."

I have to thank a writer in the Liverpool Post for the follow-

ing exquisite little sketch of one scene at a Cambridge lecture :

' The generations of Cambridge men who were under him as

Knightbridge Professor (alas, too few !)
are now near middle

age ;
when they are gone none will be left to tell of that charm

we speak of. Yet while they live, who of those that were

brought within the circle of his charmed power will forget the

slight, bent frame, the head crowned with the silvered locks,

which were indeed a crown of glory, the eyes that seemed to

have kept watch more than their threescore years over man's

mortality, and to have learnt therefrom a lesson of immortal

hope, the face—we say it reverently
—as of a Man of Sorrows,

the voice, trembling in its earnestness, and piercing, though

low-pitched, as the soul within him burned and the fire kindled ?

Enthusiasm is scarcely the word to describe the feelings of the

survivors of that band of young men, undergraduates and

junior graduates, who on one unique occasion so far forgot the

decorum of a university lecture room as to leap to their feet

with one accord, and, while many eyes were wet with emotion,

to cheer again and again the professor who had just given as

an illustration of devotion to duty the story of the sinking of

the Birkenhead.' To which Mr. Pulliblank, of Walton, adds

these touches :

' The version of Sir H. Doyle's lines which your
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father read was slightly different from that which appears in

the latest edition. It ended thus :

"
They sleep as well, beneath that purple tide

As others under surf."

The strain upon our feelings had been growing more and more

tense as verse after verse was read, in that voice almost broken

with earnestness, and yet so clear : as the last verses came you

might have heard here and there, from young men not used to

the melting mood, distinct sobs of emotion. For my own part

I could not pretend that I was not really crying. As the last

word fell from your father's lips a hush came over us : we
almost seemed to be in the presence of the noble dead. A
pause of a few seconds, and then, all in a body we leapt up,

some even on the forms, and cheered.
'

It was a thing such as I never saw and never heard of—a

thing I shall never forget as long as my reason and memory
remain.'

I ought, perhaps, to add that Mr. Matthew Arnold is fond

of quoting a sentence used to him by one of the most dis-

tinguished of Cambridge men after my father's first lecture in

Cambridge :

"
I am quite sure the undergraduates thought they

had been listening to a lecture on the eye." Somehow the
"
eye

"
lectures sometimes went home.

Another passage, from Mr. Pulliblank's letter, supplies, I

think, a graceful picture of my father and Kingsley :

" The last

time I saw your father he was leaving the Divinity Schools and

met Kingsley, who had just come out of one of the other

rooms. Kingsley ran to him and insisted on carrying his

burden of books, and supporting him by his arm. The gra-

cious smile with which the little act of kindness was acknow-

ledged seems stamped on my memory." Any one who knew

my father will know well that smile.
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To the Rev. F. J. A. Hort (to explain his having signed an

address to the Bishops, asking thein not to enforce ajudgment

against Mr. Purehas, a Ritualist clergyman).

'March 23, 1871.

'

I thought earnestly about the Purchas judgment before I

signed the Address to the Bishops. I should have thought it

ignominious to sign any similar address about the Voysey

judgment. If, as is affirmed, I am myself condemned by that

decree, I would rather ask that it might be enforced against

me. I certainly shall not change my style of preaching, or

retract any word I have ever spoken, in consequence of it.

But it seemed to me that a hard and fast line about a point of

ecclesiastical behaviour is almost certain to occasion a schism,

in which no principle will be involved, only a defiance of law,

and yet in which exceedingly worthy men would, on a point
half of honour, half of conscience, be involved. I think the

Bishops should be urged and encouraged to strain a point for

the sake of averting such a calamity. It is very mischievous that

a statute law should be strained, as no doubt it is, to meet a

point of supposed policy. But policy becomes moral duty in

the case of men presiding over a society in which the maxims

of St. Paul are recognised, in which the observance and non-

observance of customs are alike to be subordinated to the

higher law of charity. I would cut through any knots to get

the principle established that the Bishops are fathers, and not

either legalists or "
unsanctified

"
rhetoricians.'

To the Rev J. LI. Davies (sending him a pamphlet on
" Secular and Denominational" education).

'

Cambridge, May 5, 1871.

' The main motive for writing it was that I might clear up
the meaning of some words which I spoke at the last meeting

[of the Working Men's College], and might make my position

in the College intelligible to the students. If I could do that,

I thought I might also remove some of the confusion which
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beset the subject of education generally, and might justify the

principle of Forster's Bill.

'

By a coincidence, of which I only became aware after my
letter was in print, the committee appointed to deliberate about

the establishment of a boys' school in our new rooms, has just

brought out its report. All theological instruction being
—I

suppose after much discussion—omitted in the programme,
I should not well have known how to act. I have been much
in favour of the movement for setting up the school

;
I hope it

will do much good. I am glad that Brewer and Hughes see

their way to joining it. This pamphlet coming out quite uninten-

tionally at this moment, and before the report, will explain why
I do not join, while my absence from London will excuse me
from any necessity of making remonstrances or being an

obstructive. It will therefore be a kind of friendly parting

word to the College. It will vindicate what I aimed at there ;

since I cannot pursue the aim, it is better that they should

work out the problem as well as they can without me. I have

great confidence that Brewer and Hughes will keep them from

going far wrong.
' Whether the pamphlet will be of the least use to outsiders

I cannot tell. It has been a deliverance of my own soul, if no

other soul responds to it.

'

I will try to see the Pall Mall and Guardian, and to ascer-

tain the whereabouts of your Associations.* I fear that I am

becoming less and less fit for associations. The awkward

position into which those clergymen brought themselves who

joined the Birmingham League frightens me somewhat; but

my own unsociable temper is probably more at fault. I do

not despair of the sunrise when the night is most chilly, and I

would cheer my neighbours to hope for it. About the different

expedients for keeping ourselves warm and kindling lights

while we are waiting for it, I am growing painfully sceptical ;
I

daresay it is wrong.
' These difficulties about the College rather increase my re-

luctance—which had other grounds
—to be in London at this

* A Church-reform Association.
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time. If I were announced as about to preach, Rawlins would

want me to fix a time for meeting the Council, from which, for

its own sake as well as my own, I had better be away. I

ought to try to be doing something at Cambridge, for I seem

to have little vocation anywhere else.

' Our love to Mrs. Davies and your children.'
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CHAPTER XXII.

The morning breaks, the shadows flee ;

Pure Universal Love Thou art !

To all, to me, Thy bowels move ;

Thy nature and Thy Name is Love !

Charles Wesley. (The order of the words slightly

changed in the third line.)

THE LAST HOURS.

The Bishop of London (Dr. Jackson) urged my father in the

beginning of July, 187 1, to undertake the Cambridge Preacher-

ship at Whitehall. He was now sufficiently conscious of

failing health to refuse at first, but when the Bishop urged him,

on the ground that there were many who would come to hear

him who would not go to hear any one else, he felt it to be

his duty to accept. Altogether, the extra work he had taken

this year told fatally on him.

A visit to Penmaenmawr in August for a time improved his

health. In September he paid his last visit to Oxford, there

talking over with his wife all his past connected with it, with

something of the sense that the end was not distant.

He preached two University sermons in November at Cam-

bridge, and read an essay at the Cosmopolitan Club. He
continued his sermons at Whitehall throughout November

and December, 1871, and January (preaching there twice on

January 7th), 1872 \
but he was utterly unfit for work.

In the Christmas of 187 1 his little grandson, a year old, was

an immense delight to him. He was continually to be found

playing with the child, and was so full of his delight that he

was always talking to everybody about ' '

boy
"
as he called him.
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Not long after its birth he had been sorely troubled because the

baby had not as yet begun to smile
;
a defect amply compen-

sated in the games they had together at this time. But he was

getting weaker and weaker. At last he agreed to see Dr.

Paget, who at once ordered him off to Brighton.

On February 10th he returned to Cambridge, having lost

strength most of the time.

On February nth he insisted upon preaching both morning
and afternoon at St. Edward's, the offertory being for a memorial

to Bishop Patteson. It was the last time he ever preached.

The following day he gave a lecture.

On the 14th (Ash Wednesday) he took the service and held

a confirmation class. In the evening, though he was so ill that

his wife did her utmost to dissuade him from doing so, he went

to the service at St. Mary's. It was the last time he was in

church.

On the 15th, ill as he was, he gave a lecture at home.

By the 18th he was dangerously ill. He steadily grew
worse till March 1st, when Dr. Radcliffe was telegraphed for,

and the danger appeared so great that his sons and his sister

were summoned. He rallied, and was able to drive out for

several days.

On March 12th he was taken up to his nieces' house in

Bolton Row, May Fair. Each day he grew weaker, having

great suffering and becoming dreadfully emaciated.

On Saturday, March 30th (Easter Eve), he dictated a letter,

resigning St. Edward's, and signed his own name for the last

time. All through his illness he spoke much to those about

him of his sense of having known nothing before of what the

sick wanted, and of feeling that if he were to recover he would

know better how to help them. So strong was this upon him

that, when he made up his mind, after a great struggle, to resign

St. Edward's, he said to his wife,
"

If I have not Edward's, at

least I hope I may give myself more to the work of the hos-

pital." At another time he said,
"
If I may not preach here I

may preach in other worlds."

At the beginning of my father's illness the Prince of Wales
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was just recovering from his long illness, and one of the last

things my father was able to enjoy having read aloud to him

from the newspapers, was a report in the Times, of Dean

Stanley's sermon on the Prince's recovery. He was greatly

delighted with Dr. Stanley's words. Throughout his illness he

was continually speaking of sacrifice
;
of Christ's Sacrifice being

at the root of all things. Once he spoke with great delight to

his wife of her brother Archdeacon Hare's sermon on Sacrifice.

The revised Lectionary had just been published. His wife's

note-book has this passage about it,
" He frequently said that

he thought the restoring the Book of Revelations to the regular

lesson was the greatest boon that had been given to the Church

for a very long time. I constantly read parts of the Revela-

tions to him, and he always entered into them with peculiar

delight. Once he said,
'

People talk of the poor not being able

to understand " the Revelations." It is just the poor who do

take them in, who feel there is something in them which meets

their wants.' A few minutes afterwards he added,
'

It is just

the same with the book of Job.'
"

He was continually speaking with horror of the divisions

in the Church, and when it was reported to him that some new

prosecution was threatened, he became so agitated that he

could only be quieted by being assured it was a rumour, not

authenticated.

During all the earlier part of his illness, and quite up to the

last two or three days, he looked forward to recovery and spoke
of going to his own house at Brunswick Place, which was being

made ready tor him. He hoped there to see all his friends.

The extract from Mrs. Maurice's note-book given in the note

on p. 285, Vol. II., will show that this which follows, reported

also in the note-book, was only the continuance of the habit of

his life, though the choice of well remembered words instead of

personal prayer was characteristic of a sick-bed.
" He hardly

ever woke in the night without repeating aloud the Lord's

Prayer, and
' the Grace of our Lord,' or ' Praise God from whom

all blessings flow.'
"

The self-reproach, of which his letters have indicated the
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existence all through his life—the feeling which is so marked

in his letter to his wife of May 21st, 1861, from Oxford (p. 391,

Vol. II.)
—became more and more pronounced as weakness

increased upon him. He could not bear to be told of his

having done any good to any one
;
the sense of unsatisfactory

work, of sin, was strong upon him. He poured out his distress

to his doctor, who had been with Mr. Erskine under a some-

what similar condition of depression, but had known little of

the habitual tendency to the same in my father. To his wife

he also spoke continually of the same, adding,
" I can only say,

"*

Lord, undertake for me.'
"

In his extreme weakness he trusted the selection of what

should be read to him, to her
;
and she, who knew his favourites

intimately, always contrived to find just what gave him

comfort.
" In general," says Mrs. Maurice's note of this,

" he left me
to choose what I should read, and said,

' Choose for me. I

always regret when I choose for myself. You always know
what I want. You seem to have an inspiration of what I

need.'
"

So strong was his feeling of the comfort it had been to him

in his weakness to have what was read to him chosen for him,

that he said several times to Mrs. Maurice " that he thought

his teaching to sick people had not been sufficiently individual,

that he had too much chosen the psalm or lesson of the day,

and that he had now learnt the comfort of having special parts

chosen for them according to their need."

He took such delight in Miss Winkworth's translations of

the German hymns that he said he must write and thank her

for the help they had been to him. His wife's notes continue :

" He did not care for those hymns which dwelt on Christ's

bodily sufferings, but delighted especially in Luther's. I read

him the one for Easter Day. He said
' That is perfect.'

'
I

thought you would like it.' He said quite reproachfully,
' You

knew I should.'
"

Several times during the course of the illness he spoke
—

evidently in the same sense in which he used the words "
Lord,
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undertake for me"—"of our Lord's conversation with the

woman of Samaria, and of His telling a woman like her about

that water which would be a well of water springing up into

everlasting life."

"On Good Friday," March 29th, Mrs. Maurice's diary runs,
" he said he wished to read the collects to me. I was frightened,

and asked whether I should read them to him. He said,
'

No,
I wish to read them.' With some effort he did so, and said

they always seemed to gather up all that was needed. Some
hours later (I had been away for a few minutes and on my
going back) he said,

'

I don't know whether you will think it

wrong, but I could not help applying the words of the collect

"
for this family

"
to this family. She' [referring to his wife's

maid]
' was sitting there, and I thought of this family.' He

added,
' Of course, I take also the universal meaning.'

"

In the middle of the night of Good Friday,
"

I [Mrs.

Maurice] said to him the hymn
' Abide with me,' which seemed

to give him great comfort." The hymn was always his favourite

of all hymns ;
the one he was sure to select for any service that

specially interested him.

"On Easter Eve, after reading to him part of the 1st Peter

iii. iv., I said I thought all the part about Noah and Christ's

preaching to the spirits in hell was very difficult. He said it

was, and asked for his Greek Testament. An hour or two

later he said he thought he saw the meaning—that as the ark

saved the eight souls as a promise that all should be saved, so

baptism saved those who were baptised, thus figuring God's

salvation of all.

" On the morning of Easter Day he asked me to read to him

the 1st of 1st Corinthians, beginning at the 22nd \erse. In

the afternoon I had been reading to him the walk to Emmaus,
and almost unconsciously repeated (thinking of him)

' vanished

out of their sight.' He said, 'Yes, vanished out of their sight,

which means that He abides with them for ever.' He said to

Julia on Easter Day about the walk to Emmaus, looking out

of his window from the bed,
' All these men who are walking

there, with their doubts and thoughts, whether frivolous thoughts

vol. 11. 2 T
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or earnest doubts, or whatever they may be, want a Friend to

join Himself to them and bring them out
;
not to quench the

doubts, as I too often have done.'
"

All food was painful and distressing to him. "
I have

learnt," he said,
" that man does not live by bread alone."

" '

I

feel now that I must take food solemnly.' I [Mrs. Maurice]

said,
' You mean it is sacramental ?' He said,

'

I did not like

to use the word, but that is what I mean.' On the evening of

Easter Day Dr. RadclifFe asked him whether the gloom which

had oppressed him had been lifted off. He said ' Yes. There

has been more light. It has been an Easter Day.'
"
During the night of Easter Sunday he suffered greatly

from difficulty of breathing, and from cold death perspirations

all night. He was in great anguish of mind. Once he said

to me,
' Ask that these nervous fears may be taken away.

Pray.' I read him part of the Service for the Visitation of the

Sick. He said afterwards in a clear, revived voice, \
Thank you,

dearest, that has done me good.' Later he said,
'
I have two

voices, but I cannot silence the second voice as Tennyson did.'

I said,
' The Lord is my light and my salvation, whom then

shall I fear ; the Lord is the strength of my life, of whom shall

I be afraid ?
' He said,

' That is what I wanted. But
'

(after

a moment)
'
I did not mean by the second voice what we had

been talking of.' I fancy he alluded to the ' nervous fears,'

and that he meant by
'

the second voice,' recollections of what

he fancied had been omissions or faults of former years. Later

in the night, he asked for the 23rd Psalm (I also read him the

14th of St. John), and more towards morning for part of the

Litany. He asked me in the middle of the night whether his

sons had been telegraphed for, and as I hesitated he said

'Just answer simply the truth.' I said,
'

They have been sent

for.'
' Then Dr. Radcliffe thinks me very ill?' I said,

'

Yes.'

He said,
' He knows that I am not such a coward that I

cannot bear the truth.'
'
I am not going to Death,' he said,

1
1 am going into Life /' We sent for Dr. Radcliffe, and he

came about 5 a.m. He said,
'

I know you think me very ill.

Is it a question of days or of hours ?
'

Dr. Radcliffe said,
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' Not of days, dear Mr. Maurice.' He then asked if his sons

could come before he received the Communion, and being told

they could not, expressed a wish to receive it at once. We sent

for Mr. Davies."

A barber had been engaged to come and shave him, and at

this moment it seemed to occur to my father that he would not

be able to keep the engagement, and that he ought to apologise

for breaking it He turned to Mrs. Maurice and said,
" You

will explain to the barber why I cannot see him."

Having been satisfied on this point
" he began talking very

rapidly, but very indistinctly. We made out that it was about

the Communion being for all nations and peoples, for men who

were working like Dr. Radcliffe. Something too we understood

about its being women's work to teach men its meaning. Once

Dr. Radcliffe said,
'

Speak slowly? He said quickly,
' You do

not want me to speak.' Dr. Radcliffe said,
'

Oh, tell us all you

can.'

" He went on speaking, but more and more indistinctly, till

suddenly he seemed to make a great effort to gather himself

up, and after a pause he said slowly and distinctly,
' The

knowledge of the love of God—the blessing of God Almighty,

the Father, the Son, and the Holy Ghost be amongst you—
amongst us—and remain with us for ever.' He never spoke

again. In one instant all consciousness was gone, and when I

looked up and called him, he did not know me."

Then, as the breathing became more and more laboured,

and at last ceased, there gradually settled down upon the face

a look of calmness, beauty, triumph, which remained on it for

many hours. Of such a look he has himself said,
" As men

watch the last breath departing from a dear friend, they seize

this language, they feel they have a right to it. They say,
' A

moment ago he was mortal, and now he is free. It has been

but a twinkling of an eye, and what a change has come !

'

Though the decaying, agonised frame is lying calm and at rest,

he who spoke a few minutes before did not derive his powers

of speech, any more than the celestial smile which still remains

on the clay, from that clay."
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POSTSCRIPT.

Dr. Radcliffe's Reminiscences.

Dr. Radcliffe has sent me the following letter giving his own

notes and remembrances of the last twelve hours. I should

hesitate to publish such a statement on any less authority, and

1 hough I was aware that Dr. Radcliffe had some impression of

the kind here recorded, I rather avoided alluding to it in the

first edition. I do not, however, feel that I should be justified

in suppressing evidence the best that such a case admits of.

There is one point on which I should like at all events to

insist. People have such a tendency to find just what they

are looking for that I have heard my father's last words de-

scribed as a " confession of faith." In other words, it is

assumed that, having his eyes set upon the question of his own

future, he conformed to the formula which is supposed to give

friends reason for hoping that he had secured the prize of his

own personal felicity. I am certain that the words were

nothing of the kind. He was last of all the world in his own

thoughts at that moment as in every other throughout life.

It was a message of "
Hope to Mankind "—to himself only

" as one of a race." It was delivered to his family, to the City,

in which he had worked, and to all mankind.

'25 Cavendish Square, 28th July, 1884.

1 Dear Colonel Maurice,
' What I have to say about the last hours of your dear

father is soon said. Calling at Bolton Row, on my way home

from the evening service at Westminster Abbey on Easter Day,

I found that a sudden change for the worse had taken place.
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In the course of the evening, an attack of pleurisy, of which

there had been threatenings earlier in the day, had set in, and

now the pain in the side and the want of breath made speaking

very difficult. Little or nothing was said at first; afterwards,

on my expressing a hope that he was in better spirits, your
father said,

" Yes
;
there has been more light : it has been an

Easter Day."
' Then came a long pause, followed by a sound which seemed

to be a sigh, but which may have been a gasp caused by a

twinge of pain. I, inclining to the notion that the sound was

a sigh, said,
" You ought to say with David,

' This is my in-

firmity, but I will remember the years of the right hand of

the Most High.'
" The reply was "

Yes, I must do so. Mr.

Erskine (of Linlathen) did so, and, as you know, his gloom

passed off almost at once, never to return. Do tell me about

your visit to him once more."
'

I did as I was bid, often stopping for a bout of pain to

pass off, or for fear of being tiresome. On taking leave I

said,
" You are a very inconsistent Platonist : you, of all men,

ought not to be daunted by the Dweller on the Threshold
;

"

and to this stupid remark the only answer was a bright smile

and a prolonged pressure of my hand in his. When I left, the

urgent symptoms were much abated, and I was not without

hope that the worst was over.

' When I returned at 5 a.m. next day, copious effusion had

taken place in one of the pleura, and death was close at hand.

On seeing me, with a great effort, your father said,
"

I know

you think me very ill," and then, without pausing, asked quietly,
"

Is it a question of days or hours?" I said,
" Not of days,

dear Mr. Maurice." A little later he asked whether you and

your brother would arrive in time to receive the Holy Com-

munion with him, and, on being told that this was very doubtful,

he said,
" We must not wait," or words to that effect. From

this time it was very difficult to catch the meaning of what was

said. The word Communion was uttered more than once.

Now and then he was evidently speaking to me particularly,

or about me. On my wishing him to speak slowly, he said

quite audibly, and almost testily,
" You do not want me to
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speak," and almost immediately afterwards, without any

struggle all was over—as it seemed.
' We—Miss Sterling, Mrs. Maurice, her maid, and I—remained

kneeling around the bed. No sound came from the motionless

chest, the beating of the artery under my finger was no longer

perceptible
—the hand which a moment before was grasping

mine had relaxed its hold, the countenance was no longer

scored by lines denoting difficulty in breathing, the spark in

the eye had gone out, and nowhere, so far as I could see, was

there any reason for thinking that the fire of life was still

smouldering. I could find no such reason then, I can find no

such reason now. And yet shortly afterwards, he, who seemed

to have died, and to have been dead for several minutes, or

moments, minutes rather than moments, as I remember them,

slowly raised himself upon one of his elbows into a half-sitting

posture, and said distinctly,
" The peace of God, which passeth

all understanding, keep your—our—hearts and minds in the

knowledge and love of God, and of his Son Jesus Christ our

Lord : and the blessing of God Almighty, the Father, the Son,

and the Holy Ghost, be amongst us and remain with us always,"

and having so said, without another word, he lay down and died

—
again.
' The voice in which these words were uttered was the old

familiar voice, clear and solemn, so often heard in giving this

very Benediction. Between them and the preceding words,

which were hurried and scarcely coherent, and almost lost in

distracting sounds connected with lack of breath, a broad line

of separation must be drawn. In uttering these last words

no difficulty in breathing or speaking was noticeable. At the

time it seemed as if the speaker had come back to us refreshed,

if I may so say, by having been away, and I am still in the

same mind. At all events, I cannot confound these last words

with any ordinary deathbed utterances, and I leave you to

decide for yourself whether their proper place is before death

or after it.

'

This, dear Colonel Maurice, is what I have to tell about

the last hours of your saintly father.

'C. B. R.'
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I wish to leave everybody to form their own judgment on

the letter. That Dr. Radcliffe's impression was formed at the

time I have a good deal of independent evidence. My own

conviction is that my father, during the period when he seemed

to have died, was concentrating his whole thought upon the

message he was to deliver so completely as to abstract from

his body all signs of life. He was, I think, absolutely spending
the last spark of vital power in finishing the work he had to do,

but that is only a deduction from a life's knowledge of him
;

it

is not, as the letter is, specific evidence.

As soon as his death was known to others a proposal was

immediately made that he should be buried in Westminster

Abbey. A petition to that effect rapidly received the signatures

of men of weight. My father's family, however, each indepen-

dently of one another, and quite unanimously, agreed that such

a funeral would have been altogether contrary to his wishes.

He was on April 5th buried in a vault at Highgate, where

already father, mother, sisters, had been laid. Nothing could

have been simpler than the funeral itself, but it was followed

by crowds, which filled up the roads to the cemetery on many
sides. It was a meeting-point to which many men went who

had not seen each other for years, and were not likely to meet

again.

Then there followed, both in the pulpit and in the press,

such a burst of grateful recognition of the national services he

had rendered, as fairly staggered numbers who had never

heard his name before, or had known him only under false

conceptions of him. It was said to me, by more than one man,
at the time, that the spontaneity and universality of the feeling

was so marked that there did not seem to them to have been

anything like it in England since the Duke of Wellington's

death. It was the more remarkable because at the moment

scarcely a single notice came from his immediate friends.*

The blow to them had been too stunning to admit of anything

but silence. The recognition was, however, of a peculiar type.

* Mr. Kingsley wrote an article in ' Macmillan's Magazine,' but that was

some weeks later.
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It represented the intense feeling of a very great many men

widely differing from one another, in all classes and in many
walks of life

;
of great numbers of those who had been con-

cerned in the genuine life and work of the country, no matter

to what party or sect they belonged. But the many who do

not take interest in what does not affect the current of their

own ordinary life knew little of him. It was, considering the

number of first-rate artists who had worked with him, a

somewhat notable indication of the kind of absence ofknowledge
of his work which mixed with the loving knowledge of it, that

in the midst of what seemed like a storm of universal recog-

nition, when some friend offered to present a picture of him to

the National Portrait Gallery ;
no one of the then Council had

ever heard his name or knew anything about him. It would

be easy to fill a volume with sermons, papers, poems, each in

themselves of great beauty, because literally the secrets of

many hearts were revealed in owning his help. So wide-

spread and so deep was the feeling, that there came an earnest

appeal from the United States for the publication of such a

memorial volume, to which America and Australia would have

furnished notable contributions. Apart from these, more than

such a volume might be filled by the autobiographical records of

those who continually wrote to him, to thank him for having
led them from scepticism and doubt into firm faith. I do not

know of one of his many books which has not been declared by
some one to have been the very book that brought them light.

But I am sure that the recognition which would have pleased

him most was expressed by Dr. Montagu Butler in these

words,
" Wherever rich and poor are brought closer together,

wherever men learn to think more worthily of God in Christ,

the great work that he has laboured at for nearly fifty years

shall be spoken of as a memorial of him."
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INDEX.

Abeken, Dr., some time secretary to

the Emperor of Germany, and
author of various works, Maurice

impressed by, i. 257 ; his nego-
tiations regarding the Jerusalem
bishopric, 319, 320, 327

Abelard, on the reading of, i. 466
Abraham, i. 135, 253, 562
Acland, T. (afterwards the Right
Hon. Sir Thomas Dyke Acland,
Bart., M.P.), acts as one of

Maurice's sponsors, i. 123 ; letter

to, from Maurice on Protestantism

and the Papacy, 140 ; another to,

on the spirit of the age, 143 ; and
another on his occupations at Bub-
benhall and on the " Oxford move-

ment," 161
; letter to, 166 ; refer-

ence to, 167 n. ;
visits Maurice at

Bubbenhall, 168; urges him to

throw his views on subscription
into a pamphlet, 169 ; letters to,

from Maurice, on the subject, 169-
171 ; letter to, on Alexander Knox,
171 ; visits Maurice at Guy's, 199 ;

letter to, 204 ; reference to, ib. ;

assists in editing the Educational

Magazine during Maurice's absence
in Switzerland, 284 ; references to,

285, 320, 324, 351, 352, 401, ii.

60 ; requests him to speak out on
the Colenso question, ii. 451 ; and

begs him to answer two questions,

451
Act of Uniformity, effects of the, 1.

1, 2, 6
;
Maurice on the repeal of,

ii. 357-361
Acts iv. 13, citation from, i. 222

Adam, i. 135, 183, 190
Adams, Rev. Mr., a Baptist minister,

i. 124
VOL. II.

Addison, reference to, ii. 142
Address from the Working Men oi

London to Maurice on his expul-
sion from King's College, ii. 221,
222 ; another presented to him by
332 clergymen and 487 laymen,
371, 372

Adullam, Maurice's desire to pass

through a cave of, to unite a king-
dom, i. 358

iEschylus, "an orthodox Christian,"
ii. 256 ; see also 549, 563 and n.

"yEterna vita," Maurice's view of

the true meaning of, i. 396-398
Africa, Colenso's work in, ii. 295-297
Agamemnon, reference to, ii. 256 n.
'

Agamemnon,' extract from the
burden of the first chorus in, ii.

549 «.; reference to another chorus

in, 563 ;/.

'Age of Reason,' on Paine's, i. 385"
Agnostic," origin of the word, ii.

327 ; first assumed by Professor

Huxley, ib.

Agnosticism, Leslie Stephen on Dean
Mansel's assertion of the first prin-

ciples of, ii. 327
Agnostics, diversity of opinion

amongst, as to church-going and

belief, ii. 327 ; antiquity of the

sect, ib. ; prediction regarding, 609
Albert, Prince, ii. 14, 34, 532 n.

Albertus Magnus, ii. 278
Alderson, Baron, ii. 202
Alexander (the Great) ii. 58
Alexandrian lecture, an, ii. 140
Alexandrian schools of philosophy,

best mode of studying the, ii. 56 ;

the Christian school worthy of re-

studying, 57
Ali, Mehemet, i. 319
Allan, W., a working engineer, ii.

222

2 U
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Allen, C, a pianoforte maker, ii. 222

Allen, Rev. John, Vicar of Prees,
afterwards Archdeacon of Salop,
named a Government education

inspector, i. 277 ; references , to,

354> 355> 4QI j
Maurice's visit to,

481 ;
at a National Society meet-

ing, 516, 545
Allen, Rev. W., Vicar of Walsall, i.

159
Allen, William, secretary to one of

the educational bodies in I Si 5,

mentioned in boy's letter, i. 35
All-Saints' Day, thoughts on, i. 444
American Civil War, Maurice's views
on the, ii. 438-440

'Analogy of the Human Mind,' James
Mill's, i. 202

Anderdon, Rev. H., a clergyman who
joined the Church of Rome, ii. 64

Anderson, Rev. J. S. M., preacher
of Lincoln's Inn

;
reference to,

i. 430, 545, ii. 27, 102 ; his letter

to the Principal of King's College,
200 ; reference to, 204

Anecdotes, &c. Seep. 703.

Angelo, Michael, ii. 502

Anglo-Prussian alliance, the, i. 324
Anonymous periodical-writing, Mau-

rice opposed to, ii. 321-324
Anselm's '

Monologicon,' i. 466
Antediluvians, on the ages of the, i.

3"
Anti-Corn-Law League, Maurice on,

ii. 25
Antinomians, on the best mode of

dealing with, i. 375 ;
and with their

objections to infant baptism, ib.

Apocalypse, on the study of the, i.

218 ; on the revealing power of the,

"• 355 5
on ^e meaning of the

word, 597
Apollos, 1. 211, ii. 138

"Apostasy, National," Keble's ser-

mon on, i. 160 ; the actual overt

commencement of the Oxford move-

ment, 160
"
Apostles' Club," the, at Cambridge,
i. 56, 109, no; Maurice is toasted

three times at, 165 ; dines with,

547 ; practical training he received

at, ii. 530, 541 n.

Apparitions, on, ii. 624

Aquinas, on the reading of, i. 466 ;

revolt of Luther from, ii. 615

Argyll, the Bishop of (the Right Rev.

Alexander Ewing, D.C.L., died in

1873), letters to, from Maurice, ii.

383. 390, 5 l6 > 517 ; his wish to

preach at Vere Street, 562 ; attends

the "Pan-Anglican" Conference
at Lambeth, 566 ; letters to, 567,

571, 590, 597; his 'Present Day
Papers

' andon the use of the word
"Revelation" in the New Testa-

ment, 597 ; letters to, 614-616
Aristocracy, Maurice's views on, ii.

128-132; on the use and abuse of

an, 559
Aristophanes, on the study of the

works of, i. 217
Aristotle, reference to, i. 54 ; the

'Politics' of, 217, 465, 466; ii.

3§> 39 >
on tne relative merits of

Plato and, 38, 39 ; his worth, 436 ;

revolt of Luther from, 615
Aristotelianism, nothing at Oxford

but, i. 207 ; Gladstone's, 302
Aristotelians, education makes men,

i. 207
Armies, on the power of, for evil or

for good, ii. 419
Arndt, Dr., a German writer, i. 462
Arnold, Dr. (of Rugby), references

t°.
i-. 55» 37°> 549 ;

hJ s saying re-

garding the early Church, ii. 146 ;

his views on future punishment at

variance with Maurice's, 149 ; refer-

ences to, 211 «., 315
Arnold, Matthew, his essay on Spi-

noza, Maurice's view of, ii. 441,

442 ; reference to, 633
Articles, on the utility of, ii. 228

Articles, the Thirty-nine. See Thirty-
nine Articles.

Asaph, Bishop of St. See Short,

Bishop.
Ascension, priestcraft involves a denial

of the, ii. 517, 614
Ashley, Lord (afterwards Earl

Shaftesbury), strong feeling on the

Jerusalem Bishopric, i. 320 ; Mau-
rice's letter to, on "right and

wrong ways of supporting Protes-

tantism," 342, 343 ;
uselessness of

the appeal, 344, 352 ; references

to, ii. 29, 65, 120

Associates, account of one of the tea

meetings of the, ii. 61, 62

Association, co-operative, on the prin-

ciple of, ii. 40-49 ; Maurice's creed

of, 113-116. See Co-operation.
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Associations Ouvrieres, the, in Paris,
ii. 13

Associations, Working Men's. See

Working Men's Associations.

Athanasian Creed, Maurice's views
on the, ii. 146-149 ; what it has
done for the belief of the West,
392 > 393 > the use and abuse of,

393 ; what it means, and what it

does not mean, 412-414 ; what it

teaches regarding eternal life and
eternal death, 414-417 ; on the

damnatory clauses of the, 416; tells

lessons about the Eternal Name
which we have lost, 443 ;

on the

meaning and teaching of the, 480-
484, 564 ; an article of Maurice's

on, 61S
Athanasius's book against the Gen-

tiles, value of, ii. 57 ; references to,

147, 177, 238, 392, 402, 412-414,
480 et seq.

Atheism, the danger of the time, i.

369, ii. 152, 239 ; the real issue is

between trust in a living God and,

444 ; the substitution of Dogma
for God leads to, 572

Atheistic ? are not we, i. 459
Athetusum, the, origin of, i. 78 ;

Maurice's contributions to, 78 ; be-

comes editor of, 79 ; Carlyle's ac-

count of, and its conductors, ib.\

extracts from articles of Maurice's
contributed to, 80-87 > letter to

Julius Hare regarding, 96 ; various

critical opinions regarding, 97 ; it

is found to be a pecuniary failure,

98 ; Maurice ceases to be editor of,

99 ; retrospect of his connection

with, 177

Atonement, on the power of "the, ii.

22
;
how it is hidden, 234 ; belief

in the, the one protection of men
and nations, 262 ; Maurice's idea

of, 272 et seg., 326 ; the main subject
of all preaching should be the, 365;
and of prayers, 365 ; on the power
and effects of the, 365-368

Atwood, Rev. A., letter to, i. 332-
335 ; reference to, 430

Augusti, Christian Johann Wilhelm,
a German theologian (1771-1841),
ii. 140

Augustine, reference to, i. 86 ; his
' De Civitate,'2i7 ; his use of the

words "eternal life," 398; on the

importance of, 466 ; on the influ-

ence of, in the modern world, ii.

1 09-u 1 ; on one of his sermons,
140 ; and his power as a man, 140-
142 ;

on his doctrine of the fall,

166; his post-baptismal life divided
into three parts, 166, 167 ; refer-

ence to, 402
Aurelius, Marcus, i. 466
Authors, representative, on a course

of reading, i. 217 ; Maurice's habit

in studying, ii. 541 n.

Autobiographical letters of Maurice
(1866), i. 12-21

; (1870), 173-184;
(1837), 235-240

Averroes, Arabian philosopher, 13th
century, ii. 278

Aviscenna, Arabian philosopher, 13th
century, ii. 278

B

Bacon, i. 54, 67, ii. 504
Bain, Alex., LL.D., afterwards Pro-

fessor of Logic in, and Rector of,

the University of Aberdeen, ii. 563
Ball, W., of Rydal, Ambleside, i. 379
Baptism, Dr. Pusey's tract on, i.

182
; represents the parting-point

between Maurice and the Oxford
school, 186, 188 ; he proposes to

write a series of letters on, 202, 203 ;

one of the points of the HighChurch;
the Evangelical and the Educa-
tional parties, 203 ; on Dr. Pusey's
tract on, 205 ; and on the nature of
the Covenant of, 208

; difference

betwixt Dr. Pusey's views on, and
Maurice's, 213, 214; letter to a

Quaker on, 214; Maurice's tract

on, 219 ;
breach between Dr. Pusey

and Maurice on the subject of, 221,

237 ; becomes the central point of
Maurice's teaching, 236 ; the essence
of Maurice's idea of, 269 ; best

mode of dealing with the objection
of Antinomians to infant, 375 ; on
the importance of, ii. 242 ; on the
force of the word " made "

in the

Church's rite of, 271 et seq. ; the
witness of a real spiritual fellow-

ship, 275 ; belongs to the Gospel,
but its ground-work in circumcision,
281 ;

the Baptism of the Spirit,

2 U 2
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352 ; on baptism into the Divine

Name, 493-496"
Baptismal Regeneration," difference

betwixt Dr. Pusey's views on, and
Maurice's, i. 214 ; general references

to, 236, 237 ; Maurice's views on,
wide as the poles asunder from

Hare's, ii. 30
Barry, Rev. Canon Alfred, after-

wards Principal of King's College,

Bishop of Sydney and Metropolitan
of Australia, his account of an in-

cident at one of Maurice's lectures,
i. 318 ; letter to, from Maurice, as

to a course of metaphysical and

philosophical reading, 463-469 ;

reference to, as an old pupil of

Maurice's, ii. 69, 193 «., 536
Barton, Anna, Maurice's first ac-

quaintance with, i. 227 ; her paren-

tage and family, ib. ; characteristics

of, 229 ; letters to, from Maurice,

230-233 ;
her character, 234 ;

her

marriage, ib. See Maurice, Mrs.
F.

Barton, Mrs., i. 76, 227
Basserman, Herr, a German writer

and politician who was a con-

spicuous figure in 1848, i. 486
Bather, Archdeacon, and catechisms,

i. 170
Bathurst, Rev. II., a clergyman who

joined the Church of Rome, ii. 64
Baxter, Richard, leader of the English

Presbyterians, i. 2, 6, ii. 361

Bayley, Mr., an Independent minister

and founder of a il

People's College,"
ii. 232

Beales, Mr. M. A., a well-known
member of the Reform League,
i- 49

Beatrice, a, to bless earth and show

heaven, i. 445
Beaumont, Barber, founder of an

institute at Stepney, ii. 63, 64
Becket, Thomas A', i. 300, ii. 585
Beddoes, Thomas, M.D., a man of

distinguished ability, who was Pro-

fessor of Chemistry at Oxford in

1787, and afterwards in considerable

practice as a physician at Bristol,

where he died in 1S08, ii. 592

Beggars, Maurice a victim to habitual,
ii. 287

Bekker, II., translator of Cousin, i.

289

Belief, Maurice's impression as to a

coming crisis in, ii. 182

Bell, Andrew, D.D., Scottish educa-

tionist and founder of the monitorial

system of teaching (1753-1S32), ii.

613
Bell, Miss, letter to, ii. 558-568
Bellingham, J., the murderer of Mr.

Perceval, May 1812, i. 16

Belsham, Thomas, joins the Presby-
terians, i. 5 ;

is rejected as a

preacher for Michael Maurice, 6
;

reference to, 168

Bennett, Rev. J., on the prosecution
of, ii. 614

Bennett, Sterndale W., the well-

known musician, ii. 51

Bentham, Jeremy, references to, i. 61,

62; 'Book of Fallacies,' Maurice

on, 66
;
his

'

Principles of Morals
and Legislation,' 202 ; reference

to, 252
Benthamism, Maurice opposed to, i.

178

Bentley, R., the publisher, letter

from, to Maurice, on the subject of

his novel, i. 163

Berkeley, as a metaphysician and as a

man, i. 82 ; references to, 83, ii. 59
Bernays, a well-known chemist and

scientist, ii. 51

Best, Mr., "useful to idiots," ii. 361
Betheridge, Rev. Mr., a local preacher

in Southampton, sermon by, on

Sabbath-breaking, i. 115
Bezer, J. J., a one-eyed Chartist pub-

lisher, ii. 112; known also as

Movoty, 126, 127
" Bible and Science, the Claims of

the," ii. 451
Bible and the Church, on the, i. 333
Bible-classes at Queen Square, Mr.

Mansfield's account of the, i. 488-
493 ; their usefulness to Maurice,
ii. 236

Bible, on the study of the, i. 372-376 ;

mode of studying the, in the classes

held at Queen Square, 488-493 ;

what the, was meant to tell, 511;
the, the history of a Deliverer, 517 ;

what Maurice has said and what
he has not said about the, ii. 229 ;

on Greek myths and the, 267 ; on
the Church formularies and the,

272, 273 ; the, for Mansel, equiva-
lent to the word "

Revelation,"
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328 ;

' The Book of the Wars of

the Lord,' 347 ; need of a point of
reconciliation between the Jewish
and the Western mind to render

the, intelligible, 395 ; on the true

use of the, 499-501 ; on the rever-

ence of Luther and the Reformers
for the, 602

;
and of the Articles,

603 ; tendency of the clergy to give
to the, the title of the Word of God,
ib. and 499

Bickersteth, Rev. Mr., an Evangelical
clergyman, ii. 7, 234

Bingham, Rev. Joseph, author of
'

Origines Ecclesiasticse
'

(1668-

1723), ii. 140
Binney, Rev. J., a Baptist minister,

ii. 409
Biographies, on cold, impartial, i.

531. See Robertson, Boswell.

Bismarck, Prince, references to, ii.

618, 619
B'lack-wood's Magazine, Maurice's at-

tack on, i. 62 ; enthusiastic review

of, 88

Blair, Hugh, D.D., Professor of
Rhetoric and Belles Lettres in the

University of Edinburgh in 1762,
and author of 'Lectures on Criticism,

'

Maurice on his
'

Lectures,' i. 69
Blanc, Louis, French statesman and

socialist, ii. 47
Blomfield, Bishop (Bishop of London
from 1828-1856), and Kingsley's
sermon, ii. 79 ft. ; references to, i.

?96, 3°9» 4", 4l6 > 4i8, 421, ii.

87, 96, IOI, III, 157, 171, 176,

192, 195, 197, 198, 200-203, 208,

209, 212, 214, 362
Bonaparte, i. 470
Boniface, Count, an apostate Chris-

tian of Hippo, who invited the

Vandals into Africa, ii. 142
* Book of Trades,' the, i. 18

Books, read those of great men, not

digests, i. 469
Borough, the, Maurice's desire for the

improvement of, i. 415
Boswell, his merit as a biographer, ii.

410
Bowell, R., a scientist, ii. 305
Bovven, C, a working carpenter, ii.

222

Boyle Lecturer, Maurice appointed, i.

416 ;
references to, i. 418, 420,

430, 521, ii. 230

'Bradfoot, Thomas, Schoolmaster, the

Experiences of,' ii. 55
Brasidas, ii. 135
Brasseur, M., French Professor at

King's College and author of

various educational works, ii. 51
' Brazen Serpent,' influence on
Maurice of Mr. Erskine's work on

the, i. 108

Breakfasts, Maurice's habit of giving,
ii. 284

Brentano, Herr, Strasburg Professor
of Political Economy, his recollec-

tions of Maurice, ii. 2, 3; his history
of the co-operative movement in

England, 3 «., 162
Bretschneider's Lexicon, i. 374
Brewer, J. S., M.A., of King's

College, well known for his re-

searches at the Rolls, and for a
volume of Essays, i. 539, ii. 10,

305 ; his speech at the farewell

meeting at the Working Men's

College, ii. 551 ; reference to, 635
Brewster, Dr., afterwards Sir David,

a Scottish physicist (1781-1868), ii.

Bribery at elections, Maurice's sugges-
tions for diminishing, ii. 520

Brickdale, M. A., i. 551

Bright, John, Rt. Hon., ii. 25, 499
British and Foreign School Society,

account of a meeting of, by Maurice,
when a boy, i. 35, 36

British Museum, a visit to, i. 543
Broad Church, account of the origin

of the name, ii. 607 n.

Broad Churchmen, Maurice's view of,

i. 183, 184 ; does not know well
what they are, ii. 359 ; Mr. Leslie

Stephen's statement of the views of,

and the controversy it provokes,
599 et seq. ; letter of a, in the

Spectator on Maurice's view of the

Articles, 604
Brodie, Sir Benjamin, his version of

what took place at the meeting of

the Council of King's College, ii.

196-199 ; letter to, 199 ; his letter

to Archdeacon Hare, 204
Brodribb, Rev. W. J., M.A., after-

wards Rector of Wootton Rivers,

Wilts, ii. 305
Brooke, Rev. Stopford A., his

'
Life

of Robertson,' ii. 508, 509, 512-
5i6
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Brooks, Rev. Phillips, ii. 356, 540,
584

Brougham, Lord, i. 39, 78, 368, 427,
ii- 323

Brown, Dr. Samuel, grandson of the

celebrated Dr. Brown of Hadding-
ton, and a man of distinguished
scientific and literary attainments,
who resided in Edinburgh for the

greater part of his life, where he
died in 1S56, i. 336, 337, 339-341

Brown, Madox, the artist, ii. 305
Browne, Archdeacon, explanation of

his reason for undertaking the pre-

paration of Maurice's classes at

King's College, ii. 205 «.

Bruce, Lady Augusta, calls on Mau-
rice, ii. 436 and n., 617

Bruce, Mr., afterwards Lord Elgin,
becomes Maurice's most intimate

college friend at Oxford, i. 108 ;

and directs his attention to Mr.
Erskine's works, 108 ; reference to,

116

Bubbenhall, Maurice becomes curate

at, i. 153 ;
his occupations at,

161

Buckingham, Mr. Silk, starts the

AthencEiim, i. 78, 79 ; his personal

squabble with the editor of a rival

paper, 97
Buckland, Dean, 400 ; his opinion of

Niebuhr, i. 420
Budd, Mr., i. 203
Buddhism, on the self-worship of, ii,

230
Bull, Bishop (Bishop of St. David's

1705-1709), i. 182

Bulwer, afterwards Lord Lytton, at

Oxford, i. 162

Bunsen, Baron von, Prussian am-
bassador in England, and a volumi-
nous author, account of his labours
at Rome, i. 167 n, ;

an introduction

to, for Trench, 171 ; Maurice's
estimate of, 257, 2S6 ; his opinion of

Catholicism, 287 ; and of Dorner's
book on theology, 291 ; Maurice's

pleasure at meeting him, 291 ; he
breakfasts with, 320 ; references to,

3 2 7, 361, 400, 415, 463, 539, 542 ;

his desire to obtain a fitting
candidate for the Divinity Chair at

Cambridge, ii. 14 ; Maurice's esti-

mate of, 251-253 ;
letter to, 257 ;

reference to, 265 ;
his illness, 379

Bunsen, George de, son of Baron

Bunsen, ii. 255
Bunsen, Henry de, son of Baron

Bunsen, Rector of Lilleshall, ii. 379,

476
Bunsens, the, i. 286, 357, 542, ii.

251

Bunyon, Mr., letter from, to Maurice,
ii. 432 ; and its effect, 433

Burdett, Sir Francis, i. 16, 39
Burgess, G., a solicitor, ii. 438
Burgess, W., a lithographer, ii. 222

Burke, i. 66 ; the index to all modern

thought on politics, 217, 405 «•»

467 ; Maurice's admiration for the

speeches of, at Bristol, ii. 1 19;
references, 389 11., 393 «.

Burnet, Bishop, ii. 607
Burnett, Mr., trades unionist repre-

sentative, his remarks at Inter-

national Conference at Paris, ii.

120 ;;.

Burns, i. 330"
Burntcoal," Henry, i. 66

Butler, Bishop, i. 48 ; comparison of

his three sermons, i. 467 ;
his

'

Analogy
' and sermon on the

conscience, ii. 510 ; "revelation"

must bear a different meaning from
"revealed religion," 511

Butler, Dr. Montagu, his remarks on
Maurice's death, ii. 648

Byron, Lord, i. 65, 78

Caesar's 'Commentaries' and the

Druids, i. 293 ; reference to, ii. 170
Cairns, Earl, ii. 506
Cajetan, Cardinal, one of the ablest

divines of his time, was sent as

legate to Germany by Leo X.,
where he held several conferences

with Luther, i. 512
Calamy's

'

History of the Ejected
Ministers,' i. 6 n. ; Maurice's desire

to possess a copy of, 37

Callings of priests and soldiers, on

the, ii. 417, 418
Calvin, i. 305, ii. 238; on the strength

and weakness of, ii. 5S8, 589
Calvinism, amongst the English Pres-

byterians, i. 4 ; three of Michael

Maurice's daughters become strong
believers in, 20, 28 ; peculiarity of
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Mrs. Maurice's belief in, 29 ; nature

of, ib. ; the existence of the "
elect

"

the very essence of, ib. ; Maurice
terrified by, 43 ; the keen misty
mountain air of, 339 ; the great
misery of, 376 ; the sovereign of,
ii. 16

; the greatest witness for the
divinest of all principles, 152; on
the only mode of reforming Scotch,
317; the proclamation of God as
the originator of all faith and
righteousness in man, the strength
of, 318 ; the saints of, 606

Cambridge Preachership at Whitehall,
undertaken by Maurice, ii. 637

Cambridge, University of, Maurice

proceeds to, i. 44 ; defends the

system pursued at, 49, 50 ; his love

for, 70 ; his later opinion of the

system of study pursued at, ib.
;

thinks of returning to, 93 ; A. H.
Hallam's report of his early influ-

ence at, 109, no; his early years
at, 175 ; condition on which a de-

gree was to be obtained at, 180 ;

Maurice on the system of subscrip-
tion at, 181 ; offered a tutorship at,

but declines, 206, 207 ; election of
Lord High Steward for ihe, 294-
297 ; Maurice looks for hope and
comfort to, 322 ;

'

Cambridge
Tracts,' 368, ii. 231 ; Maurice's
recollections of his old friends at,

i. 547 ; the appointment to the

Professorship of Divinity at, ii. 14 ;

Maurice's mental training at, 530,
541 n.; his election to the Knights-
bridge Professorship of Moral Theo-

logy and Moral Philosophy at, 542,

545 ; accepts the living of St.

Edward's, at, 627 ; his life at, 628-

633; scene at one of his lectures at,

632, 633 ; his last days at, 635-63S
Campbell, A. M., one of the Chris-

tian Socialists, ii. 42, 550, 551

Campbell, J. D., one of the Christian

Socialists, i. 550, 551

Campbell, Lord, i. 427
Campbell, Mrs., ii. 298
Campbell, Rev. J. McLeod, Maurice

helped by the sermons of, i. 183 ;

references to, 444, 453, ii. 273 ;

letter to, from Maurice, ii. 297; refer-

ences to, 312, 383, 404 ; his inter-

course with Maurice, 537 ; serious

and singular charge he brings against

Maurice, 538-541 ; reference to,

572
Campbell, Rev. Donald, son of the

above, ii. 539
Canaanite wars, the, defence of the,
" 57, 58

Candide, ii. 313
Candlish, Dr., his attack on Maurice,

ii. 237 ; reply to, 237 n.; references

to, 238, 249 ; Mansel's reference to,

335 n.; references to, 343, 344
Canterbury, the Archbishop of (Wil-

liam Howley, D.D., 1828-1S48),
i. 284, 418, 421

Canterbury, the Archbishop of (John
Bird Sumner, D.D., 184S-1862),
i. 521, ii. 7, 169, 203, 384, 388, 389

Capetown, Bishop of (Right Rev.
Robert Grey, D.D.), ii. 487, 519

Capital and labour, Maurice's dislike
to discussions on, ii. 113-116;
human relationships the basis of

society, not capital and labour,
1 13-U6

Cardwell, Mr., afterwards Lord, Mau-
rice's opinion of, i. 442

Carlyle, Thomas, reference to, i. 55 ;

his account of the Athcnaum and
its early contributors, 79 ; references

to, 84, 97 ; visits Maurice at Guy's,
199 ; references to, 229, 249 ; an-

tagonism of, to Maurice, 250 ;

Maurice on Sterling's article on,
276 ; on his

' Chartism ' and French
Revolution, 278, 279 ; and on his

'

reputation and power, 280, 281
;

Sewell, Whewell, and Hare on,
280

; Maurice on his lecture on
Mahomet, 282

; and on the effect

of his influence generally, 283 ; his

unrest, 284 ; remarks on an article

on, in the Quarterly, 293, 301 ;

references to, 319, 338, 339 ; scene

with, at a London dinner party,
345, 346 ; on the function of, 348 ;

Maurice writes a defence of, in the
Christian Remembra7tcer, where he
had been attacked, ib.

; why Maurice
reads, 352 ; references to, 368, 377,
381 ; desire of, to obtain Sterling's

papers, 3S7 ; starts from the Radi-
cal or popular ground in politics,

462, 485 ; references to, 504, 518,
543 ; on a rumour he was about to

write a life of Sterling, 548 ; refer-

ences to, ii. 129, 276 ; the beginner
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of a restoration in history, 277 ; on

living, 401, 403 ;
a profound theo-

cratic belief the basis of his mind,

404 ; Maurice's account of an inter-

view with him, 405 ; his growl
against emancipation, 440 ; refer-

ences to, 526, 546
Carnarvon, Lord, his misconception

of Maurice's language in reference

to Mansel, ii. 344
Caspar, i. 15

Catechism, on the language of the

i. 236 ;
Dissenters and the, 432 ;

on the importance of the, ii. 271,

297 ; on giving up the, 612, 613
Catechisms, Committee, Maurice on,

i. 170
Catholic Church, on the, i. 306, 307 ;

a Catholic system one of the great-
est enemies of the, 308 ; the nation

Protestant with a, 320 ; the true

centre of unity for the, 326
Catholic faith, the elements of the, ii.

571 ..

Catholicism versus Popery, i. 187,

321
Cave of Adullam, Maurice's desire to

pass through a, to unite a kingdom,
i- 358

Cavendish, Mr., afterwards Lord

Richard, i. 410, 412
Central Board formed of the working
managers of the several associations,
ii. 41, 46 ; Maurice's reasons for de-

clining to join, 42-45
Centre, the cry for a Personal, i. 348
Century, on the characteristics of the

first half of the present, ii. 59

Cephas, ii. 138
Chalmers, Dr., his maxim regarding

religion, i. 182, ii. 85

Chapman, W., the publisher of the

Westminster Reiiew, ii. 123, 169

Charity, a bottomless pit of, i. 529 ;

the Fathers and the most orthodox
writers treat The, as "the Name,"
" the foundation of all human life,"

ii. 413, 416; the eternal, 416 ; the

infinite, 564; see also 494-497 ; cf.

also "Name," i. 413, and ii. 22,

349, 35°
Charity, universal, the characteristic

of a minister of the Gospel, i. 158
( harlemagne, i. 217
(harks I., i. 142, 182, ii. 276
Charles II., ii. 44S

Chartism, i. 268 ; Maurice on, 27S ;

in 1S48, 457, 472
Chartists, Maurice's meetings with, i.

536-539> 542, 544, 549- See Work-

ing classes.

Chatterton, i. 199
Chaucer, his prologue to the ' Canter-

bury Tales,' Maurice proposes to

lecture on, i. 289, 290 ; his lectures

on, 292, 300
Chelmsford, Lord, Lord Chancellor,

ii. 464
Chevalier, Le, a French Socialist who
became connected with the Chris-

tian Socialists, ii. 33 ; his views on

co-operative associations, 45 ; and
as to payment and division of pro-
fits, 47 ; references to, 1 14, 550

Child, on the birth of a, i. 192 ; on

being asked to be a godfather to a,

192 ; on the death of a still-born,

265
Chretien, Rev.C. P., M.A., afterwards

Rector of Cholderton, Wilts, his

view of the controversy between
Maurice and Mansel, ii. 340 ; re-

ference to, 405
Chretiewie, La Fratemite, i. 458
'Christ, the Kingdom of,' i. 238,

244, 269, 304, 309, 336, 337-342
Christ, on the power of His death, i.

106; in us, 154-157; on the second,

coming of, 208
;

in us the hope of

glory, 230 ; the centre of human
fellowship, 240; as presented in the

Gospels, 253 ; and Epistles, 254,
255 ; the ground of human fellow-

ship, 257-260 ; Maurice's habitual

mode of referring to the parables
and expressions of, 334 «.

; the ful-

filment of man's highest hopes only
to be found in, 349 ; knowledge of
God and Christ, eternal life, 396-
398, ii. 15-23; "is with you and
in you

"
is the Gospel, i. 509; on the

love of, 531 ;
on the fulness of the

sacrifice of, ii. 22 ; the Christ of
St. Paul the foundation of the uni-

verse, 138 ; the obedience due to,
160 ; the Head of man, 161 ; the

Bible view of, satisfies conscience
and reason, 230 ;

a freemasonry
among those who confess, 241 ;

on
the full manifestation of, 243^.^.;
on the certainty of the appearing of,

245 ; the reconciliation of, the one
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answer to men's schemes, 262 ; the

day of, at hand, 264 ;
the death of,

the bond of humanity, 266; preach-

ing, the setting forth of, 330, 331 ;

the infinite and eternal Love seen

in, 350 ; the Anointed of the Spirit,

351 ; the Deliverer and Head of all

nations, 376 ;
on the fulness and

perfection of the sacrifice of, 393-
395 ; on the Incarnation of, 406 ;

the race in, not in Adam, 408 ;

delivers from eternal death here,

416 ; must reveal Himself, not be

proved by texts, 445-447 ; on the

character of, as drawn by Renan,
458-464 ; the revelation of God in

the emancipation of nations, 494 ;

the heaven of, 523; Mr. Campbell's
strange misconception of Maurice's
views of the work of, 537-541 ;

on
the sacrifice of, and our mode of

accepting it, 556-558 ;
is now the

High Priest of Humanity, 560 ; our

duty to own Him, not as special
followers of His, but as men, 560 ;

His condition on earth and in

heaven, 560, 561 ;
on being in,

561 ; the blood of, the true life-

blood of humanity, 562 ; the atone-

ment in the Living Word according
to St. John and the 2nd Article,

567-570 ; on the unity of, with the

Father, 569 ;
on the faith and trust

of, as the root of all social life,

571-575 ; the Head and Lord of

every man, 582 ; is now, as before

He came, the Desire of all nations,

5S3. ." Christian Doctrine," on Milton's

treatise on, i. 63
Christian Socialism, a series of tracts

on, ii. 33-36 ; origin of the name,
35 ; attitude assumed towards, by
certain political economists, 50 ;

a

Parliamentary Committee on, ex-

amine witnesses, 52 ; and issue a

report on, 53 ; report of a Commit-
tee of King's College on, 90 ; Mau-
rice explains what he and his friends

meant by, 91-96 ; Eraser's attack

on, 108
; Kingsley is urged to reply

to, 108 ; sends his reply to Maurice
for approval, III; the spirit of,

the necessary fulfilment of the prin-

ciple of the Gospel, 128 ; on the

phrase, 550

Christian Socialist, first number issued,
ii. 55 ; Mr. Ludlow, editor of, 55 ;

Maurice contributes to, 55 ; has no
intention of becoming editor of the,
88 ; the title to be changed to Jour-
nal of Association, 96 ;

and Mr.

Hughes becomes editor, 104 ; Mr.
Ludlow's appeal to the men about
to strike, in, 104 ; no publisher
could be found for, 1 1 2 ; a special
one appointed, 112, 127; reference

to the phrase, 550
Christianity, Brentano speaks of Mau-

rice as drenched in, ii. 2 ; on the

connection between commerce and,

482-484
1 Christmas Day, and other Sermons,'

i- 332
Chrysostom, ii. 109, 238
Chuckerbutty, S. G., a Brahmin who
came to England with Dr. Goodeve,
and joined the Bible-class at Queen
Square, i. 551

Church, on the Universal, i. 166
; the

Church a Kingdom, 167 ; a pro-

phetic vision of one, throughout
Christendom, 206 ; unity of the,

the subject of the First Epistle to

the Corinthians, 211 ; letters to a

Quaker on the nature of a, 212,

245, 258 ; Neander lacks the idea

of a visible, 217, 249 ; our need
of a, 279 ; National Education
should be in the hands of the, 269,

277, 285 ; Christianity and the, 298,

299 ; Maurice's responsibility in

connection with the, 298, 299 ; on
the Catholic, 306, 307 ; one of the

greatest enemies of the Catholic,

308 ; the true Centre of Unity for

the, 326 ;
on the Bible and the,

333 ; on the desire for a, of living

men, 340 ; controversy regarding
Wood's Ideal of a Christian, 390
el sea. ; weighed down by the want
of belief of its members in God's

Love, 507 ; difference between
Maurice's point of view and Hare's,
as to the position of the English,

509 ;
on the power, position, and

constitution of the English, 522-
524 ; Maurice's love for the for-

mularies of the English, 522 ; epis-

copacy expresses the Catholic cha-

racter of the English, 524; Maurice's

vocation that of a reformer, ii. 7 ;
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Communism the principle of the,

8, 9 ; importance of the principle
of the union of the State with the,

8, 9 ; what is meant by reforma-

tion, 8-io ; on the Catechism, 271,

272 ;
what the sin, the apostasy,

of the (members of the), consists

in, 272 ;
on the Bible and the

formularies of the, 272-275 ; of

England, what it confesses, 376 ;

what foundation it recognises for

all men, 443 ; approach of a great
conflict and crisis in the, 518;
what it continually bears witness to,

524 ; and preaches, 582 ; on the

history and nature of the union

between State and, 584-586
Church of England. See English
Church.

' Church a Family, the,' ii. 53
1

Church, Reasons for not Joining a

Party in the,' i. 238, 304
Churchmanship, on the form of, set

forth by the ' Oxford Tracts,' i. 236
Churchmen, Carlyle's antipathy to,

i. 278 ; furnishes them with a

motto, 279 ; striving of, against the

Spirit of Truth and Charity, ii. 518
1

Churchmen, Letters to a Quaker for,'

i. 212, 214
Cicero's

' De Oratore,' i. 37; his

political writings, 217 ; reference

to, 224 ; on the philosophical
treatises of, 465, 466 ;

reference to,

ii. 541 n.

Civil Wars, the, Maurice's view of, ii.

276-278
"
Clapham Sect," the, incident in

Maurice's career while on his way
to a meeting of, i. 186

Clark, Rev. S., M.A., head of Batter-

sea Training College and Rector of

Bredvvardine, Hereford, Old Testa-

ment Reviser, and author of many
books, the Quaker to whom the
'

Kingdom of Christ 'was addressed,
i. 199 and «., 212, 264, 281 ; assists

in editing the Educational Maga-
zine, 2S4 ;

assists Maurice with books,

299-301 ; letter to, 416 ; joins the

committee of Queen's College, 455 ;

references to, 455, 551 ; reference to

his future wife, 258 and n. ; refer-

ence to, ii. 51 ; letter to, 424
Clark, Rev. W. G., Public Orator at

Cambridge, ii. 543, 545, 546 ;

reference to, 553 ;
his pamphlet

assigning reasons for abandoning
his orders, 602

;
Maurice's reply to,

602
;
reference to, 605

Clarkson, J., a baker, ii. 52
Clarkson, Mr., a barrister, son of

the philanthropist and abolitionist,

reads with Maurice for the Bar, i.

Clemens of Alexandria, on the writ-

ings of, i. 466 ; on the study of, ii.

Clergy, self-sacrifice of the parochial,
i. 352 ; responsibility of the, 507,

528 ;
and the good news they have

to proclaim, 528 ; responsibility of

the, to give Christian Communism
a fair trial, ii. 8 ; what the parochial

clergy might do if they would, 61 ;

on the need for reformation in the

teaching of the, 316; wherein they
differ from other men, 417; Mau-
rice's indignation at a mercenary
view of the function of the, 457

Clerical Journal, a letter to the,

giving a stranger's exposition of

Maurice's views on eternal punish-
ment, ii. 368, 369

Clerical life, specimens of English, i.

351
Clerical provincial newspaper clubs,

i. 243
Clifton, the associations connected

with, i. 234, 266, 540
Close, Very Rev. Francis, D.D.,
Dean of Carlisle, ii. 535

Cobbett, i. 78
Cobden, Richard, ii. 25, 84, 114, 150
Cocker, Edward, the author of the

arithmetic (1631-1677), i. 453 n,

Cockneyism, Maurice's definition of,

i. 62
"
Cockneyism, the New School of,"
i. 62

Coke, Sir Edward, the great lawyer
of the Stuart period, ii. 559

Colburn, the publisher, i. 106, III,

113, 123, 163
Colenso, Right Rev. G. W., D.D.

(Bishop of Natal 1S53-1883), dedi-

cates his sermons to Maurice, ii.

184; references to, 185, 187; his

work in Africa, 295-297 ;

' Com-

mentary on the Epistle to the Ro-

mans,' 421 ; Wilberforce desirous of

condemning it, ib.
\
his book on the
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Pentateuch, ib. ; his correspondence
with Maurice on the subject, ib.

;

and painful meeting with him,

422-424 ; effect of this on Mau-
rice, 424-435 ; references to, 437,

449, 451 ; Maurice declines to

meet, 485 ; defends him against
the Bishop of Capetown's prosecu-
tion, ib, ; advises a clergyman how
to treat, 4S7-491 ; his unbelief

about God influencing nations, 510
Colenso, Mrs., letter to, from Maurice,

ii. 295-297
Coleridge, E., of Eton, son of S. T.

Coleridge, Maurice's recommenda-
tion of, i. 360

Coleridge, Hartley, and the sermons
on the Lord's Prayer, i. 501

Coleridge, Sir J. T., i. 172 n.

Coleridge, S. T., i. 63, 65, 82 ;
his

thoughts on ' Eustace Conway,'
164, 165 ; influence of his writings
on Maurice, 176-178 ; his disre-

gard for facts, 203 ; and eagerness
for light, 203 ; references to, 207,
210, 224 ; Maurice's opinion of the
third volume of his

'

Liteiary
Remains,' and of the man himself,

250, 251 ; not a thorough Platonist,

251 ; Maurice's opinion of, as a

critic, 510, 511 n. ; a philosopher
and a penitent, ii. 194 ; his doctrine
of inchoate humanity in the animals,

278 ; references to, 304, 402 ; on
what the Bible and the Church of

England bear witness to, 451
College, great advantage to be edu-

cated at a, i. 223 ; duty of every
Englishman of birth and property
to attend a, 223

Commandments, the Ten, importance
of the, ii. 524, 525, 544

Commerce and Christianity, on the
connection between, ii. 482-484

Communion confession, on the nature
of the, i. 526, 527

Communion, the, for all, ii. 394 ; the

great witness against sectarianism,

595 ; administration of the, to the

revisers at Westminster Abbey, 617
Communism, Christian, ii. 6

; the
Church Communist, 8, 9

Competition, or selfishness, not the

law of life, ii. 32 ;
on the evils of, 47

Competitive examinations, on the

injurious effects of, ii. 591, 593

Composition, how to teach, i. 291

Compton. See Crompton.
Comte, Auguste, the science millen-

nium of, ii. 59 ;
the only way of

meeting the positivism of, 311 ; the

result of his system, 483 ;
the sub-

stitution of Dogma for God the

characteristic of, and his school,

572
Comtism, on an article on the Chris-

tian aspects of, ii. 579
Comtists, reference to the, ii. 598,

619
Connington, Mr., i. 475
Consort, the Prince. See Prince

Albert.

Constantine, i. 217
Contemporary, the, an article on
Comtism in, ii. 579 ;

reference to,

615, 618

Conventionalisms, Maurice's hatred

of, ii. 478
Convocation, thoughts on, i. 308
Conybeare, Rev. W. J., recognises

the title
" Broad Church," as an

established party-designation, and
defines their tenets, ii 607 n.

Cooper, Thomas, author of ' The

Purgatory of Suicides,' ii. 249

Cooper, Walter, ex-Chartist tailor,

one of the co-operators, reference to,

i. 482 ;
effects of Maurice's preach-

ing on, 519, 538; reference to, ii.

26, 33 ; selected to organise the

first co-operative association, 40 ;

his evidence on co-operation, 52 ;

his tour through Lancashire, 56 ;

at a tea-meeting, 62
;
references to,

128, 172, 173, 222

Co-operation in England, ii. 6 ; a

dinner to decide on promoting
workshops on the principle of, 30 ;

organisation of the first association,

40 ;
Maurice's views of the prin-

ciples which should regulate, 40,

41 ; reply to certain objections

urged against, 46-49 ; the shadow
for the substance of, 106 ; responsi-

bility of the defenders of, 107 ;

success of the principles of, 156 ;

they obtain legal and royal recog-

nition, 157 and n. ;
and are now

universally prevalent, 162 ; as ap-

plied to trade, has a Christian

foundation, 550
Co-operative societies, early, i. 76
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Corinthians, subject of the first Epistle
to the, i. 211

Cork, Dean of. See Magee, Bishop.
Cornelius, i. 320
'

Corpus Liturgice,' Bunsen's compila-
tion of a, i. 168

Corrie, Dr., Bishop of Madras, i. 189

Cottenham, Lord, i. 427
Council of promoters, for forming co-

operative associations, ii. 40 ; Mau-
rice's labour on the, 56 ; Kingsley's
desire to leave, 59 ; attack on the,

71-74; labours and difficulties of

the, 74-76 ; consulted by the Amal-

gamated Society of Engineers, 103 ;

success of their efforts, 1 56- 1 59 ;

their fight for a fair trial for co-

operation finished, 159; hence-
forth their chief function must be

counsel-giving, 159 et seq. ; pro-

posed new constitution for, 159 ;

Maurice's objections to, 159-162 ;

meeting of the, to aid in instituting
a Working Men's College, 232

Cousin, V., reference to, i. 199 ; his
' Nouveaux Fragments Philoso-

phiques,' 289 ; references to, 466,

467 5 ii- 37, 38
Coverley, Sir Richard de, ii. 142" Coward's Castle

"
(the pulpit),

Maurice's dread of taking advan-

tage of, to express his own opinions,
ii- 439

Cowper, Rt. Hon. W. F., afterwards
Lord Mount-Temple, ii. 362

Cox, Rev. W. G., afterwards Sir W.,
his correspondence with Maurice
on the subject of Colenso, ii. 449

Cranworth, Lord, ii. 464
Creed of Association, Maurice's, ii.

113-116
Creed, the Athanasian. See Atha-

nasian Creed.

Creeds, the three, Maurice's love for,

i. 525 ; the theology of the, against
the world, ii. 381

Crimean war, on the, and the National
Sermons produced by, ii. 240 ; on
the good brought by, 250 ;

on the

sufferings of the soldiers in the, 256
Croker, the Right Hon. J. Wilson,

his attack on Maurice in the Quar-
terly Review, ii. 71-74 ; Lockhart's

disgust at, 71 if. ; references to,

81, 84
Ciompton (misprinted in the text

Compton), Rev. J., a Unitarian

minister, who afterwards took

English orders, i. 32, ii. 143, 213
Cromwell, references to, i. 308, ii.

266 ; on the character of, ii. 277,

404
Crow, Mrs., i. 33
Cumming, Dr., ii. 169

Cunningham, J. W., secretary of

King's College, ii. 190, 196
" Curate's Clerical Club," the, ii. 458
Curtis, R., pianoforte maker, ii. 223
Cyril (Bishop of Alexandria, 412-

444), ii. 109

D

Daily News, attacks of, on Maurice
and his associa'es, ii. 84; defends

him against the Council, 210-212
;

reference to, 563 ; Maurice con-

tributes a series of letters to, on
Church and State, 584-586

Dalton, Rev. Mr. (F. D. M.'s pre-
decessor as Chaplain at Lincoln's

Inn), i. 426
Dante, quotation from, referred to by

Mr. Gladstone as illustrating the

life of Maurice, ii. 208, 209 ; trans-

lation of the passage, 209 ; refer-

ence to, 240 n.

Darwin, Charles, on the discoveries

of, ii. 452 ; the spirit of his investi-

gations, a lesson and a model for

Churchmen, 608

Dasent, Rev. C. U., M.A., assistant

master of King's College School
in 1854, and afterwards Vicar of

Ludford Magna, Lincolnshire, ii.

305
Dathe, Joliann August, German

Orientalist and theologian (1 73 I—

1 791), value of his works as books
of reference, i. 225

David, i. 135, 253 ii. 140, 330, 353
Davies, Mrs., ii. 355, 636
Davies, Rev. J. LI., letters to, from

Maurice, ii. 269-271, 355, 409 ;
re-

ferences to, 373, 384, 405, 543 ; no-

tices Maurice's ' National Morality
'

in the Fortnightly, 597, 598 ; letter

to, 634 ;
references to, 641, 643

Day, Mr., author of ' Sandford and

Merlon,' the man who took two

girls from the Foundling Hospital
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to train up one for his wife, and

ultimately married some one else,
i. 498

Dead, the, have they a knowledge of

those who remain behind ? ii. 619-
625

Dealtry, Dr., i. 350
Deathbed stories, Maurice's distrust

of, ii. 139
Death, eternal. See Eternal death.

Death, on the, of a still-born child,
i. 265 ; of a friend, 328 ; on the

remarkable recurrence of, in the

Maurice family at the season of

Easter, 366 ; on Sterling's, 37S—
3S1 ; on deep sorrow at, ii. £45 ;

a

step in the revelation of Christ,

245 ; on happiness after, 560 ;
com-

fort on the death of a sister, 570 ;

on that of a mother, 580 ;
and on

that of a child, 5S7 ; on recog-
nition after, ib. ; the bond of com-
munion between heaven and earth,

625" Death the true end of death," the

phrase supposed to be difficult

when used by Maurice, though no
one thinks it so in Shakespeare,
Milton, and Donne, ii. 533

Decalogue, on the importance of the,
ii. 524, 525, 544

Deighton, Mr., a bookseller at Cam-
bridge, i. 51

Deliverer from evil, on trust in the,
ii- 556-558

Delph, Mr., the postman at Frenchay,
i. 47

Democracy, Maurice's views on, ii.

128-132 ; his dread of, 440 ;
cause

of his horror of, 497 ; on the nature
and functions of, 558-560

De Morgan, Professor, a distin-

guished mathematician, allusions

to, i. 469, 471
Denison, E. B., son-in-law and bio-

grapher of Bishop Lonsdale, his

letter to Maurice, ii. 196
Denison, Mrs. E. B., daughter of

Bishop Lonsdale, i. 283
Denison, Archdeacon, his

' Remi-

niscences,' i. 273 ; his conduct at a

National Society meeting, 546 ;

reference to, ii. 9
Departed, the, have they a knowledge

of those who remain behind ? ii.

619-625

De Quincey, i. 65, 68 ; result of his

intellectual acquisitions, 215
Derby, Earl (" the Rupert of de-

bate," died in 1869), ii. 114, 121

Despondency, on, i. 143, 301

Development, doctrine f the High
Church party on, i. 367 ; on New-
man's theory of, 422-424

Devil, on the personality of the, ii.

21-23 j Maurice knows " in his

proper person," 268 ; on the per-

sonality of, and "belief" in the,

402
D. G. See Grace of God.

Dialogues, list of, contributed by
Maurice to Politics for the People,
i- 473

'

Dialogues in the Penny Boats,' i. 472
'

Diary of Mr. Papster,' i. 66

Dickens, Charles, his quarrel with his

publishers, effects of, ii. 321
Dickenson, Lowes, the artist, ii. 305,

306
Dictating, curious habit of Maurice's

while, ii. 286

Diderot, Denys, the encyclopaedist,
i. 63

Digby, Mr., i. 228

Dimsdale, Mr., his desire to be useful,

ii. 64
" Disembodied spirits," on, ii. 623
Disraeli, Mr., afterwards Earl Bea-

consfield, his speech at Oxford, ii.

492 11.
;

his attack on Maurice,

493 n.
;
his Bribery Bill, 493 n. ;

references to, 506, 520 ; fulfilment

of the ' Vivian Grey
'

prediction in

his premiership, 577
Dissenters, relations of Elizabeth an 1

Mary Maurice towards, i. 126, 127 ;

Maurice's feelings about when a

boy, 175 ; his regard for, and desi'e

to conciliate the, 358, 359 ;
his

remarks on, and the education

question, 432 ; the Dissenters'

Chapels Bill, 434-436 ;
on the re-

vision of the Liturgy to suit the, ii.

357-361 ; on the means of attract-

ing, to the Church, 563 ;
Maurice's

attitude to, on the education ques-
tion, 610

Divine Spirit, experiences of mankind

respecting a, ii. 230
Doddridge, Rev. Philip, i. 51 1

Dogma for God, the substitution of,

the tendency of the time, ii. 572
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Dominic, St., ii. 20S

Domitian, ii. 44S
Donitists, Augustine and the, ii. no,

142
Donne, the poet, ii. 533
Dorner, his book on theology, i. 291,

'i- 53
Doubts and difficulties on religious

subjects, how Maurice became ac-

quainted with the prevalent, i. 494,

495, ii. 163, 236 ;
his mode of

dealing with, 225, 235

Downing College, Cambridge, a tutor-

ship at, offered to Maurice, i. 206 ;

but declined, 207 ; proposed im-

provements to be introduced at, ib.

Dowson, Mr., an old family friend,

ii. 89

Doyle, Sir F. H. C, Bart., ii. 632
Drake, Mr., ii. 593

Dryden, ii. 448
Dunn, Mr. Robert, on the death of,

i. 252
Dyster, Dr., ii. 580; letter to, from

Maurice, 587

"East End Needlewomen's Work-

shop," failure of an attempt to es-

tablish, ii. 65
Easter, singular fatality of the season

of, to the Maurice family, i. 366 ;

recollections of the sorrows of, 520 ;

Maurice's own death at, ii. 642,

643
Ebden, Mr. (tutor of Trinity Hall),

his letter to Mr. Kingsley regard-

ing Maurice at Cambridge, i. 72

Ebury, Lord, his Bill regarding the

Prayer- Book, ii. 492
' Ecce Homo,' on the work so called,

i. 13, ii. 464 u., 511
Eccleshall, Maurice examined at, i.

159 ; his recollections of, 481
Ecclesiastical history, importance of

the study of, i. 217 ;
a collection of

heads for, 253-255
' Ecclesiastical History, Lectures on,'

ii. 237 h.

Eclectic Review, attacks of the, on
Maurice and his associates, ii. 84

Eclecticism, emasculating nature of,

> 339
Eddis, Mr., a friend of the Maurices,

i. 116

Edgeworth, Miss, books of hers which
were favourites of Maurice's in his

childhood, i. 17, 19 ; his sketch of

her, 78

Edinburgh, Maurice's visit to, ii.

251
Edinburgh Review, its attack on co-

operation, ii. 53, 59, 60, 84 ; ex-

tract from, on the reversal of Dr.

Lushington's judgment by the Privy
Council in the cases of Williams
and Wilson, 464 ; references to

articles in, by Dean Stanley and
Mr. Conybeare, 607 n.

'

Education, Lectures on,' i. 270, 274
' Education Question,' the, in 1847,'

i- 434
Education, the first principle of, i.

257 ; lectures on, 270 ; the German
system of, 274 ; the principle
Maurice pursued in his lectures on,
ib. ; his views on, 277 ; opposed to

State, 277 ; arrangements of the

Melbourne Ministry with the Na-
tional Society as to, 285 ; Maurice
on the scheme of, in 1847, 432-
434 ;

and in 1849, 546 ; his views
on secular and denominational, ii.

610-613 > a proposal to avoid the

difficulty as to sectarian, 612
Educational Magazine, origin of, i.

273 ; Maurice becomes joint editor

of the, ib. ;
his first article in, 275 ;

Sterling's article in, 277 > Maurice
becomes sole editor of, 278 ;

his

stipend as editor of, 281 ; conducted

by three friends during his absence

in Switzerland, 284 ;
is discon-

tinued, 303, 304
" Educational party

"
(view of), Bap-

tism, i. 203
Edwards, Jonathan, his Calvinism,

ii. 298
'

Eirenicon,' of Dr. Pusey, on the

spirit and scope of the, ii. 517-519
"
Elect," the Calvinistic, i. 29 ;

Mrs.

Michael Maurice's desire that her

son should become one of the, and
sense that she herself was not one,

29 ;
effect of this with his intense

admiration for her evidenced in

letter to her, 154

Elgin, the eighth Earl of, i. J 08

Eliot, Sir John, the distinguished

patriot and statesman of the Stuart

times, ii. 559
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Elizabeth, Queen, ii. 265, 266

Ellicott, the Right Rev. Charles John,
D.D., Bishop of Gloucester and

Bristol, ii. 504
Elliott, Rev. J., sub-editor of the

Morning Chronicle, \\. 10

Ellis, Mr., of Cambridge, his miscon-

ception of Maurice, ii. 537
Eloquence, Maurice's remarkable

power of, ii. 3 ;
instances of, 3, 4

Emerson, Ralph Waldo, i. 3 46, 347,
ii. 134, 169

Emigration scheme, on Sydney Her-

bert's, ii. 27-31
'

Encyclopaedia Metropolitana,' Mau-
rice contributes to, i. 185

Engineering trades, great strike in

the, ii. 103 ; Maurice's sympathy
with the men, 104 ; unwilling to

urge immediate co-operation on

them, 104-107 ; his anxiety about
their next step, III

England's part in history, ii. 251
English Church, Maurice tends to find

in, the reconciliation of truths for

which he is seeking, i. 70-72 ; only
restrained by sense of inability from

becoming a clergyman in, 93 ; re-

turns to Oxford that he may fit

himself for orders in, 99 ;
reference

to, 103 ; forwards to Sterling, Hare's
letter urging Sterling to take orders

in, 104 ; is baptized as a member
of, 122

; his sister Elizabeth joins,
28 ; at first a sectarian Church of

England woman, begins to have

larger views of it, 126
; he tells

Elizabeth how he missed the Church
service at Emma's death, 124 ; goes
to prepare for orders in, with Mr.

Stevenson, 139; "Protestant" a

wrong epithet as applied to, 141 ;

Mrs. M. Maurice's defence of his

taking orders in, 145 ; statement of

his own scruples as to taking orders

in, 152 ; feelings at moment of ordi-

nation in, 158 ;
answer at ordina-

tion, claim for the Catholicity of,

against Puseyites, 162 ; the one
firm consistent witness for the true

constitution of Man as Man, 166 ;

own statement at end of life of
"

Subscription no Bondage
"

as

prophetic of his position in, through-
out life, 1 74 ;

as to his feelings

towards, as an undergraduate, 177 ;

a member of, as such necessarily
hostile to all sectarianism within
and without, 182

; Newman's,
Pusey's, and Maurice's views of,

il>. ; the Witness for a universal

redemption, 183 ; the, as an escape
from the necessity of parties, 204 ;

Quakers and others nny come to

undei stand nature of, better than

Churchmen, 212
; the

'

Kingdom of

Christ
'

written for, 212, 237; the

service which is freedom in, 226 ;

enthusiasm for catechism of, 236 ;

reasons for not joining a party in,

238, etseq. ; universal fellowship for

men as men in Christ asserted by,

258 ;
educational function of, 269 et

seq. ; the Universities, the Councils

of, in educational matters, 286
; all

forms of exclusivene^s mar the true

philosophy of the, 299 ; one branch
of the true church, 306 ; blessing
to, of the temporary suppression of

Convocation, 308 ; position of, as

uniting point for Christendom, 326 ;

the
'

Kingdom of Christ
'

a defence
of the Catholicity of the English
Church, 336 ; Maurice exalts power
of the, in contrast with actual

doings, 352 ; Maurice can best serve

in subordinate place, 356 ; hopes
to reconcile the discontented with,

35S ; Hare's belief in his calling to

this and success, 361, 362, ii. 183 ;

what is weighing down the, i. 507 ;

distinct from the sects which divide

it, 522, 523 ; divine constitution of

524 ; Bishop Lonsdale's statement
of M.'s relation to, 529 ; Manning's
power in, 545 ; vocation to be a
reformer in, ii. 7 ; what reformation

required in, 9 ; Duty required by,
26 ; wishes men of talent to take

orders in, 53 ; duty to, leads Maurice
to devote himself to cause of co-

operation, 86, 92, 94 ; Kingsley's
devotion to, 94 ; wistful looks to-

wards, among Dissenters, 169 ; re-

ferences to, as to relation of King's
College action, 169-209 ;

confusion

between a decree of King's College
and, 213, 214; working men on
Maurice's influence in behalf of,

222 ; lawyers on ditto, 223 ;
has

not made members subject to judg-
ments of individuals, 225 ; the sin
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of, lies in denying its own function,

272 ; need to assert the authority

of, but against trivialities, 297 ;

Maurice can admit corruptions of,

because as a Church she bears wit-

ness to truths her members do not

practically carry out, 300 ; exists

to witness that Christ is Head of

every man, 317 ; episcopal consti-

tution of, recognised ultimately as

fatherly, 318 ; in her members

always on the point of drifting
into mere sectarianism, 324 ; must
either be a witness for the redemp-
tion of mankind or be cut off,

357 5 references to, 369, 370, 372,

374-377, 379, 381, 383-385, 409 ;

various, 422-435 ; peopled with

clergy of schools that there had been
an effort to suppress, 437 ; men's

feeling about, 443 ; every sect nar-

rower and more cruel than, 444 ;

Sir T. Acland on his work in be-
half of, 451 ; reference to, 469,
486; as to Colenso, 487-491 ; re-

ferences to, 503-507, 518; on the
means of attracting Dissenters to,

564 ; Prayer-Book of, 571 ; the
most earnest unbelief a protest

against that to which E. C. has

yielded, 579 ;
union of, with State,

585 ; references to, 596, 597, 599-
607; relation to education, 611-

613 ; final thoughts on, 639-643
English Review, its hostility to Mau-

rice, i. 504, 521 ;
its article on the

' Saint's Tragedy,' ii. 32 ; Maurice's
defiance of the editor of the, 70

Ephcsians, on the meaning of some
chapters in, i. 363 ; the 3rd chapter
explains best the doctrine of the

Trinity, ii. 349
Episcopacy, Maurice's view of, i. 247 ;

loves it as expressing the Catholic
character of the English Church,
524 ; on the attempt to force it

down the throats of the Scotch, ii.

277
Epistle to the Ephcsians, St. Paul's

one thought throughout the, is the

blessing of having the knowlege
of God, i. 363 ; 3rd chapter of

the, the most helpful for explaining
the doctrine of the Trinity, ii.

349
Epistle to the Romans, on the, i. 304,

375 ; contains the most profound
exposition of the relation of the

Spirit to Christ, ii. 351
Epistles, Christ as presented in the,

i. 254 ;
on the importance of study-

ing the leading idea of any of the,

374
Epistles of St. John, the, ii. 310, 311,
452

'

Equality, a Dialogue between a

young Frenchman, a Statesman
from America, and an English
Mechanic,' i. 472

Erasmus, i. 217 ; Sterling compares
himself to, 256 ; references to, 512,
ii. 359

Erastian doctrines, Maurice's dislike

to, ii. 584, 585 ; Dean Stanley de-

clares himself "an Erastian of the

Erastians," 601
"

Error, not supporting," in the
education question, fallacy implied
in the formula demonstrated, i. 433

Erskine, Thomas, of Linlathen, his

teaching, i. 43 ; his regard for

arithmetic, 81 ; influence of his

work on the "Brazen Serpent"
on Maurice, 108 ; his earlier im-

pressions of Irving's
"

miracles,"

116, 117; his system and conduct,
121 ; Maurice helped by his books,

183 ; letter to, from Maurice, 305 ;

a walk with, 323 ; reference to,

420 ; Maurice's visit to, at Lin-

lathen, 443 ; letter to, 452 ;
his

way of putting an "all-important
question," 453 ;/. ; his regard for

Mrs. F. Maurice, 533 ; reference

to, 548 >
Maurice dedicates his

'Prophets and Kings' to, ii. 150 ;

entertains Maurice at Glasgow, 251 ;

letters to, 251, 345 ; his views on

sacrifice, 384 ; and on the '

Essays
and Reviews,' 384; references to,

390, 404, 539 ; letters to, 548, 552 ;

death of the sister of, 552 ;
letters

to, 562, 573-575, 578; death of,

605 ; references to, 640, 645
'

Essays and Reviews,' effect of the

publication of, ii. 382 ;
Wilbei-

force's article on, in the Quarterly,

382, 383 ; Maurice on, 382 ;
his

estimate of, 389 ; to be met by
positive faith, not attempts to prove
them "

feeble and foolish," 389,

390 ; on their deficiencies, and on
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the unbelief of the Quarterly Re-
viewer who denounces them, 390

Eternal, the "Absolute and Eternal,"
azid media of communication with

men, i. 340 ; the idea of time not

applicable to the word, ii. 18 ; the
Articles silent as to a definition of
the word, 170; on the difficulty of

realising the union of the, with its

manifestation in time, 264 ; the

whole controversy with Mansel
turns on, 328, 331, 332, 341 ; on
the meaning of the word, 342, 343 ;

the word primarily applies to God,
and is distinct from, and opposed
to temporal, 370; result of Lushing-
ton's decision on the word, 426 ;

what the Athanasian Creed teaches

regarding the meaning of the word,
481" Eternal Charity," the Trinity re-

garded as the, by the Fathers and
mediaeval writers, ii. 416

Eternal death, what is meant by, ii.

348, 393 5 tne lrue meaning of, 415,
416 ; on the nature of, and the

duty of warning men to fly from,
474 ; the moral tendency of Mau-
rice's teaching on, 538

Eternal death and salvation, Hare's
view of Maurice's opinion regard-

ing, ii. 183" Eternal life," on the true meaning
of, i. 396-398, »• 17; Dr. Jelf's
view of, as synonymous with an
endless future state, 179 ; what it

i s
> 393 J on 'he true orthodox mean-

ing of, 413-416 ; exposition of the

Scriptural meaning of, 469, 471 ;

on the eternal and the temporal
life, and the glory that appertains
to each, 471-474 ; on the force and

meaning of the words, 520-523 ;

the message of, formed Christen-

dom, and was at the root of the

Reformation, 522 ; the moral ten-

dency of Maurice's teaching on,

538
Eternal punishment, and God's Re-

demption of mankind, Maurice's

exposition of the true meaning of,

ii. 15-23 ; the Articles silent as to

a definition of the word "
eternal,"

and a theory of "punishment,"
170; Colenso's view of the mean-

ing of, 184, 185 ; Maurice on, 342 ;

VOL. II.

Rev. E. Geoghegan's exposition of
Maurice's views on, 368 ; is now
as well as hereafter, 443

Eternity, what it is, ii. 17, 18;
the "subtlety" of distinguishing
time from, learnt from St. Paul,
Athanasius, and Augustine, 177;
time and eternity co-exist here,

219
' Eton Montem,' Miss Edgeworth's, i.

19"
Ettrick Shepherd," the, i. 78

' Eustace Conway,' Maurice's novel

of, i. 90 ; to bear the title of
'

Ellen,' 99 ; it is finished, 104 ;

publisher decides it is too long, 106;
it is recast, 1 10 ; receives an offer

of 100/. for it, 123 ; its publication,

163 ; letter from Mr. Bentleyon the

naming of one of the characters
"
Captain Marryatt," 163 ; criticism

on it, 164 ; Coleridge's thoughts on,

164, 165

Evangelicals, position of the, at the
commencement of the Oxford move-

ment, i. 182, 183 ; baptism one of

the points of the, 203 ; eager for

the Jerusalem bishopric, 320 ; ser-

mons of the, deficient in reverence
and depth, 335 ; result of the hard,
artificial, and feeble theology of the,

423 ; the, and the education ques-
tion, 434 ;

the ground of Maurice's

difference with the, 450 ; his honour
and reverence for their past work,
but dreads tendency, now that they
have acquired power, to substitute

formulae for their fathers' faith, ii.

234 ; the fault of the school of the,

241 ; their dislike for the title of,

606
'

Evenings at Home,' i. 16

Evil, on the existence of, ii. 347 ; on
the Deliverer from, 555, 556

Examination answers at ordination,

Maurice's, i. 159
Examinations, on the injurious effects

of competitive, ii. 591, 592
Exeter Hall, a speech at, i. 515
Exodus, Maurice's view of, ii. 449
Explanatory letters of Maurice's, i.

173 et sea., 235 et sea.

2 X
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Facts, Maurice's respect for, i. 203 ;

disregard for, a defect in Coleridge,
ib. ; become dearer to Maurice

every day, 292 ; lack of, in his

lectures, 313 ;
on the value of

legends and, ii. 410, 41 1

Faith, the Catholic, elements of the,
ii. 571 ; struggle of against sacer-

dotal and popular opinions, ib.

Faith, recognises a substance, does
not create it, i. 246 ; the importance
of distinguishing the objects from
the exercises of, 307 ;

on the nature

of, 341 ; trust, as the sources of

Life, whether national, personal, or

other, ii. 573 et seq. ; that on which
human life is built, 573~575

Falconbridge (' King John '), i. 290
Fall, the Incarnation precedent to the,

i. 376 ; on Irving's view of the, ii.

406-408
Fall, the, and Redemption, compara-

tive extent of, i. 189
'Fallacies, Book of,'on Bentham's, i.66

Fanshaw, Miss, letter from, on the

subject of Irving's miracles, i. 1 16 ;

reference to, 11S

Farrar, Dr. Frederick K., Canon of

Westminster, his reminiscences of

Maurice's lectures and style of lec-

turing at King's College, i. 312-318
Farrer, Miss, i. 377
Favre, Jules, the distinguished French

statesman, ii. 619
Felix, ii. 170
Fellowship, on the grounds of human,

i. 257-260
Female suffrage, Maurice strongly

supports, ii. 598
Fendall, Mr., the ostensible prosecutor

of Mr. Wilson forh is essay in the vol-

ume of
'

Essays and Reviews', ii. 464
Fenelon, ii. 326
Festivals, on, i. 303
Festus, ii. 170
Feuerbach, Ludwig Andreas, German

philosophical writer, on the func-

tion of such men as, i. 349
Fichte, German philosophical writer,

ii. 467
Field, Mr., i. 52
Flesh and the Spirit, on the battle

between the, i. 260-262
Flower, Mr., ii. 305

Follett, Sir William Webb, who was

successively Solicitor-General and

Attorney-General in the Govern-
ments of* Sir Robert Peel, and who
died in 1845, i. 436

"
Form," what Maurice included

under the name of, as applied to

his thoughts, i. 86
'

Formula Concordise,' Bishop of Ox-

ford's, fate of, ii. 201

Formularies of English Church must

be interpreted by the Bible, not

vice versa, ii. 273
Forster, the Right Hon.W. E., M.P.,

ii. 610, 613, 635
Fortnightly, the notice of ' National

Morality
'

in, ii. 597, 598
Foster, John, the essayist, i. 28, 49,

59, 120,337
Fourier, M., a Socialist philosopher,

Maurice's desire for a knowledge of

his system, i. 334
Fox, Charles James, the statesman, i.

35
Fox, George, the founder of Quaker-

ism, i. 248, ii. 500
Fox, Miss A. M., letters to, from

Maurice, i. 379, 404, 405, 408, 409
Fox, Miss C, letters to, i. 404, 453 ;

extract from the
'

Journal
'

of, ii.

62
;
her account of the letters from

inquiring working men which
reached Maurice, 163

Fox, William Johnson, M.P., Uni-

tarian preacher and author, and an

able and indefatigable coadjutor of

Cobden and Bright in the Anti-

Corn-Law agitation, ii. 25
France and Germany, on the war be-

tween, ii. 618, 619
Francisca, a Spanish girl in

' Eustace

Conway,' i. 105
Fraser's Magazine, its attack on the

Christian Socialists, ii. 108 ; Kings-

ley advised to reply to, ib. ;
Leslie

Stephen's article in, on " Broad

Churchmen," 599 et seq.

"Fraternity," extracts from an article

on, i. 473
Frederick the Great, ii. 404
Freemasonry, on a true Christian, ii.

241
Frenchay, the village of, and its sur-

roundings, i. IO, 38
' French Revolution, History of the,'

Maurice on Carlyle's, i. 279
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Frend, Mr. (misprinted "French" two
lines below), a Cambridge graduate
who became a Unitarian, i. 395

Friends, Maurice's, first meetings of,

i. 481 ; they begin their work, 482 ;

others join them, 483
'

Froissart,' a new edition of, i. 300
Froude, James Anthony, his

' Nemesis
of Faith,' Maurice on, i. 516-518;
Ludlow's article on, 539 ; Maurice's

desire to sympathise with, 539 ;
on

his character as an historian, ii. 280;
an imaginary review of, 322, 323

Furnivall, Mr. F. J., letter to, from

Maurice, i. 550; references to, 551,
ii. 106, 203

Future state, on the occupations and
nature of a, ii. 242-249 ; and the

recognition of friends in a, 246,

587 ; what it should be connected

with, 248 ;
on the possibility of sor-

row in a, 523
Fry, Mrs. Elizabeth, allusion to the

death of, i. 420

G

Galton, i. 18

Gamaliel, ii. 106

Gambetta, M., i. 295 ?u

Garden, Mr., i. 352
Garden, Rev. Francis, M.A. (after-

wards Sub-dean of the Chapels
Royal), letter to, from Maurice, on
the death of his wife, ii. 145

Gardiner, Mr., i. 365
Garibaldi, ii. 476
Garrison, Mr., the great American

emancipationist, ii. 482
Gaskell, Mrs., the authoress of '

Mary
Barton,' i. 540, ii. 577

' Gatton's Birds,' i. 18

Gavazzi, ii. 264
Genesis, Maurice's view of, ii. 449
Genoa, demonstration in the cathe-

dral of, ii. 461

Geoghegan, the Rev. E., Rector of

Bardsea, Ulverstone, his exposition
of Maurice's views regarding eternal

punishment, ii. 368, 369 n.

George III., i. 308, 439
George IV., i. 178
German thought, on the relation be-

tween English and, i. 468, ii. 252-
254, 257-258

Germany, influence of Schleiermacher

in, i. 453 ; on the state of, 462 ;

feeling of the Bunsens on the state

of, 542 ; on the war between France

and, ii. 618, 619
Gibbon, i. 211

Gideon, ii. 135" Girls' Home," at Vere Street, open-
ing of the, ii. 556

Gladstone, Rt. Hon. W. E., his

recollections of Maurice while at

Oxford, i. 108, 109 ; the society
founded by, at Oxford, 179 ; Mau-
rice on, 257 ; at King's College,

283; his 'Church Principles,' 302;
his Aristotelianism, ib. ;

Maurice
writes to, regarding Mr. Coleridge
of Eton, 360 ; references to, 393,

401 ; his candidature for Oxford,

434; helps in passing the Dissenters'

Chapels Bill, 435, 436 ; Maurice on
his candidature for the University
of Oxford, 436-443 ; his amend-
ment in favour of Maurice at the

meeting of the Council of King s

College, ii. 192 ; his letter to Lord

Lyttelton, giving his account of the

meeting, 195, 196 ;
and to Sir B.

Brodie on the same subject, con-

demning the precipitate conclusion

come to, 199 ; references to, 200,

201, 204, 207-209 ; his letter to

Mr. A. Macmillan on Maurice as

depicted in his biography, and on
the part Bishop Blomfield took at

the time of his dismissal from King's

College, 207 ; signs the address to

Maurice, 371 ; opposes Disraeli's

Bribery Bill, 493 n. ; his defeat at

Oxford, 499 ; allusion to his opposi-
tion to the Bribery Bill, 520;
references to, 557, 558

Gladstone, Miss, Elizabeth Maurice
becomes companion to, i. 108, 126

Gloucester and Bristol. See Ellicott,

Bishop.
God, on the character of, i. 94, 95 ;

the manifestation of, in the Son,
the fulfilment of the desire for com-
munion with, 132-137 ; Protes-

tantism a national recognition of

the Kingship of, 140-142 ; seeks us,
not we Him, 218, 219 ; the blessing
of the creature is to have the know-

ledge of, 363 ; what the people want
is a knowledge of the Living, 369 ;

nearness to, heaven—ignorance of,

2X2
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or separation from, hell, 3S4 ;

Maurice's belief in the doctrine of

kings reigning by the grace of, 485 ;

and of their being punished for fail-

ing to acknowledge Him in their

acts, 485, 486 ; the evil of the time

lies in refusing to acknowledge,
508 ; all life of men in, 514; on the

power of the love of, 528 ; and the

resistance in our wills to it, 529 ;

on the belief that we are prepared

by, 544 ;
on the Redemption of

mankind by, ii. 15-23; the root

from which all things are derived,
x 36, 137 ; has revealed in Christ

His absolute love, 152 ; God all in

all, the maxim of all Maurice's

books, 151— 153 ; love of, for all

mankind, 152, 153; misconception
of Maurice's view that God is

naturally the Father of all human
beings, 409; Parmenides', Spinoza's,
and Hegel's conception of a, 441 ;

the real issue is between trust in a

present Living, and Atheism, 444 ;

has He made Himself known, 445,

447 ;
the simple lesson taught the

child—"God is near you, and will

hear your cry
"—is the lesson for

all, 447 ; on the duty of proclaim-

ing God as the Deliverer, and not

the Enslaver, of nations, 501 ; in

politics, 509 ; revelation the dis-

covery of, to a creature formed to

know Him, 511 ;
the substitution

of Dogma for, leads to Atheism,

572 ;
Christ's trust in, the sign and

witness of His divine nature, 573 ;

guiding this age and all in it, 575 ;

on Calvin's faith and want of faith

in, 589
Goderich, Lord (afterwards Earl De
Grey and Ripon), his pamphlet on
'The Duty of the Age,' ii. 125-130

Goethe, i. 63, ii. 59, 266

Goodeve, Dr., of Clifton, his letter

describing the boyhood of Maurice,
i. 38-41

Gordon, Lord George, i. 546
Gorham, Rev. G. C, ii. 198, 607

Gospel, the everlasting, to the nations,

ii. 354 ; Mrs. M. Maurice's use of

expression, i. 30, ii. 531
'

Gospel of St. John, The,' ii. 302, 452
*

Gospel of St. Luke, The,' ii. 452

Gospels, Christ as presented in the,

i. 253 ; they cannot be read but as
the revelation of Him as the Light
of all mankind, 510

Goulburn, Rev. E. M., D.D. (after-
wards the Very Reverend the Dean
of Norwich), Maurice's opinion of,
i- 275

Gourlay, Miss, an intimate friend of
Mr. T. Erskine's, ii. 241

Governesses' Benevolent Institution,
Maurice's interest in the, i. 455

Grace, a, before Shakespeare and
Milton, ii. 397

Grace of God, on kings reigning by
the, i. 485 ; and being punished for

failing to acknowledge Him in their

acts, 485, 486, ii. 129, 406, 497
Grahamstown, Bishop of, Right Rev.

Henry Cotterill, D.D., ii. 488
Grant-Duff, Mountstuart Elphinstone,

afterwards M. P. for the Elgin burghs,
and Governor of Madras, ii. 305

Greek myths and the Bible, on, ii.

267
Green, Mr., a writer on philosophical

subjects and the editor of some of

Coleridge's works, ii. 194, 196, 197
Greg, W. R., his attack on '

Yeast,'
ii. 59, 60, 84

Gregory of Nazianzum, ii. 238
Gresley, Mr., one of the Oxford

school, i. 437
Grey, Earl (Prime Minister from 1S30

to 1834), i. 180

Grey, Sir George (Home Secretary
under Lords Russell and Palmer-

ston), ii. 8

Grote, the historian of Greece, ii. 276;
the word "myth" his supernatural
element, 454

Grote, Professor, ii. 542
Grotius, on the study of, ii. 39
Grove, afterwards Sir George, and

Director of the Royal College of

Music, ii. 144
Grove, Mr., one of the earliest allies

of Edward Irving, i. 116

Guardian, its attack on Kingsley, ii.

80; and on the King's College Coun-

cil, 211 and n.\ reference to, 635
Gubbins, General, i. 114
Guizot, on his Lives of Louis XI. and

Calvin, ii. 5S8
Guy, Dr. William Augustus, M.B.,

F. R.S., one of the physicians of

King's College, i. 475
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Guy, Mr., i. 463
Guy's Hospital, attempt to obtain the

chaplaincy of, for Maurice, i. 185 ;

the site of, 186 n. ; Maurice becomes

chaplain at, 188
; expresses his

satisfaction with his position there,

193 ; his every-day life at, 198 et

seq.; how he obtained the chap-
laincy at, 235 ; leaves, 422, 426

Guyon, Madame, Maurice's respect
for, i. 203

H

Hackney College, Michael Mau-
rice at, i. 7

Hall, Robert, the Baptist, the most

eloquent preacher of the South of

England in his day, i. 36, 47, 120,

123 ; references to, 337, 375; anec-

dote of, concerning his "belief" in

the devil, ii. 403
Hall, T. G., Professor of Mathe-

matics at King's College, reference

to, ii. 51 ; explanation of his reason
for undertaking the preparation of

Maurice's classes at King's College,

205 n.

Hallam, Arthur (the A. H. H. of
' In Memoriam '), letter from, to

Gladstone regarding Maurice, i.

109, no
Hallam (the historian), his impar-

tiality, ii. 276
Hamilton, Mr., of St. Ernan's, Ire-

land, Maurice's opinion of, i. 527
Hamilton, Sir William, Scottish phi-

losopher and metaphysician (1788-
1856), ii. 251, 328, 498, 499

Hampden, John, the opponent of

"ship-money," importance of the

trial and condemnation of, ii.

107

Hampden, Rev. Renn Dickson, D.D.
(afterwards Bishop of Hereford),
the Divinity Chair and Dr. New-
man, i. 191 ; Maurice's views on the

Bishopric controversy, 446, 451,

453 ; reference to the case of, ii.

19S

Handwriting, the character of Mau-
rice's, i. 202

Hansard, Rev. S., ii. IO, 280, 321
Harcourt, Mr., ii. 84

Hardcastle, Alfred, i. 16, 20, 34, 42
Harding, Mr., Tutor of Wadham,

offers Maurice the curacy of Bub-
benhall, i. 153

Hare, Augustus, i. 213, ii. 278
Hare, Rev. Julius (Tutor of Trinity,
Archdeacon of Lewes, and after-

wards married to Esther Maurice),
account of Maurice's first acquaint-
ance with, i. 48 ; his remark on
Maurice's metaphysical powers, 52;
his powers as a teacher, ib. ; his

exposition of Sophocles and Plato,

52-54 ; permanent effect of his

teaching on Maurice's character,

55 ; object of his teaching, 56 ; ex-

tract from review of his
' Guesses

at Truth,' 84 ; review of his sermon
on the 'Children of Light,' 88;
letters to, from Maurice, 96, 99 ;

he advises Maurice to return to

Cambridge, 100 ; and hopes that

Sterling will enter the Church, 101;
letter to, 102

; references to, 128,

174 n., 175, 185 ; his estimate of

Maurice and of '

Subscription no

Bondage,' 190 ; letters to, from

Maurice, 191, 213, 228; references

to, 235 n. 248 ; amused at Mau-
rice's finding the Catholic spirit
in "you," 249 ; defends Neander,
ib. ; references, 279 ; his opinion
of Carlyle, 280; D. Macmillan's
letters to, 288, 329 ; references

to, 289, 294, 296, 302, 307, 308,
32o> 330, 33 1. 342, 353; urges
Maurice to become a candidate for

the Principalship of King's College,
354 ; letters to, from Maurice de-

clining, 354, 357 ; defence and

reply of, 360; letters to, 362, 367 ;

marries Esther Maurice, 385; sends
Maurice a reminiscence of it, 386 ;

letters to, 386, 388, 393-395. 398,
410, 417, 419, 420, 445, 451 ; his
'
Life of Sterling,' 452; desires toco-

operate in issuing a series of tracts

for the people, 461 ; letter to, on
the subject, 463 ; references to,

473> 475 5 reply to his comments
on Kingsley and Ludlow, 476 ;

references to, 480, 481 ; attacks on
his

' Life of Sterling,' 504 ; his

letter to the writer of an article in

the English Review, ib. ; on the

difference between Maurice's view
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of the position of the English
Church and Hare's, 509 ;

refer-

ences to, 516, 522, 542 ; remarks
on his 'Life of Sterling,' 548; his

desire to stand for the Divinity
Chair at Cambridge, ii. 14 ;

differ-

ence from Maurice on the Bap-
tismal question, 30 ;

letters to,

from Maurice, 56, 66, 86-88, 96,

174, 175 ; references to, 177, 179-
181 ; his view of Maurice's dispute
with the King's College authorities,

182-184 >
letters to, from Maurice,

186, 192-194, 202 ; and from Sir

B. Brodie, 204 ; his death, 255 ;

on the character of, 255-257 ;

the translator of Niebuhr and the

defender of Luther, 257 ;
Maurice's

introduction to the Charges of,

giving sketches of the characters

of both him and his brother Augus-
tus, 278, 279, 607, 608 «.; refer-

ences to, 315, 327, 421, 473 ; refer-

ence to his sermon on sacrifice,

639
Hare, Marcus, i. 417
Hare, Miss Georgina, letters to, from

Mrs. F. Maurice, i. 270, 283 ;
and

from Mr. Maurice, 422-425, 444,

449, 462, 481, 497-500, 502, 504,

507-509, 5U-5I6, 519, 520, 525-
542; her parentage, 5 41 «.; let-

ters to, 542-550 ; becomes the sec-

ond wife of Maurice, 552 ; refer-

ences to, ii. 13, 96 n. See Maurice,
Mrs. F.

Hare, Mrs. Augustus, references to,

i. 191 «., 210, 213, 228, 357, 400;
letters to, 417, ii. 259, 278; refer-

ences to, ii. 165
Hare, Mrs. Francis, i. 97
Hare, Mrs. Julius, i. 386, 400, 405,

406, 542, ii. 86, 88 ; letter to, ii.

242-249 ; references to, 255, 436
Harker, Miss, ii. 156
Harmer, Mr., i. 295
Harris, D., a compositor, ii. 223
Harrison, Archdeacon, i. 161, 162,

170; aids Maurice in obtaining the

chaplaincy at Guy's, 235, ii. 87,

102, 194, 197
Harrison, Frederic, ii. 305
Harrison, Mr., Treasurer of Guy's

Hospital, i. 199, 235
Hawkins, Miss Laetitia, i. 165
Hawkins, Rev. Mr., ii. 27

Hazlitt, i. 62

Headland, Mr., ii. 288
Health League, Maurice opposed to

the formation of a, ii. 23-27
Heath, the Rev. Mr., Dr. Lushing-

ton's judgment on, ii. 398, 409,

424
Heaven, the, we have to seek, i. 364,
and the hell to fly from, ib. ; on
the possibility of sorrow in, ii. 522;
the heaven of Christ, ib.

;
the kind

of, to think of, 524 ;
on the King-

dom of, 576 ;
on recognition in,

587
Hebrews, on the Epistle to the, 1.

419, 424; Maurice's work on,

432
Heeren, Arnold Hermann Lewis, a

German historian ( 1 760-1842), i.

292
Hegel, on the writings of, i. 465,

467; on his conception of a God,
ii. 441

Hell, the, we have to fly from, i. 364;
and the heaven to seek, ib. ; the

Christian idea of, 384 ;
Maurice

on, ii. 565
Helps, afterwards Sir Arthur, Clerk

of the Privy Council, and author of

"Friends in Council," and other

works, i. 475
Helvetius's 'De l'Homme,' character

of, i. 467
Hennell, Miss, ii. 587
Henry II., ii. 583
Henry VIII., i. 291 ; nature of the

"sacrilege" of which he was guilty,
ii. 585

Herald, Morning, newspaper, the,

and its attacks on Maurice, i. 516,

521
Herbert, Sidney (afterwards Lord

Herbert of Lea), his emigration

scheme, ii. 27-31
Hercules, the choice of, the true one,

ii. 312
Heresies, on popular, ii. 571

Hetherington, one of the working
men who spoke at the Conferences

with F. D. M., ii. 8

Hezekiah, i. 398
High Church party, commencement

of the, i. 160 ;
Mr. Maurice on the,

161-163 his account of the rise of,

180; reaction against the principles
of the, 185 et seq.; three parts Papist
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and one Protestant, 1S7 ; Baptism,
one of the points of the, 203 ; on
the spirit of the, 205 ;

too much
mere witnesses against Evangelicals
and Rationalists, 206

; ignore the

use of the Reformation, ib.
;
while

they uphold the authority of the

Church, would have the world
continue in childhood, 206

; impor-
tance given to the, by Dr. Pusey's

joining them, 213, 214 ; Dr. Pusey's
Tracts on Baptism the true repre-
sentative note of the, as a party,

213 ; the error of the—opposing
to the present age the spirit of a

former, 225 ; the Church and the,

226
;
on the form of Churchman-

ship set forth by the, 236 ; Tract

XC. and the protest of the four

Tutors, 238 ; opposed to the Jeru-
salem bishopric, 320; "reserve"
in the sermons of the, 335 ; the

representative of the social faith of

the upper classes, 343 ;
Maurice's

prophecy regarding the result of

the condemnation of the, 344 ; on
the development doctrine of the,

367 ; result of starting the British

Critic to the, ii. 325; their proposed
explanation of the Thirty-nine
Articles, 517 ;

and of the decrees

of the Council of Trent, ib.

High Churchmen, answer to Dr. Jelf
as to, i. 522-524

Highgate Cemetery, Maurice buried

at, ii. 647
Hildebrand, Pope, i. 217

Hildyard, Rev. James, B.D., Rector

of Ingoldsby, Lincolnshire, and
author of the '

Ingoldsby Letters,'

ii. 359
Hindooism, the priestcraft of, ii. 230
Historical crises, importance of a

knowledge of, i. 217
'

History of Philosophy in All Ages
'

(Cousin's) Tennemann's, i. 199,
202

Hobbes, on the
' Leviathan

'

of, i.

465 ; shows the relation between

speculation and action, 467

Hodgkin, John, ii. 499, 500
Holdsworth, Miss, ii. 65, 258, and n.

Holidays and festivals, on, i. 303
Holland, King of, i. 140

Holyoake, Mr., and the Reasoner, ii.

57 ; references to, 80, 83, 108 11. ;

warns working men against the

Christian socialists, 157 ; eulogises
Dr. Jelf, 211

Holy Spirit, on the voice of the, i.

138 ; speaks in and through us

214 ; brings all things to our re-

membrance, 231 ; within us how
acting, 246 ;

distinct Personality of

the, 247 ; on the battle between
the flesh and the, 260-262 ; belief

in the, the source of life and action,

324 ; experiences of mankind re-

specting a, ii. 230 ; on the power
and office of the, 350 ; the age of

the, 352 ; the root of all conscious

fellowship and self-sacrifice, 461,

646
Home, Earl, ii. 77
Home life and habits of Maurice in

middle age, ii. 284-294 ; as an old

man, 627-633 ;
in the sick chamber,

637-646
Homer, on the study of, i. 217 ;

references to, ii. 140, 396, 401
Honoria, the heroine of " Eustace

Conway," i. 105.

Honour, characteristic instances of

Maurice's scrupulous sense of, ii.

433. 437
Hook, Dean of Chichester, and author

of many theological works, casts in

his lot with the High Church party,
i. 238 ; writes to Maurice acknow-

ledging himself wrong, 239 ;
and

suppresses the pamphlet in which
he had asserted the contrary, 304

Hooker, i. 217, 224, 227 ;
as a meta-

physician and politician, 467

Hooper, Bishop, ii. 22

Hope, view of sin as an enemy,
necessary to, i. 143 ; on the bless-

ings of, ii. 243 ;
sermons on, 554

Hope, J. R., afterwards best known
as J. R. Hope-Scott of Abbotsford,
a convert to Roman Catholicism,
i. 393

Horace's '

Odes,' i. 37

Hort, Mr. F. J. A., afterwards Dr.,
Maurice's letter to, on Eternal

Punishment, and God's Redemp-
tion of mankind, ii. 15-23 ;

and on

a course of philosophical reading,

37-39 ; letters to, from Maurice, 60,

61; references to, 151, f 169, 170,

545 ; remarks on, in connection,
with Maurice's election to the pro-
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fessorship at Cambridge, 546 n. ;

letters to. 597, 612, 634
Hort, Mary, an early friend of the

Maurices, i. 1 16

Hospital tracts, on, i. 368
Howell, Rev. Mr., a London clergy-
man in 1830, i. 107

Hoxton Academy, most of the pro-
fessors of, under the influence of

Unitarianism, i. 7

Hiiber, B. A., ii. 2

Hughes, Arthur, the well-known

artist, ii. 305

Hughes, Mr. T., author of 'Tom
Brown's Schooldays,' &e., &c, his

reminiscences of Maurice's services

at Lincoln's Inn, i. 4-7-429; mistake

of, with regard to Kingsley and

Maurice, 472 ; first acquaintance of,

with Maurice, 483 ; takes part in

the Chartist meetings, 539 ;
and in

the endeavour to reclaim ragged

boys, 549 ;
his vigorous loyalty, ii.

10 ; his evidence on co-operation,

52 ;
his tour through Lancashire,

56 ;
becomes joint trustee of a

trading company, 75 ; references

to, III, 112; his account of Lord
Goderich's pamphlet on ' The Duty
of the Age,' 126 ;

his present con-

nection with co-operation, 157 n. ;

on Maurice's resignations, 172 ;

references to, 173, 232, 320, 321 ;

proposal for his becoming editor of

a new magazine, 321-324; letters

to, 380, 384-386 ; his sympathy
with the Republican party in the

American Civil War, 438 ; letter

to, 439 ; his election for Lambeth,
501 ; his speech at the farewell

meeting to Maurice at the Working
Men's College, 551 ; reference to,

634
Hull, Mr., ii. 255
Hullah, John, Professor of Music in

King's College, and celebrated as

a popular teacher of music, ii. 51,

63, 64
Human fellowship, on the grounds

of, i. 257-260
Humanists of the 15th century, on

the, i. 467
Humanitarian Christianity, result of

a, ii. 461
Humanitarians will try to throw off

Christianity, ii. 461

Humanity, an object of worship, ii.

582
Humboldt, ii. 137

Hume, David, the historian, his re-

mark to Adam Smith, i. 4S0
Hume, Joseph, the financial reformer,

i- 39
Humility, view of sin as an enemy

necessary to, i. 143 ; on, 221, 291,

292
Hunt, Leigh, i. 62

Hunt, Thornton, ii. 60
"
Hunt-the-Slipper," Mr., ii. 134

Hurry, Anne, i. 16 ; change in her

religious views, 20 ; her estrange-
ment from, and reconciliation with,

Mr. Hardcastle, ib.
• her marriage,

22 ; and death, 23 ; references to,

3°. 34. 36

Hurry, Edmund, his death causes a

remarkable change of opinions

among the Maurices, i. 8, II, 16, 20,

22, 366

Hurry, Edward, i. 8

Hurry, William, i. 16

Hurstmonceaux, on the associations

connected with, i. 228, 406-409,

417, 541, ii. 255, 279
Husband and wife, on the relations

0$ i. 498
Huttens, Ulrich Von, soldier, poet,
and writer (1488-1523), i. 512

Hutton, Mr. R. H., afterwards editor

of the Spectator newspaper, letter

to, from Maurice, ii. 228-231 ; re-

ferences to, 255, 299 ; letters to,

from Maurice, 324-326, 400, 402,

406-409, 436, 441, 452-454» 458,

459. 463 ; on a striking expression

of. 533. 534 5 reference to, 606

Huxley, Professor, ii. 305, 327 ; on
the discoveries of, 452 ; tone adopted
by, towardsall thought but his own,
608

'

Hypatia,' ii. 140

Identity, on the difficulty of realis-

ing one's own, i. 541

Impressions, the desire for intenser,

i. 245, 500
Incarnation, in God's purpose, before

the Fall, i. 376 ; on the Hindoo

conception of the, 384 ; the revela-
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tion of God, ii. 328 ; impressions
from Irving's view of the, 406, 407

Indian Mutiny, the, thoughts on, ii.

312, 313; cold and formal prayers
for, 314; Delhi and Lucknow, 315

Infallibility of the Scriptures, view of
Luther and the Reformers as to the,
ii. 602 ; why no dogma appears in

the Articles as to the, 602
; how

the Articles regard the, 603
'

Inglesant, John,' extract from, i.

496
Inglis, Sir Robert H., M.P., i. 283;

Maurice's opinion of, 442 ; refer-

ences to, ii. 77, 187, 200, 208

Inquirer, attacks of the, on the

Christian socialists, ii. 108 and n.
;

eulogises Dr. Jelf, 211 ; Maurice
on the, 299

Inspiration, Maurice's view of, ii. 401,

500, 501
International Trade Conference at

Paris, Oct. 1833, ii. 120 «.

Irish Established Church, Maurice's

conviction that it was doomed, ii.

577 ; cause of its failure, 586
Iron trades, great strike in the, ii. 103

Irving, Edward, Maurice's account of

his preaching, i. 107 ; his "mi-
racles

"
discussed, 116 et seq. ;

Maurice's views on the subject,
1 18-120; reference to, 208; Mrs.

Oliphant's life of, ii. 403 ; his know-

ledge of the old Puritan theocracy,

403 ; his character as a theologian,

405 ; his view of the Incarnation

and Fall, 406, 407 ; a phrase of,

53°..
Isaac, ii. 562
Isaiah, i. 135, 250, ii. 330; on the

direct contradiction between current

preaching and, ii. 395, 401
Isis, ii. 454

J

Bishop. See London,Jackson,
Bishop of.

Jackson, Mr., ii. 51

Jacobson, Dr., Fellow and Tutor of

Exeter, afterwards Bishop of Ches-

ter, i. 99 ; letter from, to Maurice,

regarding his return to Oxford, III;
another on the same subject, 113;
acts as sponsor for Maurice, 123 ;

sends Colborn's offer to Maurice,
123 ; his account of Maurice's re-

ception of the class-list, 131 ; Mau-
rice on the kindness of, 1 79 ; his

desire to serve under him, 356
Jamieson, John, D.D., author of the

'Scottish Dictionary,' i. 300
Jane, Lady, a character in Kingsley's

'

Phaethon,' ii. 133, 134
Jebb, Mr., result of his intellectual

studies, i. 215
Jeffrey, Francis, editor of the Edin-

burgh Reviezv, and afterwards
Lord Advocate for Scotland, and a

Judge in the Supreme Court under
the title of Lord Jeffrey, i. 63, 78

Jeffries, H., a working shoemaker,
ii. 223

Jelf, Dr., appointed Principal of

King's College, i. 363 ; his special

qualifications for the position, 363 ;

his first letter to Maurice regarding
his supporting the Jews and Dr.

Hampden, 451 ; his perplexities

regarding Maurice, 521 ; his second
letter to him, 521 ; his letter to

Maurice on his connection with
Christian socialism and with Kings-
ley, ii. 78-80 ; he intimates to

Maurice that a Committee of In-

quiry is appointed, 86 ; and con-

veys to him the report of the Com-
mittee, 90 ; requests further con-

cessions from Maurice, 98 ; alarmed

by the attacks of the party organs
on Maurice, 164 ; writes to the

Record that he is examining his
'

Theological Essays,' 164 ; his sen-

sitiveness about his orthodoxy on the

Arian question, 171 ; his view of
" eternal life

"
synonymous with an

endless future state, 179; the real

issue between Maurice and, 180 ;

Hare's view of the case as against,

182-184 ;
his letter to the Council,

188 ; his interview with Maurice at

the meeting of the Council, 190,
I 9 I

> '93 > references to, 192, 193
n, ;

his suppression of certain docu-

ments favourable to Maurice, 200-
202 and n. ; his connection with the

Record'and repudiation of it, 211 n. ;

fails to see the issue raised by
Maurice, 332

Jellachich, Ban of Croatia in 1848,
and Austrian General, who fought
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against and was defeated by the

Hungarians, i. 487
Jerusalem bishopric, the, Maurice's

views on, i. 319, 320 ; acquiesces
in the terms of settlement, 327;
effects of his support of the, 521

'Jerusalem Bishopric Question,'

pamphlet on the, i. 325, 327

Jesus. See Christ.

Jewish law, history, and prophets,
hints as to the study of, i. 217, 225

Jewish mind, on the, and the Western,
ii- 395

Job, i. 135, ii. 330
Johnson, Dr. Samuel, i. 298, 317
Jonah, ii. 182

Jones, Bume, the artist, ii. 305
Jones, Dr., a Southampton medical

man, i. 1 14

Jones, Ernest (a barrister, who be-

came a Chartist leader, was im-

prisoned, and afterwards strongly

opposed co-opeiation), his crusade

against co-operation, ii. 157 ; his

imprisonment and unfair treatment,

157 «
Jones, Lloyd, one of the earliest co-

operators, ii. 117, 222, 232
Joseph, i. 540
Jourdain, M., a French refugee, who

at one time attached himself to the

Working Men's College, ii. 270
Journalism, on anonymous writing in,

ii. 321-324; on the "I" and the

"We" as symbols of unity and
sectarianism in, 324-326

Jowett, Benjamin, M.A. (Regius
Professor of Greek at Oxford, and
afterwards Master of Balliol Col-

lege), why Maurice does not pro-
claim his difference from, ii. 367;
dispute regarding his salary at Ox-

ford, 400 ; Maurice's view of, 400 ;

on a conversation with, 410 ; re-

ference to, 437 ;
his prosecution by

Dr. Pusey, 442 ; and Maurice's

defence of, 442 ; the Oxford Con-
vocation again refuse to pay him
his salary, 466

Jude, St., i. 254
Justification, on the nature of, i. 262,

263
Justinian, i. 217

Juvenal, characteristics of, ii.448, 449

K

Kant, his great merit, ii. 598
Kearsey, Mr., his conversation with

Maurice, i. 71

Keats, i. 65
Keble, Rev. John, preaches at Oxford,

i. 118 ; his sermon on "National

Apostasy," the overt commence-
ment of the Oxford movement, 160

;

references to, 162, 172 and n, 182,
ii. 466

Kemble, Fanny, the tragic actress, i.

77

Kempe, Rev. Mr., Rector of St.

James's, Piccadilly, meetings of the

clergy at the rectory of, ii. 456 ;

scene at one of them, 457, 458
Kennedy, Benjamin Hall, of Trinity,

afterwards D.D., Head Master of

Shrewsbury, and Greek Professor at

Cambridge, ii. 49
Kent, V., a working shoemaker, ii.

223
'

King John,' remarks on, i. 290
King, Mr. H. S., the publisher, sends

Maurice Robertson's ' Life and Let-

ters,' 508 ; proposes to expose the

writers in the Record who have un-

fairly attacked it, 512 ;
is persuaded

by Maurice to forego this purpose,

5J2-5 14
'

Kingdom of Christ,' the, i. 167, and
cf. 148-151, 238, 244, 253, 254,

269, 304, 309 ; circumstances of

Maurice's life giving special value

to, 336, 337 J long letter on, 337-
342

Kingdom of God, many waiting for

it, i. 540
Kingdom of Heaven, on the, ii. 576
King's College, Maurice elected Pro-

fessor of English Literature and
Modern History in, i. 283 ; his

lectures at, on Chaucer, 290, 292 ;

on the English Nation and its

Literature, 293 ; on Chaucer and
on Britain, 299-301 ; allusion to his

lectures at, 310 ; reminiscences of

his lectures at, 312-318 ; he declines

to become a candidate for the

Principalship of, 354-360 ; Dr.

Jelf appointed Principal of, 363 ;

Maurice appointed Professor of

Theology at, 421 ; on the theological
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appointment at, 425 ; Kingsley pro-

posed as assistant lecturer at, 460 ;

rejected by the authorities of, 478 ;

Maurice's feeling of insecurity as to

his position at, 503 ; his reply to

the letter of the Principal of, 521-
525 ; effusion of annual humbug at,

550 ; the constitution of, ii. 77 ;

"only three links between Tom
Paine and," 80 ; a Committee of

Inquiry of, appointed, 86 ; report
of the Committee of, 90 ; resolutions

of the Council of, 100 ; extract from
the Minutes of the Council of, rela-

tive to Maurice's dismissal, 188,

190-192; Maurice's own account of

the meeting of the Council of, 192-
194; Gladstone's and Sir B. Brodie's

account, 194-196, 197-199 ;
con-

duct of the Principal and the Secre-

tary of, in reference to certain letters

bearing on Maurice's case, 260 ;

motives of the leading members of

the majority in precipitating a

decision, 200, 201 ; suppression of

the "formula concordiae
"

at, 201 ;

letter from Maurice to his late

pupils at, 213
Kings reigning by the grace of God,

Maurice's belief in the doctrine of.

i. 485 ;
and God's wrath manifested

against those kings whor'eny Him,
485 ; great only in so far as they
have looked on themselves as ser-

vants of God, 497
Kingsdown, Lord, ii. 464
Kingsley, Rev. Charles, sen., i. 370

Kingsley, Rev. C. (afterwards Canon
of Westminster), i. 69 ; Mr. Eb-
den's letter to, 71 ; his collection of

Maurice's pamphlets, 173 ; extract

from a letter to, 346 ; letters to,

from Maurice, 371-377, 445 ; re-

quests Maurice to write a preface
for the

'
Saints' Tragedy,' 443 ; cor-

respondence with Maurice on the

subject, 446-449 ; joins the Com-
mittee of Queen's College, 445 ;

proposed as assistant lecturer at

King's College, 460 ; and unites

with Maurice in endeavouring to

stay the mischief of the time, 460 ;

letter to, on the subject, 463 ; as to

his contributions under the signa-
ture of Parson Lot, 475-480 ;

King's College authorities reject

him as assistant to Maurice, 478 ;

letters to, 496, 516, 532, 538 ;

Maurice on his function in life, ii.

27 ; letter to, regarding competi-
tion, and on a review of his

'
Saints'

Tragedy,' 31-33 ; the Record's at-

tack on 'Alton Locke,' 54; his

resignation of his position at Queen's
College, 54 ; his desire to know the

best mode of studying the Alexan-
drian Schools, for his

'

Hypatia,'

56 ; the Eclectic on ' Alton Locke,'

57 ; he replies to Holyoak e's attacks

in the Reasoner, 57 ; his defence of

the Canaanite wars, 57, 58 ;
his

'

Yeast,' 58 ; letters to, from

Maurice, 58, 59 ; his estimate of

Maurice's character, 68 ; Dr. Jelf's
censure of, 79, 80 ; fate of his ser-

mon, 79 and n. ; Maurice's defence

of, 81; contributes 'Hypatia' to

FrastT, 108 ; his reply to an attack

on Christian Socialism, 108, in ;

under the title of
" Who are the

Friends of Order?" 112; letters

to, from Maurice regarding 'l'hae-

thon,' 123, 124; literary criti-

cisms on, 132-136 ;
letters to, from

Maurice, 139-143, 166-170, 231,

239, 249, 250, 255 ; a series of let-

ters to, on various doubts and diffi-

culties, 260, 263, 265, 267, 271,

275 ; on his
' Heroes

'

and ' Ser-

mons,' 275 ; letters to, 279, 294,

301, 321-324, 449 ;
his dispute with

Newman, 476 ; his
' Teutons and

Romans,' 476 ;
letters to, 493, 498,

503-507, 543 ;
exerts h mself to

secure Maurice's election at Cam-

bridge, 543-545 ;
on the "

beauty
"

of Maurice, 554, 555 ;
incident

showing his regard for Maurice,

633
Kingsley, Maurice, ii. 33 n.

Kingsley, Miss Rose, i. 497 n.

Kingsley, Mrs., i. 371, ii. 54, 122,

123, 168, 169, 266, 426

Knight, Charles, and his magazine, i.

290, 460, 461
Knox, Alexander, Mr. Maurice's

opinion of, i. 171 ; compare Keble

on, 172; result of his intellectual

studies, 215 ;
reference to, ii. 45 1_

Knox, John, his treatise on predesti-

naticn, Maurice's opinion of, ii.

298, 568
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Kossuth, the Hungarian patriot, ii. 251

Kotzebue, A. F. F. von, the German

dramatist, i. 63

Labouchere, Mr., and co-operation,
ii. 119, 120

Labouring classes, condition of the,

in 1830, i. 114

Labuan, Bishop of, ii. 371
Ladies, on the education of young, i.

66-69. $ee a ŝo Queen's College.
Lake Fever, Lake School, i. 63

Lamb, Charles, i. 88, ii. 397
Lamennais' ' Affaires de Rome,

'

worth

studying, i. 257
Lancaster, Joseph, the educationist,

i. 35, ii. 613
Landon, Miss, i. 86

Langley, Mr. J. N. (afterwards

D.C.L.), letters to, from Maurice,
ii. 88, 214, 310-312, 317, 378, 405,

409, 564
Language, on learning a, i. 225
Lardner, Dr., i. 99, 517
Laud, Archbishop, on the character

of, ii. 276
Law, Bishop, i. 20 ;

Maurice's re-

marks on, 203 ;
his answer to

Mandeville, Maurice's preface to,

376, 377, 381, 382, 386, 387

Lawyers, on, as judges of theological

questions, ii. 486 et seq., 506

Layard, Austen Henry, English
Orientalist and archaeologist, i. 543

Leader, Kingsley accused of contribut-

ing to the, ii. 80 ;
Maurice's denial

of the fact, 81

Leamington, Maurice goes to reside

at, i. 153
'

Learning and working, on, 11. 239

Lectionary, the revised, Maurice's re-

marks on, ii. 637
Lectures on education, i. 270 ;

on

Chaucer, 290-292 ;
on the English

nation and literature, 293 ;
on

Chaucer and on Britain, 299-301 ;

reminiscences of, at King's College,

312-318 ;
on '

Learning and Work-

ing,' ii. 239 ;
in Edinburgh and

Glasgow, 250 ; to ladies, 260
' Lectures to Ladies on Practical Sub-

jects,' ii. 260

Lees, Mr., ii. 56

Legends and facts, on the value of, ii.

410, 411

Leighton, Archbishop, ii. 607 n.

Leo X., Pope, i. 512
Letters, characteristic peculiarity of

Maurice's, ii. 4, 5

Letters on baptism, Maurice proposes
to write a series of, i. 202, 203

' Letters to a Quaker' for Churchmen,
Maurice's, their object, i. 212, 237.
See also Kingdom of Christ.

'

Letters, two, to a non-resident mem-
ber of Convocation,' i. 395

Lewes, Archdeacon of. See Hare,
Rev. Julius

Lewis, Sir G. C, i. 393; his views on

evidence, ii. 450, 510
Liberal Party, as such, anti-theologi-

cal, hence Maurice's want of sym-

pathy with it, i. 183

Liberalism, a persecuting, ii. 430
'

Liberty, a Dialogue between a

French Propagandist, an English

Labourer, and the Editor,' i. 472
Life, eternal. See Eternal life.

Life, on the aim of, i. 266 ;
a struggle

between opposing principles, 297

Lichfield, Bishop of. See Lonsdale,

John.
Light, Maurice's thoughts on, 1. 119 ;

his mission was to witness to the,

201 ; Coleridge's desire for, 203 ;

Maurice's sympathy with this de-

sire, 203 ;
the acknowledgment of

the, the point where philosophy
and religion meet, 322, 323 ; on

love and, ii. 19

Limerick, Bishop of (Henry Griffin,

D.D., 1853-1866), ii. 371
Lincoln, President, assassination of,

ii. 496 ;
Maurice on, 497

Lincoln's Inn, Maurice appointed to

the chaplaincy of, i. 426 ; effect of

his services at, 427-429 ; his wish

to work for it and its neighbourhood,
ii. 27 ; offers to resign his position

at, but is requested to remain, 212 ;

and receives an address from the

members of, 223 ;
his sermons at,

printed by subscription, 301 ; twice

declines to stand for the preacher-

ship of, 355, ii- 315 5
Dr - Thomp-

son appointed preacher at, 315

Lindesay, Mrs. (sister of Miss

Williams Wynn), letters to, from

Maurice, ii. 596, 628
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Litchfield, Mr., ii. 305
Literary criticism o 1

'

Phaethon,' ii.

132-136 ; literary criticism and

suggestions for
'

Hypatia,' 140-143
Litterateurs, Maurice's dislike to, ii.

323
Little Ormond Yard, work begun in,

i. 482
Liturgy, Maurice's view of the, i.

525 ; reasons for resisting the re-

visal of the, ii. 356-361 ;

' The
Faith of the,' 377

Liverpool Post, sketch from the, of a

scene at one of Maurice's Cam-
bridge lectures, ii. 632, 633

Livesy, Mr., a working smith, ii. 223
Livy, i. 55, 217
Locke, John, his works represent the

meaning and character of the

Revolution of 1688, i. 467 ; the

starting-point of modern English

philosophy, ii. 598
Lockhart, J. G., Sir Walter Scott's

son-in-law and biographer, and
editor of the Quarterly Review, his

disgust with Croker's attack on

Maurice, ii. 71 n.

Lombard, Peter, the 'Sentences of,'

i. 466
London, Bishop of (C. J. Blomfield,

1 828- 1 856), references to, i. 296,

308, 416, 418, 451, ii. 79 «., 87, 96,

101, in, 192, 194, 195, 197, 198,

201-203 ; explanation of his con-

duct at the time of Maurice's dismis-

sal, 207 ; conclusion regarding it,

208, 209; references to, 212,214, 362
London, Bishop of (Archibald Camp-

bell Tait, 1856-1868, afterwards

Archbishop of Canterbury, 1868-

1882), references to, i. 238, 363 ;

letter to Maurice from, ii. 431, 434 ;

concurs in the Privy Council's

decision in the cases of Williams and

Wilson, 464 ; references to, 569
London, Bishop of (John Jackson,

appointed in 1869, present Bishop),
ii. the prosecution of Bennett, a

serious trial for, 614 ; reference to,

637
London Debating Society, origin of

the, i. 76 ; Maurice's connection

with, 74-76
London labour and the London poor,

Mr. H. Mayhew's articles on, ii. 13
London Literary Chronicle, i. 79

Longman, W., the publisher, i. 61

Lonsdale, John, D.D., Principal of

King's College, afterwards Bishop
of Lichfield, i. 283 ;

his promotion
to the bishopric, 355 ;

his letter to

a friend in approval of Maurice,

529 ; another letter regarding Mau-
rice, ii. 197 ; references to, 200,204

Lord's Prayer, Maurice's sermons on

the, i. 457 ; the, and Hartley Cole-

ridge, 501" Lost souls," explanation of the

phrase, ii. 415"
Lot, Parson," i. 475, 476

Louis, Lady, Sir E. Strachey's letters

to, regarding Maurice's views on
various matters, i. 202 et sec/., 302
et scq., 250

Louis, Mr., ii. 106, ic8, 122
Louis XL, on the character of, ii.

588, 589
Love, eternal, on human and divine,

i. 527 ; the power and eternity of

God's, ii. 227. See Charity.
Low Church, the representative of the

individualising faith of the middle
and trading classes, i. 343. See

Evangelicals."
Lucy," Miss Gason, i. 42

Ludlow, J. M., commencement of his

friendship with Maurice, i. 427,430 ;

letters to, on socialism and atheism,

458-461 ; denounces physical force

Chartism, 472 ; Hare's charge
against, 477; attends weekly meet-

ings at Maurice's house, 481 ; letter

to, about Froude, 519; introduces

Cooper, the Chartist tailor, to Mau-
rice, 519 ;

letters to, from Maurice,

530, 536 ;
takes part in the Chartist

meetings, 538 ; his article on

Froude, 539 ; letters to, on co-

operation and Christian commun-
ism, ii. 6-IO ; his visit to Paris, 13 ;

letters to, from Maurice, 23-30 ;

his feeling of regret at Maurice's

opposition to one or two schemes,

30 ; letters to, from Maurice, 33-35,

42-45 ; his evidence on co-

operation, 52 ; draws up a charter

for Queen's College, 54 ; becomes
editor of the Christian Socialist,

55 ; letters to, 60, 62, 63 ; his

account of a Socialist dinner, 62 ;

his attempt to establish an East-end
Needle-women's Workshop, 65 ;
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and another project, 65 ; letter to,

on the principle of association and

brotherhood, 76 ;
his appeal to the

men of the iron trades, 104 ; letters

to, from Maurice, 104-107 ;
drafts

a Bill for legalising co-operative
societies, 119 ; protests against the

professors giving up their authority
at Queen's College, 121 ; letters to,

from Maurice, 127-132, 136-138,

159, 161, 173, 174, 176; publishes
a statement of the facts of Maurice's

case, 212 ; arranges for the printing
of Maurice's Lincoln's Inn sermons,

301 ;
letters to, from Maurice on

the subject of the Working Men's

College, 306-309 ; letters to, 313,

314, 319-321, 347, 377 5 his pro-

gramme for
' Tracts for Priests and

People,' 386 ; letter to, from Mau-
rice on the subject, 387, 391 ; letters

to, 395, 403, 4°4 ; his sympathy
with the North in the American
Civil War, 438 ; letters to, from

Maurice, 497, 501, 525, 550, 552;
his speech at the farewell meeting
to Maurice at the Working Men's

College, 552
Ludlow, Mrs., ii. 314
Lushington, Dr., judge in the Eccle-

siastical Court, ii. 354 ; his judg-
ment on Mr. Heath, Maurice's view

of, 398-400 ; references to, 427,

429 ; his judgment in the cases

of Williams and Wilson reversed

by the Privy Council, 464, 492
Lushington, Godfrey, ii. 305
Lushington, Hurdis, i. 179
Lushington, Vernon, ii. 305
Luther, the apparition that appeared

to, i. 82
; Alexander Knox on, 172 ;

Newman a declared antagonist of,

182; reference to, 217; references

to, 238, 317 ; Sterling compares
Maurice to, 256 ; . Ward's mis-

taken notion regarding, 357 ; Hare
on Ward's notion of, 362 ; Hare
the defender of, ii. 257, 359 ; the
reverence of, for the Scriptures and
for St. Paul, 602, 603 ; on his tilt-

ing at propositions, 615 ; the cause
of Newman's bitter dislike to, 615 ;

Maurice's delight in the hymns of,

638
Lycurgus, ii. 131

Lympsham, Maurice invited to reside

at, i. 139; meets Mr. Harding at,

153
Lyndhurst, Lord, Maurice's opinion

of, i. 294-297, 320, ii. 71

Lyttelton, Lord, his candidature for

the office of Lord High Steward,
i. 294-296, ii. 195

Lyttelton, the Hon. and Rev., ii. 405 ;

letters to, from Maurice on the word
"
Eternal," ii. 469-474

M
Macaulay, Lord, his article in the

Edinburgh Review on the Uni-

versity system, i. 71 > feeling of,

on Ward's case, 395 ; supports the

Dissenters' Chapels Bill, 436 ; jhis
success as a historian, ii. 276

McCaul, Dr., i. 426
Macchiavelli's '

Discourses on Livy,'
i. 217

Mackenzie, James, ii. 251
Mackintosh, Sir James, i. 35, 78, 80

Macleod, Dr., ii. 524
Macmahon, Rev. J. A., letters to,

from Maurice, ii. 411, 523
Macmillan, Alexander, reference to,

i. 551 ; letters to, from Maurice, ii.

348, 377
Macmillan, Daniel, his letters to

Archdeacon Hare on the diffi-

culties of young shopmen in Lon-

don, i. 288
; and on the state of

the working classes in London, 328,
329 ; letters to, from Maurice, 331,
337-342, 347-350, 364, 366, 368,
382, 551, 11. 35, 123, 124, 144,

149, I5 T-I54> 207, 231, 237, 240,
241, 255, 275, 377, 386

McNab, Miss, ii. 15 1

McNeile, the Rev. Hugh, i. 433, 434
Magee, Archbishop, ii. 332
Magee, W. C, D.D., Dean of Cork

(1868), afterwards Bishop of Peter-

borough from 1868, ii. 577
Magic lantern, exhibition of a, i. 543
Magnus, Albertus, ii. 278
Mahomet, on the influence of, i. 282,

ii. 239
Mahon, Lord, ii. 395
Mandeville's '

Bees,' Law's answer to,
on a preface to, i. 376, 377, 381,
382, 386

Manichaeanism, effect on Augustine of
his escape from, ii. 109, 166
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Manning, Rev. Henry Edward (after-

wards Cardinal, and Archbishop of

Westminster), on his appointment
as Archdeacon, i. 302 ; character

of, 351 ; relations with Sterling,

506 ; Maurice's acquaintance with,

533 ; his immense influence with
the clergy, 545

Mansel, Dr., Dean of St. Paul's, his

letters regarding Maurice's opinions,
ii. 237 and u. ; Maurice's antago-
nism to, and correspondence with,

310-312 ; his assertion in his Bamp-
ton Lectures of the first principles
of agnosticism, 327, 328 ; points of

difference between Maurice and,

332 ; Dr. Thomson draws Mau-
rice's attention to the lectures of,

333 ; his view of orthodoxy, 335
and 11. ; two stages of the contro-

versy between Maurice and, 336 ;

one cause of misunderstanding,
337 > regarded as the great cham-

pion of orthodoxy, 339 ; the logical
result of his lectures, ib. ; Mr.
Chretien's review of the lectures of,

340; why Maurice joins issue with,

367 ;
his contemptuous tone towards

Maurice adds to the importance of

the Cambridge vote, 543 ; reference

to, 608

Mansfield, C. B. (a chemist and

scientific man, who had thrown
himself enthusiastically into the

Christian Socialist movement : he
was killed in attempting to save his

laboratory from the results of an

explosion), references to, i. 122 ti.,

475, 488, 539, 551, ii. 28, 29, 64,

117, 161, 236, 259, 306, 313 «.

Marcus Aurelius, on the 'Meditations'

of, i. 466
Markby, Mr., ii. 592
Marks, Stacey, the artist, ii. 305
Marriott, Mr., i. 179; character of,

35L 5o6
_ ,. 3

Marryat, Captain, the novelist, and
' Eustace Conway,' i. 105, 163

Marshall, James, account of a Socialist

dinner at his house, ii. 62

Marshall, Mrs., ii. 63
Martin, Miss, letter to, from Maurice,

ii. 588-590
Martineau, Miss, on the book called

'The Sick Room,' by, i. 364;
Maurice's reasons for refusing joint

teaching with, 469-471 ; his opinion
of her book on Egypt, 470

Marvell, Andrew, i. 416
Maryland, State of, Maurice saves

his money invested in the funds of,
ii. 378

Maskelyne, N. S., i. 551, ii. 305
Massey, Gerald, the poet (" There's

agood time coming," &c
, &c), ii.

36.
Maurice, Henry, mentioned in Cal-

amy's
'

History of the Ejected
Ministers,' ancestor of Michael, i.

6 k.

Maurice, Michael, his position at the
birth of his son, Frederick Denison,
i. 1-8; his birth and parentage, 6 ;

son of an "orthodox" Dissenting
minister, 6 ; sent to Hoxton Aca-

demy to be educated, 6
; issues

from Hackney College a Unitarian
in opinion, 7 ; but an enthusiastic

political Liberal, 7 ; abandons a

considerable property rather than
renounce Unitarianism, 7 ; tone of
his mind on religious questions, 7 ;

his opinion of toleration, 7 ; his

reputation as a preacher, 8
; cha-

racter of his sermons, 8 ; his

marriage, 8 ; settles at Norman-
stone, near Lowestoft, 8

;
his family

and surroundings, 8
;
receives the

sons of Dissenters and of clergy-
men and members of the Church of

England, to educate, 8 ; his friends

and personal influence, 9 ; Unita-
rianism of his eldest daughters, 9 ;

he removes from Clifton, and thence
to Frenchay, 10 ; remarkable change
of opinions among his family, II,

20, 22 ; his political opinions, 15 ;

freedom of his Biblical criticisms,

19 ; letter to, from his daugh'er
Anne, on behalf of herself and her
sister Elizabeth renouncing Uni-

tarianism, 23 ; his reply, 23 ;

letter addressed to him on the

subject by his wife, 23-25 ; his

reply to her, 26 ; exacts a pro-
mise from his daughters that they
will not influence the younger
children, 26

; indignation of his

co-rt-ligionists on the subject, 26
;

his various schemes of social im-

provement, 37 : his account of

Maurice's leaving Cambridge, 72 ;
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on his son's disinclination for

society, 76 ; on his literary under-

takings, 79 ; loses his entire income,

89 ;
effects of this on the spirit of

the family, 90 ; his sense of grati-

tude to his children for their

conduct, 90 ;
his distress at his

son's not consulting him, 92 ; letter

to him from his son on the subject,

92-96 ;
effect of Irving's service on

him, 116 ; his account of his

daughter Emma's interpretation of

a passage of Scripure, 123 ; letters

to, from Maurice, 125, 132- 1 38,

152, 158, 163, ii. 66, 97, 125, 153,

178
Maurice, Mrs. Michael, mother of

Frederick D. Maurice, i. 8
; her

moral and intellectual qualities, 14 ;

her religious opinions, 14 ;
her

. grief for the death of a favourite

child, 14 ; change in her religious

views, 20 ;
her letter to her

husband on the subject of her

daughters' change in their religious

views, 23-25 ; she informs her

husband of her resolution to at-

tend another place of worship than

his, 26 ;
her position in relation

to her daughters, 28 ; peculiarity of

her Calvinism, 29 ; her desire that

her son (F. D. Maurice) should be

one of the "
elect," though she

cannot claim for herself that supe-

riority to others, 29 ; hopes he will

be a minister " of the everlasting

Gospel," 30 ; aids in her husband's

schemes of social improvement, 37 ;

letters to, from her son, 70, 91 ;

remarks on the illness of her

daughter Emma, 104 ; letter to her

son on the discontent among the

common people, 1 14 ;
letter to,

from her son, 128-13 1 ; her un-

selfishness and self-depreciation,

154 ;
letter to, from her son, show-

ing the influence her state of mind
was having on the formation of his

thought, 154-157; another from

him expressing satisfaction with his

position at Guy's, 193 ; letter to,

on same subject as that on p. 154,
218-220 ; congratulates her son on
his marriage, 234 ;

account of a

youthful protege others, 382 ; letter

to her on the subject of his scepti-

cism, 383 ; letter to, 406 ;
visits

the British Museum, 543 ;
letter to,

from Maurice, on his second wed-

ding day, 552 ; letters to, from

Maurice, ii. 54, 65, 125, 178; her

death, 238 ; her letters the dic-

tionary of her son's writings, 531
Maurice, Colonel F., i. 12, 38, 173,

509, 543, ii. 417, 644, 646
Maurice, Edmund, i. 509, 543, 550,

ii- 396, 435, 448. 463» 499, 5°2 >

549, 558, 610, 617, 618

Maurice, William, i. 8

Maurice, Anne, i. 8 ; change in her

religious views, 20, 22 ; her letter

to her father on the subject, 23 ;

believes herself persecuted, 27 ; her

domestic charges, 27 ; selects Mr.

P'oster, the essayist, as her guide
in spiritual matters, 28 ; her death,

70 ; her papers published, 131

Maurice, Emma, i. 8 ; her illness and
remarkable recovery, 17, 18; her

influence on Maurice, 30, 31 ; her

character, 31 ; never properly a

Unitarian, 31 ; illness of, and her

marvellous self-denial, 98 ; her en-

thusiastic letter to her brother re-

garding his novel, 104 ; her views
on the Irvingite "miracles," 117;
her last illness, 123 ; and death,

124; her papers published, 131;
Maurice on her character, 178 ; his

remembrance of her death, ii. 63
Maurice, Elizabeth, i. 8 ; change in

her religious views, 20 ; believes

herself persecuted, 27 ; her domes-
tic duties, 27 ; passes under the

influence of a clergyman of the

Church of England, 28 ; becomes
a companion to Miss Gladstone,
108

;
letter to, from her brother on

his sister Emma's death, 124; her

change of feeling towards Dissen-

ters, 126 ; her death, 264 ; nature

and effect of her influence on her

brother, 264
Maurice, Lucilla (afterwards Mrs.

Powell), i. 27
Maurice, Mary, i. 8 ; change in her

religious views, 20 ; takes charge
of one of her younger sisters, 27 ;

selects Mr. Foster, the essayist, as

her spiritual guide, 28
; practical

nature of her character, 28 ; decides

to study the Pestalozzian system,
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99 ;
effect on her of her father's

loss of fortune, 127 ; joins the

Church of England, 127

Maurice, Esther, i. 27 ; her resem-

blance to her sister Emma, 3S5 ;

her marriage to Archdeacon Hare,

386. See Hare, Mrs. Julius.

Maurice, Priscilla, i. 8 ; letters to,

from her brother, 57, 106, 107 ;

scolds her brother for not de-

nouncing the Irvingite "miracles,"

118; letter to, from him, giving
his views on the subject and on

light, 1 18-120 ;
another letter from

him on Mr. Erskine, 121; is in-

formed of her brother's intention

to be baptised, 123 ; takes charge
of his house at Bubbenhall, 153,
161

;
and at Guy's Hospital, 198 ;

her rejoinder to a remark of her

brother's, 19S ;
her illness—con-

ceals it from her brother, 207 ;
at

Carlyle's lectures, 282 ; letters to,

405, 409, 412-415; her illness, ii.

63 ; letters to, from Maurice, 124,

155, 164-166; her death, 238;
references to, 286, 544

Maurice, Mrs. F. D. (1), visits her

sister at Hastings, i. 255 ; letters

to, from her husband, 255-257 ;

writes to Georgiana Hare regard-

ing her husband's ' Lectures on

Education,' 270 ;
and his election

as Professor at King's College, 283 ;

letters to, from her husband, 291-
294, 298, 300, 309, 310, 321, 323 ;

death of her uncle and elder sister,

336 ; her assiduous attention to

Sterling, 347, 363, 366, 376; re-

ferences to, 380, 386, 400 ;
her ill-

ness and death, 403-410 ;
burial in

Hurstmonceaux churchyard, 406 ;

references to, 533, 543. See also

Barton, Anna.

Maurice, Mrs. F. D. (2), letters to, ii.

63, 255, 258, 314, 519, 520; re-

ferences to, 65, 66, 87, 123, 135,

136, 156, 169, 258, 271, 279, 285 n.,

288, 361, 570, 576, 579, 581 ; her

account of her husband's last days,
ii. 639-643. See also Hare, Miss
G.

Maurice family, singular fatality of

the season of Easter to the, i. 366,

520, ii. 639-643
Mayhew, H., his articles on " Lon-

VOL. II.

don labour and the London poor,"
ii. 13

Mayo, Dr., i. 127

Mazzini, references to, ii. 549, 619
' Meditations and Prayers,' on the

Church, ii. 597
Melanchthon, ii. 615
Melbourne, Lord, i. 191, 269; Mau-

rice's opinion of his Ministry,

277 ; arranges with the National

Society regarding education, 285
'Memorials of Two Sisters,' Emma
and Anne Maurice, i. 13 1

Maynooth, Maurice's view of the

grant to, i. 436-443
Merivale, Herman, a candidate for

the chair of Political Economy at

Oxford, i. 210
;

references to,

393, ii. 60, 615
Metaphysical reading, on a course of,

i. 463 et seq.

Metropolitan Quarterly Magazine,
Maurice's contributions to the, i.

61-69
Metternich, Prince, ii. 510
Middle Ages, on the, i. 367 ; on the

idea of a spiritual bridegroom in

the, 446 ; Kingsley's knowledge of

the, 462 ; Carlyle on, 462 ;
in-

fluence of Mahomet upon, ii.

239
Mignon, i. 165
Mill, James, his

'

Analogy of the

Human Mind,' i. 202

Mill, John Stuart, his account of

Maurice's connection with the

Metropolitan Quarterly Magazine,
i. 61

; references to, 62, 66
;
and

of his contributions to the West-

minster Review and joining the

London Debating Society, 74 ; his

(Mill's) connection with it, 75-77 ;

references to, 79, 97 ; Maurice
on his acquaintance with, 178;
his article on Bentham, 252 ;

Maurice's opinion of, 252 ; re-

ferences to, 357, 381, 504; his

evidence on co-operative as.socia-

tions, ii. 52 ;
references to, 53,

136; assails Mansel, 340; on a

book of his, and his interpretation
of the universe without God, 396 ;

his article in Fraser on the union

of the United States, 440 ;
Mau-

rice's recollections of, as a human

being, not as a metaphysician, 496 ;

2 Y
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Maurice's appreciation of the book
on Sir W. Hamilton, 49S ; his

election prospects, and kind note to

Maurice, 499 ; confuses the sensual

and the logical, 598 ; corresponds
with Maurice on the subject of

female suffrage, 598 ;
on certain

intellectual merits and defects of,

610, 611

Millbank, Joseph, a watch case fin-

isher in gold, i. 482, ii. 52
Millenarians, on the, i. 107, ii. 243,

244
Millennium, Maurice's views on the, i.

208.

Miller, Hugh, dines with Maurice, ii.

251
Milman, Dean. See St. Paul's, Dean

of.

Milner, Rev. J., the ecclesiastical

historian, i. 217
Milnes, Monckton (afterwards Lord

Houghton), i. 436
Milton, i. 63, 175, 196 u., 313 «., 317,

392, ii. 397, 398, 423, 456, 533
Minorities, Maurice's reverence for

the opinions of, ii. 69
"

Miracles," Irvingite, discussed, i.

116 et seq. ; Maurice's views on the

subject, 1 1 8- 1 20

Miracles, on, ii. 453-455
Mitchell, the Irish Fenian, i. 479
Moberly, Dr., Maurice's visit to, ii.

314
' Modern Europe,' i. 37
Modern History, rough notes of some

lectures on, i. 473
Mohler, Johann Adam, German

theologian, author of Symbolik
(1796-1838), i. 362

Moloch, ii. 262

Monarchy, Maurice's views on, i.

485, ii. 128-132, 406, 497
Monro, Alexander, the artist, ii. 305
Montalembert, Count, and the priest

party, on the triumph of, ii. 97

Montesquieu, i. 63, 224, 467

Montgomery, James, the poet (l77 I_

1854), his
' Pelican Island,' i. 74

Moods misery of dependence on, i.

5 J 5

Moore, the poet, i. 78
' Moral and Metaphysical Philo-

sophy,' first preparation of, i. 185,
2 75> 279> 280

;
how the habit of

writing shown in, was formed, 337 ;

allusion to the mediaeval portion of,

ii. 279 ;
on various estimates of the

value of, and immense labour be-

stowed on it, 302-304 ; publication
of, 402 ; reference to, 544 ; habitual

plunder from, without acknowledg-
ment, ii. 547

' Moral and Popular Tales,' Miss

Edgeworth's, i. 17
Moral Philosophy, lectures on, at

Guy's, i. 197
More, Sir Thomas, i. 217, ii. 588
Morning Chronicle, the, ii. 13, 28,

35' 108

Morpeth, Lord, i. 393
Mosheim, J. L., ecclesiastical his-

torian {1694-1755), i. 217
Moslem philosophers, on, ii. 278
Midler, Max, Professor of Com-

parative Philology, Oxford, ii. 618

Myths, on, ii. 268, 453 ; the theory
of the Mythical School, 454

N

Name, we have forgotten the, i. 219 ;

on the Eternal, 449 ; which is to

bind together all nations, ii. 89,

494 ; on baptism into the, 493-
496 ; on belief in the, 564

Napoleon, i. 16

Napoleon, Louis, on the triumph of,

ii. 97 ; references to, 395, 510
Natal, Bishop of. See Colenso, Bishop.
Nation, exists in the acknowledging

of the Righteous God, i. 141 ;
has

the Church or the State the power
to educate the Nation ? 269 ; the

English, v. a poor imitation Pope-
dom, ii. 491

' National Apostasy,' Mr. Keble's
sermon on, in 1833, the overt com-
mencement of the Oxford move-
ment, i. 160

National education, state of, and

agitation for, in 1839, i. 269 ;

Maurice's views on, 277 ; opposed
to the State controlling, 277 ;

sub-

sequent views, 286, 432-434, 544-
547, ii. 24, 60, 61, 610-613

National life, importance of a true

knowledge of, i. 203 ;
a crisis in,

has always produced poets, 204
National Society for the education of

the poor in the principles of the
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Established Church, foundation of

the, i. 273 ;
connection of the Edu-

cational Magazine with the, 273 ;

Government agreement with the,

285 ; Maurice's account of a meet-

ing of, 544, 545 ;
his reflections on,

546, ii, 24 ;
on the effete condition

of, ii. 60

Nations, on our duty to, ii. 251 ;

each nation must work out its own
salvation, 252 ; a native of one

country cannot properly under-

stand the wants of those of another,

252 ; on the true means of emanci-

pating the nations, 269 ;
the free-

dom of, depends on the bringing
home to men of their spiritual con-

dition as actually existing in the

Living Word, 272 ;
on unbelief as

to God's influencing the, or their

policy, 510
Nature, Maurice's thoughts on, i.

284, ii. 260 et
set/., 274

Naylor, Mr. Hare, i. 541 n.

Naylor, Mrs. Hare, i. 416
Neale, Vansittart, joins the Council

of Promoters, ii. 75 ; and becomes

joint trustee of a trading company,
75; references to, 76, 112, 114;
still connected with co-operation,

157 11. ; acquires the chief in-

fluence, 220 ; reference to, 232
' Neal's History of the Puritans,' in-

fluence of, on the mind of Maurice,
i. 19

Neander, i. 145, 168, 217; Hare
defends him, 249 ; Maurice apolo-

gises for speaking flippantly of him,

249
'Nemesis of Faith,' Maurice on

Froude's, i. 516-519
Neo-Platonism, ii. 140
Newman, F. W., author of various

works, reference to, i. 381 ; Mau-
rice's reasons for refusing joint

teaching with, 469-471 ; his work
on the Hebrew monarchy, 470 ;

references to, ii. 59, 333 n.

Newman, J. H. ( afterwards Car-

dinal), i. 44; at Oxford, 115; re-

ference to his
'

Apologia pro Vita

Sua.,' 147 n
;
reference to, 162 ;

how Maurice regarded him at Ox-

ford, 182 ; his controversy with Dr.

Hampden, 191 ; references to, 206,

213, 214 ; his Tract XC. and the

protest of the four Tutors, 238 ;

references to, 363, 381 ; on his
'

Theory of Development,' 422-
424, 427, 430 ; his views on Ma-
homet, ii. 239 ; his editing of the

British Critic, 325 ; reference to,

437 ;
his letter in answer to Mau-

rice regarding Tract XC, 442 ; his

dispute with Kingsley, 476 ; looks

not to the ascended Christ as the
bond of communion, and therefore

defends Mariolatry, 515, 517;
Maurice's article on the ' Grammar
of Assent,' of, 615 ; cause of the

bitter dislike of, for Luther, 615
Newmanic theory, the, its permanent

influence on Froude, i. 518
Newmanism, i. 517
"New School of Cockneyism," the,

i. 62

Newspapers, religious. See Religious

newspapers.
New Testament, characteristics of

the books of the, i. 253-255 ; an-

nounces the power of the Spirit, ii.

352
' New Testament, the Unity of the,

'

i. 482, ii. 452
Newton, Rev. John (of Olney), ii. 359
Newton, Sir Isaac, i. 323
Newton, W., a working engineer
who became the representative of

the iron trades at the time of the

great strike, ii. 106, 112, 174, 223
Nicene Creed, how Maurice accepted

the belief expressed in, ii. 444
Nicholas, the Emperor (of Russia),

i.487
Nicholson, Mr., bookseller, Cam-

bridge, i. 51

Nicolay, Mr. (misspelt Nicholay in

text) i. 469 ; his letter to the Record
about Kingsley, ii. 51, 54, 215

Niebuhr, B. G. (History of Rome),
i. 55, 167, 217 ; Buckland's opinion
of, 420 ; defects on his comments
on England, ii. 252 ; his influence

on the study of history, 509, 510
Noel, the Hon. and Rev. Baptist, i.

107, ii. 9

Norgrove, Betsy, Maurice's old nurse,

her anecdotes of his childhood, i.

32, 33
Normanstone, Lowestoft, the birth-

place of F. D. Maurice, i. 8, 10

Norris, Canon, ii. 4
2 Y 2
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o

O'Brien, Matthew, M.A., Pro-

fessor of Natural Philosophy, King's

College, ii. 51

O'Connell, Daniel, i. 268, ii. 130

Occam, William of, on the writings

of, i. 466 ;
Maurice's visit to village,

ii- 355
(Ecolampadius, John, i. 512
Old Testament, the, the dictionary

of the New, i. 107 ;
two aspects of,

497 ;
revealed neither the Father

nor the Son as such, ii. 352 ;
on

the object and teaching of the, 452 ;

the three aspects under which it

was contemplated in the last cen-

tury, 454 ; the great barrier against
ecclesiastical oppression, 490

• Old Testament, Patriarchs and Law-

givers of the,' ii. S3, 452
' Old Testament, Prophets and Kings

of the,' ii. 150, 452

Oliphant, Mrs., ii. 403, 405
O'Meara, Mr.,i. 47

Oratory, Maurice's dread of, ii. 3 ;

his occasional eloquence a very
different thing, 3 ;

instances of this,

3. 4
Orders, on taking, under a sense of

inadequate intensity of feeling, i.

245-248
Orders, Maurice considers the ques-

tion of taking, i. 93, 94 ;
see also

i. 139, 145, 152 ;
on men of talent

taking, ii. 53
Ordinances, on the fate of, i. 342
Ordination service, Maurice's view of

the, i. 152 ; his feelings on the eve

of being ordained, 158 ; his an-

swers at, 159 ; on ordinations and

weddings, 500
Orthodox faith, Maurice's answer to

the charge of departing from the,

ii. 225
"Orthodoxy," a retrospect of Eng-

lish, i. 308 ; Mansel's view of, ii. 335

Osborne, Sydney Godolphin, after-

wards Lord Sydney Godolphin,
best known as the contributor of

letters to the Times under the sig-

nature of "
S. G. O." i. 475

Osiris, ii. 454
Otter, Bishop (of Chichester), i. 289

«.,36i

Owen, and the Socialist movement,
i. 76 ; the mouthpiece of discontent,

268 ; references to, ii. 52, 92
Oxford, Bishop of. See Wilberforce,

Bishop.
Oxford, Maurice's first term at, i.

102 ; undergraduate and early

graduate life at, chaps, ix. and x. ;

his recollections of, in 1 831, 179 ;

subscription required from every
student at matriculation at, 180 ;

on the system of subscription at,

181 ; proposed as Professor of

Political Economy at, 210, see also

213, 214 ;
withdraws from contest,

222, 223 ; controversy at, regard-

ing Ward's book, 390 ; proposed
new statutes at, 391 ; they are

withdrawn, 400 ;
Mr. Ward de-

prived of his degree at, 401 ; Mau-
rice on Gladstone's candidature at,

434 ;
Maurice's son an under-

graduate at, ii. 396 ; the Jowett
controversy at, 400 ; meeting in

the music-hall at, 465 ; Disraeli's

speech at, 492 ;
Gladstone's defeat

at, 499 ; thoughts on revisiting,

520 ; Maurice's last visit to, 637
" Oxford Movement,"commencement

of the, i. 160
;
Maurice on the,

j.61-163 ;
his account of the rise

of, 180; feeling against the, 185
et set/. ; Baptism one of the points
of the, 203 ; on the spirit of, 205 ;

his deprecation of, 206 ; import-
ance of Dr. Pusey's joining the,

213, 214. See High Church party.

Oxford Tutors, protest of four, against
the doctrine taught in Tract XC,
i. 238

Oxford, Vice-Chancellor of, i. 342,

344. 391. 393, 400

Paget, Dr., afterwards Sir James
Paget, ii. 638

Paine, Tom, reference to, i. 385,
ii. 80

Paley's' Evidences,' Maurice's opinion
of, ii. 450

Palgrave, Sir Francis, i. 359
Pall Mall, references to the, ii. 616,

635
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Palm Sunday and Passion week,
reflections on, i. 534, 535

Palmer, Sir Roundell. See Selborne,
Lord.

Palmer, W., of Magdalen College,
Oxford, "paradoxical letter" of,
i- 321, 325

Palmer, W., of Worcester College,
Oxford, editor of the English Re-

vieiu, his article in the English
Revieiv, 504, 521, ii. 70

Palmerston, Lord, i. 200, 269, ii.

36i"
Pan-Anglican

"
Conference, the, at

Lambeth, ii. 566 ;
on a phrase in

the encyclical letter of, 567 ;
refer-

ence to, ii. 614
Pantheism, Carlyle's, i. 282-284
Papacy, the, and Protestantism, i.

140-142, 187, 320-327
"

Papster, Mr.," i. 66, 313 ;/.

Parables and expressions of Christ,

Maurice's habitual mode of refer-

ring to, i. 334 n.

'Parents' Assistant,' Miss Edge-
worth's, i. 17

Parker, J., sen., the publisher, i. 44,

172 7i., 327, 332, 370, 461, 480,
ii. 58, 108, in, 149, 203, 204

Parker, J. W., jun., i. 204, 481, 551

Parker, Mr., ii. 409
Parker, Miss Esther, governess and

friend of the Maurices, i. 18 ;

changes her religious views, 30
Parliament, Maurice opposed to ex-

acting pledges from men sent to,

i. 443, ii. 118 ;
on the admission of

Jews to Parliament, i. 445
Parmenides, on his conception of a

God, ii. 441, 449
Pascal, i. 63
Passion week, reflections on, i. 534, 535
Paterson, Captain, ii. 150

Paterson, Mrs., ii. 150
Patersons, the (misprinted Pattisons

in the text), i. 443
' Patriarchs and Lawgivers of the

Old Testament,' the, ii. 53, 452
Patteson, Bishop, ii. 638
Patteson, Sir J., ii. 196, 197

Paul, Rev. C. K., ii. 391, 392, 4°5

Paul's, St., Dean of. See St. Paul's,

Dean of.

Paulus, i. 467
" Peace I leave with you," Maurice

on the phrase, i. 497

Pearson, Bishop (on the Creeds), i.

247, ii. 510
Pearson, C. H., M.A., Fellow of

Oriel College, Oxford, and Pro-
fessor of Modern History in King's
College, ii. 305

Peel, Sir Robert, i. 179, 180, 294;
his treatment of Cornelius, 320,
321, 411 ; introduces and carries

the Dissenters' Chapels Bill, 435,
436, 440

Pelagius, ii. 86, no, 167
' Pelican Island,' Montgomery's,

Maurice's article on, i. 74
Penrose, F. C, the architect, i. 551,

ii. 64
Pentateuch, Colenso on the, ii. 421

et seq. ; Sir T. Acland's two ques-
tions to Maurice on the, 451 ;

Maurice's view of the teaching of

the, 452
People, the, the organ of the Sunday

League, ii. 319, 320
People's College at Sheffield, the,

notice of, ii. 232
Pepys, i. 66

Perceval, Spencer, Prime Minister,
assassination of, i. 16

Persecution, unbelief the cause of, ii.

385» 386
Pestalozzi, the educationist, i. 81

Pharaoh, i. 482
Pharisees, the, the "

Party of Pro-

gress," ii. 572
Philippe, King Louis, i. 463
Philips, Rev. E., letters to, from

Maurice, ii. 402
Phillimore, Dr., Queen's Advocate,
and afterwards Judge in the Ad-

miralty and Ecclesiastical Court,
ii. 401

Philo, on the study of, ii. 57

Philosophical reading, on a course of,

i. 463-469, ii- 37-39
'Philosophy, Moral and Metaphy-

sical.' See ' Moral and Metaphy-
sical Philosophy.'

Philostratus's life of Apollonius of

Tyana, the value of, ii. 57
Pickard, J., a working carpenter, ii.

223
Pilate, ii. 240, 541 ;/.

Pillow, Maurice's curious habit of

hugging a, ii. 286
Pindar's Elysium, ii. 523
Pitt, i. 15, 66, 395
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Plato, Hare's exposition of the
' Gor-

gias
'

of, i. 54 ; references to, 55,

56, 81, 128, 199, 217, 275 ; on
the writings of, 465 ; on the value

of the writings of, ii. 37 ; Plato the

Lest commentator on, 37 ; on the

use of helps in studying, 37, 38 ;

on the merits of Schleiermacker

and Cousin as guides to, 38 ; on

the relative excellences of Aristotle

and, 38, 39, 436 ; references to,

109, 124, 134, 436, 541 n.

Platonists, all little children are, i. 207

Pledges from men sent to Parliament,
Maurice opposed to exacting, i.

433, ii. 118

Plotinus, the Enneads of, ii. 56
Plumptre, Rev. Edward (afterwards
Dean of Wells), i. 313, 534; re-

ferences to, ii. 176, 300, 608 n.
'

Poets, on the Prose of,' i. 69 ; as

due to vigorous national life, 204
'
Politics for the People,' the series of

tracts so called, i. 461, 463 ; the

first number issued, 471 ; nature of

the contents of, 472 ; extract from
an article on '

Fraternity
'

in, 473 ;

list of contributors to, 475 ; the

working men and, 482 ; circulation

of, 483
Pollock, Sir F., ii. 432 n.

Popery, anti-national and anti-catholic,
i. 140-142, 1S7 ; versus Catholi-

cism 21
> 6

Porter, Mr., Mr. Gladstone's mention
of a sermon by, i. 109

Powell, Mrs. See Maurice, Lucilla.

Towles, the Rev. C, Maurice's letter

to, on Gladstone's candidature at

Oxford, i. 436-443, 617
Praise, on, as an act of will due to an

assurance of God's will, i. 530
Pratt, Mr. Hodgson, formerly Regis-

trar of Friendly Societies, his

labour on behalf of co-operation,
ii. 162

Prayer Book, sermons on the, i. 497,
501 ; on the, and its uses, 512 ;

Maurice accused of not believing
in the doctrines of the, 522 ;

on its

influence on himself and the world,
ii. 168, 169 ; its importance as a

protection against religious news-

papers, 214; "on the revision of

the, and the Act of Uniformity,"
356 ; on Lord Ebury's Pill regard-

ing the, 492 ; the, not exclusive,

571. See also Catechism.

Prayer, Maurice a man of much, i.

205 ;
Mrs. Maurice's testimony to

this, ii. 285 11. ;
the Atonement the

subject of all, 365 ; on the nature

and power of, 446
Prayers, on cold and formal, ii. 314
Preaching, Maurice's conception of,

ii. 330 ; the Atonement should be
the main subject of all, 365

Preaching, teaching, and learning,
Maurice's defence of his principles

of, ii. 225-228
Prentice, Rev. H., ii. 523

Presbyterianism, the Act of Uniform-

ity creates a new, i. 1
;
distinction

between English and Scotch, 2
;
on

the Scots setting up, as a basis for

a union with England, ii. 278

Presbyterians, origin, influence, and
doctrines of the Puritan, i. 1

;
the

body of them created by the Act
not positively opposed to episco-

pacy, 2
;
averse to all formal ex-

pressions of creed, 2 ; this fact the

special mark of English, 2
;
a final

form of creed the distinctive mark
of Scotch, 2 ; excitement amongst
English, caused by one of them

declaring himself a Sociniari, 2 ;

great meeting of Baptists, In-

dependents, and, at Salters' Hall,

to consider the subject, 3 ; they
refuse to bind themselves by any
form of creed, 3 ;

and adopt a

resolution which expresses the spirit

of Presbyterianism at the time, 3,

4 ; causes tending towards a change
of belief, 4 ; they inherit a tendency
to speak of one God, 4 ; effects of

the Calvinistic creed in producing
a repulsion against the idea of a

divided Godhead, 4 ; all who re-

fused to be bound by formulae, join

them, 4 ;
influence of the indiffer-

ence and scepticism of the eight-

eenth century on, 4, 5; spirit of the

new apostles who join them, 4, 5 ;

two of whom—Priestley and Bel-

sham—all but formulated a creed

for them, 5 ; effects of this on a

large body of the, 5 ; and on the

belief and education of those who
cherished the old Puritan traditions

5 ;
thus they become largely per-
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meatert by Unitarianism, 6, 7 ; and

finally become wholly Unitarians,

7 ; this ultimately leads to the

passing of the Dissenters' Chapels
Bill, 434-436

' Present Day Tapers,' the Bishop of

Argyll's proposal to issue a series

of, ii. 516 ; Maurice is asked to

contribute to, 516, see also 615
and 615 11

Priestleyjoins the Presbyterians, effect

of this on their belief, i. 5 ; re-

ference to, 6
; proceeds to America,

8 ; effect of his treatment in em-

bittering Unitarianism, 9 ; reference

to, 10
; his

"
Lectures,'' 37, 168

Prince Albert, his desire to obtain a

fitting occupant for the Divinity
Chair at Cambridge, ii. 14 ; quota-
tion of a phrase of his, 535

Prinsep, Valentine, the artist, ii. 305
Privy Council reverse Dr. Lushing-

ton's judgment in the cases of
Williams and Wilson, ii. 464 ; list

of the members of the Judicial
Committee of in 1864, 464

Proclus, ii. 134
Promoters. See Council of Promoters.

Prophecies, Mr. Stephenson's views
on the, i. 150

'

Prophets and Kings of the Old
Testament,' the, ii. 150, 452

Prophets, on the study of the, i. 224
Proselytiser, Maurice "a bad," ii.

337
Protest against proposed new statutes

at Oxford, Maurice's desire for a,

i. 391 et seq." Protestant Church," on the term,
i- 325

Protestant Sisters of Charity at Guy's,
i. 296

'

Protestant, Thoughts on the Duty
of a, in the Present Oxford

Election,' i. 443
Protestantism, on, and the Papacy,

i. 140-142 ;
Protestantism not pre-

dicate of a Church, 141 ; only of

a nation, 141 ;
its duty and that of

the Catholic Church, 187, 319,

320 ; on a progress beyond, 339 ;

on right and wrong ways of

supporting, 342, 345 ; remarks on,
in connection with Gladstone's

candidature at Oxford, 437 ; un-

favourable to art, favourable to

science, ii. 502 ; the battle of, best

fought amongst young men, 553 ;

on Romanism as contrasted with,

581-583 ; effects on, of substituting
assent to the doctrine of justification
for belief in the Justifier, 615

Protestants and Romanists, the battle-

cry that will rally, ii. 317
Protheroe, Mr., i. 35
Proudhon, M., ii. 9
Providence, on the voice of, i. 139
Prussia, visit of the King of (Frede-

rick-William IV.) to England, i.

324 ; Maurice's view of the position
and conduct of the King of, 484-
487, 542

' Public opinion,' Maurice regards the

worship paid to as the great
idolatry of the time, ii. 70

' Public opinion
'

regarding Maurice,
anecdote of one phase of, ii. 534

Pulliblank, Mr., his anecdotes of
Maurice at Cambridge, ii. 632, 633

Punch, its dealing with Maurice, ii.

535
Punishment, eternal. See Eternal

punishment.
'Punishments, Rewards and,' i. 275
Pupils of King's College, Maurice's

letter to, ii. 213; and to those of

Queen's College, 218
Purchas judgment, the, Maurice's view

of, ii. 634
Puritans, love of the, for the God of

the Old Testament, i. 4 ; traditions

of the, 5 ; life of the, 6
; on the

spirit of the during the Civil Wars,
ii. 276

Purton, Rev. H. B., ii. 440
Pusey, Dr., his apology for German

theologians, i. 180; how Maurice

regarded him at Oxford, 182
; his

tract en Baptism, 182 ; it becomes
the parting point between Maurice
and the Oxford school, 186, 188 ;

Maurice on the tracts on Baptism
of, 205 ; his tracts on Baptism the

true representative note of the High
Church party as a party, 213;
difference betwixt the views of, on

Baptism and those of Maurice,

213. 214 ; his breach with Maurice,
and bis estimate of the cause, 22*,

237 ; references to, 238, 244 ; one
of the main issues between Maurice

and, 326; restrained from preach-
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ing in the University pulpit for two

years, 342 ; Maurice's prophecy in

regard to, 344 ;
references to, 353,

394, 401 ;
Miss Sellon and, 504 ;

his prosecution of Mr. Jowett, ii.

442 ; controversy of Maurice with,

regarding, 442 ;
considers Genesis

"the Divine" Psalm of Creation,"

449 ; his letter to the Record, 465 ;

his controversy with Maurice on

the
' Declaration of Faith,' 466 ;

what his theology teaches, 470 ;

references to, 495, 500, 566 ;

thoughts regarding, on reading his

'Eirenicon,' 517 ; on the spirit of

the 'Eirenicon,' 517-519; his
'

Confessional,' 553 ;
the substitu-

tion of Dogma for God the charac-

teristic of, and his school, 572

Pygmalion's mistake, on a husband

committing, i. 499

Pym, John, the Puritan leader in

Charles I.'s time, ii. 559

Pythagoras, i. 275

Q

Quaker houses and graveyard at

Frenchay, i. 10
'

Quaker, Letters to a,' i. 212, 214

Quaker, Maurice's letter to a, for

Churchmen, its object, i. 212 ;

letter to a, on Baptism, 214 ; on

the difference between the old and
the younger Quakers, 237 ; on the

function of a true, ii. 500
Quarterly Review, White's article in,

on early Protestant reformers in

Spain, i. 51 ;
article on Queen's

College in number of, for July 1878,

456 ; denunciation in March, 1850,
of the lectures delivered at Queen's

College, ii. 51 ; J. Wilson Croker's

attack on Maurice in, 71-74, 84;
Lockhart's disgust at, 71 n.

Queen's College, birth of, i. 455, 456 ;

on a union between the Professors

of University College and those of,

469-47 r ; Maurice's lectures at,

502 ;
denunciation of the lectures

delivered at, ii. 51 ; Maurice's

letter to the Bishop of London in

defence of, and resigns for a time

the chairmanship of, but resumes

it, 54 ; Mr. Ludlow drafts a charter

for, 121 ;
Maurice's remarks on,

121 ; he severs his connection with,

215 ; letter of regret from the Com-
mittee of, to Maurice, 216

; presen-
tation of a silver inkstand to Mau-
rice by the pupils of, 218 ;

he

resumes his connection with, 301

Quincey, Thomas de (the
"
English

Opium-Eater"), i. 65, 88, 215

R

Radcliffe, Dr., his generous treat-

ment of Maurice, ii. 593 ;
attends

him in his last illness, 638, 642,

643 ; his reminiscences of Maurice's

la^t twelve hours, 644-646
Radical starting point in politics, the,

i. 485
Radstock, Lord, ii. 77, 187, 200,

208

Raffael, i. 386
Ragged boys, account of a day in the

country with, i. 548

Raleigh, Sir Walter, ii. 261

Raphael, the hero of 'Hypatia,' ii.

140-142
Rationalism, Schelling and Cousin's

antidote to, i. 289
Rawlins, Mr., Secretary of the Council

of the Working Men's College, ii.

636
Read, Mr., editor of the Morning

Post, at Oxford, i. 162

Read, Rev. Mr., letter to, from Mau-

rice, ii. 626

Reading, representative authors in a

course of, i. 217 ;
on the order of,

224 ; on a course of metaphysical
and philosophical, 463-469 ;

in

reading study only the great works,

not digests, 469 ; on a course of

philosophical, ii. 37~39
' Recollections and Confessions of

William Milward, a Chartist,' i.

473 . , , «

Record newspaper, Maurice s feud

with, i. 243, 244; its attacks on him,

515 ;
on the evil wrought by the,

532 ; feeling of an old pupil of

Maurice's at the dastardly attacks

of the, ii. 11, 12; Maurice's defi-

ance of the editor of the, 70 ; a

travesty of current public opinion,

78 ; plays on Dr. Jelfs fears, 164 :

references to, 169, 175. 182, 184,
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194, 200; Dr. Jelf's connection

with and repudiation of, 211 n. ;

Maurice acknowledges a debt of

gratitude to, 234 ; storm raised by
the, on Maurice's appointment to

St. Peter's, Vere Street, 362 ; its

influence with Evangelicals, 362 ;

and misrepresentation of Maurice's

views, 363 ;
other clerical journals

take their cue from, 368 ; termina-

tion of the reign of tyranny of the,

370-372 ;
its attacks on Robertson's

' Life and Letters,' 512 ; character

of the writers of these attacks,

512 ; Mr. King desires to expose
them, 512 ; Maurice opposed to

this— explains his own position
towards the writers in the, 513 ;

references to, 528, 529, 617
Red Lion Square, a school for, ii. 65

Redemption and the Fall, compara-
tive extent of, i. 189

"
Redemption," on the power of the

word, i. 520 ; God's redemption of

all mankind, ii. 15-23 ; redemption
by God alone the maxim of all

Maurice's books, 151-153
Reed, Mrs., i. 470
Reformers, their view of the meaning

of the Thirty-Nine Articles, i. 396
Reid, Thos., Scottish metaphysician,

i. 412
Relationships, on, as an ascending
and descending ladder between the

human and the divine, i. 126, 127,

131 ;
the divine becomes the centre

of all his preaching, 236 ; after

this almost all letters contain some
reference to this, see especially ii.

113-116, 271-275
Religion against God the heresy of

the age, i. 518
"Religion," distinction made by
Maurice between "

theology
"
and,

i. 86
'

Religions of the World,' the, i. 431

Religious newspapers, Maurice's at-

tack upon before any had attacked

him, i. 241-244 ; Maurice tries to

sever Lord Ashley from, 343 ; their

first attack on him follows, 353 ;

attacks on Maurice by, 451 ; effects

of those attacks, ii. II, 12; list of

those that had spoken favourably
of Christian Socialism, 85 ; they
welcome Mansel as the great cham-

pion of orthodoxy, 339 ; untruth-
fulness of their statements as to

views they oppose, 368 ; effects of
their attacks on Maurice, 526 et seq.;
base nature of the anonymous
writing in so-called, 547

Religious systems, popular English,
Maurice's views of, i. 522"
Religious

"
writers, on the morals

of so-called, ii. 50, 51 and n., 70
Reminiscences, Sir E. Strachey's, of

the every-day life of Maurice at

Guy's Hospital, i. 198 et seq.

Renan, E., remarks on. ii. 458-464 ;

estimate of the influence of his

book, 461-464 ; on the Christ of,

463 ; his Jesus the Jesus of the

Jesuits, 464 ; reference to, 511
Resurrection, on the, i. 540 ; on the

evidence for the, ii. 450
"Revelation," Maurice's reading of

the word, ii. 452 ; must bear a
different meaning from what it does
in the phrase "revealed religion,"

5 11

Revelation, the Book of, Maurice's
view of, i. 208, ii. 639

Revelation, the difficulty in the

present day is to believe in a, i.

340 ;
on the meaning of, ii. 328

et seq. ; the knowledge of God in

Christ the object of all, 328 ;

meaning of the word, 597 ; paper
on, by Maurice, 616

'

Revelation, The, of St. John the

Divine,' ii. 452
'Revelation? What is,' Maurice's

reply to Mansel, ii. 336 ;
extracts

from, 338, 341 ; sequel to, 340 ;

extract from, 343 ; unfavourable

reviews of, 348
'Revelation? What is,' ii. 544;

'

Sequel to,' 544
' Rewards and Punishments,' i. 275
Rich, Mrs., i. 293, ii. 46 and n.

Richards, J. L., Sub-Rector of Exeter

College, letter from, to Maurice,
with generous offer of assistance,

i. 112, 113.

Richter, Jean Paul, ii. 462

Rigg, Dr., his book on Maurice, ii.

208 ; references to, 335, 341, 529

Ripon, Lord, ii. 127. See also Gode-

rich, Lord.
Ritualism and the Ritualists, on, ii.

626
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Robertson's ' Life and Letters,' Mau-
rice's appreciation of, ii. 508 ;

attacks on by the Record, 512 ;

proposal to expose the writers of

them, 512-514; on the conversion

of, from Evangelicalism, 514-516
Roebuck, Mr., his remark regarding
Maurice and Sterling, i. 77 ;

refer-

ence to, 178, ii. 535 n.

Rogers, Frederic, afterwards Lord
Blackford (1871), i. 109 «.

Role, Dr. A., i. 35
Romaine, Rev. William, one of the

earlier Evangelical leaders, ii. 359
"Roman, the, and the Teuton," ii.

476
Romanism, in Switzerland, i. 287 ; a

way of adopting the best part of,

into our system, 359 ; maudlin
sentimentalism about, 365 ; on the

craving for, caused by unreality
and partisanship that had become

prevalent among religious families,

422-424; on a State contributing

money to those who teach, 432-
434 ;

remarks on, in connection
with Gladstone's candidature at

Oxford, 437 ; on a young clergy-
man on the point of going over to,

539 ; on the unsatisfactory nature

of ordinary Anglo-Roman contro-

versy and the one common ground,
581-533

Romanists and Protestants, the battle-

cry that will rally, ii. 317
Romans, on the Epistle to the, i. 304,

375 ; contains the most profound
exposition of the relation of the

Spirit to Christ, ii. 351 ; and

develops most wonderfully the two-
fold principle of the conscience,

578
Romans, xi. 14, and ix. 3, 4, adapta-

tion from, i. 212
'

Romola,' Maurice impressed with,
ii- 459

Rose, Rev. Hugh, denounces German
rationalism, i. 180, 182 ; suggests
that Maurice should write for

the
'

Encyclopaedia Metropolitana,'
j 85 ; Rector of St. Thomas's, 199 ;

disagrees with Dr. Pusey's views
on repentance, 205 ;

aids Maurice
in obtaining the chaplaincy of

Guy's Hospital, 235
Rossetti, Dante Gabriel, ii. 305

Round, Mr., his candidature at Ox-

ford, i. 437
Rousseau's, J. J., his

' Contrat Social,'

character of, i. 467, ii. 313
Rowe, Mr. John, i. 35
Rowlatt, Rev. Mr., reader, and

afterwards preacher, at the Temple,
i- 356

Rumbold, and Fanny Rumbold,
characters in

' Eustace Conway,' i.

l6 5

Ruskin, Mr., references to, ii. 66,

305, 421 ; joins the staff of the

Working Men's College, ii. 250,
2 5 r

Russell, Alexander, editor of the

Scotsman, ii. 251
Russell, Lord John, afterwards Earl,

his support of Dr. Hampden, i.

453, ii. 8, 119

Russell, Lord William, i. 36
Russell Square, Maurice removes to,

in 1856, ii. 284

Sabbath observance, on, ii. 144

Sabbath, on the Christian and the

Jewish, ii. 280-283 ; pamphlet on

the, 294
' Sabbath Sermons,' ii. 149, 151

Sacrament, on the nature of a, ii.

590 ;
it cannot be "

conceived," 590
Sacraments as the means of Revela-

tion, ii. 494-496
Sacrifice, on the ground of, ii. 253 ;

Hare's pleasure in Maurice's book

on, 256 ;
the origin of it explained

to Bunsen, 257 ; on the principle

of, 384 ;
on the fulness and perfec-

tion of Christ's, 393, 394
'

Sacrifice, the Doctrine of, Deduced
from the Scriptures,' ii. 237 n.

Sack, a leader among the German

Evangelicals, his review ot the
'

Kingdom of Christ,' i. 450
St. David's, Bishop of. See Thirlwa'l,

Bishop.
St. Edward's, Cambridge, ii. 627-

629, 638
St. James, i. 254, 255
St. John, i. 171, 201, 217, 218, 222

11, 237, 253-255, ii. 17, 18, 153,

248, 280, 302, 331, 342, 346, 353.

470-474, 483, 500, 555, 620

St. John, Maurice's objection to Leo-
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nardo da Vinci's conception of, ii.

555
St. John's Epistles, value of a study

of, i. 217; Maurice's book on, ii.

St. John's Gospel, Maurice's book on,
ii. 302 ; an American clergyman
on Maurice's exposition of, 555

St. Luke's, anecdote of a lunatic in,

i. 163
St. Mark, i. 235
St. Matthew, i. 253, ii. 18

St. Paul, i. 106, 152, 154, 171, 201,
211, 217, 254, 304, 363, 375, 509,
ii. 106, 138, 177, 248, 274, 346,

401, 439, 448, 469, 511, 562, 567,

575, 578, 596, 602
St. Paul, value of the study of the

Epistles of, i. 217 ; and of his

words concerning the revealing of
Christ in him, 509

St. Paul, on his Epistle to the

Romans, i. 304, 375, ii. 351; his

view of the order of the Resurrec-

tion, 562 ; reverence of Luther for,

602
St. Paul's, Dean of, Henry Hart
Milman, D.D. (1849-1868), ii. 101,

200, 204
St. Peter, i. 222 «., 254, 255, ii.

582, 596
St. Peter's, Vere Street, Maurice ap-
pointed to, ii. 361 ; storm raised by
the Record because of this, 362 ;

Maurice reads himself in, 377 ;

publishes two sermons preached at,

377 ; contemplated resignation of,

ii. chap. xiii. ; resigns his charge
at

> 593 j his farewell sermon at,

593
"Saints," Maurice's objections to

Calvinistic, High Church, literary,
and scientific, ii. 536

'
Saints' Tragedy,' correspondence
with Kingsley regarding, i. 443,
446, 448 ; Maurice desires the
withdrawal of his name from the,
ii. 32

Salisbury, the Bishop of, i. 283, ii.

464
Salters' Hall, great meeting of Bap-

tists, Independents, and Presby-
terians at, in 1719, i. 3

Salvation and eternal death, Hare's
view of Maurice's opinion regard-
ing, ii. 183

Samson, i, 299, ii. 135
Saturday Review, Maurice disclaims

writing for, ii. 299 ; the latest and
most triumphant incarnation of the
" we "

spirit, 322 ; references to,

381, 385,439, 476, 514, 515, 553,
617

Saunders, Mr., of Bristol, a scientific

man, an old pupil of Michael

Maurice's, his account ofa "
bolster-

ing match" among Mr. M. Maurice's

pupils, i. 9
Savonarola, ii. 459
Saxony, King of, i. 542
Sceptic, letter to a young, i. 383-385 ;

letter to another, ii. 477
Schelling, his preface to Cousin's

4 Nouveaux Fragments Philoso-

phiques,' importance of, as an
antidote to Rationalism, i. 289 ;

his works, 467
Schiller, i. 63
Schimmelpennick, Mrs., i. II

Schlegel, J. A., i. 48
Schleiermacher, F. E. D., Maurice's

opinion of, i. 54, 453 ; and of

Thirlwall's translation of his work
on St. Luke, 453, 454

Schleusner, J. F., i. 374
Schmidt, E., i. 374
Schwabe, Mr. Salis, political econo-

mist, &c, Maurice's reply to a

letter of, ii. 46-49 ;
reference to, 50

Science, Rev. A.J. Scott's lectures on
certain aspects of, i. 322, 323

'

Science, The Claims of the Bible

and,' ii. 451 ;
Maurice's attitude

towards, 608
Scotch Calvinism, on the reformation

of, i. 317
Scotch "Free Church," how diffi-

culties were dealt with in the, ii.

237
Scott, Rev. A. J., visits Maurice at

Guy's, i. 199 ;
his tracts on the

Will of God, and difficulty about

Baptism, 208
;
reference to, 253 ;

letter to, from Maurice on the

ground of human fellowship, 257 ;

his lectures on certain aspects of

science, 322, 323 ;
references to,

33°> 377, 378 n., 443, 469, ii. 403,

404, 563
Scott, Sir Walter, i. 65, 78, 119

Scotts, the (i.e. Rev. A. J. and Mrs.)

i. 283, 293
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Scriptures, the. See Bible, the.

Sectarianism, Maurice's horror of, i.

327 ; on the evils of, and the best

mode of delivering from it, 513 ;

the feeling of, is undermining the

Church of England, ii. 300 ; the

Communion the great witness

against, 595
Sects, Maurice's views on, i. 260

; his

life experience of, 337 ;
his mode

of regarding the truth to be found

i°j 337 > starting point of, curiously
unlike what might be expected, ii.

327 ; all narrower and more cruel

than the Church, 444 ;
all teaching

of, essentially secular, 586
Secular education, on, and the secu-

larists, ii. 610

Seeley, Mr., the publisher, i. 288

Segur, Count, ii. 453
Selden, John, statesman and political

writer, 15S4-1654, ii. 456
Selbcrne, Lord, ii. 506
Self, Mr., a Scripture-reader, ii. 27

Self-discipline, on, i. 272
Selfishness, or competition, not the

law of life, ii. 32, 41

Sellon, Miss, i. 504 ; Maurice in

favour of, 508
Selwyn, Rev. Professor W., i. 322 ;

votes for Maurice at Cambridge, ii.

545. 547. 548; reference to,S48,553
Seneca, i. 466
Sennacherib, i. 484
Septuagint, the, i. 225
' Serious Call,' Law's, i. 20

Sermon, Maurice's farewell, at Vere

Street, ii. 593"596
Sermons, on the difficulty of preaching

"intelligible," i. 334; the High
Church principle about "reserve"
' n

> 335 >
lack of reverence and

depth in Evangelical, 335 ; Maurice
endeavours to be practical in his

own, 335 ;
on the best mode of

preparing, 374-376 ; value of study-

ing the leading idea of an epistle

in, 374 ; clergymen cannot preach,
until God reveals Christ in them,

509
Sewell, Professor, i. 185 ; persuades
Maurice to allow himself to be

named for the Professorship of

Political Economy at Oxford, 210;
his opinion of Carlyle, 280; his

article on Carlyle, 293, 301, 387

Shaftesbury, Lord, ii. 120 ;/., 176.
See also Ashley, Lord.

Shairp, J. C, LL.D., Principal of
the United College of St. Salvator
and St. Leonard, St. Andrew's, and
afterwards Professor of Poetry at

Oxford, his report of a conversation
with Mr. McLeod Campbell re-

garding Maurice's views on sin, ii.

538
Shakespeare, i. 34, 68, 274, ii. 2S0,

397, 401, 592
Sharp, Mr., ii. 210

Sheil, R. L., M.P., the well-known
Irish orator, i. 436

Shi Hey, i. 65, 78 ; Wordsworth's
estimate of his poem on the Lark,
199

Short, Bishop (of St. Asaph), his re-

mark on Maurice's controversy with
the Herald, i. 533 ; and on a meet-

ing of the National Society, 546,

547
Short, Rev. Mr., Rector of Blooms-

bury, i. 482, 503, 535
Shorter, the first secretary of the

Working Men's College, i. 482, ii.

26, 173, 223
Sick-beds, lessons learned at, no

learning could leach, ii. 536
Sin, Mr. McLeod Campbell's strange

misconception of Maurice's view of,

"• 537-541 ;
the guilt of, a tremen-

dous reality was a fact he was

continually insisting on, 539-541
'

Sisters, Memorials of Two,' i. 131

Slander, Bishop Short, of St. Asaph's,
mode of dealing with, i. 533

Slaney, Mr., M.P., an active social

reformer, his Committee of Inquiry
on Christian Socialism, ii. 52 ;

and
its report, 53 ; his efforts on behalf
of co-operation, 119,120; passing
of his bill, 121

Slavery, i. 37, 115, ii. 438-44°,
460

Smith, Adam, and David Hume, i.

479
Smith, Mr. Goldwin, on his demo-

cracy, ii. 340, 558
Smith, Rev. Sydney, i. 331

Smith, Rev. Theyre, assistant preacher
at the Temple, his character and

acquirements, i. 410, 41 1

Snowden, Rev. Mr., Vicar of Ham-
mersmith, his anecdote of an
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American clergyman and Maurice,
»• 555

Socialism in 1848, i. 457 ; effects of,

in Paris, 458, ii. 13 ; a series of

tracts on Christian, 33-36 ; Croker's
view of, 72-74

Socialist dinner, account of a, ii. 62

Society, human relationships, not
"

capital" or "labour," the basis

of, ii. 113-116
Socinian, excitement caused among

the English Presbyterians by one of

their clergymen declaring himself a,

i. 2

Socrates, i. 251, 347, ii. 135, 436
Soldier, on the calling of the, ii. 417-
420

Solly, Mr., letter to, from Maurice,
ii. 298

Solomon, i. 135, ii. 530
Somers, Lord, i. 161

Sophocles, Julius Hare's exposition of

the '

Antigone
'

of, i. 52-54
Sorrow, on the effects of deep, ii. 145
Sotheron, Mr., M.P., ii. 121

Southey, younger brother of, educated

by Michael Maurice, i. 9 ; his lines

on the battle of Blenheim, 15 ;

references to, 63, 65, 78 ; his views
on Socialism, ii. 92-94

Spanish patriots, English expedition
to assist, and Maurice's -plea for, i.

8 5
"

Special Constable" demonstration,
success of the, i. 472 ; Maurice

proffers his service as a, 472
Spectator, ii. 82

; denounces the action
of the King's College Council, 211 ;

references to, 468, 469, 471, 476,

493, 567 «., 598, 602, 605, 606,
619

Spedding, Mr. James, author of the
' Life of Bacon,' &c, i. 475

Spencer, Mr. Herbert, carries a step
further the doctrines of Hamilton
and Mansel, ii. 328 ; tone adopted
by, towards all thought but his

own, 608

Spinoza, on his conception of a God,
ii. 441

Spirit, Holy. See Holy Spirit."
Spirit of a learner," Maurice's

aspiration for the, the keynote of his

life, ii. 67-69
Spiritual Bridegroom, on the idea of

a, i. 446

Spurgeon, Rev. Charles H., Maurice
on the preaching of, ii. 346, 347

Stael, Madame de, influence on
Maurice of her' L'Allemagne,' i. 176

Stanley, Bishop, i. 18

Stanley, Lord,
" the Rupert of

debate
"

(afterwards the late Lord

Derby), carries the abolition of ten

Irish bishoprics, i. 180

Stanley of Alderley, Lady, her re-

marks on Queen's College, and
article on, i. 456 and ;/.

Stanley, Rev. A. P., letter to, from

Maurice, i. 391, 394, 395, 398, 401;
references to, 446, 451, 475 ; his

sermon on Maurice's death, ii. 67 ;

reference to, 255 ; opposes Mansel,

340 ; letters to, 382, 428-430,
434 ; appointed Dean of West-

minster, 435, 436 ; references to,

458, 476 ; letters to, 478, 491 ;

Maurice mistakes his feelings re-

garding the Articles, 506; references

to
> 517, 518; Maurice's regard for,

and opinion of, 601 ; declares him-
self

" an Erastian of the Erastians,"
601 ; his letter to the Spectator on
the subject of Mr. Stephen's charge

against a Broad Church leader, 602 ;

letter to, 605 ; originates the title
" Broad Church," 607 n.

;
adminis-

ters the Communion to the Revisers

at Westminster Abbey, 617 ;
his

sermon on the recovery of the

Prince of Wales, 639
Stapylton, Mr. Canning's private sec-

retary and biographer, i. 445

Starkey, Rev. Alfred, ii. 412, 414
State education, Maurice opposed to,

i. 277 ; on the scheme of State-sup-

ported education, in 1847, 432-434
State, the, ought to be conservative

of individual rights, ii. 8
;

im-

portance of the principle of the

union of Church and, 8, 9 ; history
and nature of the union between

Church and, 584-586
Steele, ii. 142

Stephen, Leslie, Mr., on Dean
Mansel's assertion of the first prin-

ciples of Agnosticism, ii. 327 ;
his

repugnance to Maurice's thoughts
and works, 328 ;

asserts that

believers now repudiate Mansel's

arguments, 339 ;
his misconception

of a statement of Maurice's, 535,
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536 ;
his article in Fraseron "Broad

Churchmen," and the controversy
its mis-statements provoke, 599-609

Stephenson, Rev. J. A., Rector of

Lympsham, i. 28 ; invites Maurice
to reside with him, 139 ; mutual
influence of, on Maurice and of

Maurice on him, 146 ;
memoir of,

147-152 ; his views on the pro-

phecies, 150 ; on the ordinances of

the Church and on Churchman-

ship, 151

Stepney, Barber Beaumont's institu-

tion at, ii. 63, 64
Sterling, Captain, afterwards Sir

Anthony, brother of John Sterling,
and son of the "Thunderer," of

the Times, confides the guardian-

ship of his nieces to Maurice, ii. 194

Sterling, John, sen., best known as

the original "Thunderer," of the

Times, i. 76

Sterling, John, his first acquaintance
with Maurice, i. 52 ; his efforts in

pushing him forward, 56 ; refer-

ences to, 60, 72 ; his acquaintance
with J. S. Mill, 75 ;

induces Mau-
rice to accompany him into society,

76 ; their differences in point of

opinion, 77 ;
the expositor of Mau-

rice's thoughts, 78 ; his connection

with the ill-starred Anglo-Spanish
expedition, 84 ; pledges himself to

write a novel, 90 ; references to,

97, 101-103 ; his marriage, 1 13 ;

sends Colburn's offer to Mau-

rice, 123 ;
his opinion as to the

condition of the slaves, 133; letter

to Maurice conveying Coleridge's

thoughts on ' Eustace Conway,'
164, 165 ; Maurice's account of his

friendship with, at Cambridge,
176 ; references to, 177-179, 185 ;

and of his preaching, 192-194;
first indications of his illness, 195,

197 ; visits Maurice at Guy's, 199 ;

his health and household, 226 ;

seeks to promote the marriage of

Maurice with his sister-in-law,

227 ; Maurice's expressions of re-

gard for, 228 ; references to, 234,

250 ; Maurice pleased with letters

from, 256, 257 ; compares himself

to Erasmus and Maurice to Luther,

256 ; references to, 266, 272 ; his

kindness to Maurice, 273 ; his

article on Carlisle, 276 ; contributes

to the Educational Magazine, 277 ;

Maurice on, 279 ; references to,

302, 320 ; death of his mother and

wife, 336 ; Maurice's later inter-

course with, 345-347 ; an illustra-

tion of this, 346 ; sudden relapse
of, 366 ; Maurice's thoughts on,

367; slowly dying at Ventnor, 376;
his interest in Law's answer to

Mandeville's ' Fable of the Bees,'

376 ; his death, 379 ; reflections

on, 378-381 ; references to, 382,

3S6, 387, 409, 449 ;/.; Hare's Life

of, 452 ; attacks on Hare's Life of,

504 ; reply to, 505 ; reference to,

504 ; Maurice's account of his

dealings with bim in matters of

belief, 5°5 > a club falsely said to

have been established in honour of,

516; newspaper attacks on, 532,

534 ; his inability to realise his

own identity, 541 ; on Carlyle's
Life of, 548 ; horrified at the

Jewish wars, ii. 58, 533
Sterling, Edward, eldest son of the

above, i. 381, 543
Sterling, Miss Julia, ii. 646
Sterling, Mrs. John (Susan), i. 248,

255, 336, 347, 366, 409
Sterlings, the (i.e. John and Susan),

i- 363

Sterlings, the {i.e. the Misses Ster-

ling), ii. 66, 194

Sterry, Maurice's respect for, i. 203
Steward, the Lord High, election of,

at Cambridge, i. 294-297
Stewart, D., the Scottish philosopher,

Maurice's dissatisfaction with, i.

412 ; ii. 37
Still-born child, on the death of a,

i. 265
Stirling, Miss Jane, ii. 345

Stirling, Mrs., i. 443
Stock, Dr., a well-known Bristol

physician, i. 35, 51

Stock, Mr., i. 51
Stowe, Mrs. Beecher, ii. 130, 300
Strachey, Mr. E. (afterwards Sir E.

Strachey, Bart.), desires to become
a pupil of Maurice's, i. 193 ; cor-

responds with him on the subject,

194-196; his illness, 196; pro-

posed course of letters to, 196 ;

suggestions to, for reading and

study, 197 ;
his reminiscences of
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Maurice's ordinary life at Guy's,

198 et seq.
• his letters to his aunt,

Lady Louis, on the teaching and
moral and mental characteristics

of Maurice, 202-205 e* sc9- 5

letters to, from Maurice, 214-218,
222-225, 251, 2S3» 260, 262,

266, 270-273, 275, 280, 281, 284 ;

assists in editing the Educational

Magazine during Maurice's absence
in Switzerland, 284 ; letters to,

3°3» 3°4, 3°9» 3". 336 > 35°, 354,

364, 387, 403, 426, 432-434, 462,

510-513, ii. 278, 290, 353, 355,

396, 405, 485, 536
Strafford, the Earl of, ii. 277
Strauss, insurrection in Zurich against,

i. 287 ; on the function of such men
as, 349 ; on the theory of the

mythical school, ii. 455
Strettell, A. D., ii. 51

Study, considerations as to a course

of, i. 215 ; importance of political
science in, 216

; representative
authors in, 217 ;

value of St. Paul's

and St. John's Epistles and the

Apocalypse in, 217, 218 ; order of

reading in, 224 ; on a course of

metaphysical and philosophical

reading in, 463-469 ;
on a course

of philosophical reading in, ii. 37-
39 ; on a course of, for acquiring a

knowledge of the Alexandrian

Schools, 56, 57
'Subscription no Bondage,' i. 170,

173-184, 190, 269
Subscription to the Thirty-nine Ar-

ticles, a defence of liberty, i. 168 ;

this view approved by the leaders

of the Oxford party, 169 ;
corre-

spondence on the subject, 169-171 ;

'

Subscription no Bondage,' 170-

173 ; Maurice's subsequent account

of the tract, 180-182
; Julius Hare's

opinion of it, 190, 191 ;
on con-

scientious 396 ; Maurice's later

views on, ii. 154, 155, 503-507

Suffering, on the ordination of, i.

311 ; an evil redeemed by the, of

Christ, ii. 258, 259
Sully, Mr., the secretary of the

Council of Promoters, and an active

worker among the working-men
Christian Socialists, proposes a

Central Board scheme, which
Maurice refuses to join in, ii. 42-44

Sunday observance, question regard-

ing at the Working Men's College,
ii. 290, 294, 318-321

Sunday walking, anecdote of Maurice

regarding, ii. 290
Surrey, Archdeacon of. See Wilber-

force, Bishop.

Swedenborg, the character of, i. 82

Switzerland, Maurice's visit to, i.

281, 284, 286 ; on the social and

political aspect of, 287
Symbols, on the power of divine,

i. 340

Tablet, its attacks on Maurice and
his associates, ii. 84

Tacitus, i. 217
Tait, A. C, Bishop of London, and

afterwards Archbishop of Canter-

bury. See London, Bishop of.

Talandier, M., and the Working
Men's College, ii. 268-271, 304

Taylor, Isaac, Rev., letter to from

Maurice, ii. 356-361
Taylor, Mr. Tom, editor of Punch,

dramatist, &c, ii. 324
Taylor, William, of Norwich, a well-

known literary man of his day, and
a connection of the Maurices, i. 9

Teaching, preaching, and learning,
Maurice's defence of his principles
of, ii. 225-228

Teaching staff of the Working Men's

College at different periods, ii. 305
Temple, Maurice's objections to be-

coming a candidate for the Master-

ship of the, i. 410 ; character and

ability of Theyre Smith, the as-

sistant preacher at, 410, 411

Temple, on Sterling's preaching at

the, i. 192

Templeton, Lord, and Lady Jane,
characters in

'

Phaethon,' ii. 133-
135

Tennemann, W. T., the author of

the 'History of Philosophy,' i.

199, 202

Tennyson, Alfred, afterwards Lord,
ii. 30 ; reference to, 124 ;

Maurice
becomes godfather to his child,

143 ; reference to, 162 n. ; his lines

of sympathy to Maurice, 212; signs
the address sent to Maurice, 371 ;

references to, 306, 542
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Tertullian on "
Prescription," i. 466

Testimony, on the prevalent worship
of mere, ii. 510

Tetley, Dr. (of Clifton), his love for

Maurice, i. 536
' Teutons and Romans.' See '

Roman,
the, and the Teuton.'

Tetzel, John, the seller of Papal in-

dulgences, i. 512, ii. 317, 521

Thackeray, i. 16, ii. 145
Thales, i. 275
Theodora, the Empress, ii. 482
'Theological Essay,' publication of,

ii. 156 ;/., 164 et seq. ; storm raised

by, 176 et seq.; discussion provoked
by, 233, 544

*

"Theology," distinction made by
Maurice between "

religion
"
and,

i. 86 ; on the, and faith of woman,
86 ; its place as the scientia scien-

tiarum, 371 ; the knowledge of

God, 372, 373 ; on the connection

between the Christian and Hindoo,

3S4 ; the foundation on which all

other studies stand, ii. 136 ; the

vocation of a professor of, is to

show the connection of all other

studies with, 136, 137 ; injury done
to the study of, by the apologists,

437 ; English theology has been

reconstructing itself on the com-
mercial bases, 460 ;

what the age
is crying for, 493 ; the theology of

the English Church larger and

deeper than the current, 599
Theresa, Santa, ii. 326
Thessalonians, on a passage in, re-

garding Christ's second coming,
ii. 561

Thirlwall, Bishop (Bishop of St.

David's, 1840-1874), i. 76 ;
Mau-

rice's admiration for his
'

Charge
'

in 1842, 336 ; speech of, 368 ; his

translation of Schleiermacher's book
on St. Luke, 454 ; gives the ' De-
claration

'

its quietus, ii. 468
Thirty-nine Articles, subscription to

the, a defence of liberty, i. 168 ;

this view approved by the leaders

of the Oxford party, 169 ; sub-

scription to, no bondage, 170, 173
et seq. ; at Oxford subscription to,

before matriculation, 180
; on the

use and abuse of the, 181 ; to build

a foundation of shams on a ground
plan of the, 340 ; Ward's opinion

of the, 390 ; Maurice's, 390 ; on
conscientious subscription to the,

396 ; Maurice's reverence for the,

399 ;
and estimate of the value of

the, 5 24 > his subsequent view of

the, ii. 154 ; and of subscription
to, 154, 155 ; always purposed to

stand on the, 170, 175 ; importance
of the, as against private judgment,
214, 228 ; on the advantage of their

having been composed in the six-

teenth century, 399, 401 ; on the

value of the, 503-507; references to

the, 503, 504 ;
Mr. Leslie Stephen's

misrepresentation of Maurice's view

of, 600
; why no dogma on the in-

fallibility of the Scriptures appears
in the, 602 ;

reverence of the, for

the Scriptures, 603 ;
the Living

Word the ground of the, 603 ;

Maurice explains his view of and
defends the, 603 ; they form the

groundwork of more comprehensive
humanity and a more spiritual

theology than created them, 603,

604
'

Thirty-nine Articles, The Doctrine

of the,' ii. 377
Thomas, Cave, the artist, ii. 305

Thompson, Dr., Professor of Greek
at Cambridge, and afterwards Mas-
ter of Trinity, his remark regard-

ing Maurice, ii. 4 ;
votes for him

at Cambridge, 545, 546
Thomson, Dr. (preacher of Lincoln's

Inn, afterwards Archbishop of

York), elected preacher of Lin-

coln's Inn, ii. 315; his opinion of

Mansel's lectures, 333
Thomson, Dr., probably a local

medical man in Southampton, i.

121

Thorpe, W., a well-known man in

Bristol in the early part of the

century, i. 36

Thought, on the relation between

English and German, i. 468 ;
the

anti-English school of, ii. 253
'

Thoughts on the Rule of Conscien-

tious Subscription,' i. 395
"Thou "and "you," Maurice's dis-

tinction between, i. 248, 249
Thucydides, the study of, recom-

mended, i. 217, 224; reference to,

541 n.

Tieck, L., i. 444
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Tillotson, Archbishop of Canterbury
(1630-1694), ii. 607

Time and eternity, Maurice's idea as

to, ii. 219
Times, the, on the election of Lord

High Steward at Cambridge, i.

296 ; references to, ii. 60, 73, 250,

.396, 439,.442, 453' 466, 487
Tintoretto, ii. 502
Tito, a character in

'

Romola,' ii.

459
Tocqueville, De, ii. 499
Toleration, Michael Maurice's opinion

of, i. 7 ; Maurice on the principles

of, ii. 384-386
Tone, Wolfe, Maurice's article on, i.

74
Torrens, W. M., M.P., i. 268 n.

Tory and Whig, how Maurice agreed
with both and differed from both,
i. 485

Touche, Rev. J. De La, ii. 433, 444,
447

Townsend, Canon, ii. 151
Tract XC, protest of four Oxford

Tutors against the doctrine of, i.

238 ; the contention of, regarding
the Articles, ii. 442 ; allusion to,

505
Tractarianism, Maurice's account of

the rise of, i. 180

Tractarians, an attempt to suppress
the, i. 342 ;

Maurice accused of

being one of the, 353
' Tracts for Priests and People,' Lud-

low's proposed programme, ii. 386 ;

Maurice's reply, 387 ; their publica-
tion in two volumes, 405 ; list of

contributors, 405
Tracts for the people

— '

Cambridge
'

or '

Hospital,' i. 368 ; Maurice

proposes a series on the model
of the

'

Political Register,' 461 ;
a

series of, on Christian Socialism, ii.

33-36 ; another series by Christian

Socialists of which the '

Duty of

the Age
' was to have been one,

126
;
a proposed

'

Cambridge' se-

ries, 231
Trades-unions, remarks on, ii. 116

Travers, Mr., one of the men con-

cerned in the early movements at

Mr. Irving's church in London, i.

118

Trench, Hon. Mrs., letter to, on
death of her child, i. 452
VOL. II.

Trench, Rev. Richard C. (after-
wards Dean of Westminster, and

Archbishop of Dublin), i. 171, 172 ;

letters to, from Maurice, and refer-

ences to, 186-188, 192, 208, 212,
227, 233, 239, 250, 252, 257, 265,

276, 286, 304, 321, 350, 351, 354,

367 ; Maurice much pleased with
his book on the ' Sermon on the

Mount,' 367 ; letters to, 380, 394,

407, 420, 425 ; appointed to Pro-

fessorship at King's College, 425 ;

references to, 426, 432 ; his loss of
his child, 451 ; on Maurice's share
in founding Queen's College, 456 ;

illness of, 457, 475 ; Maurice on
the preaching of, 499 ; references

to, 516, 535 ; his fitness for the

Divinity Chair at Cambridge, ii.

14 ; references to, 15, 53, 176,
186

; his letter to Maurice as

Chairman of the Committee of

Queen's College, 216
; made Dean

of Westminster, 300, 301 ; an

alarmist, 383 ; appointed Arch-

bishop of Dublin, 435 ; reference
to his belief, 569

Trinitarian, a, may be an atheist, ii.

447
Trinity College, Cambridge, Maurice

enters at, i. 44, 47 : lectures at, 47,

48 ; election of the Trinity Union
candidate, 49 ; system of study at,

50 ; Benthamism the prevalent
faith at, in Maurice's time, 176;
the appointment of Whewell to the

Mastership of, 320 ; its anti-divine

character, 321

Trinity Hall, Maurice enters, i. 59 ;

Sterling follows him to, 60 ; refer-

ences to, 72, 73

Trinity, the, i. 41, 175; to his father on,

132-138, see also 543 ;
on the three

Persons in the, and their actions on
the spirit of man, ii. 349-355, see

also 384, 385 ;
on the doctrine of

the, and its definition, 388 ; as re-

garded by the fathers and mediaeval

writers, 413, 416 ; the " Eternal

Charity," the " Eternal Love,"
416; on the, 460; on the Article

on the, 504 ;
on the, in unity, 515,

569, 57o, 643
Trinity Sunday, on, i. 544 ; thoughts

on, 413, ii. 520
Truth, Maurice on the highest, and

2 Z
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the faculty of recognising it being
universal, i. 29S ; his reverence for,

ii. 235 ; toleration based on the cer-

tainty of, 384 ;
on the best mode of

arriving at, ii. 391, 393, 456; on
love as necessary to, 531

Tuffnell, Mr., M.P., ii. 121

Turgot, i. 74

Turley, W., a working tailor, ii. 223
Tutor, Maurice on his qualifications

as a, i. 194

U

Unbelief, persecution the cause of,

ii. 385
Unbeliever, advice to an, ii. 475
Uniformity, Act of, effect of the, i.

1, 2, 6
;
on abolishing the, ii. 356-

36i
Unitarian, Maurice can be nothing

but a, in the sense of seeking for

unity, ii. 388 ;
influence of Renan

on a, 459-461
Unitarianism, first appearance of,

amongst the Presbyterians, i. 4, 5 ;

influence of Priestley and Belsham
in propagating, 5 ; most of the

Professors at the Puritan Academy
of Hoxton under the influence of,

7 ;
several of Michael Maurice's

family renounce, 20, 22, 23 ; Mil-

ton's bent of mind towards, 64 ; to

Maurice's boyish logic incoherent

and feeble, 175 ; he despised it as

weak, ii. 15 ; his knowledge of the

evil of, and of the good beneath,

S9 ; many of the professors of, now
rising to a profound belief in the
" Divine Unity," 351

Unitarians, the, and the principle in-

volved in the Dissenters' Chapels
Bill, i. 435, 436 ; tendency to re-

action in, ii. 143

Unity, Maurice's intense desire for, ii.

632
Unsettled minds, the only proper
mode of dealing with, ii. 226

Universal Church, on the, i. 166 ;

Maurice's desire for a, 206

Universal redemption, view of the

English and Scotch Churches as to,

i. 183 ;
universal restitution, 208

;

ii. 15, 18, 19, 23, 576, 577

University, advantage of being edu-

cated at a, i. 223 ; dutv of every

Englishman of birth or property to

attend a, 224
"
University Bill," the, for abolishing

subscription to the Thirty-nine Ar-

ticles, i. 16S

Universities, the, the true National
Church Councils in educational

matters, i. 286

Utilitarianism, Maurice's opposition
to, i. 66, 80, 176

V

Vaughan, Rev. D. J., letters to,

from Maurice, ii. 219, 234, 349,

378, 509
Venables, Rev. G., Rector of Clyro,

ii. 169
Vere, Mr. de, letter to, from Maurice,

i- 325
Vernon, Rev. Mr., Baptist minister,

i. 28, 51, 337
Victoria, Queen, i. 269, ii. 10, 34,

..157, 535 «•

Vinci, Leonardo da, Maurice's objec-
tion to his conception of St. John,

Vinet, M., a Swiss Evangelical leader,
and a great friend of Mr. Erskine
of Linlathen, professes a kind of

non-juring doctrine, i. 287 ; his
' Manifestation des Croyances re-

ligieuses,' and what it teaches, ii.

429
Vinet, Madame, wife of above, i.

323
Vishnu, ii. 316
Voice, Maurice's loss of, i. 515
Volney, i. 63
Voltaire, i. 532, ii. 313, 526
Voysey judgment, Maurice's view of

the, ii. 634

W
Wace, Rev. Henry, D.D., after-

wards Preacher of Lincoln's Inn,
and Principal of King's College,
references to, ii. 615 and n.

Wales, Prince of, i. 324, ii. 638
Walsh, C. R., i. 551, ii. 64
Warburton Lecturer, Maurice appoint-

ed, i. 418 ; determines the subject
of his first lecture to be the Epistle
to the Hebrews, 419 ; references to
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his lectures, 421, 424, 427, 430,

481 ;
and to the appointment, 521

Ward, Mr., i. 357, ,358, 362; his
'

Ideal of a Christian Church,'

controversy regarding, 390 ; refer-

ences to, 391-396, 399; his real

sin, 400 ;
his attack on Maurice,

400, 401 ; deprived of his degree,

401 ; references to, 421, ii. 443
Warren, Professor H., ii. 194
Watson, Dr. (afterwards Sir Thomas

Watson, Bart., M.D.), sympathises
with Maurice, ii. 194

Wedding, present of books, Maurice's

acknowledgment of a, i. 550
Weddings and ordinations, on, i. 500
Wedgwood, Miss, ii. 459
Wellington, the Duke of, i. 15, 115,

178, 1S0, 200, 342, ii. 135, 149,

150, 647
Wells, the Dean of, ii. 240;/., 549 «.,

563 n. See also Plumptre, Rev. E.

Wesley, Charles, ii. 637
Wesley, John, i. 20, ii. 402
Westbury, Lord Chancellor, ii. 464,

506; said not to believe in hell, 565
Westcott, Canon, his article on Com-

tism, ii. 579, 59S
Westlake, Mr. (afterwards Q.C.), ii.305

Westminster, Dean of. See Stanley,
Rev. A. P.

Westminster Review, Maurice's con-

tributions to, i. 74 ; article in the,

on '

Essays and Reviews,' ii. 382
Whately, Archbishop, i. 182, 401,

475, »• 359
Whewell, Dr., Master of Trinity, &c,

his opinion of Carlyle, i. 280 ; his

appointment to the Mastership of

Trinity College, 320 ; references

to, 296, 326 ; remarks on by Mau-
rice, 477, ii. 37, 38 ; reference to,

212
;
his title of the chair to which

Maurice was appointed at Cam-
bridge, 552

Whig and Tory, how Maurice sym-
pathised with, and differed from,

both, i. 485
White, Blanco, i. 51, 423, 504
Whitehead, Mr., i. 322
Whitmore, Mr. (afterwards Q.C.), i.

56, 61, 76, 90
Whit Sunday, thoughts on, i. 543
Whitsuntide, on the season of, i. 412;

blessings of, ii. 519 ; associations

connected with, 520

YYhittier, J. G., i. 403
Wife, on the qualities deemed desir-

able in a, i. 204 ;
on the help de-

rived from a, 240
Wilberforce, Rev. R., denies Protest-

antism means anything, i. 140
Wilberforce, Rev. S., Archdeacon of

Surrey (afterwards Bishop of Oxford
and Bishop of Winchester), Mau-
rice's first acquaintance with, i. 238 ;

addresses his letters to, 239 ; his cha-

racter, 239 ; reference 10,283 ; death
of his wife, 304 ; remarks on, 350,

351 ; letter to Maurice on Ward's

case, 395 ; references to, 414, 533,
547, ii. 14, 179, 182, 194; fate of
his " formula concordiae," 201 ; re-

ferences to, 203, 209, 211 n. ; his

article on 'Essays and Reviews,'

3S2, 383 ; Maurice on the unbelief

of it, 390 ; Maurice's increasing
distrust of, 406 ; references to,

421, 465, 468, 506 ;
on the rhetoric

of, 569 ; sneers of, at the scientific

men for maintaining what they be-

lieved to be truths, 608

Wilberforce, William (the elder), i.

35, ii. 84
Wilberforces, the, i. 281, 516
William of Occam, i. 466
Williams, Rev. Rowland, D.D., Vice-

Principal and Professor of Hebrew
at St. David's College, Lampeter,
and Vicar of Broad Chalke, Wilts,
author of the essay on ' Bunsen's
Biblical Researches

'

in
'

Essays
and Reviews,' ii. 390, 401, 464

Wdson, Mr. John, editor of the Globe,
i. 199

Wilson, Rev. Henry Bristow, B.D.,
Vicar of Great Staughton, Hunts,
author of the essay on ' The Na-
tional Church '

in
'

Essays and

Reviews,' i. 199, ii. 424, 429, 464
Windischgratz, an Austrian general

in 1848, i. 487
Winkworth, Miss, her translation of

German hymns, Maurice's delight
in, ii. 619, 640

Wolff, Rev. Joseph, ii. 395
Wolstenholme, Miss, her essay on

the education of girls, ii. 592
Women, on the theology and faith of,

i. 86 ; classes for, started at the

Working Men's College, ii. 260

Wood, Mr., i. 285. 286
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Woollcombe, Mr. (afterwards Arch-
deacon of Barnstaple), letter to,

from Maurice, on taking Orders
under an inadequate sense of feel-

ing, i. 245-248 ; reference to, 500
Woolner, Mr., the sculptor, ii. 305,

306
Word of God, tendency of the clergy

to give the Scriptures the title of,

ii. 603
Word, on the Divine, see i. 237, ii.

33°, 331, 338, 45 2 > 466, 500 ; up-
holds the existence of the devil, ii.

21
;

all reference to, omitted by
Pan-Anglican Conference, 567 ;

the Broad Church and, 603, 604
Word, the Living, the ground of the

Articles, ii. 603
Words, on the power of, i. 526 ;

how
Maurice endeavoured to ascertain

the meaning of the, of an author,
ii. 541 n.

Wordsworth, Dr., at a National

Society meeting, i. 546
Wordsworth, the poet, references to,

i. 5, 63 ; on the egotism of, 65 ;

sketch of, 78 ;
Maurice defends the

poetry of, 176; on Wordsworth,
Shelley, and Chatterton, 199 ;

speech on the day of the death

of, 317 ;
on his

'

Prelude,' ii. 59 ;

Cf. with this passage to explain it, i.

215, "I believe," &c, 246, "To
learn," &c, and 171, 172.

Work, on the seeming vanity of all

earthly, when yet nothing has been
in vain, ii. 247

Working classes, D. Macmillan's
letters to Hare on the state of the,

i. 288, 329 ; Maurice proposes to ad-

dress a series of tracts to, 330, 331 ;

'

Cambridge
'

or '

Hospital
'

tracts

for the, 368 ;
a series of weekly

tracts for the, 463, 471 ; Maurice's

desire for meetings of the, 513 ; meet-

ings with the, 536-539, 542, 544,

549 ; co-operation and Christian

Communism begin to be discussed

at, ii. 6-1 1
;

their feeling of hos-

tility to an imaginary God, 57 ;

conferences with the, resumed, 112,

113 ;
on the trades-unions of the,

113-116
Working men of London, address

from the, to Maurice, ii. 221-223

Working Men's Association, organi-

sation of the first, ii. 40 ; the Coun-
cil of I'romoters, 40, 41 ; Maurice's
views of the principles which should

regulate, 40, 41

Working Men's College, first idea of,

ii. 221, 232 ;
Maurice draws up a

scheme for, 233 •,

amount derived
from Maurice's lectures on behalf

of, 239 ;
classes for ladies started

at, 260 ; two French Republican
refugees excluded from the Council

of, 268-271 ; its freedom from re-

ligious tests, 304 ; progress of the

College, and list of its teachers,

304-306 ; proposal to make it a

joint-stock company, 307 ; objec-
tions to this, 307 ; the scheme is

abandoned, 309 ; secession of some
members, 309 ; Maurice delivers a
course of lectures on the Epistles of

St. John at, 310 ; the Sunday ques-
tion at, 318-321 ; closing of the

women's classes at, 379 ; a meeting
at the, to congratulate Mr. Hughes
on his election for Lambeth, 501,

meeting at, to congratulate Maurice
on his appointment to Cambridge,
551 ; a letter to, "On Secular and
Denominational Education," 612

;

Maurice's good-bye to, 634
1

Working, on Learning and,' ii. 239
'

World, the Religions of the,' i. 430
Worsley, Rev. Dr., Master of Down-

ing, i. 210

Wynn, Miss Williams, references to,

ii. 251, 264, 315 ; letters to, from

Maurice, 316, 346, 382, 461, 462,

511, 570, 576, 577, 579, 628

X

Xenophon, i. 217

Y

'

Yeast,' Maurice's opinion of, ii.

58 ; reference to, 59
York, Archbishop of (Charles Thomas

Longley, 1860-1862), i. 416, 418,

421, 521
"You" and "Thou," Maurice and

Hare on, i. 248, 249

Young, Mr., i. 152, 153

Zwingli, ii. 265
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Anecdotes—
A bolstering match, i. 9 ; Maurice
as a boy and Southey's lines on

Blenheim, 15; Cathon's 'Birds'

and the
' Book of Trades,' 18

;

"
It wains," 30 ; Betsy Norgrove's

stories of the boy's reading and
of the plum, 33 ;

" His inten-

tions are excellent," 33 ; the flower

and the biscuit, 33 ; a cousin's pic-

ture, 34 ;
Dr. Goodeve's anecdotes,

39 et seq. ;
the pledge, 40 ; the bull

and the hat, 40 ; the silk-stocking

device, 41 ;
Mr. Beales, M.A., and

B. H. Kennedy, 49 ; Mr. Kearsey
and Maurice, 71 ; Mr. Ebden's
account of his cancelling his name
on the college books, 73 ; Fanny
Kemble, Maurice, the donkey, and
the elephant, 77 >

^ r- Roebuck on

Sterling and Maurice, 77 > the three

novels, 90 ; Maurice nearly frozen,

104 ; Maurice " in a pucker," Mr.
Gladstone's account, 109 ; Mrs.
Maurice's account of the South-

ampton riots, 114; and of the

Irvingite miracles, 1 16; Robert

Hall, Michael Maurice, and the

Trinity, 123 ; Dr. Johnson's ac-

count of a walk on the Tripos day,

131; Captain Marryat and ' Eustace

Conway,' 163 ; Coleridge and
' Eustace Conway,' 165 ; the Apos-
tles' Club and ' Eustace Conway,'
165 ; other anecdotes as to, 166 ;

a walk to Clapham, 186; "The
world is out of joint," 198 ; Words-
worth, Shelley, and Chatterton,

199 ; anecdotes of Mrs. F. Maurice,

229 ; Maurice lectures on English
Literature, various anecdotes by
Archdeacon Farrar, 3 1 4-3 17 ; anec-
dote by Dr. Barry, 318 ;

a dinner-

party of Carlyle, Sterling, Maurice,
&c, 346 ; Mr. Hughes' introduction

by Maurice,
" A very good fellow

for cricket," &c, 483 ; a Gover-
nesses' Institution dinner, 514;
Bishop Short on the mode of deal-

ing with newspaper criticism, 533 ;

a magic-lantern party, 543 ;

"
toss-

ing Bishop Short in a blanket,"

547 ; "He left us trembling," ii.

3 ; Otiov re irdBos, 4 ; Mr. Tom
Hughes and those who hissed the

Queen, 10
; the first Socialist din-

Anecdotes continued—
ner, 31 ; Miss Fox, account of a
Socialist meeting, 62 ; James Mar-
shall's dinner-party and Maurice's
correction of the two M.P.'s, 63 ;

the English Review and Maurice,
70 ; a certain Record writer and
Maurice, 71 ; Maurice tears up a

letter given him to deliver, 76 ;

"I won't be 'Maliel any more,"
106 ; Movo\p, 126 ;

" The Duty of

the Age," and Maurice's veto, 127 ;

Maurice's " cholera of resigna-

tions," 172 ; the secretary and the

bishop's letters and the pamphlets,
196, 197 ; the suppressed letters of
two bishops and of the Preacher of

Lincoln's Inn, 200, 201
; Maurice

receives the news of a kindly article,

210 ; Maurice's breakfast-parties,

284; "the "shou-shou" of his

tub, 285 ; the effect of suddenly
entering his room, 285 ; poison in

the pot, 286 ; his habit of dictation,
286

; the poker and the pillow,
286

; his "black wife," 287 ; the

erasure of MSS., 287 ; Maurice
and the beggars, 287 ; "Monsieur,
je suis humilie," 288 ; the run from

the doorstep, 288 ; Maurice and
the costermongers, 289 ; Maurice
in the omnibus, 289 ; Maurice's

doing good by stealth, 289 ;
fast-

ing, 290 ;

" That was not what we
wanted," 290;

"
Mighty fine if ye

h'aint nothing to do," 291 ; the

maid and Maurice's boots, 292 ;

the lady of the Reeordand Maurice,

292 ; the rubbing of his hands,

294 ;
Maurice's horror of slavery

causes him incidentally to save a

large sum of money, 378 ; Robert
Hall and the devil, 403 ; the

meeting of Maurice and Colenso,

422 ; the effect on Maurice of Mr.

Bunyon's letter, 433 ;
Maurice's

sub-tenant, the carpenter, and the

surrender of the lease, 437 ;
Mau-

rice
" on fire

"
at Mr. Kempe's,

457 > purging the cathedral of Genoa
of Renan, 461 ; Bishop Thirlwall

and the Oxford '

Declaration,' 468 ;

"
Is man an ape or an angel ?

"

492 ;
Maurice and the Bribery

Bill, 493, 520 ; Maurice's
" Godless

Natural History," 534 ; the bed-
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Anecdotes continued—
ridden old woman and Punch,

535 ; Maurice and those who com-

peted with him, 545 ;
anecdotes of

moral courage, 546, 547 ; the scene

at the Working Men's College on
December 8th, 1866, 550, 551 ;

Mr. Kingsley's story of Maurice on

Leonardo da Vinci, 555 ; Mr.

Snowden's, of "
St. John expound-

ing St. John," 555 ; of Maurice and

Anecdotes continued—
Stanley, 601

;
Maurice and those

who tried to get him clerical pro-

motion, 616 ;
Maurice with little

children, 629 ;
Maurice with under-

graduates and young lady visitors,

630 ; Maurice and his servants,

631 ; "addled eggs," 632 ; Mau-
rice and his little grandchild, 628,

637 ;
the last days, 637-646
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